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“So Amazed By Grace!!!”
Introduction
“ I have been a Christian for more than thirty years and have sat through hundreds of hours of
classes and seminars that were all about learning and knowledge, but nothing has changed my
life like the ministry and teaching of Keys4-Life. ”
Rick, Keys4-Life Participant
A pastor friend of mine is fond of saying “preaching is the art of talking in someone
else’s sleep.” While funny, with this material, I pray it’s not the case. This dissertation radiates
from a passion and excitement of seeing people find God, in an amazing life changing way, and
it comes straight from my own walk with God and experience as a counselor and coach of 30
years. My pastor friend is also fond of saying, “A message should have three parts. The
introduction where I tell ya what I’m gonna tell ya. The body where I tell ya what I’m tellin ya.
And the end summary where I tell ya what I told ya I was gonna tell ya.” This being the
introduction, I’m gonna tell ya what I’m gonna tell ya.
Simply put, this dissertation is about grace. After watching so many Christians and
Pastors and churches and ministries, it’s about the grace we really don’t understand, or know
how to communicate very well. It’s about understanding what the words “God loves you” really
mean and why His love is the most powerful, dynamic force in a human’s heart, capable of
creating lasting life change. It’s about understanding the love of a Father who sacrificed His
Son for a very real and specific reason, because for God as Father a relationship with me was
personal. Grace starts with Jesus who died to re-introduce us to a Father who loves us dearly;
a Father who isn’t there to judge us, as “angry-God” theology would have us believe; a Father
Who isn’t impressed with our rituals, religion, requirements, rules, rites, and regulations, a
Father Who longs to do what He created us for— walk with us, fellowship with us, enjoy us and
we Him. God the Father longed to share His heart with us and Jesus, the Son of God longed
for a bride to cherish and nourish. That’s amazing, that’s grace.
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It’s about grace. It’s about really understanding what grace means to God, how it
became the life changing force of the early church, how the meaning of Grace was lost; and the
amazing impact for you as it was for me, of “knowing and believing” what God means when He
says, “You are the one I love in whom My Heart is well pleased”.
This dissertation is about applying grace as it was meant to be applied. Not the repackaging of worn out Christian-ese clichés about God’s love, but learning how His love is the
most powerful life transforming tools we have in our spiritual tool box. I came to see Father’s
love was the only place to start. It’s about learning how to re-center daily in a basic primary
trust of the Father’s Love for us. It’s about going home to His Presence, every day of my life, to
realize joy, and peace, and rest, and freedom, and truth and security, where I belong, am
important, have value, comfort, provision, protection, affirmation, acceptance, inheritance,
identity, a place of light & warmth and intimate love..
This dissertation is also written more like a guide book or pilot’s manual. I tend to be a
focused realist, I don’t want to feel good for a moment, by some Christian speaker, running to
another feel good conference, but I want to allow God to change my life long term. If it doesn’t
work I don’t want it. I was complaining about my lack of ability to write touchy-feely, beautifully
flowing, tear jerking material with a fellow pilot friend of mine. I told him I was discouraged and
thinking that no one would want to read this material, because it’s too direct. It is written simply
to help believers, Christians, navigate their walk with God in life, like a pilot’s manual. I told him,
“Who would want to read a manual, anyway.” My commercial pilot friend said, after a pause,
“Well…another pilot would want it…” he paused again, “desperately.” That caught my attention.
That’s when I knew that this dissertation a would be a manual of Grace for fellow navigators,
written by one who navigated the trail in front, charted the course, failed, had to start over, found
the pitfalls the hard way and yet by the Father’s great, amazing grace, made it Home. One who
can say, “you can too”. This dissertation is written for you, fellow Christian, to help you pilot and
navigate your walk that God has given you, to help you plot your course, watch your
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instruments, avoid bad weather as much as possible, know the conditions that lead to failure,
and find your way Home. It’s a manual, plain and simple, and if your intention is to be the best
pilot you can be, then this dissertation will be a huge help. I pray so.
This material is also written for those who want to help others, encouragers, pastors,
counselors and coaches who have a passion to see hurting people heal and mature. For those
who are called to be “flight instructors” to help others pilot safely home. The material in this
dissertation is life changing. I can’t tell you the number of people who have told me, time and
again, “I’ve been in counseling for years, with multiple counselors, and this has helped me more
in one hour, than what I got in five years of counseling.” God’s Grace will do that.
So, consider this question. We see so many hurting people. What if, in our deep
passion to help people become “life successful,” in our trying hard to assist in “positive” behavior
changes, we are only treating “symptoms” and not the root issues? What if our clients have
what my mentor Dean Hatfield would call, “a problem of root not fruit.” What if we with able skill
could point others to the source of their lack of peace and hope and faith and encouragement.
I have learned as one like Paul, a “co-worker” for others joy, there are two basic
principles. First, our behaviors, ie our daily actions, on the outside as we live life are an
expression or reflection of what's inside the heart. The outside fruit is determined by the root.
Crab apple roots produce crab apple trees. Second, when the inside root is changed, the
outside behavior changes as well, it has to, I can’t be what I’m not. I learned by changing the
unseen roots of a person’s life the outside fruit changes too, often automatically.
The fruit you see in your life or the lives of others is a reflection of the deep roots in their
hearts. You can’t get an apple from a lemon tree. I want to have good fruit in my life, producing
apples and not crab apples. When crab apple behaviors show up in my life, sour, bitter, angry,
hurtful behaviors, the primary problem is not the crab apple behavior that looks and tastes like a
crab apple it’s that the roots of my heart are still crab apple roots. The issue is not replacement
of or a forced march control of the problem behavior, but displacing of the basic heart root
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beliefs from which the problem behavior springs. Proverbs writes “Watch over your heart with
all diligence, For from it flow the springs of life.” Point is, if the water is bad don’t clean the
water, check the source. Take my friend John for example. He found himself constantly
irritated at work, so he attended an “I will not be irritated anymore” seminar to control his
behavior. But John’s primary emotion was not people who irritated him, it was the fear that if he
couldn’t produce more, faster, harder, better, that he would be terminated. Pressure in this
primary emotional area was explosive. The root of fear drove him, he was emotionally
exhausted, and just angry, but couldn’t say anything. John’s behavior secondary fruit of anger
came from his primary root of fear. Change, life change, is not about conforming to a new law,
“thou shalt not be angry at thy neighbor”, but, about transforming the inside, because the
outside, is most often an expression of the inside heart. Displacing the basic heart problem will
not happen by establishing and following a whole new set of behavior conforming laws. If
transformation is to take place, the heart problem has to be identified, exposed and surrendered
to the Spirit’s/Father’s scrutiny and the believer must accept a new identity, one founded on the
reality of who we are under the blood of the cross. In our coaching John saw the root fear, he
realized he was not believing God for His provision, and the anger at others behavior amazingly
disappeared. By treating the root, the fruit naturally changed as well. These two primary
statements being true, then we who are called to help others, pastors, counselors and coaches-of all people--must become first and foremost, root or heart surgeons.
We do a tremendous service when we give our lives to help people, desiring to bring
others to a point where the changes they make bring them encouragement, success and joy.
As you read this material question yourself. Evaluate your ministry and self-check to see if you
are not simply taking someone who desperately needs your skills as a heart surgeon, and
instead, prescribing a Band-Aid. I offer this dissertation in the hope that it will help you change
problem behaviors by changing what is at the root of the problem, the heart.
Jesus said,
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"For there is no good tree which produces bad fruit, nor, on the other hand, a bad tree
which produces good fruit. For each tree is known by its own fruit. For men do not
gather figs from thorns, nor do they pick grapes from a briar bush. The good man out of
the good treasure of his heart brings forth what is good; and the evil man out of the evil
treasure brings forth what is evil; for his mouth speaks from that which fills his heart”
Luke 6.43-45.
On another occasion Jesus explained the concept of heart to his disciples while at the
same time confronting religious leaders.
“Hear and understand. It is not what enters into the mouth that defiles the man,
but what proceeds ot of the mouth, this defiles the man.” Then the disciples came
and said to Him, ‘Do you know that the Pharisees were offended when they
heard this statement?’ But He answered and said, “Every plant which My
heavenly Father did not plant shall be uprooted. Let them alone; they are blind
guides of the blind. And if a blind man guides a blind man, both will fall into a pit.”
Peter said to Him, “Explain the parable to us.” Jesus said, “Are you still lacking in
understanding also? Do you not understand that everything that goes into the
mouth passes into the stomach, and is eliminated? But the things that proceed
out of the mouth come from the heart, and those defile the man. For out of the
heart come evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness,
slanders. These are the things which defile the man; but to eat with unwashed
hands does not defile the man.’" Matthew 15.10-20

Later, Jesus again referred to the religious leaders when he said, "You brood of vipers,
how can you, being evil, speak what is good? For the mouth speaks out of that which fills the
heart” (Matthew 12:34). His point is simple. Behaviors that need to be changed come from the
heart. Change the heart, change the behavior. As helpers, let us not be blind. Let’s move to
heal the heart first and foremost. That’s what this is all about.
As you read this dissertation, I pray that I can be like the FedEx guy who is delivering
a package of truth to you. May you look past my words and just see and hear Jesus, pointing
us to His Father through His Spirit.
.
Living the Grace Embrace,
James Johnson,
July 5, 2012
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I.

YOU’RE NOT ALONE

“All my Christian life I have felt I was standing at the door of a house, hearing the laughter and
warmth inside but couldn’t figure out how to open the door to get in. Your ministry gave me the
keys to open the door of Father’s Presence; I will never be the same”
Steve, Keys4-Life participant
A pastor’s journey to Father’s Love. “If a pastor struggles at the Christian Walk and
finds some amazing answers it sure helps regular folks like me.” Steve met me after a service
in a church where I had spoken the week before. “Can I talk to you?” he asked. That’s how the
conversation often begins when God’s people find a welcoming person with whom they can
finally share their hearts.
“When I first became a Christian, everything seemed so filled with joy. But as I tried to
walk with God I had a feeling of not being good enough, not measuring up. I knew there was
this Presence, something more that was just beyond my reach but I don’t understand how to get
through. It feels like I am always at the doorway to God’s Presence and power. It’s like
standing outside a wonderful home where, on the inside, are all these sounds of laughter,
acceptance, and peace. It’s like I can hear it, but with my best efforts I can only peek through a
crack in the door. I can’t get in. It’s always just out of reach. And the worse thing is that I know
this is my home--where I belong--but I can’t find the keys to get in. I try, but I can’t seem to do it
right, or do enough, or be good enough, or stay in control or whatever. And then I go to a
conference, or hear a message or someone tells me to read the latest book, and I try new
things, learn new things that help for a while. But they don’t last. They wear off.”
He leaned forward, “I believe you have found the keys I am missing, the keys for
understanding just what is so amazing about grace, the keys to help me open that door and live
inside my Father’s house, where I belong.”
I smiled at Steve. I knew exactly what he was talking about. I had been where he was.
A. A GREAT START – BUT THE GLASSES STAYED ON.
Looking back at my own Christian journey, I had started out with great intentions of
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pleasing God. I tried hard to obey, to surrender and to work hard at those things I thought
would make me look good in God’s eyes. From my past I knew that you had to work really
hard to gain a parent’s approval. At least that was how it was in the family I grew up in. Very
little I did met with any approval from my own parents. My grades weren’t good enough, my
behavior wasn’t acceptable and my life goals were too short sighted. What was of interest to
me was not to my parents. It was very clear that I just didn’t do it right.
My parents could communicate their disapproval to me with just one look, one facial
expression that spoke volumes of disdain and disappointment. They didn’t even have to say a
word. I just knew.
That training from my childhood, with its emphasis on what I did and how I looked,
became the value system filter that I measured my life worth by. As a result, I came to
Christianity with a sense of exhaustion and need. I just couldn’t do it right.
Accepting Christ as my savior initially was an experience in being loved and
accepted. I couldn’t get over the joy, contentment and peace I felt. But what I didn’t understand
at the time is that I came to Christ with a filter system already in place, I didn’t know that the
performance based value system I had before Christ, came right into my relationship with God
and became the filter through which I measured my basic value to God.
I started out feeling God’s Presence, His Peace and simple, contented joy. But then
it seemed to wear off. I felt I needed to get a recharge somehow. The Christian groups I
attended seemed to point to a clear direction. I thought I knew what I had to do to feel that initial
joy again. I had to work hard, do things right, look good, make the performance grade, impress
all the right people and achieve in the Bible study assignments. Then, somehow, maybe I
would avoid “the look” and be accepted again by God.
I went to college and then seminary. I even became a pastor. But it didn’t get better.
I still hadn’t arrived at the place of feeling accepted. It got much worse. There were more
standards to live up to, to be judged by. There was the size of your church, the number of
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degrees, the salary you made, the books and pamphlets written, the radio interviews conducted.
I felt that if I just do it right or better than anyone else, then I would have God’s presence, and
would know His smile.
Seminary to finish, verses to memorize, people to impress. Am I doing it right God?
Am I becoming super Godly man? Still empty and wrong inside! Must need to pray more,
share more, work harder, get another God fix from a conference or a reading a book or talking
to a big name speaker. Now am I doing it right, God? Are you pleased with me? Am I
something special now? Am I better than the others?
And then something more takes over. Messages from the past appear. Not only do I
feel guilty of not measuring but now shame, the emotion related to guilt, rears its ugly head.
Now I feel that more than my behavior is wrong, now I feel wrong. I wasn’t made to be good
enough, something’s wrong with me, others qualify but I never will, others can be blessed by
God but I can’t.
Guilt says something is wrong, shame says I am wrong. Guilt says you blew it,
shame says you’re bad. Guilt says, there is a problem, shame says you are the problem. Guilt
is the cop that writes a ticket for speeding, shame is the cop that pulls you over for speeding
then passes judgment for life in prison.
The good news is that Christ came to set us free from that prison. He says to us, “You are
worthwhile and to prove it, I will sacrifice myself in your place.” And, unlike the guilt and shame
ridden things we tell ourselves, Christ’s words are true “For God SO LOVED the world that He
gave His only begotten son that whosoever believes on Him shall not perish but have eternal
life.1 This is what separates us from every other religion in the world. I love the words in the
official movie trailer for the “Father of Lights” movie,

1

John 3.16, NASB
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“When I stand up to preach the gospel I often preach to people who have no idea who God is
because they worship idols, very terrible idols. Well, they spread the table for their gods, and I
tell them, the Christian God does it the other way around, He spreads the table for his children.
And in the other religions the people always seek god, in the Christian faith God seeks man.” 2
B. A GREAT FALL – WHEN GLASSES DON’T WORK
In my early days at the University, I took a mandatory class, Psychology 101, in which
we watched (and laughed at) an experiment done on a willing volunteer who was given a set of
upside down glasses.3 In an experiment done by researcher, George Stratton, glasses which
altered vision were put on a man with normal vision. Everything he saw was now upside down.
For him it appeared that the actual floor was the ceiling and the ceiling was the floor. From his
perspective he now walked across the ceiling so that as he came to a doorway he would see
the upper door jamb as something he had to step over to enter or leave a room. For us
students watching a film of the experiment, it was hilarious. The man would wave his hands in
the air because the couch was on the ceiling. When he tried to pour water into a glass he would
put the glass above the pitcher and pour the water on the floor. Everything was upside down.
(You can do see what this experiment was like by this by laying on the floor and imagining
you’re walking on the ceiling, stepping over doorways. You’ll get the idea). Walking outside
was an even bigger challenge (and of course more hilarious) because the sky was now the
ground and the ground the sky. He would fall down hills, try to step over tree limbs or hit his
face because he didn’t duck. Then they put him on a bike.
But slowly, his mind began to adapt to the glasses. Soon he was able to function
normally. Abnormal became normal and normal became abnormal (a principle of dysfunctional
thinking, by the way). The process had a name: perceptual adaptation. The volunteer’s brain
adapted to upside down perception so he could survive.
2

Father of Lights Trailer, http://fatheroflightsfilm.com/

3

Stratton, George M. (1896). "Some preliminary experiments on vision without inversion of the retinal

image". Psychological Review 3 (6): 611–7. DOI: 10.1037/h0072918.
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Here’s the important point. When the upside down glasses were taken off, the man’s
vision didn’t automatically change back to what it had been like before he wore the glasses., He
had to go through a re-training process in order to see, or even to walk, normally. The filter
remained in his brain.
So it is with us. As we are raised in our families of origin we are trained to think with
certain values and styles so that what we believe as true about ourselves and the world we live
in are like a filter for us. The world value system glasses are on. But God’s reality is different;
He sees everything right side up, as it really is.
When we become believers we still have upside down glasses on that filter our thinking.
To us God’s normal way of thinking is just foreign to us. That phrase comes to mind, for the
person in dysfunctional systems, “normal is abnormal and abnormal is normal”. We are living in
an opposite reality.
C. A GREAT ANNOUNCEMENT – HE KNOWS WHAT TO DO.
Now, the great news is when we come to know Christ as our savior we hear the promise
“You shall know the truth and the truth shall set you free “(John 8.32). Jesus told us the Spirit
that Father God would send would be the Spirit of Truth. “…that is the Spirit of truth, whom the
world cannot receive, because it does not see Him or know Him, but you know Him because He
abides with you and will be in you” (John 14.17). “When the Helper comes, whom I will send to
you from the Father, that is the Spirit of truth who proceeds from the Father, He will testify about
Me” (John 15.26), “But when He, the Spirit of truth, comes, He will guide you into all the truth;
for He will not speak on His own initiative, but whatever He hears, He will speak; and He will
disclose to you what is to come” (John 16.13). So the potential of finding the truth and
changing what we believe is available to us. In essence, the glasses can come off.
But the problem is when the truth is given to us by the Spirit we don’t change right away.
We hold on to the filter system (abnormal is normal and normal is abnormal) we have been
taught about what group we need to belong to, what things we must do to make us important,
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how we need to prove we are valuable and how we need to measure up to gain approval and
be appreciated, provided for and protected. And we will go to great lengths to do or get those
things to feel good about ourselves. Like orphans who are starved for what we need, we
rummage through the dumpsters of a world value system in search of counterfeit affection. We
will do anything we can to perform and people-please and pretend and try to control in an effort
to feel good about ourselves and our world.
For me I brought all of my performance and people pleasing and pretending and
control issues right into my Christian life. For me when things weren’t happening the answer
was to try harder and look better and network more extensively. And then when it ran out of
gas, as all efforts in the flesh do, I fell away from Christ, not wanting anything to do with Him or
any of the things about Him. I made it my mission to see that no one would be fooled by this
Jesus stuff like I was. Like the apostle Paul, I “persecuted the way.” I remember arguing at a
coffee shop with a lady who loved Jesus. I remember seeing her tear up as I poured out my
logic, my anger and debated her simple faith. I don’t know her name but I remember the hurt on
her face when I delivered my “checkmate” to her weak Christianity. I had won and that was all
that mattered.
Did my Christian life fail because I wasn’t trying? No, I tried with all I had. I remember
the breaking point came because I was really struggling with my mouth. In those early days I
had a mouth that was full of bitterness and anger. Every other word was a curse word. As I
read the word of God, I began to realize my cursing behavior was wrong. I wanted desperately
to change. I would get on my knees by my bed and pray that God would change me.
One day, I was praying at the end of my bed, hoping that God would see me and know I
was doing right for Him. I got up from prayer and turned, my eyes still a little foggy, and
smacked myself on the door my roommate had left open. I proceeded to tell the door where it
could spend eternity under the judgment of Almighty God. Then a realization hit me, even
harder than the door had. I couldn’t change my behavior for even five minutes, in spite of the
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time I had spent praying on my knees. That was when I quit. Christianity was a joke.
What I later discovered was I quit because my filter system said that I could make God
happy with me by my own self-right behavior. Unknown to me, I was trying to fill my internal
God-shaped hole, that “I feel good about me” feeling, by committing self-righteous acts
designed to impress God and make Him proud of me SO I could receive MORE of His Blessing
and get that “I feel good about me “ feeling back.
Still in college, I continued my assault on Christianity until I met a campus missionary,
Mr. Dean Hatfield, one evening. He used a word I hadn’t heard before and that gave me insight
into something I had not known. The word was “Grace.” What was more, as I got to know him;
he lived this word out in front of me. This godly man simply took me into his home and poured
loving encouragement into a very empty hole.
Unfortunately, I still did not get the meaning of grace. I heard the definition spoken over
and over, God’s Riches at Christ’s Expense, and I knew He had made me righteous in Christ
but my understanding of the concept only went skin deep. I heard the words spoken but the
words themselves had little emotional value so they didn’t challenge my filter or remove my
world value system glasses. I was still walking on the ceiling. I had found grace again but I
couldn’t hang on. I knew I was loved, but I wanted desperately to be of value, to be important,
to know my future was secure. But the glasses stayed on.
This time I tried harder, worked at it more, and discovered that through my prideful
knowledge of the Bible I could be better than others, I could excel, I could teach, and I needed
to go to seminary so I could be licensed at teaching others. But the glasses were still on; the
filter was still there, what I thought was normal, was so abnormal. And what I thought was
abnormal was really God’s normal. I wasn’t ready yet.
There is a place in the Bible that actually talks about this need of changing how we see
things. Dr. Neil Anderson brought this out in his book, Victory over the Darkness, as he
recounted the story Christ taught us. Jesus had just healed a blind man in Mark 8.22-25 “And
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they brought a blind man to Jesus and implored Him to touch him. Taking the blind man by the
hand, He brought him out of the village; and after spitting on his eyes and laying His hands on
him, He asked him, ‘do you see anything?’ And he looked up and said, ‘I see men, for I see
them like trees, walking around’.” Wow, imagine that! He could see, he could really see, for the
first time in life he had the joy of sight. But something wasn’t quite right yet. The story goes on.
“Then again He laid His hands on his eyes; and he looked intently and was restored, and began
to see everything clearly.” Notice something here. Jesus healed him the first time but the man
says,” I can see but I see men walking about as trees.” So had Jesus just not “tweaked” him
enough? Press this a bit. Did the Lord of the Universe, who created the man in the first place
and who created his eyes, just not know him well enough to get it right the first time? Had
Jesus made a mistake? Couldn’t He get it right the first time? I think not. What becomes
evident from this eye witness story is that Jesus was teaching a very important principle. One
touch isn’t always enough. In His wisdom Jesus taught us that we often must come back for
another touch of His Healing Grace and Mercy or else we simply see men vaguely, like trees,
blurred and without understanding. That was me. I needed a second touch.
As I continued to pastor churches and deal with people I was a hungry orphan leader
trying to teach other orphan followers what it felt like to be full and loved. I was trying to lead
others to a place I’d never been before. I studied the Word with the best of teachers. And I
learned to practice a walk in the Spirit through the teaching ministry of Bill Bright. But it was still,
though I could get it right some of the time, most of it was all about me. I needed to be
successful, I needed to keep things under control, I had to do it right. I had to impress others to
feel good about myself. Like a juggler spinning plates on top of steel pegs, I had to keep them
all spinning, I had to run from plate to plate, I had to keep adding until, one day, too tired to try
anymore, I didn’t care anymore. I was emotionally exhausted and just stopped caring anymore.
The plates fell and I let a lot of people down. I walked away, costing me my marriage, my
ministry, and my reputation.
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It’s awesome to know that God never gives up on us. I remember leaving ministry,
broken hearted, devastated, no hope, truly a dark night of the soul. I took a job managing a fast
food restaurant. What else could a used-up, divorced, failure do?
On my second day of training, sitting in the back room utility area, watching
instructional videos, the other manager trainee turned to me and said, “You’re a pastor.” I
smiled weakly, went into panic, and wanted to run. I stayed and said I was. She then said,
“Last night, in prayer at my church, in a circle of people, someone said in the Spirit to this
manager trainee, completely without any knowledge of who I was, ‘You are working with a
pastor, and you must tell him, he will go back and touch many people.’” I couldn’t believe it,
there was no human explanation, no one knew I was a pastor.
Good grief, I thought, give me a break. Seriously God are you kidding me? My life is
a mess my hands can’t even hold a hamburger, my heart barely takes one more beat and You
give me this? I politely told this person; please never mention this to anyone.
But God didn’t give up. God takes our mess and makes it His Message. I brought all
my emotional stuff to Him and said, “You fix it, ‘because I’m a mess and I haven’t even a clue
what to do.”
Then, one morning at sunrise, driving to work on a snow packed road in Iowa, with
the sun blinding my eyes through the windshield, I felt Him say in my inner spirit, “I won’t give up
on you, I love you. I want you to go back, and re-learn from Me, you don’t understand
relationships at all. Start from the beginning, just be My son”. So I did. This dissertation is a
chronicle of that walk that began with God that changed everything about my thinking and my
life and how I became so amazed by Grace.
D. A GREAT RELIEF – YOU’RE NOT ALONE
I went back. I engaged in a process with a kind and loving group of pastors who loved
me, trusted me and picked me up. Tom Bell, Fred McCormick, Leith Anderson, elders from
Wooddale church, gave me the opportunity to see myself and the pain I had caused in my life.
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And, they put me in charge of a Divorce Recovery group. Oh great, I thought, this is just what I
need, a totally discouraged failure leading a group of depressed people whose marriages have
failed. However, we never want to forget two words, “But God.” God started working in my life
to help me rebuild my thinking. I began reading and studying now from a different perspective,
not to impress God, and not to impress others with the knowledge I knew, but to learn about my
relationship with Him. From that came the passion to build great relationships with the people
God loves. I knew there had to be answers somewhere.
I couldn’t believe my ears. Here was a man on the radio talking about his ministry and
sharing exactly what I was experiencing as well. David Seamans was speaking from his years
of counseling and preaching. I just stared at the radio, listening to this man who essentially was
reading my diary. Then I went out and bought his book Healing for Damaged Emotions.
David Seamans wrote,
“Early in my pastoral experience I discovered that I was failing to help two groups of
people through the regular ministries of the church. Their problems were not being solved by the
preaching of the word, commitment to Christ, the filling of the Spirit, prayer, or the sacraments. I
saw one group being driven into futility and loss of confidence in God's power. While they
desperately prayed, their prayers about personal problems didn't seem to be answered. They
tried every Christian discipline, but with no results. As they played the same old cracked record
of their defects, they would get stuck in repetitive emotional patterns. While they kept up the
outward observances of praying and paying and professing, they were going deeper and deeper
into disillusionment and despair. I saw the other group moving towards phoniness. These
people were repressing their inner feelings and denying anything that was seriously wrong,
because, Christians can't have such problems. Instead of facing their problems, they covered
them with a veneer of Scripture verses, theological terms, and unrealistic platitudes. The
denied problems went underground, only to later reappear in all manner of illnesses,
eccentricities, terribly unhappy marriages, and sometimes even in the emotional destruction of
their children.”4
What was I reading? These people sound just like me. It was like Seamans was
reading my biography. He wrote on,
“During this time of discovery, God showed me that the ordinary ways of ministry would
4

David Seamands, Healing for Damaged Emotions [Colorado Springs, CO: David C. Cook, 1981],
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never help some problems. And he began to enable me to open up my heart to personal selfdiscovery, and to new depths of healing love through my marriage, my children, and intimate
friends. In the 20 years that I have been preaching, teaching, counseling, and distributing tapes
on this subject, I have heard from thousands of formerly defeated Christians who have found
release from emotional hang-ups and who have experienced the healing of crippling memories
of the past.”5

So my experience was not unique. As I began to talk to and work with what has now
become many people I found almost universally the same experiences. I began learning that
other pastors saw the same things. Something was wrong, not with the behavior, but at the
core, at the heart. The emotions emanating from the emptiness of people’s God shaped hole
were damaged and had to be healed. It wasn’t that there weren’t well-meaning and
hardworking performance oriented Christians trying to live out the Christian life. There were
many of us. But something was wrong on the inside. The upside down glasses were still there.
I came to see that my flesh, my orphaned spirit, was still very much in control, as it was before
Christ was in my life. It had just taken on a different expression.
Some of the most notable testimonies of something being wrong on the inside came
from several men I deeply respect. Charles Stanley, a Christian pastor for many years, wrote
the following.
One of these fellows said, “Charles, put your head on the table and close
your eyes.” So I did. The he said to me very kindly, “Charles, your father just
picked you up in his arms and held you. What do you feel?” I burst out crying.
And I cried and I cried, and I could not stop crying. Finally when I stopped, he
asked me again, and I said that I felt warm and loved and secure and good, and I
started weeping again. For the first time in my life I felt God emotionally loving
me. All these years I preached about trusting God and believing Him and
obeying him. And I had. But I came back and I looked through my sermon file,
and in all of those years I had only preached one sermon on the love of God and
it was not worth listening to. The reason was because I didn’t know what it
meant to feel the love of God because my dad had walked out on me in death at
seven months of age.” 6

5
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Here was a man that had a worldwide ministry on five thousand radio stations, taking God’s
amazing word to thousands of people and yet, down deep inside him, there remained a terrible
vacuum.
Like the recipients of Jeremiah’s Message (Jeremiah 2:13), I had hewn out for myself
cisterns to hold the grace of God without realizing Father’s Love could not be held. Like the
manna of the Exodus, it could not be stored, or hoarded or controlled. The provision of His
grace had to be new every morning and it had to destroy the filters of a world value system.
So can we overcome the upside down filter system of the world? If so, what specific
things do we need in “our tool box” to accomplish this. In our journey together over this pathway
to Re–Centering in Father’s Grace Embrace, allowing Him to heal the hurts of our severed
hearts and then allowing Him to hammer away at our hardness, we come to that place where
the foundation begins.
Could there be a root problem that drives the behavior of our lives? Could there be a
reason for a lack of strength and stability, for the fears we fear and the over-reactions that arise
from those fears? Could there be a virus at the core of our hearts that underlies the whole of
our behaviors?
In order to build the strong and healthy structure of God’s plan in our lives, we come to
that place where we need to see our righteousness as despicable as filthy rags. Unfortunately,
the longer we are Christians and the more “mature “ we become, the more delusional our filthy
rags of good works becomes.
At the outset I will tell you this will hurt a little. No, in fact, if you seriously apply yourself
to the scriptures and the principles in this material, it will hurt a lot. No one likes it when the
glasses come off. No one likes to feel exposed and uncertain. Sometimes we like living in the
prison we are in. A prison is consistent and predictable, there are four walls, well defined
boundaries, rules to follow, scheduled meals, and everything is in order…but no freedom.
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E. ORPHANS / ISHMAELS OR SONS / ISAACS LEARNING THE TERMS
One final clarification before we move forward. There are in Scripture, two types
Christians. Those who live by faith in promise and those who live by working in performance to
the Law. In the following material we will often take a principle and explain it in terms of those
who live by faith and those who live by law. This is one of the most important terms that we will
be working with in this dissertation is a reference that we will be using to the concepts of sons
and orphans, Isaacs and Ishmael's.
If one looks at Galatians 4.21-28, we see Paul writing to the Galatians, a group
struggling with understanding how to live the life of a believer, “Tell me, you who want to be
under law, do you not listen to the law? For it is written that Abraham had two sons, one by the
bondwoman and one by the free woman. But the son by the bondwoman was born according to
the flesh and the son by the free woman through the promise“. Paul contrasts the two children
of Abraham, Isaac and Ishmael, as one born of the flesh or world, and one born of the Spirit or
promise. The apostle goes on to make a clear, specific declaration to his audience when he
says "and you brethren, like Isaac, are children of promise." There are two basic types of
Christian believers.
Slaves: those who find their roots in the flesh, who live by love of law, who live their
lives by pulling value from what the world offers. These, Paul might say, are slaves. It will be
our contention that they are slaves to a world value system, slaves to getting things done by
their own efforts, slaves who have forgotten that God is the only source of life and power in our
lives, who have forgotten the value of God’s love for them, and have “ fallen from grace. “
Slaves, though they are sons, live as if they are orphans. These are those believers who face
the challenges of losing their freedom by yielding to the appeal of the world value affections and
returning to the security of the yoke of slavery.
Sons: Paul might identify the other group as Isaac’s or children of promise. They are
free of the world and its values, free of living to perform under some law, rule, regulation, ritual,
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requirement or restriction.
I have designed this material to constantly contrast these two groups, Sons verses
orphans, Ishmael versus Isaac. There is probably no greater testimony to the spirit of an
orphan than that in the Arab nations to this day. Millions of square miles of land belong to them
yet they have nothing but hatred for an area the size of Indiana or Illinois. The orphan spirit
doesn’t leave; it has to be displaced with a reconciliation, which we will talk about later on.

For the orphan Ishmael heart, life is lived by faith in self, self-solutions, self-strength,
self-wisdom, trying harder to do it right or just giving in and becoming bitter on God.
A spirit of Sonship learns life is about intimacy and trusting God, practicing His
Presence every day in their daily lives, where pleasing Him comes as an overflow of
trust. Orphans live by the Love of the law of performance, and possession and power
and praise of men, so the practice of law and the controls of law are very comfortable
to live in.
Sons, Isaacs, simply put, learn to live by the Law of Love; they live by the Presence of
God, receiving His Love first, then in loving response hearing and obeying His
commands, asking for His insight through the practice of prayer.

II.

THE PROBLEM OF “LIFE”: THE SEVERED HEART.
“As doctors, when they examine the state of a patient and recognize that death is at hand,

pronounce, ‘He is dying, he will not recover’ so we must say from the moment a man is born: ‘he
will not recover’.” St. Augustine7
I had the privilege of listening to a sermon on December 4, 2010, by Mark Martin, Senior
Pastor of Calvary Chapel, Phoenix, as he recounted an experience in he had in his walk with
God during a particularly discouraging time of his life. Pastor Martin shared that, one morning
on his walk to work, during his time with God, that still small voice directing him to look at a
7
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building that was dilapidated and very run down. He felt that God was saying, “Take a look at
that building. It is a picture of your life.” Every day as he would walk or drive by, it remained a
rundown, unwanted, graffiti-stained, worn-out, dilapidated structure. “Wow, God,” he thought.
“This is a picture of me? “
One day he walked by the building and noticed a fence had been put up around it.
There were large tractors, backhoes and dump trucks pulled up to the front of the building.
Crossing the street, he stood and watched to see what would happen next. Workers came and
it became a beehive of activity. “Alright God, now we’re talking,” he thought. The tractors
started up and began to move. They smashed, tore down, ripped apart and completely
demolished the building. In a few hours it was pulled down, gathered up, crushed, compressed
and loaded onto dump trucks to be hauled away to the where the rest of trash is taken.
Ultimately, all that was left was a slab of concrete.
Now he was shocked that God had pointed out this building as a picture of his life. He
remembers remarking “Thanks a lot, God, You chose a demolition project with me in mind? “
As the days and weeks went on, more tractors and trucks arrived. They began to dig,
not just a little hole, but a huge, gaping, two or three story cut, into the ground. He remembered
remarking to God “And that is a picture of my life, just one big pit?”
Not too much later, passing by the hole that was now a picture of his life, he saw cement
trucks dumping loads of concrete. He felt God spoke to him again and said, “Look at the hole,
and understand this. The greater the building to be built, the deeper and stronger the
foundation needs to be. “
Over the next weeks and months, a beautiful, multistory condominium building came to
be built in the place where the dilapidated, unused, single-story eye sore once stood.
The point of the story is that when God goes to work in your life, He often has to tear
down what has been built. He has to dig deeply into the foundation we have made for ourselves
in this world. And though we may doubt He has spoken at all, the word is the same, “Son, in
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order to build a structure that can be a blessing to many, I need to demolish what you believe, to
dig deeply into your heart and then pour a strong foundation built on truth.”
That is what happened to me. After twenty-five years of ministry, college and seminary
degrees, never missing a time with God in prayer and in the Word for more than twenty years,
all the while walking in the filling of the Spirit, it was as though there were a twisted drive inside
that was deeper than I could get to and it appeared that even God couldn’t reach it either.

I

was driven to be better, to be important, to be valued, to be approved of and appreciated, to
know I was protected. The more the things I wanted were threatened, the harder I tried. The
more I was afraid of their being taken away, the more committed I became, thinking Surely God
would bless me now. And all the while, Father God was saying “This is a picture of your life. I
need to desperately dig out the old and replace it with Me.”
I ask you to let God use this material, to read it carefully and let Him dig into the depth of
your life. He wants to do a great work but He will not do it on a poor foundation. Do not do as
some of my clients do when they say, “That’s just what I need to tell so and so.” Remember,
“It is doubtful whether God can bless a man greatly until He has hurt him deeply.” A.W. Tozer8
A. BOOK OF ORIGINS, BOOK OF BEGINNINGS.
Where do we start this journey? The Biblical place to begin a work such as this is at
the first book of the Bible whose name means beginnings, Genesis. We read in the first five
words, “In the beginning God created…”

Now while it may seem self-evident that “in the

beginning God created,” when we look at what we believe and how we live, it really isn’t what
we think. If we accept that in the beginning God created, then any system of teaching or
thinking that seeks to understand the nature of man, must by necessity start with understanding
the nature of the One that created man. To understand the nature of man we need to hear

8
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from the One Who created him: to learn how man was wonderfully designed, to see the origin
of sin and the consequences of a severed heart, to understand the origin of the laws of
performance, and the beginning of the spirit of rejection, to identify the false thinking that we can
be like our Creator designed us by doing it ourselves. We need to see ourselves by seeing
through the eyes of the One that created us.
1.

God, You are Creator and I am not.
This is important. “In the beginning God created…” He chose that action. He didn’t

have to do it, but he wanted to. This wasn't some action that sprang out of cosmic goo, with
products of evolution. We have been created by God who chose to create us. Therefore, we
are not accidents.
He made us. We need to come to the place where we accept— no, rejoice in—the
way that God created us. No matter how we look, or what "giftedness" we have (or don’t have),
it doesn't matter because God created us and gave us value in the simple act of creation. The
little magnet on my mom’s refrigerator used to remind me about this. It said, “God made me the
way I am, and He don't make junk.”
2. God said, “let us create man in OUR likeness.” Okay I get that too, God.
The decision to create man was a decision to create him in the image of God. This
has often been interpreted to mean that since God has three parts (Father, Son and Holy Spirit)
then man must have three parts. These parts have been identified as the mind that God gave
us with which to think, the emotions He gave us with which to feel and the will He gave us with
which we make decisions.
Something that came to me as I studied this passage is the great delight that God
had in creating man. With all other creation God simply spoke and it came into being. God
spoke and vegetation occurred. God spoke and light occurred. God spoke and land was formed.
God spoke and all of the animals and insects were created. But God did not speak to create
man. Instead we read in Genesis, “Then the LORD God formed man of dust from the ground,
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and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living being” (Genesis 2.7).
God did not create man by speaking, but rather, created man by forming him with His own
hands, forming him in His Image. But then, something even stranger occurs. God, in some
way, breathed His own life into man's body. When I first began to see this, I was overcome by
a strange observation I hadn't seen before. Who was the first face that man saw when he was
born? It was the face of his Heavenly Father. And God intended it that way.
It is to be noted that creation was for God’s own good pleasure. "Thou hast created
all things, and for Thy pleasure they are and were created" (Revelation 4.11).

Proverbs says

God took His delight in the sons of men,
When He established the heavens, I was there, When He inscribed a
circle on the face of the deep, When He made firm the skies above , When the
springs of the deep became fixed, When He set for the sea its boundary So that
the water would not transgress His command, When He marked out the
foundations of the earth; Then I was beside Him, as a master workman ; And I
was daily His delight, Rejoicing always before Him, Rejoicing in the world, His
earth, And having my delight in the sons of men.”9
God delighted in the creation of men. He delighted! This is not “angry God”
theology at all.
One other thing I’d like you to notice, and which I will comment on at length a
little further on, is that before God was Creator, God was a Father. Before God became
the Creator, God was a Son.
3. God created man “for His Glory,” for His DELIGHT ! What? You delighted in man?
In their book, We Would See Jesus, Roy and Revel Hession said,
The story of man began when God, who is complete in Himself and therefore
could have no needs, deliberately chose; it would seem, to be incomplete without
creatures of His own creating. "Thou hast created all things, and for Thy
pleasure they are and were created" (Rev. 4.11). It was for this purpose and no
other—that of existing for the pleasure of God—that man was brought into being.
He was intended to be the delight of God and the object of His affection. On
man's side, the basis of that original relationship was that it was completely Godcentered. Man knew that he had only been created to delight God, and his only
9
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concern was to respond to the Divine affection, to live for Him, and to do His will.
It was his joy continually to submit to the will and desires to those of his Creator,
and in nothing to be independent of Him. As he thus lived in submission to God,
every need in man's nature was satisfied by God. As C. S. Lewis puts it in
describing that early unfallen relationship, ‘In perfect cyclic movement, being,
power and joy descended from God to man in the form of a gift and returned from
man to God in the form of obedient love and ecstatic adoration.’ Truly these
were the "palmy days" of the human race, when man was as much at home in
the unseen realm as in the seen, when the faculty within him called spirit was
able to commune with God who is Spirit. To insist, then, that to see God and be
in living relationship with Him is the supreme goal of life is not to insist on
anything strange or unnatural. It is the very purpose for which we were recreated,
the sole raison d'etre for our being on the earth at all.10
Already we are seeing something new. We weren’t created for ourselves; we were
created for the joy and pleasure of Almighty God. We were created to be dependent upon
Almighty God for everything in our lives. Now listen, it was in this dependency relationship that
a man or woman found the basic five human needs we can’t live without: belonging,
significance, value, approval, protective provision. We knew we existed for a relationship with
God and nothing else. Adam had no idea if he would be alive the next day and he didn’t care,
he existed for the pleasure of a God Who loved him dearly.
From Orphan to Son
For the orphan or Ishmael, life’s meaning doesn’t include God or if it does, God sits on
a shelf, life is all about what I can do, or achieve and ultimately for my glory,
But for the son, the Isaac, life is not about me at all it’s about God Who is my Creator.

4. Big Fail, it crashed. God had two kids that didn’t measure up.
Man sinned, and just as God had said, “in the day you eat, you shall surely die.” They
didn’t die physically, because they were walked to the gates of the garden and put out. They
didn’t die emotionally or mentally, they could still think and feel. So what died? The Bible
teaches that their spirits became dead.

10
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B. EDEN’S FAILURE: THE SEVERED HEART.
What happened that man would have such an unfilled hole in his heart? Again, we
go back to the book of beginnings, Genesis, where we find the early answer in chapter 2, "then
the Lord God took the man and put him into the garden of Eden to cultivate it and keep it. And
the Lord God commanded the man, saying, 'from any tree of the garden you may eat freely; but
from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for the day that you eat from it
you shall surely die’" (Genesis 2.15-17). The book of Genesis, in its recounting of the beginning
of creation, also shows the beginning of a core problem. Man sinned. In that sin, by eating
from the tree of good and evil, the one, the only one, God said “no” to, something happened.
God promised when man disobeyed God’s one command, when he transgressed God’s one
command he would die. We know that man didn’t die physically because he was alive when
God confronted him and then escorted him from the garden at sword point by an angel who
stood guard to keep him from re-entering. So he didn’t die physically, at least not right away.
Somehow he died, just as God said he would. The Bible tells us man died inside, in his spirit.
Look at Ephesians where we read,
“And you were dead in your trespasses and sins, in which you formerly walked
according to the course of this world,.…but God, being rich in mercy, because of His great love
with which He loved us, even when we were dead in our transgressions, made us alive together
with Christ (by grace you have been saved) and raised us up with Him, and seated us with
Him…"11
The Bible says we are dead. Dead means dead, not partially alive, not mortally
wounded, not swooned but recovering, not injured but healing, not hope in a new me coming
every day. The Bible says that we were dead, dead, dead. Are you getting this? Now when
we become a Christian, when we are “born again” (John 3.3) to a “new creation” (2 Cor. 5.17)
our spirit is made alive. In John 3, Jesus says it this way. “’Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one
is born again he cannot see the kingdom of God’. Nicodemus said to Him, ‘How can a man be
born when he is old? He cannot enter a second time into his mother's womb and be born, can
11
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he?’ Jesus answered, ‘Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born of water and the Spirit he
cannot enter into the kingdom of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh and that which is
born of the Spirit is spirit’” (John 3.3-6). Jesus said the issue is one of spirit and the need is to
be born in spirit. So He was telling one of the great teachers of His time, your problem is you
can’t see because your spirit is dead. You must be born again. You lack “LIFE.”
In the garden of Eden our original parents lost life and as a result we are born dead in
spirit. When we are born again, our spirit comes alive in the miracle of becoming God’s child
again. Spirit is restored. Now, this will become very important. When the Spirit of God makes
us alive, gives us “LIFE,” there is a feeling, an emotion, an inner sensation, when we know we
are loved by God. There is a tremendous emotional boost that goes with “life.” My friend, Mike
Smith, says, “Life” is that feel good feeling I have about myself when I know I have value, that I
am important and that I belong. We experience peace and joy and rest and freedom. We are
alive. There is a sense of those five basic needs; belonging to God, of being important to Him,
of having value and worth in His eyes, of knowing that we are approved by Him, appreciated by
Him and protected by Him, provided for in our needs for life. We find “LIFE” in Him and we feel
it as a wonderful healing to a severed heart.”
But what happens when we don’t get our “LIFE” from Him? Then, like orphans, we
turn to living in garbage dumps and refuse pits and we scrounge anywhere else we can to find
the “LIFE” that we need. We have this obsessive passion about getting the “FEELING” of
“LIFE.” We want that good feeling about ourselves. Our feelings are telling us something is
wrong, we have a hole, a need that aches to be filled. That feeling becomes a drive in our lives
that causes us to we do whatever we need to do to get that sense of “LIFE.”
In 1979 I was sitting in an auditorium at Grace Community Church where Dr. Daryl
Delhousaye (now president of Phoenix Seminary) was delivering a message from the book of
John, using John 17.3 as a primary text. I can't quote the message verbatim because it was so
many years ago, but in that message he pointed out that “zoe” as used in Scripture denotes the
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life that God gives us. When God created us, we were given life. When we sinned we died in a
spiritual sense. Life was ours in the beginning and accordingly it was what we lost at the
moment of sin.
Here is what Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words states
about “zoe” or Life.
Zoe, is used in the NT of life as a principle, life in the absolute sense, life as God
has it, that which the Father has in Himself, and which He gave to the Incarnate
Son to have in Himself, John 5.26, and which the Son manifested in the world, 1
John 1.2. From this life man has become alienated in consequence of the Fall,
Ephesians 4.18, and of this life men become partakers through faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ, John 3.15, who becomes its Author to all such as trust in Him, Acts
3.15, and who is therefore said to be the life of the believer, Colossians 3.4, for
the life that He gives He maintains, John 6.35, John 6.63. Eternal life is the
present actual possession of the believer because of his relationship with Christ,
John 5.24; 1 John 3.14, and that it will one day extend its domain to the sphere of
the body is assured by the Resurrection of Christ, 2 Corinthians 5.4; 2 Timothy
1.10. This life is not merely a principle of power and mobility, however, for it has
moral associations which are inseparable from it, as of holiness and
righteousness. Death and sin, life and holiness, are frequently contrasted in the
Scriptures.12
The other word for “Life” in the New Testament is “bios” and refers more to the
quantitative physical aspects of being alive rather than the quality of spiritual life as a believer.
Daryl pointed out that “Life” as defined in the dictionary meant to function as intended or
designed and that “death” meant to cease to function as intended or designed. If we take this to
its full meaning, we, in the garden of Eden, were alive in our spirits, and when we sinned against
God, we experienced death in our spirits. This term "life" has a lot more meaning than just
sitting upright and taking nourishment, it means that we are functioning as intended or designed.
We were designed to function in a relationship with God. We were designed to function in a
relationship with others, recognizing them as gifts of God, and providing us opportunity to love
others as God loves. We were designed to function in life. This was lost in the garden of Eden
when man sinned against God and as a result, "died,” that is, he ceased to function in the
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capacity for which he was designed.
Now, note this: man was removed from the garden. Why? That he might not eat from
the tree of life. Man had eaten from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, and God
escorted him to the gate to make sure that he did not eat from the tree of life.
Jesus is described in John 1.4-5 in this way. “In Him was life, and the life was the Light
of men. The Light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did not comprehend it.” Jesus is
the “life.” Now, watch this. Jesus also says, “The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy;
I came that they may have life, and have it abundantly” (John 10.10). Jesus, in this well-known
passage, is stating that a large part of his purpose in coming to this Earth was to provide a very
specific thing, "life.” Not just "life" as something that's eternal by-and-by, but life and that
abundantly. Often we are conditioned to think of eternal life as something ethereal, something
dimension of floating in eternity that happens after we die. But in thinking that we miss the
point. Life, eternal life, begins the moment we believe in Christ, the moment we know God as
Father, that’s eternal life, knowing Him. Eternal life begins at salvation not at death, when we
get to heaven. Jesus also taught this in other passages, one of them being John 17.3 where He
says the Father is the source of “life.” “This IS eternal LIFE, that they may know You, the only
true God, and Jesus Christ whom You have sent” (John 17.3 emphasis mine). Break it down,
it’s a simple equation. Knowing God equals “Life.”
Now Vine’s Dictionary goes on to say, “Death came through sin, Romans 5.12, which is
rebellion against God. Sin thus involved the forfeiting of the ‘life’”13 Did you get that? Sin
involves the forfeiting of life. When sin entered the human race, we died, not physically--though
that would come--but that part of man that is in the spirit, ceased to function as designed or
intended. When we accept Christ as our savior, we are born again and made alive. We were
dead, meaning we ceased to, could not, function as intended or designed by God. When we
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come to Christ we get “life,” meaning in our spirits, we are reborn into functioning again as
intended or designed, in a vertical relationship with God.
In the preceding chapter we learned that there is a huge injury that occurs when
emotional needs, basic, simple emotional needs are not met. When our need for affection, for
significance, value, approval, and provision are not met then we are as orphans. We no longer
function as intended; we no longer get our "life" from our relationship with God. That severed
heart is dead to the “life” of God; we have ceased to function in a relationship to Him. It is as
though we have been cast away from where we needed to be, from the warmth of the room
filled with laughter and joy. We stand outside in the cold, empty and lifeless. Unable to get our
basic heart needs met and our emotional wounds healed, we walk away from the door. We go
to the alley behind and dig in the dumpsters of counterfeit affections, in hopes we can find a
morsel of food, some small piece of what is missing. We dig in the trash cans of a world value
system, in search of counterfeit needs. Why? Because that is what orphans do. Like
abandoned children, we fight each other for a morsel of significance from a competitive job, a
piece of value from the look of a parent long unable to give it. We strive, like street urchins,
clinging to what feels like “life” we fight, compete, wrestle, manipulate and try to control the
things around us so that we can exist, so that we can have “life.” Longing for a home, we turn to
the world.
Orphans get “Life” from the world, from what they do, how they look, who they know,
what they feel, all horizontal living.
Sons get “Life” from their knowledge of God, Intimacy with His Presence. It’s not
about what the world has to offer it is all about the surpassing value of knowing God
as Savior, Shepherd, and Father. It is the Almighty Who only occupies their hopes
and dreams.

Here then is the problem. Designed to bond to a God who created me, I have this
huge hole in my heart that only God can fill. Trying to draw satisfaction from any other source
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leaves us empty.
C. THE HIERARCHY OF NEEDS AND THE EMOTION OF “LIFE”
As quoted from Wikipedia:
Maslow's hierarchy of needs is a theory in psychology, proposed by Abraham
Maslow in his 1943 paper A Theory of Human Motivation. Maslow subsequently
extended the idea to include his observations of humans' innate curiosity. His
theories parallel many other theories of human developmental psychology, all of
which focus on describing the stages of growth in humans. Maslow use the
terms Physiological, Safety, Belongingness and Love, Esteem, and SelfActualization needs to describe the pattern that human motivations generally
move through. Maslow studied what he called exemplary people such as Albert
Einstein, Jane Addams, Eleanor Roosevelt, and Frederick Douglass rather than
mentally ill or neurotic people, writing that "the study of crippled, stunted,
immature, and unhealthy specimens can yield only a cripple psychology and a
cripple philosophy." Maslow studied the healthiest 1% of the college student
population. Maslow's theory was fully expressed in his 1954 book Motivation and
Personality. Maslow's hierarchy of needs is often portrayed in the shape of a
pyramid, with the largest and most fundamental levels of needs at the bottom,
and the need for self-actualization at the top. The most fundamental and basic
four layers of the pyramid contain what Maslow called "deficiency needs" or "dneeds": esteem, friendship and love, security, and physical needs. (note the
comparison to our five basic needs) With the exception of the most fundamental
(physiological) needs, if these "deficiency needs" are not met, the body gives no
physical indication but the individual feels anxious and tense. Maslow's theory
suggests that the most basic level of needs must be met before the individual will
strongly desire (or focus motivation upon) the secondary or higher level needs.
The human mind and brain is complex and have parallel processes running at
the same time, so many different motivations from different levels of Maslow's
pyramid usually occur at the same time. Maslow was clear about speaking of
these levels and their satisfaction in terms such as "relative" and "general" and
"primarily,” and says that the human organism is "dominated" by a certain need,
rather than saying that the individual is "only" focused on a certain need at any
given time. So Maslow acknowledges that many different levels of motivation are
likely to be going on in a human all at once. His focus in discussing the hierarchy
was to identify the basic types of motivations, and the order that they generally
progress in as lower needs are reasonably well met. 14 (italics mine)
1. Physiological needs.
For the most part, physiological needs are obvious – they are the literal
requirements for human survival. If these requirements are not met, the human
body simply cannot continue to function. Physiological needs are the most
prepotent of all the other needs. Therefore, the human that lacks food, love,
esteem, or safety would consider the greatest of his/her needs to be food. Air,
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water, and food are metabolic requirements for survival in all animals, including
humans. Clothing and shelter provide necessary protection from the elements.
The intensity of the human sexual instinct is shaped more by sexual competition
than maintaining a birth rate adequate to survival of the species.
2. Safety needs.
With their physical needs relatively satisfied, the individual's safety needs take
precedence and dominate behavior. In the absence of physical safety – due to
war, natural disaster, or, in cases of family violence, childhood abuse, etc. –
people (re-)experience post-traumatic stress disorder and trans-generational
trauma transfer. In the absence of economic safety – due to economic crisis and
lack of work opportunities – these safety needs manifest themselves in such
things as a preference for job security, grievance procedures for protecting the
individual from unilateral authority, savings accounts, insurance policies,
reasonable disability accommodations, and the like. Safety and Security needs
include: Personal security, Financial security, Health and well-being, Safety net
against accidents/illness and their adverse impacts
3. Love and belonging.
After physiological and safety needs are fulfilled, the third layer of human needs
are social and involve feelings of belongingness. The need is especially strong in
childhood and can over-ride the need for safety as witnessed in children who
cling to abusive parents. Deficiencies with respect to this aspect of Maslow's
hierarchy – due to hospitalization, neglect, shunning, ostracism etc. – can impact
individual's ability to form and maintain emotionally significant relationships in
general, such as: Friendship, Intimacy, Family. Humans need to feel a sense of
belonging and acceptance, whether it comes from a large social group, such as
clubs, office culture, religious groups, professional organizations, sports teams,
gangs, or small social connections (family members, intimate partners, mentors,
close colleagues, confidants). They need to love and be loved (sexually and nonsexually) by others. In the absence of these elements, many people become
susceptible to loneliness, social anxiety, and clinical depression. This need for
belonging can often overcome the physiological and security needs, depending
on the strength of the peer pressure; an anorexic, for example, may ignore the
need to eat and the security of health for a feeling of control and belonging.
4. Esteem.
All humans have a need to be respected and to have self-esteem and selfrespect. Esteem presents the normal human desire to be accepted and valued
by others. People need to engage themselves to gain recognition and have an
activity or activities that give the person a sense of contribution, to feel selfvalued, be it in a profession or hobby. Imbalances at this level can result in low
self-esteem or an inferiority complex. People with low self-esteem need respect
from others. They may seek fame or glory, which again depends on others. Note,
however, that many people with low self-esteem will not be able to improve their
view of themselves simply by receiving fame, respect, and glory externally, but
must first accept themselves internally. Psychological imbalances such as
depression can also prevent one from obtaining self-esteem on both levels. Most
people have a need for a stable self-respect and self-esteem. Maslow noted two
versions of esteem needs, a lower one and a higher one. The lower one is the
need for the respect of others, the need for status, recognition, fame, prestige,
and attention. The higher one is the need for self-respect, the need for strength,
competence, mastery, self-confidence, independence and freedom. The latter
one ranks higher because it rests more on inner competence won through
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experience. Deprivation of these needs can lead to an inferiority complex,
weakness and helplessness. Maslow also states that even though these are
examples of how the quest for knowledge is separate from basic needs he warns
that these “two hierarchies are interrelated rather than sharply separated”
(Maslow 97). This means that this level of need, as well as the next and highest
level, are not strict, separate levels but closely related to others, and this is
possibly the reason that these two levels of need are left out of most textbooks.
5. Self-actualization.
“What a man can be, he must be.” This forms the basis of the perceived need for
self-actualization. This level of need pertains to what a person's full potential is
and realizing that potential. Maslow describes this desire as the desire to become
more and more what one is, to become everything that one is capable of
becoming. This is a broad definition of the need for self-actualization, but when
applied to individuals the need is specific. For example one individual may have
the strong desire to become an ideal parent, in another it may be expressed
athletically, and in another it may be expressed in painting, pictures, or
inventions. As mentioned before, in order to reach a clear understanding of this
level of need one must first not only achieve the previous needs, physiological,
safety, love, and esteem, but master these needs.15
In his book The Search for Significance, Robert McGeestates the following,
“I find it amazing to discover Christians who believe (at least intellectually) that value,
purpose, and significance are important to life. These individuals usually have deadened
themselves to their own feelings and the point that they have many relational problems
they cannot even recognize.… 16 From life's outset we find ourselves on the prowl
searching to satisfy some inner, unexplained yearning. Our hunger causes us to search
for people who will love us. Our desire for acceptance pressures us to perform to gain
praise from others. We strive for success, driving our minds and bodies harder and
further, hoping that because of our sweat and sacrifice others will appreciate us more.”
17

Whether labeled self-esteem or self-worth, the feeling of significance is crucial to man's
emotional, spiritual, and social stability and is the driving element within the human spirit.
Understanding this single element opens the door to understanding what is underneath our
actions and attitudes. How much time did I waste to change my behavior or help others find
meaningful change, because I didn’t truly understanding the driving needs behind the behavior!
Yet millions of people spend a lifetime searching for love, acceptance, and success without
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understanding the need that compels them. I often look at the Hollywood mentality as the apex
of example; driven by the world, desperate for meaning, fearful of the next competitor, a
scrambled claw to the top of a heap. We must understand that all of these root feelings were
meant to be God-given and can only be satisfied by him.
“Our values are not dependent on our ability to earn the acceptance of people, but
rather it's true source is the love and acceptance of God. He created us. He alone knows how to
fulfill all our needs.”18 “If we base our work solidly on the truths of God's word, the behavior will
often reflect his love, grace, and power. But if we base our work on our abilities or the fickle
approval of others, the behavior will reflect the insecurity, fear, and anger that comes from such
instability.19
Intimacy with God and with others is a wonderful way to live. It’s an amazing
emotional feeling to know one is secure in another’s love, to feel connectedness, to be part of a
bigger plan. But what happens when affection, bonding and relational security isn’t there?
What happens when bonding is absent, withheld, deprived in some way, when connectedness
goes wrong. There are several factors that interfere with having our emotional needs supplied.
These include early childhood deprivation, being raised in family of origin dysfunction and the
simple pains of trying to relate in a world that God said is now cursed because of man’s sin. In
this section we are going to look at some research data that is very important and it is given to
support one presupposition, the driving pain of an orphaned heart.
There is an impact that occurs when emotional needs are not met, the need for
belonging to someone, the need for being important, for having value, for being smiled at and
approved of, the need to be provided for, protected. When those are not there, two things take
over inside the severed heart, fear (anxiety, worry) and hopelessness (depression, apathy,
discouragement).
Here is what happened in my life. As I grew up I was subject to many negative
influences. I was rejected by my biological father, raised by my mother who had her own issues
18
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being the daughter of the town drunk. Adopted by my dad who also had been hurt deeply by
his own father, who abandoned him at age 17. I became a Christian at age 18, (November,
1970), and try as I might I just couldn’t live the Christian life. There was always something,
some inner compulsion, that was the drive behind everything I did. I could never be at rest in
my life. Nothing was good enough. I was never good enough. I only found peace for brief
moments. I never felt free, joy was so elusive, it would come and go, seldom felt any rest in
spirit, irritated by other people’s lack of commitment, I was in bondage to so many things. The
joy of contentment just wasn’t there. I could get it for a time but soon lost it. Some success,
some conference some new teaching, some bible discover, some hope that it would change
soon if I just stayed faithful. But it was there for a couple weeks, then gone. There was an
autopilot on, an inner drive that fueled my actions but I couldn’t see it. I was like the man in the
upside down glasses. Like the cardinal who flies into the picture window, I was my own enemy.
I brought this world performance filter into my Christian walk with God. Born again in
Christ, then later in 1980, learning to walk in the filling of the Holy Spirit, I still didn’t get it. Quiet
times with God every single day. But change was marginal; instead, I left a trail of injury and
hurt behind in my orphan’s mismanagement of life’s relationships. Competing for status and
respect, believing if I just worked more hours, trying harder, praying more, was a better mentor
and counselor, taking every failure personally, allowing the losses of our ministry to be my
personal statement of value. Several years in depression, anxiety, hopelessness, nothing
worked. Then it came, the next round of disappointment, worship pastor and friend was leaving,
one elder quitting, another elder moving, a close and dear confident moving as well. We had
just about finished a local evangelism campaign and another pastor from a “bigger more
blessed” church came in and took away our allotted neighborhoods because they were more
upscale. I cried out to God, “why, why, why can You seem to bless other pastors but You can’t
bless me?” And I immediately had this picture of a beautiful church building like back in
Nebraska and people being blessed, and then I saw an old shed in back of it, unpainted wood,
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broken old shingles, grease covered window. I realized the other church was other pastors in
the area, but my ministry was the shed, it was all I deserved. And I thought “you are not
blessed because God can’t bless you. You aren’t good enough, you don’t measure up, you
don’t deserve it, you aren’t blessed because you aren’t worth it”. Emotionally and spiritually I
went into melt down which ended in leaving the ministry and then in divorce in 1995. All
because I was sucking my “LIFE” from a world value system that teaches 1) the blessing of God
is measured in size, 2) if you work hard and do it perfectly then you will have guaranteed
success, and 3) if you are in a bad situation as a pastor, you cannot leave, you must remain
faithful. LIFE ONLY COMES THROUGH HORIZONTAL RELATIONSHIPS.
What this material is dedicated to is teaching you is that if the roots of the tree are
damaged, planted in soil that is bad, that is based in a horizontal world value system, whatever
it is for you, the fruit of your Christian life will never be God’s and you will never experience
more than just moments of living in His Presence. On the other hand, and I beg this of you, if
you get this, and you understand the amazing power of God’s Grace, like you have never seen
it before, and you allow it to fill your life, then you can truly experience Him daily just as I do
now. Every single day, “for the loving-kindness of the Lord is new every single morning,
because His Faithfulness is just that great”. (that’s the Johnson paraphrase of Lam 3.20)
Our heart now has a hole in it. Our hearts were designed to be dependent on God, a
heart that needs to know it’s loved. The heart that has been rejected from the tree of “LIFE.”
The source of LIFE is God. Severed from that “LIFE” we experience two things, and you need to
write these down: 1) fear and 2) hopelessness. Call it being burdened, weighed down,
stressed, concerned, worried, irritated, frustrated, or whatever names you give it. It is Fear and
Hopelessness. That is life without God. And personally, God had to tear down my world based
value system trappings and to address these issues of His Love in my life. “LIFE” only comes
from a vertical relationship with God. “LIFE” is a term we will use to mean, that which functions
as it was intended, i.e. in this case, in a right relationship a dependent relationship on God.
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When I am plugged into God I am functioning as I was intended, outside Him I have Fear and
Hopelessness. Incased in this word “LIFE” are the five basic needs we all to survive. 1)
Belonging, 2) Significance, 3) Worth, 4) Approval, and 5) Provision / Protection. The driving
need in the human heart is solutioned when we see the real primary emotional need, the hunger
for affection, to belong, to be important, to be of value, to be approved of and to be protected or
provided for. Real maturity comes when we see that “Life” is not found in the dumpsters of the
world’s stuff no matter what it is. The solution is LIVE LIFE VERTICAL every day; nothing
shakes me because I am plugged into God and God alone. Seriously, like Hebrews 13.5-6
says, “WHAT CAN MERE MAN DO TO ME”? It was missed by me for 30 years because I
couldn’t get love apart from a conditional performance, how I look, what I do, who I impress
mentality. Only the Creator gives life, He only has the power to do that. Life cannot come from
things. The emotion of “LIFE” comes when we are rightly related to God. In Him I belong to a
wonderful family where I am loved, in Him I find importance, in Him I find that I have a value that
can’t be measured, in Him I am not judged ever, in Him I am totally approved of and in Him I
find my protection and provision.

For the orphan at heart, there is this inner compulsion, a drive of anxiety on one end
and a gnawing hopelessness on the other because at the core they are severed from
the springs of LIFE so they search for it in the horizontals of the world, seeking
security, peace or hope, like orphans they dive in dumpsters for counterfeit affection,
fighting over scraps and are starved.
The Son learns to recognize fear and hopelessness as the results of a severed heart,
and the only solution, is to refuse being driven into the world, he lets his fear and
hopelessness drive him to live vertical, to be completely dependent on God “whom
have I in Heaven but Thee and besides Thee I desire nothing on the earth”.

III.

DUMPSTER DIVING FOR COUNTERFEIT “LIFE”.
So far we have learned that most of us struggle. We’ve seen there was a creative

plan from the very beginning to provide the five basic needs of “LIFE” for us through a
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relationship with God; giving us belonging, significance, value, appreciation, approval, provision
and protection. God intended and designed us for a close personal relationship with Him, so
our need to know we are loved would be met. Ultimately, all of these needs were intended to be
filled through God as the Creator. He gives Himself and He gives gifts in our lives in the form of
others, to bless us, and in doing so meeting these needs as well. For us, our problem is
remembering to keep our eyes on the Giver and not on the gift itself. I call this learning to live
life vertical rather than live life subject to horizontals.
In John 15, Jesus taught a passage specifically about getting “LIFE” from Him.
Contextually, John 15 is located in the center of the last words Jesus taught to His disciples
before His crucifixion. The importance of this passage requiring our greater attention and
emphasis is driven by the fact that typically the last instructions of a leader before they depart
leave or die will carry the most important summary concepts or last instructions of his teaching.
Effectually Jesus was saying, “My work is about finished, I am leaving, and this is what I need
you to know.” That was the message of John 13-17. The Passover supper had occurred,
Judas had walked out into the dark night to betray Jesus, and He had these final moments for
the last words. John 15 is the center of that last message. Here are verses 1-11.
“I am the true vine, and My Father is the vinedresser. Every branch in Me that
does not bear fruit, He takes away; and every branch that bears fruit, He prunes
it so that it may bear more fruit. You are already clean because of the word
which I have spoken to you. Abide in Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot
bear fruit of itself unless it abides in the vine, so neither can you unless you abide
in Me. I am the vine, you are the branches; he who abides in Me and I in him, he
bears much fruit, for apart from Me you can do nothing. If anyone does not abide
in Me, he is thrown away as a branch and dries up; and they gather them, and
cast them into the fire and they are burned. If you abide in Me, and My words
abide in you, ask whatever you wish, and it will be done for you. My Father is
glorified by this, that you bear much fruit, and so prove to be My disciples. Just
as the Father has loved Me, I have also loved you; abide in My love. If you keep
My commandments, you will abide in My love; just as I have kept My Father's
commandments and abide in His love. These things I have spoken to you so
that My joy may be in you, and that your joy may be made full.”
Jesus uses a specific illustration to teach us about ourselves and what we need
to do. His relationship to us is illustrated by a vine that produces fruit. The principle is
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clearly emphatically stated by Jesus as, “look, just as a cluster of grapes gets its “LIFE”
by remaining attached to the vine where it constantly receives the “LIFE” giving flow of
nutrients, we are to be attached to and get our “LIFE” from Me”. When the grapes are
separated from the “LIFE” of the vine they begin to die. Life comes from being attached
to the vine. In the same way, being attached to Christ gives us “LIFE” we desperately
need. We are to abide, to remain, to adhere, and to be attached to Him for “LIFE.”
Now Jesus uses these words, “I am the true vine and My Father the vine dresser” (John
15.1). Follow my logic and you’ll see what I didn’t see for so many years. If there is a true vine
as Jesus says, then there must be a false vine. If I say this is a true one hundred dollar bill,
then I am assuring you it is not false or counterfeit. My grandfather and I used to watch a TV
show called What’s My Line, about three people who stand and say, “My name is John Smith.”
The way the game worked was one of these people was the real or true John Smith and the
other two were imposters or fakes, they were false John Smiths. One was true and the others
were false. All of these John Smith’s would do their best to mislead a panel of questioners from
identifying the real John Smith before the timer ran out. At the end the host would say, “Would
the real John Smith please stand up.” The real one identified himself at that point.
In this passage, that is exactly what Jesus is saying, “I am the real John Smith, I am the
real deal, I am the true vine.” What we miss (or I missed for years) is that the implication is
there are other false, fake, imposters that we think can plug into for “LIFE” but they are not
“true.” These false vines appear real, but cannot provide that long-term flow of nourishment
necessary to sustain “LIFE.” They appear to give “life” but they cannot supply the nutrients it
takes to survive. And we plug into that vine thinking to find “Life” and starve to death.
The same feel-good feeling that comes from “LIFE” in Him, can come in another form;
from a false vine—a counterfeit source. Anything that is not Jesus is false. What happens in
life is this, instead of living vertically; by getting all my needs met in God, I turn to the world and
its value system to try to get my needs met. When I operate within the world I feel a sense of
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that "feel-good feeling" when I measure up to the world's standards. I get “LIFE” from the things
in the world. If I performed correctly on a test in school, it feels good, I feel “LIFE.” If I looked
good enough and measured up to some standard of others’ judgments, I get “LIFE” from that. If
I do the right things, know the right people, I receive the praise of men. If I am connected to and
loved by some right person, if I am a self-satisfied self-developed individual others look up to, or
if I have power and can control others or my circumstances, then I get that feel-good feeling
about myself. I get that feeling of “LIFE.” And when I don’t have that feeling, then what do I
have? Anxiety and hopelessness. What we’ll discover is that those feelings are actually being
pulled from the false vine of the world. This false vine cannot provide "LIFE" because it is not
the true vine. It is a counterfeit and it can only provide a counterfeit affection. Once we start
seeing this we realize that some of the most important things to us are false vines which we
have plugged into because we get “a placebo” life from them. We plug into the vine of
performance or the vine of power or possessions and we get that feel-good feeling of life from it.
Instead of being dependent on God as our Vine, we become dependent on the world. The
world becomes the placebo that provides an imitation sense of those five basic needs,
belonging, of importance, of value, of being approved of, and of being protected. It’s a
counterfeit, it’s a drug and it is a sham.
The following is a list that I created to lay out the false vine of the world value-system
and the counterfeit affections that we receive from it. It is from these systems that we receive
that feel-good feeling about ourselves; we get that feeling of “LIFE” but it’s a counterfeit. It’s a
horrible drug, acceptable, gives a great high, but the crash to follow is catastrophic.

Never

taught about it we draw our sense of value from this false vine, we define ourselves from the
nutrients of this false vine, and when we can’t get it, we fight for it, compete for it, strive for it,
work for it and on it goes. Just like orphan children in a garbage dump, fighting over scraps. In
fact, when you start to see the ramifications of our human condition, you begin to see that our
whole world is based on these false vines. I’ve broken down this list into eight systems. Once
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you become familiar with them, you’ll start to see it. You’ll see the false vine in education,
politics, work careers, sports, everyday life, family structures, running rampant in Hollywood and
with popular figures/famous personalities, and it flows almost unchallenged into the church. I
bought into all of this early on in my education and work. I graded myself by the world valuesystem. I did everything I could to compete in the world value-system. I tried until I simply could
go no further. Looking back in a spirit of sadness, there was no one there to tell me the how to
spot the false vine. I’ve had people say, “Where was this kind of understanding when I was
twenty and not forty?” This dissertation is a step by step reflection of what I learned through my
failures and successes. He never gave up trying to get through to expose the false vine I was
clinging to and to provide the true vine in which I could find all of Life and that abundantly. Here
are the eight world-value systems from which we draw imitation n “LIFE.”
A. PERFORMANCE – WHAT I DO GIVES ME VALUE, I GET “LIFE” FROM WHAT I DO.
The first way our world value-system works is by measuring my importance or worth
by what I do and how well I perform. Keep in mind that in each of these systems, there are
multiple expressions. In performing, doing well, getting it done right, I get that feel-good feeling
of “LIFE,” that sense of importance, of belonging to, of being approved by, of protected against
negative consequences all by what I do, how I measure up, how I perform, what I can or have
accomplished. And we rate others with a sense of how they measure up as well. Here is
where the obsessive compulsive personality is born. This goes hand in hand with the power of
perfectionism, along with, working harder, being proud of sacrificing, getting the grade, being
better than others, winning in competition etc.

Our true vine Jesus tried to teach us as our

source of “LIFE”, He taught at multiple levels, It’s not what you do but who you are, that defines
you. With people, in the world system under the law, the reverse is true. Not who I am that
defines me but how well I measure up. This can be easily illustrated. When I meet someone for
the first time, we typically say “Hello, my name is so and so.” Inevitably, what is the very next
question? Every guy in the room knows the answer, “What do you do”? We measure ourselves
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by what we do and how we do it. One need not look far in our world to find illustrations of value
by performance. In education; value is assigned by grades—straight A’s students have more
value and worth than non-straight A students. In politics, voter approval determines value. In
the market place or in our careers, value is tied to how I perform or what title I answer to. In
sports, athletes are valued by getting the touchdown or being the hero, the number of wins
racked up/trophies acquired/how many times their name makes the presses, how big a contract
is signed, what amenities are captured. Our entire society, our entire existence it would seem,
is geared toward performance systems that promise “LIFE” but are simply well camouflaged
counterfeits. While some of these things are necessary, and some of them may even have
value, it all falls apart when I base my value, my worth and my importance on how well I
perform. Unfortunately I drag this same formula right into my walk with God. My perception of
my value to God is warped by this world value-system. I become convinced that I am valued by
God for what I do, how well I’m able to perform. I am deluded that somehow, something I do
can impress God! In reality, what I have is a works-based religion. I am taught to think that I
need to pray more or serve more or be happier or work harder because I can regain that “feel
good feeling” with God.
Jesus refused to be pulled into this. Nothing was as performance oriented as the religious
rulers of Jesus’ day. Time and again Jesus was challenged by their religion of rules,
requirements, rituals, rights and regulations. Jesus repeatedly made it penetratingly obvious
that He was only interested in the Audience of One, living vertically before God, and not sucking
life from the world’s horizontal value-system. Jesus was often confronted by the religious
leaders of this performance system and on one occasion, He was asked why His disciples did
not go through the rituals of washing before a meal. Against this background He made two
statements about the religious system, First, “THIS PEOPLE HONORS ME WITH THEIR
LIPS…” and then second “…BUT THEIR HEART IS FAR AWAY FROM ME” (Matt 15.8). These
people try to honor me with their actions, but it’s their motives, it’s what comes from the heart
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that matters. To put it simply, what’s important is, not what you do, but why you do it. Jesus
couldn’t be more emphatic. Man’s performance in keeping strict dietary rules as the religious
leaders did had no value without the engaged intimate heart. He said it another way like this,
“Peter said to Him, "Explain the parable to us." Jesus said, "Are you still lacking in
understanding also? "Do you not understand that everything that goes into the mouth passes
into the stomach, and is eliminated? But the things that proceed out of the mouth come from
the heart, and those defile the man. For out of the heart come evil thoughts, murders,
adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness, and slanders. These are the things which defile
the man; but to eat with unwashed hands does not defile the man.” (Matt 15.15-20).
Translation: It’s the heart, that’s what I’m interested in—what you do is not nearly as important
as why you do it. It’s not the abundant performance of rules and rituals, which you claim to do
in My name, it’s what’s in your heart—it’s why you do it. It’s important to note that it’s not the
rules and requirements that are wrong. The world cannot operate without performance
standards because the world is under law. Law is the basic foundation of behavior. However,
what is of greater importance is the why of what I do. Jesus wasn’t interested in religion. He
was, and still is, interested in relationship—He wants our hearts. Orphan, Ishmael, slave,
thinking measures self-worth on a performance standard of comparison, and they treat others
differently based on that value, I’m better than him/her. Sons learn that every person they meet
has a value placed on them by a Father who loves them dearly, and they learn to love each
person for whom they are.
There is a very serious hidden agenda in this system. There is an undertow that will pull you in.
For me, having performance as the basis of relationship involves a spirit of comparison and
competition. Am I good enough usually carries with it a “compared to what?” clause. How do I
know I’m good enough? By comparing myself to others and coming up with the unspoken
statement, “I’m okay, because I’m as good as or better than them.” This spirits of performance
and comparison are the rocket fuel of shame.
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Ishmaels, measure everything, by rules, rituals, requirements, regulations and find
themselves justified by how they perform—never looking at what splashes from the
heart.
Sons live by a principle that guides their thinking and actions; what they do doesn’t
matter nearly as much as why you do it.

B. PROJECTION: PRETENDING – HOW I LOOK GIVES ME VALUE, I GET “LIFE” IF I PROJECT WELL.
The second way our world value-system works is by measuring my importance or
worth by how I look, the image I project, and the person I want people to see when they look at
me. As in each of these world-value systems there are multiple expressions. I am valued
because, important because, belong to, am approved of, by how I look to others. How I look
includes the way I act or dress or the heads that turn when I walk in the room or how I look in
the eyes of others. People who drop names, “I know so and so, I’m friends with that person, I’m
carrying this kind of purse or that kind of shoe” focus on how they look. Here is where the
perfectionist is born and thrives. What becomes important is whether I have the admiration,
respect and approval of others. However, the true vine value system says “It’s not how good
you look, but, the reflection of Christ in you, that defines you. Jesus told us, that if you want to
know who is great or not, look at John the forerunner of Christ. “I say to you, among those born
of women there is no one greater than John; yet he who is least in the kingdom of God is
greater than he.” (Luke 7.28) Meaning, John was the best of the best from the kingdom of man.
But the truth? In Christ, you a blood bought citizen of the kingdom of heaven and the LEAST in
that kingdom is greater than the GREATEST in the world value system. Get it?
But we pretend. We can’t stand the thought of being seen as we really are, so we
wear masks. The wearing of masks allows me to keep people from seeing who I really am. A
mid thirtyish friend of mine, who was beginning to see this, one day came to me and said, “Jim, I
think the light bulb has gone on.” She described to me how over the weekend her father and
mother had come to visit. Although she always felt nervous and on edge around her parents
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and couldn't really figure out why, she still enjoyed her relationship with them very much. On
one occasion her father came to her home as he usually does, and looking around, noticed she
had left her shoes downstairs. He remarked that it was out of character for her to do so, and
made a reference to how it was certainly not how she was raised. My friend said that she
immediately went over and picked up her shoes to take them upstairs. When she came back
down stairs, her father said to her, “I noticed the windowsills have a lot of dust on them.” She
said she immediately went to the kitchen to get a rag and some Windex for the windowsills. Her
dad called out, “Oh, by the way, as long as you’re in the kitchen, I noticed your refrigerator light
has burned out.” It was then, rag still in hand, reaching for the keys to go to the store and buy
another light bulb, that in her words, "The light came on. I was so determined to get my value
from how I looked to my father; my sense of belonging to his family, my sense of value and
importance of approval and appreciation, and my sense of provision. I realized that my entire
identity as a person was derived from the approval I received from my dad in doing the things
that made me look good to him.”
It’s everywhere we turn. Image rules. In sales, it’s more the sizzle that sells the steak
than the quality of meat. How many Christian sales people are forced to push image rather than
substance? Perception is everything, and unfortunately, this mindset is so detrimental.
We judge value, importance and approval on the basis of how something looks, not
on its intrinsic quality.

Hollywood is a perfect example. Having been watching these people,

movie stars, the greater portion of Hollywood celebrities are for the most part really just a welldressed version of the Jerry Springer show. Seriously, how can someone who is worth millions
get a DUI? What didn’t have money for a cab? Many of the most popular are simply total
failures at life. But by society’s horizontal standards these are all greatly revered individuals. It
amazes me how we listen to these people as if their opinions were based in truth. People
magazine is one of the best-selling magazines on the newsstands. Stop by the check out and
read it sometime, drugs, sex, money, alcoholism, inability to show up on time for a job or an
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interview, let alone hold down a real career, and yet the world value addicted flock to hear a
celebrity speak, and listen to every word as if it is gospel. When one looks into the educational
background of many of Hollywood’s elite, one finds they possess very little formal education of
experience at all. Some to be sure are wonderful exceptions, but most are not and the point is,
we take little time to find out. We are so busy valuing them by their image. Take the world of
sports, same thing. Somehow we think that because someone can play football they are a wellrespected expert on world issues.
Please don’t misunderstand my statements as me putting down sports or acting or
any of this. But focus on the truth. We must stop valuing people based on their presentation
and performance. Image is everything in the world-value system but not in God’s eyes.
Let’s see how this plays out in some real life examples. A co-worker at our company
speaks to us about a concern, and we project we’re listening on the outside (image again) while
we yawn with boredom on the inside. But, when the vice president asks to speak to us about a
concern, we’re all ears. The pastor walks into the room and we value him greatly, but, the
nursery worker or the church custodian entering the same room merits little to no
acknowledgement. On the way to church, the family gets in a big tiff, but once we open the
doors and walk in, we’re all perfect angels with perfect smiles, possessing Godly demeanor and
speech. We are wearing masks. This is why we often find that people who seem to have such
a wild side, who run with the party crowd, are many times preacher’s kids. Forced by the family
ruler to look good on the outside, they rebel and run the other way when they get free of the
dysfunctional family.
When King David was chosen by Samuel, remember God’s command? “But the
LORD said to Samuel, ‘Do not look at his appearance or at the height of his stature, because I
have rejected him; for God sees not as man sees, for man looks at the outward appearance, but
the LORD looks at the heart’" (I Sam 16.7) This is a vertical view of man from God’s eyes. The
horizontal view or world-value system view sizes up each individual on the basis of their
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outward or projected image. God sees differently. He doesn’t see people in terms of how they
look, He engages at the heart level.
As an insurance claims investigator, I’ll never forget, the very well-to-do man who
wanted his shake shingle roof redone because of hail. The loss would be more than
$65,000.00—double my salary for the year, at the time. I did my best to make sure there was
no mistake in the inspection, but there was simply no damage. He said to me, “That’s okay. I
knew there wasn’t—but I’ll replace it anyway. I asked him why then had he called in a claim?
He took me to the front of the driveway and said, “See all those houses belonging to my
neighbors?” I did see them—all very nice expensive homes. He said, “All of them got their
roofs replaced by their insurance company and I have to demonstrate that I won my claim as
well. I have to keep my image intact.” Image rules. How many political leaders make decisions
on how things will be perceived rather than what is the right thing to do?
We don’t have to read far to realize Jesus was not interested in how things looks as
much as He was in what was in the heart. Jesus frequently fellowshipped with those in society
that didn’t look so good. The Samaritan woman was someone that should have been rejected
because of her religion, instead, Jesus, engaging her not only in conversation but also in one of
the greatest theological discussions in the Bible, revealed to her the true meaning of worship.
Instead of sending her away in humiliation, she left refreshed, with an inexhaustible source of
Living Water. The woman taken in adultery should have been rejected by the sinless Son of
God, but instead, He rescued her from her accusers and sent her on her way with an
admonition to sin no more. When lepers came to Him, crying out, He should have shunned and
rebuked them, but instead gave them what they craved most. He reached out as He healed
them and did something He didn’t have to do. He did something that the love of Law said He
must never do, He touched those who were unclean and untouchable because He didn’t care
how things looked.
Here was something that finally, after years, jumped from the pages of Scripture.
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Read the book of John and take special notice of what Jesus does when a crowd starts to
gather. He leaves to go spend time with His Father. There was not a drop of world value in His
heart.
I remember one elder of a church saying to my wife and me, “You’ll never be
successful until you have a book, a hook, and a look to your ministry.” Struggling over my lack
in this area I looked at the face of Jesus and it occurred to me that He never wrote a book,
never had a hook and never pushed an image. He was convinced what He needed was the
power of prayer. Why did He do so few miracles in relation to all those that could have been
healed in one word? He had no interest in image development. His branding was prayer.
In all of this discussion, we’ve been pretty critical of image and branding and
marketing. It’s not that these are worthless tools, they are musts at times. We simply cannot
get our value from them.

For the Ishmael or orphan spirit, the one who looks better, measures up better,
possesses the greater value, and they accorded a much greater respect,
For the Isaac, in the spirit of Sonship, how one looks on the outside, what image they
project, diminishes in importance. They come to understand it really is what is in the
heart that counts.

C. POSSESSIONS – WHAT I OWN GIVES ME VALUE, I GET “LIFE” FROM WHAT I HAVE.
The third way our world value-system works is by measuring my importance or worth
by what I own and possess. Which of us have not been jealous of the person who drives the
brand new car? When someone pulls up in an expensive car, we, almost by second nature,
assign a greater value to that person. Possessions matter greatly when it comes to valuing
who’s got it and who doesn’t. Somehow, the person with the larger or the newer home has
more importance, more value than the person who lives in a manufactured home or rented
apartment. There is actually an economic term, “conspicuous consumption,” that refers to a
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person’s worth being displayed by the things they can do and purchase. This is valuing people
by their possessions. The pecking order in this value system is determined by the clothes they
own, the cars they drive, the homes they buy, the clubs they belong to and the toys they play
with.
Another facet of this possession value system is the feeling I get when I purchase
new things. Going shopping makes me feel better. There’s nothing wrong with getting new
things and feeling good about it. It’s fun, and satisfies a need. But when the horizontal
possessions become the system by which I base my value, define my self-worth, then I move
into wrong thinking. The goal becomes getting all the things we need and want, plus more. It’s
never enough. The true vine in Jesus, our vertical value system teaches, “A person’s life is not
made up of his possessions.” What car I drive, what office I have, what I own just don’t matter
in God’s view of my value or worth.
“New car fever” is the industry name for the obsessive, “I just have to have it” mindset that we have most of us, at times, fallen prey to. We can’t live without it; we’re obsessed
with getting it. A few years after the purchase, it’s rotting or gathering dust in the driveway.
Possessions cannot satisfy and the rust and rot away. Jesus said, “Do not store up for
yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust destroy, and where thieves break in and
steal. But store up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust destroys,
and where thieves do not break in or steal; for where your treasure is, there your heart will be
also.” (Matthew 6.19-21) Jesus said, if it can be attacked by a moth, rusted out or stolen, then
don’t treasure it, don’t get life from it, don’t give it your worth. Why? “Because where your
treasure is there is your heart also”. LIVE LIFE VERTICAL. Because if you don’t your values
will just be moth eaten, rusted out waiting to be stolen junk. Who needs that?
God had a lot to say about our lives being summed up in our possessions. The most
powerful statement by God regarding this world’s value system is written in stone, in the list of
Ten Commandments. Where is that, you say? Its number ten. Chiseled out, right after “don’t
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murder,” “don’t have sex outside of marriage,” “don’t steal” and “don’t lie,” comes, “You shall not
covet your neighbor's house; you shall not covet your neighbor's wife or his male servant or his
female servant or his ox or his donkey or anything that belongs to your neighbor.”20 Envy or
coveting is simply an attitude that expresses your values are horizontal. That’s why it’s one of
the ten commandments. It’s that important. Don’t get life from stuff.
The best way to evaluate our thinking in this mentality is to start counting how many
times you say, or think, if only I had, I wish I had, I’d be more happy if I just had... We are
actually measuring our value by that thing, and the result is discontent. We can’t spend our
lives wishing we owned what others have. Such horizontal thinking actually challenges God’s
character, because we are really just accusing Him of not taking good enough care of us. We
play this discontentment or coveting game in so many ways. Wanting this or wishing for that,
just working harder so I can have this or that.
The church is not exempt either. Being a pastor, I thought a person in ministry was
valued by their heart for God. I quickly came to learn that a big name pastor, with a church of
five thousand people, is somehow more spiritual, or much more blessed by God, than the one
who has a smaller one, entrusted to his care. We drive to get to their conferences, buy their
tapes, DVD’s and books. Meanwhile, other pastors minister faithfully to their smaller flocks
without the accolades and recognition brought in by the bigger names and larger productions.
Paul explained to the Corinthians that their following different speakers, like Apollos
and Peter and Paul, then comparing themselves on that basis was a mark of carnality and
immaturity.21 Probably close a lot of modern day churches if we started marking carnal pastors
by who they name drop. Meanwhile, Jesus, the one Person in the universe who actually owns it
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all, King of all creation, said, “the Son of Man has nowhere to lay his head.”22 Paul said it to
Timothy; it’s not money that is the problem, “for the love of money is a root of all sorts of evil,
and some by longing for it have wandered away from the faith and pierced themselves with
many grief”23 Amazing! It’s not that stuff is bad; it’s that stuff must not be given the ability to
define us or value us or make us more important or more special or set our course.
Much of the teaching of Jesus Christ dealt with the lack of value He placed on
possessions. One thinks of His reply to the rich young ruler, “go and sell all that you have…”24
Jesus could read this young man’s heart and knew that his possessions held too high a priority
in his life—they certainly held a place ahead of following God. Things didn’t matter much to our
Lord. At one point He simply says, “the Son of Man has nowhere to lay His head."25 This was
not a rejection of possessions, just a reminder to keep them in their rightful place.
“Someone in the crowd said to Him, ‘Teacher, tell my brother to divide the family
inheritance with me.’ But He said to him, ‘Man, who appointed Me a judge or arbitrator over
you?’ Then He said to them, ‘Beware, and be on your guard against every form of greed; for
not even when one has an abundance does his life consist of his possessions.’"26

Jesus

identified that greed about possessions or ownership and control of wealth cannot take
precedent over relationships with others, whether it be family, friends or business networks.
Relationships are a priority to Jesus.
In Luke 16.13, Jesus taught that material possessions tend to assume a controlling
force, seeking mastery over the person. While things are tools to sustain life and can be used
to serve God, the pressure for mastery is always there. The horizontal value system strives to
22
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usurp the vertical priority of God first. Jesus said, “"No servant can serve two masters; for either
he will hate the one and love the other, or else he will be devoted to one and despise the other. You
cannot serve God and wealth."27

Does that mean money is bad? Is having abundance wrong? No. To exemplify this,
the story of the rich young ruler story of Luke 18 is followed by the story of Zacchaeus, just 16
verses later, and says, “and he was very rich.” Yet, Jesus took the time to go and fellowship
with him. His visit had such an impact that Zacchaeus is seen giving half of his wealth away to
the poor and repaying fourfold anyone he had cheated—clearly showing that although Zach
was very wealthy, his possessions did not control him or have priority over God’s place in his
life/heart. What God is interested in is our heart attitude toward money and possessions not the
possessions themselves.

The Ishmael or spiritual orphan places a huge emphasis on what they own, and give
great homage to the one who has much. The rich, the famous, and the popular are
their gods,
but for the Isaac, what a person owns is not a measure of what they are inside. Isaacs
know that the greater the stature of a person, the less they value stuff.

D. PLEASURES AND PASSIONS, I GET “LIFE” FROM THE GOOD TIMES I HAVE.
A fourth way our horizontal world value-system works is by measuring my importance
or worth by the amount of fun I have in life. Life is found in the caliber of pleasures I enjoy or
indulge in. Who doesn’t enjoy just having fun, spending the day without any need for planning
for the future or living out a work ethic? Here we find the care-free, happy-go-lucky hedonistic
person who needs to get a dose of reality. A beach-bum surfer type comes to mind, but, it’s
not limited to a care-free surfer. There are individuals who truly possess little to no moral
strengths, who lack character; individuals who simply live for the next bar-fly party or the next
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get together at the lake—a total party-hearty mentality. One cannot help to notice the Lindsay
Lohan’s of life, who simply live for the next good time. Unfortunately, this world value-system
mentality has its negatives.
Has anyone noticed the number of times many well-known actresses or actors who
have been in court, or counted the number of times they have been in rehab? The movie, 28
Days with Sandra Bullock, portrays the pain that this world-value system inflicts on its users
and those who love them. In the movie, Sandra’s character gets drunk on her sister’s
wedding day and gets in a car accident. She is given a choice between going to prison or
entering rehab. She chooses rehab, but is extremely resistant to taking part in any of the
treatment programs they have to offer. Basically, she’s refusing to admit she has an alcohol
addiction. After getting to know some of the other patients, she gradually begins to reexamine her life and recognize that she does in fact, have a serious problem. In a powerful
scene, she meets with her sister and begins to realize all of the things she has done that
injured others. While this is a characterization it is true life for so many like Lindsay Lohan,
Charley Sheen and Tiger Woods. A lifestyle of running from one good time to another will
eventually land in a cycle of addiction.
The true vine value system says, “There is coming a day when every man shall give
an account of their lives.” Whether or not we are prepared, we will be called upon to give an
account of our lives and to be held responsible to God. We are compelled to have a focused
mind and a focused heart in order to give an account to Him. “Therefore, prepare your minds
for action, keep sober in spirit, fix your hope completely on the grace to be brought to you at
the revelation of Jesus Christ. As obedient children, do not be conformed to the former lusts
which were yours in your ignorance, but like the Holy One who called you, be holy yourselves
also in all your behavior; because it is written, "YOU SHALL BE HOLY, FOR I AM HOLY." If
you address as Father the One who impartially judges according to each one's work, conduct
yourselves in fear during the time of your stay on earth; knowing that you were not redeemed
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with perishable things like silver or gold from your futile way of life inherited from your
forefathers, but with precious blood, as of a lamb unblemished and spotless, the blood of
Christ.”28
Peter’s admonition is that we need to be sober of spirit because our salvation in
Christ is so valuable and precious. Nine times the Scriptures tell us to be on the alert because
we don’t know when Christ will come back. Listen to Paul’s exhortation, “Now as to the times
and the epochs, brethren, you have no need of anything to be written to you. For you
yourselves know full well that the day of the Lord will come just like a thief in the night. While
they are saying, ‘Peace and safety!’ then destruction will come upon them suddenly like labor
pains upon a woman with child, and they will not escape. But you, brethren, are not in
darkness, that the day would overtake you like a thief; for you are all sons of light and sons of
day. We are not of night nor of darkness; so then let us not sleep as others do, but let us be
alert and sober. For those who sleep do their sleeping at night and those who get drunk get
drunk at night. But since we are of the day, let us be sober, having put on the breastplate of
faith and love, and as a helmet, the hope of salvation.29
In observing people who live life as though it’s one big party, we find that so often this
behavior is just an anesthetic to deaden the pain of not living productive lives, seeking “LIFE”
from their popularity or drug induced euphoria.

For the Orphan, Ishmael who lives for the next party or the next good time, life is all
about the escape—anesthetizing the pain of not having a place in their Father’s heart.
The Isaac son knows that living can’t come from the next party or next good time, and
one cannot inject/draw “LIFE” from a drug, he has seen the hold in his heart and
doesn’t try to cover up the pain with drugs, he learns to be filled in Father’s love.
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E. POWER AND CONTROL, I GET “LIFE” FROM WHAT AND WHO I CONTROL.
A fifth way our horizontal world value-system works is by measuring my importance or
worth by my ability to control my circumstances and have control over others. Remaining safe
or keeping things under control gives me that sense of “LIFE.” In this world value-system there
is an inordinately overpowering need to control circumstances so that they cannot hurt, or leave
us with a sense of insecurity. So we manipulate and control to our advantage. When a person
has been significantly hurt in life, often times they become very defensive and tend to reach out
and control circumstances and/or people so that they can never be hurt again. While this may
be understandable, it is a form of the world value-system of power and control. Instead of
trusting God, they derive that sense of importance, and especially of protection, by controlling
everyone and everything around them. This can easily be observed in the office secretary or
the long term worker who attempts to control the actions and the attitudes of everyone so that
nothing is misplaced, miscommunicated or misstated, and nothing is done or produced, without
their control.
This kind of control not only provides a sense of protection, but also a sense of
significance and importance, a sense of worth and value, because, after all, this office, or this
family, or group, would fall apart if it weren't for me. I'll never forget that day I saw this in one of
my attenders. I was standing in line, as a pastor, after the message, greeting some of the
people in our church as they came through. There was one man in the congregation who
always seemed to have everything in control. This day, however, he seemed different, and
paused as if he wanted to talk. We stepped aside and he indicated that recently there had been
a change in his job and he would no longer be in charge of one hundred twenty people as he
had been. His job responsibilities had been reduced so that he only oversaw about seventy
people. He further stated that the company had provided him with a significant salary increase.
Also, due to the decreased responsibility, it would reduce the numbers of hours he was required
to work. I couldn't believe my ears! He had less responsibility, fewer work hours and greater
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pay! All I could think was What in the world is wrong with that? So I asked him why that was
such a disappointment. In tears now, he looked me straight in the eye and said, “Now I am not
as important because I don't manage as many people.” This man was shaking as he said this.
I have seen families, businesses and churches run by those who need to exercise
control. Anytime anyone steps out of line, whether in a moment of spontaneity or of genius, or
even a moment of pure, unbridled joy, they do everything possible to make sure that it never
happens again.
The problem with needing to be in control is, you never really are. Pilate thought he
was in control of the destiny of Christ. He told Jesus that he held authority over him. Jesus said
to Pilate, “You would have no authority over Me, unless it had been given you from above.”30
There are so many ways to control that it would be impossible to name them all.
Things like controlling relationships, dominating conversations, intimidating others, talking
louder than others, interrupting, manipulating things to go your way, judging people, talking
about people behind their backs, isolating others, facial or bodily expressions of disappointment,
and outbursts of anger or dissolving in tears, are just a few. There is an inner feeling of power
produced by this false vine. It is amazing to watch the change in someone who has attained a
position of leadership. Whereas before, that person may have appeared humble and willing to
work hard—showing up early, leaving late; once they come into power, that person may
become more tyrannical and power hungry.

The orphan spirit has seized on the counterfeit “LIFE” through control and power over
others. For the orphan heart, it is imperative they remain in or hold control. The
orphan lives in fear and feels that the only way they can be safe is if they are in
control.
The Son has learned that people matter to God. People are to be loved and not
controlled. All control is ultimately in God’s hands and we need to use what influence
30
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we have, wisely.

F. POPULARITY OR THE PRAISE OF MEN, I GET “LIFE” FROM PEOPLE PLEASING.
The sixth way our world-value system works is by measuring my importance or worth,
my value, by how others think of me. Keep in mind that each of these systems has multiple
expressions. There is the desire to please so that we are well thought of; so that we receive
the praise of men, so we are popular. This desire flows from who we are as God made us,
because He designed us with the desire to please. Pleasing God was the original intent of His
design. However as misguided, fallen beings, (controlled by the orphan spirit) we misdirect our
intended purpose, and seek to satisfy our need to please God, by pleasing others instead. We
long to find a sense of “well done” in the eyes of another.
Which of us has not been touched by the movie, Babe, at the part where the gate
latches, the sun breaks through a hole in the clouds, the music crescendos and farmer Hogget’s
words ring out, “That’ll do pig, that’ll do?” Or who has not cheered wildly with the crowd in the
movies of Sea Biscuit and Secretariat as the horses cross the finish line. Could it be that
perhaps we’re longing to hear cheers on our behalf as others speak well of us? Yet, when we
live for that applause, when we make decisions based on someone else’s approval without
giving a thought to God’s heart in the matter, we have placed ourselves in the world’s valuesystem of seeking the praise of others.
We should find it interesting, maybe even unsettling or terrifying, that God says that
those who make the flesh their strength, are cursed. “Thus says the LORD, cursed is the man
who trusts in mankind and makes flesh his strength, and whose heart turns away from the
LORD. For he will be like a bush in the desert and will not see when prosperity comes, but will
live in stony wastes in the wilderness, a land of salt without inhabitant. Blessed is the man who
trusts in the LORD And whose trust is the LORD. For he will be like a tree planted by the
water, that extends its roots by a stream and will not fear when the heat comes; but its leaves
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will be green, and it will not be anxious in a year of drought nor cease to yield fruit.”31
Seeing yourself as a people pleaser is a hard step to take. Recognize that you do it
when you drop names in a crowd, “I know so and so, or I’m endorsed by such and such.” We
all do it. We do it because it gives us a sense of importance, a sense of worth, and a sense of
approval by others. In an excellent article, Mark Sichel, helps us identify eight characteristics of
people pleasers:
1) People Pleasers rarely consider their own needs, wants, and desires.
2) People Pleasers take any criticism as fact, and immediately suffer a deflation in
their own self-esteem.
3) People Pleasers feel an extraordinary fear of abandonment.
4) People Pleasers blame themselves for everything that ever goes wrong.
5) People Pleasers are more concerned with others' feelings than their own.
6) People Pleasers have an overdeveloped sense of responsibility, expecting of
themselves magical abilities to fix the significant others' in their lives.
7) People Pleasers learned early in their lives to bury their own feelings, needs, and
wants, and keep them buried until they get help for their problems.
8) People Pleasers chronically confuse pity with love and self-sacrifice with caring for
others 32
Craig Groeschel of Lifechurch lists four additional characteristics:
1) People pleasers take most criticism personally
2) People pleasers feel an extraordinary fear of rejection.
3) People pleasers find it hard to express their true feelings because they don’t want
to hurt others.
4) People pleasers have a hard time saying “no.” 33
I saw so much of this in my own life. Often when someone says something good
about me, I think, That felt really good. Because I had received so little growing up I was like an
empty cup, needing desperately to know that I pleased someone. I longed for it. Or, if they
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didn’t say something good about me, I’d probe to see if they were okay with me. I’m hyper
sensitive to what others may think about me and so easily lean toward building myself up by
mentioning this name or that name.
People pleasers have a hard time being leaders, and yet, quite frequently can be
found in a leadership position. These individuals will either avoid what really needs to be said or
done in order to make others happy, or, they will forge ahead with their plan/idea/proposal, and
then be eaten alive when others don’t get the value or point of their decisions. I remember
many times in ministry, sacrificing my self-image on the altar of another person’s ego, simply
because I was afraid of losing their vote of approval. I didn’t want to make waves. I didn’t want
someone to be mad at me.
People pleasers have a hard time dealing with people who reject them because they
take it personally. When they feel that sense of rejection from the one they are trying to please
they will do what they can to make it right, putting up with all kinds of injustices and abuse.
When someone does something against them, they can’t look that person in the eye; they feel
so badly they can’t even be in the same room; deeply fear having a confrontation, and so on.
In reality, when we remain in a vertical relationship with God instead of getting life
from horizontals, drawing life from Him, it doesn’t matter what others think of us. It matters what
the Father thinks. I care most about what Father thinks of me. Paul actually dealt with this
when he wrote to the Corinthians, “But to me it is a very small thing that I may be examined by
you, or by any human court; in fact, I do not even examine myself. For I am conscious of
nothing against myself, yet I am not by this acquitted; but the one who examines me is the
Lord.”34 Paul simply lived the best he could to maintain a clear conscience and let the Lord deal
with the rest. Not easily accomplished, but mandatory, otherwise the people controllers always
look down on you and make you feel small, unimportant, devalued, not like you don’t belong,
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dis-approved, and unprotected. Get the picture? Using your needs against you, the controllers
use the world’s value system and your need to please to actually control you.
Jesus was amazing in His resistance to pleasing men. Remember when in Luke
4.14-30; Jesus was handed the scroll of Isaiah, read it and then put it away saying that the
words regarding the messiah and His kingdom had just been fulfilled in their hearing. The very
same people who had been listening to him were speaking so well of him. But a few moments
later he delivered the truth about them—that they were hard of heart and because of their
hardness he couldn’t do any healing there. In a flash these who looked so nice, who said such
kind things about Jesus, literally went from speaking well of Him, to cursing Him and trying to kill
Him.
Now ask yourself: This being common to all people, do I really need to receive praise
from men? Like all of the law in the world-value system, praise from men is fickle and fleeting
and faulted. John 12.42-43 provides John’s criticism of those with the “praise of man
syndrome,” “Nevertheless many even of the rulers believed in Him, but because of
the Pharisees they were not confessing Him, for fear that they would be put out of
the synagogue ; for they loved the approval of men rather than the approval of God.”

The orphan lives to receive the praise of man, the acceptance by another, the approval
that comes from doing what another wants.
The son learns to live for the approval of God and God alone. If others are pleased it
feels good but it is not what a Son gets “LIFE” from.
G. PURSUITS AND PASSION, I GET “LIFE” FROM MY PURSUITS AND GOAL ACHIEVEMENT.
The seventh way our world value-system works is by measuring my importance or
worth, my value, by my noble pursuits and personal achievements. Again remember in each of
these systems there are multiple expressions of it. In this value system there is a difference
from that of the performance mentality. Here there is a sense of a personal, self-centered
pursuit to build something, to make an improvement in either me, or in someone else’s life. It
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can be expressed in working for world peace, saving orphans, saving children, saving the
environment or even saving the whales. Now my “LIFE” comes from my engagement with the
cause or the group and being separated from the group causes me great anxiety and
hopelessness. Instead of doing it for the reward of the matter, or out of fear of punishment, as
in performance, there is an inner drive or passion for a certain purpose. I know business men
who have this inner passion to make it right, do it right, make it bigger, be an icon, and leave a
legacy. As a pastor, for me there was this inner passion to be the best there ever was. It
became a passion about just improving me—I’m not really all that bad, but, I can be better.
There is a sense of urgency to be better or do it better than anyone else, to be the hero when
one is needed. There is a desire to stand above the crowd because of what they have
accomplished. The drive can describe the musician who cares only about his music; the
theologian who cares only about his research, the mechanic who cares only for the machine he
is working to solve a problem on. It can be seen in the doctor who gives his life to research a
cure. None of these is bad or wrong in themselves, but, when they become the monsters that
push aside and make us neglect our families and destroy our relationships, they cease to be
God honoring. For myself, I found I was so in love with the Great Commission that I sacrificed
everything, including my own emotional health and the time spent with my family. Almost too
late, I realized that the Great Commission was not to be put in front of the great
commandment— my family had to come first. I was reminded of the words from the diary of
Brook Adams. Adams kept a diary starting from his boyhood days and on through the years.
When he was eight years old he wrote in his diary, ‘I went fishing with my father; the most
glorious day of my life.’ Throughout the next forty years of his life, he never forgot that special
day when he had gone fishing with his daddy. Repeated references were made in his writings
commenting about the influence that day had on his life. There is another side of the story
however, for Brook’s father wrote something different about that same in day in his diary.
Charles Francis Adams, grandson of John Adams and son of John Quincy Adams, served as a
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Massachusetts state senator, a US Congressman and ambassador to Great Britain under
Abraham Lincoln simply wrote, ‘Went fishing with my son; a day wasted.’ 35
It’s hard to prioritize. Passions are a good thing as long as they are based on God’s
principles and are not at the expense of loving others. These are the passions that drive us.
Not enough, never enough.

For the Ishmael in spirit, valued by horizontals, pursuits and making a name for
themselves is all important. Being called ambassador or senator is far more important
than being called, father,
For the Isaac a change takes shape inside their thinking, relationships and people
have so much value over names, titles, pursuits and passions. While passions in life
are important they are balanced by a higher respect for others.

H. PERSON OR GROUP DEPENDENT ON, I GET “LIFE” FROM THEM.
The eighth way our horizontal world-value system works is by measuring my
belonging, importance, worth, approval and provision by specific people or significant others in
my life. Again remember in each of these systems there are multiple expressions of how it
applies. Here we find our “LIFE” cord is plugged into other people not for the praise they give
us but for the affirmation we feel at having them in our lives. We have meaning because they
need us or want us. We need that person for a sense of self significance or self-worth. This is
the essence of co-dependency. The co-dependent person gets LIFE from a certain person or
group. He or she thinks, I can’t live without them. Even if the object of their devotion is highly
dysfunctional and/or abusive they don’t give up on the relationship because that person or
group gives a sense of needed approval and of belonging. In this system, when the significant
other is emotionally up, I am up; when that person is down I am down. When the new girlfriend
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or boyfriend says yes that they want me, need me, then we’re walking on clouds and when they
dump us we’re devastated, life is over, we can’t go on. This type of thinking can happen to
business people in reference to their career. The job is everything; advancement is the only
goal that matters. Everything is sold or sacrificed on the altar of serving the career goals.
Family is given away for long trips overnight, time with friends is sacrificed for late nights at the
office, building of friendships is foregone for the next big sale, attending Church every Sunday is
lost as a discipline for the pursuit of the golden pat on the back. Or for pastors and others
engaged in the service of others, it can even be more insidious. In my case the ministry
became god, not the God of the ministry, but the ministry itself. It became almost a living
nightmare kind of like the man eating plant in the play “Little Shop of Horrors”, the empire of the
church demanded to be fed more and more. When the organization was going well, I was
totally feeling good about me, at least until the next Sunday, and when it was a bad day I could
repeat scriptures out of Job, “I sought the Lord to take my life.
The following is a group of questions that I have used to help others see codependency issues in their thinking.
1. Do you keep quiet to avoid arguments?
2. Are you always worried about others’ opinions of you?
3. Have you ever continued to live with someone with an alcohol or drug problem?
4. Have you ever continued to live with someone who hits or belittles you?
5. Are the opinions of others more important than your own?
6. Do you have difficulty adjusting to changes at work or home?
7. Do you feel rejected when significant others spend time with friends?
8. Do you doubt your ability to be who you want to be?
9. Are you uncomfortable expressing your true feelings to others?
10. Have you ever felt inadequate?
11. Do you feel like a “bad person” when you make a mistake?
12. Do you have difficulty taking compliments or gifts?
13. Do you feel humiliation when your child or spouse makes a mistake?
14. Do you think people in your life would go downhill without your constant efforts?
15. Do you frequently wish someone could help you get things done?
16. Do you have difficulty talking to people in authority, such as the police or your
boss?
17. Are you confused about who you are or where you are going with your life?
18. Do you have trouble saying “no” when asked for help?
19. Do you have trouble asking for help?
20. Do you have so many things going at once that you can’t do justice to any of
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them?

Jesus had many life examples of his refusal to be pulling into this. In one passage,
someone came into the meeting and the following occurred, “While He was still speaking to the
crowds, behold, His mother and brothers were standing outside, seeking to speak to Him.
Someone said to Him, "Behold, Your mother and Your brothers are standing outside seeking to
speak to You.” But Jesus answered the one who was telling Him and said, "Who is My mother
and who are My brothers?" And stretching out His hand toward His disciples, He said, "Behold
My mother and My brothers! For whoever does the will of My Father who is in heaven, he is My
brother and sister and mother. “(Matt 12.46-50) I mean when you think about it, Jesus it’s your
mom outside she wants you to interrupt everything and come outside. (There is a whole
message in all of this dynamic). But Jesus wasn’t co-dependent on anyone but His Heavenly
Father. He simply said no. In another passage, Peter pulls Jesus aside and if you can get this,
he actually admonishes Jesus because He is going to Jerusalem to give His live in serving His
Father. This is classic Peter. “From that time Jesus began to show His disciples that He must
go to Jerusalem, and suffer many things from the elders and chief priests and scribes, and be
killed, and be raised up on the third day. Peter took Him aside and began to rebuke Him,
saying, "God forbid it, Lord! This shall never happen to You." But He turned and said to Peter,
"Get behind Me, Satan! You are a stumbling block to Me; for you are not setting your mind on
God's interests, but man's.” (Matt 16.21-23) Jesus refused to be pulled into the codependent
relationship that worried about what others thought rather than what God thought. There is
another important lesson here. We need to pull away from dependency on others so that we
can be MORE dependent on God. God intended for us to be codependent, on Him. We
depend on Him for everything in Life.
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The orphan is pulled into thinking that someone else has the ability to give me “LIFE”
so they plug in their life cord and suck life from the relationship, and thereby makes
themselves dependent on that person, in marriage becomes two ticks and no dog.
The son learns to live vertically drawing life from a vertical relationship with God. God
intended for us to be dependent on Him and Him alone.

I. QUESTIONS TO PONDER
Here are the questions we need to ask. What is it in your life that is defining you?
Mentally start asking what false vine are you plugged into for “LIFE?” Which one of the eight
world systems are you plugged into? Which one would your wife/husband or children say?
Needing “LIFE” I dependently strive to plug into any vine that promises life in the
value system of the world. When that system fails--and it will always fail--sooner or later we’re
hit with the realization that we have defined who we are and why we are important by that value
system. The issue in life often becomes what defines you, your schooling, your heritage, your
achievements, or worse, your shortcomings and your failures. Often times that is what gives
our life its definition. We would counter by saying that in the true vine value system it is not the
“what” that defines us but rather, the WHO.
One of the events that opened my eyes to the problem of self-definition was
becoming a leader of a divorce recovery group. In the classes my wife and I led, we watched
people as they moved through the grieving process in dealing with the loss of a significant other
person in their lives. I could see the intense pain caused by the separation, and I could
understand it from the Biblical perspective because Scripture teaches us that the two shall
become one flesh. Typically, a divorce is the ripping apart of a fabric that has been woven
through years of marriage memories, and it’s never a clean tear. Fragments of one person are
left with the other and vice versa. That kind of pain is not easily overcome. I’ll never forget
teaching in our divorce recovery classes. In our first session we would try to develop a sense of
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community and often started with asking attendees to answer the question, what do you want
from this group?
One of our participants, Debbie, hit the nerve that helped me see how much the world
value-system literally defines all that we are. In tears and frustrated desperation, she said,
“After years of trying, I want to stop being defined by my divorce.”
That is how this counterfeit “LIFE” cord, through which we plug into the world valuesystem, works. We become defined by what we are plugged into.


















IV.

My job defines me.
My church defines me.
My career,
my education,
my friends,
my toys,
my possessions,
my children,
my spouse,
my grades,
my accomplishments,
my projected image to others,
my stuff,
my popularity,
my passions,
my politics,
my_____ (what defines you? What gives you life a part from God?)

SEEING MY COUNTERFEIT “LIFE” VINES
We've seen how each of us come with a “LIFE” cord we want to plug into one or more

of the world value-systems. But how can we identify which vine we are plugged into? And
especially before I hurt myself or someone else. Typically, the revelation of our dependency on
some false vine comes in those hard moments when God removes it. I lose a girlfriend and I’m
just devastated, but slowly I recover and realize, I was really too dependent on that person. Or I
lose my job, and I sit staring into space wondering what will I do now, my life has ended; I feel
almost paralyzed by fear of the future. Or a possession is stolen, or broken. We have a family
staring in grim disbelief at their possessions which have been burned in a fire, and they’re
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listening to their father cursing God, cursing the fire, cursing the firemen, cursing the world and
life itself. What kind of message is being communicated by that example? Another family can
go through the same thing, and they turn their faces toward God knowing He has it all under
control, and although those faces are stained with tears and grief, not being defined by their
possessions they have hope and peace that God will take care of them. So in all of these
things, how do we know what we are plugged into?
A. SEEING THE FALSE VINE: GET BIG, GET LITTLE, GET LOST?
The answer actually lays in a simple principle we can use in our lives daily. It’s simply
learn to see your heart by what splashes from your cup. When we develop a daily discipline
that asks this hard question of ourselves, we will start to see real life transformation and change.
“What splashes from your cup when you’re bumped”? The state of my heart and what I’m
plugged into is revealed by the everyday “bumps” in life. It’s like walking with a cup of coffee
and someone bumps into you, causing you to slosh the cup. What splashes out? Coffee. If
you’re carrying coffee and someone bumps your elbow you don’t splash out Kool-Aid, do you?
No, you splash out of your cup exactly what was in it. Whatever is in the cup comes out when
bumped. That same principle applies spiritually and emotionally as well. Whatever is filling
your heart is going to come out when you get bumped. Bumps can come from anything
horizontal. Whether another's carelessness or intentional hurts, or the horizontal circumstances
of life itself.
Maybe you’re doing all you can to hold your job, or to maybe it's keeping your
relationship with someone, or striving to control your stuff, or struggling with a grade at school,
and you're just frustrated because something or someone is threatening your " I get life from this
"cord. Then unexpectedly someone bumps into you, and you just blow up at that person. They
might not have deserved it, but they got it. This is how road rage works. Day after day our life
cord is plugged into getting somewhere on time but instead of leaving earlier or just sitting back
and enjoying the rush, we allow ourselves to become angry over the crush of traffic or the way
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we’ve been treated. Then some other driver cuts us off or dares to criticize our driving, with
hand gestures, and we blow up. We’re angry, we’re upset. Now maybe we don’t chase them
down, force them off the road and beat them, but we’re just as guilty—because we are thinking
it. The anger is there in my heart. Call someone a moron and you’re guilty of hell! The Sermon
on the Mount, the words came straight out of Jesus’ mouth. “You have heard that the ancients
were told, 'YOU SHALL NOT COMMIT MURDER ' and 'Whoever commits murder shall be liable
to the court.' But I say to you that everyone who is angry with his brother shall be guilty before
the court ; and whoever says to his brother, 'You good-for-nothing,' shall be guilty before the
supreme court ; and whoever says, 'You fool,' shall be guilty enough to go into the fiery
hell”(Matt 5.21-22). So if I can learn to examine my heart by what comes out, call a fact a fact,
call anger for what it is, I’m on the road to changing the essence of me.
Zig Ziglar, an amazing Christian motivational speaker, used the illustration of “Kicking
the Cat” in his seminars. He would describe the following scenario. A boss realizes he is late for
work and so is speeding down the highway when a police officer pulls him over. Now ticket in
hand he is even later than before...he is really upset. Storming into his office he calls in the
sales manager and chews her out for not meeting their goals, even though there are several
large accounts about to engage. Any one of them will put them over the top, but she is reamed
out anyway. Now she’s really upset even though she did nothing wrong. She takes her anger
out on another employee, for no real reason, and now he’s really upset. On his commute home
he mulls it over and arrives even more upset than before. He sees a bike in the driveway and
takes it out on his wife. Now she’s upset. The wife goes in and yells at the kids. Now they’re
upset. The kids storm out of the house, slam the door, and there on the porch lays the family
cat, yawning and enjoying a final afternoon moment in the sun. One of the children comes by
and kicks that cat into the air and over the fence—after all, they were upset. Zig’s point was,
wouldn’t it just have been better for the boss to drive over to the employee’s house, go into the
yard, pick up that cat, and dropkick it himself?
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Repeat the principle out loud, say it. What is in your heart will “‘splash out” of your life
cup— in your words, or in your actions, when you get bumped.
Now if you get that then here it is… call yourself out. Say the words, “there is anger in
my heart, I just saw it and Father I confess it to You right now. I’m giving me to You to deal with
as You see fit, please identify my false life vine so I Confess it to you and be rid of it. Who have I
in heaven today and besides thee I desire nothing on the earth”.
Now, there are three identifiable splashes when someone cuts my “LIFE” cord.
Ready? I will either 1) get big or 2) get little or 3) get lost. Sometimes a combination of them
can happen as well. But in almost every case I am seen this comes from the emotion of selfish
driving, which usually shows up at anger the emotion by which I use to conceal or control. The
point is when I see one of these three behaviors splashing out of my cup I know that I have a life
cord plugged in to some horizontal rather than vertical relationship with my Heavenly Father.
Here's the three:
1.

Get Big

When I “get big,” I become angry and want to fight to stay plugged in. I get competitive,
protective, aggressive, pushy, hurtful, or irritated, because I want to fight to keep my “LIFE” cord
supply going. The young sales executive is all on fire and can be intimidating and pushy
because he gets “life” from his performance—from his passion to be the best. He fights to excel
and show everyone up. A wife gets loud and over talks to win her point. Instead of listening to
your child you use the “I’m your father do what you’re told”. All examples of “get big” because
something is threatening my “Life” cord. This is the Ishmael or Orphan way of controlling their
world. Orphans tend to be hugely competitive, and never stop long enough to realize how
many families are paying the price when they’re singled out by the boss as the benchmark and
used to make everyone else work longer hours, get more accounts, push harder. The list
abounds, here are just a few categories of “Get Big” behavior: Some examples of “Get Big”
behavior are:
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Escalation – One way we get big, is by being quick to argue, raise our voice, fly into
anger, rage at another, outburst of anger, intimidate people by our harsh uncaring
responses, so others fear will fear our over exaggeration and back off, they back away,
and we win. Early in my life, this was a pattern I used to get my way at times, and it was
wrong. I learned that others would finally back away if I just exploded at them. A typical
type A behavior. How I wish I could apologize to those I injured.
Exaggeration – another way we “get big”, we make overstatements or enlarge our
explanations beyond boundaries or truth. We use catastrophic statements, building
“mountains from molehills,” using danger and fear as way to control others. This too
was characteristic of my orphan heart. The prophetic, preacher heart is quickly prone to
logical extremism to win the point and push the day.
Aggression or abuse – Anger the emotion we use to conceal or control can become the
source of emotion we use to become verbally or even physically aggressive and in some
cases there are those who become abusive. When someone moves in to take the thing
that another has plugged into for life, there are those that become verbally aggressive.
Some are easy to spot, the words used, the anger expressed, it’s the more reserved that
cause greater pain. The professional abuser, that causes the emotional scars that take
years to heal.
Negativity – we project and believe the other person is far worse than is really the case.
We shape them in a negative light. Tell others how they have failed or how they have
crossed us, or let us down. I found this to be true in my heart as well, times when
instead of giving thanks for another, I would become negative about them, even having
imaginary dialogues with them when they weren’t there.
Polarizing is negativistic thinking another step further, this is where we transfer negative
motives by making others an enemy. Because someone has disappointed us, let us
down, crossed, didn’t treat us the way we thought we should be treated, we start telling
others all of their faults and issues. I could see this in my heart as I started to examine it
with the principle of splash. Everyone that stood in my way was an enemy that I had to
deal with, they simply don’t have their head on right or they don’t understand God and
His Word. I remember how proud I was when someone said, whenever we try to talk to
Jim he just brings out the Bible and we never win. Now I look back and think, how I wish
I had been so much better at listening and loving people rather than trying to win my
agenda with an encyclopedic knowledge of the Bible.
Blaming – place responsibility on others as the problem that has to change, they have
the issues that have to be dealt with, they are the problem. And we do not ask God to
change us first, we don’t examine our own cup, we don’t let the splash show us what
really selfish people we can be. This get big behavior, does not accept fault, and we are
pretty much convinced all the time, it’s always someone else’s fault. My orphan spirit
quickly transferred blame to others, it has to be their fault, if they would just submit to my
authority, or do things like I want them done then everything would be fine.
Fix it mode – this is another get big behavior. We focus on exclusively finding the
solution to the problem never hearing the feelings of others. Someone I know recounted
the story of the young wife who was struggling with diarrhea diapers and a sick two year
old. Frustrated she came out to the living room during Monday night football to vent
some of that hurt. Her husband Mister fix the problem, had no time to listen to her heart
and hurts, simply gave her a checklist on handling the problem. Needless to say he
shortly thereafter experienced real time football with a line drive pass in the side of the
head with a rolled up pampers diaper from the other room. She knows how to deal with
the stuff, she just wants to share the pain and be comforted. Maybe get support.
Probably the most powerful of all of the get big behaviors is rooted in denial – an inability
to hear the truth about ourselves, because we refuse to admit the truth and/or make it
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hard for others to tell us the truth about ourselves.
2.

Get Little

On the other hand, I have learned when I can’t fight and win, I will “get little.” I get small
and submissive and try not to make anyone angry, or upset with me. I start doing whatever the
organization or institution wants me to do. I work longer hours, sacrifice my family, put up with
insults and put downs. Why? Because I am doing all I can to hang on to what gives me “LIFE.”
Some “get little” behaviors are:















Apathy, loss of care – become devoid of emotion, you have no regards for anyone
o or reject someone before they can reject you
Complaining – express unhappiness or make accusations; you criticize, create a list of
faults.
Withdrawal – avoid others or alienate yourself without resolution
Defensiveness – Instead of listening, you defend yourself by providing an explanation
Clinginess – develop a strong emotional attachment or dependence on the other person
(co-dependency)
Care Taking (vs. Care-giving) - being responsible for the other person, doing things for
them they should be doing.
Humor – use humor to laugh your way out so you don’t have to deal with the issues.
Sarcasm – use negative humor, hurtful, exaggerated, belittling or cutting comments,
demeaning statements
Rationalization – attempt to make your actions seem reasonable by rationalizing
Rabbit trailing – throw people off course by overloading with huge amounts of
information or distractions.
Abdication – give away self-respect or responsibilities
Indifference – Are cold and show no concern
Passive-Aggressive – display negative emotions, resentment, and aggression in passive
ways
Invalidation – devalue the other person; you do not appreciate what he or she feels or
thinks or does
3.

Get Lost

The third thing we as humans do is “get lost.” When someone threatens to cut my
life cord, I get out, I leave, I walk away, I stop trying, I stop believing, and I stop caring.

Apathy

and cynicism becomes my philosophy of life. Bars and clubs are full of people who have given
up. No need to try harder just walk away, escape. Why, because they have tried to “Get Big”
and were beaten up, they tried to “Get Little” to let others win, in hopes they could win too, and
couldn't. They give up, walk away and develop the Get Lost, Get Out, Get Away attitude.
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Maybe that was their pattern of reaction to some person or group of people or a family or
authority figure growing up. Maybe it was circumstances that overwhelmed them and they’re
just following the escape route, saying, “That’s not going to hurt me again because I am out of
here.” Some people have perfected this pattern as a lifestyle and out of reflex they reject others
before they can be rejected themselves. Deep down inside, both the Get Little and Get Lost
group can be boiling with anger. Although they seem quiet in spirit, all of a sudden, they’re
walking through life, someone crosses them and bam! They just explode!
Get Lost behaviors include:


Acting Out – the obvious (hard addictions) – engaging in negative behaviors, drug,
alcohol, sex, affairs anything to anesthetize the pain of not being in control.

Acting Out – the hidden (soft addictions) – you engage in excessive shopping,
spending, overeating, obsessive behaviors that are isolating and wall building to keep others
out.

Manipulative – control the other person for your own advantage to get them to do
what you want by the use of rejection and polarization.

One of the most powerful Get Lost behaviors is the building of protective defenses
around our emotion attachments that never allow another human being to see who you are.
The world becomes a stage and you are just actor. Others are hurtful and never can be allowed
in. Yet God has called us to be in relationship
So, the question again is, “Looking back at your week, what is your LIFE cord
plugged into? What made you super happy or super sad? What caused depression or fear?
And, what caused you to Get Big? Get Little? Or Get Lost?” Look back at your week and think
through your relationship with your family and then ask, “What would they my say I’m plugged
into?”
What made you “get big,” “get little” or “get lost?” That’s how you tell what you’re
plugged into for “LIFE.”
If you’re a coach or counselor, make a point of, or, make it your mission to help others
evaluate their week in brutal honesty. Ask them the tough questions. Help them by keeping
them accountable.
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The Ishmael or Orphan doesn’t live by faith so is dependent on the world system for
the fulfillment of life; on that which is created rather than the One who creates.
The Son, who is maturing in his faith walk, knows that created things are temporary
and cannot provide the Life that only the Creator can give.
For the Ishmael there is never a backward glance, never a connection between actions
and what comes out of the mouth which indicates what they are plugged into.
An Isaac learns to look back at the previous week, analyses what came out of the
mouth and in behavior, in order to clearly identify the false “LIFE” vines they are
plugged into.

B. SEEING THE FALSE VINE FOR WHAT IT REALLY IS - IDOLATRY
We might as well get real about this. The Bible has a name for those who seek to get
their life from something that is created rather than from the Creator. It’s called idolatry. Before I
first saw this, I would never ever have thought I was someone you could call an idolater. I
would never do that. Idolatry to me was something done by uneducated, backward, third-world
tribal people, in the depths of dark jungles, certainly not characteristic of a 21st-century thinker
like myself. Yet, when I came to see the false vine for what it was, and my participation in it as
my source of LIFE, I was shocked!
Wikipedia, the online dictionary, does a fairly extensive analysis of idolatry and comes
to this conclusion. “In short, the proper Jewish definition of idolatry is to do an act of worship
toward any created thing, to believe that a particular created thing is an independent power, or
to make something a mediator between ourselves and the Almighty.”36
According to Webster’s online dictionary,37 ‘worship’ is from the Middle
English “worshipe worthiness, respect, reverence paid to a divine being, from Old

36

Wikipedia contributors, “Idolatry,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Idolatry (accessed July 14, 2012).
37

Merriam-Webster, s.v. “Worship.”
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English weorthscipe worthiness, respect, from weorth worthy, worth + -scipe –ship.” So,

“worship” is a derivative of the old English word, “worthship,” meaning, “an attitude or action that
gives worth or value to something.” Idolatry, then, is the act or attitude of giving worth to any
created thing.
When I give some created thing value or worth by the way I try to protect it or control
it or achieve it or make myself look good by it or receive it as praise or store it and so forth, I am
practicing idolatry, because I’m giving a created thing (person or circumstance) a place of value
that is like God. Therefore, every single time I plug into a world vine and I get “LIFE” from it, I’m
engaging in an idolatrous relationship. This is clearly seen in Paul's indictment of those in
idolatry, "For they exchanged the truth of God for a lie, and worshiped and served the creature
rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever. Amen" (Romans 1.25)
C. SEEING POWER OF THE FALSE VINE – THE LAW.
Let’s take one more step and go back to Genesis. When our first parents, Adam and
Eve, made the decision to rebel against God, the Bible gives a very clear understanding of
exactly what they did. Genesis states,
Now the serpent was more crafty than any beast of the field which the LORD
God had made. And he said to the woman, “Indeed, has God said, 'You shall not
eat from any tree of the garden?’ The woman said to the serpent, “From the fruit
of the trees of the garden we may eat; but from the fruit of the tree which is in the
middle of the garden, God has said, 'You shall not eat from it or touch it or you
will die.'” The serpent said to the woman, "You surely will not die! For God knows
that in the day you eat from it your eyes will be opened and you will be like God,
knowing good and evil." When the woman saw that the tree was good for food,
and that it was a delight to the eyes, and that the tree was desirable to make one
wise, she took from its fruit and ate; and she gave also to her husband with her,
and he ate. Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they knew that
they were naked; and they sewed fig leaves together and made themselves loin
coverings. They heard the sound of the LORD God walking in the garden in the
cool of the day, and the man and his wife hid themselves from the presence of
the LORD God among the trees of the garden. Then the LORD God called to
the man, and said to him, "Where are you?" He said, "I heard the sound of You
in the garden, and I was afraid because I was naked; so I hid myself." 38

38

Gen. 3.5-10.
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Look at this closely. First of all, Eve had not learned the Word with exactness.
God didn’t say, “the day you touch it.” He said, “the day you eat of it.” Satan can easily
take advantage of us when we are not attentive to God's Word and one tactic is
exaggeration. Secondly, Satan did what he still does today; he clearly questions the
character of God, that God says things He doesn't mean or that what He says can be
doubted. ”you surely won’t die.” Why that's absurd God is a loving God who loves
everyone, how many times have we heard that? Satan loves to challenge the character
of God as being harsh, or unreasonable, or unloving. Thirdly, Satan promises something
very interesting. “the day you eat from it your eyes will be opened AND YOU WILL BE
LIKE GOD.” (Emphasis mine). Really? The truth was they were ALREADY LIKE God.
God said it Himself, “‘Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; and
let them rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over the cattle and
over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth.’ God created
man in His own image, in the image of God He created him; male and female He
created them.” 39 Adam and Eve created in the image of God were also created in His
LIKENESS, they were already LIKE GOD, that’s how they were created. It doesn’t
mean they were equal to God or were God, but that they were created in His likeness.
That’s how God made them. So what was actually Satan’s offer? That they could
become LIKE GOD, by their own action, through their own self effort, on their own terms,
gaining what they already possessed through their own self dependency and works.
So, here was Satan’s offer: you’re already like God, but, when you eat in disobedience
to God, you will be like God ON YOUR OWN TERMS, RATHER THAN DEPENDING
ON, BASIC TRUST IN, SUBMITTING TO, GOD FOR YOUR LIFE, YOU CAN BE LIKE
GOD BY SOMETHING YOU DO i.e., yourself actions can make you God-like. Our whole

39

Gen.1.26-27.
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horizontal world value system is based on that principle. All of legalism is based on that
assumption. But there was more, something more sinister. “In the day you eat you will
be like God, KNOWING GOOD AND EVIL.” (Again, emphasis mine) YOU WILL BE
LIKE GOD, and when that happens, YOU WILL KNOW GOOD AND EVIL.
Knowing good and evil, what does that mean? Why is that a bad thing? I'll never
forget the day this hit me. I was driving down the freeway thinking about this “knowing
good and evil" and "tree of the knowledge of good and evil.” that they ate from. I was
wondering, what does that mean? What does it take to be able to determine the
difference between something that is good, and something that is evil? Why would the
Holy Spirit, as the author of Genesis, tell us the name of the tree? Why could this be
important? Right at that moment I passed a speed limit sign that said 55 miles an hour. I
instinctively looked down at my speedometer, and it read 70, so I slowed down because
I was going too fast. How did I know that I was going too fast? I was going too fast
because the law says so. Anything over 55 mph is breaking the law. Stay below 55 and
I’m good. Go over 55 and I’m breaking the law with some nasty consequences, a police
officer gives me a ticket that says I broke the law. The law tells me I am too fast or just
right. The law gives me the knowledge of right and wrong, good and not good. So if the
tree they ate from was "the knowledge of good and evil" then that tree was the tree of
THE LAW! At the moment of sin they subjected themselves to THE LAW. The law of
performance, looking good, power over people and things, possessions, popularity and
praise. They chose to live not on the basis of faith in God’s Love and His Provision. His
Presence was not enough. Instead, they chose to be like God on the basis of the Law.
The L is the power behind the world value-system, it is the Law of performing, and
looking good, and controlling, and having stuff.
I judge something is good or bad, right or wrong, tall or short because of a law or
standard. I judge someone as too fat or too skinny, pretty or ugly, rich or poor, happy or sad,
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strong or weak, passes or fails, successful or loser, owner or transient, above my social station
or below me, good stuff to own or bad stuff to own. All these world value-systems feed on the
LAW of the knowledge of what is “good” and what is “evil” or bad. The law provides a standard
to judge by, both by God’s Holy Standard and man’s manufactured standards. The Law is the
POWER behind the world's system.
This law of the flesh becomes the motive or power behind the false vine. It was the
tree of self-performance, self-presentation, self-advancement, self-measuring up based on what
I do, how I look, what I own, who I control. Therefore, God removed them from the Garden, lest
they eat from the tree of LIFE and live forever.
Our whole world is based on law not grace. Law is the foundation for Hollywood and
entertainment, sports and athletic pursuits, academics and education, social and cultural
pursuits, politics and governmental systems, Wall Street, business, manufacturing, sales and
other marketplace applications.
This model also spills over into relationship arenas that are supposed to be safe and
some we hold sacred: friendships, marriages, families, dating, and, into the church with
“Consumer Christianity” or “Church Inc.”, (who has the best church, who has the most people,
who gives the most, or who rakes in the most, who has the biggest production.) Six Flags over
Jesus! The Law is in or behind all we do.
No let’s stop and talk about motives. What motivates people, what are the reasons
they do or do not do something? I believe there are four reasons why I do or do not do
something. The first three have to do with the law of “good and evil.”
1) FEAR / RESPECT, is the base-line motivation for all that we do. Regardless of
whether we’re talking about the respect demanded in the military or the management of a
business or the behavior shaping authority structure of a home; respect is the starting point.
No better passage can be used to demonstrate the truth of this than Proverbs 1.2-7.
“To know wisdom and instruction, to discern the sayings of understanding, to receive instruction
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in wise behavior, righteousness, justice and equity; to give prudence to the naive, to the youth
knowledge and discretion, a wise man will hear and increase in learning, and a man of
understanding will acquire wise counsel, to understand a proverb and a figure, the words of the
wise and their riddles. The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge; fools despise
wisdom and instruction. “
Solomon, the author of Proverbs, will reiterate this at the end of his life, when he
writes this closing advice in his conclusion of the book of Ecclesiastes “The conclusion, when all
has been heard, is: fear God and keep His commandments, because this applies to every
person. For God will bring every act to judgment, everything which is hidden, whether it is good
or evil.”40
Often, when all else fails, my final motivation for whether or not I do something may
be because I fear the negative consequences if I don’t do it. Though a valid form of motivation,
it is authoritarian, controlling and not the way that good relationships operate. This form of
motivation operates on fear, and it operates on Law.
2) REWARD, is probably the most widely used of all the motivation techniques,
especially in the arenas of behavior modification. This involves the provision of some good
benefit for a behavior that has been done, performed according to a set standard. If one works
a prescribed number of hours a day in accordance with an employer’s standard he/she is
rewarded with money, time off, benefits and other such “good” things. If I don’t show up for
work, then I don’t get rewarded, and the beginning of wisdom (fear) takes hold because, I may
get fired. Even a dog learns to conform to, or perform an expected behavior for the reward of a
few treats.
Reward is very far ranging. Schools reward or reject performance with the awarding
of a grade. In sports, a game can be won or lost based on whether or not the team successfully

40

Eccl. 12.13-14.
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executes plays. In my family, I receive a reward for spending time with them, because of the joy
it brings me to be with them. This is an important point to understand: In the world-driven
system of value, it is all about performing and looking good, and controlling my environment,
getting the praise of men, being co-dependent on one significant other. In the family, respect
and reward are the almost exclusive tools.
3) INTRINSIC CHARACTER the third motive, the first of higher levels of motivation,
the third reason why we do or do not do something springs up to action because it’s simply the
right thing to do. This is motivation that comes simply from a righteous character. It comes
from a deep, intrinsic desire to do what is right. Not because we understand why, or that the
consequences are beneficial and/or good but because the simple doing of the action is what is
right to do. The emphasis here is the nature or character of the one doing the action, rather
than the positive rewards of the outcome. In the normal the sacrifice of parents for teen agers
who don’t care, the sacrifices of husbands or wives when the other does seem to care, and in
the extreme, the sacrifice a soldier pays to save his buddies, or a mother giving her life for her
child, are but a few examples. The sacrifices are made to do what is right, rather than what is
expedient or self-gratifying. Character is developed over time as we walk in obedience to the
Lord and as we observe the examples of those we trust and respect. As we hear the words of
the apostle Peter, to be Holy because He is Holy. One of the goals of a Christian life is to learn
His Character and live like Him. One has to love the time-worn phrase, “Sow a thought; reap
an action. Sow an action; reap a habit. Sow a habit; reap a character. Sow a character; reap a
destiny.”
4) UNCONDITIONAL LOVE is the deepest of all motivations. What I do, I do for
absolutely no benefit for myself, but because I have received so much I am willing to give back
so that another may be freely receive. As it relates to God, the reason I do something is
because I have a close, connected, abiding, intimate relationship with Him. I love Him. When I
first became a believer I saw the fear of a Christ-less eternity ahead, I feared the coming
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judgment when Christ returns for his own. Then there was this sense of doing for Him so that I
could be rewarded or blessed (a major tenant of legalism). As I learned to believe and walk in
faith, to persevere intrinsic character was developed and I did things because it was the right or
holy thing to do. But it took years to learn to respond to unconditional love. Here was the key
principle. Instead of coming to Him for what I could get, what He would give, what He would do
for me, I started learning to live re-centered in His love. Coming not for what I could get but
what I could give, the core of intimacy and love. I have learned from Him to love not through
what I get from it but to love without condition. I become motivated through the intimacy and
legitimacy I find in my ongoing relationship with Him. I find contentment or joy in whatever
circumstances, as I walk with Him. No agenda, no bargaining, no “I’ll do this if you’ll do that,
God.” No vows, no promising God I will always or I will never do this or that. It is most
interesting to note that John writes,
“By this, love is perfected with us, so that we may have confidence in the day of
judgment; because as He is, so also are we in this world. There is no fear in love; but
perfect love casts out fear, because fear involves punishment, and the one who fears
is not perfected in love.” Then quite by surprise the more time I spent in my Father’s
Presence the more I just wanted to be like Him. My life mission has become,
receiving His love I give it away to others in random acts of humility. 41
Where does one learn to love like that? Or even more penetrating, how can you give
that kind of love to another person if you’ve never received it yourself? How can you love other
people if you have never been loved yourself? Listen to Paul’s words in Eph 5.1, from The
Message version of the Bible,
“Watch what God does, and then you do it, like children who learn proper behavior
from their parents. Mostly what God does is love you. Keep company with him and
learn a life of love. Observe how Christ loved us. His love was not cautious but
extravagant. He didn't love in order to get something from us but to give everything of
himself to us. Love like that.” 42
Where does love like that come from? From learning to live vertically and not
41
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horizontally. As long as you live in a horizontal controlled world you will be subjected to that
value system, trying to get some sort of LIFE from people we suck life from or performance
goals that give us short term affections. Our lives are constantly motivated by the selfishness of
fear and reward, the lowest forms of motivation. But when we learn to live our lives vertically,
receiving Father’s love, observing how He loved us, learning that His Love was not cautious but
extravagantly poured out on us, understanding God did not love us to get anything from us but
to give everything of Himself to us, watching His example as a parent instructing His child,
modeling for His Child the behavior of love, that is how you live vertically instead of horizontally.
We do it by rooting and grounding ourselves in His Love. As our cup fills up, it spills out into
others.
Does that mean grades are bad? Not at all. Does that mean at an amusement park
a law of “too short to get on the ride” is wrong? No, not at all, it’s a law to protect us from falling
out of the ride and getting severely hurt. Does that mean that an employer should not have a
standard of being on time and do the job you’re paid for? Absolutely not. Does it mean burnt
out, non-working refrigerator lights, dirty window sills and shoes on stairs are not important? No
not at all. It means that those things should never define me. It means fear and reward, while
having some value in a law based world, should never be the motivation of my life. These
motivations are not the foundation of God’s Love for me and they are not to be what defines me.
For all of us suffering or recovering from a severed, wounded, or broken heart, or
those further wounded by dysfunctional family systems, the orphan spirit will run back to the
world value-system for definition, purpose and meaning of life, based on fear, reward and
intrinsic character development.
The Law was never meant to be the tree of life. The Law cannot give life—it was
never meant to do so. In fact, God’s word specifically says exactly that. “Is the Law then
contrary to the promises of God? May it never be! For if a law had been given which was able
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to impart life, then righteousness would indeed have been based on law.” 43 You cannot get life
from performing to meet some law. The real purpose of the law was never to provide an
opportunity for me to show God I look good. The Law was never intended to provide life. There
is nothing created that can provide what only a Creator can provide. The purpose of the Law
was to demonstrate the Addictive Nature of the False Vine.
D. OUR EFFORTS TO VALUE OURSELVES BY USING THE WORLD’S SYSTEM RESULTS IN EMPTINESS.
One of the things I was surprised to discover regarding idolatry and performing for
some law was that those who make the idol and thereby live by that idol become like the idol
according to God’s Word. “Those who make them will become like them, everyone who trusts
in them.”44 And again “The idols of the nations are but silver and gold, the work of man's hands.
they have mouths, but they do not speak; they have eyes, but they do not see; they have ears,
but they do not hear, nor is there any breath at all in their mouths. Those who make them will be
like them, Yes, everyone who trusts in them.”45
Sooner or later, we will find that all the things of the world pass away, only what’s
done out of a relationship with Christ has lasting value. If we build on a horizontal world-value
system one day we will wake up, often too late, realizing, “it’s all going to be burned up.” “But
the day of the Lord will come like a thief, in which the heavens will pass away with a roar and
the elements will be destroyed with intense heat, and the earth and its works will be burned up.”
46

Burned up—every bridge, house, skyscraper, car, boat, Blu-ray and flat screens, diamonds

and jewelry, is going to be melted into oblivion. It’s recorded three times. Jesus says, “Heaven
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and earth will pass away, but My words will not pass away.”

47

If we build it to last and it’s of this

world, it will pass away. Any attempts man makes to build something that will last, will
eventually pass away, if it’s built on a foundation of things of this world.
E. THE ADDICTION OF THE LAW
Unfortunately, in dealing with the world’s system of value, one soon learns that the
short-term affections derived from performing, owning, controlling and looking good, work like a
drug in our minds and hearts. When we look at what drugs do, we find the following to be true.
1) A drug makes you feel good. So does the world value system providing shortterm affections it becomes a drug that gives me a high,
2) A drug is consumable, it is never enough, never completely satisfies, leaves me
wanting more. No matter how hard I work, strive, compete and push, it will never ever
completely satisfy. Only Jesus completely satisfies, and anything short of Him is a counterfeit
affection.
3) A drug numbs reality, it keeps us from the truth that the drug itself is clouding
reality. When we operate in the world system one of the worst things that happens is the
numbing nature of worldly affection. The more up we get accolades for performance, the more
we want and the more we want the more we cannot see what is going on. The more
compliments we have on how we look the more we would like to have. The more possession
we have we always want something more. We become blinded. One is reminded of the story
of how to kill a wolf. It is said, wait till its freezing cold outside, dip an extremely sharp doublebladed knife in blood, and let it freeze. The wolf will smell the blood and start to lick the knife
and because of the cold will not realize the blood it is soon licking is its own and will literally
bleed itself to death. Harsh as that may sound that is the true picture of counterfeit horizontal
world system affections.
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4) A drug will also create dependency through the cycle of addiction—though it’s
simplistic, think of the cycle of addiction like a graph. Before you use the drug you start at point
zero. Then, as you take the drug the first time, you get, let’s say, a high of 10. You think that’s
the best thing ever. However, the next time you use it, you won’t get that high, because your
body and your mind starts adapting, so all you get is a 9. Next time it’s an 8 and more of the
drug is needed. Oh but it gets worse. Instead of coming off the drug and returning to a 0 where
you started, you now drop to -1. Now that you’re feeling bad, you use the drug again. This time
you go start from -1 and go up 9 steps to an 8. The problem is that when it wears off, it drops
again, and now you drop down to -2. The progression is downward. Even worse yet, the high
from the drug cycle begins to plummet at an even greater speed; -2 plus 8 equals 6, drop back
10 to a -4, re-use the drug up 7 only gets one to a 3 then we drop back a -10 now we are at -7.
Before long, all you do is exist in the minus column and nothing, nothing you do, makes it better.
More drugs are needed, but the original high is never attained. More, more, more is demanded.
Welcome to addictive behavior. Every time you take the drug, you have to take more to get the
same high, but, soon that doesn’t work, so now you’re maximizing the drug in order to get the
high which is always lower. The low gets lower and lower. This is described by Eric Nestler and
Robert Malenka in their article for Scientific American, “For many users, the sight of a drug or its
associated paraphernalia can elicit shudders of anticipatory pleasure. Then, with the fix, comes
the real rush: the warmth, the clarity, the vision, the relief, the sensation of being at the center of
the universe. For a brief period, everything feels right. But something happens after repeated
exposure to drugs of abuse—whether heroin or cocaine, whiskey or speed. The amount that
once produced euphoria doesn’t work as well, and users come to need a shot or a snort just to
feel normal; without it, they become depressed and, often, physically ill. Then they begin to use
the drug compulsively. At this point, they are addicted, losing control over their use and suffering
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powerful cravings even after the thrill is gone and their habit begins to harm their health,
finances and personal relationships.”48


That’s what alcohol does,



that’s what sexual perversion does,



that’s what porn does,



that’s what excessive eating does and, here comes the absolute shock,



and that is exactly what the world value-system does.

A person gets an A, he achieves, he performs and now he has to do it again and
again and again. Only the high isn’t as high and the low is much lower. A person succeeds at
business and gets a massive financial boost, it happens again, and again, and soon they have
more money than they need, but they pour their lives into the system. The athlete succeeds
but then where does he go from there? The world value drug is the most powerful of all. And
sadly the workaholic addict is praised and rewarded and the model for others.
5) Withdrawal—when the person stops using it, they experience physical or
emotional withdrawal which can include symptoms like irritability, anxiety, shakes, headaches,
sweats, nausea, or vomiting. That is what a drug does. Have you ever noticed a similar
phenomenon occurs in the world value-system? Ever hear of a person who starves themselves
because they don’t think they look “good enough” or the workaholic who slaves at his job till he
has a stroke because “it’s never enough,” or the power control freak who can’t let anyone
breathe for fear of disloyalty. I believe this false vine, this world value-system, may be far more
addictive than cocaine or heroin because there is no negative social stigma. There is little to
caution the addict away. It’s more acceptable and wider spread. The drug addict is branded
with names like “crack head” or “pill popper,” “druggie” or “he has a big problem.” On the other
hand, performance freaks are branded with names like, “awesome worker,” “high achiever,”
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“rising star,” “up and coming,” “heavy hitter,” “gets it done,” “man of the hour,” and others can fill
in a hundred blanks. What about the “how do I look crowd”? She is “so pretty,” “she’s a
knockout,” “aren’t you gorgeous,” “you are such a hottie.” Am I hitting home yet?
6) Fuels the denial of its actual consequences. A really good drug gives you a
euphoric rush and numbs you to the actual consequences that come on because you are a
user. This is not a side effect from the drug. It’s a side-effect of the world value-system is. We
never look or think to blame the value system when we’re pushing harder to perform or to
present ourselves worthy. When we’re striving for the praise of men, or hoping that finding that
one special person will provide the answer, never once do we look at the value system. . The
tendency is to blame something else. We say, “That person let me down.” Instead, the problem
lays in our determination to will another person into providing LIFE for us. “No one likes me,”
(No, you don’t like yourself enough to not care if someone doesn’t praise you) when the problem
is, we only feel liked if we’re receiving praise. “I didn’t make the grade, I’m not good enough”
when the problem is the system was your LIFE line and grades don’t define your value or
importance at all.
Did you notice how we tend to blame something else, when it’s really our attachment
to the value system that is the problem? I’ll never forget the night I drove my classic car to
church and somehow, one of the people we knew really well, backed into and dented our car.
Being the honest person she was, she came right in to tell me what she had done. If my value
system had been my possessions, then my classic car would have been more important to me
than this person. I asked if she did it on purpose and she said, “Absolutely not.” She felt
horrible. The point was simple. Was this person more valuable than my car or was the car more
valuable than this person? When we overreact or lash out in anger at people when stuff
happens, (Get Big), we demonstrate where our value system is placed.
A very insightful passage occurs in Hebrews which provides an in-depth look at some
important aspects of sin. We read that Moses made a decision not to move in the direction of
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sin and rejected the “passing pleasure" that sin offers. “By faith Moses, when he had grown up,
refused to be called the son of Pharaoh's daughter, choosing rather to endure ill-treatment with
the people of God than to enjoy the passing pleasures of sin, considering the reproach of Christ
greater riches than the treasures of Egypt; for he was looking to the reward.”49
The following characteristics are also true of the sin of valuing yourself on the basis of
horizontal value systems.
1) “Pleasures” Sin is FUN!! Early on, I began to realize sin is fun. When we coach or
counsel others, we need to stop telling people sin is not fun. It is. It’s exciting, tantalizing,
tempting and just plain fun. Much like sucking on a tootsie roll pop with a chocolate center, sin
starts out great, but in the end when we take that last crunch we discover the center was rotten
and filled with tiny worms. The essence of sin is self-centered dependence. We find out later
that depending on me instead of trusting my Father is the core of sin. I have lost basic trust in
my Father and I replace my faith in Him with my own answers. Jesus demonstrated the
antithesis of a self-centered heart when He trusted God, even to the point of death. The
passion for control is the essence of Sin.
2) “Passing.” The world value-system is also self-delusional – pretending to be
normal. It is extremely deceptive in its offers. When one engages the world value-system,
everything inside says, “I’m on the right course, I’m valuing myself correctly—I have it right.”
3) “Passing” The world value-system cannot give life. It does not have the ability. No
sinful action can result in life; death can be the only result. The world value-system is based on
the Law and the flesh. Romans 8.6 teaches us that the mind set on the flesh is death.
4) “Passing” Sin based on the world value-system is built on an unstable foundation.
The foundation is not secure; the pleasures we receive and achieve can be taken away in a
heartbeat through either others or bad circumstances.
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5) “Passing” Because it is passing it generates a pattern of addictive obsession. The
addiction cycle of the flesh, like a drug, gives a great “fun” high and it soon wears off,
demanding more. Sometimes quickly and sometimes long term, it will always, without exception
wear off.
6) “Passing.” There will come a day and a time when this world passes away and we
will stand before Christ to be evaluated. Everything that was done to achieve the world’s praise
will be worthless and all that was done for Christ will have its true nature as being very valuable
revealed.
F. LIVING VERTICAL INSTEAD OF HORIZONTAL – GET GOD!
So where do we go from the three choices of Get Big, Get Little, Get Lost? Let’s look
at one other “Get” Option. I call it, “GET GOD”.
Get God. Get God intermixed in your life. Get God and get Him in first place. Draw
your “LIFE” from your vertical relationship with Him.
Now the question becomes “GOT GOD”?
I’ll never forget the day when Phil came to me after a service. I felt so bad for him as
he shared his story. He had tremendous heath issues, he overworked to survive and supply for
a demanding wife. That ended with divorce, betrayal, loss of his children and ongoing financial
injury. He was now isolated and alone. Bitterness and unforgiveness had gotten a tight grip on
him.
I listened to Phil and felt his sadness with him. I was asking God what I should say to
this man who was enduring so much. Father said simply, “Ask him, ‘Is My Love enough, or do
you need more.’” So I looked at him, after carefully listening, and said, “Phil, I want you to ask
yourself this question everyday this next week. Are you ready? Is God’s love enough for you,
or do you need more?” Ask that question all this next week and then come back to me.”
A week went by and he wasn’t at the next service. Another week went by, and Phil
came up again after the service. He went back to the same story. (It’s what we do when we’re
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hurt; we nurse it, curse it, and rehearse it). I listened again and then asked him, “What was the
question I gave you to work on?” He went back to his hurts and life tragedies.
“Phil.”
“What?”
“Phil, I’m not diminishing your pain, but what was the question I gave you to work
on?” He started again. (Sometimes people need to know what you tell them is important
enough to keep them accountable). “Phil” I asked a third time.
“What?”
“Phil, what was the question I asked you when we last spoke.”
Knowing I wasn’t giving up, he looked down and said, “I forgot.”
One of the things I let people know impresses me more than anything else is honesty,
period. I told him I was blessed by his honest heart, and it was okay. Most people don’t get it
the first time. I told him I loved him, (people desperately need to know God’s love) and then I
said, “Okay here it is again. This week, all week, I want you to simply ask yourself this question,
‘Is God’s love enough for you, or do you need more?’ Write it down. Can you remember that?”
We parted and he set off again, question in hand, promising he would do as I asked.
This time he did it. He took his faith and met a Loving Father at the corner of Praise Street and
Thanksgiving Avenue. Over the next week and months, this man’s attitude, face and heart
changed amazingly. He came back with stories of God working in his life, as love took root and
faith was rejuvenated. He grabbed God and refused to let go. The change in this man was
amazing! He Got GOD !!!
It’s called living vertically. Instead of being horizontally controlled by circumstances
and other people, we start learning to get “LIFE” from God and God alone. Is He enough for
you? Or do you demand more? You can live horizontally, controlled by circumstances and
people, living like an orphan, like a slave, like an Ishmael, or you can ask yourself that same
question. “Is God’s love enough for me or do I need more?” We are constantly evaluating the
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condition of our hearts. LIVE LIFE VERTICAL is the name of the game. Watching our hearts to
see if we are living vertically.

Proverbs 4:23 says, “Watch over your heart with all diligence,

for from it flow the springs of life.”
My mentor, Dr. Fred Barshaw, had a favorite illustration he used, and I like to think
it ultimately got through my head as well. He would say, “If we are walking through the forest
together and decide we want to make a cross how many sticks do we need?” This is not a trick
question. The answer is two, and maybe some string. He would say, "Okay, which stick has to
be in place first? Which one is the stability, which one has to be used first?” The answer was
the vertical one. If you try to build a cross by placing a horizontal one first, the horizontal falls to
the ground because it has no support, no foundation, and no stability. The horizontal stick
depends on the vertical stick to stay up in the air. The vertical stands alone. The horizontal
must be dependent on the vertical.

The vertical is first. It has to be first and the exact same

thing is true with our relationship to God and the world we live in.
My horizontal world relationships, many of which are awesome, and some of which
keep me up at night, are simply horizontals. They are made up of people and circumstances.
When I try to relate to life by hanging on, fixing, controlling, looking good, living in the
horizontals, I’m in for the roller coaster ride of instability. I keep falling down. Nothing supports
me. So I learn to put the vertical in place and then hang all of my horizontal relationships on it.
Jesus said it this way, “Seek first the Kingdom of God and all these things will be added to
you.”50 If that’s not a memory verse for you, make it one. Put God first, seek Him first. His love
for us and our response to it is more important that anything or anyone else. It doesn’t mean
other things and people don’t have some value. It means, they are not first in importance. “Is
my love enough for you or do you need more?”
My daughter, Kristin, exemplified this truth one day. She had this horrible cell phone.
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It dropped calls, didn’t work well, wasn’t good anymore. Kristin has this wonderful, laid-back
personality, which also means, she tends to procrastinate and she did on this one. She delayed
getting a new phone for some time until we were all ready to throw the thing away for her (we
were getting life from our Kristin relationship). Finally, we went together and got this amazing
touch screen phone, it was top of the line. We got a case and cover and everything. She was
so happy. The phone was working so well and it lasted a whole week. Carrying her groceries
in from the car, Kristin had the phone cradled in her arm. As she reached for the door keys the
phone fell out and hit the sidewalk. The screen spider-webbed into a thousand pieces. When
she was telling me what happened, she said when she picked up the phone and saw the
screen, the first thing that went through her mind was, “Is God’s love enough or do you need
more?” Right then and there, she felt a peace about the whole thing. She used the phone for
some time, and then a daddy’s heart that loves her much, did the upgrade thing and got her a
new phone. Just like our heavenly Father does.
We need to learn vertical living instead of being defined horizontally. The Psalmist
said it this way, “WHOM have I in heaven but THEE and besides THEE I desire NOTHING on
this earth.”51 Get BIG, Get LITTLE, or Get LOST? We come to that place where we refuse to
be dependent on; refuse to be defined by; refuse to get “LIFE” from a false vine.
The rest of this material is dedicated to helping you learn how to stop being an
orphan that paws through the crumbs of the dumpsters of counterfeit affection and to live
separated from the false vine of the horizontal world value-system which takes everything and
gives back so little.
The vine of John 15 is Christ, and the vine dresser is Father God. This is the
relationship they long to have with you. Jesus said this only happens when you learn to abide in
Him. The word abide is the Greek word “meno,” it means to abide, remain, dwell in, take up
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residence, be connected to, to remain, abide, to sojourn, tarry, not to depart, to continue to be
present, to be held, kept, continually, to continue to be, not to perish, to last, endure, to wait for,
await one. (Vine’s Online Dictionary)
In this passage of John 15, the word “if” occurs five times: “If a man abides,” “if
anyone does not abide,” “if you abide,” “if you obey My commands,” “if you do what I command.”
This passage is full of a message requiring your participation. YOU choose to abide, to remain,
to LIVE in the vine.
How? How, how, how? That was my question year after year. How do I abide in
Christ? Obey His Word? Pray more? Produce more fruit? Work, work, work, and then you will
abide? Try harder? Ready for the surprise of the passage? It MUST start here, in John 15.9,
“Just as the Father has loved Me, I have also loved you; abide in My love.” How many times did
I read this passage and never see it? How many times did I go through this passage
concentrating on fruit, bearing fruit, more fruit, much fruit?
Here’s the problem. You take someone who doesn’t understand being loved, whose
only concepts of love are do more, be more, look better, try harder and it’s a filter. I have to try
harder. And I did. I tried and tried and tried. Am I doing it right now? Am I the best? Am I
competing? Then came the day when Satan said those words through the fog of planting a
church, of working 80-90 hour weeks, of trying and not have the world’s approval. I asked the
question, “God why do you seem to be able to bless other pastors, but You won’t bless me?”
And there it was, “Because you just aren’t worth being blessed, or I would.” A voice from the
enemy of souls, but I didn’t know it. “You’re not receiving blessing”, this enemy whispered,
“because you aren’t good enough.” My mind and heart began a meltdown. The words that
went through my mind were just like the ones on the back of a check that can’t be cashed,
INSF. Insufficient Funds. Loser. Failure. My world collapsed. I quit at everything. The
Kangaroo plates began to fall. I was too exhausted to keep anything spinning anymore. The
pain was so great I still can’t even write it on paper. I just stopped. I was done.
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I couldn’t see it. Abide in My LOVE! It was only later I would see it again. John
defines the “abide” in 1 John 4.16, “and we have come to know and have believed the love
which God has for us. God is love, and the one who abides in love abides in God, and God
abides in him." God ABIDES in you when you abide in Him; not in the works, not in the
performance, not in the value system of the world. He ABIDES in you when you simply walk
into His Court, never judged or condemned and you simply SIT DOWN in Christ. You run HOME
to Father’s Embrace.
God doesn’t need me to be a great pastor. God doesn’t need me to be a great
engineer or pilot or sales expert. God doesn’t need me to be a great parent or discipler of men.
God wants me JUST FOR WHO I AM. He wants ME! He wants me to abide in Him, to live in
His relationship with me. I discovered this and it started blowing off the pages of Scripture.
“And the word became flesh, and we beheld Him, FULL OF GRACE and Truth.”52 God sent a
message in Jesus and He said, “It’s personal. I want you. I want you with all My heart. I want
you enough to allow My Son to be a sacrifice for you.”
The prophet Jeremiah wept over this. “For My people have committed two evils: they
have forsaken Me, the fountain of living waters, to hew for themselves cisterns, broken cisterns
that can hold no water.”53Jesus, quoting Isaiah, said, “These people honor Me with their lips but
their hearts are far from Me.” 54 When God provided manna, (a picture of Jesus), did He give
the Israelites a month’s supply and say come on back when you need more? No. It had to be
gathered daily. Father God wanted a relationship. He wanted a bride for His Son.
When we read 1 John 4.16, we get the picture colored in. Abide means to remain in,
to live in, to be inside, to get my life from the vine. Jesus tell us in John 15 how this happens.
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Look carefully at the passage. When we abide, things happen, we bear fruit, more fruit, MUCH
fruit. Step one, 1) “just as the Father has loved Me, I have also loved you; abide in My Love.”
Step two, 2) Obedience. The flesh, the slave, the orphan will constantly put the world valuesystem of performance before the joy of just being loved. It becomes a duty instead of a delight,
a job instead of joy. That’s what I was doing for so many years. Working to make God pleased
with me. Am I good enough? Am I better than everyone else?
Jesus is the life vine. Father is the vine keeper, the vine dresser. Because we
haven’t a clue what a vine dresser actually does, we don’t get this picture. The man who tended
the vineyard didn’t just farm it a bit and go home. Vineyards take a lifetime commitment of work
to produce. The vine dresser didn’t just casually decide, “Time to cut the vines, prune them a
bit and then throw away the pieces.” The father tended the vineyard. He would give His life to
protect it. He gently and tenderly took care of it. This can be seen in John 15.2, “Every branch
in Me that does not bear fruit, He takes away; and every branch that bears fruit, He prunes it so
that it may bear more fruit.” Some commentators see this as, if you don’t perform you get cut off
and thrown out. I was talking to someone once who was very knowledgeable of vineyards and
those who did the vine dressing. I have checked this out with others as well. He said the taking
away part would never happen. No vinedresser would just throw away a branch, and for a very
good reason. Branches are way too valuable. Even when I’m struggling in Christ, I’m still
valuable to the Father. In fact, a vineyard grower will tell you that if the vines have fallen and
they’re covered with mulch or debris, the branches are gingerly lifted up and tied off in the
sunlight. The bad leaves are pruned away and often times, the dresser will tie the branches to
other branches as well, to help them stay up. (How often has Father tied me to others just to lift
my heart back into fruitfulness?) The Greek word here is “aiereo,” to lift up.
My favorite author on the book of John, Dr. James Boice, has written, "It would be a
strange vinedresser who immediately cuts off such a branch without even giving it a chance to
develop properly. But it would be wise and customary for him to stretch the vine on an arbor or
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use some other means of raising it to the air and sun… to translate the word airo by 'lifteth up'
gives a proper sequence to the Father's care of the vineyard, indicated by the verb which
follows. Thus, He first of all, lifts the vines up. Then He prunes away the unproductive elements,
carefully cleansing the vine of insects, moss, or parasites which otherwise would hinder the
growth of the plant."55 Good point. Why would you prune a branch you cut off and cast away?
God as our Father never casts us away. He lovingly cares for us and lifts us back
into the light out of the moldy ground, where mildew and sickness exist, He prunes us so that
we draw our life from the vine. We learn to LIVE LIFE VERTICAL instead of living on some
horizontal roller coaster of the world’s drug. It’s a process whereby we start realizing the
immense amazing value of God’s love that far surpasses any possible counterfeit the world
might give us. We learn to living vertically in His Presence. Pruning isn’t fun, Father comes to
take those things out of my life that are not conducive to drawing life from His Son. He tears
away at some performance issue, He allows some possession to be pulled away or lost, a
significant person in my life is no longer there, all part of the pruning process. I love the saying
that was attributed to Corrie Ten Boom who would say, “Hold everything in your hands lightly,
otherwise it hurts when God pries your fingers open.”
To LIVE LIFE VERTICAL one has to realize it’s like moving from one trapeze to
another. One cannot not move forward until we release our hold on the swing we are on.
Father God will go to great lengths to get us to release the swing we are on, to take the risk of
free fall only to find ourselves caught in His Hands EVERY TIME.
All of this starts when we begin to really understand the Love God has for us, when
we step into the discovery of what is so amazing about Grace.
For me, this next chapter had to become the foundation of everything I did. I lived by
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formula Christianity, I kept coming back for another fix of counterfeit affection from the false
drug of a world value system. Looking good, performing right, operating in the power of the law,
trying, pushing, competing and envious of everyone else who was a “success” in ministry.
Pushing till there was nothing left, when I was strong I couldn’t find God’s Love, when I became
weak Father’s Love found me.

V.

SO AMAZED BY GRACE, A FOUNDATION IN LOVE
“Amazing grace, how sweet the sound, that saved a wretch like me…
Isaac Newton
My cup was full of sin and selfishness, He drank it, drank it all, that’s called Mercy.
My cup was empty, nothing left, and He filled it, filled it full with Himself, that’s called Grace.
Jeff Chariker, Worship Pastor, Faith Bible Church (September 18, 2011)
Let’s see if we can begin to understand what grace really is all about. From my

experience of reading and discussion this with others there is a complete shallowness when it
comes to understanding Grace. We have all these Christian-ese sayings Grace is this or
Grace is that and they are mostly focused on the death of Christ only. And we sum up Grace as
“Unconditional love”. What does that mean? Or we make into a quip, with an acrostic G R A C
E… God’s Riches at Christ’s Expense which while it is very true, really carries little meaning to
motivate change in the life of the believer. Here is an illustration to set the discussion.
The movie scene is surreal beyond description. A sunset, an amazing coastal
evening, painted against an open sea and unending sky by a loving Heavenly Father, just for
the awe of two of His Children. There they were, the two of them walking together; a thirtysomething couple of several years, on a well-deserved time away. Feeling the cool, wet sand
beneath their feet, hearing the rhythmic waves lapping against the shore, like a steady
movement in time. The sun was a magnificent ball of brilliant orange against the horizon, sinking
into the sea. The sun set aflame a sky of clouds from the passing rain; reds, oranges, dancing
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against gray cotton backgrounds, like coronal flames licking against a fireplace of panoramic
proportions. It was so magnificent that it was hard to describe, so expansive it took their breath
away. The horizon was broken only by a sail; a paper blown by a gentle breeze. They stood
there in the sand, alone, together, held in each other’s arms, their faces into the sunset. She,
blinded by a long ago accident, depended upon him to be her eyes, to unlock the memories of
her past so she could experience colors. Words were the brushes that painted on the canvas of
her imagination what she could feel in the warmth of that sunset. “Describe it for me, please,”
she said. “What do you see? What colors are there and how do they paint the sky?”
“Sweetheart,” he kindly replied, “what I see is Grace, plain and simple. It is Grace, a
life changing moment that we’ll never forget.”
“What does that mean?” she asked. “’What does it look like, how does it feel, what
is in your heart? Tell me, please, because I can’t see, I can’t find it though I know it’s there.”
“I sense this moment. It’s Grace,” he said. “Just the grandness of grace.”
Hoping for more, she asks again, “But what does that mean? What do you mean by
the word ‘grace’? Why would you call it ‘grace’? What does ‘grace’ mean? What’s there?”
“It’s Grace,” he said. “Just the grandness of grace.” He speaks softly now. Surely
she’ll get it now he thinks as he explains, ‘Honey, its G.R.A.C.E., Geometric Rotation
Acquiescing Coronal Effluence.”
Another pause. Only now, the pause is ours, as we, the audience, pause in
incredulous shock. What? What did he say? What did he mean? Has he no passion? How
could someone be so cruel, so cold, so calculated, so unfeeling to not be able to explain this
moment. Who could reply with such words as these, to someone now blind? Please tell us this
is an out-take, a blooper. Someone find the director. Tell him the movie has gone bad. The
script is wrong, the actor is insane, cut, cut, CUT!
Obviously, the story is absurd. If the story were true it would surely end differently.
Surely he would have put the warmth of that sunset in his words and embrace, while holding her
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tightly. Maybe he would have told of its magnificent beauty with amazing words. And maybe,
he would have ended his description with “But there is nothing here as beautiful as you.” That’s
the way it’s supposed to go.
Yet, as a pastor, teacher, counselor, and life coach of thirty plus years, I found this illconceived scene repeating itself over and over with regular consistency. In those 30 plus years,
I listened to and counseled many people who were desperate to hear the incredible colors of
God’s Love. They wanted to experience that Love spoken by Him through the ages, which
climaxed in the death of His Son. They wanted to feel the love that set the sky on fire. What
they got instead were cold, empty, calculated formulas, worn out phrases and words: “It’s
Grace, just Grace, God’s Riches At Christ’s Expense.”
Where is the passion in that answer? How does God’s love reach me, and how does
it set my life on fire? What does Grace mean? Where did the word come from? What does
Grace look like? How does it feel? I’m blind, I can’t see. Tell me what is in your heart? What
do you know of this God, and why would His Love be extended to me? Tell me, how can His
Grace change my life, and why would I want it to? Help me paint the words of the splendor of
His Love, until it spatters my life with all that He means for me to know of Himself.
My understanding began slowly, almost as if a gentle wave was lapping against the
sand. It grew louder as I began to explore the ocean of God’s Love. As I started asking
questions, without fear of the answers, God as a Loving Father began to show me the wonders
of His Love. I began to see His love daily. I began to know Him, and to know Him intimately.
Jesus came to this planet to say on behalf of God “This is personal”, and “I love you.”
He came to say as the personal representative “for GOD so loved” you, and to demonstrate how
deep and how wide that love went. How great is God’s love for us? Jesus came and He spread
His arms, “God’s Love is this wide” from nail hole to nail hole, and then He died on a cross.
Here’s the problem. Until you see that with your heart and not just your intellect, until
that blood soaks in to tell you no more performing or perfection or power trips or popularity or
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pretending or any other world value system will suffice, only then do you begin to see what the
power of a child of God actually is. Let’s start with a shock. That death, that agonizing death of
Christ, we talk so much about, that was just an introduction to the height, depth, width and
length of the immeasurable heart of God for you. Did you know that? It’s Biblical. Read Paul’s
words to the Romans. He wrote,
“Therefore having been justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord
Jesus Christ, through whom also we have obtained our introduction by faith into this grace in
which we stand; and we exult in hope of the glory of God. (emphasis mine)”56
When I first saw this I really couldn’t believe it. If read correctly this passage teaches
they my justification with God, my peace with God, essentially my salvation which occurred in
the death of Christ was just an introduction into grace. That’s what it says. Dig that out a bit.
When Christ died for me, the infinite sacrifice in His blood was only just the introduction to
Grace. That’s what it says. Let’s see if we can make that more real.
In dating, when a friend gives us an introduction to someone we really wanted to
meet. So we shake their hand, say hello, exchange a few niceties and then, we walk off
because that’s all we really need to know about them. You say, you’re kidding right? A
relationship is not based on an introduction that’s only the beginning, there is so much more.
There is potentially, talking for hours, walking together, dating, going places, experiencing
events, making memories, maybe kissing, proposing, marrying, renting apartments, purchasing
cars, going to concerts, buying a house, having and raising kids, growing old… all flows from
that introduction. Our passage above teaches us that Christ in His death did not sum up
grace, He INTRODUCED us to Grace. Get it? What about an introduction to a book? How
many of us would read the introduction to a great book and then never read the book itself?
That’s stupid right? Introductions are just the beginning of the book. There are hundreds of
pages, and emotions to follow. Think about what this means. We sit in a dentist chair or a
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surgeons chair and we happen to discuss schools. The topic turns to how he learned what he
learned and he says to you right before surgery, I never really read the books in school, I just
read the introductions. That’s ludicrous we say. So how do we apply that to our reading the
death of Christ as all God’s Grace? Or what about a movie? We see a “trailer” to a movie as
an introduction to the movie. It whets our appetite, challenges us to want more. You don’t get
all the good stuff just enough to make you hungry for more. Our passage tells us that the death
of Christ was just the “trailer” to Grace. Or what about the Super Bowl? I invite all my friends
over, get out some snacks, and we settle in for a four hour event. We watch the half hour pregame show which is the introduction to the game and the players and the strategy. Thirty
minutes later, just as the game’s about to start, I stand up, shut off the TV and ask everyone to
leave. Why, that is beyond stupid. Really? And yet, THAT’S WHAT WE DO TO GRACE! We
treat the death of our Lord Jesus Christ as the introduction, beginning, middle and end of grace.
There isn’t anything more to talk about. We tell people that everything you need to know is in
the death of Christ. THE BIBLE SAYS JESUS’ DEATH WAS JUST THE INTRODUCTION TO
GRACE! Jesus’ death, according to the Bible, was just the beginning of the story. Oh how I
wish the shock of that would challenge your heart to passionately reevaluate your thinking.
When I began working through my inability to understand God’s Grace, I started
longing to just be at Home in my Father’s Presence, and I made a discovery. I discovered a
presence so amazing, a power so strong, a height, a depth, a width and length, which changed
my life. A transformation started to take place. I’m not talking about a momentary high from the
latest conference attended or a “wow” from the latest book read, but a transformation that finally
stuck. I had come back to peace, joy, rest, freedom and truth. Those are the things we lose
when we start operating in the law rather than in grace. The apostle Paul said it in Gal 4.15, to
the Galatians, “Where is that sense of blessing you had?” Where is that sense of amazement
you had when you first came to know Christ? Where is that peace? What happened to the
incredible, passionate excitement about just being God’s kid? The world starts to tarnish it,
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distract us from trust in His Love for us, we stop letting Him be all I want and desire.
That’s why the title of this book is what it is. When I began to think it through and looked at
God’s Love the eyes of my heart and began to see the infinite Cross of Christ as only the
INTRODUCTION to Grace, I began to search its meaning. The more I saw the height and
depth and width and length of Him loving me the more my life was changing. I became “SO
AMAZED BY GRACE.” Grace started to displace my orphan thinking in so many ways. I
stopped thinking about me and started thinking so much more about Him. When I get burdened
and confused it’s usually cause I am focused on “all about me”. When I stop and just stand into
grace, peace, joy, freedom, and rest return. The process of displacement. We try to force the
flesh to conform, we reform, we walk aisles and we make commitments but at the core of who
we are we are not convinced. Our behavior flows from fear. But the grace of God has
appeared instructing us to deny ungodliness (world thinking), it is a displacing process, a
learning and growing process.
One day, while walking the streets of New York, D.L. Moody of Chicago, the man who
was a big part of the founding of the YMCA in the last century, an seasoned preacher of many
years, experienced a time when God’s love fell on him in a way he later barely even could
speak of. Moody had been listening to a preacher talk about the Love of God. The next day
Moody was walking down Wall Street, meditating on this truth, when the Holy Spirit's power
came upon him and he was filled with the Holy Spirit, "Oh what a day! I cannot describe it....I
seldom refer to it.....I can only say that God was revealed to me, and I had such an experience
of his love that I had to ask Him to stay His hand...." Has this happened to you? Have you ever
been so overwhelmed with the splendor of the sunset of Grace that you have asked God to stay
His Hand? I can tell you His Presence is just like that and it will displace your “me” heart with a
Christ focused heart.
Roy and Revel Hession wrote an excellent book called, We Would See Jesus. The
authors state the following,
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The first is the word "grace." So often people speak of this as some blessing
which we receive from God at special times. We have, however, sought to use
it in the strictly New Testament sense of the word. There, it is the great word
of our salvation and of all God's dealings with us; for it is written, “By grace are
ye saved through faith.” Nothing is more important than that we should
apprehend its meaning in both our minds and experience. Missing this, we
miss everything. In the New Testament, grace is not a blessing or an influence
from God which we receive, but rather an attribute of God which governs His
attitude to man, and can be defined as the undeserved love and favor of God.
Romans 11:6 says, “And if by grace, then is it no more of works; otherwise
grace is no more grace.” The whole essence of grace is that it is undeserved.
The moment we have to do something to make ourselves more acceptable to
God, or the moment we have to have a certain feeling or attribute of character
in order to be blessed of God, then grace is no more grace. Grace permits us
to come (nay, demands that we come) as empty sinners to be blessed, empty
of right feelings, good character, and satisfactory record, with nothing to
commend ourselves but our deep need, fully and frankly acknowledged. Then
grace, being what it is, is drawn by that need to satisfy it, just as water is
drawn to depth (by gravity) that it might fill it. This means that when at last we
are content to find no merit or procuring cause in ourselves, and are willing to
admit the full extent of our sinfulness, then there is no limit to what God will do
for the poor who look to Him in their nothingness. If what we receive from God
is dependent, even to a small extent, on what we are or do, then the most we
can expect is but an intermittent trickle of blessing. But if what we are to
receive is to be measured by the grace of God quite apart from works, then
there is only one word that adequately describes what He pours upon us, the
word which so often is linked with grace in the New Testament, "abundance!"
The struggle, of course, is to believe it and to be willing to be but empty
sinners to the end of our days, that grace may continue to match our needs.57
Our goal before us is to move through the introduction of Christ to a Father’s Love
and see if we can drink in deeply what Grace really means.
A. THE MISSING LINK – A MUST TO UNDERSTAND!
In any line of thinking or reasoning there are pieces that must go into place before
others can be used. Which of us has not known the frustration of having to be somewhere on
time and discovered our keys were missing. There are times in life when we cannot have a
missing piece or a missing link otherwise the whole thing doesn’t work. While I may fear being
redundant, I don’t think I can emphasize it enough. We just simply cannot live the power of the
Christian life until we rightly become passionate about understanding the intrinsic value of
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Grace.
We hear the word “grace,” and filter it through our world value-system where it gets
set on our mental shelves as just another doctrine to be pull downed as needed. Grace
becomes something that can be explored, dissected, talked about, studied, papers written on,
sermons preached about and then placed back on the shelf until we need it again. Grace, when
it’s kept on a shelf, will seldom impact us deep in the soul. We can periodically pull Grace
down, re-work it, re-label it or come up with clichéd phrases that describe it, but we don’t
understand it well enough to allow it to impact our lives.
What do we do with Titus 3.11? “For the grace of God has appeared, bringing
salvation to all men, instructing us to deny ungodliness and worldly desires and to live sensibly,
righteously and godly in the present age.” How does the Grace of God impact us so that we
are instructed? How does Grace and denial of ungodliness and worldly desires go together?
How does Grace instruct me to live sensibly, righteously and godly? It’s simple math, Grace,
God’s Riches At Christ’s Expense, has nothing to do with ongoing daily instruction; it has
everything to do with being saved, right? Not so according to Titus 3.11. This here is the
problem. We think we know all about Grace. We’ve heard sermons on Grace. We’ve
repackaged it and tacked on a prettier bow, a catchier label. We have come up with trite,
Christianized ways to rephrase it. But we’re not really living it intimately.
Why aren’t we living it? It’s because we don’t know and haven’t a clue how. I hope
this statement will be a tattoo in your heart permanently etched in. Grace is not another book
on the theology shelf; unlike the study of salvation, or end times, or the church. Don’t put Grace
on that shelf as if it is another book. GRACE IS NOT A BOOK ON THE SHELF, GRACE IS
THE SHELF ITSELF, FATHER’S LOVE IS THE SHELF THAT EVERY OTHER DOCTRINE
RESTS ON.
Derek Prince said, “’I am the way, the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father
except through Me.’ Yet I believe that many of us have only apprehended the first half of that
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verse. A way.” only has meaning if it leads to a destination. Jesus is the way, but the Father is
the destination.”58
I came to realize that knowing and understanding God’s love was the most important
thing first and foremost among many important things that I needed to know and believe. I
came to see that without God’s Love, the rest of it is meaningless. This is what John was trying
desperately to communicate when he said, “We have come to know and have believed the love
which God has for us. God is love, and the one who abides in love abides in God, and God
abides in him.”59 We have come to know God’s love: we have heard about it, we have studied
about it, we have read books, newsletters, devotionals and papers on grace, most of those
writings reflecting back two thousand years to the cross of Christ. We glorify it, we speak in awe
of it, we sing about it. But do we believe it? Is Grace something that actually touches our heart
every single day of our lives? Do we wake up with a realization of the Grace of God in creation,
in the very breath we take, and in our relationships? Do we believe Grace or just offer a lip
service to it. Believing something means you hang your lifestyle on and it changes you from the
inside out. Do we ‘get’ Grace so well that it changes us somehow every day of our lives? Do
we get Grace so well that it’s instructing us daily, transforming us daily? Let me ask it another
way. This is what I tell people in my seminars. I know you know God, but are you
EXPERIENCING HIM as your loving Father every day? That is an indication you have moved
beyond the introduction.
When was the last time someone really talked about the power of Grace, the touch of
Grace, the intimacy of Grace? We seldom hear it. I dare say it’s because so few of us embrace
Grace. We are all plugged into the vines of the world values and not into Christ.
My lack of understanding Grace was brought home to me one day by God’s Spirit,
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when a friend, asked me to help him understand Ephesians Chapter 3.14-21. I began to
exegete and explain the principles found within. Paul spent three chapters talking about the
adoption we have in Christ. He covers who we are in Him, how we are saved by faith and how
we are unified with others. Then Paul comes to this amazingly powerful passage, the apex of
his Ephesian epistle, and says the following. “For this reason I bow my knees before the
Father, from whom every family in heaven and on earth derives its name, that He would grant
you, according to the riches of His glory, to be strengthened with power through His Spirit in the
inner man, so that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith ; and that you, being rooted and
grounded in love, may be able to comprehend with all the saints what is the breadth and length
and height and depth, and to know the love of Christ which surpasses knowledge, that you may
be filled up to all the fullness of God. Now to Him who is able to do far more abundantly beyond
all that we ask or think, according to the power that works within us, to Him be the glory in the
church and in Christ Jesus to all generations forever and ever. Amen.”60 As a side note, I
consistently recommend my clients take that passage of Eph. 3.14-21: 1) write it out on a card
and 2) read it every day for thirty days 3) record your thoughts and then 4) share them with
someone else to keep you accountable.
I wrote it out for my friend, I read it in parallel translations, I diagramed it, and I
applied the principles of good exegesis learned from my years in seminary and the pastoral
ministry. I parsed it from the Greek, meaning I looked at it grammatically, contextually and
historically. I also ran parallels through reputable commentaries. I thought I had pretty well
covered the passage. I had certainly impressed myself, with a job well done, so I gave it back to
my friend, and PUT THE STUDY BACK ON THE SHELF. But, something kept nagging at me.
In fact, it troubled me a lot. It was as though God’s Holy Spirit was nudging me hard, “You’re
not done, there is something more.” So I went back again and again to my notes, duplicated
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here:
1. “For this reason” The Pivot Point. This paragraph prayer looks back to what Paul had
just finished teaching (Chapters 1-3) and becomes the basis or pivot point for moving
ahead. The foundations of my wealth in Christ (1-3) now support the life building blocks of
my walk in the arena of life and relationships (4-5) and my new enemy (6). Eph 3.14-21
then is the pivot point. (i.e., if you don’t get this summary you won’t get it the rest of the
book.) This is the apex of Pau’s teaching and it becomes the launch point for lifestyle
change that comes in Chapters 4-6.
2. “Father…Son…Holy Spirit” Note all three participate, and note the interrelationship of
Trinity: Father as Authority over all names, Christ as Provision, Spirit as Source of Power in
the Inner Man. Psalm 19, 46 & 47
3. “I ask the Father” Passage starts with Father’s Authority over every name in heaven and
earth. The issue of Father’s authority in my life will become extremely large in my maturity
and walk with God. God is God and I am not.
4. “grant you according to His riches” Not from Your Riches, Father, but “according to” Your
riches. It’s an ah-ha statement. From means a piece of, according to means the whole
things. The prayer of Paul was to have them receive the unfettered, uninhibited,
unrestrained POWER of God to change their lives not just a bucket from God’s ocean but
the whole ocean itself.
5. CORE TRUTH: The prayer was TO BE STRENGTHENED WITH POWER THROUGH THE
HOLY SPIRIT IN THE INNER MAN. (i.e., The strength of my life is sourced by the power
of God’s Holy Spirit as He pushes out from my inner man to my outer man. Learning to
walk in the Spirit is leaving dependence on me behind and learning DEPENDANCE ON HIM
for it is the core of the Christian Life.
6. As resultants of God’s Spirit strengthening power, Paul provides three bullet points using the
word “so that”, so that you may have Christ dwelling in you, so that you may comprehend
God’s love, and so that you may be filled to all the fullness of God.
7. “so that (1) Christ may dwell” a term that looks back at God Presence dwelling in the
Tabernacle and Temple. Christ is to be dwelling in me now, to live in me and to reside in
me, to be at home in my heart. How? By my faith in Him, faith enough to put Him in total
control, to put Him in the Center of my Heart as He was in the tabernacle, to make Him the
center of my life, and to do so by faith. WOW! done by faith.
8. “so that (2) you may comprehend” grk gignosko, intimate knowledge of another, really
know them, compares to the sexual relationship between a man and a woman. God’s goal
in my life is to bring me to a relationship with Him that is intimate and close and connected
and encompasses every dimension of width, and length, and height, and depth. WOW!
done by faith.
9. “so that you may be filled up” to be overflowing with the fullness of God. All of Who God is
and Who His essence is, has been given to me in this passage. It was God’s intention that I
be completely filled up and overflowing with His Fullness. WOW! by the faith.
10. NOTE: the “by faith” part is implied to apply to all three “so that” clauses. Faith is the key
to these things happening in my life on a regular basis. As much as I engage faith in Him
as the source of my power in His Spirit, these three powerful things happen.
These are the notes I first sent to my friend. After I sent the information something
kept bugging me, the Holy Spirit kept nudging me. This nagging thought was like a stone in my
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shoe, something wasn’t’ right. I began to think and the following is my journal entry, This
passage, Christ dwelling in me, comprehending God’s Love, living filled with the fullness of God,
this isn’t the characteristic ongoing flavor of my life. My life doesn’t exhibit the power of God like
this. Christ dwelling in me like the tabernacle of old, increasing in comprehension of the
knowledge of God’s Love, filled up to overflowing with the fullness of God in an ongoing way
doesn’t describe me. I just need to discipline myself more to get this done. It’s all by faith, so I
need to surrender more, discipline more, work more, try harder, pick up my cross more, deny
myself more, push harder, make it happen. But honestly, faith is a struggle for me. It is a
constant effort to surrender to the Lord again, conquer the flesh, crucify myself, deny myself,
follow Christ and pick up my cross. What was all that? I talk about it, I want it, but my spiritual
life is a series of ups and downs. I’m in with God for a while and we seem really close, then it all
falls away, and pretty soon I’m struggling again. Next in the cycle comes a threatening trial,
usually in the area of finances, and I’m back talking to God like mad again, trying to do better
next time. Or, I go to some conference, hear some speaker, catch some new book, listen to a
song and I’m back up again. This has been my Christian life for 30 years, school, seminary,
ministry, then divorced and now alone. I’m exhausted with trying harder, God. I just can’t do
this anymore.
At that point I think I distinctly heard God sigh and say, “Whew! Finally.”
Tired yet driven, I went back to the passage, because God was bugging me about it.
And something jumped out. Paul wrote these words “rooted” (erridzomenoi) and “grounded”
(tethemeliomenoi) in love. They are both in the Greek (from which we get our translations)
perfect passive participles (meaning, having been and continuing to be, in this action, and by an
outside influence). What was that? Making it simple, the passage says having been rooted by
God (not ourselves) in love, as a past act that has continuing ongoing life impact. The passage
also says, having been grounded by God (not ourselves) in His Love, in the past with continuing
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ongoing results. Having been rooted and grounded in the past in love, okay I get that, Grace
was on the cross (got a seminary degree in that, so, put book back on shelf). But wait. And
continuing to be rooted and grounded in (whatever that means). What does that mean? And
then, rooted and grounded in what? IN LOVE. I kept digging.
I realized the apostle Paul was making an assumption. Since I graduated in
philosophy with an emphasis on mathematical and grammatical logistics, this now suddenly
jumped out at me. It was a logical flow of sequential thought. The Holy Spirit through Paul was
saying, “I am assuming going forward you as I build out the Christian walk and how to do it, you
have placed yourself on this foundational truth, you have been rooted and grounded by God in
LOVE.” What? There’s the problem. We aren’t. If we even get that the starting point is love
(not escaping God’s anger), we then will turn that “love” through our upside-down glasses into
our old man thinking, world value system. We filter it. For me it was “rooted and grounded in
love, oh I get that, it means, work harder, try harder, be better, look good, demonstrate worth
by your achievements and possessions, attend more educational seminars, receive the praise of
men, etc.” The language of this climactic, point of the spear Ephesian passage, this turning
point passage, based on the message of the first three chapters-- is God loves you. Clearly if
you don’t get this foundational message then you won’t get the passage at all. Want God’s
Power and Presence and the Holy Spirit alive in your life? Get rooted and grounded in God
loves you. Not how you look, what you do, who you know, it has to start at this foundational
point, God loves you.
Then the word order itself now screamed out at me in the Greek. ”En agape
erridzomenoi kai tethemeliomenoi.” “IN LOVE being rooted and grounded.” The priority
emphasis is on the first part of the sentence: IN HIS LOVE.
I’m treading carefully here, because I don’t mean any disrespect, but, I thought, God
loves me, and that is the foundation of my walk with Him. I’m making an assumption, that God
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loved me when He died on the cross. Jesus died for millions of people, and I’m told,
theologically, that He would have died for one, but, seriously? God? You love me? Quite
honestly, God, I DON’T EVEN THINK YOU REALLY LIKE ME. God, my impression is, and
again I’m just trying to be honest, God, so please don’t strike me with a lightning bolt here. My
impression is that you are out there. Sometimes You seem close, and if I work hard at prayer,
You speak to my heart, but, I can’t say that You like me much. I would never say You would
choose to be around me. Frankly, I think that when I got saved, You were glad about that, but
You had a sense of, “not much to work with here.” I feel like you tolerate me, You look down at
me, but I’m never good enough, can’t do it right, never succeeded much, still just a pretty smelly
person to have in your room.
Are you getting a feeling of déjà vu here? Is this a scene you’ve partaken of several
times in the past?
I encounter so many people who think God is angry at them. These people think that
God is up there, and whenever they step out of line, then God just becomes angry with them,
again. If it weren’t for a loving Jesus, we would be experiencing God’s anger and severe
discipline. When bad things happen, it’s because God is upset and wants to pound something
into our skull. I discovered a simple test that I ask people. When you picture yourself coming
to Father God is He smiling or is there a frown? Don’t read any further until you do this. Close
your eyes. Imagine yourself in heaven, walking up to God. Is He smiling? Or is He frowning?
Maybe there is a core issue that has to be dealt with before we try to walk the Christian walk.
Since Ephesian 3.14-21 is the foundational pivot point of the Book of Ephesians. And
this concept of being “rooted and grounded in love” is the foundational pivot point of the section.
It would then follow, by sheer logic, that the phrase, “rooted and grounded in love”, becomes the
key verse to understanding the entire book of Ephesians. In other words, “rooted and grounded
in love”, is the primary cornerstone to the entire Epistle.
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Meaning, if you don’t get this, then,

YOU WON’T GET IT… AT ALL. And this causes me great concern.
So, when you asked yourself the question, of whether you pictured God smiling or
frowning as you approached Him, what did you see? Was it a frown? A serious look? A
discouraging feeling? Did you get “the look” from Your Father? Is He disappointed in you?
Does Jesus glance at you or run to embrace you? Many of the people I minister to, when they
get honest, ( often not easily accomplished), say, “I see a frown.” While this makes me
incredibly sad, it is not unusual. Dr. Mark Virkler conducted a study which found that over 80%
of the thoughts of Christians are negative. How in the world can we live the “abundant life” of a
Christian when the core of our being, the image of our Heavenly Father, is a frowning God? If
you’re counseling or mentoring someone, who has this image of God, how on earth are you
going to help them rebuild their Christian walk, when this warped foundation is what you have to
build on?
I re-wrote the verse again and again. What was it really saying? Finally, this is what
I saw: “IN GOD’S LOVE, having been, and continuing every day, I AM to find my life roots and
grounding. In God’s Love. In God’s Love. Not the Love of Law, this is the LAW OF LOVE, HIS
LOVE FOR ME. In His Love for me, I am now, I have been and I must continue every single
day to get my life roots and grounding. Okay, keep going, what does “roots and grounding”
mean? What do roots do? And, what is grounding?
1. What do roots do?
Rooted: to get nourishment from, to get LIFE. Roots provide all of the nourishment
for life. Plants can’t grow without good dirt to root in. When the ground is sickly, unfertilized
or nourishment deficient, the plant will be the same way, sickly, lacking vibrancy, under-sized,
stunted, shriveled, diminished, struggling, not fruitful. The soil is the primary determinant of
how the plant will survive, grow and bear fruit. That soil and the plants being rooted in it, is
the source of the LIFE of that Plant. What is my source of LIFE? “After Jesus said this, he
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looked toward heaven and prayed: ‘Father, the time has come. Glorify your Son, that your Son
may glorify you. For you granted him authority over all people that he might give eternal life to
all those you have given him. Now this is eternal life: that they may know you, the only true
God, and Jesus Christ, whom you have sent.’”61 (Emphasis mine) Jesus tells us that He has the
authority to grant eternal life to us. That is something that I want. THEN He tells us what that
“LIFE” is: “that they may know You.” Eternal LIFE is knowing the Father. Don’t add to it, don’t
take it away. Jesus said it. Not only is that LIFE given to us but He also said, “The thief comes
only to steal and kill and destroy; I have come that they may have life, and have it
abundantly.”62 (Emphasis mine) Jesus tells us LIFE is knowing the Father and He tells us that
LIFE is what He came to give us and to give it to us abundantly.
To be successful in the Christian walk, I MUST get my nourishment, my source of
who I am, my LIFE, from God and His love. What? And here I was sitting there reading that
verse, digging it out and saying, “I honestly don’t even think He likes me that much.” Yet, I’m
supposed to be rooted here and grounded here. Once I stopped thinking like an orphan and
started telling myself, I WILL TO BELIEVE MY FATHER LOVES ME… amazing Grace filled
changes happened. I didn’t need life from the world stuff anymore. I started living life vertical.
I acquired first-hand experience with roots one time when I decided that I would take
down a crab apple tree in our front yard. To make a long story very short, I realized after hours
and hours of chopping, sawing, cutting and pulling; and even going so far as connecting my car
up to the stump to pull—an effort that nearly ripped out the car bumper, that the root system of a
tree is an astoundingly intricate and enormous mass of material. There are easily many more
roots than there are branches, and they spread out everywhere. This is how a plant or tree
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lives. It draws nourishment from the ground it’s planted in. So the question then is, what ground
are you getting nourished from? The world? It’s value system? Or, are you planted in God’s
love? Do you draw your LIFE from knowing Him as your God? Do you find your only source of
LIFE from being rooted in God’s love? God’s love is what the Bible says we should be rooted
in. I learned to ask this test question in everything, literally everything I do anymore, “Is
God’s love enough for you, or do you need more”? It’s a powerful question and will
change your whole life if you let it. Psalm 73.25, “whom have I in Heaven but Thee and
besides Thee I desire NOTHING on this earth (emphasis mine)” Rooted means I get my life
from GOD and God alone. Roots mean I get my “LIFE” cup filled by God only, I depend on
Him. When the horizontals go bad, think I’m going to lose my job, have an argument with my
spouse or kids, friends don’t seem to want me around, people at my job are striving to take my
position, kids down the street bust up my stuff, no one wants to come to my house when I plan
a get together, get a traffic ticket, I’ll never get over my divorce, any horizontal shock that bugs
you, loses its grip when you step back and fill your heart with who really cares, I know my
Father loves me so much, so what do I really need to care. That is displacing the orphan heart.
2. What does Grounded mean:
Grounded: if being rooted is about nourishment learning to gain His LIFE from His
love for then what does the word “grounded” refer to, an why did the Holy Spirit through Paul
use it here. Grounding in its basic nature means to have a solid mental or physical foundation
that allows one to not being easily shaken by other influences. Webster’s On-line dictionary
defines it this way, “mentally and emotionally stable, admirably sensible, realistic, and
unpretentious”. Webster’s goes on to further list the following synonyms, “establish, found;
assume, postulate, premise, presume, presuppose or suppose. 63
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Living involves risk, trials and temptations, strange beliefs and a whole host of other
surprises. God tells us we have been, and must continue to be, daily grounded in God’s Love.
Each day must begin and build on a solid, unshakeable foundation so that nothing can cause
our faith to waver. I know that no matter what happens, there is one thing that will never ever
change, and that is Father’s Love for me. This becomes amazingly important to the life of the
believer because in my practice with clients and in my own life I find that the greatest battle we
face is in the mind, and especially in the area of fear. To combat fear we are often told that we
need to believe in God. At the face of that it’s really quite logical. Big God little problems. But
the core of our faith in God is not just in His Greatness but in His DESIRE to assist us and
protect us and guard us against all the evil in this world. A great God could simply just not care
so our faith in Him could be pretty empty. But our God is not just Almighty God, He is also the
One who has loved us with an everlasting love. There is the essence of defeating fear in our
lives. While we can repeat the verses that say, “Do not fear” over and over and there is some
great strength in this, it is our being grounded in our thinking that God is for us, because He
loves us. And this is precisely what the apostle John was driving at in his first epistle when he
said,
“We have come to know and have believed the love which God has for us. God is
love, and the one who abides in love abides in God, and God abides in him. By this, love is
perfected with us, so that we may have confidence in the day of judgment; because as He is, so
also are we in this world. There is no fear in love; but perfect love casts out fear, because fear
involves punishment, and the one who fears is not perfected in love”64
For me being very open and honest, this is probably one of my biggest areas of
weakness. I have 35 years of bible study, seminary education, a hundred conferences and
seminars, and thousands of hours of listening to sermons, tapes and messages. And I struggle
more with this than I care to admit. I have so many struggles with fear especially in finances.
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And that fear sits resident in my heart and the more I brood over it, mull it over, panic starts to
tighten my stomach. And then for no reason I am upset all the time. It is not because I don’t
believe in a great God. I do with all my heart. But what changed my life and the horrible fear
of failure and lack of income was the realization that this Almighty God is ALSO my dearest
Father. He loves me. And as much as I would never let my son or daughter go through
unnecessary pain or live without my provision, so He in comparison to me love me far greater
than I can love my children. Point is, again and again I must go back to my grounding when
my FEARS start to eclipse my FAITH. It is His Love for me that becomes the ground I stand on.
When I fear something I learn to defeat that fear by my faith in a great God who loves me
dearly.
Now, God often allows those life storms to test our faith in His Love. In one of my
classes I shared something in common with another person, both of us being from the KansasNebraska Midwest. He said one morning, “Do you know that in the Midwest where the wind
constantly blows over the plains, it has been discovered that the constant winds force the stalks
of wheat to grow much tougher and stronger than they normally would? And, they’ve also found
that the stronger the stalk gets, the bigger the heads of wheat will grow. And because of this
testing the stalks don’t lay down with the grain when a storm comes through.” Wow. Father
grounds me strong in His love so I can 1) produce more fruit and 2) stand into storms without
falling.
When I learn to KNOW, to really BELEIVE that God loves me then there is not one
thing that will come my way that God does not see, cannot get me through, cannot handle or
have under control. I get slammed by some blind siding event, winds about blow me over and
what is my response? Try to work it on my own? Or ground myself in Him. He PROMISES me
that whatever I am going through will be for my best and will glorify Him if I give my situation to
Him. Whatever I am enduring can be used for good in the long run, even if my consequences
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seem to be my own doing. It will be absolutely perfect, meaning, no other better option. In the
midst of a trial, or problem that seems impossible—and some of the things many of us have to
bear, are unbelievable, we might question, “How can a good God allow this?” That’s where
grounding in love gets its power.
God loves me, and there is nothing that will come my way that will come as a surprise
to Him. Not one thing. Many hurts are experienced and all come from a world that is fallen.
This world was sold into the hands of an enemy by the first parents, and we really just take our
chances as to what comes up. God didn’t design it that way. His plan for man in the garden
was so much different. But God created a world that was “good” and man gave it away. God
took that fallen world, and though it’s hard to understand, did not send His Son here to make
things right, for that will come later. Rather, He sent His Son to redeem this world. His
promise for us is, “I won’t stop the storms but I promise I will get you home.”
One pastor taught this by providing the following life illustration. He and his son set off
to walk around the lake on a very beautiful day. The pastor was carrying his son in a carrier on
his back and they were just walking along and enjoying all the sounds and beauty. Just about
the time he got half way around the lake some raindrops began to fall and he heard thunder in
the distance. He quickened his pace to get back to his house but, unfortunately, the storm
came on much quicker than he anticipated. It wasn't long before they were being completely
drenched from the soaking rain. With lightning and thunder all around them, it was quite
unnerving. The pastor had pulled a hoodie over his son so that he was protected from the
storm but in his hurried pace the hoodie had slipped off. Pretty soon the little guy was just
wailing and crying out because he was terrified. The father then realized that the hoodie had
come down and that his child was very frightened. So he brought the little one around to the
front and tucked him away inside his jacket and as they continued to walk he kept saying
"Daddy has you. Daddy knows the way. Daddy loves you with all of his heart. Daddy will get
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you home, buddy, don't worry. Daddy won't let anything happen to you."
Okay, God, then let me get this straight. I have been rooted and grounded in Your Love
for me in the past, and Your Love is my nourishment and strength for my daily “LIFE” source.
How in the world does that work?
By immersing ourselves in the real meaning of Grace. I think you’ll be amazed. Before
we move on let me paraphrase Ephesians 3.14-21 so you can use it. Read it every day for a
month, meditate on it, find someone to share it with, get a coach or counselor to keep you in it.
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B. EPHESIANS 3.14-21 PARAPHRASED.
I bow my knees before You Father, from Whom
every authority in heaven and on earth derives its name,
that You would grant me,
according to the riches of Your Extravagant Glory,
to be strengthened with power through the intimacy of
Your Holy Spirit in my inner man,
so that I, by faith, may experience

Christ dwelling daily in my heart;
( having been and continuing to live )

rooted and grounded in love
so that I, (by faith) may comprehend, seize, possess as my own
the breadth and length and height and depth,
and to experience

the intimacy of Christ’s Love for me
which surpasses all knowledge,
so that I (by faith) may experience being

filled up to all the fullness of God.
Now to YOU Father, the One Who is able to do
far more abundantly beyond all
that I can ask or think,
according to the power that works within us,
to You Father be the glory both in us,
and in Christ Jesus to all generations forever and ever.
I receive this today, and I believe it,
Amen.
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C. WHAT’S SO AMAZING ABOUT GRACE?
The word we know as grace, historically, had a double meaning. As I searched
through different lexicons, I realized that grace was a Greek word, ‘charis’, which meant: beauty
or charm, attractiveness or delightfulness. It also meant the expression of kindness, favor,
friendliness of one person to another. It referred to the emotional expression of kindness, favor,
friendliness, humility in giving to another without strings, without controlling, without expectation
of anything in return.
In the world that the apostle Paul lived in after the death of Christ the Greeks saw
grace as a word that described a weakness in a man, so it wasn’t used much. Much like our
society today, men were not to show emotion, or show much compassion at all, because that
was a sign that the man was weak.

Within the Greek language, charis had to do with

personal relationship; one person giving to another out of love and generosity, and making the
other person glad by the gift. Since the Greeks of Paul’s day were not given to sentimentality
and emotional attachment, they viewed charis as a weakness. Charis was therefore not a major
word in their vocabulary, and not touted in their philosophy. James Moffatt explains that
because the word was not used often, “All that Paul had to do was to fill it with fresh content."65
In the early Church, these early Christians borrowed and transformed this term till it became
characteristic of their Christian belief alone. It’s a lot like what happened to many words in our
language after the computer was invented. New meanings for words like, “use your mouse,”
“check your dos,” “download the file,” and “access the net” took on completely different
connotations. So did the word Grace. It began to be pregnant with meaning and passion.
Within the New Testament, the Greek word charis was adopted by Paul, to uniquely
refer to the explosively new revelation of the heart of God expressed through the death of
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Christ. The apostles took this ordinary Greek word and invested it with a distinctive Christian
application. They stamped it with new meaning as they identified "grace" with God’s
unconditional love and kindness toward us. So unique would the word become that the apostle
Paul would not even try to explain the word ‘grace’ by using the Old Testament word chen as
might have been expected from a scholar like Paul. According to L.S. Smedes, “The deep
meaning Paul conveys with the word ‘grace’ is hardly suggested by the Hebrew word chen. Paul
never quotes from the Old Testament in order to establish his use of the word grace. “66 What
the New Testament writers were attempting to explain was something "new:"67 A "new and
living way,"68 a "new covenant"69 and a "newness of life" in Christ Jesus. Paul’s word charis or
grace became the code word for a revolutionary concept.
This Greek word charis (pronounced Kari) was the best available and most
convenient word to try to explain the living reality of God’s love. It amazed them. It took their
breath away. James Moffatt wrote, "Few better services could be rendered to Christianity in
these days than to retain and if possible re-state the significance of grace as the New
Testament writers sought to grasp it."70 I speculate the word was so precious that it was
perhaps whispered, and when used, others around the Christian fires people would grow
respectfully quiet. John Piper captured this feeling a bit in one of his papers when he wrote a
description about the birth of Christ, “It’s dangerous to try to put the ocean in a raindrop. In
essence, putting God’s righteousness and His Love in something so small. God did it once. He
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put His infinite self in a single human being, Jesus Christ (Colossians 2:9). This was far more
amazing than putting the ocean in a raindrop. And it was the first expression of love.”71
There were other words that grew from charis. Another derivative from char was
chara, the Greek word for "joy," or, eucharisto, the Greek work for thankfulness; charismata or
gifts; or, charitao to give special honor.
As I can best define it, “Grace” is acting in the best interest of another without any
expectation of return or condition for the action. It is based in the character of the lover, rather
than the one loved. I would further define it this way, Grace acts in a way that demonstrates to
another they (B) belonging to, (S) have significant or importance to, (W) have great worth and
value to, (A) are accepted and approved of, (p) and will be protected from harm, without regard
for how the other measures up. It’s not about how I look or what I do, what I own, or some other
benefit to the giver of Grace. Grace is based in the character of the one loving, rather than
the characteristics of the one being loved. When this began soaking in and displacing the
toxic orphan thinking in my brain it changed my life. Father’s love for me, God’s love for me is
not based in my ability to impress Him. He loves me because it is His desire always to do so. I
have a home I can go to, to live in His intimacy, no matter what I have done or how bad I smell.
This was the captivating thought of the early Christians. They couldn’t believe it and could
hardly speak of it. I can only imagine their eyes twinkling, watering and voices softening as they
said the word… Grace. All about grace. “And the Word became flesh, and dwelt among us,
and we saw His glory, glory as of the only begotten from the Father, full of grace and truth.”72
The Old Testament ended with “cursed are you.” In the New Testament, came this
incredible out-pouring of all of Who God is, into a drop of humanity. Jesus’ very first sermon
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starts with, “Blessed are the poor in spirit for theirs in the kingdom of heaven.”73 This very same
Jesus would cry out, “Come to Me all who are weary and heavy laden and I will give you rest.”74
John would say “What was from the beginning, what we have heard, what we have seen with
our eyes, what we have looked at and touched with our hands, concerning the Word of Life-and the life was manifested, and we have seen and testify and proclaim to you the eternal
life, which was with the Father and was manifested to us--what we have seen and heard we
proclaim to you also, so that you too may have fellowship with us; and indeed our fellowship is
with the Father, and with His Son Jesus Christ. These things we write, so that our joy may
be made complete.”75 John saw, touched, heard, and then testified, “HERE WAS LIFE”. Here
was Grace and Truth. God’s love is more than a dissertation on the shelf, it’s more than a study
in a class, and it’s more than a concept to memorize. It’s personal. His name is Jesus, and it’s
about a relationship with Father God based on the bridge His love provided for you and me.
Grace is a value statement and it means I value you. Not because you meet my
expectations, but, because it is in my character to love, and I love you. Grace seeks to benefit,
meet the needs of, acts in the best interest of another, based not in the performance or
characteristics of the object being loved, but because of the character and commitment of the
one doing the loving. It is the will to love, not based on what is seen in the object, but on what is
in the heart the one loving. There is not one thing I can do that will make God love me more, no
matter how good my actions are. There is not one thing I can do that will make Him love me
less, no matter how bad my actions are.
Suddenly, it hit me. God likes me! The message I had studied for so many years,
preached so many sermons and had not seen, started jumping off the pages of Scripture.
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Max Lucado made a statement, that began to describe my discovery. Paraphrased it
goes like this: If God had a refrigerator, your finger paintings would be on it, if God had a wallet,
your picture would be in it. Of all the places in the universe He could have picked to build a
home, He picked your heart. He could have picked any sunset sky, any spacious landscape.
He could have gone to any planet circling any sun, in the universe. If none of those planets
were good enough He could have just created a new one. He picked you.

Face it He is crazy

about you.
Our own Hubble telescope has only begun to pierce the depths of space. We can
now see things like the three fingers of the Eagle Nebula, fourteen light years across. We gaze
at our neighboring galaxies, two hundred light years across. Of all those places and all those
planets where He could build a home, He chose your heart. Face it friend, He is crazy about
you! God doesn’t want to break your legs and make you play a flute in Africa if it’s not in your
heart to do so. If you love cars God wants to live that through you. If you love computers God
wants to live that through you. God doesn’t want to change your inner wiring; He wants to be
your battery and programming. If you were a car, He doesn’t want to change you, He wants to
be the fuel in your tank and ride as your companion. If you were a tree, He doesn’t want to
change you; He wants to be the nourishment and foundation which make the tree of your life
flourish.
The first time I heard God say something to me, in that still, small voice of the heart,
was in the setting of a horribly traumatic event in my life. I had gone for some medical
treatments and we had left our only son, Jeremiah, in the care of a baby sitter for just three or
four days. We were gone for such a short while, and we thought it would be good for him. We
couldn’t have been more wrong. He experienced what we later came to realize was ‘anaclitic
depression’ which can occur in 13 month old children. We’ll talk about it later.
Unknown to us, when we left him in the care of this person, he began to cry non-stop.
In fact, as we would also later learn, children can die from this separation at just this time of their
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development. No one really knew about it then. Many parents may experience a milder form of
it when their young toddlers get really clingy and cry a lot when they leave the room or put them
down. We had no idea what was going on, and even though we would call daily to check on
him, there was no indication of trouble. This person, through no fault of her own, didn’t know
what to do either, and she allowed him to be taken by a sheriff to a hospital forty-five miles
away. From there a first-year medical resident checked him into protective custody pronouncing
him, “failure to thrive.” For the next thirty days, we went through unbelievable legal battles to
get him back. Through God’s wonderful provision, we ultimately did.
God, however, was at work in my heart, and one of the five lessons I learned during
that time would change my life forever. I told God one day that no matter what, like Abraham
with Isaac, our son, Jeremiah, belonged to Him, and I had no control. I remember telling God, “I
give my son up to you, because I choose to love YOU more than anything or anyone else.” I
will never forget, in the midst of all this pain and tragedy, the words I heard in my heart as God
spoke, “If you can love Me so much, why do you find it so hard to understand that I love you so
much more?”
There are many in conservative circles who will say that God does not speak to the
heart in this way. I can confirm that communication with God on the spirit to spirit level is very
dangerous because the human heart is exceedingly deceitful above all else, and cannot be
trusted. There are so many who abuse God’s inner leading. I think some people who claim to
hear from God are the victims of a bad pizza from the night before. Or worse yet, hearing the
wrong voice. I have a friend who claims God is constantly chattering to him. The problem is this
poor man can’t straighten out his life, make good decisions, take care of his family or break the
addiction of alcohol. Yet, he claims he hears God daily.
Many people use God as an excuse for an action that their own flesh wants to
accomplish. These people excuse their behavior by invoking the name of God—by saying,
“God told me to do this.” And who can argue against God? Sometimes I will say, “If you are
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talking to God so frequently then why are you seeing me as a counselor?” While there are
many dangers connected with interpreting God's voice in our hearts, I have come to realize as I
studied the Scriptures, as I have immersed myself in the biographies of the great men of God,
and, as I have learned to walk in grace, that God desperately wants to talk to His sons and
daughters. God wants to lead us and fellowship with us. We need to learn how to allow that to
happen.
Dr. Mark Virkler has written wonderful materials on this subject and I am indebted to
him for his guidance in recording our conversations with God.76 He writes that there are five
conditions that should be met to safely hear God’s voice.
1. You are a born-again Christian, having accepted Jesus Christ into your heart as
your Lord and Savior, and having had your sins washed away by His cleansing blood.
2. You accept the Bible as the inerrant Word of God.
3. You demonstrate your love and respect for God by your commitment to knowing
His Word. You follow a plan for reading through the entire Bible regularly (such as
once each year), as well as enjoying more in-depth meditation on books, characters,
or topics.
4. You have an attitude of submission to what God has shown you from the Bible.
5. You have two or three spiritual advisors/counselors to which you go for input on a
regular basis.
Orphans and God’s Voice
For the orphan God’s voice is easily confused with a multitude of other voices. The
orphan’s goal in hearing God is to manipulate his world or satisfy carnal curiosity.
Sons and God’s Voice
The son has learned to listen carefully and to subject everything to the Word. He has
learned that God’s voice is not something to use, but is an outflow of intimacy with
Him through His Word and Spirit.

I have talked with many, very Godly, conservative pastors, who when they knew they
were not on record, would whisper, “Yes I have heard His Voice.” It’s like this secret we don’t
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want people to hear. Jesus said it this way, “My sheep hear My voice, and I know them, and
they follow Me; and I give eternal life to them, and they will never perish;
and no one will snatch them out of My hand.”77
I remember asking a very well-known pastor and author of several books on
demonism, if he had ever sensed God’s voice in his heart. And I’ll never forget him saying,
almost in a whisper, “It’s okay. He does speak. I’ve heard Him say three things in my life.”
Through this man of God, the Holy Spirit assured me that God does speak, whenever He wants
and however He wants.
So God spoke to me on that day, “Why do you find it so hard to believe that I love
you”? It was 1982 and the beginning of my walk toward Life and Grace. God began to cut
through me through the emotional cement of my inability to see His Love. My journey began in
that horrible moment. The dysfunction of my past and the depths of my misunderstanding
would start to crumble.

For the Ishmael a relationship with God is never very personal. The relationship
always has to do with knowledge and performance, impressing God in hopes He will
bless what they’re doing.
The Isaac learns that a relationship with God is about abiding in His Presence, coming
to Him, not for what they can get, but for intimacy, connectedness and love.

D. THE PRODIGAL GOD – IN SEARCH OF A NEW GOD
As I began the journey to understanding more about grace I had to start changing
what I thought was or wasn’t true about God. I needed to come to Him for my LIFE. For me the
glasses had to come off. I came to understand that a good self-image is really a joke. We don’t
need a new self-image. What we really need is a new image of who God is and how He sees
us. What I think about myself is just as subject to error and ignorance as allowing others to
77
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think for me.
One of the most powerful passages in the New Testament that teaches us about the
character of God is the passage inappropriately called “The Parable of the Prodigal Son.”
Typically titles of passages are assigned by the group who translated it. While the words in
most Bibles are a direct translation, the paragraph headings are usually assigned by the group
who coordinated the book’s production. In this case, the parable in Luke 15.11-32 was given
the heading of “The Prodigal Son.” A better title would be “The Prodigal Father” because the
passage is actually about a father’s love and commitment to his sons, rather than just the sinful
selfishness of the one son. But then, leave it to men to focus on a son’s sins rather than a
Father’s love.
The word ‘prodigal’ actually means, extravagant, extraordinary, or exorbitant. The
sinfulness of the wayward son was only eclipsed by the extravagant love of a father who never
gave up on his son. The whole section of Luke 15 is actually about the amazing love of God,
who rejoices over those things which were lost and then found. In the first case, a sheep was
lost and then found by the shepherd. In the second, a coin was lost and then found by the
woman who owned it. The third story, “The Prodigal Son,” is about a son who was lost and
found by a father.
Religion would typically have us focus on the son and his sin, because that is what
religion does. It focuses on the performance and failure of the one who doesn’t measure up.
This, however, is a story of a father and his extravagant love for two sons. One of the sons
decides that he wants the inheritance now, which will be rightfully his, upon his father’s death.
This selfish son wanted the money not just to spend on his own desires, but in order to have
complete control over his destiny. In this case, he wanted to get his dad’s money, because in
order to be accepted in a foreign country among a foreign people he would be required to make
extravagant gifts and give lavish parties. The part of the playboy is actually not accurate. This
comes into play only as a false accusation from his older brother potentially as an attempt to get
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younger brother proven as completely rebellious. If the younger brother can be made to fit this
category, then he must be killed according to the law in Deut. 21.18-21. None of the Greek nor
any of the ancient texts ever imply or translate his sojourning as having included whoremongering, and do not condemn him for immorality. The son goes to his father and asks him for
the money. It is interesting to note that he doesn’t ask for the inheritance–inheritance comes
with responsibility and obligations which he wants no part of. Imagine how that father must
have felt. The son’s request in that culture is the equivalent of wanting his father dead and out
of the way so that he only has himself to answer to.
Luke 15 is really about the loving nature and the grace of a forgiving Father. Jack
Frost, in his message series “Experiencing the Father’s Embrace,” talked about his experience
with Tibetan missionaries. Frost talked about meeting together with these missionaries of Tibet
who showed him all of the Temple worship that the people of Tibet are part of. Jack said that he
watched children crying out in fear, and parents prostrating themselves in terrible fear of the
gods of Tibet. All Frost could think to himself was, these people need a new God. Later, as he
was ministering to the missionaries, he realized their lives were full of fear and uncertainty. The
Tibetan god/gods were aloof, and remained remote, not caring, apathetic, demanding and
harsh. As Jack states, he realized that not only did the people of Tibet need a new god but
these Christian missionaries needed a new God as well. For me, coming from the background I
came from, love and forgiveness were anything but my impression of God. I saw Him as harsh,
cold, indifferent, aloof and not really caring about anything I cared about. When you have that
kind of an image of God as Father, it warps or taints everything about how you see yourself.
I would like very much for you to stop right now. Take out a piece of paper and at the
top put the name Jesus. Underneath, write down everything you know or think about Jesus. If
you have been a believer for long, the list will probably be at least half a page. Redeemer,
Savior, Alpha Omega, Lion of Judah, Intercessor, Lamb of God, Lover of our Souls, Shepherd,
the great I AM, Bread of Life, etc. See how many you can write. Look up some you may have
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heard.
Now take another page and put Holy Spirit as a heading on it. Underneath, write
down everything you know or think about the Holy Spirit. (I do this in my seminars on a white
board). Usually the page is again half filled with words like teacher, comforter, another like
Jesus, indwelling God, Powerful, Guardian, Leads us to truth, and so forth.
This next part is where the shock for most people will come. Turn the page over and
write down Father. Under that write everything you think or know about God as the Father.
Usually in my seminars we get 5-7 words. Ancient of days, judge, sovereign, controller, creator
…and that’s it. By the way, don’t feel alone, while not naming any names, the most highly read
systematic theology books used today in our seminaries are full of chapters and chapters on
Jesus and chapters on the Holy Spirit. And in everyone I have studied, there is no more than a
page about God as our Father. Again, not naming names, but, in one of the most powerful, life
changing books on transformation by the Spirit, and understanding our freedom in Christ, our
identity in Him, millions of copies sold; international ministry in hundreds of countries, I found not
one reference to God’s Love as our Father. The point is, almost all of our most studied
preachers, pastors and theologians don’t get this stuff at all.
Luke 15 begins the process of tearing down that image of the aloof, uncaring, angry
Father. Here is the story of a young man who in his selfishness, couldn't wait for his father to
die before he grabbed the portion of the inheritance that belonged to him. He travels and
relocates to a foreign land, (which is so typical of us when we cut ourselves off from intimacy
and connectedness with God) and begins to live his life in a land that is filled with strangers.
This young man spent all of his money on having a great time, being the party person, the
center of attention. When the money ran out and his inheritance had been spent, he finds
himself in a place where no Jewish young man should be. With the toss of his last shekel, the
young man went from being the one everybody wanted to party with, to experiencing total and
complete rejection. He found the only place left for him in this foreign land was at the hogs'
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trough, slopping hogs in abject misery. He discovered that his greatest desire now was wishing
that he could eat the food that belonged to the pigs he was herding. He had hit rock bottom.
Without being Jewish, we can’t begin to understand the complete and total abhorrence of the
Jews for these unclean animals. The young man’s new status forces him to renounce all that he
was and believed in when he accepts the position of pig herder. Here was this son, who had
plugged into the wrong vine for LIFE, who took off in his own strength to pursue the counterfeit
affections of the world. Now he finds himself in the dumpster of the Jewish world, not just a
lower society shepherd of sheep but worse, a pig herder. The net result of that counterfeit
affection and hitting rock bottom was being stripped of the very thing he had made his god.
Now this young man comes to his senses and says to himself “How many of
my father's hired men have more than enough bread, but I am dying here with hunger!”78 He
remembers that his father’s servants had not only enough bread, but extra also, and here he
was perishing with hunger. So he picks himself up, dusts off his tattered, hog-food spattered
coat and decides to go to his father and say to him, “Father, I have sinned against heaven, and
in your sight; I am no longer worthy to be called your son; make me as one of your hired men.”79
This is one of the most beautiful portions of Scripture because we see the story from
the father's point of view, told by Jesus, who has been a first-hand witness to our heavenly
Father’s joyous reaction when one of His children returns home. Luke chapter 15 says that
even while the son was a long ways off, the father saw him, had compassion on him, and ran
and embraced him and kissed him. What an amazing picture of Grace! It’s not likely a picture
we would see from most people today after a child has spent the inheritance, ruined the family
name, disgraced himself, and then returned home destitute, hog spattered, smelling and looking
like they had been sleeping in some alley. In this picture we discover that the father had been
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staring down the road—how else could he have seen him a long way off? How many days had
he stood there, misty eyed, watching that road, longing to see the image of a son coming
home? Then one day, it happened. The servants of the household were there, along with the
entire village to witness the old Jewish father running down the street. This is not something that
older Jewish men did—this would have been undignified, and no adult man runs. My friend Evi
Fulford who has spent years researching the culture of Israel in the time of Christ shared, “In
fact it is well known historically that as a man grew older, it was a sign of dignity and respect
that he walked slowly and deliberately. To see an older man, respected elder, run was a very
embarrassing and undignified thing to do. Yet, this father did not care what others might think,
because his son was coming home! What an incredible picture of God and his unconditional,
grace-full Father love for us. How many of us would have been amazed to see our father run to
us, to reject the care of what others thought, and run to us in our failures?”
My question to you is, “Do you think of God that way?” When we look at this passage
in Luke 15, and see the rejoicing over the coin that was found, the joy over the sheep that was
brought back, and then see the father running with joy to the child, and embracing and kissing
him again and again, (as the word implies,) do we recognize these as a picture of who Father
God really is? Most of us don’t conceive of God in this fashion. For most of us, thoughts of God
involve feelings of condemnation and fear, and a sense of being looked down on with
condescension. That is our picture of our Heavenly Father. No wonder we live our lives in fear!
No wonder we live our lives trying to attach ourselves to every counterfeit that comes along.
Realistically let's call this false picture of God what it really is. Who would want to
worship a Heavenly Father who is aloof, distant, condescending, angry, irritated, looking down
on us, and not really interested in having us around? When a child grows up with that kind of
image, they will assume that they are the problem. Thankfully, according to this passage, that is
not the God we serve.
I’ll never forget the opportunity I had to be in a “Celebrate Recovery” service and was
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able to hear an amazing life story of a young lady in her twenties. She started and finished high
school as a high performing, straight A student. She graduated and entered college. Like many
kids, she had not had much of a childhood, with absent parents who were only interested in
performance measurements for conditional love. As a result, she did not know how to handle
the freedom she experienced in college, and she began to engage in many wrong behaviors.
Thinking that marriage was the answer to the emptiness inside, she found Mr. Right, and they
got married. It wasn’t too long before the luster began wearing off the marriage. She found
herself lost and alone, without LIFE. She turned to the dumpsters of counterfeit affection.
Eventually someone came along who paid attention to her. A professor told her she
was special and loved, and the next thing she knew, this straight-A Christian girl, was embroiled
in a terrible, adulterous relationship. After the story came out, it took years to heal the pain, not
just her husband’s, but also her own wounded heart. She made some unpleasant discoveries
about what was fueling her own severed heart. Things like performance, pretending, praise of
men, and power issues. Forgiven and taken back by her husband? God? The journey to
healing was difficult, but in the end, she found victory.

She ended her testimony by telling of

the healing she received as she started growing in her knowledge of God as her Father. She
had suffering from a really bad self-mage. She had severed heart issues to deal with, a history
of family dysfunction and early trauma; all of which played a part in the warped self-image she
had. What had touched her so deeply during the healing process was coming to see her need
for a loving dad, for a father who cared.
At the end of her message, she read 1 Corinthians Chapter 13 in an eye-opening
way. Now, not only have I heard this passage hundreds of times, I have always taught that the
words describe Jesus. But what was so riveting as she read chapter 13, was not Jesus’ name
put in the passage, but the Father’s. Here is what she read, as very few eyes remained tearless.
“If I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, but do not have love, I have
become a noisy gong or a clanging cymbal. If I have the gift of prophecy, and
know all mysteries and all knowledge; and if I have all faith, so as to remove
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mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. And if I give all my possessions
to feed the poor, and if I surrender my body to be burned, but do not have love, it
profits me nothing. My Father is Love. My Father is patient, my Father is kind
and my Father is not jealous; My Father does not brag and my Father is not
arrogant, my Father does not act unbecomingly towards me; my Father does not
seek His own, My Father is not provoked, my Father does not take into account a
wrong suffered, my Father does not rejoice in unrighteousness, but my Father
rejoices with the truth; my Father bears all things, my Father believes all things,
my Father hopes all things, my Father endures all things. My Father’s Love for
me never fails, but if there are gifts of prophecy, they will be done away; if there
are tongues, they will cease; if there is knowledge, it will be done away. For we
know in part and we prophesy in part; but when the perfect comes, the partial will
be done away. When I was a child, I used to speak like a child, think like a child,
reason like a child; when I became a man, I did away with childish things. For
now we see in a mirror dimly, but then I will see My Father face to face; now I
know in part, but then I will know My Father fully just as I also have been fully
known by Him. But now faith, hope, love, abide these three; but the greatest of
these is love, My Father’s Love is like that.”
The audience response was absolute silence. In that moment, it seemed everyone
knew God had just gotten our attention.
This is the Father of Luke 15. The father ran up to his son. He embraced him smell
and all, and the son started his planned speech, “Father, I have sinned against heaven and in
your sight; I am no longer worthy to be called your son.” The Father saw him, the Father ran, the
Father engulfed him in his arms, held him tightly. The Father rejoiced greatly, the Father
ordered the servants to bring the best robe (this would have been the Father’s best robe), to get
the ring (sign of authority), to get the shoes (only sons wore shoes, not slaves) for my son, my
son who was lost is now found.
Maybe you don’t need to develop a new self-image. Maybe what you need is to
develop a new image of God, as your Father. Maybe instead of seeing yourself as you see you,
as you think you are, maybe you need to see yourself as Father God sees you. Maybe you
need a new image of God not the inherited from parents of other people, but letting Him show
us Who He really is. Maybe in our counseling and coaching we need to show people the roots
of their lives striving over counterfeit affection, digging in the dumpsters of counterfeit affection.
Maybe we need to ask those we help, and ourselves, “Are we rooted and grounded in love? Do
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we even understand what kind of love that is? Have the glasses come off?”
I was doing communion one Sunday, and in my mind and spirit I saw the cross and
the suffering of Christ. Want a picture of how horrific sin really is? Look at Christ! Everything
you see in the suffering and crucifixion of Christ is what sin really looks like. Not just someone
else’s, but yours. As I was doing that, during communion, waiting for the bread to passed
along, just praying in concert with His Spirit, I saw the clouds gathering behind the cross, much
like they may have on that day 2,000 years ago. Slowly the sun became dim, the light more
diffused, colors of brown and grey and darkness more contrasted. Just before the clouds
covered the sky in total obscurity, I saw a figure move behind the clouds. And in my spirit there
came this question. Where was the greater sacrifice? Giving your life for another, as Jesus did,
was infinite in scope and nature. But there was another sacrifice. Another heart that was
broken and crushed and grieving. I saw a Father’s silhouette as He stood riveted on the scene,
watching the horror, the heart breaking sacrifice of His Son. And ultimately He turned His back
and forsakes the One burdened under the load of sin. Where was the greater sacrifice, the
greater pain? Giving your life, or sacrificing your son for a bunch of ungrateful, unworthy
people? How often do we acknowledge the Father’s pain and sacrifice?
What is so amazing about grace? We’re just starting to see the tip of the iceberg.

The orphan is motivated by fear, and in turn motivates others by fear. His image of a
father is someone who is aloof, uncaring, unloving, frowns a lot, sits in judgment and
looks down on him.
The son begins to break through the past and see Father God for Who He really is, a
Father who runs, who delights in us, who loves to spend time listening to us.

VI.

“GRACE UPON GRACE”
“For of His fullness we have all received, and grace upon grace.
The apostle John in John 1.16
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What an amazing thing to say! In the first chapter of the Apostle John’s book, he
described all the things that he saw, heard, touched and experienced as the personal disciple of
Jesus Christ. John chose those words to encapsulate his experience of the Son of God who
made the universe, who came down and appeared to him. John couldn't get over the fact that
God had become flesh, and dwelt amongst his people, in the person of Jesus. This was John's
description of that. “Of His fullness we have all received, and grace upon grace.”
That wasn’t my experience. I have experienced grace but not grace upon grace. The
grace of coming to know Christ as my Savior, coming to know Christ as the one who
guaranteed my future in heaven, of coming to know Christ as the one who would keep me out
from under the law of God and a Christ-less eternity. But, that was all I knew. There was nothing
of this grace upon grace. It wasn’t until I began to know the Father better that I began to
discover all that grace really means. It was the Heavenly Father who loved me enough to send
His Son to suffer and die, just so I could have the privilege of calling Him Father. This was the
Father who would stop at nothing to enable me to come home.
For me it became a driving imperative to understand what this grace upon grace
really meant. Again I was pulled back to the words of Ephesians 3:14-21. Paul, describing the
power of the Christian walk, talks about “being filled up to all the fullness of God,” and “having
Christ dwelling in our hearts daily through faith.” This as an overflow of being nourished and
grounded in His Amazing Love. In this same passage, Paul talked about the walk of the
believer as a growing and increasing understanding and comprehension of the love of Christ:
“so that you may be able to comprehend ‘the width, and length, and depth and height, of the
love of God” Eph 3.18

Paul’s passionate heart for each of us was that we might learn how

wide, how deep, how tall and how far the Grace of God would go. “may be able to comprehend”
get your arms around this, wrap your brain over it, soak it into your inner iPod. Literally as
believers we need to learn and experience “grace upon grace.” Let’s see if we can do that. It’s
hard to do especially for those of us who have known Christ longer. Again from the life of
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Dwight L. Moody I love the story of Harry Moorehouse.
A young Englishman taught Moody to preach the love of God. When Moody first
visited England, he met Harry Moorehouse. The people called him "the boy
preacher." One day Moorehouse told Moody that he would like to go with him to
Chicago and preach in his church. Moody said he looked at the beardless young
fellow and decided he was too young to preach; so he did not let him know what
boat he sailed on. But not long after, he received a letter stating that Moorehouse
had arrived in the United States and that he would come out to Chicago and
preach for him if he wished. Moody wrote him a very cold answer, telling him that
if he came west, to call on him. In a few days he received another letter, telling
him that Moorehouse would arrive in Chicago on Thursday. Moody did not know
what to do. He had to be in another city over Friday and Saturday. But, finally,
after thinking it over a long time and seeing no way out of the difficulty, he told his
church officers that a young preacher from England was to arrive on Thursday
and they had better invite him to speak the two evenings he was away. They too,
were afraid that the young stranger might spoil the interest; but Moody said,
"Well, try him."
When he returned, about the first question he asked his wife was how the
young preacher got on. His wife said: "He has preached both nights from John
3:16. I think you will like him. He preaches a bit differently from the way you do."
"How is that?" Moody asked. "He tells the people that God loves them," replied
his wife. Moody said: "He is wrong; but I will ask him to speak again tonight so I
can hear him myself."
"I think you will agree with him after you hear him," Mrs. Moody said. Moody
went down to the church, and he noticed everybody had Bibles.
"My friends," began Moorehouse, "if you will turn to the third chapter of John
and the sixteenth verse you will find my text." He preached seven sermons from
that one text! The last night Moorehouse went into the pulpit, every eye was
upon him, wondering what text he would preach from. He began: "Friends, I have
been hunting all day for a new text, but I cannot find one so good as the old one;
so we will go back to the third chapter of John and the sixteenth verse." Moody
said he could never forget the closing words of that night's sermon: "My friends,
for a whole week I have been trying to tell you how much God loves you; but I
cannot do it with this poor, stammering tongue. If I could borrow Jacob's ladder,
climb up to heaven and ask Gabriel, who stands in the presence of God, to tell
me how much God loves sinners, all he could say would be, 'God so loved the
world, that He gave His only-begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him
should not perish, but have everlasting life.'
Let’s see if we can begin to comprehend with stammering tongue more of this Amazing
Grace.
A. GRACE ADOPTED THE UNWANTED.
Part of getting beyond just being introduced to grace is the realization of all the things
that happened when God extended Himself to us. One of the most powerful statements in the
New Testament is the fact that we have now been adopted into God’s family. Speaking from
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personal experience, I found out that I was adopted at age 35. During a Thanksgiving meal, I
simply remarked that I really didn’t look like anyone else in the family, and meant it with great
humor. The response back was not good. Long story short. I learned that day that my mom
was my biological mother, but my dad, was not my biological father. My biological father had
long since disappeared, and I became the beneficiary of someone who had compassion on me
and brought me into his family. It would be years before I would understand the amazing value
and deep emotion of what that meant. An illustration of adoption occurred when we got our
dog Bailey.
We recently had to put our dog, Cola, to sleep because of a tumor. Some will tell
you it’s almost like losing a member of the family. That was our experience as well. We didn't
think we'd ever get over the pain and the loss of that little dog in our lives. Then came the day
when we walked into a local pet store. We just went in to get something, and ended up walking
out with a one-year-old American pit bull terrier we named, “Bailey” who is undoubtedly one of
the best dogs I have ever owned.
I'll never forget turning the corner of the aisle and seeing an animal rescue group,
Halo, with about fifteen to twenty dogs on display. Halo, a non-euthanizing group of dog lovers,
takes dogs off of the death list and makes every effort to adopt them out.
For us, it was one of those crazy moments when all the dogs were yelping, barking
and jumping at the fence, all except one. She was behind all the other dogs lying on the floor
with her head between her paws. She looked so lost, so alone, so unloved and so discouraged
that my heart went out to her. If dogs feel depressed and abandoned then this one surely must
have felt all that. On her brown back was a wraparound yellow nylon jacket, with the words
“adopt me” in black lettering. She didn't have any one paying attention to her, she was all
alone. For some reason, I asked the attendant if we could see her. When they brought her out
of the fence, she came around the corner and ran into my arms like she hugged me. She and I
walked up and then back down the aisle, she already had the command “heal” down. Then I
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made a decision. I decided: 1) that I wanted her, 2) I was willing to pay the price for her, 3) that
I would take responsibility for her, to live in our home, 4) and that I would give her a new name.
So Ms. Bailey Marie Sirish Crème Princess Johnson is now ours and we have a license to prove
it.
There you have the essence of adoption.
To this day when I remember how she once was, I see us without God: lost, alone,
cast away from God, without a home, afraid of what life could bring, hurt from all life has
brought, wearing a sign that says, “Adopt Me.” And what did Father God do with us? At
salvation:
1) He made the willful decision that He wanted us,
2) He paid the price to redeem us,
3) He took responsibility for us bringing us into His Family,
4) He gives us His Name.

This opens new windows into grace, because, this is what it means when God says
He adopted us. This carried an even greater weight in the New Testament community.
From Jewish history, adoption literally meant, the transferal from the presence of one
father to the presence of a new father. God, through His Son Jesus Christ, carefully and
deliberately transferred us from the kingdom of darkness to the kingdom of light, which is
amazing in itself. You cannot understand God’s love for you as a person until you understand
the term “adoption.” Adoption was the PURPOSE of creation. Adoption was the purpose of the
new life of Christ. New Testament adoption was only accomplished when a child heard in a
court of law, from someone who wanted him, “I will" three times, the adopting father stated three
times his decision to adopt, and that confirmed the adoption as complete. How many times did
Jesus ask to be relieved of paying for our adoption from His Father? Three times. And how
many times did your Heavenly Father say no to Christ regarding the passing of the cup? Three
times. Three times the Father said no.
Here is another side note of adoption in the New Testament. Once the adopting
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father had stated three times he had adopted, for the new father and new child the legal bond
became stronger than the bond between a biological father and child. By law the adopted child,
unlike the biological child, could never be disowned.
Louo and Nida’s Greek Lexicon says adoption is: “to formally and legally declare that
someone who is not one’s own child is henceforth to be treated and cared for as one’s own
child, including complete rights of inheritance.” The Greek word, huiothesia literally means, “to
place as a son.” To place the son in the presence of the father.
But why would God go through the trouble of adopting? Why wouldn’t He have us
just be born directly into His family? Birth seems so much more desirable than adoption that it
is fair to ask why God would even use “adoption.” The answer is that the Romans recognized
that when a baby was born, “you got what you got,” whether you liked it or not. This would
include the sex of the child, birthmarks, etc. Thus, according to Roman law, a naturally born
baby could be disowned from the family. However, people adopting a child knew exactly what
they were getting, and no one adopted a child unless that specific child was wanted as a family
member, so according to law an adopted child could not be disowned. He or she was
permanently added to the family. Many early believers were Roman citizens, and using the word
“adoption” was one of God’s ways to let the Church know that He chose the children brought
into His family, and they could not be taken from it. The Roman historian William M. Ramsay
writes: “The Roman-Syrian Law-Book…where a formerly prevalent Greek law had persisted
under the Roman Empire—well illustrates this passage of the Epistle. It actually lays down the
principle that a man can never put away an adopted son, and that he cannot put away a real
son without good ground. It is remarkable that the adopted son should have a stronger position
than the son by birth, yet it was so.”80 For those of us who have experienced salvation we
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should know the implications. Father wanted us with His Heart, He paid the price in the life of
His Son, He brought us into His Family by placing His Spirit inside of us and has taken
responsibility for us. Further He has given us a new name, His own.
Adoption also brings with it another meaning by implication. When one is adopted
into being a son or a daughter, they are adopted out of being an orphan. Jesus said “I will not
leave you as orphans…“ He was alluding to the separation and aloneness the disciples would
experience upon His departure. The same is true of each of us. Apart from God, we too are
alone; outside the warmth of His Home, standing as orphans looking in the window of the family
home and hoping to be rescued. This is the Biblical picture as presented in the following
verses.
1. Ephesians 1:5
He predestined us to adoption as sons through Jesus Christ to Himself,
according to the kind intention of His will…”
Here is one of the power verses. Read the passage from Eph. 1:3-14 and then
start tracing out who the author is talking about. Is it God as Father, God as Son or God
as Spirit? This passage includes all three and is a powerful verse for the understanding
of God as a Triune God, the Trinity. Read it again, a couple of times and you’ll begin to
see as I did, that the passage is talking about God as Father. God as Father is referred
to by the pronoun “He.” at least twenty-eight times in this passage. As a reflection of our
adoption by His Love, we see the Father’s Grace, Father’s blessing, Father’s choosing,
Father’s predestination, Father’s Will, Father’s bestowing of Grace, Father’s Grace
lavished, Father’s kind intention, Father’s purpose, Father’s Glory, Father’s Spirit of
Wisdom and Glory, Father’s Calling, Father’s inheritance. We can even see something I
was never taught and had never seen before--the purpose of creation. “He predestined
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us to adoption (emphasis added) as sons through Jesus Christ to Himself, according to
the kind intention of His will, to the praise of His Glory.” Wow! Now this verse just jumps
off the page!
My purpose for living is to be a great son. That’s it. That’s why adoption is important.
You can read all the self-help books, and try to do everything correctly, but until you come to
Father God as your Father, it’s still all about you. One of the counterfeit world value-system
affections, we discussed before are the issues of an empowered self, pouring ourselves into a
self-improvement plan. These efforts at self-improvement are really valuable and shouldn’t be
diminished, but the fact of the matter is simply that if you’re doing self-improvement without
seeking a great son to the Heavenly Father then you are missing out on what you were created
for. You are working hard to accomplish the wrong goal. This is why understanding our
adoption in Christ is so powerfully life changing.
2. Galatians 4:3-9
So also we, while we were children, were held in bondage under the elemental
things of the world. But when the fullness of the time came, God sent forth His
Son, born of a woman, born under the Law, so that He might redeem those who
were under the Law, that we might receive the adoption as sons. Because you
are sons, God has sent forth the Spirit of His Son into our hearts, crying, "Abba!
Father!" Therefore you are no longer a slave, but a son; and if a son, then an
heir through God. However at that time, when you did not know God, you were
slaves to those which by nature are not gods. But now that you have come to
know God, or rather to be known by God, how is it that you turn back again to the
weak and worthless elemental things, to which you desire to be enslaved all over
again?”
Let’s look at the passage in greater depth. The purpose of Christ was two-fold. First,
it was to redeem, buy out or pay the price for our redemption. Redemption is a term that
comes out of the culture of slavery. To redeem was to “buy out” a slave from the market, to pay
the price of that slave so that they were then free. In this context, Christ, by His death, paid the
price and bought a way out of slavery, for each person, regardless of sex, nationality or past
history. But if one only looks at the redemption of Christ FROM being enslaved to the
elementary things of the world, then once again the story is incomplete. This is a FROM/TO
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phrase here. We were redeemed FROM slavery, but it doesn’t stop there; for we were
redeemed TO Adoption, TO Sonship TO being God’s child, TO have God as a Father.
Problematically in most of the preaching and teaching in the church today, we talk for hours
about redemption FROM sin, redemption FROM the law, redemption FROM the lusts of the
heart, but, when was the last time you heard TO something? Redeemed TO what? We are
redeemed TO being loved as a son, TO being embraced, TO being wanted, picked up, grabbed
and belonging, to being important, valuable, approved of and protected. We have been
redeemed FROM sin TO HOME.
3. Romans 8:15
“For you have not received a spirit of slavery leading to fear again, but you have
received a spirit of adoption as sons by which we cry out, ‘Abba! Father!’”
It can’t be said much stronger than that. The most intimate of all words for a father in
the New Testament culture, God has chosen His Name for us to us, Father, Abba, Dad or
Daddy. We have got to get this straight because this is core drilling in the heart. When we talk
about Grace we have to get our arms around the only New Testament name for God. It wasn’t
the name Jesus, it is the name Abba Father. This encapsulates the amazing nature of Grace.
We have been brought into a family, we are purchased with a price, we have been adopted and
we are not on the outside anymore. We have a home and we have a new Father. His name is
Abba. More on this later.
4. Romans 8.23
“And not only this, but also we ourselves, having the first fruits of the
Spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting eagerly for our adoption
as sons, the redemption of our body.”
I have found in my Christian life the more I walk in this world the more I tire of the
emptiness and the counterfeit affections it offers. The Law of Performance is so much about
burden and lack of rest, with no peace and never joy. There are times when I pray even as I
read the news, drive in the car, see others in distress, that I am so burdened that I want to cry,
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“Lord come quickly.”

Here is the groaning along with all creation, one feels in their spirit as we

wait for the final installments on the adoption of the sons of God.
5. 2 Corinthians 6.17
For we are the temple of the living God; just as God said, ‘therefore, COME OUT
FROM THEIR MIDST AND BE SEPARATE,’ says the Lord. ‘AND DO NOT
TOUCH WHAT IS UNCLEAN; And I will welcome you. And I will be a father to
you, And you shall be sons and daughters to Me,’ says the Lord Almighty.”
In the midst of God’s clarion call to come out from the midst of a sinful
generation, to come out from and be separate from and to not touch and to be clean
from all that is not clean, is a feeling of imperative, God’s commands to do these things.
But then note that it has a foundation in the assurance that when you turn toward God
you will find more than an open door, you will find an open heart. A WELCOME sign on
the threshold. And so much more, for it is a fathering relationship that He desires, to
make us what we could not be on our own, as sons and daughters. The temple was the
place that held the wonderment of Almighty God and here He reminds us He chooses to
dwell inside and more. Sons and Daughters in relationship with at Father.
6. Romans 9.4
“…who are Israelites, to whom belongs the adoption as sons, and the glory and
the covenants and the giving of the Law and the temple service and the
promises”
This was the Father’s purpose for Israel all along, but they missed it. It belonged to
them. But they chose religion over relationship. They chose to spend the blessings of God on
themselves, choosing to live as orphans under law rather than sons under love. Now we have
been grafted into that same promise. The adoption as the sons and daughters of Almighty God.
But let’s take adoption another step beyond the introduction to grace. Adoption
wasn't just a kingdom transfer like a legal decision; it was a transfer of family. We understand
from John chapter 8.44 that the most perfect religious rulers of Jesus's time, the Pharisees,
were considered by Jesus to be of their father the devil. So, without God as your heavenly
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father, Satan is your father. The Bible does not present three options. You either have God as
your father or you have Satan as your father. Dr. J.I. Packer writes an amazing comment
concerning this.
What is a Christian? The question can be answered in many ways,
but the richest answer I know is that a Christian is one who has God as Father…
You can sum up the whole New Testament of teaching in a single phrase, if, you
speak of it as a revelation of the Fatherhood of the Holy Creator. In the same
way, you sum up the whole of New Testament religion if you describe it as the
knowledge of God as one’s Holy Father”( emphasis mine).81
Packer goes on later to say in the same article,
If you want to judge how well a person understands Christianity, find
out how much he makes of the thought of being God’s child, and having God as
his Father: If this is not the thought that prompts and controls his worship and his
prayers and his whole outlook on life (May I add Bible reading, service, career,
family, friends, and finances), it means that he does not understand Christianity
very well at all. For everything that Christ taught, everything that makes the New
Testament new… is summed up in the knowledge of the Fatherhood of God.
“FATHER” is the Christian name for God.” “Adoption… is the highest privilege
that the gospel offers: higher even than justification… To be right with God the
Judge is a great thing, but to be loved and cared for by God the Father is a
greater.”82
Can you believe those words? If they don’t hit you in the eye, then read them
again, paying close attention to this phrase, “if the thought of being God’s child does not
control your worship, prayers and your whole outlook on life, it means you do not
understand Christianity very well at all.” Did you also see what Packer said?
“Everything that Christ taught, everything that makes the New Testament new, is
summed up in the knowledge of the Fatherhood of God.” I couldn’t believe my eyes.
Me, a seminary graduate in systematic theology and avid exegetical expert in the study
of Scripture that I was, and it never connected for me. Never did I see the centrality of
God as my Father.
Can I also tell you that when this started sinking in, the healing in my heart and then
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in the hearts of my clients became amazing.
Let me show you a verse you may not have read clearly before. Let me introduce it
this way: What was the purpose of Christ’s coming to this earth? Read John 14.6, “I am the
way, and the truth, and the life…” Oh, I had that verse down, I could argue that verse with
anyone, I could debate that He is the only way, and the only truth and the life. You have
problems? Jesus is the way, the only way. You need truth? Jesus is the truth. And life? That is
Jesus too.
But what does this verse really say? Read it again. “I am the way, and the truth, and
the life; no one comes to the Father but through Me.” Jesus lived this. Then what’s the purpose
of Christ’s life and ultimately His death? To provide the way to what? To provide the truth
about what? To provide the Life about what? He did these things SO that we could make it
back HOME to Father’s heart. The whole purpose and ministry of Jesus Christ our Lord and
Savior, was to provide our way back HOME.
Let’s go on. Here’s another shocking, eye-opening statement. What is the only New
Testament name for God? Remember Jesus was born under the Law and lived under the Law
and died under the Law. All of that was the Old Testament. The New Testament doesn’t begin
until after the death of Jesus, after He gave us the New Covenant of His Blood as the sacrifice
for our sins. So from the resurrection forward what is the ONLY, and I’m going to say it again,
THE ONLY NEW TESTAMENT NAME FOR GOD? Look it up. There are twenty five or more Old
Testament names for God, ‘El’ and all of its derivatives, as in El Shadai, El Elyon, Yahweh,
Adonai and all of their derivatives. But what is the only New Testament name? Most say Jesus,
but He is the end of the Old Testament. He came before the Old Testament closed—Jesus lived
under the Old Testament Law. What is the only New Testament name? Galatians 4:6 and
Romans 8:5 both say the Holy Spirit interceding through us, stepping on the platform of
adoption, teaches us that as believers we can now say, “Abba Father.”
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Want to hear that again, this time with the emotional background? Abba was the
intimate name that a small child used to address their father. “That’s my Daddy.” Get it? God
was trying desperately to teach us about Who He really is. Abba is the most intimate of all
names for Father in the New Testament. As a Christian, you now have the right, privilege and
the incredible joy of calling God your intimate Father. Abraham was a friend of God, David a
man after His own Heart, but YOU as a believer; YOU are a son or daughter. If you’re like me,
when you start seeing this emphasis on the Fatherhood of God in the New Testament your
adoption into sonship will start flying off the pages. I couldn’t believe I had been so blind.
Look at the Sermon on the Mount. Do you see the emphasis on Father? Dr. Packer
again carefully worked his way through the Sermon on the Mount showing that the ethics and
mandates for Christian living are presented in terms of a Father-child relationship. For example,
Jesus said that we are to imitate our Father: "But I say to you, love your enemies, and pray for
those who persecute you in order that you may be sons of your Father who is in heaven; for He
causes His sun to rise on the evil and the good, and sends rain on the righteous and the
unrighteous. Therefore you are to be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect" (Matt. 5:44, 45,
48). Our way of life is to glorify our Father: "Let your light shine before men in such a way that
they may see your good works, and glorify your Father who is in heaven" (Matt. 5:16). Jesus
also preached that our actions are to please our Father (Matt. 6:1-18). Our giving, praying, and
fasting are done to glorify and please God and not men. We are to trust God because, if we are
redeemed, he is our Father: "Do not be anxious then, saying, 'What shall we eat? or 'What shall
we drink?' or 'With what shall we clothe ourselves?' For all these things the Gentiles eagerly
seek; for your heavenly Father knows that you need all these things" (Matt. 6:31,32).83
What motivates you in your Christian life? Are you motivated by fear of punishment,
or, by wanting to glorify, imitate, and please the God who is your spiritual Father? Do you think
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of your relationship with God in terms of a Father-child relationship? Do you revel in what God
has done, as the Apostle John did in 1 John 3:1-2? Do you let that be your motivation, as John
mentions in 1 John 3:3? The image of God as Father is one of the most powerful healing
images that a Christian can have. Unfortunately, it is by far the most neglected of all of the
doctrines in the study of God. Diane Chen, in her scholarly work on the Fatherhood of God,
wrote the following:
“the centrality of God in Luke-Acts has been addressed in recent decades in a
number of studies. Among which the sovereignty of God as it relates to his plan
of salvation has received particular attention. As a result, images of God as ‘Lord
and Savior' are often spotlighted, and God as ‘father' was in turn neglected. It is
our contention that 'father' is in fact, the key image that integrates the major
themes of Luke through Acts. Not only does the word father imply authority and
mercy, which are characteristics of God implicit in the titles, Lord and Savior but
this familiar metaphor also underscores God’s willingness to bring love,
faithfulness, and generosity toward Israel, to Jesus, and Jesus's followers. In
addition, within God's family, the father's relationship with his children also has
implications for the relationships of God's children with one another. This
communal dimension of mutual care and responsibility is not intrinsic to the
images of God as Lord and Savior. Therefore, the image of God as father,
explains God's purposes and activities more comprehensively than any other
designation of God in Luke-Acts.84
Now let’s go even deeper and take a look at the most shocking passage in the New
Testament. See if this doesn’t blow your mind just as it did mine. I was challenged to read
John 13-17 because these are the last words of Jesus before He went to the cross. This is His
last meal and His last words. We need to grasp the sheer importance of these words as our
Lord’s final statements, His final instructions before His death. Even more so the whole book of
John, written as one of the last books of the New Testament, carries a certain “last words” flavor
in every page anyway.
First, in all the Synoptic Gospels together, (Matthew, Mark and Luke), you will find
“Father” mentioned about 33 times. When you come to the book of John, you find the word
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“Father” mentioned 171 times. That is an enormous difference. Thirty three times in three
books and one hundred seventy one times in one book? That is fifteen times more emphasis.
Was John telling us something? Secondly, when you read John 13-17, the word “Father” is
specifically mentioned fifty-four times. Fifty four times in just four chapters as compared to
thirty three times in the Synoptic’s sixty eight chapters. John shows us that Jesus pointed to His
Father fifty four times in four chapters. Was Jesus trying to point us to something? That kind of
drastic difference between the first three and the last book would appear He was. Thirdly, if you
count the pronoun references to God as Father in just these four chapters (13-17) describing
the last hours of Jesus life, there are one hundred eight pronouns that point directly to the
Father. One hundred and eight times in four chapters? When I saw this I was so shocked that I
had missed this emphasis (or Satan sought to blind me) for so many years. It finally hit me.
This Person of the Trinity, in all of my learning, all of my Bible studies, all of my reading, all of
my training, was in fact a forgotten, un-regarded, overlooked, unnoticed, under-emphasized,
unacknowledged name that I didn’t even see, let alone understand. His Name is Father. This is
and should be absolutely a “stop you in your tracks” thought. What other religion in the world
says, “Come to Me and I will introduce you to My Father so that you can not only know Him, not
only experience Him, but also be His son or daughter?” It felt like the Holy Spirit was crying out
“Wake up, Jim. Stop passing over this miracle gift as if it has little value. Get in to this
relationship, see what it means, dig in, figure out what being able to call Him Father really
means.”
Read Packer’s words again, slowly, and hear what this theological scholar is saying,
really hear it, “If you want to judge how well a person understands Christianity, find out how
much he makes of the thought of being God’s child, and having God as his Father: If this is not
the thought that prompts and controls his worship and his prayers and his whole outlook on life,
it means that he does not understand Christianity very well at all. For everything that Christ
taught, everything that makes the New Testament new… is summed up in the knowledge of the
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Fatherhood of God. ‘Father’ is the Christian name for God.”

B. GRACE MAKES INTIMACY WITH GOD A REASONABLE EXPECTATION.
Before we go on any further, let’s ask another question. Is intimacy with God a real
possibility? Does God really want to know us on that kind of level? And if He does what does it
even mean to know HIM on that kind of level? Intimacy means: to be close, to be connected,
being vulnerable with a sense of truthfulness and honesty, being respectful, caring, open to
another, encouraging, being safe and being transparent. Wikipedia defines intimacy as “…linked
with feelings of closeness, safety, trust and transparency among partners in a collaborative
relationship.” Gary Smalley writes: “The real definition of intimacy between two people is that
they feel safe enough with each other to share their feelings and needs.” 85 I have a friend that
describes intimacy as “in-too-me-see”. The feeling was captured in the animated movie when
one character said to the other, “I see you”.
Here is another truth I had to learn. Who searched for whom? When Adam sinned,
who went searching for him? Did Father God stand to the side and say “Let’s just see what
happens?” No. God as Father (I am pushing this one a bit for it was the Triune God that sought
Adam), went searching for Adam with His heart and His words, “Where are you?”86
Jesus brought another dynamic to this in John 4.23, “But an hour is coming, and now
is, when the true worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and truth; for such people the
Father seeks to be His worshipers.” Just as in the Garden, Father is still seeking us long before
we seek Him. Adam, where are you?
I always felt a certain level of intimacy with Christ as long as I was confessing sin and
trying hard, but never did I feel a sense of fellowship with Father God. In numerous articles we
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find the following description of intimacy: “A close familiar and usually affectionate or loving
personal relationship shared with another person or group.” God wants us to live in His
intimacy. Intimacy is not something we invented. God existed in the intimacy of the Trinity
before we were around. He invented it.
We were created to bond to Him and Him alone. God wanted to give us Intimacy with
His Presence on a daily basis. Look at the relationship of man and woman in marriage. God
designed the intimacy of marriage to be an amazing blessing. Now go to Ephesians 5.32 where
Paul says the mystery is great, “but I am speaking of Christ and the church.” The point is the
intimacy that can be achieved between a man and a woman in marriage is used as an
illustration of which can be achieved by the Christian with God the Father, God the Son and
God the Holy Spirit.
We will find similar illustrations repeated throughout the Scriptures. It can be seen in
Isaiah 57:15, “For thus says the high and exalted One Who lives forever, whose name is Holy, ‘I
dwell on a high and holy place, And also with the contrite and lowly of spirit In order to revive the
spirit of the lowly And to revive the heart of the contrite’” and then in Isaiah 66.1-2, “dwell with
him. “ Remember the passage we have looked at so many times in John 1:14; “God dwelled
(tabernacled) among us.” In John 4:23-24; “the Father seeks such to be His….”John 10:10
says; “I have come that you might have life and life abundantly. John 17:3 reminds that eternal
life is knowing the only true God. Jesus talked about fullness of joy in John 15:10 and 16:24.
Back to Ephesians 3:17; Paul talked of, “The Spirit in the inner man” and “Christ dwelling in your
hearts.”
If we look back at the Garden, what was God’s purpose in creation? Was it to draw
children back to Himself? Eph. 1:4-5 says, “just as He chose us in Him before the foundation of
the world, that we would be holy and blameless before Him. In love He predestined us to
adoption as sons through Jesus Christ to Himself, according to the kind intention of His will…”
This is amazing. All along, God has wanted us to have an intimate relationship with Him. “For
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as many as received Him to them He gave the power to become children of God”. All of
creation can be summed up in God calling a bride to Jesus and children to Himself as Father.
Exodus 34:6, 7 demonstrates that as God passed by Moses, His essence, His Glory, was filled
with those words that lead to intimacy, to a connected relationship with God. “The LORD, the
LORD God, compassionate and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in loving-kindness and
truth; who keeps loving-kindness for thousands, who forgives iniquity, transgression and sin; yet
He will by no means leave the guilty unpunished, visiting the iniquity of fathers on the children
and on the grandchildren to the third and fourth generations."
The whole purpose of Christ’s death was to expose us to the Presence of God in
order to reintroduce us to the Father. Having an intimate relationship with His children, was
God’s original intention. The Garden was designed to be a place of intimacy, and there our first
parents would walk together with God in the cool of the day.

Intimacy is a two way

relationship, therefore, free choice was given as a gift from God to man. God could have chosen
not to give us free will, but then, man would have been a robot and not a creature made in the
image of God. God gave man free will so we could choose to love God, and so we could choose
an intimate relationship with our Creator.
What does this intimate relationship that God wants to have with us look like? In my
seminars when I ask the question “What does intimacy look like?” I have heard the following:
Closeness

Oneness

Time

Transparency

Two Way

Vulnerability

Honesty

Fear (Respect)

Listening

Truthfulness

Freedom

Abandoning Self

Openness

Genuine

Physical

Whole Commitment (all in)

Humility

Mutuality

Shared hearts

Safety, Protected

Pertinent to any discussion of intimacy is the need to understand that there are levels
that exist in relationships. This has been documented by many people in the relationship field.
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Those relationships look like the following five categories:
1)

Cliché’s - a level of relationships that really deals just in cliché communication like, “Hi,

how are you, beautiful day, lovely weather,” We find that when we analyze the levels of
relationships we have, we have many people who fall into this category. These are people
that we would call acquaintances, or casual friends, but with whom there's no definite
relationship.
2) Information or Facts - this is a level of relationship that deals with information exchange
only. We can call this the news-sports-weather relationship that we often times have with
friends, where we never really get into anything serious—we just discuss the facts of the day
or the facts surrounding our lives. Often our parental relationships never leave level two.
3) Teamwork - the sharing of a common cause. This is a level of relationship where we join
together with one person, or a group of others, because we share a common goal. Teamwork
relationship is designed to accomplish a specific task. Getting things done may be valuable,
but we probably never really get to know the other person, or people that we are engaging in
this kind of relationship with. At this level, it's not necessary. The problem is it's also not a
real or a close friendship. People are simply bound together by a common cause. I'll never
forget the illustration of the five men who knew each other as fishing partners for more than
twenty years. One day when they pulled up to pick up one of their friends, they found him in
his garage after he took his own life by hanging. Not one of these four other friends had a
clue as to what was going on in his life, though they were pals for more than two decades.
4) Feelings, Opinions and Judgments - a fourth level of relationships really deal with the
sharing of feelings, and the understanding of each other’s' opinions. A mutual sense of
judgments is shared as well.
5) Intimacy or Connectedness – Connected, personal, open, safe, genuine, honest,
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transparent, and soul to soul. Very seldom do relationships make it to this level, because it
requires commitment, time, and openness and willingness to see our own selfishness, and a
high level of trust.
As the levels increase, so does respect, trust and vulnerability, and so does the time
and commitment.
I came across these relationship levels as I was working on some of my counseling
and coaching training,. It occurred to me, at one point, to ask the question, “What kind of
relationship do I have with God?” Is my relationship one of clichés, like rote prayers in Jesus’
name where I talk a lot but never really say anything? Or is my relationship an information
exchange, just talking with God to tell Him about needs and situations? Further down this road
is the level I think that most pastors get involved at. Their relationship with God is really more
in the teamwork stage. There's no real intimacy or exchange of personal feeling, but, there is
this dedication to the great commission, being in teamwork with God to accomplish the goal of
building His church, or changing the lives of other people, in the case of Christian coaching.
When I became brutally honest about what level my relationship with God was at, I
realized I lived mostly in the first three levels, and seldom in the fourth or the fifth. I began to
look at those levels with God in my personal quiet time. I challenged myself to see if a deeper
level of intimacy could be attained in my walk with Him.
As I looked through the Word, I became amazed at the number of times God simply
lays His heart out on the table and says, “This is how I like to talk with you.” Revelation chapter
3, verse 20, says "Behold I stand at the door and knock, if anyone hears my voice and opens
the door, I will come into him and dine with him and he with me." When we think about what is
really being said in that passage, we realize Jesus is saying, “This is what I desire. I desire that
kind of intimate relationship with you.” And the basis of it is the fact that He loves us with grace
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upon grace. Here were some of the verses that started opening my mind and heart:
Isaiah 57.15 “For thus says the high and exalted One Who lives forever, whose
name is Holy, ‘I dwell on a high and holy place, and also with the contrite and lowly of spirit In
order to revive the spirit of the lowly and to revive the heart of the contrite.’”

Amazingly, God

tells us in Isaiah, this is His heart, and He desires to dwell with us. The image here is that God
can dwell on a high and holy place because He is high and holy but that He chooses to dwell
with the contrite and lowly of spirit so that they may be healed, to revive the very spirit and heart
of the man.
Isaiah 66.1-2 “Thus says the LORD, ‘Heaven is My throne and the earth is My
footstool. Where then is a house you could build for Me? And where is a place that I may rest?
For My hand made all these things, thus all these things came into being,’ declares the LORD.
‘But to this one I will look, to him who is humble and contrite of spirit, and who trembles at My
word.’” The point of the verse is that God can have a home anywhere He so chooses, and if a
billion planets were not good enough, then He could build His own house. How amazing that
our God should choose to look for the humble and contrite of spirit. The heart of the humble
and the contrite of spirit is where He dwells. He could dwell anywhere He wanted, but He chose
to make Himself available to you.
John 1.14-18 “And the Word became flesh, and dwelt among us, and we saw His
glory, glory as of the only begotten from the Father, full of grace and truth… for of His fullness
we have all received, and grace upon grace. The Law was given through Moses; grace and
truth were realized through Jesus Christ. No one has seen God at any time; the only begotten
God who is in the bosom of the Father, He has explained Him.” I’ll say it again. This passage
in John specifically states that the very same God of all, that chose to dwell in the tabernacle
and in the Temple, came and dwelt among us. He tabernacled among us, so that we could see
His glory, and that we could receive at His fullest grace but grace. The amazing thing is that the
Scripture teaches us that not only did He dwell among us, but when His spirit was sent, He took
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up residence in us. That is core to intimacy. We see that in the very next passage.
John 14.16-21 "’I will ask the Father, and He will give you another Helper, that He
may be with you forever; that is the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive, because it
does not see Him or know Him, but you know Him because He abides with you and will be in
you. I will not leave you as orphans; I will come to you. After a little while the world will no longer
see Me, but you will see Me; because I live, you will live also. In that day you will know that I am
in My Father, and you in Me, and I in you. He who has My commandments and keeps them is
the one who loves Me; and he who loves Me will be loved by My Father, and I will love him and
will disclose Myself to him.’ Judas (not Iscariot) said to Him, ‘Lord, what then has happened that
You are going to disclose Yourself to us and not to the world?’ Jesus answered and said to
him, ‘If anyone loves Me, he will keep My word; and My Father will love him, and we will come
to him and make Our abode with him.’”
For the purpose of our study, let’s notice a couple of things. Who is it that sends the
Holy Spirit? It is the Father that Jesus prayed to for the provision of the Spirit. It was Father’s
decision to send and became the sender. When was the last time you heard that? When have
you heard that the goal of all this was to offer an incredible expression of the love of a Father
that desires “we will come to him and make our abode with him.” This is the intimacy that God
intended when He came to live inside us. How can that be? We can’t get very far if we don’t
even understand the value of being a son, and we haven’t a clue Who our Father really is.
John 15.1-11 “I am the true vine, and My Father is the vinedresser. Every branch in
Me that does not bear fruit (the issue is fruit), He takes away; and every branch that bears fruit,
He prunes it so that it may bear more fruit. You are already clean because of the word which I
have spoken to you. Abide in Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself unless
it abides in the vine, so neither can you unless you abide in Me. I am the vine, you are the
branches; he who abides in Me and I in him, he bears much fruit, for apart from Me you can do
nothing. If anyone does not abide in Me, he is thrown away as a branch and dries up; and they
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gather them, and cast them into the fire and they are burned. If you abide in Me, and My words
abide in you, ask whatever you wish, and it will be done for you. My Father is glorified by this,
that you bear much fruit, and so prove to be My disciples. Just as the Father has loved Me, I
have also loved you; abide in My love. If you keep My commandments, you will abide in My
love; just as I have kept My Father's commandments and abide in His love.

These things I

have spoken to you so that My joy may be in you, and that your joy may be made full.” Jesus
again speaks to the issue of abiding in Him. More importantly, He will abide, live in, remain,
dwell, take up residence in, and never leave, all the aforementioned, in us! What is the goal of
this relationship with us, this intimate relationship with God? Joy! God wants us to live in the
joy of His presence in us.
1 John 4.13-19 ‘By this we know that we abide in Him and He in us, because He has
given us of His Spirit. We have seen and testify that the Father has sent the Son to be the
Savior of the world. Whoever confesses that Jesus is the Son of God, God abides in him, and
he in God. We have come to know and have believed the love which God has for us. God is
love, and the one who abides in love abides in God, and God abides in him. By this, love is
perfected with us, so that we may have confidence in the day of judgment; because as He is, so
also are we in this world. There is no fear in love; but perfect love casts out fear, because fear
involves punishment, and the one who fears is not perfected in love. We love, because He first
loved us.”
It is apparent that God wants an intimate relationship with us, and yet, how can that
happen when we really don’t know much about God at all? We don’t even know His name as
Father, and most of us haven’t spent much time learning about Him. We seldom, if ever, hear
messages on Him and we come to Him with preconceived images based on earthly fathers that
frankly may not be all that great.
Let’s look closely at what we can learn about Father God. Oswald Chambers wrote
on it this way.
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PRAYER IN THE FATHER'S HOUSE
Wist ye not that I must be in My Father's house?" Luke 2:49 (R.V.)
Our Lord's childhood was not immature man-hood; our Lord's childhood is an
eternal fact. Am I a holy innocent child of God by identification with my Lord and
Savior? Do I look upon life as being in my Father's house? Is the Son of God
living in His Father's house in me? The abiding Reality is God, and His order
comes through the moments. Am I always in contact with Reality, or do I only
pray when things have gone wrong, when there is a disturbance in the moments
of my life? I have to learn to identify myself with my Lord in Holy communion.
Ways, some of us as of yet have not begun to learn. "I must be about My
Father's business" - live the moments in My Father's house.
Narrow it down to your individual circumstances - are you so identified with
the Lord's life that you are simply a child of God, continually talking to Him and
realizing that all things come from His hands? Is the Eternal Child in you living in
the Father's house? Are the graces of His ministering life working out through
you in your home, in your business, in your domestic circle? Have you been
wondering why you are going through the things you are? It is not that you have
to go through them, it is because of the relation into which the Son of God has
come in His Father's providence in your particular sainthood. Let Him have His
way, keep in perfect union with Him.
The vicarious life of your Lord is to become your vital simple life; the way He
worked and lived among men must be the way He lives in you.

Jesus was not the man He was because of the leader he became, though He was a
great leader. Jesus was not the man He was because of the ministry He started, though it was
world ranging. Jesus was not the man He was because of the impact He had in the lives of
twelve men, though it was virally infecting. Jesus was not the man He was because of the
miracles He did, though they were beyond incredible. Jesus was the man He was because of
the Father He loved. He longed to be in the Father’s presence. We teach people that they
need to be like Jesus, which is an interesting thought, because we are never told to do that in
Scripture. We are not told that we are to become like Jesus. Being Holy is what God said, not
what Jesus said, if you are referring to 1 Peter 2. What I'm driving at in this section is that Father
doesn't want a whole bunch of little Jesus clones running around Heaven. He loves us in all we
are, as He created us. We are distinct and wonderful in His sight. We are to fix our eyes on
Jesus, practice His faith, walk His walk, obey His commands, and follow His example. I'm trying
to distinguish that Father wants us to live as He lived, but not be Him. We are told to do what
Jesus did, to walk as Jesus walked. That life, that walk, when placed under the microscope of
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examination, shows a Man completely devoted to God as His Father. And that is where my
compass must point. My compass is fixed on Jesus as my true North

C. GRACE UPON GRACE SEEN IN JESUS REFLECTING FATHER GOD?
I want to take a group of verses that talk about Jesus’ direct relationship to His Father.
It’s important to see that everything Jesus was doing and saying, and Who He is, was a direct
copy of, or reflection of His Father’s heart. This summary comes in part from Andrew Murray’s
treatment in his book on Humility.87

















87

Luke. 2.49 From His early life it was the emphasis of His Focus. "Why is it that you were
looking for Me? Did you not know that I had to be in My Father's house?"
Jn. 3.35 Father Loves the Son and has given all things into His Hands.
Jn. 5.17 When healing the paralytic He answered the leaders, “My Father is working until
now, and I Myself am working.” In verse 18, the Jews try to stone Him for making
Himself equal to God.
Jn. 5.19 "Truly, truly, I say to you, the Son can do nothing of Himself, unless it is
something He sees the Father doing; for whatever the Father does, these things the Son
also does in like manner.”
Jn. 5.20 “For the Father loves the Son, and shows Him all things that He Himself is
doing ; and the Father will show Him greater works than these, so that you will marvel.
Jn. 5.21 "For just as the Father raises the dead and gives them life, even so the Son
also gives life to whom He wishes. "For not even the Father judges anyone, but He has
given all judgment to the Son, so that all will honor the Son even as they honor the
Father. He who does not honor the Son does not honor the Father who sent Him.
Jn. 5.30 "I can of My own self do nothing; My judgment is just, because I seek not Mine
own"
Jn. 5.41 "I receive not glory from men"
Jn. 6.38 "I am come not to do Mine own will… but the Father’s Will and the Father
honors me"
Jn. 7.16 "My teaching is not Mine but His Who sent Me"
Jn. 7.28 "I am not come of Myself" – The Father sent me, I am FROM Him, come from
Him and am sent by Him
Jn. 8.28 "I do nothing on My own initiative, but I speak the things MY Father has taught
Me"
Jn. 8.38 I speak the things which I have seen with My Father
Jn. 8.42 “If God were your Father, you would love Me for I proceeded forth and have
come from God, for I have not even come on My own initiative, but He sent Me.”
Jn. 8.50 "I seek not Mine own glory"

Andrew Murray, Humility <http://www.worldinvisible.com/library/murray/5f00.0565/5f00.05

65.c.htm>. page 5ff
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Jn. 12.49 “For I did not speak on My own initiative, but the Father Himself who sent Me
has given Me a commandment as to what to say and what to speak.”
Jn. 14.8 Jesus to Philip, “if you have seen me you have seen the Father”
Jn. 14.8-10 "The words that I say, I speak not from Myself"
Jn. 14.24 "The word which ye hear is not Mine"
Jn. 14.28 “The Father is greater than I”
Jn. 14.30-31 “I will not speak with you much longer, for the prince of this world is coming.
He has no hold on Me, but the world must learn that I love the Father and that I do
exactly what My Father has commanded Me...."
Jn. 15.8 The goal of Christ's ministry was that we would honor Father. (Mt 5.16, also
John 14.13 prayer).
Jn. 15.15 “All the things I have heard from my Father I have made known to you”
Jn. 15.23 Hating Jesus is the same as hating the Father
Jn. 17.3 Eternal life knows Him.
Jn. 20.21 “as the Father has sent Me, so also I send you ”

Another person who has noted the relationship of the Father to His Son, Jesus, is Douglas
Wilson. He too did a verse by verse study of John. Then he noted:
The most obvious feature of the Father of Jesus Christ is His generosity. He is
generous with His glory (John 1:14), with His tasks (John 5:18), with His
protection (John 10:28–32), with His home (John 14:1–2), and with His joy (John
16:23–24). The Father gives (John 3:34–36). The Father gives His Son (John
3:16; 18:11); the Father gives His Spirit (John 14:16–17); the Father gives
Himself (John 14:22–24). Learning this about the Father who is a Spirit, who is
intangible, should stir us deeply. He is seeking worshipers who will worship Him
in Spirit and in truth — in short, who will become like He is. And what is He like?
He is generous with everything. Is there anything He has that he has held back?
And what should we — tangible fathers — be like? The question is terribly hard
to answer, but not because it is difficult to understand.88
Knowing that Jesus did nothing without it first coming from God the Father, let’s take
this further.
D. JESUS IS THE EXACT REPRESENTATION OF THE FATHER.
Based on the foregoing discussion, Jesus is actually telling us some amazing things
which we often overlook, when we consider the Person of God the Father. In Hebrews 1.3
88
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Jesus is “the radiance of Father’s Glory and the exact representation of His Nature.” This means
that as a coin bears the exact copy of the stamp, what you see in Jesus, is the exact copy of the
Father. Jesus says to Phillip in John 14.8,9 “He who has seen Me has seen the Father,” so we
know that what we see Jesus doing, saying, and teaching is a reflection of the Father’s heart.
















So, when we see Jesus heal the leper, who was healing the leper? Jesus said “I do
nothing except I see the Father do it.” It was Father God Who reached out to the leper.
Therefore we know that Father is intimately concerned with our state, our hurts, our
sicknesses, our diseases and He longs to heal us.
So, when we see Jesus forgiving the woman caught in adultery, who is forgiving her?
Our first response is not God, no, God is the judge, He is the One who is mad at her.
Jesus is the One who forgives. Based on the foregoing information, who then forgave
her first? Father was the One Who forgave her. We don’t often see Him that way, do
we?
When we see Jesus providing wine for the wedding, who is providing the wine? Father
was providing for our needs, Father was part of the wedding, Father was rejoicing over
the couple. But that’s not our image of God, is it?
When we see Jesus healing the blind man, who is healing the blind? Father is the One
who directed Jesus to be the healer. Father wanted him healed. Father is not aloof, not
distant, not apathetic, not sitting there ready to judge, but kind, caring, loving and hurting
with him.
When we see Jesus teaching the multitudes, who is teaching? Father wants us to learn
about Him, Father wants to show us Who He really is, Father wants us to get that He
loves us with all His heart. Father wants us to know that that the principles of the Word
are for our good and well-being.
So let’s take an even larger step. When we see Jesus washing the disciples’ feet, who
is washing their feet? Was this the one time Jesus did His own thing? Did Jesus just
break out and deviate from the script and get a bit off the wall or was Father behind this?
When Jesus is washing the disciples’ feet Who is doing it? Who? We don’t often think
that way but it is Father who is washing their feet, fleshing out His Will in the Son.
When Jesus promises us another just like Himself, who actually sends that Comforter?
Who actually sends the Spirit of Holiness? Answer: Father God. Why? So the Holy
Spirit in us would be the power and assistance and reproducer of Himself.
Okay, now we go another step. When we get to the marriage supper of the Lamb, who
will be there to greet you? Father God. Just like any human father proud of His Son and
His Bride, Father will be there. Do you think He will be off in some room scowling, angry
and looking for someone else to bury in wrath? Where do you think He will be? Our
past earthly image of fathers, tells us He won’t care, He won’t be there, but that is not
the Father of the New Testament. The New Testament Father is mentioned/ named 275
times just in name alone, and a hundred more in pronoun references.
Listen now to this. The Father doesn’t even judge anyone! According to John 5.22,
“The Father judges no one but has given all judgment to the Son.” Remember the
prodigal Father again? Remember him running to embrace his son? Who was this a
picture of? Consider these questions, “Would Father God run to embrace you? Do you
matter that much to Him? Upon seeing you, would He yell out ‘My son is HOME?” What
is your image of Father? Now what is your image of you?
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All of a sudden, our image of God as a Father is starting to change. This isn’t the
God we have been told about. Just last week I heard a message by a pastor I think very highly
of and several times he said, “The Father took out His anger at my sin on Jesus.” That simply
isn’t true. The facts are, the Law of God and the wrath of God were satisfied in the death of
Christ. The Father turned His back on the Son, betraying His own Son as He bore our sin under
the penalty of the Law. Nowhere does it say the Father took out His wrath on the Son. In fact,
searching through the Word, I can’t find one passage that says the Father poured out His wrath
on Jesus. There is not one verse that says God poured out His Wrath on Jesus. Jesus made
atonement for us, was the satisfaction and propitiation for our sins, was made sin on our behalf;
but not one single reference says God poured out His wrath on Jesus. And yet for 1500 years
we have heard the message of the Angry Father, the Father who would pour out His wrath. He
didn’t do that. What He did was watch when His Son was betrayed and crucified, watch Him die
a criminal’s death and then turn His back on His Son’s cries. If you want to see amazing grace,
then look at the love that would drive a Father to reject His Son. I love what John Lynch said in
his book Truefaced. He calls it God’s Gamble.
God says, "What if I tell them who they are? What if I take away any element of
fear in condemnation, judgment, or rejection? What if I tell them I love them, will
always love them? That I love them right now, no matter what they've done, as
much as I love my only son? That there's nothing they can do to make my love
go away?
"What if I tell them there are no lists? What if I tell them I don't keep a log
of past offenses, of how little they pray, how often they've let me down, made
promises that they don't keep? What if I tell them they are righteous, with my
righteousness, right now? What if I tell them they can stop beating themselves
up? That they can stop being formal, stiff, and jumpy around me? What if I tell
them I'm crazy about them? What if I tell them, even if they run to the ends of the
earth and do the most horrible, unthinkable things, that when they come back I'd
receive them with tears and a party?
"What if I tell them that if I am their Savior, they're going to heaven no
matter what—it's a done deal? What if I tell them they have a new nature—
saints, not saved sinners who should now ‘buck-up and be better if they were any
kind of Christians, after all he has done for you!' What if I tell them that I actually
live in them now? That I've put my love, power, and nature inside of them, at their
disposal? What if I tell them they don't have to put a mask on? That it's ok to be
who you are in the moment, with all their junk. That they don't need to pretend
about how close we are, how much they pray or don't, how much Bible they read
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or don't. What if they knew they don't have to look over their shoulder for fear if
things get too good, the other shoe's gonna drop?
"What if they knew I will never, ever use the word punish in relationship
to them? What if they knew that when they mess up, I will never ‘get back at
them?’ What if they were convinced that bad circumstances aren't my way of
evening the score for taking advantage of me? What if they knew the basis of our
friendship isn't how little they sin, but how much they let me love them? What if I
tell them they can hurt my heart but that I never hurt theirs? What if I tell them I
like Eric Clapton music too? What if I tell them they can open their eyes when
they pray and still go to heaven? What if I tell them there is no secret agenda, no
trapdoor? What if I tell them it isn't about their self-effort, but about allowing me to
live my life through them?"89
I’m so amazed by His grace. And there is so much more about Him I didn’t know as
well.
E. THE DNA OF FATHER AND THE ESSENCE OF WHO HE IS.
All my life I heard that God was an angry God. The God of the Old Testament was a
God of power, authority and control. While those are parts of who God is as Creator, it isn’t His
essence. There is a passage that just blew me away during this discovery. It’s where Moses
basically stands up to God and says to Him, if you want me to lead these people then you need
to show me who you really are. Moses essentially said I want to see your essence; I want to
see your glory.
As I look back on that passage, I think of Moses as being the leader of God's people.
Perhaps Moses was unsure of God’s nature because of some of the things that the Israelites
had gone through. Look at it from Moses’ point of view. God could have been a malevolent
God, who was leading them into the wilderness, so that He might kill them—maybe eat them
later. There was an actual rumor of that circulating in the camp. Moses stood up for God as he
gained access to God's presence, and spoke with Him as a friend speaks with a friend. He said
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to God, I need to see your essence; I need to see who you really are. God obliges that request
in Exodus 34.5, and, I’m going to add my commentary to it.
“The LORD descended in the cloud and stood there with him (Moses) as he called
upon the name of the LORD (YHWH, God’s highest or core name). Then the LORD passed by in
front of him and proclaimed, "The LORD, the LORD God,
1) Compassionate -literally sympathetic to the pain of others
2) Gracious - to give favor or to befriend,
3) Slow to anger – i.e., very, very, very, patient, suffering a long time by being patient
with someone,
4) Abounding in loving-kindness (mercy) - not standing up for and pushing rights over
responsibility, holding over someone the right to punish,
5) Abounding in truth - does not lie or give false direction, betray, provides the facts,
stays in the truth of reality,
6) Who keeps loving-kindness (faithfulness) - it is impossible for Him to betray,
desert, or abandon someone,
7) Who forgives - pardons: iniquity, transgression and sin - but that does not mean
He doesn't judge, i.e., doesn't care, cares deeply.”90 (emphasis and commentary
mine)
These are my Father's characteristics. This is what He really is, in His essence, not
the powerful, warring, controlling, self-exalting, aloof, indifferent tyrant, with a bunch of rules,
regulations, requirements and rituals. He is not a God who waits to see if you step out of line
so that He can point out your mistakes and give you a look of disapproval. This is a completely
different image of God that what the Bible tells us. What we need is a new, accurate image of
God as Father. This is why God has been trying to introduce Himself as Father through His Son.
God has been doing this for 2000 years, since the birth of Christ—and many of us have been
missing it.
Paul says, “Watch what God does, and then you do it, like children who learn proper
behavior from their parents. Mostly what God does is love you. Keep close company with Him,
and learn a life of love. Observe how Christ loved us. His love was not cautious but extravagant.
He didn't love in order to get something from us but to give everything of Himself to us. Love like
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that.”91 Wow!! I’m to imitate God as a child mimics a parent. Once again, we see the concept of
a loving Father. Now that I belong to Him I have become the dwelling of His Spirit. We are
sharing His Nature. I’m His child and I have to learn to copy His essence. How many times
does the Scripture say, “God is ___?” It doesn’t happen often. Yet, in John’s first epistle, he
point blankly says, “God is Love.” God is grace. God wants to love you extravagantly. It’s
interesting because the word prodigal actually means extravagant. In reality it is the Father
Who is the Prodigal, His love for us is extravagant. He’s the Prodigal (extravagant) Father.
Not long ago a web site92 opened up with a series of verses put to music called
“Father’s Love Letter.” You can also see it on YouTube.93 Here are the words from it. Please
read it with an open heart. Say the words out loud, let them soak into the heart. When you listen
to the words, listen and track them with your heart. Watch and feel what happens in your heart,
and you will comprehend the emotional power of Father’s healing in your soul.
The video begins with these words, “The words you are about to experience are true.
They will change your life if you let them, for they come from the very heart of God. He loves
you and He is the Father you have been looking for all your life. This is His Love Letter to You.”
These verses were taken from Scripture and they have been personalized as from a Father to
His Child.
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My Child ~
You may not know me, but I know everything about you ~ Psalm 139:1
I know when you sit down and when you rise up ~ Psalm 139:2
I am familiar with all your ways ~ Psalm 139:3
Even the very hairs on your head are numbered ~ Matthew 10:29-31
For you were made in my image ~ Genesis 1:27
In me you live and move and have your being ~ Acts 17:28
For you are my offspring ~ Acts 17:28
I knew you even before you were conceived ~ Jeremiah 1:4-5
I chose you when I planned creation ~ Ephesians 1:11-12
You were not a mistake, for all your days are written in my book ~ Psalm 139:15-16
I determined the exact time of your birth and where you would live ~ Acts 17:26
You are fearfully and wonderfully made ~ Psalm 139:14
I knit you together in your mother’s womb ~ Psalm 139:13
And brought you forth on the day you were born ~ Psalm 71:6
I have been misrepresented by those who don’t know me ~ John 8:41-44
I am not distant and angry, but am the complete expression of love ~ 1 John 4:16
And it is my desire to lavish my love on you ~ 1 John 3:1
Simply because you are my child and I am your father ~ 1 John 3:1
I offer you more than your earthly father ever could ~ Matthew 7:11
For I am the perfect Father ~ Matthew 5:48
Every good gift that you receive comes from my hand ~ James 1:17
For I am your provider and I meet all your needs ~ Matthew 6:31-33
My plan for your future has always been filled with hope ~ Jeremiah 29:11
Because I love you with an everlasting love ~ Jeremiah 31:3
My thoughts toward you are countless as the sand on the seashore ~ Psalm 139:17-18
And I rejoice over you with singing ~ Zephaniah 3:17
I will never stop doing good to you ~ Jeremiah 32:40
For you are my treasured possession ~ Exodus 19:5
I desire to establish you with all my heart and all my soul ~ Jeremiah 32:41
And I want to show you great and marvelous things ~ Jeremiah 33:3
If you seek me with all your heart, you will find me ~ Deuteronomy 4:29
Delight in me and I will give you the desires of your heart ~ Psalm 37:4
For it is I who gave you those desires ~ Philippians 2:13
I am able to do more for you than you could possibly imagine ~ Ephesians 3:20
For I am your greatest encourager ~ 2 Thessalonians 2:16-17
I am also the Father who comforts you in all your troubles ~ 2 Corinthians 1:3-4
When you are brokenhearted, I am close to you ~ Psalm 34:18
As a shepherd carries a lamb, I have carried you close to my heart ~ Isaiah 40:11
One day I will wipe away every tear from your eyes ~ Revelation 21:3-4
And I’ll take away all the pain you have suffered on this earth ~ Revelation 21:3-4
I am your Father, and I love you even as I love my son, Jesus ~ John 17:23
For in Jesus, my love for you is revealed ~ John 17:26
He is the exact representation of my being ~ Hebrews 1:3
He came to demonstrate that I am for you, not against you ~ Romans 8:31
And to tell you that I am not counting your sins ~ 2 Corinthians 5:18-19
Jesus died so that you and I could be reconciled ~ 2 Corinthians 5:18-19
His death was the ultimate expression of my love for you ~ 1 John 4:10
I gave up everything I loved that I might gain your love ~ Romans 8:31-32
If you receive the gift of my son Jesus, you receive me ~ 1 John 2:23
And nothing will ever separate you from my love again ~ Romans 8:38-39
Come home and I’ll throw the biggest party heaven has ever seen ~ Luke 15:7
I have always been Father, and will always be Father ~ Ephesians 3:14-15
My question is ~ Will you be my child? ~ John 1:12-13
I am waiting for you ~ Luke 15:11-32
Love, Your Dad, Almighty God
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Once again I will tell you that the danger in all I have been telling you is that you will
acquire knowledge for knowledge’s sake. The life of a believer is founded in the knowledge of
the Word and the Way of the Spirit, but that is not the house. It is the foundation, the
basement, and no one would ever want to live in the basement. The house is what is built on
the foundation. A house’s beauty and appearance make it an attractive place to live. It’s the
same with us. Each of us needs to build on the foundation of His Love—this is the missing link.
I encourage you to print out the above and put it on index cards, carry in your wallet or purse,
meditate on it before your day begins and as you fall asleep at night. Let your Father be what
He wants so much to be to you, so much so that He sacrificed His Son to make it happen. God
wants to be regarded for Who He is, Abba, Father, Your Dad, and Almighty God.
To bring this forgotten nature of God as a Father home. In so many of the best
Christian books I have read, from some of the best authors in our generation, as one begins to
see this, the Fatherhood of God is completely overlooked.
How could it have been missed? Let’s highlight some of the top Christian writers and
thinkers of our age as examples. Dr. Neil Anderson is one author, who in my estimation, has
written the best material on the identity of the Christian in Christ and the resulting freedom; the
power of the Holy Spirit in the believer’s walk; and the finest summary work on bondage in
spiritual warfare. Yet, Dr. Anderson spends no time on God as Father that I could find!. As you
read through his material, you find only cursory mention of the Father; and then only as a God
who appears to be aloof, unattached and fairly judgmental. If Dr. Anderson could miss it, would
it be so hard to believe that most others could as well? Take the amazing theological work of
Dr. Wayne Grudem specifically his recent treatise on Systematic Theology. Pages upon pages
are devoted to Jesus, and many more pages are devoted to the Holy Spirit. As I searched
through his book, a book of well over 1200 pages, I found there were two sections devoted to
God mentioned as Father. One is a paragraph, the other is not quite one page. Father is the
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forgotten God. Yet, here are the reasons He really cannot be forgotten or ignored.
Another book that I highly recommend is, the work by Gary Smalley and John Trent,
“The Blessing” which is a discussion all about the need for and the lack of the blessing that
comes from a father or other parental model. It is a powerful challenging book that every parent
should read and own. Yet, even in this challenging book there is no mention of the Fatherhood
of God. Here is the point. How can an earthly father give away what he has never possessed?
The question I hope is becoming so obvious. How can one give away what they have not
received? How can you give to your own children what you have not received from a father?
How can one give, from their own pain, and the rejection of their own severed heart, something
they do not possess, in order to fill the hole in another? How can you bless your own child
when you haven’t been blessed? The answer, missed by so many, is found in the Father Jesus
came to introduce us to. In the words of Bob Mumford,
"God as a Father is an important concept in Scripture. He was Father before He was
Creator or a Redeemer. He was the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ in eternity before the world
began, so that through fatherhood we can come to know him (see John 17:3). Nothing in
American societies has been more twisted and damaged than the concept of the Father. No one
in the history of the world has been more misrepresented than God the Father. He is easy to
malign, condemn, and speak against, because He does not defend himself. However, in
damaging the concept of Father our whole society is bereft of security, identity, and belonging. It
is urgent that we see the Fatherhood of God restored. This is what Jesus came to do (see John
14:6).” Mumford goes on to say, “As we come to know this God, the one who revealed Himself,
we start feeling comfortable in His presence. We have a wonderful Father! How I wish that
when I was young and afraid, someone would have helped me to more clearly understand, that
Christ came to take me to His Father. My idea of being a Father was making displays of male
testosterone in a futile attempt to acquire, possess, and control. I knew little to nothing of His
character or the hidden attributes of God's nature.”94
I know that many of you come from dysfunctional families. Depending upon who you
are reading, psychologists say 79-93% of us come from some kind of dysfunctional influence.
This topic will be discussed later. I will take a pause here, because some of you who may be
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reading this material, (in fact, many of us, as we’ll see later) were raised in an original family
where the image of the father elicits a whole series of negative emotions. I need to ask you to
just put those emotions on hold for now. Emotions such as apathy, withdrawal, anger, abuse,
hurt, rejection, never measuring up, that we’re not important and a whole host of other feelings
that the image of a father may generate for you. At this point, just put those on hold, because
we will get to them in a bit. For now, let's just look at what the Bible says about this Person
called “Abba.”

VII.

WHY FATHER IS IMPORTANT IN SCRIPTURE

You sum up the whole of New Testament teaching in a single phrase, if you speak of it as a
revelation of the Fatherhood of the holy Creator. In the same way, you sum up the whole of
New Testament religion if you describe it as the knowledge of God as one’s Holy Father”
J.I. Packer
We’ve seen His New Testament name is Father. Abba! Now let’s take a close look at
the scriptural arguments for the importance of God. What we will discover is that not only is the
Fatherhood of God important but that it is the most neglected of all the primary doctrines in the
Scriptures. And, problematically, it is directly tied to understanding the love of God, where we
are to be rooted and grounded in if we are to successfully live the Christian life.
A. FATHER: THE ONLY NEW TESTAMENT NAME FOR GOD.
There are more than twenty five names for God in the Old Testament. These are, for
the most part, based on three primary or root names, ‘Yahweh’ or ‘Jehovah’, Adonai, and ‘EL’
or Elohim. But there is only ONE new name for God in the New Testament: “Abba, Father.” In
Greek the word is “Pater,” a term frequently used in addressing a father. But "Abba" was the
Aramaic term that Jewish children used to address their fathers as a term of intimacy. Aramaic
was a language closely related to Hebrew and was commonly spoken during the time of Jesus’
ministry. The English equivalent of "Abba" would be the terms "Daddy" or "Dear Father."
Although the term "Abba" was originally derived from baby talk, by the time of Jesus, it was a
word used by young and old alike to speak in an intimate way to their fathers.
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Further emphasizing my point is the comparison between the three synoptic gospels,
(Matthew, Mark, and Luke) and the book of John.
The Synoptics were written shortly after Jesus’ resurrection to bring Jesus’ story to an
Old Testament Law-based Jewish and Roman world culture. In these three synoptic gospels,
Matthew, Mark, and Luke, combined, the word Father is mentioned a total of 33 times. In
contrast, the gospel of John was written by the aging apostle John in A.D. 90, when he could
see the direction the church would be taking, and knew what completed thoughts were needed.
In John’s gospel, the word ‘Father’ is specifically mentioned 171 times. It is even more eyeopening when you look at the last words of Jesus, as recorded by John, in chapters 13-17. In
Chapters 13-17, the word Father is mentioned 54 times specifically. If you cross connect the
personal pronoun references to the Father, the Father is mention 108 times. God was a Father
before He chose to be a Creator. He was a Father before He became a Redeemer! When God
chose to manifest Himself, He did so as Father and Son.
The great preacher, teacher, and well-known speaker, Rev. Haddon W. Robinson, in
his book entitled What Jesus Said about Successful Living: Principles from the Sermon on the
Mount for Today, writes, "In the Old Testament, the Israelites did not individually address God
as Father. As far as we know, Abraham, Joseph, Moses, David, or Daniel never fell to their
knees in the solitude of their chambers and dared to address God that way. Yet in the New
Testament, God is called Father at least 275 times, and that is how we are instructed to speak
to Him. All that a good father wants to be to his children, Jesus told us, God will be to
Christians who approach Him in prayer. We can pray as children."95
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B. FATHER LOVING SONS AND DAUGHTERS IS THE PURPOSE OF CREATION
The purpose of God in creation and then in redemption, the purpose for which Christ
died was to present us to His Father. God was creating “sons and daughters” to His Glory. He
predestined us to adoption as sons according to the kind intention of His Will and to the praise
of His Glory (Eph. 1.3-5; 2.7; Adoption – Rom. 8.15-23; Introduction to grace – Rom. 5; Power
to become sons - John 1.12, Luke 18.12, Gal 4.5) We were created to bond to this Father.
Who was the first face Adam saw according to Genesis 2.7? It was the Father’s. This is the
divine romance that began when God as Father, Son and Spirit chose to create man and
woman.
C. FATHER BEING REVEALED WAS THE PURPOSE OF THE LIFE AND MINISTRY OF JESUS
In John 14.8-9 we are told that Jesus came to show us the Father. It was the purpose
of His life. Jesus and His Spirit came not so we would focus on Him but so that we would focus
on what He focused on. He demonstrated for us how to live as a son, getting our will, our
words and our works all from the Father (John 5.18, 6.28, 17.1-6). Jesus revealed His purpose
in the passage we call the Lord’s Prayer. The prayer starts with “Our Father.” The whole point
of prayer to Jesus was, “It’s Personal!”
Another point that could be made here is that when Jesus was teaching His disciples
to pray, in Matt. 6:9, He specifically used the term “Abba, Father.” He combined the Aramaic
term “Abba” and the Greek term “Pater.” Jews only prayed in the sacred prayer language of
Hebrew. Jesus uses the Aramaic and the Greek to show that there is no one language in which
God must be approached. God is approachable to anyone who wants to come to Him. Prayer
is not only for the pious, trained in the sacred language. The use of “‘Abba” implies the
closeness of the relationship. The Word “Pater” implies position or headship, and by extension,
our recognition of our position of respectful submission to God as Father. It would have
stunned anyone listening to hear Jesus praying in anything other than Hebrew. However,
Jesus was more interested in teaching us to enter into relationship to the Father.
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Remember that we were saved FROM something TO something. Look at Galatians
4.4-6. “But when the fullness of the time came, God sent forth His Son, born of a woman, born
under the Law, so that He might redeem those who were under the Law, so that we might
receive the adoption as sons.” Notice that we are redeemed from the judgment of the Law.
Thankfully, it doesn’t end there, it cannot end there. We were redeemed from the Law and its
penalty and redeemed TO receive the adoption as sons.
Here is something else that just jumps off the pages of the Word when we start to
look for Father references. Jesus says this in John 16.25 “These things I have spoken to you
in figurative language; an hour is coming when I will no longer speak to you in figurative
language, but will tell you plainly of the Father” Now we must understand the impact of that.
Jesus is saying all that I have told you up to this point about the Father has been spoken to you
in a way that has not been plain, BY INTENTION. But an hour is coming, typically referring to
after His Resurrection, when the Spirit was imbedded in our spirits that the revelation of God as
a Father would be open, much more understandable, much more in sheer volume, much more
in understanding and to my point much more intimate.
D. FATHER AS DEMONSTRATED IN NEW TESTAMENT, THERE ARE TWO
A father adopting a child knows that there is, or was, another father. You can serve
one of two fathers--there are no other options. Jesus gives insight into the ‘two Fathers’ option
in John 8.44. Jesus told the Pharisees, who were considered the religious perfect of His Day,
‘YOU are of your father the devil.’ Jesus rebuked the nearly perfect, so proud of being teachers,
totally legalistic, system oriented, club church Pharisees that they were of their father the devil—
a father who is a liar and a murderer. Ultimately the Pharisees would prove to be exactly that
when they lied before Pilot and the Sanhedrin and ultimately were the driving force behind
having Jesus crucified.
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E. FATHER IS THE LAST DAYS MESSAGE:
God as Father is and will be the ministry of the Last Days. As we look back in
Christian history, we note that the Son and His Sacrifice became the central emphasis in
1500’s, when Martin Luther came to the Wittenberg door with a request for debate that became
the point of the spear for the modern reformation. In 1850 a second emphasis in Christian
history came to the forefront, as the modern day power of the Holy Spirit became more
emphasized. Few realize that the power of the Holy Spirit was actually emphasized in the
ministry of William Booth and the Salvation Army. Each of these highlighted ministries of God
can most likely be attributed to the power of God’s Word and its translated printed availability.
But in all these years the question is, where was the Father in all of this? It is not until 1980 do
we start to see a mention of the Fathering nature of God in the ministry of John Wimber. Floyd
McClung’s The Father heart of God was first published in 1985 and was based on work he had
being doing for some time. Gaultiere’s Mistaken Identity came out in 1989 and was also
based on work that had been happening for a while. From that point on it remains spotty,
surfacing in the teaching of only a few speakers and authors.
When we look at the message of the last days, we noted that it will be announced
with the coming of the spirit of Elijah. Note Elisha’s exclamation when Elijah was taken up.
Elisha cried out, “My father, my father…”96 One interpretation of this passage is to see the
spirit of Elijah as a fathering, prophetic spirit and to identify that as the spirit of the last days.
There is a very interesting magnification of this end times Fathering emphasis that
can be found in the ministry of John the Baptist. Before John was born, an angel announced
John’s upcoming ministry to John’s father, Zacharias. The angel said that his ministry would
be as a forerunner to the coming Christ and that it would be ‘in the spirit and power of Elijah.’
The angel also said to that John’s ministry would be two-fold. “You will have joy and gladness,
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and many will rejoice at his birth. For he will be great in the sight of the Lord; and he will drink
no wine or liquor, and he will be filled with the Holy Spirit while yet in his mother's womb. And
he will turn many of the sons of Israel back to the Lord their God. It is he who will go as a
forerunner before Him in the spirit and power of Elijah, to turn the hearts of the father’s back to
the children, and the disobedient to the attitude of the righteous, so as to make ready a people
prepared for the Lord" 97
If you are like me, you just missed it; so go back, and read it again. What are the two
ministries prophesied of John? We know the first; we’ve heard it a hundred times, in a hundred
sermons. He was to put the ax to the tree and declare repentance, making a way for Jesus.
But what was the other ministry, the one that was listed first? To turn the hearts of the children
to be obedient to the fathers? No, even though that’s what we would like to hear. Read it
again. The emphasis of preparation for the coming of Christ was to turn fathers back to
children. Could it be? This, I believe, is the direction the Spirit of God is now moving. We are
to be fathering our own children, and giving our children our hearts, just as our heavenly father
does with us. It is a reflection of the perfect relationship of God Who is a Father to His
Children. Rolled into the preparation of the ministry of Christ, was the call for fathers to turn to
their children, not in deed only, but from the heart. Why? Because God knows the value of
Fatherhood. It is of the highest priority. Later we’ll see that fathering touches the essence of
our souls.
F. FATHER AS MISREPRESENTED BY ANGRY GOD THEOLOGY:
Most religions, and even identity theology, see the Father as the problem. To them,
He is the angry God that a loving Jesus protects us from. This concept misrepresents the
Father’s love.
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Love.

This is crucial in core issues because real healing occurs only when the ‘Father

Wound\Orphan Heart’ is displaced.
Most of us need a new image of God. We tend to see God as out to either punish, or
bless. This misguided view drives us to law-based performance: it robs us of peace, joy and
freedom. It turns us into prisoners to fear, unable to love others. We live like prisoners
because we truly do not know how loved we are. This angry Father image distorts how we view
ourselves, how we live life and how we view others. What we feel He demands of us is
exactly what we demand of others.
We need to learn how to see the Father behind the Son.
G. FATHER IS THE NAME THAT BRINGS TRUE HEALING
Bound up in this wonderful role of Father will come an incredible new identity. We are
given this identity through belonging to His family. This identity gives us eternal significance,
and a sense of value, approval and protection. The injection of “Father” into our Biblical
understanding of who we were created to be provides a basis for an understanding of our new
position as sons. This new identity also brings us an amazing inheritance as part of the benefits
of Sonship. Additional benefits of Sonship are: 1) a new Father 2) a new nature 3) a new name
4) new access 5) new life purpose and perspective 6) new responsibility 7) a new mission and
8) a new enemy.
Father is the name that brings the greatest healing to the severed, rejected, orphan
heart. It is the only name that brings such a sense of warmth and home.
H. FATHER CAN SPEAK TO PRIDE, THE TRUE ISSUE OF SIN
Father introduces a sense of intimacy that reaches into the prideful depths of the
human heart, attacking the core stronghold of sin, self-dependency, self-sufficiency, the pride of
life. The sacrificial death of Christ focused on bringing me to salvation, rescuing me, and
reconciling me to God. The problem occurs because we never move on. The cross is only the
introduction to a relationship with God. When I don’t move on into sonship and learn to relate to
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a loving Father that has all authority over my life, it allows me to withhold or keep an area of my
heart private, untouched. By not moving forward in a Father child relationship, I arrived at and
left the cross with much of my pride intact. Until I deal with the humility of a relationship to a
Loving Father, I don't have to explore intimacy with God
Without a relationship to force me into intimate communication with God, I will
remain wrapped up in my self-sufficiency, and not only will I never let go of my pride, but I will
actually end up nurturing it. I might trust in God but not move into the exposure, vulnerability,
transparency, and connectedness with Him. As long as the relationship is not intimate, as long
as we are not rooted and grounded in Love, when our obedience is required, it produces
rebellion. My Christian walk now becomes a job not a joy, it becomes a duty not a delight, and it
leaves the pride of self-dependence intact.
Anytime we feel forced to bow the knee to Jesus, we find our thinking unchanged.
Any time we bow from a sense of duty or obligation it’s because we haven’t been wooed by a
Father’s divine love. Paul says, “Or do you think lightly of the riches of His kindness and
tolerance and patience, not knowing that the kindness of God leads you to repentance?”98 So
many who have accepted Christ arrive at the cross with all their aggressive striving, their
competitive challenging, their critical spirit and their pushiness still intact. I know, because that’s
who I was, that’s who I am in my Ishmael orphan heart. I was in love with the Great
Commission. I gave my life for it, pushed people over on my way to make it happen. I wanted to
climb to the top, be the best, make it happen and get it done. I tried to come to Father God
proudly bearing all my accomplishments. But as I crossed the bridge that is paved with the
blood of Christ and entered into the Father’s Presence I learned that life is not about me making
it happen—it’s all about Him making it happen, through me. The result was my heart came to
peace. I stopped my aggressive striving and competitive pushiness, as I saw who I really was in
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my orphan spirit. I learned to submit to His authority in everyday life, even as people confront
me, as I work with others and as circumstances arrive that unbalance me. I learned from the
Father that I need to put the Great Commandment (Matt. 22:35-40) before the Great
Commission (Matt. 28.16-20). If I don’t love as He loved, then I don’t have a right to speak. All
my pride was dissolved as God became my Father, and as I practiced intimacy with Him.

Orphans never get beyond self-justifying, self-defending and self-protecting. They
never see themselves as they really are because their masks never come down.
Sons have nothing to prove. Their masks are off. They become brutally honest with
themselves, allowing the Holy Spirit and the Love of the Father to speak into their lives
and identify the areas where they are depending upon themselves more than upon the
Father.

I. FATHER MEANS SURRENDER TO HIS AUTHORITY
Submission and obedience are both instinctive responses to love. We cannot repay
the love of the Father or the sacrifice of the Son with forced submission or with grudging
obedience. Our willing submission and loving obedience are part of a daily intimacy flowing
from basic trust as it responds to a Father’s Love. When our responses are not founded in love,
then disciplines become a duty rather than a delight, a job instead of a joy.
Read the Ten Commandments.99 You will be surprised to find that the first four are all
about our relationship with God. The next six are about man’s relationship with man. About
these, Michael Esses says the following:
The first 5 commandments or statutes show us our proper relationship with
God, a vertical relationship. They show us how to get along with God our Father,
God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit. The last 5 commandments deal with
horizontal relationships, how men are to get along with one another. Putting the
vertical and the horizontal together, we come up with a cross on which we are to
die to self in order that His will might win out.
The fifth commandment tells us: Honor your father and your mother,
that your days may be long upon the land that the Lord your God gives to you.
(Exo.20:12) Why did God put this commandment on His side of the tables of
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statutes? Logically, it seems to belong among the ordinances showing us how to
conduct our relationships with other people. But God put the honoring of parents
with the commandments dealing with our relationship with Him because He knew
that if we did not honor our earthly parents, we could not possibly honor our
heavenly Father. If we cannot show respect, reverence, awe, and fear of our
mother and father, the persons who stand before us as representatives of God
Himself, we cannot possibly love and honor God. Proper respect toward parents
may sometimes involve immeasurable hardship. Yet the duty remains. Jesus
said that one of the signs of the end times would be the disobedience and
dishonor of children to parents.100
Every family name comes from the Father. The name of Father brings with it a
sense of submission to His authority which we will discuss at length later. This is what we see
in the life of Jesus when He says to Pilate, “You would have no authority over Me but such as
been given to you from above.”101 Do you recognize the intimate trust of our Lord? He lived as
a son. He lived under the blanket submission that everything came from and needed to be
passed before His Father. There is a deep life principle here—Father is my authority. As I live
my life in appreciation of His rule in my life and His loving authority, I learn the joy of living just to
be His son.

Orphans, Ishmaels, never fully give up and surrender. They have to always be in
control and are never able to submit to the authority of others. And never see
authority as an extension of God’s. They can’t surrender because they actually have
not learned basic trust.
Sons, Isaacs, learn through intimacy with Him that He is in control. They learn to
overcome fear by faith in His Love and in doing so develop a basic trust in Him that
allows them to remain vulnerable to His Will and longing to do His Desires.

J. QUESTIONS FOR APPLICATION.
Think through your relationship with God. Is it one that lacks the intimacy of knowing
Him as your Father? As a believer I know you know God, but the real question is, are you
experiencing Him as Father on a daily basis? Do you experience Him and His Spirit bubbling in
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you? Do you sense the Presence of His Son speaking to your heart as the Shepherd of your
soul? If not then perhaps you have come to Him as a receiver but never opened your heart to
Him in grace-filled abandonment as His Child. You may never have heard Him speak to your
heart as Father. Yet, it was this Father that created you and this very same Father who has
been seeking you from the beginning with the words, “Adam, where are you?”
Orphans receive the gift of salvation but never seek the intimacy of Father’s House.
Their relationship with God is about what they can get rather than about intimacy and
love.
Sons learn that there is a difference between a house and a home. They seek to know
the Presence of the Father and Son intimately.

When a person learns to follow after their Heavenly Father so many things happen. This
is especially true for men. First of all there is an amazing healing that occurs to the masculine
soul. Fathers give those five basic needs to their children they press this into their very souls,
because that is what fathers do, 1) belonging, 2) significance / importance / purpose, 3) value
and worth, approval, belonging and provision more than any other relationship. Fatherlessness
is a "rot that is eating away at the modern soul," writes Douglas Wilson, and the problem goes
far beyond physical absence. "Most of our families are starving for fathers, even if Dad is
around, and there's a huge cost to our children and our society because of it." In his book,
Father Hunger, Wilson takes a thoughtful, timely, richly engaging excursion into our world of
absentee fatherhood. Blending leading-edge research with incisive analysis and real-life
examples, Wilson:





Traces a range of societal ills―from poverty and crime to joyless feminism and
paternalistic government expansion―to a vacuum of mature masculinity
Explains the key differences between asserting paternal authority and reestablishing true
spiritual fathering
Uncovers the corporate-fulfillment fallacy and other mistaken assumptions that
undermine fatherhood
Extols the benefits of restoring fruitful fathering, from stronger marriages to greater
economic liberty
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We need to put the priority and importance of God as Father of us all back in theology,
not just as an afterthought but as the directive that drives our relationship with God. As we
develop a relationship with that primary Person then everything about us begins to change as
well.
I am amazed at the research done in prisons. When a prisoner has the opportunity to
come to the central area where Mother’s Day cards are being made, the turn-out is in the 90
percentile. In that same prison, when the opportunity to make and send a Father’s Day card is
offered, there is seldom more than one or two that show up. A statement is being made here
that we need to heed.
Larry Crabb wrote,
Men who as boys felt neglected by their dads often remain distant from
their own children. The sins of fathers are passed on to children, often through
the dynamic of self-protection. It hurts to be neglected, and it creates questions
about our value to others. So to avoid feeling the sting of further rejection, we
refuse to give that part of ourselves we fear might once again be received with
indifference. When our approach to life revolves around discipline, commitment,
and knowledge [which the Greek influence teaches us] but runs from feeling the
hurt of unmet longings that come from a lack of deeper relationships, then our
efforts to love will be marked more by required action than by liberating passion.
We will be known as reliable, but not involved. Honest friends will report that they
enjoy being with us, but have trouble feeling close. Even our best friends
(including spouses) will feel guarded around us, a little tense and vaguely distant.
It's not uncommon for Christian leaders to have no real friends.102
Os Hillman wrote in his book Experiencing the Father’s Love,
“I lost my dad when I was fourteen years old to an airplane crash. The plane totally
burned and there was no body, so I did not get to see my dad in a casket. I experienced
some fantasies related to his death in which I thought I saw him in his car around town.
This was not true, but because I never saw him dead, I thought that maybe he was not
actually dead. It was not until a counseling session in my mid-fifties that I realized for the
first time that I had never adequately grieved the loss of my dad. I was forced to grow up
sooner than I should have as a fourteen year old and the only son in the family. I also
had not recognized how his death greatly affected my inability to relate to the love of the
Father in my own life. Subconsciously I believed I was abandoned by my father, so in
essence, my Heavenly Father also abandoned me. It was difficult for me to relate to my
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Heavenly Father at a heart level. This led to putting a shell around my heart and creating
a wall that was impenetrable by others who wanted to get close as a defense
mechanism to avoid being hurt again. This was all done at a subconscious level.”103
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VIII.

A FATHER’S LOVE: THE HEALING FACE OF GRACE

“If God had a refrigerator, your picture would be on it. If He had a wallet, your photo would be in
it. He sends you flowers every spring and a sunrise every morning… Face it, friend. He is crazy
about you!”
---- Max Lucado
In each of these sections on Grace we endeavor to drill deeper into the very heart of
the meaning of Grace only now from a “Father’s” Perspective rather than just a “God who is out
there somewhere”. If you let it, this section could very well be an amazing healing in your life, it
was in mine. It has been discovered and confirmed by a multitude of voices in our time that
when a child has been severed from their father, the one, the source, in whom they place their
worth and value on, the child will forever try to get the father’s attention, love and blessing by
performing well, by sacrificing all to be pleasing. Whether the father is physically present or
completely absent there is an inner pain, an inner drive, an inner anger, an inner push to
perform or be pleasing that seldom goes away. If in our very own lives if we have not healed
that severed heart, that emptiness looking for “LIFE”, then we will always be trying to please
another instead of being who He made us to be. And if as coaches or counselors we have not
addressed this in the hearts of those we help we only offer a disservice to their achieving a
healthy life style. The hard part is helping you my reader to get the powerful emotion behind a
father’s love in the life of a child.

Smaller and lighter than most of the kids in his school, he was weekly the subject of
bullying and fights. When his father found out he was being bullied his words were biting, “no
one makes a fool of my son, get out there and fight like a man.” Forced to join the wrestling
team, he now stood across from his opponent who looked meaner and angrier than any of the
kids he’d faced. He looked at his father who yelled, “Kill him, be a monster, make it happen.”
The match lasted only a short few seconds; outclassed and outweighed he was immediately
pinned, embarrassingly defeated again. Looking up in the disgrace of failure to where his father
had been standing, he saw that his dad was gone, no longer there. He couldn’t stomach the
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person of his son. That is the emotion we need to track. That is the hurt that exists in the heart
of a man or woman that knows they are not nor ever will be good enough to win a place in their
father’s heart. And that emotion of emptiness is so healed if we can get our arms around the
essence of grace. It was God’s Grace Love that came to fill that hole and welcome back into
His presence and love again. And yet that emotion of how much God loves you or me is so
easily lost and more so proportionately to the level of dysfunctional past one comes from.
For me, passed through my world filter, God’s Love was only another message, work
harder, try more, strive, be aggressive, compete, be the best you can be and on it went. It
drove me and damaged my heart every time I either failed or the drug fix wore off from the last
temporary achievement. I would estimate that in 40 years of being a believer I have listened to
or preached 4,000 sermons. Add that number to a library of 5,000 plus books, hundreds of
seminary lectures, a thousand tapes of other speakers, and then add in all the conferences I
have attended. That is a lot of knowledge collected. Yet in all that I read and heard and
collected and listened to I never got what God meant by the word love or grace. There was
never a face behind grace. To me it was always, God loved us so He gave His Son, but I never
felt His closeness or Presence on a daily basis. It was so elusive and so frustrating. And yet if
you listen to most Christian pastors and writers, that’s what you get. Not once can I remember
a preacher ever saying something like “I want to share with you that last week I was so
overcome with the love of God as my Father that I just couldn’t describe it.” Or, “I want to just
talk to you today as a father would his son”. It seemed no one in my life loved me for just me.
And because I knew I wasn’t really loved, I could not give away to others what I didn’t possess
myself. Others were simply issues to deal with in many respects.
We go back to our coastal sea shore experience and the blind person being told,
grace is just geometric rotation acquiescing coronal effluence. With all the books and songs on
God’s Love, God’s Grace, I think the thing that frustrated me the most was all the, Geometric
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Rotation Acquiescing Coronal Effluence stuff. I heard the words “God loves you” a lot. But it
had no emotional meaning. For me it was always looking up from one more failure and seeing
no one there.
In probing this understanding of what God’s love for us really means, especially as a
loving Father, we look to the examples of what good fathers should be. Gary Smalley and John
Trent describe in their book, The Blessing, what a father’s love should bring into the life of a
child. They state five things that every child needs from their father using the acrostic
B.L.E.S.S. Love from a father involves: Being committed to a son/daughter, Loving Touch,
Expressing Value, Seeing Potential in them, and Saying it often. Now stop reading and begin
to sense that this is what our God as Father wants to do with us. Children need commitment
from the father, they desperately cry out for meaningful touch; to be hugged consistently and
often. They need a spoken message; to hear the words "I love you" consistently and often.
They need to have high value attached to them; to know they matter and are worth being loved.
They need to know they have potential, they possess unique gifts and capabilities God can use
to bless others with later on. They need an active commitment, to receive all the things they
need on a consistent basis as they grow up. If a child hears his father say "I love you" only once
during the first ten years of his life, he'll buy into the message of rejection from the silence of the
other nine years and 364 days.
God, the perfect Father, as we are seeing, in that word Grace, is trying to provide the
understanding He will provide what we need consistently, on a daily and ongoing basis, if we let
Him. If we come to Him and depend on Him and get our life from Him, He wants to B.L.E.S.S.
us. This is what it means to be rooted and grounded in love. It’s a continuing action. In this
chapter we want to drop the dry theory about God as a Heavenly Father and just get to know
Him.
Love, in its purest God sense, means meeting the needs of another, even at the
expense of my own interests. That is what grace really is. God intended to meet our needs.
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I’m always amazed when I think of this because it occurred to me one day that Adam dwelling in
the garden really didn't know if he would be alive the next day at all. Adam didn't know if he
would have a meal the next day, or a place to stay, or a job to do, or someone like Eve in his
life. He had no guarantees, no sureties, and no signed document that said that he was secure
other than his simple relationship with Almighty God. It's an amazing thing when you think of it
because Adam simply lived and depended upon God's love for him. Every day he was
completely dependent upon grace.
I want to look at all five and see how God the Father deals with each need. When we
go back to Ephesians 3.14-21 we find there are three results of being rooted and grounded in
God’s love. The first one is we learn by faith the intimacy with Him as He takes up dwelling in
our heart. Now that’s amazing. We also experience intimacy of “filling up of the Fullness of
God” in us. Now that is even more amazing if that possible. The third result is sandwiched
between the first two. That is, when we are rooted and grounded in Father’s grace something
wonderful happens. We “may be able to comprehend with all the saints what is the breadth and
length and height and depth, and to know the love of Christ which surpasses knowledge”.104
Did you know that being able to comprehend the love of Christ can be an achievable
goal for us? It is something we can search for as we walk daily with Him. To help us see this a
little clearer I have broken down the four linear measurements, breadth, length, height and
depth. Width is a statement of how wide something is, length is a linear measurement of how
far something is, height is how high, and depth is look at how deep. My Father’s love holds
them all in His Hand of Grace toward me. When applied to the Christian walk, the dimensions
become more real and spiritually infused.
A. WIDTH, THE PROVISION OF GRACE ( PAST )
As I thought about this passage and how to apply this to my life I pictured the
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wideness of God’s love and how I could know that intimately. I thought of the first time I went to
San Diego and saw the Pacific Ocean. I couldn't get over the fact that it went from side to side
and went completely out of my view. I couldn't see it all when I was looking straight forward. I
just kept staring ahead to see if I could see both ends out of the sides of my eyes. I couldn’t.
Then when I became a Christian I learned the wide truth of the sacrifice of Jesus Christ. In His
desire to express God’s love He spread his hands open wide, from side to side and said “My
love is this big,” and man nailed those outstretched hands to a cross. The psalmist would write,
“…So great is His loving kindness toward those who fear Him. As far as the east is from the
west, so far has He removed our transgressions from us.”105 Here is the side to side image
again speaking of God’s loving kindness, only this time God, in His Wisdom, says distance from
one side to another is as far as the East is from the West. It is an amazing testimony to the
width of God’s love. Geographically speaking, East and West never end. North and South
have an end point because both North and South have a pole. But no matter how far you travel
east you will never start going west. You can’t get there from here. No matter how far west you
travel you will never cross a line and now be going east. A thousand years before Christ was
born God was saying, “Here is what My love for you is like.” And He is still saying that today.
Won’t you sit in His Presence and let Him soak your heart with this message? Don’t just take it
in as a fact to remember, but believe it.
I know you know God is your Father but do you believe it every day? Do you believe
it today? Have you just let Him love on you today? “But God demonstrates His own love
toward us, in that while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us.106 “He made Him who knew no
sin to be sin on our behalf, that we might become the righteousness of God in Him.”107 God,
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through His Law and His Provision, made Christ (who knew no sin) to be sin on my behalf.
Every sin I committed and will commit was still in the future to Father and Son at the cross. So
here is the question to ask: “Who does God love more, Jesus or you?” I’ll bet like most I meet,
you said Jesus. You would be wrong. That’s what is so amazing about grace. When the Father
looks at you He doesn’t see sin, He sees His Son, Jesus. “Who is a God like You, who
pardons iniquity and passes over the rebellious act of the remnant of His possession? He does
not retain His anger forever, because He delights in unchanging love. He will again have
compassion on us; He will tread our iniquities under foot. Yes, You will cast all their sins Into the
depths of the sea.”108

God’s love for you, today, right now as Your Father, has cast your sins,

your failures, your breaking of His Law, your transgressions and your very sin nature itself into
the depths of the sea. They are gone, out of sight, buried and never to be seen again. And,
something else. God put up a sign by that spot in the ocean where He buried our sins. Want to
know now what that sign says? “NO FISHING ALLOWED.” If He doesn’t want to see your sins
and failures, why do you? Why does He bury your sins? Because you’re so good? No,
because He is. It’s not about you. It never was. This burying cost the Son of God His life, and
the Father His heart.
I can’t think of a more vivid and intense way to help grasp the width of the grace of
God than the story of John Griffith as quoted by Hank Hanegraaff.
John Griffith was in his early twenties. He was newly married and full
of optimism. Along with his lovely wife, he had been blessed with a beautiful
baby. He was living the American dream. But then came 1929—the Great Stock
Market Crash—the shattering of the American economy that devastated John’s
dreams. The winds that howled through Oklahoma were strangely symbolic of
the gale force that was sweeping away his hopes and his dreams. And so,
brokenhearted, John packed up his few possessions, and with his wife and his
little son, headed East in an old Ford Model A. They made their way to the edge
of the mighty Mississippi River and found a job tending one of the great railroad
bridges there. Day after day, John would sit in the control room and direct the
enormous gears of the immense bridge over the mighty river. He would look out
wistfully as bulky barges and splendid ships glided gracefully under his elevated
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bridge. Each day, he looked on sadly as those ships carried with them his
shattered dreams and his visions of far-off places and exotic destinations. It
wasn’t until 1937 that a new dream began to be birthed in John’s heart. His
young son was now eight years old and John had begun to catch a vision for a
new life, a life in which Greg, his little son, would work shoulder to shoulder with
him. The first day of this new life dawned and brought with it new hope and fresh
purpose. Excitedly, they packed their lunches and headed off towards the
immense bridge. Greg looked on in wide-eyed amazement as his Dad pressed
down the huge lever that raised and lowered the vast bridge. As he watched, he
thought that his father must surely be the greatest man alive. He marveled that
his Dad could singlehandedly control the movements of such a stupendous
structure. Before they knew it, noon time had arrived. John had just elevated the
bridge and allowed some scheduled ships to pass through. And then taking his
son by the hand, they headed off towards lunch. As they ate, John told his son in
vivid detail stories about the marvelous destinations of the ships that glided
below them. Enveloped in a world of thought, he related story after story, his son
hanging on his every word.
Then, suddenly, in the midst of telling a tale about the time that the river had
overflowed its banks, he and his son were startled back to reality by the shrieking
whistle of a distant train. Looking at his watch in disbelief, John saw that it was
already 1:07. Immediately he remembered that the bridge was still raised and
that the Memphis Express would be by in just minutes. In the calmest tone he
could muster he instructed his son “Stay put.” Quickly, he leaped to his feet, he
jumped onto the catwalk. As the precious seconds flew by, he ran at full-tilt to the
steer ladder leading into the control house. Once in, he searched the river to
make sure that no ships were in sight. And then, as he had been trained to do,
he looked straight down beneath the bridge to make certain nothing was below.
As his eyes moved downward, he saw something so horrifying that his heart
froze in his chest. For there, below him in the massive gearbox that housed the
colossal gears that moved the gigantic bridge, was his beloved son. Apparently
Greg had tried to follow his dad but had fallen off the catwalk. Even now he was
wedged between the teeth of two main cogs in the gear box. Although he
appeared to be conscious, John could see that his son’s leg had already begun
to bleed. Then an even more horrifying thought flashed through his mind.
Lowering the bridge would mean killing the apple of his eye. Panicked, his mind
probed in every direction, frantically searching for solutions. In his mind’s eye, he
saw himself grabbing a coiled rope, climbing down the ladder, running down the
catwalk, securing the rope, sliding down towards his son, pulling him back to
safety. Then in an instant, he would move back down towards the control lever
and thrust it down just in time for the oncoming train. As soon as these thoughts
appeared, he realized the futility of his plan. Instantly he knew there just wouldn’t
be enough time. Frustration began to beat on John’s brow, terror written over
every inch of his face. His mind darted here and there, vainly searching for yet
another solution. His agonized mind considered the four hundred people that
were moving inextricably closer and closer to the bridge. Soon the train would
come roaring out of the trees with tremendous speed, but this was his son…his
only son…his pride…his joy. He knew in a moment there was only one thing he
could do. He knew he would have to do it. And so, burying his face under his left
arm, he plunged down the lever. The cries of his son were quickly drowned out
by the relentless sound of the bridge as it ground slowly into position. With only
seconds to spare, the Memphis Express—with its 400 passengers—roared out of
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the trees and across the mighty bridge. John Griffith lifted his tear-stained face
and looked into the windows of the passing train. A businessman was reading
the morning newspaper. A uniformed conductor was glancing nonchalantly as his
large vest pocket watch. Ladies were already sipping their afternoon tea in the
dining cars. A small boy, looking strangely like his own son, pushed a long thin
spoon into a large dish of ice cream. Many of the passengers seemed to be
engaged in idle conversation or careless laughter. No one even looked his way.
No one even cast a glance at the giant gear box that housed the mangled
remains of his hopes and his dreams. In anguish he pounded the glass in the
control room. He cried out “What’s the matter with you people? Don’t you know?
Don’t you care? Don’t you know I’ve sacrificed my son for you? What’s wrong
with you?” No one answered. No one heard. No one even looked. Not one of
them seemed to care. And then, as suddenly as it had happened, it was over.
The train disappeared moving rapidly across the bridge and out over the
horizon.”109
To understand the width of grace think of Jesus voluntarily stepping into the gears
and the Heavenly Father pushes down the lever. How can a human mind begin to comprehend
this love? And why would we ever doubt again that the love that sacrificed this much would not
also provide with it all things.
Or, if you prefer, picture Jesus taking a cup filled with a toxic liquid, called sin, whose
vapors alone would kill any human. And picture Him raising the cup up to heaven and saying,
“Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from Me.” Watch as He, of His own free will, drinks
the cup dry. Notice that you and I were in His eyes as He did it.
Now you see the first dimension of what is so amazing about grace. Maybe you’re
just one of those people on the train, reading your paper, in idle conversation and empty
laughter. Maybe it might be time to look again at the cost grace paid to welcome you home to
outstretched arms.
The Father is looking down the road, watching for you. Maybe it’s time to go Home.
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B. LENGTH, THE PRESENCE OF GRACE (PRESENT)
Paul went on to challenge us to know the “length” of God’s love. When I think of the
length of God's love I think of another experience I had with the ocean. It was my first time to fly
across it. I was on my way to Turkey, during the Vietnam War years. There was a lot of
uncertainty in my life. I felt fear about the future; what was coming and where I was going. I
couldn’t sleep. They turned the lights down in the cabin and I remember spending the 6-8 hour
flight staring out the window into the darkness. It was a moonlit night and I could see nothing
but ocean. I just couldn’t believe how much water was there. Hour after hour, the scenery
never changed. Thousands of miles of darkness and empty water. It felt lonely, so isolated.
Then in the hour before the sunrise, I remember looking down and seeing something out there.
It was a huge iceberg, just floating there. I immediately thought about God and the fact the He
knew the iceberg was there. Then it hit me. God knows where I am. He knows where I am
going. He will be with me every step of the way. He is the One who said “I will never leave you
nor forsake you”.
Just like that time in my life when it seemed like there was nobody who cared or even
knew I existed, the Father was, and is, there. He saw, and sees, me in the midst of the ocean
of time and space and emptiness and aloneness. He can find me. He can walk with me. The
length of His Grace lasts a lifetime.
I have learned that in the times of my life when it seemed the darkest and most
confusing, when the things I trusted in were taken away, when I lost possessions or was
betrayed by trusted friends, that still God’s love surrounded me every step along the length of
life's highway.
I am reminded of another one of those moments in life that nothing can prepare you
for. It started in May, 2011, when my wife, Cheryl, said to me, “We need to talk.”
“Sure, honey,” I said. “What’s up?”
“I have cancer,” she replied.
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In spite of all my training and years of walking with God, I felt like the rug had been
pulled out from under me. In spite of that, and trying to be a great husband, I wanted to be
strong in faith. We gathered the facts and then drove to get a bite to eat. Standing in the food
line my wife asked me, "Are you okay?"
Only then did I allow the emotions I was feeling to find words. “No, I'm not,” I said.
"I'm confused, I'm angry, I'm a bit scared and I'm uncertain." But I knew, even as I spoke, that
God heard me and that He would guard us with His Presence as we walked toward His Will,
whatever that was going to be. Grace would walk the length of this ordeal with us because that
is what Grace does.
As it turned out Cheryl came through surgery for uterine cancer just fine and remains
cancer free to this day. But the fears and uncertainty were all there for us and Grace walked the
length of the process with us.
Grace isn’t just about hard times though. God wants to walk the length of life with us
every day, fellowshipping with us, talking with us, showing us His power over sin and
circumstances as we lay things before Him. Every day of our lives, from His point of view, is
simply about having a constant relationship with us.
Our dog Bailey is an amazing dog. She chases balls, chews on empty pop bottles,
runs after rabbits, tugs at ropes, slides in wet grass and rides in the car. We love that dog.
Balls, pop bottles, chews, rabbits and that stuff is all meaningless. We love just watching and
enjoying her. So it is with God. That world’s stuff you’re hanging on to, all those things you’re
fighting about, worried about, trying to protect or compete for and win—most of it is
meaningless. Father is interested in your relationships, in how what you do impacts and
blesses the lives of others. He loves to walk with you. Grace goes the length of life.
C. HEIGHT, THE PERSPECTIVE OF GRACE (FUTURE)
Next Paul challenges us to consider the height of God's love. Try to understand this I
again thought back to the ocean and another time I was amazed by its vastness. It was in
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Florida. I was on an eighth story balcony overlooking the Gulf of Mexico. The sun was setting
to the west, high clouds dotted the sky like leopard spots and I could measure the sky in
relationship to the ocean’s expanse. There were no trees to block my view, no mountains and
no hills either. The ocean provided a horizon perspective, I couldn’t see it where either side
ended and the sky itself was even larger. I looked up and realized its expanse. It touched the
ocean and then kept going straight over head. There was too much sky to comprehend.
And so it is with God’s love for us. Part of maturing is learning, discovering and
applying the heights of God’s Love. As we grow spiritually we begin to understand that His
Grace extends all the way into the highest heaven.
When reading the scripture one is quickly amazed that we have been promised not
just heaven as our end but a Father’s inheritance as well. God says in His Word that “eye has
not seen nor has ear heard nor has it entered into the heart of man all that God has prepared for
those that love Him.”110 . God speaks of the inheritance saved for us in heaven when He says,
“we have obtained an inheritance.”111 The Holy Spirit is actually a down payment or “given as a
pledge of our inheritance.” This future treasure is real and it is ours; “imperishable, undefiled
and will not fade away.”112 Note it is the Father who has “qualified us to share in the
inheritance.”113 Paul prayed that “the eyes of your heart may be enlightened, so that you will
know what is the hope of His calling, what are the riches of the glory of His inheritance in the
saints.”114 This was Paul’s prayer for his people. He knew they needed to discover the amazing
grace value of what is being held for us in this place where Jesus said, “I go to prepare a place
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for you that where I am you may also be.”115
But Father’s love extends far beyond what we gain as heavenly possessions. His love
is really the gift of all He is, His Presence. He is that place you can call home, where you can
daily re-center in Father's Love. He is the place where you can return to every morning (or any
other time) and hear "You are the child I love and in whom I am well pleased."116 That is, after
all, what he said to Jesus and you have the wonderful righteousness of Jesus in Father’s
Presence. He is the Home, where at any given moment all I need and want is centered in
Father’s Love and Presence. I can go Home. I can live in His Embrace, in the center of the
Creators heart, the center of universe, and I can get my life nourishment and grounding right
there. This is my vine. This is where I abide. This is the Home where I find my security, comfort,
provision, protection, rest, affirmation, acceptance, belonging, inheritance and identity. It is a
place in His Heart where I can abide. It is a place of light and warmth.
This is the excitement of being a believer, being a child of God. I have a place I can
enter boldly (Heb 4.16) through prayer, where I can be renewed and blessed in prayer, where I
can be built up, encouraged and loved on by Grace, being confident I never have to worry
whether He will accept or hear me. He listens to me.
That's the height of God's Grace. You’ll never know it until you practice it on a daily
basis. Read the Word, and then meditate on it. Stop the busy life stuff: close your eyes, let
earth fall away and just dwell in Your Father’s Presence. Let His Word live in you and through
you. That’s the height of what I’ve been given by Grace.
I’ll never forget my friend Stan Jaramillo, a counselor in Los Angeles. In one of his
sessions he had a client who just could not stop sobbing over a loss she had experienced. Stan
finally said, “Look up.”
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‘What?” she asked.
“Look up, right now, look up.”
She did, and amazingly, the tears stopped coming.
“See, you can’t cry when you’re looking up,” Stan said.
I have a dear friend, Jeff Gilbert, who says something similar, “Just Look Up.” In fact,
he named his catering company “Just Look Up Catering.” Pretty cool. It’s a great exhortation for
us to remember. When you’re looking up at God’s love for you, remembering that your Father
has His inheritance for you, suddenly you’re filled with His Presence again. You are unplugging
from the false vine and plugging into the true vine.
D. THE POWER OF GRACE (PRESSURES)
As we exploring the dimensions of God’s love, growing in our knowledge and belief in
it, Paul then leads us to consider not only the width and length and height but also the depth of
God's love.
When I first saw the ocean, it was Christmas Day and we were able to run and play in
it without fear on that beach in San Diego. The place where we were was that shallow. But I
would later learn that much of the ocean is treacherous and mysteriously deep. In fact the
highest elevation on Planet Earth is only about 5 miles above sea level. But the deepest point
in our Pacific Ocean is nearly 7 miles down. The weight of the water is so great at even a mile
under the surface that it crushes anything or anyone that goes down there. Humankind’s most
advanced submarines could not get parts of the ocean floor until just recently because the
pressure would crush the submarines. Our greatest vehicles were not able to penetrate the
depth of the ocean.
At sea level, the air that surrounds us presses down on our bodies at 14.7 lbs.
pounds per square inch. You don't feel it because the fluids in our bodies are pushing outward
with the same force. Dive down into the ocean even a few feet, though, and a noticeable
change occurs. You can feel an increase of pressure on your eardrums. This is due to an
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increase in hydrostatic pressure, the force per unit area exerted by a liquid on an object. The
deeper you go under the sea, the greater the pressure of the water pushing down on you.

In

the deepest ocean, the pressure is the equivalent of one person trying to lift fifty jumbo jets,
about 33,000 lbs. psi. Yet, when we finally got to the deep areas of our oceans, we made an
amazing discovery. Fish, transparent, fragile, small, insignificant, tiny fish are able to do what
man could not. They exist in the depths of the sea. How could that be possible? Well, the
answer is really simple. The hydrostatic pressure on the inside of the fish is the same as the
pressure on the outside. They exist when others cannot because the pressures are balanced.
And that is what Grace does for us in the midst of the pressures of life, and the extreme weight
of trials. The Grace of God on the inside is equal to the pressure of the trials on the outside.
This was Paul’s point when he said he had learned the secret, that he could do all
things through Christ who strengthened him. The truth that Paul knew was that no matter what
the pressure is on the outside, God’s grace is stronger. That truth applies to you and me as well.
No matter what depths of trouble or pain I am in, the pressure of God's grace within me, His
assurance that He loves me and will never let me go is greater than or equal to any pressure
that pushes me down. This is like another amazing truth that changed my life.

IX.

A FATHER’S LOVE: THE FIVE PROVISIONS OF GRACE.

“I have never met a person whose greatest need was anything other than real,
unconditional love. You can find it in a simple act of kindness toward someone who needs help.
There is no mistaking love. You feel it in your heart. It is the common fiber of life, the flame of
that heats our soul, energizes our spirit and supplies passion to our lives. It is our connection to
God and to each other.”
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross “The Wheel of Life” (Scribner)

For me it was extremely important to get my understanding of grace out of my
“theoretical” left brain, knowledge and information box, and into applying it to my life. This is
important for each of us, individually or those we encourage. Let’s start breaking this down to
look at how Grace functions in the five areas of LIFE needs we talked about. Grace has to
touch our heart needs for us to feel a difference in our lives. In this section we want to look at
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how the Father’s love touches and meets our basic needs.
We have seen there are five basic things people need in order to thrive. We need to
know intrinsically (inside our hearts):
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

I’m part of a family, I belong,
I’m important, or significant
I’m valued, or worth something
I’m approved of, appreciated, or not judged, and
I’m provided for, protected, either from a hostile world or a hostile relationship.

The greatest need in the heart of a man or woman is to know that these five things
have been met. And this is exactly what Grace did and that’s what so amazing about His
Grace. And it remains so disguised by religious words and people’s confusion. I want to look at
all five of these and how God’s Love absolutely touches, fills and blows over the top each one of
these so that our hearts become “pressed down, shaken together and overflowing” with a
Father’s Love.
A. PROVISION AND PROTECTION.
A good earthly father creates an environment of security, safety, trust and acceptance
so that his children want and need to be in his presence. He shows great compassion when
they are hurt, he lifts them up when they can’t any further, he helps his children. There is an
innate, instinctive desire in the heart of every father to take care of his family, to provide for
them and to protect them.

It's a dishonor for us as dads not to be able to provide or not be

able to protect our families from the outside world. Since this is a natural job responsibility of a
dad why would it not be characteristic of our own Heavenly Father to want to take care of His
children in just the same way? If there is this instinctive desire to protect the human family then
there has to be that same instinctive desire on the part of our heavenly Father to take care of
us. And that's what we find in Scripture. But the problem is we tend to look at the world and
worry about what we will eat, what we will wear and what we will have. We worry about it so
much that it crowds out the words that Jesus gave us when He said,
"For this reason I say to you, do not be worried about your life, as to what you will
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eat or what you will drink; nor for your body, as to what you will put on. Is not life
more than food, and the body more than clothing? Look at the birds of the air,
that they do not sow, nor reap nor gather into barns, and yet your heavenly
Father feeds them. Are you not worth much more than they? And who of you by
being worried can add a single hour to his life? And why are you worried about
clothing? Observe how the lilies of the field grow; they do not toil nor do they
spin, yet I say to you that not even Solomon in all his glory clothed himself like
one of these.30"But if God so clothes the grass of the field, which is alive today
and tomorrow is thrown into the furnace, will He not much more clothe you? You
of little faith! Do not worry then, saying, 'What will we eat?' or 'What will we
drink?' or 'What will wear for clothing?' For the Gentiles eagerly seek all these
things; for your heavenly Father knows that you need all these things. But seek
first His kingdom and His righteousness, and all these things will be added to
you. So do not worry about tomorrow; for tomorrow will care for itself. Each day
has enough trouble of its own.”117
One of the things I had to learn as I begin to develop as the Heavenly Father’s
son is that worry is all about thinking in the future. I had to learn to live here and now.
Thinking about the fact that Adam and Eve, in the Garden, didn't know whether they
were going to be alive the very next day or not really helped me. They were simply
dependent upon the Lord, day by day. And that's what we need to learn to do. One of
the things that someone told me that has been of great value is that we need to stop
listening to our own thoughts and start telling our minds what we should be thinking.
Tell your mind “Don’t worry, God has it under control.” Why? Because you have a
relationship with your Heavenly Father. He truly does have it all under control. He is
taking care of everything I need. My relationship to my Heavenly Father determines the
level of my worry.
I know I am provided for and safe in His Presence because He says:








117

I have my needs provided for as I seek Him first. Mat. 6.33
All my needs will be supplied according to His riches in Christ. Phil. 4.19
Nothing can separate me from God’s Love. Rom. 8.35-39
I am established, anointed and sealed by God 2 Cor. 1.21-22
I have total access to God through Holy Spirit Eph. 2.18
I can approach God with freedom and confidence Eph. 3.12
I will never be left or abandoned Hebrews 13.5
I have a Father who wants to meet all my needs Luke 15.31

Matt 6.25-34.
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For the Ishmael, life is thinking and worrying about the future, wondering what could
possibly happen. Life is painfully full of anxiety and fear.
Isaac
The Isaac learns to live by faith, planning for the future but at the same time not living
there. He chooses to live life in the moment and trusts His Father to meet his needs.

B. WORTH AND VALUE
When we turn our attention to a Father’s Love we find that He placed an infinite value
on us when He gave up the life of His Son as a sacrifice for us. Jesus demonstrated His love
for us by being the sacrifice for our sins. When I think of my worth with that sense of orphan
thinking it’s all about proving myself worthy, making myself valuable. But that is not the case in
a loving Father’s family. He wants me, desires to be with me, He demonstrated His love by
providing a sacrifice for me. And that is just the introduction to Grace. Many of us look at the
cross as just a doorway, opened up by Grace, but we don't see the cross as a statement about
the love that is there. But God was making a statement in the life and death of Christ. Want to
see how valuable you really are? Look at the crucifixion and the beating and betrayal Christ
endured for what? For “the joy set before Him, He endured the cross and despised the same”.
What joy? YOU. You are His Joy. And me, I am my Father’s Joy. The cross of Christ was just
the introduction to Grace!
I look down at the gates of Hoover Dam and I see water blowing through the turbines
and gates below. The sheer power of that water blowing out from the base of the dam is a
demonstration of the volume of the water that exists in the lake behind. The same thing is true
with the sacrifice of Christ on the cross. It was the power at the base of the dam and a
demonstration of the immense volume of His love. See the emotion behind the action. The
sacrifice of Christ on the cross was not the only action that God did. He did not and does not
say, “I told you that I loved you 2000 years ago. That should be good enough.” No, He is not
like that at all. Instead, He is trying desperately to tell you that if you’ll listen, take off the glasses
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and see; He is loving you every day. Look at the cross if you don’t believe it. It’s a
demonstration of His immense love for you right now, this very moment. The cross where
Christ died is a statement of the unconditional acceptance, value and worth that our Heavenly
Father places on us.

Did you ever think of your Heavenly Father as One who dedicates His

time to you, shows His interest in you, and give Himself and all His Fullness to you. Think of it
this way, your Father calls you by name, He wants to know you intimately, He listens and values
your thoughts, and He loves to share in your ideas and opinions. This is the meaning of
fellowship. You are worth everything to Him. Think about this, who does Father love more, you
or Jesus? Who does Father value more? You or Jesus? There is your demonstration of
Grace. This statement is not meant to diminish Jesus in any way. It is meant to wake us up to
how much we are valued by our Heavenly Father.
I have worth and value because My Heavenly Father’s Word says:
 I am worth so much to Him that at His infinite cost He allowed His Son to die and
purchase me out of sin and the law. (John 3.16)
 I am worth the cost it took to redeem me from slavery. (1 Cor. 6.19-20)
 I am worth being chosen and adopted as His very own child. (Eph. 1.4-5)
 I am made righteous, not just declared righteous. God is not angry with me anymore.
(Romans 8.1)
 I was given His Grace and He now loves me as much as He loves Jesus. (Rom. 5:1-8)
 I was chosen, justified and redeemed so He could adopt me, seal me and put His Spirit
inside me. (Eph. 1:3-14)
 I can come to Him using His New Testament Name, Abba Father. (Gal. 4.4-6)
 I was given Grace according to His riches and mercy, not just from His riches and mercy.
(Eph. 3.14-21)

For the Ishmael, the orphan spirit is constantly sending the message that I have no
worth, no value, so life becomes all about striving and controlling to find value in my
job, my relationships, my marriage, my kids, my religious efforts, my endeavors, my
dreams.
The Isaac in the spirit of sonship learns over time to base their value in God’s Love for
them, they constantly reject the counterfeit affection of the world’s offers, refusing to
be defined by what I do, who I know, how I look and what I have.
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C. APPROVAL AND APPRECIATION
We need to be approved of. For me, I would die for it. In my early years I felt that the
last person in the world that approved of me was God. All I saw from Him was a frown and a
scowl. To me, He was He was a Person that I had to report to and no matter what I did, it
wasn’t enough. But the Word shows us a Father that nods approvingly, Someone who has
given all judgment to the Son so He does not judge. I believe He is excited when we come in
the room. He tells us to “enter boldly with confidence.” That doesn’t convey that he is giving us
a look of disappointment, but rather that He provides fair, loving and reasonable boundaries,
and that He seeks our best interest in His decisions. In his short story “The Capital of the
World,” Ernest Hemingway told of a Spanish father who wanted to reconcile with his son who
had run away to Madrid. The father placed an ad in the El Liberal newspaper: “PACO MEET ME
AT HOTEL MONTANA NOON TUESDAY ALL IS FORGIVEN PAPA.” Paco is a common name
in Spain, and when the father showed up at noon on Tuesday there were eight hundred Pacos
looking for their all-forgiving Papa.
Home is a place to belong, a place where Father says all is forgiven, and welcomes
us in with open arms of joy and excitement. Proverbs tells us He takes His delight in people,
“Rejoicing in the world, His earth, And having my delight in the sons of men.”118
To know that kind of acceptance that kind of affirmation, what a gift. When God
created Adam He carefully made man out of the dust of the earth.119 Then He did something
magnificently and unbelievably amazing. He “breathed” life into man. The Hebrew word is
“kissed” man on the face breathing life into him. Whose face did God intend for man to see
upon first coming to life? The first face man saw was His Creator, His Father. That’s how much
God thinks of us. And that is the face I hope to present that we might fall in love with Him all
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Pro 8.31.
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Gen. 2.7.
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over again.
I think it was James Dobson who once made a statement about the words we use.
He said that if we say something positive to a person such as “you did a good job on that”, or
“that is a nice dress you’re wearing,” “love your smile,” it has the impact of a plus one. If you
say something about the person themselves, something that goes to the heart, it’s like a plus
ten. He went on to say, but if you criticize someone for something they did, your words have the
impact of a negative ten. So it takes ten compliments to offset one negative criticism. Think of
that in your own life. You get ten compliments on something you do which is really nice, but you
also get one criticism. Which one do you dwell on? The wedding is perfect to every letter and
yet when the bride stands up there is a black spot on her dress. What do we focus on? The
black spot! He went on to say that if you say something to someone that hurts their heart or hits
at their self-image it’s like a negative one hundred. Do the math.

I know I am approved of because My Heavenly Father says








I am His Child. (Jn. 1.12)
I am His Friend. (John 15.15)
I am free forever of being under condemnation. (Rom. 8.1)
I can draw near to Him with great confidence. (Heb. 4.16)
I have been made righteous and seated beside His Son. (Eph. 2.8-9)
He has desired to make His Home in my heart. (John 14.16-21)
He desires to dwell in me. (Isa. 57.15, 66.1-2)

For the Ishmael or the orphan spirit there is an inner pain of not being approved of,
not being appreciated, and that hurt drives the orphan to push harder for the approval
that comes through externals.
The Isaac learns to find approval not from others but from God Himself, he learns to
live in the understanding of Father’s Grace, and that the son is beloved beyond words.

D. BELONGING AND PART OF HIS FAMILY
A Father creates a new family for us. We belong to Him. We are part of His family,
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and if we belong to Him, He belongs to us as a Father to a child. And we now belong to what is
called the family or body of Christ. If that isn’t belonging then what is? The Bible tells us we
have been baptized into His Spirit and we are therefore automatically part of Father’s family.
Remember Steve that I quoted in a previous chapter? He said, “In my Christian walk
with God, I feel like I’m outside of a wonderful home, in one of those cold snowy pictures where
the light is coming out of the windows, hitting the drifts and flickering with the oranges and reds
of the fire inside. Snow is swirling and so it's like a blizzard on the outside but it's obviously
warm and wonderful on the inside of that home. There is a sense that for an insider that home is
a place of laughter, joy, family and belonging. I feel as though I am standing outside that door. I
can sense the party going on inside, but I cannot get in and I want to desperately."
In the heart of every person there is a longing to be part of a larger group, to be
accepted by our peers, to be approved of by others and to be anticipated as we return home
from a journey. In his 1943 paper, "A Theory of Human Motivation" American psychologist
Abraham Maslow cited “belonging” as the third most important human need on his hierarchy of
human needs, after only physiological and safety needs. One only needs to search the Internet
for a minute to find many articles on its value and more importantly, what happens when
belonging doesn’t occur. The greater amount of the articles all point to a sense of depression,
hopelessness and despair.
This is where that sense of being a part of Father’s family becomes so incredibly
important. The Bible teaches us that Jesus Christ and the Father are One120, and that He is also
the only begotten Son of God121. These are all terms of family between Father and Son.
Believers are also members of this family122. “What marvelous love the Father has extended to
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John 1.1-4.
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Heb.1.1-4.

122

Rom. 9.8.
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us! Just look at it - we're called children of God! That's who we really are. But that's also why
the world doesn't recognize us or take us seriously, because it has no idea who he is or what
he's up to. But friends, that's exactly who we are: children of God. And that's only the
beginning.123.
We need to make a list of these family terms to renew them in our mind.
I am part of a family and My Heavenly Father says:








I gave you the power to become My Child through Christ. (John 1.12)
I made you My Child and I want you to know it and count on it. (1 John 3.1-2)
I adopted you into My Family and I have given you an inheritance. (Gal 4.4-7)
I adopted you because it made Me pleased to do so. (Eph. 1.5-6)
I want you and others to know you shall be called Sons of the Living God. (Rom. 9.2526)
I gave you My Spirit as a pledge that you will have My inheritance. (Eph. 1.13-14)
I will prepare a place for you in My Father’s House because you are family. (John 14.2)
In these verses above, there are so many wonderful truths. Here is another one.

“But as many as received Him, to them He gave the right to become children of God, even to
those who believe in His name, who were born, not of blood nor of the will of the flesh nor of the
will of man, but of God.”124 He gives us the right to become His children. What an amazing gift!
You are totally allowed, wonderfully accepted and warmly welcomed into His Family. And He
wants you there. Note in Ephesians 1.5 it says that it is the Father’s good pleasure and will to
have you as a believer in His family. He doesn’t say you have to work hard to get into the
household. He saw you standing outside, threw open the door, and said “You’re home, child. I
couldn’t be happier. It brought Me pleasure to see you walk up the sidewalk, and I want you
inside with me. Come in!”
When I think of the word “home,” like my friend Steve was describing, I used to think
of a place where criticism was pretty strong, where I wasn’t really welcome, where I wasn’t part
of the group. It was not a place of joy and encouragement but of some other pretty sad things.
123

1 John 3.1-2 MSG.
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John 1.12.
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But home to God the Father is something completely different. The Heavenly Father’s home is
where I can get security, comfort, provision, protection, rest, affirmation, acceptance, belonging,
inheritance, identity, light and warmth.
Someone once said, you will either live your life as if you have a home, a place where
you belong, or you will live your life as if you don’t have a home. Being a part of the family of
God is the greatest blessing bestowed upon believers and one that should drive us to our knees
in humble adoration. We can never do anything to deserve it, for it is His gift of love, mercy and
grace to us. We are called to become sons and daughters of the Living God.
Do you see your Heavenly Father rejoicing and having delight in you? Maybe you
need to get a new image of God.

For the orphan or Ishmael there is always a struggle to feel accepted by others, to feel
welcomed into a group. Since they never had a sense of family, they tend to tie in with
other dysfunctional groups, looking for a place where they belong, or they reject
others completely.
A son learns that family is important. He or she finds that belonging to a group
and being part of a family is a special blessing of support, encouragement and
comfort.

E. SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPORTANCE.
Father is also One Who has to power to honor, and bless us. Think of this, God can
make anything significant or important just by touching it. To that end His Touch on my life
makes me significant. He sees me as having a part to play, that I am important to Him. I don’t
have to have the world’s sense of importance derived from my net worth, what degrees I have,
who is in my network, how big my company is, how successful my career is or how many
people are in my church. That is all Ishmael thinking. Ishmaels see with their eyes, not with
their hearts.
I will never forget the lesson that Leith Anderson gave in our church one day. He was
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talking about the value of a pen. In the middle of a sermon, he asked if there was anyone in the
audience of fifteen hundred people that had a pen he could borrow. Before I could grab her
hand my wife held up her plastic pen and said, “Sure, have mine.” I’m now sinking lower in my
chair, hoping no one noticed me. He came over and took it, and then it got worse as he and
Cheryl proceeded to discuss its value and price in front of these same fifteen hundred people
which was worth all of two bucks. By the time it was over I wanted to be under the chair. He
asked if anyone else had a pen and then pulled one out that was worth two hundred dollars. By
the way there are Mont Blanc pens that can be purchased for up to five thousand dollars and he
referenced those. His point was this. Which one had more value? The five thousand dollar,
two hundred dollar or my wife's dollar ninety-nine cent special? The answer was obvious until
he said, by the way there is one piece of information you need to know. The dollar ninety-nine
cent pen was used by Abraham Lincoln to write the Gettysburg Address. The point was
riveting. Now the one deemed by the world less valuable based on price became the most
valuable, because of who held it. And this is what God has done with His children. Because He
has touched you, it is your Father that makes you so important. You importance is derived
from the One Who holds you. It's not what we have that defines us but Who haves us that
determines our importance.
Now for the first time in all the disappointment of not being the best, not being the top
of the pile, of not feeling like I was significant or good enough, I have a reason to get up each
day. I have a vision to accomplish, a task to fulfill and a destiny. My importance is determined
by the Father Who loves me. How we feel about ourselves is determined by the importance of
the One who believes in us. Praise for a job well done is a very key emotional need. The
problem comes when I look to the world to determine my importance. If one million people give
me one dollar each I’m now worth a million dollars, right? No, not really. I’m still just only worth
about a dollar to a bunch of people. That is how the world works. It’s a drug, an unsatisfying
vine we plug into.
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I love to wander in my Father in law’s garden. He is someone I would say is a master
at the trade, building out his own hybrid trees, knowing the adaptability of the specific garden
plants and their ability to survive Minnesota cold, heavier rain and differing soils. As we work
through the garden pinching over growth off some plants, trimming others I am always reminded
this must surely how life with my Heavenly Father will be. Listening to him tell me stories of this
plant or that plant, the world and all its stupidity seems to evaporate away. How I enjoy those
moments. What makes it that way is the significance of being in my father in law’s presence as
we do this. A man I greatly respect. He gives it value and worth and importance. The world at
war with philosophies that do not give place to God, people who tear down our world because
they do not work, threats of terror by rogue nations, people taking that which is not theirs to
spend on their own lusts, rebellion, anarchy and all the struggle this sin sold world carries with it.
It will be me and my Heavenly Father walking through His garden, each plant, each thing He
wants done will be significant because He touches it. And we will walk together in peace.
When I can get this message into the hearts of my clients what peace comes. They
don’t have to play the world value game anymore. Live Life Vertical. Walk with Him now, in His
Presence, let Him show you what He is doing. There you will find importance, not because the
world says you are, but because He has brought you into His Garden and is showing you His
wonders.
I am important and have purpose because My Heavenly Father says:








I am His workmanship created in Christ for good works. (Eph. 2.10)
I have been chosen to bear fruit and much fruit. (John 15)
I know He will prune me to bear more fruit. (John 15.12-17)
I am salt and light (Matt. 5.13-14)
I am a minister of reconciliation and
I am an ambassador for Christ. (2 Cor. 5.17)
I can do all things through Him who strengthens me. (Phil. 4.13)
Ephesians 2.10 says I am His workmanship. I’m someone He is working on and I was

created in Him for good works. I have been chosen by Him to produce His fruit in the world.
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Sometimes when I get overly concerned with all of the responsibilities I have to carry in my job I
have to stop and say I don't need to be a success at my job and I don’t need to be a success in
this world and I don't even need to be a success at being a Christian. All I really need to do is
be a great son. My job is to do my Father's will. And when I’m relating to my Father, that’s when
I become extremely important. I find purpose; I am significant because He has attached me.
The Bible says that He chose me, He chose me to bear fruit and not just fruit but
more fruit and much fruit and then He promised that He will prune me and modify me and
change me in whatever way He so desires so that I can bear more fruit.
He declared that I am salt and I am light, right now. He didn't say that someday, if I
work really hard, I will become salt nor did He say that if I shine really bright and work hard at it
then I’ll be a light to others. That's not what He said at all. What He said was that we are salt
right now. Just by being in the middle of the world in which we live, the world in which He placed
us, we are a preserving factor because of who we are in Him. You don't have to do anything
except to continue being salty, continue living in His Presence. He said you are light right now
too. You don’t even have to polish yourself up so that you shine like the light you are. The only
thing that He doesn't want us to do is put a box over the top of the light.
Talking about important and honorable positions, He has called us as His
ambassadors. He has given us the greatly significant job of being placed in a foreign country,
called the world, to serve as a representative of His country, His Kingdom. That's all part of my
job description in being His child.
For me as a believer, and as a pastor, I found my life boiled down to just being a
great son, honoring my Father, doing His will, practicing His presence, and living in the His joy.
Suddenly life became a lot more about receiving His love and giving it away in random acts of
humility. That actually is my life goal, my life purpose.
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For the orphan being important is a driving motive and always determined by a world
value system of performance, possessions, power and praise of men.
A son learns that the most menial tasks have value, when they are touched by a
Heavenly Father. They don’t need someone to tell them they’re significant, they know
because they have a Heavenly Father Who says it and that settles it.

F. GETTING PERSONAL.
I want to close this by getting really personal. It was 1995, and I had been planting a
church for nine years. I thought if I could just work hard enough and build the right ministry and
get enough people then surely He would approve of me. So I tried. I tried to do everything I
could. I tried to be the best ever, and when it wasn’t enough, I disciplined myself to try harder
and when that didn’t work; the answer was work harder still. Everything had to become
subservient to the goal of being God’s man. I labored over the Great Commission and
sacrificed all to attain it. All the while I lost sight of the Great Commandment, especially in my
family. But it wasn’t enough. I couldn’t work more hours a week, I couldn’t try harder. When
things would look like they were going to succeed and I would gain His approval, it would crash
down. The smile of God was always conditional. I pushed and pushed until finally I remember
thinking, God can bless anyone but He can’t bless me. And my life came crashing down. I
gave up: gave up on ministry, gave up on my family, and gave up on my friends. I remember
taking a job at a fast food restaurant with my hands shaking so badly I couldn’t make a
hamburger. I thought I would be fired.
Being brutally honest I spent two years in a depression that was so dark and demonic
I can’t even talk about it. I felt worthless and unimportant and all I saw was the frown of God.
Kind and Loving Heavenly Father? Not to me. Was the God in my mind patient, approving,
longing to see me? You’re kidding. But my picture was wrong, my glasses upside down. The
good news is when I was strong, I couldn’t find love, but when I became weak, Father’s Love
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found me.
Here is what I learned. I learned the emotion of going home. I learned that there was
an embrace that God as our Father wants us to know intimately from Him. I was thinking about
how I am in Christ. I remembered that He, like me, was considered a “bastard” because in the
view of His world, everyone whispered behind His back, “there goes the illegitimate son of
Joseph, Mary pregnant before marriage, and no one really knows who the father is.” In my
small community I always wondered why people would say, “Oh you’re Ree’s kid…” and they
would roll their eyes or turn away. I couldn’t figure that out until much later. Jesus must have
had much more of that. Then one day, He went to the river to see a preacher named John,
actually His cousin, John the Baptist. On that day, in simple obedience to this prophet named
John, Jesus went down to the river and asked to be baptized. John, who could see Jesus for
who He really was, said he wasn't worthy to do that, that Jesus should be baptizing him. But
Jesus said no, because this was a step of obedience to the law of God that called John as
prophet. When He came up from the water the voice of Father God said the following, "This is
my beloved son in whom I am well pleased." What we don't understand about that passage is
the emotional power of the words being used. We can assume that Jesus was probably not
carried on the shoulders of his father through the square during bar mitzvah as many of the
Jewish children were. And, at that time, the father would say “This is my beloved son in whom I
am well pleased.” Scholars think that perhaps Joseph passed away before that occurred. But
what Father God is doing in proclaiming these words was emotionally carrying Jesus on His
shoulders to say "This is my beloved son in whom I am well pleased."
For those that grew up in a house where an earthly father didn’t provide a place of
belonging, importance, value, approval, and protection these words and feelings may have
never been heard. So the heart remains empty.
In my ministry, coaching, and counseling, I have met men and women who were 40,
45, 50, 60 or more years old who have said to me, in tears, “I never heard those words and
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even to this day I know I will never hear those words.”
The amazing thing about God the Almighty Father is that on the day that He said to
Jesus "This is my beloved son in whom I am well pleased," you, in Christ as a son or daughter
of Almighty God, received those words as well. Getting your arms around that thought is the
same as the Father embracing you welcoming you Home.
Have you allowed Father God to carry you on His Shoulders and cry out to the market
place, “This is My Beloved Son, or this is My Beloved Daughter in whom I am well pleased?” If
not, then there is a hole in your heart you are trying to fill by digging in the dumpsters of a world
value system.

X.

BASIC TRUST: HEART OF GRACE
“Truly I say to you, whoever does not receive the kingdom of God like a child will not
enter it at all.” Jesus, Luke 18.17, Mark 10.18

We need to start to work towards the hardest part of learning how to live in Grace. To
live in Grace one has to understand what it means to be God’s child for as we see in the verse
above, the Presence of God is accessed with the heart of a child. It doesn’t say we act like a
child but that we have the relationship of a child in receiving Him. A child from earliest moments
is in totally dependency on its parents through a relationship of basic trust. There is a
confidence in the parent, a dependency on the parent, an innocent faith in the parent that the
child’s needs will be met. To belong, be important, have value, approved of and protected. It
becomes apparent with many Christian believers that they are all about working hard to please
God, but there is no sweetness of spirit, no walk in fellowship. Basic trust as in a child has little
to do with trying harder, looking better, having more, being aggressive and protective and
strong. These words hit me hard, “when I was strong, I couldn’t find God’s love, when I became
weak, Father’s Love found me.” When I learned to walk as God’s child, instead of trying to
prove my worth to Him and simply sitting in His Presence in basic trust, my life began to really
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change.
Grace is a gift that was introduced and demonstrated at the expense of the perfect,
eternal, Lord Jesus Christ. But His Sacrifice was the introduction, not the whole. Living in the
fullness of Grace requires basic trust, an intimate dependency on God, in a relationship clearly
identified in the passage above by Jesus. Jesus came to introduce us to His Father. “I am the
way, the truth, the life, no one comes to the Father except through Me”. So intimate is this
relationship the Holy Spirit tells us twice, God’s only New Testament Name is Abba. The
projection God wants us to live in is seeing Him as the One with outstretched arms waiting to
receive us to His Home. He as Father is the One who longs to be connected with us in
intimacy. The key to living out that intimacy is understanding a deep basic trust, childlike
dependency on God as Father. Not something manufactured or produced by legalistic
obedience but a living relationship with a Loving Father.
This basic trust, was for me, that missing link that helped me understand why I couldn’t
release the reservoir of life-changing power in the Christian walk. It was why I couldn’t
experience transformation on a regular basis. I struggled to understand the affection of being
loved by God. As a consequence I couldn’t or didn’t trust God much at the basic or primary
level. On the surface my secondary emotions, and my words, projected I was totally trusting in
Him. But looking at my heart, examining my life, evaluating my actions, one could see that
deep down in that primary emotion it was not true. I trusted God because it was the right thing
to do, but I still strived for life from performance, pretending, possessions, power, people, praise
and pursuits of pleasures.
In learning how to live dependent upon Him, as His child, I first had to come to that place
where I saw the false vine of the world value-system that was rampant in my orphan thinking. I
had to learn to make conscious decisions to turn FROM the appeal of the orphan spirit thinking
and my needy dependence on the world value system. And I had to identify the eight affections
and turn from them. I had to understand I was redeemed from sin and the law in Christ (Gal.
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4.5). “For in the fullness of time God sent His son…so that He might redeem those under the
law…” I didn’t need that law based performance system anymore, I was purchased out of that
system, the law of performance no longer has any authority over me.
But just turning from something isn’t enough. It’s a two pronged process. If I discover a
fire in my house, I can turn from the fire, but I will still be burned. Once I’ve turned from the fire,
I have to run to the outdoors in order to not be burned. This two fold “from…to” process, is seen
in the next verse (Gal 4.6). I was redeemed from something to something. Galatians goes on,
He redeemed us from the law “…so THAT WE MIGHT RECEIVE the adoption as sons, …God
sent forth His Spirit…crying out, “ABBA Father!” We must turn from the law of sin, the law of
judgment, the law of performance, of measuring up, of looking right, of impressing the right
person or people, the law of possessing, and laws of power and control. Turning from the law of
needing power, needing someone, needing some addition or fun outside of just walking with
God. Then, we must turn to something that fills up the void. For many of us turning to this
unfeeling distant God just changes the performance filter. I may be a Christian but that carries
no emotion with it. We will picture God as we may have seen our own fathers. Absent,
uncaring, disengaged, rule keeping, unyielding, demanding, forceful or more this is what we
have been conditioned to see. This is the orphan spirit that sees God as a taskmaster, as a lord
as a boss as someone to please. But that is NOT the meaning of grace. He is so totally
different than the image our minds project. We have to start changing that picture. A child’s
heart has to overcome the past fears and let Father’s Spirit cry out “Abba” in our heart.

Here is

where powerful transformation occurs, as we become rooted and grounded in Father’s love for
us as His children. We can see amazing change when we learn to believe in our sonship and
with all our hearts trust God as the Father of our lives. We grow as we let Him prune away the
world values and the world system we cling to for counterfeit affection. We learn to cling in
abandoned trust to Him and His Heart as Father.
I began to learn there is a huge emotion of sonship in the form of primary basic trust that
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I just didn’t have my hands around. I had to learn to trust God as Father and not just see Him
as an angry, aloof, distant, judging God. Learning to live in the conviction that God loves us as
a caring Father would His treasured child at the basic heart level was much easier said than
done, for in me was a filter, an upside-down lens again, not just the performance and how good
I looked stuff but a filter that said God isn't safe, He isn't there He doesn't approve. Instead of
being brutally honest, I resigned myself to saying, “I’m just fine, everything is fine, we’re fine, it’s
all fine, we’re gonna be fine.” Everything looking fine on the outside, but on the inside, there
was no peace, no rest, no long-term contented joy and no freedom. I was lost in a roller coaster
of horizontal thinking. I needed to find and develop a vertical God solution. It came in the word
“Father” combined with two more words, “basic trust.” I had to learn to trust Father God at such
a primary emotional intimate level that no matter what happened I didn’t really care anymore; I
was living vertically, abiding in His Vine. Let’s see if we can develop this out.
A. BASIC TRUST, A REFLEX DISCOVERED, THE HEART OF A CHILD.
Basic trust was illustrated by a pastor, who recounted this story back in the earlier
days of flying, when, without electronic guidance systems and weather reports, storms could be
great life threatening events. This pastor was on one such flight. As they grew closer to their
destination, the winds, lightning and turbulence were so terrifying that most of the passengers
were becoming quite frightened. During a particularly severe episode of turbulence, people
were crying out fearing at any moment they were going to crash. All were obviously scared with
one exception, a little nine-year-old girl who sat in one of the very front seats. During the entire
turbulent flight, the pastor continued to watch the reaction of this little girl. No matter how hard
the plane was buffeted, the little girl continued to color in her coloring book. When the
shaking became so extreme that it scattered her colors she would simply gather them up and
continue with her picture. When the plane finally landed, in tears of relief the passengers
gathered their bags and belongings, exiting the plane, thankful to finally be safely on the
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ground. Hanging back, the pastor took the opportunity to kneel down beside this little girl and
ask her, "Young lady, I couldn't help but notice that in the midst of the storm you never
seemed to be upset, you continued to color, even when everyone else was so scared, and I was
just wondering if you could tell me why?" She replied, "It's easy. My daddy is the pilot and I
know no matter how bad it gets, he will always get me safely home." That is probably one of
the best ways to sum up what it means to live in a basic trust of God as my Father. A child’s
trust in her father to get her home safely. For the believer in walking with their Father, we
need to be so rooted and grounded in the love of Father God that nothing shakes us. We need
to root ourselves and get “LIFE” only from Him. We need to ground ourselves in the assurance
that His Love will never fail, never falter and never leave us hanging. He will not drop us, He
will not ask us to do more than we can do, and He has promised, He will get us Home.
So what is basic trust? It is simply a deep primary emotion, a reflex of inside conviction
our heavenly Father will always seek our very best as an outflow of His amazing grace so much
so that we remain completely vulnerable to His control of us. It is the primary emotional belief
that His Will is perfect and complete and lacking in no good thing. Nothing that happens to us is
greater than our Father and His desire to protect and provide for us, approve of us, value us,
make us part of His Family, make us significant and give us purpose. When we live in a state of
basic trust in Him like that His life works through us and changes us.
The whole concept of basic trust can be seen in Luke 18.17, “whoever does not receive
the kingdom like a child.” Basic trust is receiving God with the trust of a child. Jesus expanded
on this concept earlier in the passage. The setting is the religious Pharisee and the tax
gatherer, the proud-of-himself and the humble. Note the context of this section “And He also
told this parable to some people who trusted in themselves that they were righteous, and
viewed others with contempt.” Please also note that Jesus says unless you understand that you
must come with the heart of a little child…you WILL NOT enter the kingdom of heaven at all.
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He doesn't say you might not enter it, doesn't say you’ll have a hard time, doesn't even say CAN
NOT implying inability, but there is will involved, implying God’s opposition, you WILL NOT enter
the kingdom without the heart of a child.
I am most indebted to Jack Frost and his messages on experiencing the Father's
embrace. When I first heard Jack's messages, I was a little taken back by concepts of Father’s
Love that I hadn’t heard before. That was kind of hard for me because I thought I understood
God’s love. After all, I was a pastor who had graduated from seminary. I had more than twenty
years in ministry. I studied the Bible every day and I had memorized hundreds and hundreds of
verses. I felt confident that I knew at least, the very basics. But I came to find out, that I really
didn't get it at all. Jack repeatedly points out in his messages that it takes a person at least two
years to learn these basics and I have found that he is absolutely correct. So be prepared,
because although displacing orphan Ishmael thinking is the cure, it’s a long term change
process and not short term instant gratification. To abide in Christ is to abide in Father’s Love
and that only happens when we learn you have the basic trust of a child and that course involve
giving up control, much easier said than done.
I came to see there are different emotional levels of trust, levels that are directly
connected to the same levels of motivation we talked about in an earlier chapter; 1) Fear, 2)
Reward, 3) Character, and 4) Intimacy. The first three are levels of trust I would call upper
story, or secondary emotions of trust. These secondary emotions say something to the effect
that “I believe in God because if I don’t I FEAR the consequences will be bad for me.” Many
times in my Christian walk fear was my motivation, though I would call it faith, it was really just
being afraid of a harsh disapproving taskmaster God. On another level of secondary trust, one
might also say, “I trust God because He REWARDS me”. Again an upper story emotion that is
quickly eroded when things go bad and God doesn’t come through. A third type of trust
emotion is that of Character, it is my character to trust in God. Character is a set of moral
qualities developed over time that determine how we will act without thinking and are developed
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usually when modeled by a parent or others we respect. With character as our basis for trust,
we live in the resolute, based in a past history with God, modeled after knowing what pleases
God and what doesn’t. None of these are bad in themselves. It is not necessarily bad to have a
sense of fear or respect for God. It’s not wrong to expect God to reward you. It’s also not bad
to walk in righteousness because it has become part of your character developed from your
obedience to God. The problem with these types of trust there is a something lacking, namely,
an intimate connected walk with Him, experiencing His Presence. We turn our Christian walks
into “PLEASING” God and not “TRUSTING” God as our Father. What God longs for is the kind
of relationship that is depicted in a Father and Child sharing life together. A fear, reward, or
obedience only relationship with the Father is really kind of a small part of being God's child.
Imagine how you would feel to discover your child only wanted to be around because of their
fear of you. How must God as Father feel?
But there is a lower story basic trust, at the roots of my life, where there exists that sense
of intimacy, connectedness, closeness, and Presence that God intended. Not that the upper
stories are bad, because they are not, but they are reflections of law. Each of them, especially
Fear and Reward, are based in pleasing God, not trusting him. God would move us to the lower
story heart faith that KNOWS beyond any doubt that God as a Father loves us with all His heart.
John Lynch, in his book Truefaced, talks about two doors we face in our Christian walk.
We can choose to live our lives pleasing God, or we can live our lives trusting God. Lynch
points out that when one enters the room of pleasing God, one finds legalism at its best and
specialize in the concealing of who we really are. In the room behind trusting God, one finds
peace and freedom and joy and rest. Basic trust is where God wants to lead us and stretch us
and develop us.
Probably the best way to illustrate the concept of basic trust is an illustration that Jack
uses which went something like this. During a speaking engagement, while walking across the
room, he accidentally stepped on the foot of one of the attendees. Because it's a painful
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experience, this person pulls his foot back, and of course, Jack immediately apologizes, and
asks for forgiveness. In his message Jack recounts that the person injured, quickly forgave
him, believing Jack to be a Godly man. But what happens next is what opened my eyes.
Even though Jack has apologized, and even though he has been forgiven by the
attendee, while walking back across the room another time, he comes close to the man's foot
once again. The attendee instinctively pulled his foot back. There are a lot of things that are
included in that faith-lacking reflexive jerk. Was Jack not a Godly man? Yes. Had he not asked
for forgiveness? Yes. Was he not forgiven by the attendee? Yes. Did the man not trust Jack?
Yes. So then, why the reaction? Because in that basic trust lower story deep emotion area, in
the heart, trust had been injured, and to protect from being re-injured, a reflexive action took
over, to pull back, to not trust fully. While the attendee’s mind said Jack was trustable, in his
heart; deeply tucked away in the core of the thinking, the reflexive part said, “Pull back!”
It struck me that this is exactly what I was doing with my faith in God.
Another illustration that is more humorous, to everyone but our dog Bailey, may help to
set the point. Bailey was a 55 lb. rescue dog that I mentioned before who was “adopted” by me
and my wife. Shortly after we had taken her in, and after going through a couple weeks of
getting-to-know-you stuff, things were working out really well. One day I thought I would walk
the six blocks over to a Mexican restaurant we go to, and get a carne asada burrito, (Bailey and
I share these to my wife’s dismay). This was our first time alone together on a walk. I got to the
restaurant and there was no place to tie her leash to, so I tied the nylon leash to the chair right
outside the door and went in to order. No sooner had I finished than the lady’s eyes got real big
and she said, “Perro!” which is “dog” in Spanish. I turned around to see my fifty plus pound
American Pit Bull Terrier running away from the building into the strip-mall parking lot with a
chrome chair tied on five feet behind her. I’m sure if you asked Bailey, she was convinced
beyond doubt that chairs ate adopted dogs, because she was running for her life. It had to be
quite a scene. A fifty pound American Pit flying at top speed with a panicked man running as
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fast as he could to catch up. She looked like a brown jet boat, with a chrome water-chair
bouncing off a black asphalt lake. And she kept switching gears up. Finally she reached the far
parking lot wall and doubled back. I was able to grab the chair going by, which immediately
spun her around and I came face to face with an American Pit Bull who was now staring into the
blinding sun and the chair that was about to eat her. Her eyes were like computer laser targets,
and I was about to be eaten. We lived through that day-- both of us, but to this day, as much as
I have loved that dog, if we even turn into that parking lot, or get around a chair, she jumps and
pulls away. There is an issue of a broken basic core-trust. She knows we love her, but she has
been conditioned to question and not believe in the person in charge.
That’s me with God. Life, sin, original family, uncontrolled circumstances, hurt, anger,
and times of hopelessness have all totaled up to a basic heart trust issue.
For twenty years I tried to do it all as a pastor. In my hours of study, I read over five
thousand books, including almost all of the systematic theologies written. I had a Quiet Time
every day--never missing one for 15 years. I was thoroughly acquainted with seminars, study
guides, books, seminary classes, Bible classes, mentoring and conferences. And yet, no
amount of these activities got through my basic-trust shield. I couldn’t comprehend that God
loved me, because I didn’t know what it meant, and I had a reflexive faith that wouldn’t allow
Him too far in. I looked like Mr. Faith-Godly man on the outside, but the struggle on the inside
was intense. I knew I was God’s child but that just meant work harder, do it better, get the
grade, make the goal, achieve status. Of course I didn’t say how successful I was on the
outside, out loud, because that would be pride. I also did everything I was told: surrendering my
will, being broken, living as an overcomer, committing myself to being more obedient,
disciplining myself for the purpose of Godliness, speaking faith, proclaiming victory, confession
of sin, all of which is very scriptural, and very important to the walk of the believer as long as it’s
in the right order, which for me, wasn’t. I really didn’t believe God loved me.
When I was in seminary, I got to experience firsthand that what they say about the
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average seminary student. It’s actually true--most seminary students live way below the poverty
level. It was certainly true for us. Every dime had to be managed; every dollar had to be
watched. You can imagine the excitement when one day in the mail I received a donation from
an anonymous person for fifty dollars. I started making a list of everything I was hoping to do
with that money. I was going to tithe five of it, because that's what you do, and then I was going
to use the $45 for some things that we really wanted to do at the time. But within just a few
days, it became obvious that my car had to have a new muffler, or we were going to be pulled
over. So I took my car to the muffler shop. The bill was $37.50. I’ll never forget the amount. I
was really irritated with God. “It was nice of You to provide the money, but then You took it back
right away. That doesn’t seem right!”
My irritation was the level of trust I had acting out. I could’ve beaten it into submission
by telling myself what a lousy, terrible, unfaithful, bad Christian I was. I could have gone back
over my notes on submission, and confession, and speaking words of faith, and attended
another conference or listened to another tape, or read another book on how bad I was, which is
exactly what I used to do.
Instead of doing any of those things, which wouldn’t have helped anyway, I simply lived
with my lack of trust. It wasn’t until later in life that I learned to let the Father heal me by
spending time in His presence. God alone heals injured basic trust.

The orphan spirit tries to hold to a secondary or surface faith in God, it is not founded
in a basic primary belief, and conviction of God as Father. They are always trying to
do better, trying to please more, rather than just learning to trust.
The spirit of sonship has much to do with learning not to just please God but in a
primary basic way to trust God as a Father who loves them, embraces them into His
Family, Purposes and His Fathers heart.

B. BASIC TRUST, PRIMARY EMOTION DEFINED.
If I had a way to define basic trust I would say that it is the very core of emotional
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conviction where one becomes absolutely 1). convinced of the good intentions of another
person, 2) has no doubt that any motive the other person has is pure and free of malice 3)
produces a willingness to and becomes vulnerable to, holds oneself open to another, even in
the face of circumstances that seem questionable. Over time, this basic, rooted and grounded
trust infects the upper branches of our behavior or action. The Bible says there is only One
who is worthy of that level of trust and that Person is God.
Do I trust Him enough and His Love for me enough to say with my heart, YOU are my
Portion, YOU are my strength, YOU are my Song, YOU are my Source, YOU are my direction,
YOU are my perspective, YOU are my EVERYTHING? The words of the Psalmist, “Whom
have I in heaven but Thee and besides Thee I desire nothing on the earth” (Ps 73.25) describe
this kind of trust.
If you learn to live like this with God, which is what happened to me when I saw Him as
the Amazing Father He really is then it will infect every single belief and every single behavior of
your life. As Trisha Frost would also say about her husband Jack, “Forty five minutes in the
arms of Father God did more to change my husband than getting saved, four years of Bible
school, fifteen years of ministry and the baptism of the Holy Spirit.”
For me, it massively changed all my relationships, changed how I view the world I live in,
changed how I view myself and changed how I deal with others. I came to understand the
meaning of Home in my Father’s Presence. And it infected others because I could now be open
and vulnerable to others, both in my family and even, yes, in the business world, because I
learned this from my Heavenly Father. I learned because My Father is my Peace and My
Father loves me, that I can listen to my family or my business associates tell me I messed up, I
can correct those things My Father directs, and they know they have been heard. I can sit in
the middle of an angry mediation or arbitration and be as cool as a cucumber, because my Dad
is right there with me. I spent time with Him, I am on His assignment, and this is His stuff, not
mine. I can have people in my face in anger, yelling at me and putting me down, (it’s part of
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what I do in negotiation) and be just fine with it. “Peace I give to you, not as the world gives but
MY PEACE…” Do you realize this is one of Jesus’ gifts to us, His peace? You can’t get that
anywhere else. Where did Jesus get that peace? From watching His Father. Jesus told us, I
can do nothing of my own initiative. The words I speak they are not my own. The works I do
they are not my own. The will I carry out that is not mine either…
When we do it in our own strength because we lack that basic trust in His loving
kindness toward us, in His Plan for us, in His Fatherly care, a whole set of things happens. This
is where that constant striving, competition, critical attitude, bitterness, resentment, burn out, the
need to achieve and the grab for value, comes from. It is below the surface of everything, and
it’s fueled by the hidden message of “I can’t trust Him, I don’t know Him,” rising from the core of
my being. Here is the essence of the Ishmael heart, the heart that lacks faith. Here is the
Orphan Spirit.
Let’s go a bit further. For those of us relying on and driven by the heart’s inability to
trust, walking with God becomes a constant tension. Some of us have learned to trust God out
of a sense of strict obedience, but still have a core of fear. We are fearful of God’s anger at us,
afraid of God's judgment in our lives, afraid of God’s irritation at us. While a certain sense of
fear is the beginning of wisdom (Pro 1.7) this kind of fear becomes the motive for all behavior,
and we will end up requiring those around us to live just as we live. For others, the core faith is
that of reward, getting the most we can from God. To some degree, even salvation was
something we did from a basis of fear and reward. God provided an answer and we accepted it.
For those who live by the gospel of reward, there is a strong sense of performance for blessing.
I probably fell into this category in all my life efforts. Everything was done on a, “What does it do
for me?” basis, although I wouldn’t have said so at the time. My relationship with God was very
much a desire for His reward. It drove my life to succeed, drove my dreams and drove my
ministry to others. It was all about performance and people pleasing, and as a result, there
were so many times that I became a very demanding, frustrated and controlling person. I was
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someone who worried about how I measured up in others’ eyes, if they liked our ministry or they
didn’t, so I worked extra hard to make sure people were impressed with us, because if they
weren’t that might interfere with getting God’s reward. For others of us, the core or basic faith
may be that of an internal sense of right and wrong; for us it feels good to be right, and we won’t
tolerate anything that is wrong. We can become very judgmental and critical. Each of these
has some positive aspects in a law-driven world, but in the final analysis, Father God would
have us relate to Him on the basis of His intimacy, connection and love.

Ishmaels relate to God and then to others on the basis of fear or reward, or right and
wrong. As a result, they require the same adherence from those they are with.
Isaacs slowly learn the disadvantages of the first three motives and begin to live in
Father’s Presence and Love as the source of life.

C. BASIC TRUST AND GOD’S IMAGE, WARPED BY SIN
Amazingly we can have a wrong image of God just by the attitudes that we have. We
may think that an ongoing negative or sinful attitude has no ripple effect on our lives, but we find
out differently when we read passages such as the story Jesus told of the rich man who left
three servants in charge as he departed on a long journey. When he returned he asked for an
accounting. Two of the servants have doubled the talents they were given. One did not. He
had nothing to show for himself as he was presented to the Master. “And the one also who had
received the one talent came up and said, 'Master, I knew you to be a hard man, reaping where
you did not sow and gathering where you scattered no seed. And I was afraid, and went away
and hid your talent in the ground. See, you have what is yours.’ But his master answered and
said to him, 'You wicked, lazy slave, you knew that I reap where I did not sow and gather where
I scattered no seed. Then you ought to have put my money in the bank, and on my arrival I
would have received my money back with interest.125
125

Matt. 25.24-27.
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Note carefully the surface problem was that the servant buried the talent in the
ground, and he says that it is because he thinks the master is someone who is unjust and
unrightfully prospers off others. But Jesus using this illustration, points that this is not the core
problem. The core problem was the servant’s heart was wicked and he was a lazy person. The
sin in his heart made him think things about the master that were not true. He did not know or
understand the true character of the master. Sin will do that.
Sin also causes us to focus on our value apart from God, and to adopt an attitude that
it’s all about us. When Jesus came He gave us some specific commands. He told us to pick up
our cross and deny ourselves to follow Him. When we do not do that, our image of God
becomes diminished.
The Bible further says that our sins have made a separation between us and God,
“the wages of sin is death.” When we allow those things in our lives that grieve Him, our image
of Him is tainted. To some degree this also has some foundation in the brain as well as the
heart. Years of studies done on the effects of pornography on the brain reveal some results
that we should all find hair-raising. The images of those pornographic materials are stored or
imprinted in the same area of the brain where intimacy occurs. “The simplest explanation for
why men view pornography (or solicit prostitutes) is that they are driven to seek out sexual
intimacy,”
Rom. 1: 24-28 talks about vile passions, and changing the glory of the incorruptible
for the corruptible, being given over to a debased mind. The point is, our image of God is deeply
affected by known and habitual sin in our lives. The Basic-Heart Faith with the capacity to
believe and take God as a loving Father is deeply affected.
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For the orphan heart, the image of God is affected by ongoing sin in their lives and
there is a hindrance to their spiritual growth and understanding of God’s Love.
Sons develop a sense that a sin has become a barrier to the Father’s Presence, and
they sense when intimacy is diminished by ongoing sin allowed in their lives.

D. BASIC TRUST AND GOD’S IMAGE: WARPED BY SATAN’S INFLUENCE.
It was in the Garden, with Eve, that Satan challenged the heart of God with two
things. “The serpent said to the woman, ‘You surely will not die! For God knows that in the day
you eat from it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.’"126
First there was the challenge to the integrity of God, “you surely will not die”. Let’s rephrase that
lie, “Why God couldn’t mean that! He didn’t say that to be harsh, did He? His words were
exaggerated and He was just trying to scare you, but that can’t be true.” Satan was attacking
man at the place of his image of God’s truthfulness. Secondly and even more insidious, Satan
challenged the image they had of God’s love for them by saying, “The reason God is not letting
you eat from that tree is because He is withholding something good from you. He doesn’t want
you to have that because He knows it is better for you than what He is providing right now.”
Basic Primary Trust became the issue on both counts, trusting that God says what He means
and means what He says. Trust that God would never withhold the best for His children.
Satan warped the image and basic trust was lost.
I started keeping a list of those things that were lies about God, especially in His Love
for us as a Father. Each of the following contains a lie about God that needs to be confronted
in our thinking and belief system:
1. God is inherently good but His plan for me is only good for Him and His Glory, not me;
He will intentionally withhold something that is better.
2. God can’t or doesn’t do miracles anymore. He doesn’t speak anymore, doesn’t lead by
His Presence or Influence. God is aloof and uninvolved.
3. God isn’t really concerned with my problems. There are others who are much more
126

Gen. 3.4-5.
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important to Him, and others who are much more likeable as His children because they
behave better than me. God has favorites and I’m not one of them.
4. God expects us to be in control of our own destiny, He helps those who help
themselves. He has no personal presence or word specifically for us individually.
5. God’s Will is always determined by making best decision based on the facts at hand not
by living in His presence. Abraham took the facts at hand, listened to Sarah, had sex
with Hagar, Ishmael was the by product and today’s world conflict is the result. Jesus
took the path of extreme obedience to His own death, had taken the path of what was
best for Him, He would not have followed God’s will to the cross, I would have no Savior.
Jesus died because it was what was best for His Father’s plan resulting in my salvation.
6. God’s gift of eternal life begins after death; eternal life is really eternal heaven and it has
nothing to do with how we live or what we experience daily.
7. God’s Presence is illusive and intermittent and He is hard to experience on a daily basis.
Abiding in the vine is really just about obedience, nothing more.
8. God’s can only forgive to a point, because some sins are too big for God to forgive.
9. God’s design concerning prayer is for us to speak and He listens, rather than a back and
forth conversation over His Word through His Spirit.
10. God speaks the loudest in power events rather than Spirit encounters.
11. God cares more about the law than He does about our heart.
12. God is there to bless us if we are good, so when bad things happen, it’s because we are
bad people. God’s child will never have to deal with pain and suffering and bad news.
13. God doesn’t have feelings, so as a Father He is removed, distant and emotionless.
14. God is angry and typically frowns a lot, because He is disappointed most of the time.
Each of these is a lie about God and our image of Him. Believing any part of them
warps or changes our image of Him which in turn affects our basic trust in Him.
Ishmael’s in the orphan spirit never challenge what they think of God, they build Him
in their own image and live in the image lies the enemy paints.
The spirit of sonship learns to drop preconceived notions about God and Who He is,
they challenge what they believe to understand better the relationship of “Father”.

E. BASIC TRUST AND GOD’S IMAGE: WARPED BY DEMONIC INFLUENCES
Satan’s warping of our Basic Trust can move into even more direct assaults. Derek
Prince, who is considered one of the greatest evangelists of our time, the Billy Graham of
Europe, and known by thousands around the world, states in his amazing three page testimony
that into his 80’s he was plagued by a spirit he could only assume was from his native country of
India. A spirit of oppressive foreboding followed him all of his life. (I find it really helpful to
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realize that this great man of God struggled with depression, because if he did, then I’m not
alone). He writes,
“My understanding of God as Father was revolutionized by a personal experience
early in 1996. Ruth and I had been sitting up in bed one morning, praying together as
we normally do. Suddenly I became aware of a powerful force at work in my feet and
lower legs. It moved upward, until my whole body was forcefully shaken by it. (Ruth
told me later that the skin of my face changed to deep red.) At the same time I was
aware of an arm stretched out toward my head, seeking to press down on me
something like a black skull cap. For a few moments there was a conflict between
these two forces. Then the power at work in my body prevailed and the arm with the
skull cap was forcibly dispelled – and vanished. Immediately, without any mental
process of reasoning, I knew that I could call God My Father. I had used the phrase
“our Father” for more than fifty years. Doctrinally, I was clear about this truth. I had
even preached a series of three messages on “Knowing God as Father.” But what I
received at that moment was a direct, personal revelation. Let me share with you my
interpretation of this experience. I was born in India and spent the first five years of
my life there. Twenty years later, after I was saved and baptized in the Holy Spirit, I
became aware of some dark shadow from India that always hung over me. I
understood that it was one of India’s “gods” (estimates range from 4 million to 300
million) that had followed me through life, seeking to possess me. There was one
particular way that this “god” oppressed me. Every morning I would awake with a dark
foreboding of something evil awaiting me. It was never anything precise, just some
amorphous darkness. This unknown evil never actually happened, but every day the
foreboding was there. After I was baptized in the Spirit, the foreboding diminished in
intensity, but it never disappeared. I did, however, discover that if I set my mind to
praise and worship the Lord, the foreboding would lift from me. Yet, it always came
back next morning! The day that black skull cap was pulled away, the foreboding
vanished – never to return! And from that morning, it became completely natural for
me to address God as “Father” or “my Father.” I have a personal relationship, not just
a theological position!”127
This evil spirit acted like a shield over his mind, and when once removed in the
miraculous way, immediately a relationship with Father was emphasized by the Holy Spirit.
That to me is really significant. Satan wants nothing more than to keep even the godliest of
preachers and teachers and the most faithful of Christians from a relationship with God and
especially from knowing Him intimately as Father.
To this end, when we start understanding and growing in our relationship with our
Heavenly Father, we need to be on guard against the schemes of the devil so that he does not
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deceive us in this area. The enemy will whisper that God does not care; he will tell us that the
Father is not compassionate. When that happens, the Father’s longing gaze down the road for
our return is somehow cheapened and warped by an enemy who would have us think He is not
there and He does not care. The Scriptures tell us, He runs to you… because that’s what Love
does.
Ishmael’s have trouble believing that Satan actually exists, and therefore don’t see
how he can impact their vision of God--they have no battle against him as an enemy.
Sons understand that there is an enemy who wants to distort the vision they have of
God and to cloud who He actually is as a Father.

F. BASIC TRUST AND GOD’S IMAGE DAMAGED BY LIFE DISAPPOINTMENTS
So many of us have gone through deep water. I used to think that only some had
heavy burdens to bear, but the more I teach and counsel and coach others, the more I realize
the depth of pain out there. Injuries of abandonment, abuse, betrayal and malicious infliction of
hurt abound. Or, we experience injuries to health and the burden of having bodies that
deteriorate in front of us. I find in many of our conferences that there are so many hurting
people. I think that behind it all rides the question of “Where are you God?” and even deeper,
“What kind of Father would allow this?” Down at the depths will come the real question, “Why?”
“Why” is a question I find that He doesn’t answer all the time and sometimes doesn’t answer
very often at all. “Why” is a question of motive. In the midst of pain, as we ask that question,
our image of Him is diminished, tarnished and damaged. I asked that question many times
early on, when finances were gone, when I couldn’t provide a place to live, when a visiting
evangelist turned out to be a messenger of the enemy and nearly emptied my ministry; when I
felt the betrayal of those that I trusted; when I saw the control I wanted over others; when I
would write people’s names beside certain imprecatory psalms; when I saw organizations
choose other pastors because they had more people or represented more money; when I tried
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and nothing seemed to break, when a drunk in a speed boat decided to plant a church so he
could say he did it, when big name speakers could care less about people, when my son was
taken. I asked why a lot. I realized Father is under no obligation to answer why questions
because it challenges His word to me that His Will is “good, acceptable and perfect.” I learned
that bad things happen to good people and it wasn’t His Plan. This world is not operating
according to His idea of how it should go. Our parents chose this in that early betrayal. Yes, He
could have stopped it, He can stop a lot of things, but He asks His kids to stand in the same
world as the unbeliever, to be a difference, to show what it is like to be one who trusts. And
sometimes there are people like Job who said, “oh that my words might live forever.” From
people who suffer can come words that amaze us. Those downtrodden and hurting people can
say things like what is now known and sung around the world as Handel’s Third, in “Messiah,”
“For I know that my redeemer liveth, and that he shall stand at the latter day upon the earth.”
(Job 19.25 KJV) From the midst of the darkness, Satan who mocked God’s servant is silenced
as Job and God meet as one.
Orphans don’t trust at a basic level so they think God must answer “Why” and in
doing so they don’t realize that a “why” question challenges the very motive and
character of a loving Father.
Sons learn a Father never needs to answer why, His Character never changes, and His
love is everlasting and unwavering. Further a son knows His Father has the answer
already on the way, so he learns to sit in His Father’s presence knowing, Father will
get him home.

G. BASIC TRUST, CORE OF SIN.
When Basic Trust is not present, the ability to trust God at a reflex level does not
exist. Life is ruled by getting what I need by what I control. My core sin issue is selfishness and
self-dependence. I’m busy trying to fight the battles of the flesh that are waging war in my life
and I don’t even know what the root cause is. It’s like trying to clean out a pond of toxic waste
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while the pipe of toxic chemicals continues to be dumped in. We end up battling symptoms
around the pond and what I have to do is get to the root cause the flushing of toxic waste.
For just a moment let’s revisit the core of sin as it occurs in our lives. When we do,
we see the behaviors that discourage us in our hope to grow and mature; whether it is anger,
overeating, immorality, hatred of others, a judgmental spirit, stealing, disrespecting someone
else’s property, lust over another’s body, greed, an uncontrolled mouth, not being attentive to
others, jealousy, malicious actions, lousy discipline with God, unfocused priorities, lying, making
self-look good, or any number of a host of other things on my “godly man” list of things to avoid.
We need so see these for what they really are the fruit of the flesh in my life. They come from
my core sin nature. The Bible says that “in sin did my mother conceive me.” This is a
reference to what is called the “sin nature.” The Bible gives us three words that describe
inherited sin nature, 1). Sin as in missing the mark or target, falling short of the Law of God, 2).
Transgression, as in crossing over a line, a rebellion against God’s Holiness and, 3). Iniquity as
an inherent fault in the heart itself, a core nature, so to speak.
My orphan or Ishmael spirit takes that sin nature and runs with it. Paul’s treatment is
extensive when he writes,
“But I say, walk by the Spirit, and you will not carry out the desire of the flesh. For the
flesh sets its desire against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh; for these are in opposition
to one another, so that you may not do the things that you please. But if you are led by the
Spirit, you are not under the Law. Now the deeds of the flesh are evident, which are: immorality,
impurity, sensuality, idolatry, sorcery, enmities, strife, jealousy, outbursts of anger, disputes,
dissensions, factions, envying, drunkenness, carousing, and things like these, of which I
forewarn you, just as I have forewarned you, that those who practice such things will not inherit
the kingdom of God. But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness, self-control; against such things there is no law. Now those who belong
to Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh with its passions and desires. If we live by the Spirit, let
us also walk by the Spirit.”128
Paul’s solution was to learn to walk by the Spirit, in complete dependence on Him.
He states that the stuff that shows up in our lives is “fruit” of either the flesh or the Spirit. That
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means they came from that spirit in me that is flesh. And they are just another list of things that
belong to the law.
Paul’s instructions to avoid sin became the goal of my life. My goal and ambition was
pleasing Him, living like God prescribed me to live (or so I thought). But I realized that there are
millions of people that never sin at anything. The problem is they are all dead, and can be
found in cemeteries everywhere. Dead people don’t sin. What about the rest of us, or more to
the point, what about me? Paul’s list doesn’t really help me to see what sin is in me, it simply
describes it.
I learned there are levels of sinful behavior. There are surface sins, surface behavior,
such as the inability to handle money. That is fruit hanging in the tree. It’s the behavior that
comes from a bad root; it’s the fruit we see acted out in our lives. Sometimes we paint the fruit
so it looks godlike which is a lot about behavior modification, conforming and reforming the
flesh, which has value at that fear and reward level of motivation, but it’s the flesh sin nature that
pops to the surface somewhere else. As soon as you bite the fruit you know it’s still a lemon
even though we painted it red to look like an apple.
So we stop the surface money spending with controls and threats and rewards but
don’t change the next lower level; we’ll call it the branch level. Branch issues in this case would
be not keeping a budget, not sticking to the budget, not making a budget in the first place, these
are the branch sins.
However, every sin or sinful behavior has another level down, and it is a bigger
problem. We can call this the upper trunk. The issues are my priorities are wrong. Because I
have wrong priorities even though I plan and budget I really don’t believe in what I’m doing, I
want to be debt free, but really deep down there is an inner compulsion the obsesses me to buy
more. So I’m in a constant state of conflict inside. Gotta do it but don’t wanna do it. There
have been efforts to categorize this level of sin. An early 2nd century document, the Didache,
contains a list of five. Origen produced a sevenfold list and at the end of the 4th century Cassian
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amended this sevenfold list. Eventually, the Seven Deadly Sins (or Vices) we know today were
defined in the 6th century by Pope Gregory the Great, as a set of negative values: the values
that you are supposed to adopt to control the fleshly sin nature and avoid these symptom
behaviors. Whole systems of counseling are all about changing core priorities. Modify these
and behavior changes. Pride is an excessive belief in one's own abilities. Envy is wanting
what others have, be it status, abilities, or possessions. Gluttony is the desire to eat or
consume more than you require. Lust is a powerful craving for such as sex, power and money.
Anger is the loss of rational self-control and the desire to harm others. Greed is the insatiable
desire for material wealth or gain. Sloth is laziness and the avoidance of work. For the list
keepers and the formula Christians this is a gold mine of stuff. Problem is, it’s like holding a
beach ball down with your hand, sooner or later it rolls out and pops up behind your back.
We learn from the Scriptures there are three primary lower trunk channels of sin,
three channels of desires that all sin flows through. John states this when he wrote, “Love not
the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any man loves the world, the love of the
Father is not in him. For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and
the pride of life, is not of the Father, but is of the world.129 [If you want an interesting side study,
look at what happened to Eve in the garden, all three lower desires were there, “When the
woman saw that the tree was good for food (flesh), and that it was a delight to the eyes (eyes),
and that the tree was desirable to make one wise (pride), she took from its fruit and ate (Gen
3.6). If you want to take this further look at the temptation of Christ in Luke 4, Satan tempts Him
in all three basic desires.]
After many struggles with sin in my life, as the Holy Spirit would bring conviction, I
learned the secret was to catch sin early, at the doorways of flesh, eyes and boastful pride. For
me, being angry at something was an issue--I felt the Holy Spirit’s conviction in my life. I
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learned that once I was angry about something and the fruit was being displayed in my life
behavior, it was too late--others were impacted. I felt like I was constantly trying to slam the
barn door after the horse had gotten out. Sin follows a progression, 1) we see and then desire
it, 2) we think about it, 3) it starts affecting our attitudes as we want to do it, 4) we play it out in
our thoughts, 5) we act on it, 6) we do it consistently, 7) becomes a habit or stronghold, 8) we
reap a reputation. The way I learned to control with sin was like driving a car.
Imagine you are heading for a bridge post while traveling at 70 miles per hour. The
time to steer the car away from the bridge post is when you are a mile away. That’s when just a
simple, slight movement of the steering wheel will be all that is needed to avoid the post. Catch
it early, deal with it decisively. But if I waited to deal with a sin behavior by veering away at the
last minute before impact, it was a much greater struggle. And, at times too late to avoid sin’s
effect, I simply crashed into the post. Point is the emotional desires of sin are much stronger
the closer we get to action. Once we express the sin, the emotions are nearly unstoppable.
This is especially true when the sin has become a habitual behavior. I have observed this in
people having affairs. Trying to stop emotional attachment at the action level is like trying to
steer the car a second from bridge impact. What could have been a minor course correction
now becomes a major tragedy avoided only by extreme interventions.
Part of catching sin at its starting point involves walking in God’s word. I learned the
process of spiritual breathing through Bill Bright’s material on walking with the Holy Spirit. In it,
he introduces a concept he calls Spiritual Breathing. This is simply breathing in the word of God
daily, memorizing, reviewing, applying, and then breathing out confession of sin in my life. This
process allows God to catch things at an early desires level.
Unfortunately, all of this remains about behavior modification and does not actually
touch the root of the problem. Interestingly most counselors and coaches and parents are all
about behavior control but no one gets to the root. As I researched this material through
hundreds of articles, I found almost no references to the actual core of sin: selfishness, selfPage 235

centeredness, and self-dependence. The closest I found was a statement by John Stott that
“sin is a form of selfish revolt against God’s authority [and] our neighbor’s welfare.”130
Below the three basic desires level is a core of sin. Problematically my orphan or
Ishmael spirit loves to feed on this and will do anything to deny its existence, cover up its
influence and excuse its effects. But as I saw myself in brutal honesty, here is where I began to
see what sin’s core really is. The core of sin is selfishness. Plain and simple, it is me putting
my will above my Father’s will. One qualified Christian counselor writes the following,
“According to the Bible the basis of most psychological problems is sin or ‘missing
the mark.’ In fact, it was the sin of Adam and Eve that is responsible for all sickness and pain in
the world. If we accept the fact that, as a minimum, sin is the basis of at least all psychological
problems that result from our free choices, then what is the basis of sin? It is based on our free
choice to try to direct our own lives in order to meet our needs without God. Each of us is
driven to meet our most fundamental psychological needs of the self: love, security, worth and
significance. Attempting to meet these needs of the self, in our own strength, is called selfcenteredness or selfishness, and it lies at the core of our sin nature. These needs provide the
motivation for everything that we do or attempt to do in the flesh.”131 (emphasis mine)

In my own research, it finally made sense to me. The core of my being is selfishness!
Self-exalting, self-promoting, self-defending, self-sufficiency, self-justifying, self-protecting, selforiented. I began seeing my motives in completely different ways. And not only mine, I was
seeing it in others as well.
The core of sin is self-dependence. At the core of a severed heart is the selfdependence that just like Adam and Eve sought to gain “LIFE” and the emotional needs of
“LIFE” from the eight world value systems. If you look at what happened when Adam sinned,
the core drive behind original sin was in Satan’s temptation, “in the day you eat you will be like
God, knowing good and evil.” You will be self-sufficient, no longer dependent, you will be just
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like God. Really? They were already like God, created in His Likeness. “Let us make man in
our LIKENESS”. They already WERE like God. The key here is they could be like God based
on their own self-effort, their own choice. Here is the formula: Something I can say or do will
make me like God. Then what happened? Self-started inventing more solutions:.
1) Self-Solution 1, Hide. Adam hid because he was afraid. Self-brought in the spirit
of fear was now introduced.
2) Self-Solution 2, Conceal. Adam and Eve made fig leaves for clothes. No longer
dependent on God.
3) Self-Solution 3, Blame. Adam blamed Eve and God “the woman You gave me”
(It’s your fault God, You gave her to me). Eve blamed Satan. You can be sure the serpent was
looking everywhere for something to blame as well.
So the basic problem is a desire is to become like God through self-effort, self-striving
and self-living to look good in the eyes of the law of good and evil. The core issue is basic
mistrust, that reflexive lack of trust in God that was done by an action back in our first parents,
and magnified though all other relationships along the way. It’s self-dependence. Somehow,
someway, someone, something is my solution apart from a vertical dependence on God.
At the basic trust primary level, if you don’t understand a Father’s love for you, and
what that means, you will never trust Him and you will turn to self-dependency. In my meeting
people I find that most confuse trust with performing in obedience. If you don’t understand the
passionate heart God has for you and that Father adores you as His child, you will never trust
Him. You may live in fear of Him, live by expecting His reward or live out of developed
character. But until you come to the end of self-dependency and lay yourself back in a Father’s
arms you will always be frustrated with real growth and maturity. Let me explain using my friend
Joe.
I’ll never forget the day that I was at a celebration for my birthday. I seldom took time
away from ministry because of my drive to succeed so this was special. I intended to just be
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part of whatever the family wanted to do. No sooner had we sat down than the call came from
the hospital. Joe, our assistant children’s director, had decided to overdose on pills and take his
own life. Because of the seriousness of the situation I responded.
I arrived at the hospital and walked into the room to find my friend sitting in bed with
the charcoal ER used still caking his lips. After listening and loving him, and asking the Lord
what to say, I began, “Joe, today is my birthday and I was at an event with my family and
friends. You were supposed to be there. But you weren’t, and now we’re here.”
“I’m so very sorry, Pastor Jim. I ruined your birthday.”
“Joe, I’m not looking for an apology, but I want what I am about to say to be drilled into
your head… are you’re ready?”
“Yes.”
“Today, Joe, today on my birthday, on this October 17th, you died. You were successful.
You took your own life and you’re dead, deader than a door nail. You got me?”
“Yes.”
“Okay now here is what I want you to do. When the hospital releases you, when the
doctors say that you can go, I want you to remember you died. You died here, right here, today.
So now, from this day forward since you’re dead, you’ve got nothing to lose, you've got nothing
to prove, you don't have to achieve anything, you don't have to do anything, you can go home,
love on your family, love on your friends, love your God, and walk with Him every day of your
life. No more worries. Joe, you got that?”
“Yes.”
You know what? For the next several years, as long as I knew this man, that is exactly
what he did. And He changed dramatically. His family changed. They couldn’t believe the father
and husband he became. His friends didn't know who he was. He became a testimony at his
work, because he had come to that place where he had died and Christ could live in him. He
was leading people to Christ. He became one of my life heroes.
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One of the most important verses I discovered is Galatians. 2.20. “For through the Law I
died to the Law, so that I might live to God. I have been crucified with Christ ; and it is no longer
I who live, but Christ lives in me; and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son
of God, who loved me and gave Himself up for me.”132 I live by “the faith.” Not faith in, but, “the
faith of.” It is in the genitive case in the Greek text and I’ve always been troubled by that, it
shouldn’t be read as I live by faith, but rather I live by “the faith” of the Son of God. One reading
would be my faith in Jesus which of course has infinite value but that may not be the intention of
the Holy Spirit in this passage. The faith of Jesus is totally different. What was the faith of
Jesus? We see it throughout His ministry. It was faith in a loving Father and His Presence,
rather than believing the lies of Satan. It was Jesus being untouched by the lures of the world,
the anger that would have been generated by the religion of His day, the betrayal by His
students, including His very best friends. That was the faith of Jesus. But the faith of Jesus
found its highest expression in the garden of sorrows as He agonized over the cross, even
when Father’s instructions meant (strictly seeing it as a man) His Life was finished, His dreams
were over, His hopes of Israel’s return were not to be fulfilled, His goals for Israel were going to
be ended. And it was the faith of Jesus that warred against the flesh during the crucifixion, to
not open His mouth and protest during the beating that was unjustified and brutally illegal;
during his agonizing journey to the place of Golgotha, literally “the skull”, during the mocking
from the people He came to save. Ultimately, the faith of Jesus remained a son to His Father—
even when His Father turned His back on Him.
As you can see, there is a mountain of difference between “the life I now live in the flesh
I live by faith in the Son of God,” and “the life I now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son
of God.” When I learn to live my life by the same faith of Jesus, then I learn to live as a son. I
live as a son who stopped caring about the world vine, plugging into other people, defining
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myself by my possessions, my control and my performance. When I learn to my life with the
same faith of Jesus, then I don’t care if I look good to others, I care if I look good to my Father.
This faith is learned and demonstrated over time through decisions to honor Him as Father.
This is why the book of Hebrews says, even though Jesus was a Son, He learned obedience
through the things He suffered at the cross. This verse always bugged me. “In the days of His
flesh, He offered up both prayers and supplications with loud crying and tears to the One able to
save Him from death, and He was heard because of His piety. Although He was a Son, He
learned obedience from the things which He suffered. And having been made perfect, He
became to all those who obey Him the source of eternal salvation.”133 But, what the Word is
showing us is, He demonstrated His faith by his obedience in His suffering. As a result, He
demonstrated perfection, He demonstrated maturity. He was heard (so He was saved from the
cross? No!) He was heard in His prayer as a Son, He was heard because of His Holiness, but it
didn’t change the outcome. He was heard when He said, “Father, not My Will but Thy Will.”
This is the greatest expression of the “faith of the Son of God.”
Our God, who is our Father, can never fail. He never makes a mistake; His will is
good, acceptable and perfect. And the faith of the son of God was a faith that never looked
back in His trust for His Father.
"Then I said to you, 'Do not be shocked, nor fear them. The LORD your God who
goes before you will Himself fight on your behalf, just as He did for you in Egypt before your
eyes, and in the wilderness where you saw how the LORD your God carried you, just as a man
carries his son, in all the way which you have walked until you came to this place.' But for all
this, you did not trust the LORD your God, who goes before you on your way, to seek out a
place for you to encamp, in fire by night and cloud by day, to show you the way in which you
should go.”134
This about a different motivation. This is about truly knowing God as Father. This is
about advancing beyond the child who operates under “Christ died for my sins,” and moving into
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understanding the real issues, the real battle, and experiencing victory over the evil one. There
is more to our walk because the goal is for us to move into the maturity of fathers, those who
have an intimacy with God, who know Him intimately. Remember the three levels of maturity
from John’s Epistle,
“I am writing to you, little children, because your sins have been forgiven you for His
name's sake. I am writing to you, fathers, because you know Him who has been from the
beginning. I am writing to you, young men, because you have overcome the evil one. I have
written to you, children, because you know the Father. I have written to you, fathers, because
you know Him who has been from the beginning. I have written to you, young men, because
you are strong, and the word of God abides in you, and you have overcome the evil one.”135
Knowing and trusting God as a Father is a deep abiding basic trust relationship and it
is intended to work solely off of that rooted primary core. It is one thing to trust God, but that is
not necessarily a basic trust. Faith can be accomplished by simply acknowledging Him as
Sovereign God because you weren’t going to control Him anyway, or an obeying of Him
because if you don’t He will get you anyway. But that isn’t basic trust. Many people do things
because they think they should or should not do them. They trust God because they have to do
so--because it’s the right thing to do. But down deep there is a tension, even a struggle, for
them.
My own life was an illustration of this. I trusted God when things were good, things
going well, things were going my way. I even trusted Him when things weren’t quite the best,
when I engaged in sacrificial action for His Name. But as I look back, my faith was so shallow.
Remember the muffler and my reaction to having received unexpected money? I
complained, accusing God of giving me money and then taking it away. “Why couldn’t you just
heal the muffler? After all I’m Your faithful servant, I’m here doing your will” I griped. Because
of my lack of basic trust core I couldn’t see how great God’s provision was. Father knew I was
going to need that $40.00 for a muffler and He provided for it. But my orphan spirit just couldn’t
see it from His perspective.
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I will never forget the day I was struggling with something with God. As I was arguing
it out with Him, I suddenly heard these words in my heart, “Have I earned your trust yet?”
“What?” I wondered.
It was as though my Father was saying, “Have I earned your trust yet ? Have I done
enough or do you need more?”
I was so humbled by that thought. Why would the God of the universe have to
humble Himself to me to earn my trust? He didn’t need to earn anything from me. I am the
created and He is the Creator, He can do with me as He wills. Yet, there it was. This wonderful
God humbles Himself to ask about trusting Him. From then on, my attitude was different.
My Father has my trust. Literally. He has it and He deserves it. “ Daddy knows the
way, Daddy has you, I’ll get you home safely, son I love you so much. ” Wow! Just like that. It
is amazing how our Creator will tender His heart and humble Himself to meet our needs. And I
am not some special child Father favors, not at all. Gideon says in Judges 6:18 “Do not depart
from here, I pray, until I come to You and bring out my offering and set it before You.” And He
said, “I will wait until you come back.” God waits, God waits for us. Or how about Hosea 11:34, “Yet it is I who taught Ephraim to walk, I took them in my arms; But they did not know that I
healed them. I led them with cords of a man, with bonds of love and I became to them as one
who lifts the yoke from their jaws; and I bent down and fed them.” I love the way the New King
James version says, “I stooped and fed them.”
David’s Psalms repeatedly portray God’s kindness, His gentleness, His faithfulness,
His Amazing Heart for us. Psalm 33.17-22 (The Message) says, “Horsepower is not the
answer; no one gets by on muscle alone. Watch this: God's eye is on those who respect him,
the ones who are looking for his love. He's ready to come to their rescue in bad times; in lean
times he keeps body and soul together. We're depending on God; he's everything we need.
What's more, our hearts brim with joy since we've taken for our own his holy name. Love us,
God, with all you've got - that's what we're depending on.” Zephaniah 3.17-20 (also from The
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Message) declares, “Your God is present among you, a strong Warrior there to save you.
Happy to have you back, he'll calm you with his love and delight you with his songs. The
accumulated sorrows of your exile will dissipate. I, your God, will get rid of them for you. You've
carried those burdens long enough. At the same time, I'll get rid of all those who've made your
life miserable. I'll heal the maimed; I'll bring home the homeless. In the very countries where
they were hated they will be venerated. On Judgment Day I'll bring you back home - a great
family gathering! You'll be famous and honored all over the world. You'll see it with your own
eyes - all those painful partings turned into reunions!"
My favorite verse, Jeremiah 31.3, again from The Message says “God told them,
"I've never quit loving you and never will. Expect love, love, and more love!”

Orphans/Ishmael’s live by a world’s standard, and can even live by faith in Jesus, but
all the while holding a place of pride, a place of self-dependence in their hearts. It is
easy to be a Christian and live on self-dependence, the Orphan never confronts his
pride.
Sons, over time, as Isaacs learn to recognize the self-dependency core of sin, they
learn to accept and long for the peeling away of layer after layer of self-centeredness,
self-promoting, self-defending, self-justifying, self-vindicating, where the orphan spirit
has seized control.

H. BASIC TRUST DEEPLY IMPACTS AND INFECTS HORIZONTAL RELATIONSHIPS.
After the research and the understanding, I am convinced beyond any doubt or
question that our image of God determines how we behave. I am convinced that our own walk
with God, and our counseling and coaching should never take a step forward until the issues of
attachment have clearly been administered and developed at the heart, basic trust level. While
this is not the end-all magic wand to fix and solve all our hurts by any means, it has to be the
starting point--the first check in the list. It’s like being a pilot, if my checklist does not include
some basic things like checking for fuel in the tanks, then my flight will end in a disaster.
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What this does is change your responsiveness to Father’s work in your life. This will
flow over into your relationships with others. When healing comes, and your heart is full of
Father’s Love, then, after a while you get so accustomed to this peace that even when
someone is in your face, or getting upset, or putting you down, or mocking you behind your
back, or trying to control you, you don’t have to go on the defensive. You know that the
solution is really not between you and them first, but between you and Father God. You just
step back into that peace and because of that you are willing to be vulnerable in relationships.
You have no need to retaliate, take the opposite position, interrupt, manipulate, push back or
reciprocate because you have His Love for you in your life. That kind of willingness to be
vulnerable in the non-essentials of life would heal so many relationships and encourage so
many marriages and bring so much peace.
For men, which relationship is our most important priority after God? The Bible tells
us that we are to love our wives as Christ “loved the church and gave Himself up for her, so
that He might sanctify her, having cleansed her by the washing of water with the word, that He
might present to Himself the church in all her glory, having no spot or wrinkle or any such thing;
but that she would be holy and blameless. So husbands ought also to love their own wives as
their own bodies.” I believe the divorce rate in American Christians would drop to less than
10% overnight by the simple use of this principle. As one woman said to me, “What woman
would be such an idiot to not respond to a husband like that?”
And I find myself after studying these principles for so long, and applying them to my
life and family, that learning to love as Father loves brings such a healing and blessing to one’s
family. Kids feel protected and open up, they learn to trust parental authority and learn the
basic components of relationships in the arena of the home.
“Watch what God does, and then you do it, like children who learn proper behavior
from their parents. Mostly what God does is love you. Keep company with him and learn a life
of love. Observe how Christ loved us. His love was not cautious but extravagant. He didn't love
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in order to get something from us but to give everything of himself to us. Love like that.” (Eph
5.1,2 The Message)
Orphans/Ishmael’s live in a way that forces others to respond to them as they see
themselves responding to God, others must please them, fear them, be rewarded by
them and what orphans miss is the fear in the eyes of others.
Sons learn that the best way to impact personal relationships is to learn to live by
love, received His love and giving it away in random acts of kindness, filled up not by
what they can get but like their Father what they can give away in random acts of
kindness.
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XI.

BASIC TRUST: DAMAGED BY FAMILY OF ORIGIN

“The first and most fundamental human need the family should meet is the need for forming
deep and loving attachments, the need to develop the feeling of being close to someone ‘with
skin on.’136
This issue of basic trust presented in the preceding discussion is much deeper than
can be handled in one chapter. The more I study people and feel with them their hurts and
pains the more I realize how important original family structures and their influences are for the
Christian who is trying to live for the Lord. The impact of original family dysfunction and the
associated life issues have been confirmed extensively. Of recent the life shaping power of a
parent in the life of a child has been found without question to shape that child most of its life.
The umbrella over this line of study is called “Attachment Theory”

Statistical research group

findings over the last fifty years represent volumes of information and go much deeper than the
scope of this material. But using that research, it becomes evident parents shaping not only
impacts horizontal relationships but even more dramatically that relationship which is vertical.
Simply early development through teenage years deeply impacts our relationship with God as a
Father. And if that Father relationship is as primary as the scriptures we have been reading
then the words of JI Packer ring in our ears, ““if the thought of being God’s child does not control
your worship, prayers and your whole outlook on life, it means you do not understand
Christianity very well at all.”
As we begin to look at the dynamics of original family and the wounds that can be
caused by those dysfunctional structures, it becomes very clear how easily basic trust is quickly
damaged. Dr. Tim Clinton and Dr. Gary Sibcy, in their book Why You Do the Things You Do
deal with the concepts of intimacy, attachment, original family issues and how these lead to
good or problem relationships with others. I could not more highly recommend their books--they
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are my first choice in any study of healing damaged relationships. From their book we read,
“The underlying reason why we do the things we do is our relationship style or, to use a word
we counselors often use, our attachment style.”137
According to Clinton, the below the surface reason we do the things we do in
relationships, the way that we behave, react and interact, has to do primarily with our
attachment style, i.e., as learned during family of origin development. The gravity of that
statement is overwhelming or should be. Here is the underlying reason we do or don’t do
things. It seems only logical that if this is below the surface and causing anxiety or
hopelessness, then before we do anything else this must be dealt with.
Now by intention the authors only deal with the horizontal human to human
relationships and don’t push into the impact of original family on the central nature of a vertical
relationship with God as a Heavenly Father. What if we started healing our hearts there? It is
this vertical relationship with God as Father that brings amazing healing to our hearts as we
start hearing the words, “You are my beloved child in whom I am well pleased.” It is the
intimacy of the very word ‘Abba’ that speaks of the Father’s desire to hold us in His heart. In
Father’s Presence we lay down the orphan heart, leave the dysfunctional behavior patterns we
learned from sinful parents and grow into what a son of a Heavenly Father really means. Let’s
look at how it gets damaged.
A.

BASIC TRUST AND GOD’S IMAGE: DAMAGED BY ORIGINAL FAMILY DYSFUNCTION
I believe that the biggest injury to our image of a loving Father and our basic trust in

Him comes from original family dysfunction. In my personal walk with God, there were major
areas of impact due to and from dysfunctional pain. As I began my research, I thought my
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experiences were really unique; no one else had the struggles I faced. But there are so many of
us who come from all sorts of dysfunctional backgrounds. A search of the internet quickly
provides several statistics. Psychologists tell us 83% of us were raised in a dysfunctional home.
The American Medical Association, counting just addictive behavior, places the number of
dysfunctional family systems at 73%. Dr. Bradshaw, a leading expert on family co-dependency,
states his estimate is 96%. Shiloh Place Ministries references 80-83% but believes the
incidence to be much higher.

My experience as a coach and counselor would place the

original family dysfunction at about 9 out of 10 or 90 percent. My wife and I are constantly
amazed when we are trusted enough by someone to get to hear their story. It is my personal
belief that the original family impact on the life of a child reaches far into adulthood and to the
fourth through the tenth generations.
In another story from Jack Frost, he talked about the impact that occurred in the life
of their daughter, Sarah, extending well into her early teens. Jack states that “by the age of
two, Sarah would beat up any four-year-old she could find. Essentially she did not get along
well with others. As she grew older she rejected all forms of affection, was antisocial and was
defiant of her parents or anyone who tried to tell her what to do. Although she performed well
in school, receiving straight A’s most of the time, her attitude toward relationships and authority
left something to be desired. Sarah was also a tomboy; she never had girlfriends in grade
school, but she could whip most of the boys in any sport. She denied her femininity (bonding)
and embraced only masculinity (performing).”138 In his spoken messages on his daughter, Jack
reflects what happened. During a time of depression, Jack asked his daughter to pray together,
suddenly Sarah began to cry out deeply and it was then Jack and Trisha discovered Sarah
believed from before birth that she was not a welcomed child. There were a lot of
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circumstances connected to pre-natal depression and other stresses on both the mother and
the father, but they learned that Sarah had never been welcomed to life; she had never learned
to trust her parents at that deep basic heart level. As such, she was a completely angry child.
When they shared with her and loved her and welcomed her at age nine, from that time
forward she changed in every way. The tomboy side lessened, the anger diminished as she
became a very beautiful responsible lady. It all stemmed back to that early original family
error. In fact they traced it back to a very specific incident when Jack rejected his daughter
inadvertently and noticed at age 4 she wept bitterly.
Could original family actually affect our ability to believe and trust God especially as a
Father? We discover, there are certain needs in every child they must get from their parent,
specifically that they 1). belong to the family, they are 2) important, having a purpose to
contribute, 3) are worthy of being loved, 4). are approved of and 5) they feel protected. And
then I came to realize how Father God wants to meet those needs in His relationship with us.
You can’t believe what happens to people when we allow Father God to welcome us to life and
say these words, “You are my beloved child in whom I am well pleased.”
SO, do the injuries of childhood and early adulthood development affect the ability of
a man or woman to have a healthy relationship to themselves and to others? (And then for the
Christian would that include our relationship with God?)
Attachment theory gained influence when in the late 1950’s Harry Harlow started
asking childhood development questions. He believed that early infancy and childhood bonding
had exponential consequences in the development and life of a child, deeply affecting how they
related as adults. Two other scientists, John Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth, both contemporaries
of Harlow, were also looking into it, expanding the concept, ultimately they named it
“attachment theory.” “Attachment can be defined as the strong bond that develops first between
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parent and child, and later in peer and romantic relationships.”139
They demonstrated conclusively early deprivation of needs produces injury and/or a
vacuum in the heart that lasts through adulthood. When the inner heart has been deprived of
appropriate parenting there is an inability to deal with life in a healthy way, and this inability acts
out at varying levels of severity.
It was the late 1950’s when Harlow began his experiments using Rhesus monkeys at
the University of Wisconsin. His research basically took monkeys from their mothers and
placed them in a cage where they had all their physical needs met, but their form of attachment
or bonding was controlled using different mothers: a terrycloth mother, a human substitute, or a
monkey made out of wire mesh. I actually saw movies of these experiments in my Psychology
101 class at the University of Nebraska. I remember being told these experiments were finally
shut down because the impact of the lack of bonding in a baby monkey through early childhood
began manifesting itself in some very aberrant and aggressive ways. The behaviors crossed a
wide spectrum from being constantly anxious, fearful, depressed, angry, unable to adapt to a
group when introduced to others, antisocial behaviors, all the way to extreme schizophrenia and
aggressive sexual aberrancies including rape and homosexuality. A description of this was
provided by Robert Hatfield in his paper, “In his original classic ‘wire mother’ study, Harlow
placed the touch deprived monkeys in a large cage that contained two crude dummy monkeys
constructed of wood and chicken-wire. One dummy was bare wire with a full baby bottle
attached. The monkeys had been regularly nursed from similar bottles. The other dummy was
the same as the first except that it contained no bottle and the chicken wire was wrapped with
terry cloth. Placed in this strange environment, the anxious young monkey very quickly attached
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itself to the cloth wrapped dummy and continued to cling to it as the hours passed by. The infant
monkey could easily see the familiar baby bottle no more than a few feet away on the other
dummy. Many hours passed. Although growing increasingly distraught and hungry, the infants
in these studies would not release their hold on the soft cloth of the food-less dummy. It was
soon apparent that the young monkeys would likely dehydrate and starve before abandoning
the terry cloth surrogate mother. As the isolated monkeys grew older, they were observed to
display a highly predictable constellation of behavioral symptoms, even when they were later
reunited with their mother and social group. (Berkson, 1968; Darian-Smith, 1982; Hansen,
1966; Harlow & Harlow, 1965; Harlow & Suomi, 1972; Hinde & Spencer-Booth, 1967; Hinde &
White, 1974; Mineka & Suomi, 1978; Novak & Harlow 1975; Sackett et al., 1976; Suomi, 1979a,
1979b, 1983, 1984, 1990; Suomi & Harlow, 1975). They included: highly unusual patterns of
self-clasping and self-morality; idiosyncratic patterns of repetitive stereotyped activity; an almost
total lack of gregariousness or interest in exploring the environment; timidity and withdrawal
from virtually all social situations with concomitant self-directed stereotyped behaviors; obvious
aversion to physical contact with others; hyper-aggressivity; gross abnormalities in sexual
behaviors; and later in adulthood, the inability to nurture offspring, with failure to nurse, neglect,
and abusive behaviors being highly predictable. In addition, negative physical health
consequences (Reite, 1990) and hormonal imbalances (Levine & Stanton, 1990) have been
noted in these primate studies.”
Please read that again. Look at the reactions that occurred in those monkeys
because of the attachment deprivation they experienced. Now ask the question, wasn’t early
deprivation the drive behind the bad behavior? Then look at our world today and ask it again.
Look at your own heart, and ask it again. Look at the heart of someone you are counseling or
coaching and ask it again. How much has family of origin impacted behavior? As counselor
and coach watching the devastating impact of original family I look at John the Baptist’s mission
as quoted previously, “…to turn the hearts of the fathers back to the children…”. I think of the
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great Shema, “hear oh Israel…teach your sons and daughter”.
In documenting the consequences of early lack of bonding and its affects,
Bartholomew in 1990 expanded the consequences of attachment theory and came up with four
behaviors that remain throughout life if the attachment is not there. He identified quadrant one
as Secure, with Preoccupation, Dismissing and Fearful as the three other quadrants of human
behavior.140 What if the behaviors we are trying to change are due to primary beliefs and
training?
In their article Hazan & Shaver, working in early adult development with
Bartholomew’s attachment theory categories, state the following: “Secure adults find it relatively
easy to get close to others and are comfortable depending on others and having others depend
on them. Secure adults don't often worry about being abandoned or about someone getting too
close to them. Avoidant adults are somewhat uncomfortable being close to others; they find it
difficult to trust others completely, difficult to allow themselves to depend on others. Avoidant
adults are nervous when anyone gets too close, and often, love partners want them to be more
intimate than they feel comfortable being. Anxious / ambivalent adults find that others are
reluctant to get as close as they would like. Anxious / ambivalent adults often worry that their
partner doesn't really love them or won't want to stay with them. Anxious / ambivalent adults
want to merge completely with another person, and this desire sometimes scares people
away.”141
Again, is it possible that there is a drive in adults at that basic trust level that produces
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this sense of anxiety and a sense of hopelessness?
Another such study concluded “Intimate relationships formed during infancy,
childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood give rise to continuing relationships, and
ultimately to individual development. These life stages are associated with richer bodies of
knowledge about intimacy than any other”142
Rene Spitz explored the development (or lack of development) of institutionalized
children. In the 1945 study involving human babies, Spitz followed the social development of
babies who, for various reasons, were removed from their mothers early in life. Some children
were placed with foster families while others were raised in institutions (e.g., a nursing home).
The nursing home babies had no family-like environment. The setting was very institutional.
Care was provided by nurses who worked eight hour shifts. The babies raised in the nursing
home environment suffered seriously. More than a third died. Twenty-one were still living in
institutions after 40 years. Most were physically, mentally, and socially retarded. (Spitz, R.A.
The First Year of Life)
The internet site “Ehow” stated the following information:
“Touch deprivation is the lack of physical interpersonal contact. Infants who
experience touch deprivation may face social and psychological developmental challenges.
According to BabyZone.com, infants who are not handled enough may develop depressive
symptoms, anger and aggression problems that last into adulthood. According to research
published in 1998 in the journal Cutis, people with the skin condition psoriasis who experienced
touch deprivation as a result exhibited increased rates of depression. According to research
published in 2002 in the journal Adolescence, children who experience touch deprivation,
physical abuse and neglect may display impulsive, aggressive behavior; such behavior is
associated with increased rates of depression. According to Dr. Robert W. Hatfield, Ph.D. of the
Department of Psychology of the University of Cincinnati, children who experience touch
deprivation may grow to be adults who are not physically nurturing.”143
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Again the evidence mounts evidence that early childhood issues, family of origin

dysfunction, abuse, neglect and later peer relationships have a definitive negative impact on our
ability to change behavior and maintain relationships. And how much more our walk with God.
Stories have been told of Viet Nam orphans taken to France who manifested multiple
disciplinary problem driving their attenders nearly nuts, and especially around bedtime until they
were given a piece of bread that they could hold for the night. When the people of the
orphanage discovered this trick, the entire tone of the bad behaviors and disciplinary problems
nearly vanished. All these are issues of an unmet need at a root level, causing multiple
behavior issues at a fruit level.
Here’s the point. If I come to a relationship with God, how can I trust in a God I can’t
see, as my Father, when every single relationship in my life has distorted His image? How can I
allow Him to change personal depression, anxiety, obsessive compulsive behavior, lack of
peace, anger, discouragement and hopelessness, when my past training tells me a Father is not
there to meet needs, doesn’t care, remains aloof, and looks to judge? What if my unchanged
behaviors are caused by a severed heart, plugged into a world system for counterfeit affection
that just leaves us empty and addicted to trying harder? What if my early experiences distorted
my image of God as Father so that my life is lived in performance of the law, striving for,
pretending, possessing, powering, protecting, concealing, and more all to get LIFE? I’m not
saying every problem has its solution here. I’m not saying this cures every issue. What I’m
saying is before we go down other roads of striving, trying, performing and pushing harder,
shouldn’t early experiences and the damage done to our hearts be one of the first places we
start looking? Shouldn’t we ask “WHAT AM I ROOTED AND GROUNDED IN FOR LIFE?”

B.

THE IMPACT OF ORIGINAL FAMILY ON TRUST
Regarding original family history, Clinton and Sibcy state in their research that there

are basically four questions that are asked by a child in a family of origin, and these four
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questions determine greatly that child’s ability to build healthy relationships.
1. Are you there for me? Can I count on you?
2. Do you really care about me?
3. Am I worthy of your love and protection?
4. What do I have to do to get your attention, your affection, your heart?
I would contend that those questions as answered by the original family not only impact
our horizontal relationships, but also the most important relationship we have in God’s Heart.
Original family messages interpret words like love and intimacy into messages of performance
and world systems of value. Original family attachment issues also impact our relationship and
intimacy with Father God.
Mary Ainsworth postulated the following, 1. Proximity (closeness) to a caregiver is
sought especially in times of trouble. 2. The caregiver provides a “Safe Haven” or a felt sense
of security. 3. The caregiver provides a secure base from which to explore the world. 4. Any
threat of separation induces fear and anxiety. 5. Loss of the caregiver induces grief and sorrow.
Please hear again all of the messages of love and security presented in the first three and then
note carefully numbers four and five. Threat of separation induces fear and anxiety.
I am an excellent illustration of that. While I have walked with the Lord for almost 40
years I still struggle immensely with trusting Him financially. I worry about my job. My mind tells
me I know better, but in the depth of my heart, basic trust runs very short. I have fear at that
level. Father was the one that brought healing as I learned to displace that fear with trusting
Him as a Father.
Let’s see if we can understand this better. To demonstrate the power of early
attachment, Drs. Clinton and Sibcy reflect on the work of Dr. John Bowlby, considered by some
as the father of attachment theory. They share the story of Annie Swan 144 who in 1948 at age 3
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was abandoned by her parents who felt it necessary to drop her at a sanitarium because of their
fear of tuberculosis. As her parents walked out leaving her behind, Bowlby and staff began to
document specific reactions and realized the impact that this would have in later life. They
write, “In response to repeated abandonment Annie and many others like her developed a
calloused self. Wounded emotionally again and again, they weren’t about to let themselves be
hurt again. So they developed a system of replacing things for relationships. Annie, for
instance, realized that if she allowed herself to really want her mom, she would be deeply hurt.
So she switched her desire from Mom to things – to toys, knickknacks, candy, and coloring
pencils. She buried her need for trust, intimacy and closeness. Never again would she willing
reach out to anyone for emotional comfort. Instead she relied only on herself and on the
material things she let herself love. Having gotten to know Annie, do you see why we believe
that addiction patterns in our lives ARE ROOTED IN THIS KIND OF REPLACEMENT
DEFENSE?”
For this author, the Annie illustration explodes with application to later life and the
development of basic trust. How can one possibly trust God and have a dynamic Christian walk
with Him when there is no “rooting and grounding” in grace?
Clinton goes on to demonstrate that there were three responses that took place in
Annie. They document three stages in the loss of a parent: protest, despair and detachment.
A child goes through these three and ultimately ends in a detachment that cannot help but affect
their ability to be loved by and to love others. And more importantly, these affect the ability to
abide in a reciprocal relationship with a loving Father in Christ. That Father, by projection, is the
One who must be protested against for abandonment. An abandoned child then feels despair
(which by definition occurs in the soul) and ultimately detachment from the Heavenly Father.
In my personal life and counseling Christian relationship, detachment seems to
describe a lot of Christians, people who are going through the motions, playing the games,
looking good on the outside but who are full of emptiness on the inside. And they are guilted by
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constant reminders that they better behave right because they owe Jesus for their salvation.
When Christianity becomes so much about performing, pleasing and controlling, how
can we have a Spirit Filled experience? What healing would occur if we started displacing this
thinking with a firm belief that God just loves us because He loves us! Can you see why a
Father is so important? When we progress no further than just believing “Jesus Loves Me,” and
don’t get to know Father and establish a relationship with Him, this incomplete picture allows for
this perception of an angry Father that is just there to jump down our backs if/when we step out
of line.
Here is a description of the attachment style that results from family of origin and the
consequential results.
Attachment Style
Secure

Parental Origin
Resulting Adult Characteristics
Aligned with the child; in tune Able to create meaningful relationships;
with child’s emotions
empathetic; able to set appropriate
boundaries

Avoidant

Unavailable or rejecting

Avoids closeness or emotional
connection; distant; critical; rigid;
intolerant

Ambivalent

Inconsistent and sometimes
intrusive parent
communication

Anxious and insecure; controlling;
blaming; erratic; unpredictable;
sometimes charming

Disorganized

Ignored or didn’t see child’s Chaotic; insensitive; explosive; abusive;
needs; parental behavior was untrusting even while craving security
frightening / traumatizing

When we look at the list above we sees a whole set of things on the right hand
column that would be easily identified as sinful behavior. These are areas where I as a
Christian fall short, transgress the line and inherently miss the mark. Typically in the past,
looking through that list I would challenge myself to discipline myself with renewed striving and
work through the issues. Formula Christianity says, if you’re struggling with being anxious, then
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work on being not anxious, if struggling with being insecure then work on being more secure,
pray more, read Bible more, do point A, point B and point C. Don’t get me wrong, the points all
have value, great value to increase our knowledge, BUT knowledge can’t come before
relationship with a Father. Disciplining ourselves does have some value but not against the root
issues. What if? That’s the real question. What if these behaviors I see in my life are from
roots which need to be re-rooted? What if the ground I’m planted in needs to be changed and I
need to be re-grounded and not beaten up on? Transformation of the heart with Father’s is the
real need, displacing the orphan mindset with a new mindset. John Lynch said the DNA of
butterfly is already written into the caterpillar, so screaming at the caterpillar will do very little
except hurt its little ears.
How often did I mentally beat myself down for failures at this level because I wasn’t
godly enough or spiritual enough? I would end up with an “I can’t believe I blew it again, I’m just
a screw up, and I’ll always be a screw up” attitude. When Father’s love for me as His child
began to show itself, that’s when changes began to happen deep in my heart. His love, His
value, His blessing, His words of “You are my son in whom My favor rests” began to change my
deepest hurts. Joy, rest, hope, freedom and new truth were the replacements that displaced the
toxic waste dump in my basic trust arena. All of the surface symptoms above started changing
on their own. That’s called displacement or transformational thinking. It’s like have a huge fish
pond that we are commissioned to maintain. We work hard at planting, pruning and feeding the
fish, but all the while a hidden toxic waste pipe is pouring life killing stuff into the pond. The
harder we work the more we get discouraged. We straighten up one side and another side
becomes putrefied. We pour in the fresh water of the Holy Spirit and His Word, we follow hard
after Jesus, we love Him dearly, yet the pond seems to constantly demand more work. Where
is rest, where is joy? Then we discover the pipe, the roots of life that came from original family
dysfunction, issues of attachment gone wrong. The sin nature uses this toxic faith material to
pollute the pool. When we shut off the pipe our pond starts to purify itself, naturally. This is
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displacement thinking, this is how transformation works. He is the one that can conquer these
feelings in our heart when we let Him move through His Spirit to heal that basic trust. As a
result of that healing comes feeling safe, having meaningful connections with others, exploring
the world we live in with a sense of excitement, dealing with stress, balancing emotions,
experiencing comfort and security, making sense of our lives, creating positive memories and
expectations of relationships.
If you don’t think original family issues can have consequences, then consider this
study identified by Josh McDowell, who actually called the doctors who conducted the research.
Josh stated that within five minutes they had him convinced. “Researchers at Johns Hopkins
Medical School set out on a thirty-year study to find out if a single related cause existed for
mental illness, hypertension, malignant tumors, coronary heart disease, and suicide. After
studying 1,377 people over a thirty year period, the single common denominator was not diet or
exercise. Not at all. They found instead that the most significant predictor of these five
calamities was a lack of closeness to the parents, especially the father.” (Johns Hopkins
Medical Journal, vol. 134, No. 5 (May 1974): 251-270). Now think how many people are
suffering because of this? How I wish we could start seeing of the healing dynamics of
pressing the Fatherhood of God back into our belief system.
Paul the apostle did. Here is what he told his listeners in 1 Thessalonians 2.7-12:
“But we proved to be gentle among you, as a nursing mother tenderly cares for her
own children. Having so fond an affection for you, we were well-pleased to impart to you not
only the gospel of God but also our own lives, because you had become very dear to us. For
you recall, brethren, our labor and hardship, how working night and day so as not to be a
burden to any of you, we proclaimed to you the gospel of God. You are witnesses, and so is
God, how devoutly and uprightly and blamelessly we behaved toward you believers; just as you
know how we were exhorting and encouraging and imploring each one of you as a father would
his own children, so that you would walk in a manner worthy of the God who calls you into His
own kingdom and glory.”145
When I think of the impact of original family I think of so many in my own coaching
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and counseling. I believe that statistically 80% of all I meet are the byproducts of dysfunctional
families. Fortunately we don’t wear signs. We’ve mention Josh McDowell, Charles Stanely,
Derek Prince and the list goes on. I was recently struck by the biographical information
surrounding the author of the Shack, Wm Paul Young. This was brought out by C. Baxter
Kruger, Ph.D. in his work “The Shack Revisited” where we learn that Mack the character in the
book is really an autobiographical reflection of Mr. Young’s life.
The story behind the story is the gut-wrenching hell that Paul Young suffered in his
own life. I have seen a picture of Paul when he was six years old. He looked like an old man—
weary, miserable, spent, and terribly sad. His eyes screamed despair. The picture made me cry.
But that is the beginning of this story we have all— or at least most of us— come to love. By the
time Paul was six years old, he had been emotionally abandoned, physically and verbally
beaten, and sexually abused— repeatedly. To say the least, he was crippled inside from his
early days in life. No child— no person— can withstand such trauma.”146
And this is the background behind “The Shack”. The story behind the story.
C. THE TYPES OF ORIGINAL FAMILY SYSTEMS THAT INJURE
The counseling services created by the Kansas State University in 1993 and 1997
stated the following.
WHAT IS A DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILY? Family dysfunction can be
any condition that interferes with healthy family functioning. Most families have
some periods of time where functioning is impaired by stressful circumstances
(death in the family, a parent's serious illness, etc.). Healthy families tend to
return to normal functioning after the crisis passes. In dysfunctional families,
however, problems tend to be chronic and children do not consistently get their
needs met. Negative patterns of parental behavior tend to be dominant in their
children's lives.
How Do Healthy Families Work? Healthy families are not perfect;
they may have yelling, bickering, misunderstanding, tension, hurt, and anger but not all the time. In healthy families emotional expression is allowed and
accepted. Family members can freely ask for and give attention. Rules tend to be
made explicit and remain consistent, but with some flexibility to adapt to
individual needs and particular situations. Healthy families allow for individuality;
each member is encouraged to pursue his or her own interests, and boundaries
between individuals are honored. Children are consistently treated with respect,
and do not fear emotional, verbal, physical, or sexual abuse. Parents can be
counted on to provide care for their children. Children are given responsibilities
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appropriate to their age and are not expected to take on parental responsibilities.
Finally, in healthy families everyone makes mistakes; mistakes are allowed.
Perfection is unattainable, unrealistic, and potentially dull and sterile.”147
It is important to evaluate original family structures as it impacts the basic ability to
trust. In the following one needs to pick out the structure present in early development and then
apply that to areas of personal introspection, counseling or coaching. We have identified the
following systems that cause dysfunctional issues in the members of the family:
1. Parents who are absent or empty
Parents of this type damage their children not so much intentionally, but by simple
neglect. Sometimes it is because of illness. Sometimes it is because of job stress. Sometimes
it is because they never received love in their own lives and just don’t know how to give it out.
Sometimes it is a home where divorce has occurred and there is a deep open wound that
sometimes never heals, and a child feels abandoned and doesn’t understand why. Frequently,
because of the weakness of the parent in these cases, the child is forced to become the
caregiver. Often times the parent becomes absent because of job responsibilities and the child
is left in the hands of a grandparent or some other person. Sometimes it occurs by the death of
the parent and the sense of abandonment is multiplied a hundred fold as the child is left to deal
with the issues of “why God would you take my…,” all alone.
2. Parents who are passive or apathetic.
How many times have we seen the passive father and the domineering mother
produce those who struggle with sexual identity issues? The manhood of a son is not
welcomed to life by a strong father, so an anger or ambivalence to women develops. A need for
attention from gender similar develops. Another characteristic of this system is a lack of
discipline and a sense of importance that drives a motivation to achieve or improve. The
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system also encompasses the apathetic parent who takes little or no interest in the child. This
is the parent who is only there to pass down a punishment that is a reaction to the child
frustrating the parent, without a sense of invested interest. The apathetic parent is unable or
unwilling to express love, touch, interest, encouragement and presence.
3. Parents with high need to control.
These types of parents come in different shades of the same orphan spirit. For them,
their children are not developing people but objects that have to be controlled. Whether it’s from
a fear of protection or high standard of performance, or just the desire to have power over
others, these parents constantly dominate and become the driving decision makers in the life of
their child. Their performance orientation allows no failure. If you don’t perform you are
devalued as a person. Many times Christian homes can be the worst in this regard with a “no
child of mine is going to act like that” mentality. Nothing appears wrong on the outside, but on
the inside, children are living in conflict. And, because it’s a “god thing,” they typically look really
good on the outside but are full of pain on the inside. Highly authoritarian parents are like this.
Their families are all about the law and little about the love. I learned an amazing principle
through life: Law produces rebellion, Love produces relationship. Statistically (95%), we find
that prisons are full of men who hate their parents, especially their fathers. Authoritarian
parents breed fear and they also breed liars, and those kids who when they get old enough,
rebel. They will run and never look back.
4. Parents who are angry or bitter at life, or abusive.
An example would be an unwanted pregnancy that destroys a mother’s life, locking
her to a house she didn’t want to be controlled by. Parents who have anger issues of their own
are frustrated by children who act like children. Raised with anger, these children become
angry themselves. Sometimes it becomes abusive, whether verbal, physical or sexual. Using
words of criticism or belittling children leaves a deep scar and wound of identity. Criticism of
how they may perform or how they may be able to do things or giftedness or intelligence or
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even just basic values produces kids with huge basic trust issues. I have found that the best
definition of abuse is: the gratification of the needs of the parent at the expense of the child.
Parents are not given responsibilities for their children to get their own needs met, they are
given responsibility to train the child for life. It goes without saying that sexual abuse is the apex
of this; again, the parent gets its needs met at the expense of the child. Emotional abuse is also
equally devastating. Highly negative or critical homes, who seldom affirm, produce kids who
have huge self-image problems.
5. Parents with issues of substance abuse.
These are children of drug abuse, or even more common, children of alcoholics. The
home has no time for the child because of its devotion to the drug of choice. In this structure
there are a couple of dynamics that take place. First, the one who has the problem is allowed to
continue and the one who identifies the problem by their feelings or observations is made to feel
like they are the problem. The family is expected to keep the problem user a secret; “We don’t
talk about our issues.” Problematically, in the mind of a child, the child will typically think that
they are the problem. Children don’t have the developmental security or capability to say, these
adults have a problem. Children simply assume that it is them. It’s like a wounded muscle
where all the other tissues have to take the load of the faulty one.
6. Parents who deal with children with partiality.
These are parents who make no secret about the fact that they prefer one child over
another. Parents who are partial are many times the ones who proclaim the loudest they don’t
treat their children with partiality. Yet, in a few short minutes of watching the family dynamics,
watching the facial smiles and expressions, the pats on the back, the looks, the references in
conversation, it becomes very obvious as to which of the children are “approved” of and which
are not. “This is my son, he is so successful, and we are so proud of him.” “Oh, this is my other
son. We are just not sure what he is going to do, he hasn’t figured that out”. “Oh, this is my
other son the musician. We are waiting for him to get a real job.”
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Each of these systems deals a blow to the child’s, and subsequently the adult’s,
ability to interact relationally on a horizontal basis, and on a vertical as well. Systems like this
rob its members of the expression and understanding of love. Love is the reflection of God’s
character, and therefore, the system damages the perception of God. The glasses are on. For
my own life, I cannot ever remember hearing the words, “I love you”, from either of my parents
until I was fifty years old. I remember sharing with a group and a man came up after and said, “I
still haven’t heard it yet.” I think of that saying, “For the one who does not love his brother who
he can see cannot love God whom he has not seen.”
D. THE SPIRIT RELEASED BY DYSFUNCTIONAL ORIGINS.
Typically dysfunctional systems are a factor of a set of common features. Bottom
line, dysfunctional families lack respectful unconditional love. There are common features such
as a lack of empathy, understanding, and sensitivity toward certain members, while at the same
time, over expressing affection to one or more other members of the family. One is
marginalized while the other is over cared for. Characteristically they are high in denial tactics,
disrespectful of appropriate boundaries, breaking of important promises, have extreme emotions
when someone fails, or a conflict occurs, they make mountains out of mole hills, dole out
unequal or partial treatment, offer appeasement to one who is more emotional than another,
have high excessive / use of controlling behaviors, and the use of induced fear in others to
speak what they really think. Also, ridicule, conditional love, disrespect, contempt, isolation,
intolerance, stifling free speech, being overly protective; discipline that is based in emotional
frustration rather than in healthy avenues / boundaries, rules that are designed to bless another
rather than control them may be present. Value systems that are one way in public and another
way at home; unpredictable emotional anger levels without any explainable cause; blaming one
child for the actions of another child; and using children as tools or objects can sometimes be
seen also.
Statements like, “you never do anything right”, “I could care less,” “you didn’t just
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make a mistake, you are a mistake”, “you should never have been born”, “do as I say, not as I
do,” “just because you say you’re sorry doesn’t fix anything,” “you’re a cheater, you’re a liar,
you’re a mess” can be heard in a dysfunctional home. Some other common forms of emotional
abuse are making a mountain out of mole hill or trying to maintain peace at any price. Some
families use the tag game with the following rules: 1) you must never be wrong, 2) if you are
wrong you must never admit it or be found out, 3) if you are wrong and found out, blame
someone else.
Beyond all this comes a sense of shame that is fostered in original family
dysfunctional structures. Shame is internalized guilt. Guilt says I did something wrong, shame
says I am something wrong. Guilt says I made a mistake but shame says I am a mistake.
Shame is an acidic emotion that is driven by guilt but in a self-deprecating way. The best
illustration I know of is the hypothetical police officer who pulls someone over for a traffic
violation. Guilt says, you broke the law, here is a ticket. Shame says, you broke the law and
you deserve the death penalty. Shame is an over-exaggerated emotion of lack of worth.
People, who are based in shame, appear to be very full on the outside but are empty on the
inside. These people find themselves constantly pursuing idols of the world value system to
gain that counterfeit affection to fill the emptiness inside. Typically, they are very performance
or presentation conscious and are often very down on themselves because they are inadequate
and don’t measure up. They are typically out of touch with what they really feel. Often times
they cannot remember much of their childhood and when they do it comes in snapshots. These
individuals stuff feelings a lot because they have been taught that those who are wrong express
their feelings. Sitting in a room full of people or attending a conference they feel totally alone
and sad. They have a hard time trusting people because people are not safe.

For them

normal is abnormal and abnormal is normal, often times choosing abnormal hurtful situations or
relationships because even though it hurts abnormally it’s the only normal they have ever
known. They are constantly afraid of relationships because of fear of abandonment.
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Dysfunctional family systems destroy basic trust, and fill the heart with fear based
responses. They destroy the ability to function or exist in relationships horizontally and vertically.
They deeply affect the ability to relate to God intimately. They do so by warping or damaging
the meaning of the word ‘grace’ or the word ‘love.’ Grace has little meaning when assessed
through a filter of shame. When one says “I love you” to another within a dysfunctional belief
system, it means a multitude of things: there are strings attached, there are goals to be
achieved, a performance level to maintain, there is an inability to internalize the feeling,
emptiness will be momentarily filled but with cravings to follow, and a host of other things.
Taking the template of dysfunctional systems we have been discussing I discovered
there were five basic fears that warp our perception and drive both the vertical and horizontal
relationships. .
1. The Fear of Isolation / Rejection – fear of not belonging
The spirit of rejection is an attitude that if we: are not good enough, don’t perform well
enough, don’t look right, don’t earn enough, don’t have the right possessions, don’t earn the
praise of another, then, we become the recipients of rejection. Rejection is a powerful feeling of
being on the outside looking in, not have a place, not being connected, not being part of
something that gives value--and it is extremely powerful. It ranges from the silent treatment so
often used in families, to outright refusal of acknowledging the existence of the other person at
all. It also includes disowning someone or refusing to be seen in public with them; guilt tripping
someone by the threat of not speaking to them or giving them “the look” (that stare that
communicates major disappointment with a person. This sense of rejection goes beyond a
healthy disagreement and becomes all about life and death as in “If you don’t get this done don’t
bother coming back to see me” or “You mess this one up, and I won’t have any use for you.”
This spirit is so powerful because it is not only plays on an overt fear of actual rejection, but
includes hundreds of very subtle methods to communicate rejection in other ways. Rejection
can be the simple look of disappointment, or the manipulation of a guilt trip, or words that
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demonstrate isolation from the family or the organization’s inner circle.

Orphans so deeply feel the Spirit of rejection that their actions must always comply
with the wishes of others so that they are accepted and belong.
Sons have learned that they are part of a Father’s family and that nothing can separate
them from that, so in the face of rejection by others they can live knowing they are
accepted by Him.

2. The Fear of Insecurity - not being provided for or protected
This is the spirit that develops from the fear of not being protected or not being
provided for. It usually originates from a sense of being left behind or abandoned in the past.
Concerning this spirit of abandonment, Dr. Clinton wrote, “The fear of abandonment is the
fundamental human fear. It is so basic and so profound that it emerges even before we acquire
the language to voice it. This fear is so powerful that it activates our body’s autonomic nervous
system; causing our hearts to race, our breathing to become shallow and rapid, our stomachs to
quiver, and our hands to shake.”148This spirit of fear has multiple faces. The fear of not having
enough food, the fear of not have anything to drink--those basic life survival issues arise from
having those basic necessities taken away or withheld early on. Few understand or
comprehend that this fear is also one of the most powerful because it is actually a fear of not
being safe. Conversations regarding dysfunctional systems in power organizations most often
reveal huge issues in lack of protection. People don’t talk in a family because they are afraid to
share their hearts. Fear of ridicule, fear of criticism, fear of being mocked, and fear of exposure
run rampant in these kinds of groups, families or organizations.

Orphans/Ishmaels are constantly looking over their shoulders. Orphans are
suspicious at best, or more covertly, simply protective about ever trusting anyone.
Sons/Isaacs have learned the essence of basic trust in a Heavenly Father. They trust
that He will guard and protect as He sees fit, and they learn to extend themselves to
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others in an open handed way because they have received that from Him.

3. The Fear of Inadequacy - not approved of, not good enough.
Within this spirit is a sense of judgment and inadequacy, “I never measure up, I’ll
never be good enough.” This spirit strives for a sense of approval, to know that one has value
based on measuring up to a real or perceived standard. People with this spirit are hyper
sensitive because they have been trained through past experiences and relationships to be on
guard in order to not lose someone’s approval. They are easily devastated by criticism, and
easily hurt by others’ comments and judgmental thoughts. Hypersensitive to “the look” of
disappointment by others, they work ever harder to please and be judged approved. This
transfers into their walk with God. Rather than pleasing Him by a walk of trust, they strive to
prove they are worthy of approval. This can only be achieved through comparison, the rocket
fuel of shame. They are constantly observing and sizing up others usually with a spirit of
criticism, comparing themselves to see if they are good enough. There is a record keeping of
past offenses, a high level of criticism, you are frowned upon, or avoided, you are not forgiven,
and you are spurned. For those who struggle with this fear, any praise or encouragement or
blessing falls on parched ground that is desperate for affection.

Orphans live with a fear of being inadequate but seldom show it. Although looking
good on the outside, they are tormented on the inside that they won’t be approved of
or they will be judged,
For the son, approval comes from a loving Father who has stated that faith or trust is
the only thing that pleases Him. The Son learns that Father’s heart finds little value in
pleasing Him if the heart does not do it from a source of trust.

4. The Fear of Insufficiency - not being of any value or worth
There is a formula once presented by several family counselors that looked like this:
a). the value of praise in the life of a child or adult is worth 1 point. b) The value of a praise that
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reaches into the depth of the person is worth 10 points. c) The cost of a general criticism is a
minus 10, and d) the cost of a criticism that reaches to the depth of a person’s self-image is a
minus 100. Words of encouragement, acts of affection and attitudes of affirmation, especially
by a father figure have enormous power. In their Book “THE BLESSING” Gary Smalley and
John Trent wrote the antithesis of the dysfunctional parent: B – Be committed to your child, L –
Loving Touch, E – Express Value, S – See Potential, and S – Say it often.

Meaningful,

loving touch; to be hugged consistently and often. A spoken expressed value; to hear the
words "I love you" consistently and often. Attaching high value; to know we matter and are
worth being loved. Picturing a special future, which is to know that we have potential - unique
gifts and capabilities God can use to bless others with later on. An active commitment,
meaning we received the first four parts of the blessing on a consistent basis as we grew up. If a
child hears his father say "I love you" once during the first ten years of his life, he'll buy into the
message of rejection from the silence of the nine years and 355 days, not what was said one
time. Knowing that one is loved by a primary caregiver has been shown to have immense
power. “Better is open rebuke than love that is concealed” (Pro. 27.5) How many have heard
said, or felt through body language, “You’ve be a pain since you were born”, or “you again, why
are you taking so much of my time.” Ways that we show someone they have no value or worth
is avoiding them, being uninterested in them, criticizing them, interrupting them, over-talking
them and not giving them our attention and time.

Orphans/Ishmaels, have not experienced or seen love expressed to them and they
constantly strive to gain that sense of affection from how they can impress others.
Furthermore, not having received love, they cannot give it away to others, so their
lives are centered around self-interests.
Sons have heard the words of love and those words have soaked into their hearts,
enabling them to live life with a sense of confidence and a sense of security, and,
because they have received, it they can give it away.
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5. The Fear of Insignifcance - not being Important or significant.
Another great fear is brought upon by a spirit of insignificance. This is a fear of not
being needed, not being important, not being considered as someone or being looked down on
in a family or organizational pecking order. This is so clearly communicated by parents, leaders
and colleagues who have not made time for someone they perceive as being of lesser
importance. They are over-talked, interrupted, outshouted, ignored, not invited to planning
sessions, their opinions are not requested, they are corrected in public, intimidated, isolated and
put down.
Significance is feeling that you matter in this world. It’s knowing that you make a
difference and you are relevant, respected, considered, and valued for who you are. It’s that
sense that what I do has value to someone or some goal. Feeling insignificant is a very real
emotion. When that emotion within yourself is more fully examined, explored, and considered, it
reveals the whole purpose of your being you. It will reveal the true significance of your life--of all
life, as it relates to God and His greater purpose in creation. The way people feel about
themselves because they're too fat, too pale, too small, too skinny, too dumb, too not cool,
carries a lot of weight. People with a high sense of significance have a high sense of
confidence. For those without a sense of significance, there is a high sense of self hatred,
feelings of alienation, and of doubting their own value as important. They become defeated by
mistakes or failures, are fearful of expressing themselves, unsure in taking appropriate risks,
overcome with negative thinking and overly concerned with the opinions of others. When the
feeling of insignificance is multiplied and magnified with a vengeance, it can become a major
factor underlying school shootings and other public displays of exploding human volcanoes.

For the orphan, aggressive striving, the pursuing of lofty goals, the putting others
down, the feelings that I must do everything right and not do wrong are crucial to
being accepted by God and feeling good about myself.
The son learns his importance has nothing to do with what he can hold but Who Holds
him. Pride strives for importance, significance and a sense of being special, only to
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find that often it is God who is opposing.

Each of these fears is a powerful motivator or de-motivator. They can be the
foundation behind many behaviors.
E. EFFECTS OF DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILY SYSTEMS
In his book, Forgiving Our Parents, Dwight Lee Wolter lists the following effects
found in children from dysfunctional families:
Children of dysfunctional families, either at the time, or as they grow
older, may also lack the ability to be playful, or childlike, and may "grow up too
fast;" conversely they may grow up too slowly, or be in a mixed mode (e.g. wellbehaved, but unable to care for themselves) have moderate to severe mental
health issues, including possible depression, anxiety, and suicidal thoughts,
become addicted to smoking, alcohol, and/or drugs, especially if parents or
friends have done the same, bully or harass others, or be an easy victim thereof
(possibly taking a dual role in different settings) be in denial regarding the
severity of the family's situation, have mixed feelings of love–hate towards certain
family members, become a sex offender, possibly including pedophilia, have
difficulty forming healthy relationships within their peer group (usually due to
shyness or a personality disorder), spend an inordinate amount of time alone
watching television, playing video games, surfing the internet, listening to music,
and other activities which lack in-person social interaction, feel angry, anxious,
depressed, isolated from others, or unlovable, have a speech disorder (related to
emotional abuse) distrust others or even have paranoia, become a juvenile
delinquent and turn to a life of crime (with or without dropping out of school), and
possibly become a gang member, struggle academically at school, or academic
performance declines, unexpectedly have low self-esteem or a poor self-image
with difficulty expressing emotions, rebel against parental authority, or
conversely, uphold their family's values in the face of peer pressure, or even try
to take an impossible "middle ground" that pleases no one, think only of
themselves to make up the difference of their childhoods (as they are still
learning the balance of self-love), have little self-discipline when parents are not
around, such as compulsive spending, procrastinating too close to deadlines, etc.
(unfamiliar and seemingly lax "real-world" consequences vs. familiar parental
consequences), find an (often abusive) spouse or partner at a young age, and/or
run away from home, become pregnant and/or a parent of illegitimate children,
be at risk of becoming poor or homeless, even if the family is already wealthy or
middle-class, have auto-destructive or potentially self-damaging behaviors, join a
cult to find the acceptance they never had at home, or at a minimum, have
differing philosophical/religious beliefs from what they were previously taught,
strive (as young adults) to live far away from particular family members,
perpetuate dysfunctional behaviors in other relationships (especially their own
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children).149
The following quote from Josh McDowell’s website was taken from a study performed
at John’s Hopkins University, by Drs. Thomas and Dwazinsky. Thomas and Dwazinsky
followed and studied 1,377 medical graduate students for 30 years asking “Was there a
common cause factor that could predict five diseases in adults?” The five were Mental Illness,
Hypertension, Malignant Tumors, Coronary Heart Disease, and Suicide. The one common
factor according to these two Doctors at John’s Hopkins, was “the closeness of your relationship
to your parents, ESPECIALLY your father". Josh McDowell states he called the doctors
personally, and they had him convinced in three minutes. Here was why. They concluded that
all five diseases are related to stress. A child raised in a very loving home--one in which
especially the father has invested a lot of love in the child, that child can handle stress so much
better than the child who isn't.
In prisons, it is reported that when they have a Mother’s day event, where the inmates
are provided the opportunity to construct a Mother’s day card for their moms, the turnout is 90%.
In the exact same prisons, when a Father’s day event is planned the turnout is less that 5%.
Mike Genung, who works almost exclusively with male sexual addicts, writes in his
article entitled, “Healing Father Wounds”:
“The reality is that many men grew up without their fathers blessing - including those
raised in Christian homes. The void that's left by the lack of our father's love is a setup for a long, hard struggle with sex addiction, workaholism, gluttony or some other
false coping mechanism. Dr. Ross Campbell, a former associate clinical professor of
psychiatry at the University of Tennessee, College of Medicine, writes ‘In all my
reading and experience I have never known of one sexually disorientated person who
had a warm, loving and affectionate father.’ Neither have I. In our support groups I
ask the guys to describe their relationships with their fathers, and I can't remember
one man who said his father told him ‘I love you’ and hugged him on a consistent
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basis growing up.”150
As quoted from Wikipedia in their article on Alcoholism, “Children of
alcoholics have an increased suicide rate and on average have total health care costs
32 percent greater than children of nonalcoholic families. Adults from alcoholic
families experience higher levels of anxiety, and lower levels of differentiation of self
than adults raised in non-alcoholic families. Additionally, adult children of alcoholics
have lower self-esteem, excessive feelings of responsibility, difficulties reaching out,
higher incidence of depression, and increased likelihood of becoming alcoholics”151
People, especially many of our Christian leaders, can look so good on the outside,
and we think they have no history or past issues. An amazing read in what I believe is one of
the best series on marriage in the Christian market today is a series by Emerson Eggerichs,
entitled “Love and Respect.” This man is an example of Christ we can learn much from. And
yet he had much to overcome. By his own testimony, in a September 27, 2010 blog, Eggerichs
reported that he came from a violent and alcoholic home where his father was an abusive man
and his mother eventually divorced him.

Later in life, his dad accepted Christ as his Savior,

and after much time, the marriage was ultimately restored.

And yet this was the family of

origin that Emerson had to deal with in his own life.
F. APPLICATION: “TAKEAWAY”
The dynamics of all this are so wide reaching: First, original family greatly determines
the child’s ability to understand, receive and comprehend a personal and healthy sense of who
they are. Secondly, original family greatly determines an adult’s ability to build and maintain
normal horizontal healthy relationships. Third, given the incredible importance of the above, to
evaluate correctly and then minster healing to the heart basic trust level must become of priority
importance in any personal evaluation, counseling or coaching plan. It is demanded that (and
thereby it is a failure if not done) we foster a reconstruction of our whole belief system of
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knowing we are loved. Knowing we are loved determines how we relate to others so a complete
evaluation of needs being met is extremely important. Fourth, so far, this is only dealing with
relationships in the horizontal, but remember, life comes from the a priori vertical relationship we
have with God. No other relationship is more important than the vertical. So, now we need to
take the evaluation of needs met to its logical end. How do those four family of origin questions
find their answer in God? Ultimately, good parenting was to be a “skin on” representation of
God as our parent. This was where unconditional love and respect and support were to be
modeled for every child. With God being the ultimate Parent, the questions should be asked of
our perception of Him.
1.
2.
3.
4.

XII.

Are You there for me? Can I count on You?
Do You really care about me?
Am I worthy of Your love and protection?
What do I have to do to get Your attention, You affection, Your heart?

GRACE RE-CENTERED LIVING DAILY IN FATHER’S LOVE.

“A scientist will say I know it looks like a caterpillar but the DNA tell us it is a butterfly.
Wow…God has wired into a creature nothing looking like a butterfly the complete and perfect
identity of a butterfly. Because a caterpillar is a butterfly in essence it will one day display the
behavior and attitudes and attributes of a butterfly. The caterpillar matures into what is already
true about it. In the meantime berating the caterpillar for not looking more like a butterfly will
probably just hurt its little ears.” John Lynch 152
We’ve been talking for several chapters about how much our view of God’s love for
us needs to align with Him as Father, in addition to Son and Holy Spirit. Our emphasis has
been on the life-changing truths of Father as the central figure in the life of Christ. Jesus wanted
desperately to introduce us to His Loving Father and have us understand Him as He did. He
wanted us living our lives re-centered in His Love. But seriously, how do we do that? How do
we take what we know and have it change what we do? Its learning to live life completely
centered in God’s Love. Often we find ourselves centered in the world’s affections and it will
usually find its source in it’s “about me”. That is usually most of the source of my lack of peace.
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I have left the peace and joy and hope of having a place in my Father’s heart, I have exchanged
that for a world affection. I have moved off center. In this chapter we just want to explore the
specifics of how we can stay on center or better learn to recognize that we are human and will
drift off center so the key will be how can I stay Re-Centered on a daily basis in my Father’s love
for me.
As a pilot, a sailing instructor, seminar leader and one who manages multiple contractors
and vendors, I love checklists, I live by them. The following is something that I have committed
to practice on a weekly basis. Yes, every single week I work through this checklist using it as a
reminder to myself that I need to re-center in the truths that God loves me as a Father loves a
son. In doing so, I build my trust in Him. The check list that follows is something that I focus on
three days a week. This is how I live re-centered in Father’s love on a weekly basis. I know this
works because I do it. Many of these principles were derived as I read and studied the Prodigal
Son. What better to study to learn about coming Home to Father’s House than the parable
Jesus gave us specifically to understand how much Father rejoices over His children when they
come home.
A. CAUTION: BRAIN VS. MIND.
Before we start any discussion regarding behavior change and learning to apply the
truths of God’s Word as it relates to your identity in Christ, we need to cover something that
must be stated very clearly. Simply, how you feel physically greatly influences your walk with
God. I have found there are times when one feels depression, discouragement, hopelessness,
hyperactivity, nervousness along with other feelings, and the causes are due to body chemistry
issues. When the physical health issues are the cause, the formulas and disciplines of a
Christian walk amount to just screaming at caterpillar’s ears to try to force it to shape up and act
like a butterfly. It will do very little good. Personally, I dealt with deep recurring depression,
hyperactivity and migraines for many years. I later discovered that much of it was due to food
allergies. Some argue with me about this, saying that all sinful behavior can be overcome by
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pounding the Word into someone’s head and following a set of rules. Unfortunately, when we
fail again, we are told, “Well, you just don’t have enough faith.”
There is a huge problem with that. The “mind” or heart and the “brain” are two
different things. My brain is an organ in which my mind / spirit / heart indwell. My brain is a
body part. My brain can be affected by chemicals in my body which affect my behavior and as a
result no matter how good my intentions are my behavior will be affected as well. This
relationship is actually recognized by many laws, one of which concerns drunk driving. If I drink
a lot of alcohol, the laws of most states say that I am too functionally impaired to operate
machinery like a car. The alcohol impairs my judgment and my behavior. A chemical
imbalance in the brain can work the same way. People try to overcome depression by a series
of formulas: pray more, read more, go to more conferences, get more tapes, serve more, give
more; do the rules, the regulations, the rituals, the requirements, obey the restrictions.
Individuals come for help and leave the counselor or coach’s office with a new list of do’s and
don’ts and the best of commitments and intentions. They are motivated to change! People go
to the latest conference, seminar and even altar calls with the same intentions. However, a
week, a month or a couple of months is usually as far as they get. Sometimes it is because the
“brain” is responding to chemical influences that the “mind” cannot change, just like the “brain”
that is drunk cannot be controlled by the “mind” that perceives the policeman walking to their car
is not going to be a good thing. Our brains can be influenced by so many things: coffee,
caffeine, sugar, drugs, lack of sunshine and vitamin deficiencies--those kinds of things all affect
the brain. There are those who may argue this but I can attest to it not only in my counseling /
coaching, but in my own life. I struggled with huge issues which included hyperactivity, racing
thoughts, deep depression and extreme migraines all because of certain foods in my diet.
When I removed these from my diet, it made all the difference in the world. My point is this,
before you attempt to find the peace and joy of the Christian life and presence of God, please
seek medical evaluation. For many, there are answers to be found with medical help. I also
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recommend, under a physician’s oversight, a period of fasting then reintroducing foods one day
at a time and one food at a time. By doing this, I discovered that corn, rye, blueberries,
mushrooms, onions and a few others were absolutely non-negotiable foods for me. If I didn’t
want a migraine then I didn’t eat corn. Plain and simple. And there is not anyone who can
have a life changing walk with God when they on the floor with a migraine. Coffee and caffeine
also affect us resetting our bio clocks, as does sugar and its associated sugar lows and highs.
Sleep and exercise also play a large part in how we feel. Falling asleep while trying to read
your Bible because you’re tired is not “resting in Christ.” So please in your plan for
transformational lasting change, consult a certified dietician and medical professional in all
matters of personal health.
B. CONFRONT THE LIES YOU BELIEVE
The first major step in Living Daily Re-centered in Father’s Love is to CONFRONT
THE LIES we may believe about ourselves and God. In the movie “A Beautiful Mind”, the
leading part played by Russell Crowe was a man who suffered from a perception of the world
that was a lie. He miraculously avoided being institutionalized by confronting the lie of
schizophrenia in his mind. Crowe’s character literally lived and interacted in a world that was
made up in his own mind, it was not reality. But for him to change he came to understand it
could not be done until he stopped believing what he thought true about his reality, was actually
suspect and he had to learn to have the confirmation of others to establish if it was true or his
imagination. He came to rely on trusted others to help him know when he was seeing a lie and
when he was seeing truth. Like that character, part of walking with God as Father will involve
calling many of the thoughts we think and believe are true and real what they are, lies. A deep
trust in God’s Spirit, a passionate daily reading of His Word, a brutally honest teachable attitude
and learning to trust the insights of other God oriented counselors and coaches in our lives are
the only viable answers.
Starting at the beginning, how does one change their lives and behavior? One way to
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effect life change is by the use of accountability through rules and laws (fear and reward).
Problematically though the outside man may change, this doesn’t really change the inside heart.
The method of changing one’s life is best done from the inside out. That process of inside out is
called transformation. Conforming is the process of effecting changes outside in through the
use of rules and regulations, requirements, rituals and restrictions. Transformation is a term
that describes a process whereby something is changed not from the outside in but from the
inside out. Simply put change because we WANT to do it not because we HAVE to do it. In the
Christian walk transformation was God’s plan for us, not more rules. Transformation will occur
naturally when we place His Words in our heart and allow the Holy Spirit to change the inside.
Webster’s says to “transform” is a) to change in composition or structure b) to change the
outward form or appearance of c) to change in character or condition. The word transformation
is derived from Greek word “metamorphosis" built from two words, meta, "to change" and
morphe, "the form or substance." It essentially means to change the very form or substance of
something. It describes the process of a caterpillar changing into a butterfly. Beating the
caterpillar, yelling rules at it, giving it a list of positive thoughts does not cause metamorphosis.
The caterpillar changes when what’s on the inside (DNA) changes what’s on the outside (old
caterpillar behavior).
This process will occur when we learn the value of a second term, displacement
thinking. Displacement refers to a process where one puts something into a something else
and thereby causes change. In fluids like water, displacement occurs when clean water is
poured into dirty water until the dirty water becomes clear. New water flowing in, toxic water
flowing out, pond becomes clean, looks wonderful and smells beautiful. In spiritual terms this
displacement is all about pouring the newness of Father’s love for us as Isaac’s, sons or
daughters poured into our hearts will slowly displace the toxic Ishmael thinking.
You have to be focused on His love first or you will reduce your Christian walk to a
formula of the flesh. Without the fresh flow of His Love you will find yourself hungering for the
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counterfeit affections of the Law system, back to diving in the dumpsters like orphans. Paul’s
words should now come as a shocking revelation,

“Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of

God's mercy (God’s Love), to offer your bodies as living sacrifices (give Him control), holy
(separated from world) and pleasing to God--this is your spiritual act of worship (valuing Him).
Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of
your mind. (Displacement Thinking) that you may prove (demonstrate through your life) what
God's the will of God is, good acceptable and perfect.” (emphasis mine)153 There, in Romans
12, are the exact points we have been discussing. First, don’t be conformed to the pattern of the
world. See the lies of the world system, confront them and abandon them. You cannot grow as
long as you are being conformed to, being patterned by, or are plugged into the pattern of this
world. That is the false vine of the world and its value system. Get rid of the world in your
heart that is what Paul is saying. To be conformed to something is to allow it to change you into
its likeness. “Do not be conformed,” stop letting the world value system change or
control you into it’s image. Stop letting the world and all its counterfeit affections be the
vine from which you attempt to draw your life. It's Jesus who is the Vine, and it is Jesus
only.
Learn to identify the lies of the orphan spirit and what its value system comes from.
Find in yourself the eight primary sources we have talked about in earlier chapters:
performance, presentation, possessions, power, praise of men, people popularity, selfempowerment and codependency. One of my clients called me one day as he was learning this
and said. “Jim do you think I have an orphan spirit” I kinda laughed thinking, “do you think you
don’t?” A week later, he called very dismayed, “I see it in me, it’s all about me, the orphan spirit
is in everything I do.”
Paul says, don’t be conformed to the world but be transformed. Paul said
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transformation happens by “the renewing of the mind.” Picture a huge pool or pond, which we
will call your life, which is filled with bad water so that it’s not healthy. As you grow in Christ you
begin to realize that pollutants, mold, toxins and bad chemicals are being poured into your pond
and at times your life stinks with sin. You want to clean it up so you work and work and work
hard to change your life, go to classes, attend seminars, read books all with good intentions.
Then one day you discover at one end someone buried a huge toxic landfill, and there is a
pipeline with water seeping from this chemical dump (our sin nature of selfishness) into our
pool. Nothing is growing well, it stinks really bad and pollutes every one of our relationships.
That pipeline is your sin nature and is made up of a whole set of orphan Ishmael walk in the
world value system stuff. To see our pool transformed, we want it to change into a beautiful
pool that sustains life. Healthy water is the key. What must we do to transform the pool? First
we identify the orphan thinking of toxic waste and shut it down, refuse the lies. Then we pour in
Father’s amazing grace and love, being rooted and grounded in His Love (next chapter).

My

job is not to change the pool, my job is to change the supply and the pool will change all by
itself. THAT IS HOW DISPLACEMENT THINKING CAUSES TRUE TRANSFORMATION.
REJECTING THE LIES OF WORLD THINKING AND RENEWING OUR MIND.
It’s all over the Scriptures. Look at Philippians 4.4-9. Paul says, Rejoice… be
gentle… be anxious for nothing (get rid of the world value system) and the result is “the peace
of God which surpasses all comprehension will guard your hearts and minds.” The peace of
God comes when we shut off the world value influence. Paul goes on in verses 7-9 to say, Fill
your mind with good, positive honoring things, follow me and “the things you have learned and
received, and seen in me, practice these things…” (i.e., soak in the Word, walk in the Spirit,
follow Christ passionately) and the God of peace will be with you. Cut off the world vine and
you will have peace, plug your mind into the new vine, fill your mind with God’s word, spend
some time in prayer and now you have the peace of God dwelling with you.
“For the mind set on the flesh is death but the mind set on the spirit is life and
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peace.”154 The mind is the battle ground. You don’t lose the battle at the pool end you lose the
battle at the pipe. Turn off the toxic and turn on the fresh water. Do not set your mind on the
things of this earth but on the things from above (Col 3.1). Otherwise, if you (or anyone) don't
want to do this God's way then you can go pander after some big name speaker, go to another
conference, church service or Christian music concert and get another high from the counterfeit
affection drug and run for two more weeks thinking "what a good boy am I."
Transforming life change success is learning to pull your roots out of the world (do not
be conformed) and then sink your roots and grounding into Father's love.
Positive changes occur in my life from the roots upward as nourishment flows up,
feeding life to the fruit, not changing the outside. Displacement thinking is that process where I
deal with the toxic pool of negative orphan thinking, anti-God (belief systems) in my life shutting
them off, and then pouring in the clean and pure water of His word. I learned from my mentor,
Dean Hatfield, “It’s a root problem, not a fruit problem.”
Transformation is what a caterpillar does inside the cocoon. It morphs into something
entirely different than it was before. Whereas it crawled, now it flies, whereas it was bound to
the ground now it is much freer. This transformation occurs from the inside out; there is no
outside force working, no rules, regulations, rituals, requirements, or restrictions on the
caterpillar to beat it into submission. The sinful, pride-based Ishmael spirit requires rules, it
requires fear, and it requires reward. A son does not require these things because his
motivation comes from the inside out, he wants to trust His Father because he knows how loved
he is. Formula Christianity focuses on a walk with God that is all about: knowledge, discipline,
works, serving, praying, sacrificing, giving, and trying, but neglects living in intimacy and love.
I have a natural tendency to daily drift away from being re-centered in Father’s Love.
I return to the lies of this world value system. By learning to identify, confront, and clean out the
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lies we believe about God we have step one of good pool cleaning.
1. See the world value system lies.
The prodigal son believed a set of lies about the world. “The younger son gathered
everything together and went on a journey into a distant country, and there he squandered his
estate with loose living.”155 In such a short statement we see how the counterfeit affections and
its addictive allure had captured his thinking. First, he believed the lie that he could demand
and take the goods his father had earned, as his own. Secondly, he believed he could spend
them on himself, his friends and his lifestyle without having to work to replace what he was
spending. Thirdly, he believed he could live his life in a party world without any concerns for
the consequences. Lastly, he believed that his friendships and party life style were more
secure, fulfilling and rewarding than the love of his father. And, he believed that nothing could
shake his security. Unfortunately, “what goes around comes around” and he discovered the
consequences of the false vine when truth reared its ugly head, “and there arose a famine in
that land.”
2. See the lies about God’s Love
Let’s look at the parable to learn the secrets of going home and staying re-centered in
Father’s love. All five of our faces of grace occur here in this passage in different ways, 1)
Belonging, 2) Significance, 3) Worth, 4) Approval, 5) Protection. Here’s what we see in Luke
15.11-32. The prodigal had chosen the world and its attractions. Faced with his failure and the
shame of feeding pigs he started to think back and remember his father’s house. He
remembered the kindness of his father’s dealing with the servants, how they were fed and taken
care of. He remembered his home, “how many of my father’s hired men have more than
enough bread…” Here is the start of displacement thinking. Prodigal remembered his father’s
house and kindness.
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Displacement, as we have talked about before, needs to be practiced daily. Look
clearly at what happened back in Eden. God showed up just as He always did and He called
out, “Adam where are you?” Seriously, did God not know where Adam was hiding? Did God
lose Adam? No. With a Father’s heartbroken plea, He gave Adam the chance to come forward.
Father called out, “Adam where are you?” and so He calls today for your heart. He called then
and He calls now. But Adam hid himself in fear, concealed himself with human inventions and
blamed others for his problems. Why did Adam react the way he did? Because he now
believed three primary lies. First, God’s character as a Father and essentially God’s love as a
Father for Adam was challenged. The first lie looked like this: Father would no longer want him
because Adam didn’t measure up. Secondly, Adam believed the lie of self-sufficiency, that
human self-effort and self-solution were a better answer than total dependence on his Father.
Hiding behind manufactured clothing was preferred over standing in naked, transparent, basic
trust and vulnerability, coming to God for His solution. Thirdly, Adam now believed that
someone (or something) else was responsible for his problems.
From the very beginning of our lives, there will always be an assault on God’s
trustworthiness. Satan started it originally, “has God said…?” challenging God’s truthfulness
and character. Then, when Eve replied, the serpent responded, “You surely will not die!” In
today’s English the serpent said, “Seriously? You’re freaking kidding, right?” Both questions
challenged the character and essence of God with a hidden lie. Part of the cause of our drift
from being centered in Father’s Love is the false images of God we build in our own minds, the
lies we embrace. They usually boil down to these four basic lies right out of family of origin and
early training:




God isn’t there for you, He’s there for others but not for you. You can’t count on God. He
will let you down. If you want things done you have to do them yourself.
God doesn’t really care about you. He is aloof, apathetic, not engaged, has no real
feeling about what you are doing or going through.
You’re not really worthy of God’s love or protection, basically you’re not good enough,
don’t look good enough, can’t do things right enough.
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God expects you to earn His attention, His affection, and His heart for you. He doesn’t
really care about anything but you measuring up to His high standards and He only gives
His blessings away sparingly and upon met conditions.
I stop seeing myself as God really sees me and start seeing myself through past

images. It’s not a self-image problem but a God image problem. Recognition of this will drive us
into relearning basic trust, that ability to hold ourselves open and vulnerable to another in
complete trust no matter what is seen to the contrary.
Part of what makes this prodigal son parable so powerful is the lies not only with the
world attraction but the lies about the father’s character as well. From recent archeology it is
quite likely that Jewish tradition and ultimately literature had a similar story that Jesus and His
listeners were well aware of, where a son leaves to squander his wealth. In fact, one such story
was discovered originating in the second century. The second century Jewish story mirrors the
prodigal’s actions, only it comes to an abrupt end when the son gets what he deserves—he is
reduced to the low, horrible level of feeding the most unclean animals in Jewish culture. The son
is cut off from the Jewish community and from any financial charity that would have otherwise
been offered him. Jesus probably knew of this story and the expectation His listeners had.
Jesus’ Jewish listeners were no doubt ready for His story to end with the harsh discipline of the
prodigal getting what he totally deserved. Imagine how surprised they were when Jesus went
on to show what this Prodigal Father actually did. And we also learn from this parable the heart
of God towards those who blow it. “But while he was still a long way off, his father saw him and
felt compassion for him, and ran and embraced him and kissed him.” (v20) What lessons are
here for us about the lies Satan would have us believe about God and His Love?
a) While this sinful son, this wasted individual in the world’s eyes, the one who didn’t
meet expectations, was still a long way off, his father saw him. Let that soak in a bit. A long
way off… This father was continually looking for his son, perhaps daily staring down the road,
often wistfully wondering and hoping any moment his son would appear. Wondering as all
parents do, where is he now, what is he doing, how is he feeling. Is that your impression of God
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for you? Do you have a Father like that? Do you realize that God is staring down the road for
you, longing to see you, wondering what you’re feeling and thinking, hoping that you are coming
home? Do you realize that just one step in His direction is met by His gaze, not a frown, but a
longing to see you? Do you hear those words, “Adam where are you” in your heart? I
sometimes like to help people see the value of sonship in Father’s mind by asking them, “who
does Father love more you or Jesus?” Most say Jesus, but it’s not true, He loves us the same.
b) Look at the Father’s reaction, “and felt compassion.” This is so important because
most of us do not think God feels compassion. We are convinced He is angry, upset,
disappointed, irritated and a bunch of other stuff we believe from an angry God theology. That
is not the case in this story. When Prodigal came into view, the father felt compassion. Wow.
Strong writes that the Greek word here means, “to be moved as to one's inward parts, hence to
be moved with compassion, have compassion.”156 This is that ache of spirit a parent knows for
a son, a longing that can’t even be very well described. It’s loving someone so much that it is in
the inner core of all your emotions. In the Greek text it is also in middle voice. That’s kind of
like saying it wasn’t just that the father was feeling the emotions but that the emotions
themselves were driving the father’s heart. The deep hurt and love he felt for his son was
gushing up inside, the pressure of his love was so great. That is God’s feeling for you as your
Father. Spending some time in prayer and focusing on this will start to bring amazing changes
to the toxic pool of the lies of an ‘angry’ God belief system. Ask God to reach in and heal that
area of your heart so long spent in focusing on original family, or abuse, or injuries, which cloud
over His love. Ask Father God to show you His love, new every morning. Soak in His
Presence, don’t bring lists, just let Him speak to your heart. He is faithful.
c) The third thing this Prodigal Father did? He ran. In that culture, fathers are
revered and adult men of any social standing walk with regal stature–they simply don’t run, not
for any reason, under any circumstance. Children and servants may run, but not an adult male,
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and not a father who has children to run for him. Thus, a returning son would be brought, even
dragged, to the father’s presence, not the other way around. In no instance would a grown
Middle Eastern man take off running with his arms out to greet someone—especially a son who
had shamed him and his family as disgracefully and publicly as this one had. In order to run,
the father would have to lift his garment up above his knees. Picture this grown man trying to
do that while reaching out with his arms at the same time. Few things look less dignified than
that. Yet, that’s what the father in this parable did. Do you see Father God this way? Can you
see Him seated on His throne, looking across the infinitely amazing heaven with all the angels,
the Ancient of Days, seeing you across the room and “running” to greet you? Why? Because
Prodigal was worth it to the father, he has great worth and value to father. Confront the lies that
you may have come to believe. Speak directly to them, confess each and every one, and pour
out the Love of Father God on each one.

Ishmaels would never expect a father to run, for them there is no father who would
risk looking bad to accept them. There is no greeting, only a stare, because the
orphan beliefs are based in past original family and injury lies.
Isaacs have come to learn that their Father loves them more than He loves the
opinions of others, more than the Law, so much so He sacrificed His only Son. Father
runs, He seeks, He calls. Isaacs are loved because they have value and worth.

d) This father “embraced him.” It had to be one of those hugs that just takes your
breath away. He must have just grabbed him and hugged him with such joy. Sometimes I tell
my kids, “I’m just going to hug you right now until your head pops off your head.” Of course I
don’t, but we both laugh and they get it, and I hug them. Sometimes I think of how Father longs
to hug me, to spend His time with me. The spirit of lies says, He wouldn’t spend time on little
you, you’re insignificant, you’re too unclean, you’re just a itty bitty no good thing. There’s the lie
again…orphan spirit. Valuing someone shows in our actions. An embrace or even more…
e) Father went further “and kissed him”. A father’s loving embrace and kiss, I
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approve of this young man, not what he has done but deeply who he is. Let’s put this in
perspective.
The Prodigal stunk. His clothes smelled like pig manure, he had spent days walking
on a road in the sun and wind and whatever else. On the farm we would say, “This boy smelled
pretty ripe.” But even more so, he now smelled of the uncleanness that a Jewish man could not
touch. He was rebellious, disobedient, smelled of unclean pig and was forbidden to be hardly
even greeted. Many homes are like this to the sinning child. “I’ll not hug you, I’ll not embrace
you or I’ll not approve of you until you clean yourself up and pay back what you owe me.”
Prodigals learn that they are accepted and approved of. The judgmental anger is not
there. Father will deal with the consequences in time, but not now, and certainly not with either
a projected attitude from him or critical words or a list of rules and restrictions. Not before the
prodigal is reconciled, not before the prodigal is covered in Father’s grace.

Orphans believe that they cannot be accepted or approved of because they smell, they
don’t look right, act right and aren’t right. There is no way they could be accepted and
approved of and ultimately they cannot accept or approve of themselves.
Sons get it, they understand that even when they smell bad, their Father will hold His
arms open and can’t wait to hug them no matter what. His love remains firm, and any
corrective actions will always be attached to that love.

If you can’t see this then you don’t really understand Him yet. That is what He told
His Son Jesus to tell you in a parable about His love for you. You may say, my sins are too
great, I’m a loser, and I’m not valuable like that. Stop telling God how He should react to you!
It’s another lie! We have no right to tell God He can’t love us like that. We simply look up and
let Him scoop us up in His loving hug, one of those hugs that just takes away your ability to
breathe for a moment… that is God’s love for you. Confront the lie. He is not your enemy; He
is not your Judge. He is your Father and loves you so much.
Further into the passage we read that when Prodigal returned home, the father
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rejoiced over him and ordered the servants to bring three more items. The father did not meet
him with a list of offenses to say you will pay for each one of these, and until you do there will be
no joy for you. You will pay for every one of those things you did wrong. You’ll be lucky to be
able to sleep in the stables because I won’t even let you sleep in the servants quarters until
every last cent is paid back. And, I will remind you of that list daily. No, instead father
embraced him and called out to the servants to:
f) Quick, “bring sandals for his feet”. This is extremely significant because sandals
represented being part of or belonging to the family. Servants did not wear sandals, sons did.
Sandals were a sign of membership in the family as one who is accepted and belongs.

Orphans/Ishmaels do not understand that forgiveness means acceptance and
belonging. They try to pay back and beat themselves until they have repented enough.
Sons get it. They belong to someone. Father’s love is greater than their failures.
Coming home is not an exercise in being rejected and made to feel bad. Love
overcomes because Father has waited for their return home. Mercy triumphs over
judgment (James 2.13).

g) Then there is “the robe” the father called for. The robe was a sense of protection
not only against the elements but a covering of love as an image. This robe shows whose son
he is and that he falls under the father’s protection and shield.

I’m sure the older brother

wanted to take him out back. Many of the other fathers in town wanted to beat him as well. The
robe signified the covering of the father’s authority and protection. The Scriptures tell us that
God’s “banner over us is love.” Father’s banner over us is His Love, He so cares, He so loves.
This becomes an assurance that nothing we face or go through will be outside Father’s
protective grace. Corrie Ten Boom said it this way, “There is no pit so deep that God’s love is
not deeper still.” This is the robe given to me to wear even though I remember my failing; I
remember my sin, my greed and self-centeredness. His love is the oil that pours over my head
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and He puts a mantel of praise on my shoulders. A cloak was placed on the shoulders to guard
again exposure. How Father God must love to protect us from exposure to the law and to
ongoing condemnation. How He rejoices to cover our sins in the provision of the blood sacrifice
provided in Christ. Another aspect of covering us is the protection of our dignity. Those who
are guilty of a mistake or guilty of an offense are often made spectacles in front of family or
business associates. Everyone knows “there is the black sheep,” there goes the one who can
never “get it right.” The cloak placed on the shoulders of the son signified, “Back off, this one is
under my protection.”

Orphan thinking lives in the lies of the past, digging in graveyards of past sins and
broken dreams and does not understand the covering and protection that Grace
spreads over our shoulders.
The son arrives at the Father’s feet daily, content to remain there, and instead of
finding or encountering exposure and fear, he finds covering and protection, tasting
how sweet grace is.

h) Then the father brought forth the ring. In ancient times, the ring was symbolic of
the father’s authority. When the father entrusted that ring to someone it was indicative that he
had appointed the bearer to carry out his mission in his authority. The ring stated the
importance or significance of the bearer under appointment by the granting of authority to
accomplish the task to be done. The ring was a special design that provided the bearer with
identification and also with a type of “power of attorney.” When this son went back into the
market place, he now went as a fully trusted legal representative. He negotiated sales and
business with the authority to represent the father. Jesus said it this way, “all authority has been
given to me in heaven and on earth, therefore go…” All authority has been given to Christ and
Scriptures tell us that we are “in Christ.” In Him it has been restored and in Him all authority has
been given and from that authority He says, “and all things you ask in prayer, believing, you will
receive” (Matt 21.22). “In that day you will not question Me about anything. Truly, truly, I say to
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you, if you ask the Father for anything in My name, He will give it to you. "Until now you have
asked for nothing in My name; ask and you will receive, so that your joy may be made full”
(John 16.23-24). That is the authority of Christ given to us. This is the immenseness of
Father’s gift of His ring to our fingers. This is an amazing statement of significance, of
importance.
The orphan has no appreciation of authority as given by a father. An orphan’s
authority must be captured and exercised by power and aggressive control.
The son internalizes that he is a son and with that comes a great sense of significance
and authority. He learns to operate in it and use it as Jesus would do, in Jesus Name.

So learn to CONFRONT THE LIES you are believing right now about God and Who
He really is. See Him as the Father Who like Adam of old is still saying, “Where are you”. Lift
your hand and say, here I am.
C. COME BACK TO A FATHER’S HEART
Once we identify the toxic lies, and shut them off, abandoning the counterfeit
affections they bring, the next step is to acknowledge our need to abide in God's love and make
it personal. It’s a decision we have to make, to leave the lies and COME BACK to Father’s
Presence. Meaning find my source of life in Him and go Home. The Prodigal son came to that
place where he acknowledged his need for his father’s love. Maybe like the Prodigal you have
finally hit the bottom. Luke tells us that when Prodigal looked around the world system he had
been engulfed by, he saw the food that was being fed to the pigs and it was a wakeup call to his
Jewish heart, “even the pigs get to fill their stomach, even the pigs get to at least satisfy their
hunger.” It’s an interesting statement because the food typically fed to pigs was carob pods and
they did not contain enough nutrition to keep a person alive no matter how much they ate. Just
like the world value system. Nothing really there. And often times this is where it begins. When
God finally lets us get low enough to wake up enough to see through the emptiness of the false
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vine. We realize we don’t get it, and there has to be something more. We do plenty of
performing but no nutritional value. We stop living in a numb-numb-ville, we stop telling
ourselves lies and we stop allowing the world to aestheticize us against the pain of realizing our
little worlds of self-sufficiency and self-vindicating and self-promotion, of performing and looking
good just don’t cut it. God will allow you to go through whatever pain is necessary to cut
through the lies you have encased yourself in so that He can talk to your heart. So it occurred
to Prodigal, the servants in his father’s house ate better than he did, for he says “my father’s
hired men have more than enough bread.” Luke tells us “But when he came to his senses." He
came to his senses. This is the first place to start, cracking through the denial and walls and
counterfeit affections. Prodigal made a decision. “I will get up and go to my father.” There it is.
Without further delay, daily, GET UP and GO back to Father’s Presence. There is a saying, “no
one ever drowned by falling into the water, they drowned when they didn’t get out.” Our lives
are not about how many times we fall in but how many times we get out. Prodigal was drowning
and he said, “I will get up and go to my father.” Prodigal came back home.
Christian, this is what we need to do daily. No matter what pig sty you’re in, wake up,
because in your Father’s house, you will find rest and joy and peace and hope and provision
again. Go home! One of the things I deeply respect about any good healing, recovery or
coaching curriculum is foundationally they will state, “I came to that place where I realized I
could not manage my life alone. I realized there was a power greater than me, and made a
conscious effort to turn my life over to God.” I got up and came back to Father’s Home. That is
the essence of when real change can actually get started.
The beginning of my personal intimate walk with God occurred in a seminary class
because I started crying out to God. I want to know YOU God, not what people write about You
and not even just Your Book, I want to know YOU!

He led me to this verse in Proverbs.

"How long, O naive ones, will you love being simple-minded? And scoffers delight
themselves in scoffing and fools hate knowledge? Turn to my reproof, behold, I will pour out My
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Spirit on you; I will make My Words known to you. ."157
I began turning my heart to God and His reproof in my life. God began to show me
how prideful I was. How I memorized His Word never realizing that His Word is a mirror in
which His Face is reflected. It was a book before, now it became a relationship with Someone.
I turned, I started walking towards a relationship with Him. The choice is yours as well, you can
turn your heart towards home, get transparent with God, enjoying the intimacy and
connectedness of the Father’s house, or you can live in the world and its value system. Though
you may not see it yet, because your world is full of comparison, aggressiveness and
competition, your world is living among the pigs. You’re standing in pig manure called world
values.
Jesus had a very serious rebuke to the Ephesian church immersed in knowledge, “I
have this against you, He said, for you have left your first love”

They had become so

overgrown with the world and its values, the values of religion, the values of empires being built
that Jesus rebuked them. They were doing everything right, everything looked so good on the
outside, but the core was rotting, “you have left your first love”. You have abandoned Me, left
Me behind, left a relationship with Me out of your hearts. Being re-centered in God’s love is
learning to get rid of the orphan lies, and then returning home to a relationship with God as
Father and with His Son, Jesus and His Spirit, who pours forth in our hearts “Abba Father” as a
cry. Coming back to Father’s house starts by wanting the Presence of God in your life bad
enough to taste it, to overcome the lies and mistruths you have been taught and then to desire
with your heart to return to God’s Presence. David said it, “Like the deer pants for the water
brooks so my soul thirsts for you, O God” (Ps 42.1). Oh that our churches were filled with those
who are thirsty for God, panting for Him, longing for His Heart and Embrace.
An excellent example of confronting the worldly lies and then turning toward home is
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the godly response is Os Hillman who wrote in his devotional,
“Jerry had grown up with a father who was a successful workaholic. Although he
lacked for nothing materially, he never sensed much warmth or compassion from his parents.
Then, when Jerry was still in his early teens, his father died very suddenly. His large family was
left with little support, and insecurity and fear became the dominating factors in the young man's
life. Vowing to himself that he would never lack financial need again, Jerry worked hard at his
business. A stronghold of idolatry brought reliance on the wealth he had accumulated rather
than a prayerful dependency on God. Arguments over money dominated his marriage. Distrust
and greed permeated his home and business relationships. No one could "stand in his face"
and tell him what to do. Finally, as his marriage disintegrated and his business gave signs of
going under, Jerry renounced the strongholds of insecurity and fear that had made money his
idol and had shaped his disbelieving view of God's ability to meet his need. As the Holy Spirit
brought conviction of the sins he had committed against so many people, he purposed to
approach each one to seek forgiveness and make restitution wherever appropriate. His priorities
shifted to God and family, then to close friends and business. God began to restore balance and
intimacy with God and others as a result.” Os identifies “Jerry” as himself.158

The orphan or Ishmael lives in a state of denial, they cannot see their need for God.
Little time is spent with God, they cannot see the pain they cause to others, they go
from vine to vine, addicted to counterfeit affection and blind to the truth.
Isaac, sons of faith, evaluate their life for a persevering passion to return to Father’s
presence, and for a willingness to hear and accept reproof. The spirit of sonship runs
HOME to the Heart of Father God.

D. CALM YOUR HEART: STOP THE VOICES THAT CRY FOR YOUR ATTENTION
The next step in staying re-centered in grace, staying rooted and grounded in love, is
learning another skill: CALM YOUR HEART. Problematically there are way too many
distractions in our lives and we have to learn to simply calm our hearts to hear One Voice and
One alone. And it will literally keep us away from being Re-Centered in Father’s Love. Jesus
said, “My Sheep will hear My voice, and follow Me.” But when there are too many voices we
cannot hear His Voice. Frequently, as I sit in His Presence, I have learned I have to shut off all
the clamoring thoughts and worrisome concerns and angry issues about others, details to
administrate, all vying to pull my Focus from my Father’s Heart. I focus on my Father and His
158
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Love for me. Psalm 46.10 says “be still and KNOW that I am God.” Learning to be still is the
way to focus on His Words, His Spirit, His Presence. Sometimes I have to just tell my mind,
Stop! Sit still; be still, because that is where you know God.
Jesus said this in Revelation 3.20, “Behold I stand at the door and knock, if anyone
hears my voice and opens the door, I will come in to him and will dine with him and him with
Me.” We have to listen to the voice at the door, quiet all others and open to Him. Then intimacy
and connectedness occurs as we dine together. The prodigal went home and had no ears for
any voice than his fathers, “I will go and I will say to my father.” He was focused on his father’s
presence and what he would have to say.
In learning how to re-center in grace, we must develop this skill of calming our hearts.
Here are some of the voices we battle. Fear is one of the biggest. Fear is a huge distraction
and will pull us away from basic trust almost instantly. Thoughts of inferiority, concerns about a
relationship that’s not right, changing the oil in the car, what to plan for dinner, what to do with
stuff at work. All the activities of the day, the clamor of others around us, the needs that have to
be met or get done: all these can distract us. I need to again hear His words, “you are my
beloved son in whom I am well pleased.” And yes, you will hear that, because when Father
looks at you, He sees you tucked away in the heart of Jesus. I learn to listen to His voice, I let
Him show me areas of His concern, and I let Him direct my heart.
Ishmaels don’t stop to listen for One voice. Their days are all about getting the next
thing done, responding to another crises or climbing the ladder of success. All of this
can be done within the Father’s house, but Ishmaels couldn’t care less about intimacy
or connecting with Him.
Sons learn how much they need to be still, to stop the voices and demands, to just
take some time to be quiet, dwelling in His Presence and His Word, letting His Spirit
wash over his heart and letting His Words speak to their spirits.

E. CORRECT YOUR DRIFT: FROM VERTICAL / TO HORIZONTAL
The next step in living daily re-centered in Father’s love comes with understanding
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there is a natural, inherent drift or bent to the human heart, a drift that moves us off course and
away from the center of Father’s love, away from grace. And it happens moment by moment,
day by day. Often time imperceptibly. We drift away. We must learn to live Re-Centered in
Father’s Embrace to CORRECT OUR DRIFT. Because of this inherited nature to get off
course, we have to correct that drift on a regular basis. Perhaps it is best illustrated by a
phenomenon in aviation. As a pilot I had to learn a very important principle practiced every day
by nearly every commercial pilot that takes to the air. The sky can turn rather nasty quickly and
visibility becomes obscured. When a pilot cannot see in fog, clouds or darkness so that he can
orient to his outside surroundings he has to rely on other things to tell him he is right side up or
upside down because he is literally flying blind. This can be very dangerous especially because
of the human inner ear. In normal everyday life, each of us uses our inner ear and the fluid in it
to help us maintain balance. The tiny hairs in our inner ear send signals working with our brains
constantly so we don’t fall over by losing our balance. When you spin on a bar stool (other
influences notwithstanding) you become dizzy, a function of the inner ear brain connection. In
flight a pilot loses this ability because the weather or night darkness can blind him to an outside
orientation. When a pilot is flying blind like that, the inner ear starts to become confused
because it is not constantly updating to surroundings. When it gets confused it convinces the
brain that we are tilting even when we are not. This phenomenon is called “vertigo.” For a pilot
it can have tragic results, because literally in a clouded sky where horizon and ground are
obscured a disoriented pilot can tilt over and crash into the ground all while believe he is flying
straight and level. If the pilot relies on the messages of his inner ear while flying in clouds or in
fog, he will soon find himself believing he is level and straight when he is actually flying directly
at the ground or toward a serious stall. Many pilots have been killed because of this mistake.
The tragic accident of John Kennedy Jr. killing himself, his wife and her sister are a sad
testament to this fact. Had he been trained to use his instruments he might be alive to this day.
Instead he lost his bearings and plummeted into the sea believing he was flying straight and
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level; impact was over 400 miles per hour. In aviation we have developed instruments, specific
instruments, that as long as the pilot depends on, relies on, and listens to those instruments, he
overcomes the drift of his inner ear messages to the brain. Flying becomes safe, fun and
profitable.
In our Christian walk much the same thing occurs. We have an inner orphan spirit,
the world-oriented flesh, and a sin nature, self-dependence inherited from our original Garden of
Eden parents. That orphan spirit, part of the nature to sin, drifts toward the world value-system
like a magnet. The orphan spirit seeks to affirm us emotionally, through counterfeit affections,
and tells us we are flying perfectly level when, in actuality, we are not. The messages are to
move this way or that way, and inevitably that orphan spirit, in combination with our nature to
sin, will cause us to drift off course, with devastating consequences at times. The orphan or
Ishmael spirit in each of us is that inner ear which is not reset, so it continues to move us off
course, pulling us off center, and back into the allure of counterfeit affections, attempting to get
LIFE from the vine of a world value-system. We live in the world and our minds will naturally
drift off. Therein lays the basis of struggle for the passionate believer who wants to walk with
God.
The Christian walk is a dynamic relationship not a static one and we are subject
always to this natural drift. Dynamic means my ability to stay centered in Father's Love is not
going to be a one-time decision that I will never struggle with again. Because we are alive,
because our walk is dynamic, we are very fluid at any given time. We don't make changes and
then never have to correct again. That would be a static relationship, much like a marble in a
bowl sitting on a table. In a static relationship the marble sits in the bottom of the bowl and
when bumped moves back and forth though ultimately it returns to rest at the bottom. In a
dynamic relationship the bowl is instead upside down and the marble on top. Now when
bumped the marble will move and fall over the side. That is just like our re-centered walk with
God. I am in a dynamic relationship with the Spirit.
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When I am bumped I don’t just move back

and forth a bit, and then without any effort, automatically re-center coming back to rest, back in
fellowship with Father and His Spirit. No, my heart is not static, I'm alive, my sin nature is very
much alive, my orphan spirit springs to new ways of influence and when I am bumped, I will
tend to move away from center. Often times I will fall over the side. Basically I will have fallen
from grace, Father’s Love, back into law based thinking. Because our ability to drift off center is
dynamic, drifting away from knowing Father's Love will happen to all of us on a daily basis.
Knowing and understanding this natural dynamic drift, like a pilot, we can start to
apply various tools to check that drift on a daily basis. I developed several crucial questions I
review constantly to check my drift and get back to being Re-Centered in His Love.
1. The “Are you Experiencing God as Father on a daily basis?” question:
The Starting Question: 1 John 4.16
“I know you KNOW God, but do you believe He loves you, are you EXPERIENCING Him
as your Father daily?”
Many people know God or say they do. They study the Bible for hours, they attend
in-depth Bible studies, they go to seminary, they teach, they preach, they talk about Him and
they write books about Him. But being a Christian is not about knowledge only. It is about a
relationship.
I was really taken back by a passage in Matthew where Jesus again confronts the
religious for their religiosity. “Not everyone who says to Me, 'Lord, Lord,' will enter the kingdom
of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father who is in heaven will enter. Many will say to
Me on that day, 'Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in Your name, and in Your name cast out
demons, and in Your name perform many miracles? And then I will declare to them, 'I never
knew you…”159 Interestingly, they all indicated they knew Jesus. They preached, prophesied,
cast out demons and performed miracles. But Jesus says, “Depart from Me.” Why? Because
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they didn’t really know Him? No. Because Jesus never really knew them. That’s what it says.
It’s easy to be a teacher or expert, but the question is do you really know Him? And does He
really know you? That is the essence of relationship. John said, “We have come to know and
have believed the love which God has for us. God is love, and the one who abides in love
abides in God, and God abides in him.”160
In looking back at your life, are you experiencing Him as your Father on a daily basis?
Or is your Christian walk all about how much you know, what knowledge you have amassed?
Have you matured to the point where your knowledge has translated into your changed
behavior? Are you experiencing Him, sometimes in powerful ways or sometimes in gentle
breezes? We need to penetrate and expose out hearts by asking this question. The pilot has to
ask some very penetrating questions and so must the Christian. Personally, I learned through
hard trials to let very few days go by before I check my heart in with Him. Father, am I learning
stuff about You but not applying it to our relationship? Jesus, am I saying all the right things and
being hungry for Your Word, but am I seeing pages and missing Your face? I try to never let a
quiet time go by without starting here. In fact, I have it down to a reminder on my calendar for
Sunday, Wednesday, and Saturday mornings. On those mornings I ask the Holy Spirit to
examine my heart and pull me into the love of a Father’s embrace again. That is where I rest,
that is where I find joy, that is where peace comes and I find love for others. On the other days,
I practice the reminders of humility we will get to in the last chapter, but for these three days, my
focus is to remind myself, am I gaining facts and knowledge about God which will puff up my
Ishmael spirit with pride? Or, am I experiencing Him as a Father and letting Him pour our His
Love and His care and His instruction into my heart. Big difference.

The Ishmael or orphan loves to keep his relationship with God superficial,
whether it’s hanging back and not getting involved, or acquiring more knowledge and
teaching others. The orphan heart does not experience God as a Father. God is only
160
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someone to learn about.
Isaacs or sons learn to come to God not only as Someone from Whom to learn, but as
Someone to experience and interact with as a Father.

2. The “Is Father’s Love enough?” question
The Source Question: Psalm 73.25
"Is My love enough for you or do you need more?”
What a powerful question to ask yourself. Is He? Is Father’s love enough for you or
do you need more? Apparently Father’s love was enough for Jesus. Shouldn’t it be enough for
us?
Drifting away occurs when I start moving away from knowing and believing that
Father loves me for who I am, not for what I do, how I look, what I have or what control I exert.
When I drift I stop living my life in His Presence and rejoicing in intimacy with Him, I stop living
as if I have a home where my only desires are to be a great son. I stop finding my source of life
vertically in His grace and Presence. I stop depending on Him and His love alone, and I stop
asking the question: Is His love enough for me or do I need more? Am I striving and hoping for
counterfeit affection from 1) Performance, 2) Projection and Pretending, 3) Possessions, 4)
Pursuit of pleasures, passions and fun, 5) Power and control, 6) Popularity and the praise of
others, 7) Personal pursuits and empowering goals, 8) A person or group I’m co-dependent on?
It is crucial to remember that the counterfeit affection we dumpster dive for offers to
take the place of Father’s love in our lives. It’s so easy to forget that is what is going on. My
friend, Anthony Caliguri, sharing some recent disappointments, stated how there are so many
things that try to distract us. So many things try to offer us belonging and significance and worth
and approval and provision (protection). As he was looking at some different choices, the word
“BSWAP” came into his mind and it reminded him to evaluate his choices and distractions
based on true affection from Father’s Hands rather than the false affection (Belonging,
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Significance, Worth, Approval and Protection) offered by the world.

For the Ishmael there are so many things that grab their affections and attention:
things they want, things they have lost, relationships they can’t control, events that
are too much, circumstances that have gone against them. Life is a roller coaster of
ups and downs.
For Isaacs there is one question, is Father’s Love enough? Father’s love is all they
have in heaven and desire here on the earth.

3. The “Empty Tank” Question.
The Empty Tank Warning Question is:
“Where is that sense of peace, rest, joy, freedom, truth, and love you had?”
Remember back to that time when you had just become a believer and there was
such an amazing sense of joy, and such peace, and such a sense of contentment and rest.
Remember the freedom you had and that sense of God’s truth finally realized? Remember the
love you felt for others? Those six emotions are the warning lights on the instrument panel, and
if we used their absence as alarms that something is wrong, we would flee back to a grace recentered heart rather than having to wait for a crash and burn experience of getting caught in
some major offense or deeply injuring a family member, friend, or business partner. We need
that robot from Lost in Space, “Warning, Warning, Will Robinson, Danger”. That is what the
absence of those six things should be to us. No peace about something? Go sit in Father’s
Presence until His love is enough and the peace will come back. No rest? Sit in His presence.
You aren’t seeing joy? Take some time, walk to the side and listen to His heart on the matter.
This is why God gave you the fruit of the Spirit; not so you could pump up love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. It’s not a list. It’s a
warning panel. That is why it is called the “fruit” of the Spirit singular and not the “fruits” of the
Spirit, plural. It’s either there or not. When the fruit isn’t there, you’re not in the flow of and
relying on the control of the spirit. Danger….danger! Go back to that place where God's love is
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all I need and value! My writing assistant said, “This reminds me of the old “Chutes and
Ladders” game. Sometimes life happens and you tumble down a chute, and you’re back at the
bottom where you started. Unless you can move one step at a time until you get hold of a ladder
and purposely start your climb back up; to where you should have been or need to be, or where
you were before, you’re back to living in the dumpsters of life.”
Recheck the dynamic drift precepts. Where is the “gimmie-gimmie” stuff coming
from? Where is the “my rights” stuff coming out of? Where is the “I want, I will, my way” stuff
originating from? We all need to hear again, “Come to Me…take my yoke of teachings and you
shall find REST for your souls.”

For the Ishmael there is so much self-sufficiency and self-dependence that the
warning lights are not seen, the warning alarms are not heard. Crashes and break
downs are frequent, causing ongoing individual pain and much pain in the lives of
others.
For the son there is a sensitivity to the alarms or warning indicators, when peace is
gone, when joy is absent, when love for others waxes low, when the tank is nearing
empty, there is a pause of faith that seeks Father’s Heart, correction and
replenishment.

4. The “Diagnostic” Question:
The Diagnostic Question is:
"What are you getting Life from? What splashes from your heart during the day?"
I wish I could find the right way to put the appropriate emphasis on this question. So
many of these principles changed my life, and this is another one. I learned to look at what was
coming out of my mouth, my actions, my feelings, my judgments, my reactions and my thinking
as a MIRROR of the real me inside. I found I didn’t really like what I saw much of the time. I
also learned that I could lie to myself or deceive myself in a heartbeat, so I learned to listen to
the comments of others, and started seeing me through their eyes. Can’t say I liked that either.
Furthermore, I also started watching how people responded to my words and my actions. One
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of the things I learned was, my orphan spirit thought I had a lot of important things to say, and
my education reinforced that, but, by watching people watch me, I found that many times, I’m
boring people after about five minutes. I found counterfeit affection in the attention or praise of
others, but most of their responses were just a politely putting up with me. I found that people
mostly would just like to have someone love them, and seek their best interest. That is what a
friend, coach, parent, counselor, and pastor should be doing. Watch people’s eyes. Watch to
see if others are engaged with you, or if they are really just being patiently polite or worse yet,
watch their eyes to see if they are fearful of you. You may not like the diagnosis but you may be
on the very edge of becoming someone special in Father’s service.
Learning to take a fearless moral inventory is key to seeing what you are getting life
from. While I know we discussed this at length previously I just want to review this. This is
crucial to understand. When I am not grace centered, I look to the world for affection. Orphan
thinking is living as if I don’t have a HOME where I belong and am important, have worth, am
approved of, and find protection. I find and fulfill my needs by dumpster diving, seeking
counterfeit affection in horizontal world values. The horizontals of my life circumstances and
contacts control my ups and downs. I’m striving for God’s favor by performing, pretending,
possessing and people pleasing. I’m wearing masks to avoid exposing who I really am—a
person sustained by anger and motivated by the emotions behind concealing or controlling.
Comparison is huge. Criticalness is huge. I control others by Get Big, Get Little or Get Lost.
Living in horizontals is full of aggressive striving, passive aggressive control, or depression,
even the pursuit of some kind of drug. We’re enslaved by pursuit of: fear, reward, intrinsic
character, rather than learning basic trust in His Miracle intimate embrace. Controlled by the
horizontal, circumstances and people, I am up or down, my cup is filled with irritation, frustration
or compulsive behavior. Gimmie-Gimmie, I will I will, My-way thinking, where I value God and
others for what I can get rather than for the intimacy and love they offer. I’m living or existing in
horizontals that are temporary or cyclic, empty, shakable, without stability and ultimately lead to
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idolatry: Seeking to get LIFE from something created, rather than from the Creator, we end up
becoming like the idols we seek; cold and lifeless.161 We’re so busy self-protecting, defending,
vindicating, justifying and controlling. “Those who cling to worthless idols forfeit the grace that
could be theirs “162When we don’t daily evaluate ourselves, when we don’t examine ourselves,
when we don’t ask the diagnostic question, we are doomed to not see ourselves as we really
are and by remaining there we become like the idols of the world value system that we give
worth to, that we worship with our time, talents, treasures and talk.
The orphan never stops to examine himself, or if so, only briefly. Orphans don’t
inspect their own hearts, are critical of others, and they don’t look at the trail behind
them. The “splash” from their cup never causes the diagnostic question, “What vine
am I plugged into?”
The son, however, has learned an inner guidance system of introspection; carefully
using the day’s or week’s events to evaluate which vine was the source of his
affection. Then the son returns home to sit in Father’s presence.

5. The “Sonship” Question:
The Sonship Question is:
“WHOSE SON ARE YOU?” ONLY two OPTIONS - which choice are you making?
In that evaluative process, ask yourself the question, “Whose son or daughter are
you?” Whose voice are you listening to, the Father of Light or the father of lies? As Jesus told
the religious leaders of His time, it’s just this simple. There are two fathers, one is God the other
is Satan. In all their religious perfection and arrogance and self-promotion, Jesus doesn’t just
ask the question, He puts a bullet between the eyes, “You are of your father the devil, and you
want to do the desires of your father. He was a murderer from the beginning, and does not stand in
the truth because there is no truth in him. Whenever he speaks a lie, he speaks from his own nature,
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for he is a liar and the father of lies.”163

When we receive His love we choose to either act like a son and return the love, or
we walk away from Him. In doing so we think that we are in some neutral, “you can’t see me or
touch me zone” but the reality is each of us is serving God as Father or Satan. No one wants to
hear that, we think there is some third option but that’s not what Jesus was teaching in this
passage. He doesn’t say, “You’re really working hard to be religious leaders and so your father
is yourselves.” He says, “One side or the other, you choose.”
Draw a horizontal line which represents your life. Write your name right above the
middle of the line. At one end of the line write ‘God’. At the other end of the line write ‘Satan.’
Any time you make a move or decision you have only 2 choices: move toward God, or, move
toward Satan with your choice. Ask yourself which father am I moving towards with this
choice/action? There is no other direction. In my counseling and coaching it is amazing to
watch the response to this question. Time and time and time again, people think there are three
options, Father, Satan or me. The problem is, when we choose me we are doing exactly what
Satan did, for it was he who said against God five times “I will…I will…I will…I will…I will.”
This question is really crucial because it will drive at a core issue. Your Ishmael spirit
will value your relationship with God because of what He does for you, because of what you can
get from Him, or, in sonship, you will value Him as a Father and for His Intimacy and Love in
your life. Without basic trust, an Ishmael spirit will value a relationship with God and with others
for what he can get from them, rather than what he can give to them. Ishmaels look to gain, not
to give, and they do not value intimacy or connectedness or love. Ishmaels will take from (and
value) relationships to consume it upon their own lusts.

Orphans think nothing of never considering a Heavenly Father and how He
thinks or feels about their life choices. Unfortunately the orphan in his choice of
middle road, learns too late that there are only two fathers and those who are not
163
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Heavenly connected have their connection with the other.
Sons have a relationship with a Heavenly Father and long to develop it. Sons
approach life choices with the thought of how will this affect my relationship with my
Heavenly Father?

6. The “Basic Trust” Question
The Basic Trust Question is:
“Do you love God back with all your heart, mind, strength, and soul?”
Lots of people talk and share with me. After opening their hearts and minds to the
Father’s Presence, they sometimes say things like, “I obey Him, worship Him, serve Him and
fear Him, but I honestly cannot say I love Him.”
The Original Fall cut very deep into the heart, so deep that the very essence of trust,
basic trust, has been injured. Basic trust is the ability to remain vulnerable to God as your
Father, your sovereign Lord, Your Creator and controller of your life. It is the ability to say to
God, “It’s all Yours now. All that I am and will be is yours.” By that we mean, in that moment we
are: trusting, open, connected, and willing to communicating with Him even when we perceive
we have been hurt. The essence of basic trust is a position of vulnerability. We have become a
living sacrifice, given back to a Father Who deserves all of us. Yet, because we are a living
sacrifice, (Romans 12:1, “present yourselves to God as a living sacrifice”), there is a problem.
Because we are still alive, we tend to squirm off the altar and take control again. We start
striving in our own energy instead of His provision. We start worrying about how things will turn
out, we start pushing to control the outcome of things we can’t change.
I’ll never forget the day I realized that after many years of seeing Father God work in
my life and in those around me, after seeing so many things that spoke of His Sufficiency and
His trustworthiness, I still questioned Him. One day I was worry about something that I had to
get done and couldn’t control the outcome. Of course, it had an impact on my financial security.
As I was praying about it, I sensed so strongly Father saying by His Spirit, “Have I earned your
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trust yet?” What? How could this God of the Universe stoop to ask me if He had earned my
trust? How could I, as such, lowly in creation ever presuppose that I had some right to judge
Him as being trustable or not? Why should He have to ask? I was repulsed that such a One as
He should ask such a one as me. How could He humble Himself to ask me that? He need not
earn my trust! I felt humiliated that He should ask such a question. He is not under scrutiny; He
is the very essence of trustworthiness. That’s when I saw what I was unwittingly doing. I was
allowing my mind to question whether He was trustable. He, in His Love, was simply saying,
“Son, do you think I have earned your trust yet”?
Basic trust is that vulnerability that says, I will trust you. That is the core of the
crucified flesh, the crucified orphan spirit, the one who has died to the Ishmael mindset.

F. CORE ISSUE (DAILY): SELF-DEPENDENCE OR BASIC TRUST
The next step in Living Daily Re-Centered in Father’s Love, we must learn to identify
the core of the sin nature. When we clearly see what the base of sin looks like in our lives then
we have the advantage over its power. When I finally saw the base, the core of the sin nature I
couldn’t believe how blind I had been, for it is written across the face of so many Scriptures. My
started to open when I began seeing how much I wanted to be in control. I, like every other
person, want innately to control everything about my life. There are so many I, I, I, statements I
make. And it’s not just big things, IT’S EVERYTHING. It’s all about me most of the time. I am
at the core of my being a selfish, self-seeking person.
In fact the more I saw me the more I saw it the more it became apparent. And the
deeper it went. It’s one thing to see that our decisions are all about us but the more one
explores this the more we see most of our thoughts and feelings and goals and disappointments
and aspirations are all about me. And its evil twin is all about control. I want to control things in
my life. More than that if I don’t have things go in somewhat a my way direction I get
depressed, I get down hearted, I lose my peace, and my joy. I stop loving others as I should. I
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think I should be in control, “If only I were king”. King Me. See that is a really big problem
because there is only One Who is in control. God Almighty. I have to keep reminding myself
God’s job is 1) not open and 2) I don’t qualify, because more than not, I want Him to scoot over
so I can advise how I think my life should go, or better yet control it completely. And that is an
illusion. I’m not God, it’s His Universe not mine and I’m just His created person. (Amazingly,
He is also my Father).
I will never forget the movie moment with Anthony Hopkins and Cuba Gooding Jr., in
"Instinct". Anthony Hopkins overpowers Gooding’s character, a prison psychologist, whose only
goal is career advancement. Holding him in a neck lock, threatening to kill him, Hopkins asks
Gooding what he has lost. The answer comes slowly, but eventually he writes with a colored
pen something we all must come to see, “The Illusion of Control.” Control is an illusion. In life
we think we are in control, we believe we're in control, like it's some right, and in reality we are
not.
In his article, “Faith under Fire” J. Hampton Keathley III hits it on point:
What we must recognize and confess is no small subject. In fact, it
takes us to the heart of our walk with God and our capacity to change. Change or
transformation is the goal of the whole process. Actually, we have no choice in
the fact of change, only in the kind of change that takes place. Honest
confession that goes to the core so that it touches the hidden issues of the
heart forms the key to true Biblical change. (The author identifies there are
hidden issues of the heart) We must recognize that character cannot develop
upward without working on the hidden issues of the heart through honest
confession and repentance.” (What are those hidden issues? The author goes
on to say.) “If these core issues are never dealt with, we may acquire Biblical
truth and change outwardly to some degree in order to conform to what is
expected, but our subtle self-dependent, self-protective ways and strategies go
untouched and unchallenged and it is these which cause us to live independently
of God’s power. Until we acknowledge these sins, we will continue to live by
our own contrivances of self-sufficiency. It is these that are so destructive
to our walk with God, to our ability to obey, and to our relationships with
people. (emphasis mine). 164
The core issue that must be dealt with in the sin nature and from which the
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Ishmael Orphan spirit derives its life is self-sufficiency and self-dependency. It is the “allabout-me" thinking. It is otherwise known as selfishness. Self-centered, self-promoting,
self-protecting, self-depending, self-justifying. Look at Adam in the garden. Look at his
heart after sin. "saw they were naked and hid themselves"..."the woman YOU gave
me"..."I was afraid".
There it was, that was the key. Things began to spring from the Word, could
selfishness be the core issue? The author continues in the article:
"There is first of all the problem of the big lie that man doesn’t need God
and can become like god himself (Gen. 3:1-7; 2 Thess. 2:10-11 [lit. “the lie”]).
Because of the fall and its impact on man’s spiritual state, there is woven into our
make up a strong propensity for self-sufficiency, which is simply a sinful
commitment to try to handle life through our own resources and by our own
solutions…. Man deeply needs God. We were created to know, love, and serve
God and to live out of His resources and supply, but in the awful alienation and
spiritual death caused by sin, man seeks to live by the lie of Satan, the lie that
man does not need God, that by choosing his own way, by using his own
resources, he can be as God, independent. Our solutions to life’s problems,
regardless of the form they take, stem from the fiction that we can make life work
without total dependence on God. Any belief about the way to meaning and
satisfaction other than total dependence on the Lord will immediately cause our
worldly and futile minds to suggest our own directions to pursue and this leads us
always into illegitimate and idolatrous hopes (Rom. 1:18f; Eph. 4:17f). Romans
12:2 tells us, “be not conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing
of your minds.” The renewing of the mind includes discovering and
changing those innermost belief structures that promote self-sufficient
living by our own protective mechanisms in place of a belief structure that
requires absolute dependence on the Lord (cf. 2 Cor. 10:3-5).165
The core of my heart from which Orphan /Ishmael finds its life, is a selfish me.
Point blank, it’s about me. Even when I say it’s not, ultimately it usually is. It’s hard not
to be about me because me is all I’ve got, or so I believe. There is the lie. The truth is,
as a believer, you have Christ in you, and your me is so loved by Him, that me just isn’t
all that important. The author went on to finish,
"While completely different in overt actions, these acts were precisely the
same in nature and point us to the core issue, the heart of the problem with man:
Seeking to live independently, failing to throw ourselves completely on the grace
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of God for everything in life…. It must reach below the surface to the core of our
being in order to tear down any idols of self-trust or self-sufficiency we have
erected and depended on for our happiness, satisfaction, security, or
significance. Without this, we simply cannot truly return to God as our only refuge
and source of life. What does God use to expose us to our sin? (a) He uses His
Word (2 Tim. 2:16; Heb. 4:12); (b) He uses the Holy Spirit (John 16:8, 13; Prov.
20:27; 1 Cor. 2:11-15); (c) He uses people in the body of Christ (Gal. 6:1f; 1
Thess. 5:11; Heb. 3:12-13); and (d) He uses the trials of life (Ps. 119:67, 71;
Jam. 1:2f; 1 Pet. 1:6f).166
How I didn’t see it before I do not know. One would think that being a pastor, bible
scholar, seminary graduate, praying daily, and a student of the word for 25 plus years, reading
every theology and book I could read, preaching weekly, I would have seen this but I never did.
I never saw the core of my heart. And don't be smug, most of the pastors and bible teachers I
talk to, they don't get it either. When I saw this, it changed everything. And there it was in the
middle of the prodigal son’s story.
"And the younger son went to his father and said this, 'Give to me the money that is
mine.'" Here is the core issue of sin. GIMMIE, GIMMIE, GIMMIE, GIMMIE, GIMMIE, GIMMIE.
I want my share of the money so that I may spend on my friends. When he received it, he didn’t
ask “What’s the best investment? How can this money be guarded and maximized?” Instead,
he departed. There is the core again. It’s all about me. If sin is at its very core the lack of
dependence on God and whatsoever is not of faith is of sin, then the core issue below the levels
of lust of the eyes, lust of the flesh and the boastful pride of life is self-sufficiency. It’s “I”
Disease. I have an “I” Problem. Start counting the “I’s” in your conversations and take a hard
look at the number of times "I" thoughts occur. Get a grip on this, it will blow you away.
Roy Hession brings this out when he said,
"Whatever may be our experience of failure and barrenness, He is
never defeated. His power is boundless. And we, on our part, have only to get
into a right relationship with Him, and we shall see His power being
demonstrated in our hearts and lives and service, and victorious life will fill us
and overflow through us to others. And that is Revival in its essence. If, however,
we are to come into this right relationship with Him, the first thing we must learn
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is that our wills must be broken to His will. To be broken is the beginning of
Revival. It is painful, humiliating, but it is the only way. It is being "Not I, but
Christ” (Gal 2:20), and a "C" is a bent "I." The Lord Jesus cannot live in us
fully and reveal Himself through until the proud self within us is broken.
This simply means that the hard unyielding self, which justifies itself, wants its
own way, stands up for its rights, and seeks its own glory, at last bows its head to
God's will, admits it’s wrong, gives up its own way to Jesus, surrenders its rights
and discards its own glory - that the Lord Jesus might have all and be all. In other
words it is dying to self and self-attitudes. As we look honestly at our Christian
lives, we can see how much of this self, there is in each of us. It is so often self
who tries to live the Christian life (the mere fact that we use the word 'try'
indicates that it is self who has the responsibility). It is self, too, who is often
doing Christian work. It is always self who gets irritable and envious and
resentful and critical and worried. It is self who is hard and unyielding in its
attitudes to others. It is self who is shy and self-conscious and reserved.167
Satan demonstrated the gimmie-gimmie “I” disease perfectly in Isaiah 14.12-14.
“How you have fallen from heaven, O star of the morning, son of the dawn! You have been cut
down to the earth, You who have weakened the nations! "But you said in your heart, 'I will
ascend to heaven; I will raise my throne above the stars of God, and I will sit on the mount of
assembly in the recesses of the north. 'I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will make
myself like the Most High.’” (Emphasis added) Five times it’s recorded that Satan said, “I will, I
will, I will, I will, I will.” There is the core of sin, and when you start to see that selfishness in
your own heart, your participation in the same spirit as in Prodigal, the same spirit in Adam and
Eve and ultimately the same spirit in Satan himself, you will start to have amazing victory in your
personal life with God. All of your relationships will start changing because you’ll start coming to
give something to others rather than get something from others.
Also look at the core meaning of Galatians 2.20. "For through the Law I died to the
Law, so that I might live to God. "I have been crucified with Christ; and it is no longer I who live,
but Christ lives in me; and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God,
who loved me and gave Himself up for me. "I do not nullify the grace of God, for if
righteousness comes through the Law, then Christ died needlessly." Remember that in the
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original language this passage says “I live by the faith of the Son of God. “ This was the faith
that trusted God beyond the frustration of a plan not accepted or a goal not attained. This was
the faith of our Lord, a perfect man, who devoted Himself to Father for His entire life and then
was betrayed and forsaken not only by His closest companions but by the rejection of the very
Father He had walked with all His life. This abandonment became the model for all of us to
copy in our faith. A faith that is not just short term, but a faith that continues to trust, beyond the
point of trust-ability, beyond the point of understanding, beyond the assault of multiple voices for
counterfeit dumpster diving opportunities.
It was hard as I began to see this core of self-centeredness in me. When I saw my
own selfishness, I started seeing it in my relationship with my wife, then I started seeing it in my
responding to my employers, to other employees, to my family, to friends, to people in church. I
didn’t like it at all. And when I thought I had torn off a layer as I kept giving it to God in
confession and petition, another situation would arise and I would see that my selfishness ran
deeper still. The onion skin layers came off and the core was yet deeper. I was in a situation of
being falsely condemned for something I hadn’t done. This added to a whole mess of other
hurts at the time, I just knew I had to be right. I remember my coach at the time saying to me,
“Jim, it’s you.” What? How could it be me? But then I saw that in my self-vindicating, selfjustifying, self-promoting and self-defending, I had fallen out of the center of my Father’s love for
me being enough. My reputation, my career, and my finances were important and these people
had damaged me. While that may have been true, it was in the torn-open heart, staring into my
own nature, that I saw self-centered sin. I threw myself into Father’s love for me, walked the
Calvary road and learned deeply of the heart of Christ through that experience. It was an
amazing (and extremely painful) turning point in my walk with God. I walked that dark night of
the soul and found that when I was strong, I couldn’t find God’s love but when I became weak,
Father’s love found me.
I also realized that until I reach Heaven’s gate, I will not be free of the “wretched man
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that I am” that Paul’s identified in his prayer. I could empathize with the apostle as he asked,
“Who shall deliver me from this body of death?” “I find then the principle that evil is present in
me, the one who wants to do good. For I joyfully concur with the law of God in the inner man,
but I see a different law in the members of my body, waging war against the law of my mind and
making me a prisoner of the law of sin which is in my members. Wretched man that I am! Who
will set me free from the body of this death?” (Romans 7.21-24). Talk about a dual personality.
Yet, Paul’s next words caused me to see the answer, “Thanks be to God through Jesus Christ
our Lord!” The answer is Jesus in us, Christ in us, the Father’s plan to take care of us, dealing
with the selfish me. “There is now therefore no condemnation to those who are IN CHRIST
JESUS” (Rom 8.1). I discovered what Charles Wesley wrote in his hymn, “And Can It Be.” “Long
my imprisoned spirit lay, fast bound in sin and nature’s night; thine eye diffused a quickening
ray, I woke, the dungeon flamed with light; My chains fell off, my heart was free, I rose, went
forth, and followed Thee.”

The orphan Ishmael heart never sees how selfish they are: self-centered, selfimportant, self-defending, self-promoting, self-protecting, self-serving, self-justifying
and self-dependent. A self-centered spirit cannot be the dwelling place of Jesus.
The spirit of sonship comes to realize the value of being Christ immersed, not
worrying about me because He takes care of me, not needing counterfeit affections
because He is my affection. Seeing and understanding that core becomes the
platform for real change.

G. CHALLENGE YOUR SELF-DEFENSIVE MASKS.
The next step in transformational change is to learn to challenge the self-defending
masks we wear so easily. We have to learn how denial causes us to drift from being centered
in Father’s love and then learn how to dissolve those denial systems. Denial or self-defending,
self-justifying, self-promoting, self-guarding is the process by which I keep the painful truth
about who I really am or what I have really done from changing my thinking. I don’t want to
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think I am the problem. I don’t want to think I have a problem, it’s someone or something else’s
fault. The process whereby my mind shields me from the truth that would make me feel bad.
And so that we understand the serious nature of the mind mechanism, denial is, I believe, the
greatest of all spiritual, mental, and emotional strongholds against change. Denial protects me
from the painful revelation of who I really am and thereby keeps me from the discovery of the
lies I believe and live. I love to ask people this question. “Look behind your life, the road you
have taken, how many enemies do you see, how many have you left wounded, how many did
you step on to get where you are, how many people were hurt because of you.” I remember
one senior V.P. say to me while discussing our kids, “man my kids don’t even want to be around
me”. I thought if my family ever felt that way I would stop everything to change it. Of course he
simply went back to wearing the mask, moment of vulnerability over, work is his “LIFE”. Hitting
home yet?
Denial is the masks we wear to keep us from becoming brutally honest with
ourselves. Even with a trusted coach or counselor and someone very skilled at penetrating the
shields, we never want to drop the mask. These defense mechanisms are "deceptions" that we
use to avoid facing issues of fear, guilt, failure, emotional pain, realization we have hurt others
or embarrassment.
When we drop the mask, we become vulnerable. We stop trying to make ourselves
look good to someone else including God. We open up our defenses and let a few trusted
people in to see who we really are. And we live our lives before others by dropping the
pretenses that we are better than others somehow. We let people speak into our lives and we
learn from them as mirrors. Some are warped mirrors and we take them with a grain of salt but
others are trusted and we listen. We drop the mask because we are crucified in Christ, and a
crucified man or woman has nothing to gain anymore, no more attempts to make people think
I’m something special. We open up our hearts to listen to others thoughts for us. We stop
hiding and covering and protecting and shielding and defending and justifying and vindicating.
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We uncover our hearts and become listeners. "He that covers his sins shall not prosper: but
whoever confesses and forsakes them shall have mercy."168 Let’s see what we can learn about
mask wearing.
1. Masks require a lot of emotional energy.
1). It takes a lot of energy to wear a mask and to keep ourselves from being
vulnerable to others. In one of my classes there was a participant who was very involved in
counseling and support groups. He said at one point, “anger is the emotion we use to conceal
and to control.” That is very true. Anger in its broader sense is the emotion of aggressive selfsufficiency; it is the emotion of strength to protect as opposed to that of dependence upon God.
This aggressive emotion is used to conceal things from others that we are afraid they will
discover. We keep people at arm’s length so that they don’t get in too close. We are guarded
in our conversations. We have learned from experience that many people, if not most, are
untrustworthy with our hearts and what we really feel. So we put on masks. One false face is
the “I’m happy all the time, cause if I’m happy then it didn’t really happen” mask. Another one is
the “don’t get too close or you’ll get my frown and rejection” mask. Several others are listed
below. The point is that masks take a lot of energy to hold up in front of our faces. A mask is
the emotion we use to conceal or control, and many become exhausted emotionally, trying to
keep the mask in place.
2). Deep down inside we know thought we can’t verbalize it or bring it forward in our
thinking, only the mask is being loved or respected by others. We are not loved, accepted,
approved of or belong to for who we really are. We fear that if others knew who we really are
inside, with our frustrations and hurts and stuff we’ve keep secret, they would reject us in a New
York minute. So we work to keep the mask in place. “How are you?” we’re asked, “Oh I’m fine,
just fine”. Someone once said “FINE” really means, “I’m freaked out, insecure, neurotic, and
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emotionally unstable”. Perhaps that fits best here.
3). Here comes the problem: Mask wearers never understand or experience intimacy
and connectedness with others. It is impossible to know someone in an intimate way, in a
connected way, when we are busy holding a mask in front of ourselves and they are wearing a
mask as well. We can never be welcomed into others’ lives, never truly connect in a meaningful
way. I watch this in most of the marriages I see. Two people who have learned simply how to
not say something that will make the other person mad. They want people to think they have a
great marriage but in reality it’s a marriage where one or the other has acquiesced to the others
will. Marriages and family are the closest of our relationships and it is here that we demonstrate
our relational abilities to connect, to get to deeper relationships. This is particularly true with
men, husbands and fathers. Men wear masks because for them intimacy means vulnerability
and loss of respect. Because they have to live with the mask of being fine, everything is fine,
then when they try to develop a relationship with God they find it cold and hard and mechanical.
Honestly in life, because I see the masks of denial so much more clearly, the guys I respect are
the ones who have developed that teachable brutal honesty in their lives.
Our word for ‘hypocrite’ comes from the Greek word for ‘actor.’ In early Greek times
all actors were males, even for female parts. Actors would simply hold masks up in front of their
faces in order to play whatever role was needed. Actors were therefore hypocrites, people
pretending to be what they were not while hiding behind a mask to achieve it.

Orphans live behind lots of masks. Orphans have to hold up a defense because if they
ever let that down, they will be exposed to criticism or anger or law, and ultimately
they won’t belong, they won’t be important, won’t have any value, won’t be acceptable
and won’t be protected.
For a son life is simple. Grace melts the mask and kindness leads us to His Presence.
Sons know they don’t have to care what others think because they are okay with Him.
In some form or another, these are all lies to keep us from facing the truth. The basic
masks we wear are the denial mechanisms in our thinking and what follows are a few of those:
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2. Masks we wear and what they look like:






















Anger outburst: is the use or expression of anger (voice tone, cursing, facial
expressions, body gestures, aggression, and violence) to control someone or situation.
Analyzing: is an attempt to explain the cause for your failure, believing that that may
resolve the issue. "I have thought long and hard on the problem and believe that it must
have been precipitated from my exposure to too much violence on the T.V."
Arguing: is bringing up a controversy to side track the other individual. "My position is
that ....don't you agree that I am right?" (While knowing quite well he/she will disagree.)
Blaming: is laying the judgment for your problems upon someone else. "I would be a
better husband if I had a better wife. It is all her fault."
Compensation: is to excel in one area as a cover for inferiority in another. "I know that I
am not too great at math, but I do really well in art class."
Compliance: is giving in to the wishes of another to avoid confrontation. "O.K., I will do
whatever you want."
Defiance: is daring others to prove that you are wrong. "I challenge you to show me in
the Bible where it says that smoking marijuana is wrong." It’s being intimidating so that
others never get past the mask. Or, it’s being highly controlling.
Displacement: is the transferring of a strong emotion from a precipitated object to a
safer or more acceptable substitute. (The husband becomes angry at his boss at work
then goes home and gripes at wife.) "I know that I am angry at the boss, but I just don't
know why I am taking it out on you."
Distortion: is the changing of the shape of a reality to make it more acceptable. It’s
over exaggerating a positive spin on things. "Officer, I really was just trying to keep up
with the other traffic."
Explaining: is explaining the problem in minute detail, thinking that that may resolve the
problem. "I first began to look at porn when I was eight years old. Then when I was
ten, I found some of my dad's girlie magazines. When I was fifteen, I met this girl that
was really into pornography and we looked at it and acted out some. Then when I got a
computer ....."
Excuses: is the use of logic that may appear to be acceptable to avoid an issue. "I think
you can find someone more skilled than I to choose for the project."
Fantasy: is using daydreaming or your imagination to escape from reality into a fictitious
world, a world of success or pleasure. "When I find myself in a bad situation like this, I
just like to imagine that I am on a warm beach, sun bathing with the sound of the waves
washing away my problems." (This may develop into schizoid fantasy).
Humor: is making a joke out of a grave or hurtful situation. (Laughing to cover fear or
pain). "It was just a joke :-) I was just kidding."
Idealization and Identification: is the over-estimation of desirable traits in another. (to
idolize). "I would love to be like that person. She does everything so well."
Intellectualization: is the avoidance of unconscious conflicts by the excessive use of an
intellectual guise of words, thoughts or debate. "The current research by Dr. So and So
from such and such university shows that the reason why people like me get so
depressed is because there is a chemical imbalance."
Introjection: is to assume responsibility for events outside their realistic control. "It's all
my fault that our marriage was a failure." A surviving passenger of a plane crash says,
"If I hadn't worn this green shirt the plane wouldn't have crashed."
Isolation is the splitting off a strong negative emotion or mental image from the
individual's consciousness. (Being out of touch with one's emotions. In extreme cases
there may be MPD.) "I really feel sad, but I can't figure out why."
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Judgmentalism: is placing others on a lower spiritual level to cover one's own spiritual
inadequacies. "If you would get some counseling yourself, then I think that I could handle
the situation."
Justifying: is trying balance your wrong with the wrong of others. "I wouldn't have to
take so many tranquilizers if my husband wasn't angry all the time."
Lying: is a blatant lie to cover one's back. "No, sir. I wasn't speeding. I have never
broken a traffic law in my life."
Manipulation: is trying to indirectly blame someone else for your difficulty then trying to
get the other person to straighten up so that you can. "If you will quite bringing home all
that fatty food, I will go on a diet."
Mind over matter is the unconscious changing of a strong negative emotion into a
bodily disease or abnormality. "I just feel too bad to go in to work today. I probably have
a fever."
Minimizing: is an attempt to make the problem smaller than it really is. "It was only a
one night stand. It only happened that one time."
Projection is when you attribute your own feelings or thoughts to someone else and
often pass judgment on the other person. "I would never do something like that. You
must be the one with the guilty conscience."
Questioning is the means of firing questions at the potential intruder to keep him from
bringing up threatening issue in your own life.
Rationalization is a way to avoid facing responsibility by bending the truth. "My parents
did not mean to be bad parents. They did the best that they knew how."
Reaction Formation is when one does exactly the opposite of what they desire to
do. (A drug addict joins an anti-drug campaign.) "We really need to put all drug dealers
out of business."
Regression is the reverting back to an earlier stage of immaturity. "I’d rather just sit
here and pout." "Have you ever tried putting soda straws up your nose, it is fun." (In
more serious cases, the adult may take on the personality of a child.)
Repression is the involuntary exclusion of unwanted thoughts or feelings from
consciousness. "I just can't remember how I felt that day when that happened. I just
don't feel anything."
Self-deception: is deceptive thinking that is usually vocally expressed. "I don't need
anyone's help. I can quit drinking anytime that I want to."
Shouting: is using a loud voice to try to control the situation. "Don't tell me to shut up! I
will say what I want to say!"
Silence: is using silence to protect yourself from talking about the problem. This is often
the case with men in marriage. When confronted with the issue, the individual may just
walk away or stand there and say nothing.
Suppression is the voluntary exclusion of unwanted thoughts from the individual's
consciousness. "I just want to forget that whole experience."
Sublimation is redirecting the emotion into a more socially productive activity. "Here is
a really neat short story that I have written about a woman having a sexual affair."
Threatening: is using aggression to avoid facing an issue. "Don't ever bring up that
topic again or I will make you wish that you hadn't!"
Undoing is an attempt to make up (atone for or reverse the guilt by doing well in the
place of the evil. "Please take this gift. It would really make me feel better after all that I
did to you." (Of course, the undoing may become generalized involving others as well.)
Withdrawing: is deliberate removal of one's self from the situation. "This is the last
straw. I can't stay in this situation any longer. I am leaving."
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3. Mask words we use:

































"Leave me alone!" (isolation, withdrawal)
"I don't want to talk about it!" “Don’t talk to me” (closed conversation)
“I’m always to blame, you think you’re perfect and never do anything wrong” (shifting
focus onto another)
“You are just too sensitive” (you are the problem)
"Well, it happened a long time ago." (implying it doesn't matter anymore)
"It wasn't all that important." (belittling the act)
"They made me do it." (blaming others for a personal wrong act)
"There was no other way out." (justification of wrong)
"It was just a little white lie." (putting evil on a scale)
"He/she does not deserve forgiveness." (trying to balance the scale)
"It was only a one time experience." (rationalization)
"You just don’t understand my situation." (situational ethics approach)
"I couldn't help it. I was having a bad day." (blaming situation type excuse)
"I just lost temporary control." (trying to balance evil with good)
"Everyone does it." (using comparison)
"I am just human." (indirectly blaming God)
"My opinion is just as good as the next person." (no absolute right)
"They deserved what I did to them." (trying to balance the scales)
"It’s all your fault." (blaming others without accepting personal responsibility)
"Somebody needed to put them in their place." (pride covering revenge)
"I don't have a problem. You are the one with the problem." (shift of blame)
"It was just a practical joke, O.K.?" (denial of intent to do harm)
"Can't you take a laugh?" (shift of blame)
"Well, no one is perfect." (general comparison to shift the point away from guilt)
"Everyone needs to let off a little steam sometimes." (excuse for anger & violence)
"Who is it to say that I am wrong?" (no one has authority or no absolutes)
"I have the right to do anything that I want." (authority unto ones' self)
"I just needed a pick-me-up." (excuse for using drugs)
"I can't help it. My parents were that way." (denial of personal responsibility)
"You just need to get with it." (implies that moral absolutes change with time)
"I say, if it feels right, do it." (morality based upon emotions)
"Why should I suffer when they can do what they want?" (comparison of privileges)

H. CLEANSE YOUR RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHERS.
Here is the next step in learning to living Re-Centered in Father’s Love. Jesus said it
again and again. Your relationships with others matter. It is crucial that we learn to take every
step possible to keep our relationships with others clean so that we can remain centered in
Father’s love for us. While it’s true, we can’t control others and how they may act toward us,
hurts they cause us, disappointments they give, betrayals they may inflict, but we can control
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how we act and react to others, especially those who injure us. Injuries come in all forms, from
the daily bump of a spouse, child, parent or co-worker to the nuclear debris field in the aftermath
of betrayal, malicious injuries and even physical abuse. The injuries occur and often we can’t
control them, but how we react to those injuries is crucial.
To stay Re-Centered in Father’s Love we have to learn to love others no matter what.
John wrote, “If someone says, "I love God," and hates his brother, he is a liar; for the one who
does not love his brother whom he has seen, cannot love God whom he has not seen.”169 The
love that we have and extend to others is a direct reflection of our love for God. Mistreating or
overreacting to others is devastating to the daily re-centered heart. Jesus taught the following,
“For if you forgive others for their transgressions, your heavenly Father will also forgive you. But
if you do not forgive others, then your Father will not forgive your transgressions.”170 If we take
Jesus’ words seriously, as we absolutely should, then these words must be like warning alarms
in our minds that must alert a tremendous sense of caution and correction. Point blank, the
health of your relationships have a direct bearing on your experience of Father’s Presence. If
you can’t and/or don’t forgive others; your relationship with your Heavenly Father is negatively
affected. Notice again that Jesus identifies the Father, not just God, but Father is the affected
party. That parental relationship you know with Him as your Father is changed by your inability
to extend forgiveness. If you can’t forgive others, your Father will not forgive you. Now to be
clear because it is the relationship with God as Father this is not angry God theology, we do not
need to return to that lie. This is the ongoing sense of living your life re-centered in His
Relationship. When you don’t forgive, the Holy Spirit will start bugging you about it. When you
go to prayer their face will come to remembrance, and you’ll replay situations over and over in
the theater of your mind. That is what occurs in this passage, “But I say to you that everyone
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who is angry with his brother shall be guilty before the court ; and whoever says to his brother,
'You good-for-nothing,' shall be guilty before the supreme court ; and whoever says, 'You fool,'
shall be guilty enough to go into the fiery hell. Therefore if you are presenting your offering at
the altar, and there remember that your brother has something against you, leave your offering
there before the altar and go; first be reconciled to your brother, and then come and present
your offering.”171 When injuries occur, or you have caused injury to others, you will nurse it,
curse it or rehearse it, over and over. What Father wants you to do is immerse it in the forgiving
blood of Christ.
Amazingly, love for others doesn’t stop there. A son or daughter is actually called to
practice the ministry of reconciliation. “Now all these things are from God, who reconciled us to
Himself through Christ and gave us the ministry of reconciliation, namely, that God was in Christ
reconciling the world to Himself, not counting their trespasses against them, and He has
committed to us the word of reconciliation. Therefore, we are ambassadors for Christ, as though
God were making an appeal through us; we beg you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to
God.”172 Paul states our amazing calling, to be ambassadors for Christ. And the word that the
ambassador brings is that of reconciliation to God. If the Son and the Father and exercised the
blessed extension of reconciliation for all of the sins committed against God how much more
should the ambassadors have that same mind set. No matter the sin or the hurt, there is always
an extension of a hand of reconciliation. Father God rejoices when we as warring parties
against each other find a peace between us. The child of God gets the value of the ministry of
reconciliation and practices it. It is not easy and takes some training but when the orphan spirit
starts to transform into the spirit of sonship there is a passion to forgive others even as we have
been forgiven. Even as I write this I am recovering from a tremendous injury in my job, an
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amazing blatant betrayal by one trusted as a co-worker and friend. Though it has now been a
month and a half the sting of their injury is still hard to bear. But there are no exceptions to the
words of Jesus and those words of reconciliation ring in my spiritual ears. Even now I continue
to prepare to meet this person with the professionalism of a handshake and the courtesy of
conversation. Doesn’t mean trust is blindly extended, for forgiving is not forgetting, but it does
mean that in a legal decision I have transferred the injury and the action to God and leave room
for Him to act in justice and in truth when He sees fit.
Part of the key to staying re-centered in Father’s grace is practicing His love for
others. We grace others because we have received such grace as to be forgiven.

We need to

practice the lifestyle of reconciliation with others. So where do we start?
Three things I will do:




I will agree to live with the consequences of another's actions
I will give up my right to hurt you back
I will ( choose ) treat with compassion and kindness

Things I will not do:







I will no longer dwell on this incident
I will not bring this up again
I will not use this against you
I will not talk to others about this incident
I will not allow this to stand between us
I will not allow this to hinder our relationship

In reconciliation I try to always remember this foundational truth. BECAUSE CHRISTIANS ARE
THE MOST FORGIVEN PEOPLE IN THE WORLD WE SHOULD BE THE MOST FORGIVING
PEOPLE IN THE WORLD.
1. Ask the Holy Spirit.
One of the first places to start in clearing your heart of past relationships is to
reconcile any whom the Holy Spirit may bring to your mind. In Alcoholics Anonymous they
place this as an imperative. Three of twelve steps are as follows:
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“8. Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to make amends to
them all.
“9. Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so
would injure them or others”
“10. Continued to take a personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly
admitted it.”
Alcoholics Anonymous has three of their twelve steps that deal with reconciliation. In
their experience, they feel that this issue of dealing with the past must priority in dysfunctional
substance dependency. These are great guidelines to follow for all of our lives for cleansing our
personal relationships in order to remain re-centered in Father’s grace. For the believer, the
one who has been called to the spirit of sonship, this is an imperative, to learn to reconcile to
those we may have injured or hurt. And to be reconciled to those who have hurt us.
Interpersonal relationships have history, and while most injuries come from
relationships, the greatest healing and joy also comes through reconciled relationships.
2. Look closely at parental relationships.
Interestingly, by God’s commandment, reconciliation needs to start with our parents.
In fact, God is so serious about this that He places our relationship of honor for our parents in
the basic Ten Commandments. The very foundation of law, the Ten Commandments places
honoring of parents as its fifth command, and for a good reason. Father God as Creator has
established this universe and in so doing by the very fact that He is the Originator, He is the
Owner of all things, He has authority over all things. “For this reason I bow my knees before the
Father, from whom every family in heaven and on earth derives its name.”173 The parents God
gave us were His authority for our lives. They are not always correct or right or even functional,
but we cannot allow ourselves outside of honoring them or we risk losing the promise of long
and prosperous life. “HONOR YOUR FATHER AND MOTHER (which is the first commandment
with a promise ), SO THAT IT MAY BE WELL WITH YOU, AND THAT YOU MAY LIVE LONG
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ON THE EARTH.”174 I firmly believe that when we rebelled against our parents’ authority, we
actually rebelled against God. For this reason some of God’s blessings for prosperity and long
life may be withheld.
For those of us who live outside our parents’ home now, it doesn’t have the same
implication as “children obey your parents.” As children we are commanded to obey our parents.
As adults we are commanded to honor our parents. We are to treat them with honor, we are to
consider them with special attention, we apologize for areas where we have been wrong, we
seek to make things right between us, we listen to what they have to say and consider their
words carefully. This is the honor that is due our parents. Here is the point. The day you reject
your parent’s authority over you, the day that you dishonor them you are clearly and effectually
dishonoring God. If you are doing things with your parents that do not honor them, or you have
caused injuries to them by your reactions, these things need to be clarified, confessed and
reconciled. This has to be done with godly counsel because there are so many ways this can
be messed up, so use a good counselor or coach to review your thinking. The orphan Ishmael
spirit will fly to the surface in these kinds of historical relationships. Don’t try to manipulate your
parents by using apologies. Don’t try to control them by sending a letter telling them all the
things they did or didn’t do. Simply honor them. I started hanging a photo of my father in my
hallway and entryway. I immediately knew from the Holy Spirit that this brought a smile to my
Heavenly Father.
3. Learn to resolve conflict appropriately.
It is not within the scope of this work to go through the points of conflict resolution
skills. As one who is considered to have some expertise in this area, I am motivated to write a
further work just to treat all of the principles and skills that one can develop. For the time being,
seek out counsel and obtain coaching in good communication skills and solid principles of
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resolving conflict. There are many good works that are available that deal with specific skills in
communicating and more importantly listening. Asking a counselor, coach or pastor is an
excellent way to find the right materials and develop a comfort level in dealing with conflict.

My orphan spirit, which is of Ishmael inside, selfishly does not desire to resolve and
restore relationships. I’m far more concerned about my rights and my hurts and my
concerns than I am in restoring a broken relationship,
As a son I have received the ministry of reconciliation and take it seriously. The
redemption of a bad relationship is far more important than my own selfish interests,
or desires. Sons reconcile and redeem.

I. CRUCIBLE OF TESTING: THE ARENA OF RE-CENTERING:
Father is not nearly as concerned about our comfort as He is about our character.
This was another principle that changed my understanding of Father’s love for me, and became
an important point on my checklist for remaining in the center of Father’s amazing grace. Trials
would knock me off center in a heartbeat. Primarily, because of my misunderstanding of a trial
or troubles that would come my way, I would immediately fall out of abiding in His love.
Trials are designed by Him because He wants to see His Face reflected in my life.
Father doesn’t want to make me another Jesus, He wants to increase and develop my trust of
Him through the trial, and for me to find a greater center of His Love for me in my life. For me
and my orphan spirit, life was supposed to be fair, and when it was not, I reasoned that God
must not love me, I wasn’t performing well enough, didn’t look good enough or God was against
me. Some of the most damaging teaching in our Christian culture today is that God will bless us
with riches if we work hard enough or are just good enough. Most of that is a reward formula
and it is a lie. It was a lie I bought into hook line and sinker, as they say. A lie that ultimately
disintegrated my life and ministry. I worked hard in ministry. My belief was that if I just worked
more, believed more, tried more on my ministry, gave more, served more, then God would bless
me with more responsibility, a better ministry, a better salary, I wouldn’t have to work so hard,
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and I would have three weeks’ vacation. (Yes that is what I hoped for). The lie is that doing it
right will bring God’s blessing, defined by measurements of popularity and prosperity. Whole
groups of people--Christian and non-Christians alike, have been infused with this very bad
advice. Many of the positive attitude seminars seem to flirt with this lie. God is not there to
make you rich, that is an orphan spirit that comes to God for what He can do for you rather than
coming to Him because of your love for Him. This turns most of positive Christianity into a
multiple level marketing convention where a lead distributor (Mr. Personality) tells multiple
layers below that you can do it just like me. It finds its foundation in the lie that God’s first
priority is my happiness. Creation is not about making me happy; it is about God’s Glory. God
did not promise “happiness.” What He promised was JOY and there is a huge difference. He
promised abundant life. God is not nearly as concerned about our happiness as He is about our
character. Trials are not about our comfort, and because personal comfort is the most important
thing to an orphan, he will easily sacrifice character to have it. In conflicts within relationships,
comfort and not truth or tough love is always most important. In making life choices how many
times have I heard, “do what makes you happy.” Where did that come from?

The Bible

teaches us to walk with God and He will show you, O man, what He desires for you. My joy is
not dependent on my happy feelings. My joy is dependent on the Presence of God in my life.
People ask me how they can find God’s will. I don’t worry about it. I walk with God and enjoy
His Presence and I have learned that in doing so, anyone who walks with God will always reach
His destination and will be a success.
Back to the issues of temptations, trials and tribulations. Since I was so performance
and popularity, (i.e., LAW and counterfeit affections) oriented, I always interpreted some trial or
problem as either a sign that I had done something wrong or that God was treating me unfairly.
I complained that I deserved better! What I failed to understand was Father’s goal in my life.
Father will do all He can so that He can see the reflection of Christ formed in us!
Historically this point was vividly illustrated in Michelangelo’s “David.” This towering
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statue was made from one piece of stone. “David” was sculpted out of a “ruined” block of
marble rejected by all of his contemporaries. Yet Michelangelo was able to see what others
couldn’t. He looked inside the stone to find the image he was seeking to create. He then
needed only to chip away what was not the image to reveal the masterpiece. In his dramatic
series of sculptures known as “The Captives,” the figures appear in the process of being
released from the stone that is imprisoning them.
Father God will also bring things into our lives to chip away that which hides the
people we were created to be. He will prune us. Sometimes, often, in fact, this process is
painful.
In order to help us learn more of the heart of Jesus, Father will do three things:
1. He challenges us to grow our faith and trust in Him.
Romans 5 talks about the value of trials when Paul states, “Therefore, having been
justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom also we
have obtained our introduction by faith into this grace in which we stand; and we exult in hope of
the glory of God. And not only this, but we also exult in our tribulations, knowing that tribulation
brings about perseverance; and perseverance, proven character; and proven character, hope;
and hope does not disappoint, because the love of God has been poured out within our hearts
through the Holy Spirit who was given to us”(Rom 5.1-4).
We have seen the first part of this passage before as we looked at the introduction that
the Cross gave us into grace. Remember that grace became or should become a cause for great
rejoicing in the hope we have of God’s Glory and our being able to stand in it. But that is not the
end, for Paul says, “not only this, but we also exult in our tribulation.” We exult (lift up hands and
shout out in praise) in the trial we face because we know the end. Tribulation, as we endure through
it, produces the ability to be strong, unwavering, undaunted, of single-minded commitment, and that
persevering attitude, combined with time, produces a proven character, and that proven character
will produce something else. Trials, when handled this way, produce hopefulness, a future
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orientation. Can I push this a bit? I have found that trials produce a hopeful spirit in people. As they
learn to find in God their all in all, depend on Him fully, there is a sense of a belonging hope, a
protective hope, a value attached hope, an approving hope, an importance hope, and that hope
doesn’t disappoint (now glue your eyes on this) BECAUSE THE LOVE OF GOD (Amazing Grace) is
just POURED OUT IN OUR HEARTS. As we endure trials, no—, as we exult in them, the ultimate
byproduct is this amazing, amazing sense of Father’s love for you. He is just pouring out His Love
into your heart. I have heard it a thousand times if I have heard it once. When someone is going
through a really heavy trial they will later say, “I’m not sure I can explain it, not sure I can even tell
you why it happened, but during that whole time when things were so bad, I just kept feeling this
amazing sense of God’s Love surrounding me and filling me. It was like God was just holding on to
me. Know why? Because in the midst of a trial when everything is stripped away, you are forced to
stop being self-dependent, self-sufficient, self-controlling and in doing so, you unplug from the false
vine and you plug into the real power of God’s love. That is what is so amazing about grace. That’s
why, as Christians, we can exult in trials.

James talks about the value of trials in his epistle. “Consider it all joy, my brethren,
when you encounter various trials, knowing that the testing of your faith produces endurance.
And let endurance have its perfect result, so that you may be perfect and complete, lacking in
nothing” (James 1.2-4). This passage has much to teach about understanding the way God
challenges our faith with trials. At the outset, we note the author does not say if you encounter
various trials, but that we should count it all joy when you encounter various trials. The fact of
trials is not an optional event, problems will come. Peter said, “do not be surprised at the fiery
ordeal that overtakes you” (1 Pet.4.12). The passage also teaches that a trial is a “testing”
which is really a word used in the process of refining or testing metals. It refers to a process
that shows the value of that which is tested through heat—the value of the metal being heated.
The heat is applied until the dross (waste matter) comes to the surface, and at just the right
moment, the refiner scrapes away the dross until he can see his reflection in the pure metal.
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The same process is ongoing in the life of the Christian. A child trusts in his Father’s care and
knows that He is in the process of burning away the dross until He can see the face of His son
Jesus in our lives. This is what a trusting child understands. Furthermore, in this testing
process, the muscle of faith is exercised so that it becomes more enduring. The author goes on
to indicate that by letting this process continue, endurance has a perfect result so that one is
perfect and complete, lacking in nothing, meaning perfect—as in having all the component
parts—and complete--as in being more mature. This is God’s grace in the midst of trials, a
Father’s love. This is God equalizing us, as He did with the deep water ocean fish that faced
the great pressure by having an equal pressure within them. The Father’s love within us is
equal to any trial or temptation that presses on us. When Father’s grace love is in us, and we
understand His embrace and the value of His love. Grace becomes the pressure inside that the
world from the outside cannot overcome. Father’s love is what provides the balance in the face
of trials.
When we learn what it means to take raw iron and transform it into steel, we
understand there are various processes that must occur. I had the opportunity to watch a
blacksmith actually forging steel and preparing it to make horseshoe. The iron is heated in the
flames of the forge, and when it becomes red-hot it is brought out and hammered again and
again. It is this hammering that brings the impurities or slag to the surface. The hammering
aligns the molecules of the iron until its molecular orientation becomes stronger. Thrust into
water for a moment, it is cast back in the fire. It is at that molten moment that the iron becomes
malleable to the blacksmith’s will. So it is with us. We go through the fire, we go through the
hammering of pressures and stresses, and as a Christian all the while, Father never gives up
His oversight. He never gives up on working with us, laboring with us until “Christ is formed in
you” (Gal.4.19). Father challenges the very fabric of our hearts and wills so that we might come
to that place where we see our deep seated orphan heart and all the self-dependency we rely
on: making ourselves like God, controlling our circumstances, manipulating our relationships.
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He oversees our lives, cutting out everything in us that does not resemble the son or daughter
He wants us to be.
Therefore, having been justified by faith, we have peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom also we have obtained our
introduction by faith into this grace in which we stand ; and we exult in hope of
the glory of God. And not only this, but we also exult in our tribulations, knowing
that tribulation brings about perseverance; and perseverance, proven character ;
and proven character, hope; and hope does not disappoint, because the love of
God has been poured out within our hearts through the Holy Spirit who was given
to us. For while we were still helpless, at the right time Christ died for the
ungodly.175
How does one develop the kind of faith that gets through these trials? Remember basic
trust? Basic trust when developed says I will not flinch when something happens because I
have a loving Father that is fully in control of my life and I know, I know, I know that nothing will
come that He cannot solution and get me through. When basic trust is activated and functioning
well, there is a sense of everything is going to be okay, and so this trial I am experiencing is
really just an opportunity to develop my faith muscles. Father is heating up my life to scrape the
dross off, get it out and make me more in the image of the son or daughter He wants me to be.
Why? So we don’t operate in the false vine, and we as believers don’t operate out of the flesh,
and we don’t operate off of our feelings, instead, we learn to operate out of faith. That is what
an Isaac does.
My orphan spirit sees a trial as a surprise, I’m never prepared for it mentally, I can’t
believe God would allow such a thing if He is truly loving (basic trust issue), and my
Ishmael heart does not see the value of a developed faith muscle.
The spirit of Sonship comes to understand that all trials and troubles come from a
Loving Father who allows us to go through what we go through for some purpose that
glorifies Him and will develop me to be more the son or daughter He desires.

2. He crushes us beyond what we think we can bear so that others may find Him.
Then there are times where Father God goes beyond that of challenging us to
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Christlikeness, and there comes a crushing walk along a road like the Calvary road that Jesus
walked. A walk that will mean there will come a moment in time where you believe that God has
forsaken you, that He has forgotten you. It was this walk that Jesus went down. He knew it
meant death, betrayal and being forsaken. Even more, it meant being made to be sin on our
behalf. Why did He do this? Hebrews tells us plainly, “fixing our eyes on Jesus, the author and
perfecter of faith, who for the joy set before Him endured the cross, despising the shame, and
has sat down at the right hand of the throne of God” (Heb. 12.2). Do you see what the passage
says? Because of the “joy set before Him.” Jesus endured the cross because of joy? What
joy? So that He could sit at Father’s right hand? No, that is where He came from. The joy set
before Him was the salvation of each of us as sinners. The joy was His heart to provide the
sacrifice of grace. In a parallel passage regarding perfecting the author of salvation, the writer
of Hebrews said, “But we do see Him who was made for a little while lower than the angels,
namely, Jesus, because of the suffering of death crowned with glory and honor, so that by the
grace of God He might taste death for everyone. For it was fitting for Him, for whom are all
things, and through whom are all things, in bringing many sons to glory, to perfect the author of
their salvation through sufferings” (Heb. 2.9-10). Father God allowed that crushing because of
the amazing demonstration of grace that it would bring. You and I may have to walk a road
called Calvary because we are in the ministry of redemption. In any relationship, in order for the
bridge to be built, someone may have to die on it. This may be the cross you are carrying right
now, a cross you are bearing and can continue to bear because of the joy you will have when
God has completed His task through you of bringing many others to know Him in some way.
May I challenge you one step further? Judas. Remember the disciple that betrayed
Jesus? It was Judas Iscariot. And who chose Judas to be His disciple? Jesus did. Since He
knew what was going to happen and He knew the “son of perdition” would betray Him, Jesus
willingly chose the very man that would send Him to the cross. Would you do that? Looking
back on the trials of life, perhaps on some of the betrayals you have experienced, knowing that
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God would be ultimately glorified and many would be brought to Him, would you chose that
person? Would you choose that trial? I think there is probably no greater pain than that of
losing your own child, as any parent will tell you. I have dear friends who have lost children they
had hoped and prayed for, only to lose them at birth or shortly after. I can tell you that nothing
changes the pain. I can also tell you that in every single one of those instances where the
parents have fallen before an all Sovereign God to cry out in such sorrow, “Not my will but Your
Will be done,” the testimony of God’s Glory is always electric. That isn’t to say that God is the
author of such tragedy, but He allows it because He knows what it will accomplish.
One of my seminar participants said to the me in front of the class, “I want to thank
you, I want to thank you for the trials and deep hurts you have experienced, because if you had
not had them sent your way, and gone through those, all of us in this seminar would not be
blessed in the way we have been. Thank you”. See it?
Then there is the story of a man who stood up as an invited guest to a service and
told the story of how he was fishing with two boys, one was his son, the other was his son’s
friend. A wild storm blew up without warning, the craft capsized and they were all cast into the
sea. The father could only save one, and because he knew his son was saved he chose to
save the other boy. His son died that day. He talked about the redemption in Christ and he
talked about how God will get you through those harshest of trials. When finished he sat down.
The pastor of that church stood up and addressed the large congregation with these words, “I
am that boy that was saved.”
Because my orphan heart doesn’t see the end in God’s mind, I cannot trust, I
cannot forgive, I cannot deal with or walk the Calvary road. The orphan has no joy in
faith’s end, he only sees today.
The son learns basic trust so that Father’s motives and love are not challenged,
and he knows, and believes that there will be joy at the end of sorrow because
circumstances aren’t in control, people aren’t in control, Father is in control.
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3. In the midst of trials we learn, He comforts us.
In Second Corinthians Paul wrote an amazing treatise where he says, “Grace to you
and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. Blessed be the God and Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies and God of all comfort, who comforts us in all our
affliction so that we will be able to comfort those who are in any affliction with the comfort with
which we ourselves are comforted by God. For just as the sufferings of Christ are ours in
abundance, so also our comfort is abundant through Christ. But if we are afflicted, it is for your
comfort and salvation; or if we are comforted, it is for your comfort, which is effective in the
patient enduring of the same sufferings which we also suffer” (2 Cor. 1.2-6). Go back through
the passage and circle every time the word comfort occurs.

When someone repeats a word

nine times in three sentences, as Paul repeats the word comfort, it is a good indication he is
trying to emphasis a specific point. Paul says he learned as he went through trials. He did so,
so that he could learn comfort from the God of all comfort, and in so doing he said, he can
comfort you. That is the way it works with us as well. Often times you may go through a trial
because God’s desire is for you to find your comfort in Him and Him alone. You can’t give away
what you don’t possess. If you have not known God’s comfort you can’t give it. Sometimes in
the midst of a trial or a trouble or problem or disappointment God is bringing you through it so
that He may re-center you in the middle of His presence where you find His Comfort. Please
notice again, who is Paul speaking of here? It is the God of all comfort and Who is that?
Father. Father is the God of all comfort. How often it is emphasized in the Word of God and
how little attention we pay to His New Testament Name.
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Ishmaels remain blind to God’s work in their lives. They are shocked and frustrated
by trials, angered by loss, bitter about what they don’t have, have no heavenly
perspective, and they believe they deserve better.
Sons see and learn to believe God that the trial or temptation or trouble is a reflection
that Father is far more concerned with our character than He is with our comfort.
Furthermore, sons understand that some trials allow us to be re-centered in His
Loving comfort to comfort others.

J. CONFLICT - DEMONIC WARFARE.
Allow me to emphasize that learning to stop the drift away from being in the center of
Father’s love for you is the key. One of the items on the checklist to re-gain that re-centering in
Him is to understand that as a believer, you are in a war. I will say more about this later when
we discuss sonship, but suffice it to say, there may actually be demonic intervention in your life,
a war that is ongoing as enemy forces seek to destroy the Christ who dwells in you. Also, the
closer you walk with Him, the more that selfish nature is submitted to His Love for you, the more
that dark kingdom will hate your very existence. Remember you are made in the image of God
and dark forces hate that with a 100% pure hatred.
In a later book, should Father so provide the time and lead me to write it, we will take
an in-depth look at how the demonic works. For now, please know that the enemy seeks to
establish strongholds in our lives. A stronghold is a fortress of your habits that are not
consistent with the knowledge of who Christ is. The best understanding I can give you is a
stronghold is an emotional lie that we have come to believe, that has been covered over or
encased in emotional cement. I believe something in the past and have covered that belief with
layers of emotional protection. One of those for me deals with money. Having been in ministry
where money is always an issue for survival, one develops a fear-based behavior, an angry
edge, a protective defense that we use to control money in our lives. When money becomes
threatened we become afraid and angry. We are irritated for unknown reasons at the people we
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love and serve. The lie is twofold. First, it says that God can’t provide for you. Second it says
that you have to stay someplace because God called you to be there, and ultimately you endure
significant abuse. Your family and ministry pay the price. But we justify the anger because our
emotional cement is in place. God called me here, God called me to this ministry (which may
be true or not, only He has the right to determine that). Instead of letting God cut through the
emotional cement to the actual lie we resist Him.
I have documented nine strongholds of thinking in the mind. These are the
strongholds in our lives usually backed by a fear of losing something or a lie we have learned
against the knowledge of God.
1) Denial, not seeing myself as I really am,
2) Rejection of Authority,
3) Unforgiveness, and its sisters, bitterness, resentment, unkindness.
4) Idolatry, getting life from some created thing rather than Father God, as in living my life
with a Horizontal World System to meet my needs
5) Imbalanced use of time, escapism,
6) Anger is the emotion used to conceal or control, manipulate, protect. It is related to
apathy, despair and hopelessness,
7) Comparison, the rocket fuel of shame based thinking,
8) Immoral or unlawful sins against the body or others,
9) Disrespect of others things or persons. These can be seen in lying, bearing false witness,
stealing and taking that which does not belong to us.
We read in Revelation 12.11, “And they overcame him because of the blood of the
Lamb and because of the word of their testimony, and they did not love their life even when
faced with death.” They, the saints, overcame him, Satan, by the blood of Jesus, (the
unequaled infinite demonstration of His Love and His Sacrifice to make them righteous), by
the words of their own testimony, (taking a stand for God, and showing that they had learned
the key of not loving their own lives, even in the face of death.) If you know God loves you,
then why are you worried about loving yourself?
Modern psychologists tell us to love ourselves. What a crock! What is that? Love
myself, you’re kidding? What I learned to do instead was to stare at my Father’s heart for me
and to experience that He loved me deeply and dearly. That was enough for me. That
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conquered my fear. How can I fear if He loves me? Death has no power anymore, Satan
can’t really take anything from me because He is my desire, “whom have I in heaven but
Thee and beside Thee I desire NOTHING on the earth.” If I don’t desire it Satan can’t
threaten it with death. There is the victory.

The Ishmael spirit remains willfully clueless of any war raging about them, tucked
away in ignorance or worse yet, taking no stand again the enemy. They fight no battle,
giving into those influencing spirits that whisper “take care of number one.”
The son recognizes he is in a battle, that the enemy has two weapons, fear and lies.
He learns to defeat him by the Father’s Love, his own testimony of the priority of
Christ, and not loving anything more than God Himself.

K. CAREFUL: ELDER BROTHER SYNDROME.
Another item in your checklist against drifting away from being Re-Centered in
Father’s Heart is to check in your heart is whether or not you are slipping into the attitude of the
prodigal’s elder brother. He lived in the father’s house, never leaving, never having a party,
practicing all the laws and rules he thought would impress father, all the while never
understanding the father’s heart. With all his hard work he couldn’t see his own critical, bitter
and angry spirit. Instead of enjoying the intimacy of home he practiced “should” thinking,
concentrating on all the things he and his brother should be doing. While it’s true the younger
son valued the father only for the cash, and as soon as he received it he was out of there, the
elder son actually had the same heart only he hid it behind performance and outward
appearances. He dwelt in his father’s house but never understood his heart, never understood
the motives that drove his father’s dealings with others. The elder brother was just as clueless
about the father as was the younger brother. The elder brother may not have chosen to act out
but his heart was the same as his brother’s. He was probably pretty judgmental, perhaps critical
and perhaps exhibited an angry edge in all of his dealings with others. That’s what happens
when we work to make ourselves look good but really don’t experience the Father heart of God.
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I imagine that the elder son frequently using Prodigal as the brunt of his own judgmental and
dare I say religious spirit, putting him down, condescendingly finding ways to make himself look
better at the prodigal’s expense. When Prodigal comes home, the elder son can’t begin to
understand why the father doesn’t judge him harshly.
We too may begin to think that everyone else is more sinful than we are. I find that
the longer people are believers, the more they tend to exhibit the elder brother judgmental-ism.
They show up at church, they put money in the offering, they go to Sunday school, they teach in
classes, small groups, and seminaries all the while looking down on others. Like the Pharisees
they may think, “I thank you God that You didn’t make me like that guy over there, that I’m
somehow better.” And as I write this material I do so with great caution for in condemning the
behavior of the elder son, I easily step into that orphan spirit.
The essence of dwelling in Father’s House is not proximity and location, it’s not
showing up, it is about back and forth relationship. Many times in ministry or during a service I
have to stop and allow the Spirit’s examination of my heart. Am I singing for You Father, or am I
just going through the motions? Am I teaching with Your heart, by staring at Your Face,
searching for Your smile or am I looking for the smile of the world? As I give to Your ministry is
there cheerfulness in my giving or am I doing it because You will bless me if I do, or get me if I
don’? See how it works? Elder brothers do the job without the joy of intimacy with Father God.
They bow their heads in duty but have long forgotten (or never known) the delight of just being
Father’s son. They go through the motions of godliness, but deny its power, They observe
seasons and times, rituals, duties and regulations, but have long forgotten that sense of joy and
peace because they are caught up in the older brother syndrome. It’s about the rules not the
relationship.
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The orphan spirit loves to look good and perform well, so they adapt easily to the
elder brother. They have a sense of irritation and frustration when another is
welcomed home, because those who don’t perform well or haven’t paid the price,
don’t deserve to be loved.
Sons, on the other hand, recognize that maturing in Christ brings another set of
responsibilities. Sons are learning to humbly accept the failures of others, while
joyfully living in the Father’s house learning His Heart.

L. CALLED TO REFLECT FATHER’S HEART
This is actually the introduction to the next section, but it has to be included here as
part of the checklist to guard against drifting away from being centered in Father’s Love. As we
will see, from a foundation of experiencing God’s amazing love, from knowing Him as Father will
flow a desire, a motivation and passion for living like Him.

There are four habits or skills of

humility that must be part of our checklist. They are like four instruments on the panel of living
the Christian life. The four habits of humility are: 1). Put God First – Father It’s not about me,
it’s about You, 2). Brutal honesty – Father Change me before You change others, 3). Gratitude
Attitude – Lord in everything I will give you thanks, 4). Positive Attitude of Faith – Lord I A.S.K.,
and believe. Help me in my unbelief.
You can’t give away what you don’t own. Learn to be loved by His Heart and then
you can learn to love others like He loves them. For myself, my life, has become all about
receiving His Love and then giving it out to others in random acts of humility and kindness.
That’s what Jesus did. When I abide in His love and love as He did I get LIFE in return. Do
you want to abide in Christ? Then follow these principles:
1) Abide in His Love and love others. “Just as the Father has loved Me, I have also loved you;
abide in My love”. (John 15.9) “We love, because He first loved us. If someone says, "I love
God," and hates his brother, he is a liar; for the one who does not love his brother whom he has
seen, cannot love God whom he has not seen. And this commandment we have from Him, that
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the one who loves God should love his brother also” (1 John 4.19-21).
2) “Watch what God does, and then you do it, like children who learn proper behavior from their
parents. Mostly what God does is love you. Keep company with him and learn a life of love.
Observe how Christ loved us. His love was not cautious but extravagant. He didn't love in order
to get something from us but to give everything of Himself to us. Love like that (Ephesians 5.1-3,
MSG)
3) Father is opposed to the proud but gives grace to the humble (James 4.6)
We fail to understand that responding to being loved is how we love in return.
When we understand being loved, our understanding will elicit a response. We accept the love
and do nothing, or we realize love is an emotion to be returned. He who abides in love abides
in God.
M. COACHING OR COUNSELING.
As I have worked with people over many years I have discovered the amazing grace
of Father’s love, when fully applied, finally comprehended and diligently practiced, brings about
amazing transformational changes. I have been surprised, sometimes shocked, at how quickly
people change as they start “getting it” (i.e., understanding the value of displacing the orphan
spirit, correcting the lies of original family training, and allowing Father in their lives.) I have also
discovered that it takes some time for this to soak into the fabric of our belief system. This
transformational process is not instantaneous. It takes a few years to develop a new pattern of
thinking that actually and dramatically changes a person’s life.
So how does one learn to live as if they have a home, as one who is a son and is
learning to let that Father/Son relationship work itself out through the pores of their lives?
Henry Nowen said repeatedly, “you will either live your life as if you have a home or you will live
your life as if you don’t have a home.” The foundation of the Keys4-Life ministry is learning to
daily re-center in Father's Love, where I return to hearing every morning, "you are the child I
love and in whom I am well pleased," where all I need and want is to be centered in Father’s
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Love and Presence. Making it as simple as I can, on a daily basis, I go HOME. I live in His
embrace where I am at the center of my Father and Creator’s heart. He is the center of my
universe, and I get LIFE there every day. This is my vine. This is where I abide. Home is where
I realize security, comfort, provision, protection, rest, affirmation, acceptance, belonging,
inheritance and identity. It is a place of light and warmth and intimate love with my Father. I
have found I move back into fear and hopelessness, moving off center as soon as I start
listening to the father of lies. Life is then reduced to digging in the dumpsters of the world to
find counterfeit affection through aggressive striving, competition, and comparison. When I am
off center I worry about what I do, how I look, what I feel, what I have, who I know, who likes
me, who I please, and what I control I have rather than WHOM I trust. I become a person
whose orphan Ishmael spirit is either 1) striving for control or 2) being controlled by horizontals.
The way I can tell is looking at the “splash from my cup” because there is no peace, no rest, no
joy, no freedom, no truth and no love.
Counselors help us deal with our pain, coaches help us identify and pursue our
potential. Counseling is about past pain, coaching is about future potential. If you are not
seeking a Godly counselor or coach in your life you are an idiot. Seriously. Name a successful
NFL team that has no coach. Name a successful sports player with no coach. Name a
successful marriage that got there independent of help along the way. The word idiot comes
from a Greek word idiotes and comes from a very interesting back ground. When the assembly
of the town was called everyone would close up shop and leave houses to go down to the
agoura and listen to latest news, watch decisions being made, become involved in the life of the
city. These who would go were called the eklessia from the Greek word, the called out ones.
Eklessia is also the word that the Bible would use to identify Christians, they were called the
called out ones. There was a name for the ones that didn’t get involved, didn’t care, didn’t join
in, couldn’t be bothered, they were called the idiotes. From which we get our word, idiot. Stop
being an idiot. Stop hanging back, engage your growth in Christ, find a counselor or a coach or
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other godly person where you can sit in their Bible study, be part of their small group, and learn
from their mistakes. If I could point to the one thing that walked me out of my prior dysfunctional
past and engagement issues it was that I pursued the truth from any source I could find. I
refused to be an idiot.

The orphan spirit is too busy protecting itself, looking good, feeling good about itself
based on performance or power or possessions, to seek the counsel or coaching of a
godly other. Therein lies part of the reason they never change.
The spirit of sonship has come to deeply value the input of others--those who are like
minded in their pursuit of Christ and who are mentors to assist in dealing with past
pain, mistakes, or future steps in their walk with God.

XIII.

GRACE LIVED OUT, THE KEYS OF HUMILITY

“What I want on my tombstone: He was so amazed by grace that he couldn't keep it to himself.
What do you want on yours?” – Lee Strobel (Twitter @LeeStrobel 2:07 PM - 24 Oct 12)
At some point in this walk as we practice Grace daily, our spiritual eyes start to open,
we become attuned to the immediate loss of joy, peace, rest, our hearts become more sensitive
to the lie, we pull down the world value glasses, we become disgusted with counterfeit
affections and we begin to “grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ” (2 Peter 3.18).

As we practice the principles outlined in the preceding chapters we live

our lives abiding in God’s Presence as an ongoing daily relationship, whose foundation is His
Love. We practice His Presence. We see the core of our own self-dependence, selfpromotion, self-protection, self-vindication, and self-justifying. We learn we have a Home
where we belong, have value, are important, and are approved of and protected in Him. We
learn to live each day, re-centered in His Love, His Amazing Grace, and measure our hearts by
the Presence of Joy, and Rest, and Peace and Freedom.
And we discover as we live re-centered in His Grace there comes a natural desire to
live out what God has placed within. To live out Father's Grace we have to go back to what we
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have seen is at the core of the human problem, the sin nature that is all about self, selfdepending, self-protecting, self-achieving, self-vindicating and self-exalting. It's all about me.
That is the core of our sin nature, in every single one of us. And that core is like a virus that
infects everything about our decisions, our actions, our lives and the lives of others. It’s as
though we come from the factory containing our own Malware, a Trojan program, self-seeking
gimmie-gimmie, it's all about me virus we downloaded from original parents. Now it's true we
are gracious in the way we express ourselves, because we don’t want people to see how selfish
we are, we learn to hide it in politeness or socially accepted ways of expressing aggressive
control. But facts are facts it’s there. We are selfish self-dependent at our core. It's our nature.
So it has to follow in clear logic if the core is selfish then the anecdote must be
unselfishness. Un-oriented towards myself. That is the virtue called humility, which at its core
is oriented to another. It is the highest virtue in the New Testament. To combat the core virus,
this anti-virus cleaner called humility deals with selfishness. To highest goal of the believer's
walk then is to deal with selfishness by displacing it with humility. Having the mind and the
heart of Christ, living as Christ did, in un-selfish devotion to His Father. He didn’t prioritize
Himself, didn't look out for his own interests, but rather His Father's interests and in turn
extended gentleness to others. That is the essence of Humility. Humility is the core virtue of
unselfishly walking with Father God as His son or daughter. Why? Because He loves us with
all His Heart and His Spirit longs to duplicate Himself in us. It is imperative, we must learn His
Heart of Humility.
In this chapter I want to introduce you to the Four Keys of Humility and how to
practice them in a weekly discipline. Four keys that hang from a key ring called Grace. For
every day of my week I practice one of these disciplines, I have my phone calendar s

A. THE BINDING RING: KNOWING AND BELIEVING IN GOD’S LOVE FOR YOU:
The Foundation: Father, I Know and BELIEVE YOU love me. Today I receive Your Love
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and want to give it away to others in humility.
The Question: Am I coming to God for what I can get or for Intimacy and Love with Him?
The Issues: 1) Daily Re-centering in Father’s Love; not an option, a mandate.
2) Intimacy: Knowing and Believing Him as a Person not an object.
Memory Verses:
“The people honor me with their lips but their hearts are far from me” (Matthew 15.8)
“For My people have committed two evils: they have forsaken Me, the fountain of living waters,

to hew for themselves cisterns, broken cisterns that can hold no water” (Jer. 2.13)
REVIEW: SUNDAY, WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY
The key ring that holds the habits of humility together must be, without question, or
option, God’s Amazing Grace, His love for us. DO NOT DO HUMILITY IF YOU ARE NOT
WALKING IN INTIMACY. You are not a Human doing, you are a Human Being. If we move
into living out humility and we do so without His Love being our binding motivation, we move
right back into formula Christianity, our orphan spirit taking glee because we are far more
concerned with pleasing God than trusting Him. As soon as we take four key points of humility
and practice those without the ring of Grace to bind them, no matter how good our intentions
may be, the keys of humility turn into a formula of how good we are, how pleased God is with
us, how well we performed and we are right back into looking good, performing well, trying
harder, and pleasing God a part from trusting Him. Grace, my Father’s Love for me, has to be
the reason I live in humility or I will become legalist and proud of who I am. I will strive harder to
make God happy with me. Grace must touch me so deeply, the voice of Grace heard so
intimately, the whisper of Grace “I love you, you’re My beloved son in who I am well pleased” so
empowering that we are motivated to live in God’s core character of humility. His Love for me
assures me again that I am His son, He is well pleased, and nothing I do or say changes that.
Grace must reach and touch the heart, become the motive or we return to the older brother
syndrome, living in the Father’s house but not knowing His heart. There were moments in my
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life where grace reached in through the performance world glasses in my thinking and touched
me with that whisper.
The first time Grace whispered was when I had failed miserably at my Christian walk
and I was angry at myself and God because I just wasn’t living up to the Godly man standard. I
couldn’t seem to perform well enough. I would find God’s joy and peace and rest, but they were
sporadic, unplanned and not dependable. I knew it was God’s Spirit and Presence but it
wouldn’t stick and I would soon be back on the roller coaster of frustrations. Things would boil
up, I would have this moment of “I give up” and then God’s peace would be back. At times,
seeing my behavior, critical and judgmental attitudes or unbalanced priorities, I felt like such a
fake. My attempt to walk the Christian talk didn’t work; I tried and it wasn’t good enough.
Miraculously grace reached into my life through campus missionary Dean Hatfield, who loved
me as a spiritual father (much like Paul was to Timothy) when I needed it so desperately. One
night Dean came to my college room to teach and share the Word of Grace. I knew by morning
that I could not be outside any longer and I ran to God. Dean explained the differences
between grace and law and he modeled loving me for who I was, not who I should be. My heart
rejoiced in that and I learned to give God a chance apart from Law. Grace gripped my heart
and I couldn’t get enough. I read everything I could get my hands on. I read through Dean’s
extensive library and listened to hundreds of hours of Godly messages. That is what Grace
does. It so amazes us. How very thankful I am to this day that Father God sent Dean Hatfield
into my life to tell me about Him, or I wouldn’t have known. “How then will they call on Him in
whom they have not believed? How will they believe in Him whom they have not heard? And
how will they hear without a preacher? How will they preach unless they are sent? Just as it is
written, "HOW BEAUTIFUL ARE THE FEET OF THOSE WHO BRING GOOD NEWS OF
GOOD THINGS!” (Romans 10.14, 15).
SO for Sundays, Wednesdays and Saturdays, I remind myself to go back to the
starting question:
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The Starting Question: 1 John 4.16
“I know you KNOW God, but do you believe He loves you, are you EXPERIENCING Him
as your Father daily?”

Ishmaels approach the Christian walk as an obligation to please God. Their motive is
to make God happy with them, to live in a way that God doesn’t punish them, that He
is pleased with them and that He will then bless them.
Sons learn that it’s a lie to live with a motive of trying to please God. They know that
trusting Him with basic trust, being vulnerable to Him and waiting on Him are a true
son’s motives.

But Grace doesn’t just simply amaze us with Who Father is and the sacrifice of His
Son, Grace also instructs us how to live our lives daily. Paul wrote to Titus, “For the grace of
God has appeared, bringing salvation to all men, instructing us instructing us to deny
ungodliness and worldly desires and to live sensibly, righteously and godly in the present age,
looking for the blessed hope and the appearing of the glory of our great God and Savior, Christ
Jesus” (Titus 2.11-13). Grace first saves us, redeems us. Then Grace instructs us, teaches us,
and woos our hearts to follow hard after Him. Grace motivates us to deny that which is not of
God, that which is un-God-stuff. Grace also motivates us to say no to the world. To deny the
world value system a place in our lives. And then Grace teaches, Grace challenges us and
Grace motives us to grow in sensibility, to grow in right oriented behavior, and to grow into the
God stuff He wants in our lives.
Grace is the motivation to Godliness. Grace is the nourishment in the roots that
causes the plant to thrive. Grace appeared and Grace spoke; Grace sacrificed and Grace
instructed. The voice of God’s Grace when we hear it, changes our lives. When I know
someone loves me for who I am for how I am, just thinks I am really something special and
important, I want to give them everything back. My wife is like this to me. Her being pleased
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with me, her disappointment in me go far deeper than any law or rule or pressure. I shall never
forget how this was brought home to me one late night in a powerful Midwestern thunderstorm
where we lived. I had torn off the entire roof of our home, originally built in 1906, and was
constructing a second story. My wife was concerned whether we would be successful in such
an undertaking because it was such a massive task. I had planned it for a year, designed it
myself and checked it with experts. The work was started. To add the second story, the entire
first floor roof was removed, completely stripped off so no roof was left above us except for the
ceiling. No rafters, no shingles no roof. We had worked all day that day to add eighteen inch
floor trusses on top of the existing walls so the second floor could be added. We had run out of
daylight, tired and exhausted, carefully tarped the ceiling and turned in for the night. While we
slept, a huge thunderstorm boiled up right over our area, ultimately dumping 4 plus inches of
rain in less than a couple of hours. A loud clap of thunder woke me up and I thought I better
check on those tarps. With the lightning flashing all around, rain pouring down, I climbed the
outside ladder and peaked up over the tarps. In the flashes of lightning I could not believe what
I was seeing. The immense rain filled up the tarps so they sank between the floor trusses
literally looking like 30 bathtubs and they were ready to pop like huge water balloons on my
unsuspecting family sleeping below (with all our possessions). The tarps looked as if at any
moment they would come through the ceiling. If they had they would’ve soaked the insulation
and then gone all over our computers, TVs, VCR’s, lamps, ceiling fans, electrical fixtures and
outlets, everyone’s bedrooms, the living room furniture, kitchen appliances and all of the 100
year old woodwork and floors in the house. The realization of imminent disaster hit me and I
jumped into action. Get the water out of the tarps, NOW. I went into a frenzy, running up and
down ladders in a pouring deluge with stinging sheets of rain blowing in 50-60 mph windstorm
gusts. I was slipping and sloshing through mud, filling buckets, pouring them over the side,
pulling out bathtubs of water with lightning flashing all around me and loud thunder almost
constant. Seriously, I looked like Lt. Dan in the movie Forest Gump.
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One side of the roof

cleared, I had to move to the other side, so I grabbed the aluminum ladder and slid through the
mud, nearly ramming it into the overhead electrical wires, I frantically set up the ladder on the
other side. Then I had to go back for the buckets. As I ran around the corner of the back of our
house to get that last bucket, sliding through the mud in a pair of cut offs and bare feet, my wife
stepped out on the enclosed porch, turned on the light and said to me, “Hi, Honey.” She only
spoke two simple words, but they immediately stopped me in my tracks.
Standing there, the porch light shining through sheets of rain, not wanting to panic her
as I let the water pour off my face, I said confidently “Hi Sweetie.”
“What are you doing?” she said.
“Oh not too much, just checking the house to make sure we’re safe” I said, while my
brain was screaming “Bathtubs of water are poised over all our life possessions! We are on the
verge of a total loss insurance claim! I gotta go save us from disaster!”
“Isn’t it raining pretty hard out there”? she asked.
“No, not too much where I am.” (I’m standing in a complete downpour)
“Okay, well just come in when you’re done.”
“Okay, will do.” The door shuts, and now I’m screaming around the corner to get
those buckets.
The point is this. LOVE STOPS YOU COLD!!! My wife’s voice and her heart
stopped me literally in my tracks. Even in the midst of impending disaster.
Grace stops you in your tracks if you let it. If Grace doesn’t do that to you then you
lost the meaning and value of His Love to your heart. When you love someone, with all your
heart, you will do what you need to do for that person without a question asked. Your motive is
not fear, or reward or even character though each will be present. Your motive is greater than
those, your motive is you love them with everything—every fiber in your being; you’re totally
sold out for them. Jesus said, “Greater love has no one than this that one lay down his life for
his friends” (Jn. 15.13). When Grace appeared in the Person of Jesus, and when Grace in the
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heart of our Lord poured out His very life on the cross, there was an instruction there. Simply,
the embracing of our hearts by Father’s Arms will cause us, teach us, show us, instruct us, that
we don’t need that world stuff anymore. We don’t need that un-god-stuff anymore. Grace
doesn’t have to deny the flesh or even conquer the flesh. Grace says, look at My love for you
and the flesh loses its appeal. “For the grace of God has appeared, bringing salvation to all
men, instructing us to deny ungodliness and worldly desires and to live sensibly, righteously and
godly in the present age, looking for the blessed hope and the appearing of the glory of our
great God and Savior, Christ Jesus, who gave Himself for us to redeem us from every lawless
deed, and to purify for Himself a people for His own possession, zealous for good deeds” (Titus
2.11-14). Grace came and brought salvation (value and approval) to our selfish hearts. Then
loving grace instructs us, teaches us to live, denying the world and living out the Spirit. And
Grace appeared, giving us hope in all that we do. Grace came with a purpose, to purify us and
prepare us as His own very possession (belonging) zealous for good deeds (importance).
Did you notice Who in this passage does the purifying? Jesus will ‘purify for Himself
a people for His own possession’, who have such a zeal for good deeds. There it is. Love
reached out and gave itself. When I understand this I literally stop in my tracks because I am so
amazed by this God and His Love. He has taken my breath away when He called out my name.
In response, I become zealous about living for Him. It’s what a love relationship is all about.
Here’s the secret. It’s all about the why you do something. It’s your motive. If your
motive is anything other than the overflow of your faith in His Love for you, grace producing
zealousness, then you’re simply a legalist. The cross of Christ plus anything equals legalism.
Faith and faith alone in His Love must be the motive for zeal.
We have to note this clearly because in this discussion of humility, we are going to be
speaking about four life changing keys, which can be easily grabbed and made into a formula
for success or a set of rules to follow. I cannot be. Grace is so amazing it melts your heart and
becomes the driving force behind your motives. Grace makes us want to live for Him. “We
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love, because He first loved us” (1Jn. 4.19). And because you are so in love with God you do
what comes most natural, you long with your heart to be just like Him to be as He is, “Take My
yoke upon you and learn from Me, for I AM gentle and humble in heart, and you will find rest
for your souls.” (Matt 11.29)
What follows are the four habits of humility that developed over the last thirty years.
These are the four keys that hang on the key ring of Father’s love for me. These keys will
unlock major areas of success in daily living if practiced. The content of each key is not
intended to be complete, these are simply the reminders I use on a weekly basis to keep my
heart and mind focused on the important rather than be washed away by the urgent. As we live
out these reminders our life application becomes the completion of the key. The key starts the
engine but it is the trip that completes the use of the key.
As for the thunderstorm? The tarps held unbelievably, rain tapered and stopped as I
worked, I didn’t electrocute myself or get struck by lightning, I didn’t slip on wet tarps falling over
the edge or through the ceiling, and there was only one leak. Rain water dripped down the
electrical wires and into the entryway light fixture (a light globe filled with water the next day).
And that entryway where the leak occurred? Was the only section of ceiling that had to be torn
anyway to make room for the stairs to the second floor. You’re awesome, Father!
Ishmaels cannot understand that it’s all about a relationship, so for them it’s a
religion, trying to figure out the rules and the requirements to make God happy.
Isaacs, “get it” in their spirit. God is far more interested in a loving, connected
relationship with them as sons than He is with how good they look or how much they
fear Him.

B. HUMILITY THE PRIORITY OF A GRACE FILLED HEART.
“Father, You are not seeking greatness, You search for the humble heart, and there Your
Son abides, please dwell in mine.”
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The Question: Do I remember Humility and Gentleness are at the core of Who God is?
The Issues: The mind set of Christ is humility, if the master thinks like this then how much more
the followers. Humility is not thinking less of myself but thinking of myself less.
Memory Verse: “Come to Me all who are weary and heavy burdened and I will give you rest,
take My Yoke upon you for I am gentle and in heart and you shall find rest for your souls. For
My Yoke is easy and my burden is light” Matt. 11.28-30

The Reward: You shall have rest for your souls
Remember what Paul said earlier in Ephesians, “Watch what God does, and then you
do it, like children who learn proper behavior from their parents. Mostly what God does is love
you. Keep company with him and learn a life of love. Observe how Christ loved us. His love was
not cautious but extravagant. He didn't love in order to get something from us but to give
everything of Himself to us. Love like that” (Eph. 5.1-2, The Message Bible).
When we start watching God as a child does a parent, when we start studying His
example, start mimicking His ways, start following after Him, and keeping company with Him as
one who is hungry, we start noticing some very specific things in His Essence. We notice that
with Him there is a wonder or awe about Him that just oozes His love. We learn that love and
the desire wells in our hearts to duplicate it with others. We also come to find deep in Him a
core of Humility. Describing God in the New Testament, John wrote, “Beloved, let us love one
another, for love is from God; and everyone who loves is born of God and knows God. The one
who does not love does not know God, for God is love. By this the love of God was manifested
in us that God has sent His only begotten Son into the world so that we might live through Him.
In this is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us and sent His Son to be the
propitiation for our sins. Beloved, if God so loved us, we also ought to love one another. No one
has seen God at any time; if we love one another, God abides in us, and His love is perfected in
us. …We love, because He first loved us.” (1John 4.7-12, 19) Mostly what God does is love
you. His love is not cautious but extravagant, not wanting to get something from us, but to give
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everything to us. There is the standard our Parent sets for us. His core nature is to love us,
not to get something from us but to give Himself to us. In Matthew 28 when Jesus says “take
My yoke upon you” we often think that he is referring to a big wooden and leather harness used
in managing farm animals. We assume Jesus is saying, “Crucify yourself, pick up the wooden
yoke, wrap your neck in it, and be bowed down like the animal of burden you are. Pull my
plow.” But that is not what yoke means. When one searches back in rabbinical history you find
that every Rabbi had a “yoke” that he placed on his students. That word “yoke” referred to a
compilation of his teachings. The yoke was the specific bullet points of his message he wanted
his students to emulate. What Jesus was really saying was “take my teachings upon you,
because I am in my heart humble and gentle.” We learn from Him because mostly what He
does is love you. Ha, I love it! Lord you are, truly, just amazing!
Let’s examine this further. Love is the outward expression that requires an inner
mindset. The outward expression of love (grace) is to seek the best interest of another based
not in the characteristics of the one being loved but from the character of the one doing the
loving. That is the essence of grace. My Father’s love for me has nothing to do with how I
perform or project or pretend or control… His Love is not based in my characteristics. It is
based, sourced and flows from His Character. God is Love. He is the lover of my soul and
seeks my very best. If I want to spend eternity away from Him, He is willing to oblige me. He
will not violate my freedom to choose. There is a mindset behind how He treats us. It is a
mindset that says, “I will not seek my own interests above that of another.”
Humility is the mind behind grace. Much has been written about it. “Humility is
nothing else but a right judgment of ourselves,” penned William Law. Humility is seeing
ourselves as we really are, we are created beings who are subject to an Almighty Creator. As
created beings were it not for His Loving-kindness we would be subject to the whims and
wishes of a Creator that could have been like many of the gods of mythology. Zeus and
company look like a reject of the Jerry Springer show. That is what we could have, quite
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rightfully, been subject to. He is creator, and He can quite literally do to us what He wants,
when He wants, for whatever reason He might want to do. And not a thing we could do about
it, we are not the potter and He is not the clay. Much of our world today is molding God in our
image… which is so wrong it’s laughable. God spoke to Job about this very matter, and there
was a test of humility. In Job 38 God has received Job’s complaint for the trials he went through
and God answers him. Where were you when I laid the foundation, created the angels, formed
the oceans, enclosed the seas, made the clouds? And have you ever commanded the morning,
caused the dawn or walked the depths of the sea? Would you instruct Me?...can you control
the days of your life? We are not God, we don’t qualify and the job isn’t open. Dan Lind, pastor
of Faith Bible Church, shared this phrase, “One of the biggest differences between God and me
is that God never thinks He is me.” The point may not be readily seen but often we think and
act like we are God. We as humans constantly make the mistake of thinking (acting) like we are
God. For me the best definition of humility was provided by C.S. Lewis when he said, “Humility
is not thinking less of yourself but thinking of yourself less.” When you compare humility with
the core of the sin nature, self-centeredness, you see that the two are in extreme conflict with
each other. In logic we would call them mutually exclusive and write statements about them
like, If A then not B and if B then not A. They cannot co-exist and that is why they battle in our
hearts. Humility, the mindset behind grace, is the goal for the Christian. Humility has been
described as the highest virtue, and this author holds to that. Thinking of myself less, thinking of
others more. As Augustine wrote, “I would wish you to place yourselves with all your love under
Christ, and to pave no other way in order to reach and to attain the truth than what has already
been paved by him who, as God, knows the weakness of our steps. This way is, in the first
place, humility; in the second place, humility; in the third place, humility... As often as you ask
me about the Christian religion's norms of conduct, I prefer to give no other answer than,
humility” (Letter 118, 3,22) The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia records the following,
“the habitual frame of mind of a child of God is that of one who feels not only that he owes all his
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natural gifts, etc., to God, but that he has been the object of undeserved redeeming love, and
who regards himself as being not his own, but God's in Christ. He cannot exalt himself, for he
knows that he has nothing of himself. The humble mind is thus at the root of all other graces
and virtues. Self-exaltation spoils everything. There can be no real love without humility.”176
Let’s look at humility from four angles.
1. Humility described
Jesus’ whole life was an amazing statement of getting our eyes off self and on Father
God as well as others. He did this to such an extent that Paul would write this admonition, “Do
nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but with humility of mind regard one another as more
important than yourselves; do not merely look out for your own personal interests, but also for
the interests of others. Have this attitude in yourselves which was also in Christ Jesus, who,
although He existed in the form of God, did not regard equality with God a thing to be grasped,
but emptied Himself, taking the form of a bond-servant, and being made in the likeness of men.
Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the point of
death, even death on a cross” (Phil 2.3-8). That is the essence of humility. Don’t just look out
for your own interests but treat others interests as important too. Humility blows out the
selfishness toxic waste that fills the pools of our minds. Paul says this is the mind you should
have. Have that mind just like Christ in you. Having received Paul’s admonition, I began to look
at the mind of Christ in the gospels.
First we notice that just as God is love. God is also something else. “Come to Me, all
who are weary and heavy-laden, and I will give you rest. Take My yoke upon you and learn
from Me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and YOU WILL FIND REST FOR YOUR SOULS.
For My yoke is easy and My burden is light” (Matt 11.28-30). This is an “I am” passage—there
are very few of them in the Bible. Note that God in Jesus states, “I am gentle and humble in
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heart.” This wasn’t a put on show. Jesus wasn’t doing some performance law requirement.
Sincerely, He was specifically saying, at heart, I am gentle and I am humble. The Greek word
for gentleness, praus, was used a). by doctors to describe a soothing medicine, b). by sailors to
describe a gentle breeze, c). by farmers to describe a broken colt. What do all these definitions
have in common? They all describe great power that is fully under control.
When we trace the root word for humility in both the Old and New Testament the
word distilled down means: to “bow the knee to a superior or to overpowering circumstances.”
As it relates to God as Father, the Biblical definition of being humble is: choosing to yield to Him
as your authority in life and to pursue His ways. Being humble is surrendering to His lordship as
the authority in a loving relationship. Being humble is relying on God: on His strength, His
resources and His influence. Humility is the pure water that cleans the pool of selfishness.
Humility is displacement thinking at its most powerful. Godly humility is being at rest, at peace,
content with who you are under the Fatherhood of God and as a consequence putting others
interests before your own. Humility is seeing yourself in comparison to God and knowing who
you are in Christ.
When I come to that place where Grace simply amazes my soul, I am rooted in His
Love, nourished and grounded; when I come face to face with the “grace upon grace” Person of
Jesus, my only response is, Lord, what can I do? Humility and gentleness are the response of
a love-washed heart.
2. Humility in Christ.
As I began to realize how loved I was by my Father, and as I began to want to copy
my Father as a child imitates a parent, I became fascinated with the humble heart of Christ.
This great Man, King of Kings, expressed humility at every moment. He had to. Seriously, look
at the disciples He chose to pour His life into. I never cease to be absolutely amazed at the
inane and stupid things these men did and said in the presence of the Almighty Jesus. It is a
constant assault on Him, and though He rebukes them and admonishes them He never ever
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does it to humiliate them or make Himself look better. Not once did he ever say to Peter (who
by the way must be a relative of mine because his last name was Johnson, John 1.42 “Peter the
son of John”), Peter you are an idiot. Peter would open his mouth only to change feet. Time
after time Jesus had to say, no Peter, that is not right. You still don’t get it, not quite seeing it, or
you’re not understanding. Jesus’ life was the expression of Father’s Love for Him. Jesus
expressed that love back through His prayerful connectedness and His Humility.
Read again the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus’ very first sermon, the very first words
He spoke in His ministry. The whole message is all in the context of the Father, and our humble
response to Him. “Blessed are the poor in spirit for…” Poor in spirit is a term of humility, it
means to declare bankruptcy—in this case, spiritually. My walk with the Lord is highly
dependent on my starting point of spiritual bankruptcy. “Blessed are those who mourn…” the
humble see the pain of their actions and those of others and they are saddened, they come to
Father God with that sadness and they are comforted. “Blessed are the gentle…” selfexplanatory, the humble are gentle. “Blessed are those who hunger and thirst….” The humble
realize their need to be nourished and they are satisfied. “Blessed are…” Happy are those who
live their lives as Jesus first preached and that only happens from a core of humility. But there
is more.
When I started to look at humility in Christ I realized that there was page after page
written about it. But what really amazed me was when I started seeing it in context. In Matthew
17 and Luke 9 an amazing event occurs. It’s called the “transfiguration” of Jesus and we get to
see Him as He really is.

“Some eight days after these sayings, He took along Peter and John

and James, and went up on the mountain to pray. And while He was praying, the appearance of
His face became different, and His clothing became white and gleaming. And behold, two men
were talking with Him; and they were Moses and Elijah, who, appearing in glory, were speaking
of His departure which He was about to accomplish at Jerusalem. Now Peter and his
companions had been overcome with sleep; but when they were fully awake, they saw His glory
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and the two men standing with Him. And as these were leaving Him, Peter said to Jesus,
"Master, it is good for us to be here; let us make three tabernacles: one for You, and one for
Moses, and one for Elijah "—not realizing what he was saying. While he was saying this, a
cloud formed and began to overshadow them; and they were afraid as they entered the cloud.
Then a voice came out of the cloud, saying, "This is My Son, My Chosen One; listen to Him!"
And when the voice had spoken, Jesus was found alone. And they kept silent, and reported to
no one in those days any of the things which they had seen” (Luke 9.27-36). We get to see Him
as He really is. Of course then there is Peter, who in typical Ishmael orphan spirit, wants to
build buildings and start naming them after famous people, to which Father God has to say so
very kindly, “Shut up Peter, this is My Son, please shut up and listen, stop talking.” Well, that is
the Johnson paraphrase of that. Jesus is brilliant with glory, outshining the sun, but what we
must see, is what happens after. Jesus never once refers to it again. He simply teaches time
and time and time again… guys you have got to learn humility. Look at these references:









Luke 14.11 “everyone who exalts himself will be humbled and he who humbles himself will
be exalted.”
Luke 18.14 Jesus talks about the Pharisee (extremely religious leader) and a sinner to
which he says, “I tell you this man (the sinner) went to his house justified rather than the
other (religious leader); for everyone who exalts himself shall be humbled and everyone
who humbles himself shall be exalted.” That is some serious, SERIOUS teaching if you
start living and applying it to others. This Jesus who could have been self-declared King
and self-empowered conqueror refused to do so, instead He says, look at Me, follow My
teachings because I am gentle and humble. Look at this next one.
Luke 20. 17-18 “But Jesus looked at them and said, “What then is this that is written:
‘THE STONE WHICH THE BUILDERS REJECTED, THIS BECAME THE CHIEF
CORNERSTONE ’? Everyone who falls on that stone will be broken to pieces; but on
whomever it falls, it will scatter him like dust.” Humility or pride, the choice is up to each
individual, but in the end, each one will deal with Jesus; either to fall on Him and be
broken, be humbled, or that very same Jesus will fall on them in His Power and
Authority, and they will be like dust. There are only two options, no third is presented.
Matthew gives us even greater insight. Matthew 17 is the same account of the
transfiguration. Watch the teaching that follows.
Matthew 18.1-4 “At that time the disciples came to Jesus and said, "Who then is greatest
in the kingdom of heaven?" And He called a child to Himself and set him before them,
and said, "Truly I say to you, unless you are converted and become like children, you will
not enter the kingdom of heaven. "Whoever then humbles himself as this child, he is
the greatest in the kingdom of heaven.
Matthew 19: 24-28 “And hearing this, the ten became indignant with the two brothers.
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But Jesus called them to Himself and said, "You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord
it over them, and their great men exercise authority over them. "It is not this way among
you, but whoever wishes to become great among you shall be your servant, and
whoever wishes to be first among you shall be your slave; just as the Son of Man did
not come to be served, but to serve, and to give His life a ransom for many."
Matthew 20:26-35 "It is not this way among you, but whoever wishes to become great
among you shall be your servant, and whoever wishes to be first among you shall be
your slave; just as the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give
His life a ransom for many."
Matt 21.44-45 "And he who falls on this stone will be broken to pieces; but on whomever
it falls, it will scatter him like dust." When the chief priests and the Pharisees heard His
parables, they understood that He was speaking about them.” It is important to note that
religious leaders are the target and I believe the longer we have walked with Christ the
more susceptible we are to the elder brother orphan spirit.
Matt 22.37-40 The whole chapter is about responding correctly and in humility to a king
or other authority. Jesus summarizes his teaching by saying perhaps the greatest
message of humility, “YOU SHALL LOVE THE LORD YOUR GOD WITH ALL YOUR
HEART, AND WITH ALL YOUR SOUL, AND WITH ALL YOUR MIND.' "This is the great
and foremost commandment. The second is like it, 'YOU SHALL LOVE YOUR
NEIGHBOR AS YOURSELF.' On these two commandments depend the whole Law and
the Prophets."
Matt 23.11-12 “But the greatest among you shall be your servant. Whoever exalts
himself shall be humbled; and whoever humbles himself shall be exalted.” Question,
how many times did He need to say it before we get it? Every single chapter in
Matthew, from the transfiguration on talks about the core value of humility. Perhaps we
are not much more advanced than the disciples were after all.
John 13.34 “A new commandment I give to you, that you love one another, even as I
have loved you, that you also love one another. “By this all men will know that you are
My disciples, if you have love for one another.” The Last Supper came next. Jesus and
the disciples came to that supper and something very amazing happened. Let’s put the
above verse in its context. Typically the youngest son would run get a pan and vase of
water, with towels so that the guests could wash the days travel from their feet and legs.
In that era the roads were primarily dirt and the people with their animals who traveled
them were not particularly sensitive about where they left their dung behind. It fell in the
roadways. Donkey, cow, horse, dog, chicken, sheep, camel, and a host of others
combined to provide a smorgasbord of smells all attached to feet and legs. When they
would sit or recline to share in a meal, one’s feet could easily become the strongest odor
at the table. So the custom was to wash. Yet when the disciples entered the room, after
so many times hearing their master talk about putting others first, not one of them
thought of it, not one of them was willing to humble himself to get the water and towels
for the others. So our Lord, our King, as the expression of Father’s Heart, disrobed, bent
down, took towels and water and washed every man’s feet Himself. Humility? How
does one begin to comprehend this? And Who, through Jesus, was washing the
disciples’ feet? We’ve talked about this before… Father was.

3. Humility the Virtue that tests the heart.
In our study of humility the following verses provide some insight into the proving
ground that humility actually becomes. Humility is a place where the true nature of the heart is
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tested.
Humility is the ground we are tested on. It is a reflection of our seriousness in our
relationship with God. He is not going to dwell in a temple full of you. He is not going to allow
His Spirit to occupy a place full of the spirit of the antichrist, which is a spirit of pride. We don’t
like to see ourselves that way but it is the fact we have to face. As long as the orphan spirit
refuses to live like a son, it’s all about pride and power. The test for that? Humility. I have
always been amazed at some of the things Jesus would do. In His travels He was approached
by a very rich young man in Matthew 19.16-26 who said, "Teacher, what good thing shall I do
that I may obtain eternal life?" Ultimately Jesus would say to him, “go and sell all your
possessions and give to poor.” WOW! Honestly Jesus, I don’t think I could do that if I were in
that man’s shoes. Knowing You as I do now, of course, but back then if some rabbi told me that
I would be pretty skeptical. What we don’t see is the arrogance of this young man. In response
to the Law Jesus gave to him he said, “All these things I have kept.” I can only imagine the look
that went over Jesus’ face. “Hmm, oh really, you actually think that you are that good.” Then
Jesus drills into the core of pride, “go…sell…give…follow Me.” Here was the rabbi saying, you
have the opportunity to be My disciple. Jesus tested him and pride came out immediately.
Here is a wonderful principle to remember. Give law to the proud and grace to the humble.
This principle works with kids, families, at work and in every relationship in our lives.
Additionally remember that it is difficult to team with someone who is proud because they will
take advantage of your humility.
4. Humility the doorway into abiding in Grace.
Gary Smalley wrote in his newsletter some time ago the following, “I can’t write
enough about humility! Humility starts all of the good things that God has in store for us! When
you begin to realize that humility is really the ‘fear of the Lord’; or acknowledging the
awesomeness of God and His creation, you begin to experience the many promises of God.
The wages of humility are ‘riches, honor, and long life’. One of my friends on Facebook had
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this to say about humility or the fear of the Lord, ‘Gary, that’s awesome. It’s been the fear of the
Lord that has kept me wanting more and more of Him, and less of me. Praise God!’ What a
gift! The more we realize how much we need Him, the more He blesses us!”177 What a
statement, “the more we realize how much we need Him, the more He Blesses us”! When we
learn to live each day in the in the mindset of humility, of God’s interests being more important
than my own, of others’ benefits being important as or more important than my own, my selfcentered core of gimmie-gimmie, I want stuff, comes under the control of His Spirit and grace is
unleashed in my life. It is not that God turns on the blessings so much as humility becomes the
key that unlocks the door into the blessing and Presence of God.
There are two verses that stand out in scripture regarding the value of humility. “But
He gives a greater grace. Therefore it says, ‘GOD IS OPPOSED TO THE PROUD, BUT GIVES
GRACE TO THE HUMBLE.’ " (James 4.6) and again the Bible says, “You younger men,
likewise, be subject to your elders; and all of you, clothe yourselves with humility toward one
another, for GOD IS OPPOSED TO THE PROUD, BUT GIVES GRACE TO THE HUMBLE.
Therefore humble yourselves under the mighty hand of God, that He may exalt you at the
proper time…” (1 Peter 5.5-6)
When we refuse to learn from our Parent—our Father, the value of humility, we truly
find ourselves in situations where the greatest opposition to our goals, dreams, encouragements
or blessings may be God Himself. God opposes your pride. When we have the “it’s about me”
thinking, that orphan “gimmie-gimmie” heart, God can’t pour out His grace in a way that you
experience His Presence. He can’t give you that “greater grace”. Maybe its changes in your
family, your workplace, your spouse, your friends or even your circumstances that you would
love to see happen, things you would like to control and force, but clearly from these passages,
God may be your worst opposition, He may be your greatest hindrance! I’ve heard people say,
177
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“It’s like God is against me, everywhere I turn.” But conversely, when you develop the habits of
humility—the mindset of Christ, you will find that as He promised, God is busy giving you grace
upon grace. It’s like you sense His Presence, love, kindness and gentleness so much it’s like
He is just right there.

Why? Next time pull out the dip stick and check the mindset you have,

look back and see if it wasn’t humility in your heart that allowed Him to pour out His Grace and
Love on you.
I want to share an illustration that I hope will make this concept clearer. Cheryl and I
were out climbing rocks one afternoon here in Arizona. We love to hike. We were out looking
at a sunset on one evening and it was so cool, just sitting there watching that amazing evening.
We had climbed up and when it was time to go, we had to climb back down. We realized
quickly that while I may hop around on rocks like I’m on a spring; my wife is not comfortable with
that. She just couldn’t get down. I had gotten to the bottom when I realized there was a
concern. I could have just said, “Oh come on, you got up, you get down.” In my orphan heart of
old I probably would have done that. But God has been working on me, and instead I humbled
myself and went back up, literally using my hands to cup her foot, down the side of that rock.
She was so happy to be down, and later said, “We have to do that next Saturday.” LOL. What
happened in my heart was the miracle of grace. All the way down, as I was humbled in that
service, my heart was being filled by such love, just as though Father was filling me to
overflowing with grace. “God is opposed to the proud but gives grace to the humble.”
It happened another time in my life when I was having an argument with a co-worker
and just irritated with that person. Instead of chewing them out and throwing my authority
around, I saw their trash was full so I stopped, reached down and picked up their trash can and
said, “Let me take this out for you.” I engaged a service of humility, of unconditional love, and
simply acted on the basis of my commitment to them. I’m not sure who was more shocked. I
had to win, that was my style. But in that moment I just needed to serve in some way. And I
certainly was not prepared for the lesson I learned at the dumpster. As I committed myself to
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love them without condition, Father’s Spirit was pouring His love into my heart, I couldn’t believe
how just a few moments ago I was so angry at that person, didn’t even want to make eye
contact and now because I had made that simply act of commitment my heart was filled with
Father’s Love. A love I could give away as I sought to find their best benefit. “opposed to the
proud, gives grace to the humble.”
We are to be dressed in humility. It needs to be what people see about us when they
meet us and interact with us. Get clothed in humility.
One other thing here, the Holy Spirit emphasizes the word humble in 1 Peter 5:6 with
the word “yourselves”. “Therefore humble yourselves under the mighty hand of God”. Actually
that is not a very good translation of the Greek text. The word humble is a verb that occurs in a
passive voice and it refers to the fact you can’t do the humbling. The passive voice means that
some outside force works on the subject, literally, in this case, you cannot humble yourself.
What you can do is allow GOD to be at work in you to humble you, allow Him to control the
circumstances, allow Him to declare your humility. God will bring the specific trial along that will
produce humility in you. He must do it. Humility is something that if we produce it on our own
it’s not long before the orphan spirit becomes proud about how humble you are. And it is
insidious because the humble person seems so…well, humble. They seem so nice, they seem
so godly. But the fact is inside it was their own self effort that produced the humility.

That

word humble in the passive should read, “therefore allow yourself to be humbled by the mighty
hand of God.” Let God do the humbling, not you. Let Him have His way with you.
And there is another promise attached to this verse. When you have learned the
lesson of humility Father is trying to teach you, the text says, “so that He may exalt you at the
proper time.” The promise cannot fail for it is His promise to you, He will raise you up. He will
exalt you. Father will praise you. Father will lift you up from where you are, He will reward you,
He will pour out His blessings on you. Wow, that is really amazing when one thinks about it but
then that’s the nature of grace. Father will praise you as any good father would. So ask the
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question, would you rather be praised by man, or by your Heavenly Father? Learn the habits of
humility and the promise is you’ll be surrounded by grace upon grace. The Father Himself will
point you out and say, “That’s my son, that’s my daughter, I’m so very proud of that one.” The
Father says, this is my son, this is the one in Whom I am proud. When does that exaltation
happen? Whose time? His time. In HIS time He will exalt you.
5. Humility the key to true Greatness.
There was a song once, in the 70’s that went like this. “If you want to be great in
God’s Kingdom, learn to be the servant of all.” The lyrics came from the life of Jesus in Mark
9.33-37 “They came to Capernaum; and when He was in the house, He began to question
them, "What were you discussing on the way? But they kept silent, for on the way they had
discussed with one another which of them was the greatest. Sitting down, He called the twelve
and said to them, ‘If anyone wants to be first, he shall be last of all and servant of all.’ Taking a
child, He set him before them, and taking him in His arms, He said to them, ‘Whoever receives
one child like this in My name receives Me; and whoever receives Me does not receive Me, but
Him who sent Me.’"
For those of us who see the value of financial planning, who invest in portfolios, bank
accounts, 401’s and IRA’s, and for those of us who don’t, it doesn’t take a rocket scientist to get
this. Lay up treasure on earth or lay it up in heaven. Wanna be somebody in heaven? Learn
this lesson: humility is the mark of greatness. Jesus says it again in a different way in Matthew
18.1-6 “At that time the disciples came to Jesus and said, "Who then is greatest in the kingdom
of heaven?" And He called a child to Himself and set him before them, and said, "Truly I say to
you, unless you are converted and become like children, you will not enter the kingdom of
heaven.” Whoever then humbles himself as this child, he is the greatest in the kingdom of
heaven. "And whoever receives one such child in My name receives Me; but whoever causes
one of these little ones who believe in Me to stumble, it would be better for him to have a heavy
millstone hung around his neck, and to be drowned in the depth of the sea.”
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In case we still don’t get it, Matthew 23.8-12 should ring in our ears, “But do not be
called Rabbi; for One is your Teacher, and you are all brothers. Do not call anyone on earth
your father; for One is your Father, He who is in heaven. Do not be called leaders; for One is
your Leader, that is, Christ. But the greatest among you shall be your servant. Whoever exalts
himself shall be humbled; and whoever humbles himself shall be exalted.”
So which portfolio are you investing in? I see so many well-to-do, affluent people
who are so confident in their riches, money and possessions in spite of the fact that it will all
melt away. All shall stand great and small before Him and He will reward each man. Will you
receive the Father’s praise or merely wood, hay and stubble? It is time to think ahead.

Orphans will, as in the elder brother syndrome, place obedience to God and humility
with Him ahead of valuing Him for intimacy and love.
Sons learn and develop a walk with God as Father by re-centering in His Love Daily,
hearing the words, “You are my son in whom I delight” BEFORE they emphasize
obedience or surrender.

6. Humility: 4 Key Habits.
Thirty five years ago or more I was in seminary and there came an older pastor which
my pastor at the time, John MacArthur, introduced as his dad, Jack. John introduced him and
said this man deserved our full attention. As he spoke, it was one of those moments when you
think he might be speaking only to you. He said, “If you are here today and you’re in your
twenties (which I was) then you must hear this. If I could do my life over I would devote myself
to this, the discipline of humility.” I wrote it down and started keeping a list of the habits or
expressions of humility. I wish I could say I did it well. I didn’t, perhaps because there was such
a pool of pride and selfishness in my heart. But I learned as Father continued to prune my life
that there were four key habits of humility. These are the Keys4-Life (the name of our ministry).
These four keys hang on my mental key ring, called “you are my beloved son or daughter in
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whom I am well pleased.” The ring is Father’s House, my Home. I use these five items, the ring
and four keys as reminders every single week. On Sundays, Wednesdays and Saturdays, I
focus on the ring, Father Loves me. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday I focus on each
humility key individually. I have actually set these in my phone’s calendar so that every morning
I wake up and there is a reminder of one of these five things. I read it again and again, week
after week as part of my quiet time with God. These four habits are developed over time and
with devoted discipline. What follows are reminders to be used in times with God to re-evaluate
your heart before Him. These are provided as reminders of what the expression of what
humility looks like, used as a review and to be expanded in personal application. These are the
four habits of the humble heart.
C. KEY #1 PUT GOD FIRST – THE PRIORITY OF HUMILITY
The First Prayer of Humility: Father, It’s not about me, it’s all about YOU!
The Question: WHO IS MY FOCUS AND WHO DO I VALUE?
POINT: HUMILITY VALUES GOD FIRST.
Calm Your Heart to Hear One Voice
[ ADORATION Emphasis: God’s Glory and Worthiness ]
Memory Verse: “Seek first the Kingdom of God and His Righteousness and all these
things shall be added to you.”
REWARD: All these things shall be added to you
MONDAY REVIEW
The first habit of humility realizes that much of my life and my thinking is really all
about me. It’s that core of selfishness. During a recent trial my friend Bob King pointed out
something that hit me powerfully. When I lose my peace and joy and rest it is because it’s
become about me. Within our sin nature and orphan spirit we are self-vindicating, selfdepending, self-promoting, self-justifying. We are full of self-efforts, self-sufficiency, and selfcenteredness, that though we don’t say it out loud, it screams out through our actions. “It’s
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really all about me!” gets acted out in our lives daily. How quickly in life and business we ask
the question, “What will this do for me, what will I gain, and what will I profit from this?” Instead
of asking that, what would happen if we started asking the questions: “What will this do for You,
Father? How will this profit You? What will this do for Your kingdom? How will my actions affect
Your Name?” The real, bottom line question is: Who is my focus and value? This is really a
question of worship. Someone once said we Westerners have it all backwards, we worship our
work, we work at our play and we play at our worship. It’s kind of true when you think of it.
Putting God first is really a statement of values. I love the word worship and It’s English
derivative. Worship comes from the old English word, ‘worthship.’ Putting God first in our lives
is a statement of His Worth to us. One person who touched my life years ago, Sam Dalton, was
fond of saying, “If you make God your business, He makes you His business.” This is really
reflected in our praying and worship. Put God first.
This was an amazing lesson as I evaluated my own praying. I felt discouraged, down
and depressed. Then one day I realized I was storming into God’s Holy Presence with a bunch
of requests and lists of things I wanted Him to do for me—because that is what orphans do.
Apart from fallen angels, all of the creatures in heaven and on the earth give glory and praise to
God, except for man. All creation sings, except for man. From our mouths come requests,
demands, lists, and complaints.
I learned that there was a great strength and inner filling when I came to praise Him
first rather than bringing Him a list. It’s like we turn God into a divine vending machine; stick in a
prayer dollar, pull the “in Jesus Name” handles and down drops a God blessing. Worship is not
about getting something from God; it’s about giving something to Him. Praise focuses my
attention on Him. I was challenged by one speaker to pray a whole day with just praises and
never make one request. When I did that, thoughts of discouragement and disappointment
started to vanish. See, here’s what happens. The size of your God determines the size of your
problems. If you have a small God, then you have big problems; if you have a big God then you
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will have small problems. When we praise God, adore Him, and focus on Who He is, we start to
see how amazing He is and how amazing is His love for us. The beginning of humility is “It’s
not about me, Father, it’s about You. Putting Father first, it’s what a son does.
One of the ways of putting God first came as I started thinking of this in terms of parts
of the human body. When asked what the foremost or greatest commandment was Jesus
answered, “AND YOU SHALL LOVE THE LORD YOUR GOD WITH ALL YOUR HEART, AND
WITH ALL YOUR SOUL, AND WITH ALL YOUR MIND, AND WITH ALL YOUR STRENGTH.”
so I picture this in terms of the parts of the body.
1. My Head
When I envision my head I am reminded that He is my head, God Almighty is my
authority, He is my Father, He is my Lord. I need to put God first over my head as my authority.
I need to respond to Him as the One Who has (and the only One who has) authority over my
life. I need to evaluate decisions and actions in terms of what my Head lays on my heart to do.
2. My Mind
When I think of my mind it reminds me to check my thoughts. Most of my problems
stem from listening to the thoughts going through my mind rather than telling my mind what
thoughts to think. And basing those thoughts on Who God is. Father intended my mind to be
filled by His Spirit and the Words of His Son. I need to put God first in my thoughts, often times
speaking to my own mind the verses I have memorized. Sometimes I even command the
thoughts of my mind. When I recently lost my job, was terminated without cause and betrayed
by a co-worker, handed a severance letter in an airport restaurant, I sat in my jeep, my thoughts
racing, my heart pounding in panic…and this came into my spirit, “we will now see if you believe
what you teach”. I spoke to my mind, “you will not think fear based thoughts, the Lord will tell
you what to think”. I began speaking to my mind verses. All along God had a plan for me to
work with one of my closest friends, a man I respect immensely, but I was being faithful to my
prior employer as “unto Christ”. Father knew it was time to move.
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3. My Face
Someone once told me that your face should reflect the God you serve. Some
people are so bitter because of life’s hard times. Some get all bent out of shape because of
things in the past. Some of us look like we were weaned on a dill pickle. We are all sour and
puckered up with bitterness, resentment, anger and disappointment. Another speaker said,
“The face you wear over forty will reflect the attitudes you had under forty.” When I heard that, I
realized how important it was for me to be a smiling person. I started making an effort to just
smile about life, no matter what, and to find something good about whatever day I was going
through. They say it takes far more energy to frown than to smile. I don’t do this well all the
time but I continually remind myself that my face needs to reflect the Jesus I have spent time
with. People knew Moses had been with the Lord because of the glory around his face. We
need to pray God would do that with us.
4. My Mouth, My Lips
Is He first in my words or on my lips? Does my conversation show He is first?
Frequently my wife and I encourage each other with laughter or just good things to say to each
other. We let the words of our mouths be an encouragement. Sometimes we will both start
getting a bit off track so we’ll gently remind each other that we haven’t been as kind as we need
to be.
5. My Arms, My Strength
My arms reminded me of my strength; the power that I have in this life to do things, to
accomplish goals, to gain achievement over the curse on the earth. All of which are good, but it
is He who is my strength, He is my power, He is my ability to get things done. So I ask Him the
question, “Have I put You first in my strength?” Also contained in this is the learning to wait
(Psalm 37 and 40). When we wait upon the Lord, we find that we exchange our limited strength
(Isa. 40.31) for His limitless ability. Often I can run ahead of God and I end up fighting battles
that I wouldn’t normally have to fight if I had just waited on Him. Those who “wait” upon the
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Lord will gain new strength. The word ‘wait’ is really the word used as in a waiter or waitress
setting. The servants would stand to the side and wait for the signal of the Master to bring in the
meal for the guests. I need to stand to the side and wait for His signal. The word “gain” is really
the word meaning ‘to exchange.’ When I wait upon Him I exchange my weakness for His
power. To mount up on wings like eagles is such a visual picture. Eagles don’t make their own
wind for the most part; they wait for the wind and glide in the currents of air. They have the
ability to lock their wings in an outstretched position and stay airborne for hours. It has been
observed that eagles even sleep in flight. So it is with us as we learn to wait; we move in His
Wind and we rest in Him.
6. My Watch
In putting God first in my life, I will often think of my watch next, and ask myself, “Is
God in charge of my time?” Have I prioritized my time today in a way to honor Him and put Him
first? Did I do what I did in an efficient way or did I waste time with things that don’t matter? Did
I use my time to bless others or was it mostly consumed with myself? “So teach us to number
our days that we may present to you a heart of wisdom” (Ps. 90:12). Do I put God first in my
time? Do I take time for Him in the mornings, to just spend minutes in prayer with Him, reading
His Word and sitting in His Loving Presence? Putting God first in my day is one way I live
before Him in Humility.
Put God first in your week. This generation has lost something very special. We
have neglected the gathering of ourselves in celebration and community as believers. It is not
good. One of the Ten Commandments was to remember the Sabbath and keep it set apart.
While I know that many churches can be hurtful or full of hypocrites, we need to remember
going to church once a week is not about what I get from it, but what I demonstrate by my
attendance, I give Glory to God. Putting God first in my week is a way of honoring Him. When I
first realized this commandment I was reminded of Father’s work in creation. He created it in six
days and rested on the seventh. Father willed it, the Son spoke it, the Spirit encompassed it all,
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and after six days, God said it was good. Then He rested. Now when you think of that, it’s
weird isn’t it? God rested? So, did God get tired? Did God find Himself exhausted? Did God
need a nap? I think not, He’s God. So then…what was this resting thing? And then why
command it in the ten commandments? Because Father God was showing His children
balance. Work your work and then take one day for balance, put your focus on Me, and set
apart one day as a day of rest. Learn to put God first in your balance. Put Him first in your
week so that your life remains in balance. How many couples have I counseled going through
divorce, going through separation that never had time for God? I hear it all the time. And then
their children grow up the same way. Jesus said that when He returned, “will the son of man
find faith on the earth?” (Luke 18.8). I think as a generation if our simple devotion to giving Him
honor for just a couple hours one time a week is any indication, then the answer is “not too
much Lord, not too much”.
7. My Heart
Put God first in my heart. My heart, my desires, my aspirations and dreams, is God
first there? Is He a big part of my dreams for the future? Does He have my whole heart or am I
holding back? This is a way that I worship Him, adore Him and value Him. I tell Him, Father
you have my whole heart to do with me what you want. In fact, I have a prayer I pray. “Do to
me what You need to do, so You can do through me what You want to do. If you have a small
job for me, give me the grace to do it and be satisfied, and if you have a large task for me give
me the ability to do it and be humble.” Father God must have our whole heart as we put Him
first. We expect no less of our most important work relationships how much less should we
expect of ourselves with God.
8. My Inner Being and Emotions
In Biblical times, the insides, the guts of a person were often described as the seat of
emotions. When I think of my Heavenly Father and of Jesus, His Son, is His glory first in my
emotions? Do I desire Him above all else and am I passionate about Him? Do I put God first
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there? Often times I am lost in worry. Worry is living in the future. Worry is all about what
could happen. But Father has given us His Spirit so that we may live here now. When I think of
putting God first it means to just live and enjoy Him right now, living in the here and now.
Contentment is another way we put Him first. It’s really the opposite of worry. Contentment is
that place where I rest in Him, and "live here now."
9. My Wallet
When I think of putting God first I also think of my wallet. For many years I was a
very tight fisted person when it came to giving. My wife gives to everyone but I always hold
back. Then I learned that in giving to God, we are really demonstrating where our hearts are.
Jesus was the One who taught me this. “Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth,
where moth and rust destroy, and where thieves break in and steal. But store up for yourselves
treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust destroys, and where thieves do not break in or
steal; for where your treasure is, there your heart will be also” (Matt. 6.19-21). The point is
simply this, where your treasure is, that is where you heart it. God doesn’t ask us to give
because He needs the money, giving is the way Father grows His children. When I saw that, I
started giving often, to different things, and Father has continued to increase our finances.
Making Him your business, He makes you His business.
10. My Legs
I think of this as my habits. My legs are my foundations, it’s where I sit or stand. When I think
of my legs I ask the Lord are you first in my habits? My habit is to do this or to do that. Am I
doing this because of You Lord or is it just all about me? Cheryl and I hike on Saturdays. It’s a
habit we do. There are times when I evaluate my motive for this habit. Is it about me, Lord, or
is it about You? As I pray over that I see the value of the habit to the friends we take with us or
in the time I spend outdoors with my sweetheart, or my family, or just in enjoying Him. But I
don’t lose focus of Jesus and Father’s presence. My habits of watching TV or of playing a sport
or going to certain games, all of these can be solely focused on me or they can be about my
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family, about the joy I have in my Lord. See how it works? Put God first.
11. My Feet
I think of my feet as I pray and I often check the paths I am choosing. My feet can run rapidly to
evil if tempted, and I check that quickly. Put God first in your paths. The Psalmist wrote, “Do
not sit in the seat of scoffers, stand in the path of sinners or walk in the way of the wicked.” (Ps.
1.1) When I think of my paths I remember one Sunday morning when a very godly woman in
our church came to me and said, “Father has told me to give you this verse.” It was a verse from
the Psalms that said something like “choose carefully the paths of your feet so that you do not
sin against me.” I thought it would have been nice if she would have had a good word for me.
But I accepted it and watched prayerfully over every step I was taking. The next few months
were terrible months at work with some false accusations and a very troubling pass-over for
promotion. Plus, there was turmoil in my family and I scratched our new car. That verse kept
coming back. Watch your feet, don’t sin against me. The joy of victory was awesome on the
other side.
Putting God first can be seen in so many passages. Sometimes it occurs in a reverse
order sort of way but it’s always there. Jesus said we are to love the Lord God with all our
heart, mind, soul and strength. We are to be dynamic victorious believers.
One church that seemed to be doing it really right was the Ephesian church in
Revelation chapter 2. As they heard the first few verses the Ephesians must have been
listening and thinking “man, we’re doing this good,” maybe even nudging each other or a high
five here or there. I mean who wouldn’t feel a bit good to hear Jesus say this, “To the angel of
the church in Ephesus write : The One who holds the seven stars in His right hand, the One
who walks among the seven golden lampstands, says this: 'I know your deeds and your toil and
perseverance, and that you cannot tolerate evil men, and you put to the test those who call
themselves apostles, and they are not, and you found them to be false; and you have
perseverance and have endured for My name's sake, and have not grown weary.” Jesus says,
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I get it, I know what you’ve done, I know how hard you’re working, I know you’re holding up and
persevering. I am amazed you don’t tolerate evil men; in fact you test people before you listen
to them, and you discern when they are telling lies. I know you have persevered and endured
and you have not gotten tired doing it all for My Name. Wow! High five to you! But… That is
what Jesus says, “BUT I HAVE THIS AGAINST YOU.” Those words must have landed like
torpedoes below the water line. A sinking feeling would have gone through the hearers. Jesus,
our Jesus, the One we persevere and endure and protect and never grow weary of teaching
about and studying Him and serving Him and singing about Him and a lot of other Jesus stuff
we’ve been dying for here, that same Jesus said what? “BUT I HAVE THIS AGAINST YOU.”
Wow. What is it Lord? “You have left your first love.” See humility puts God first. Pride and
the Ishmael spirit get all filled up with all we’re doing and slowly, imperceptibly, gradually, the
drift occurs, and here come the words we fear to hear: “You left Me as your first love.” You
have all the right stuff on the outside and I’m proud of you for that, but it’s your heart that I want.
Then our Lord offers His solution to this heart issue. “But I have this against you, that you have
left your first love. 'Therefore remember from where you have fallen, and repent and do the
deeds you did at first; or else I am coming to you and will remove your lampstand out of its
place unless you repent (Rev 2.4-5).
See the first step Jesus commanded for the Ephesians? REMEMBER from where
you have fallen. Where would that be? From our study we know, Galatians 5.1-3, “you have
been severed from Christ, you have fallen from grace you who choose to be justified by the law”
(the Johnson paraphrase). Remember from where you fell. That was the first step of Prodigal’s
return home. Remember Father’s love for you. And then what? REPENT, a simple change of
course, a change of mind. Turn and go in the opposite direction. Remember Father’s love for
you and repent your heart towards home. Then, from that platform, re-do the deeds you used to
do. Those first deeds were those motivated by joy, peace and by His Love; not out of duty or a
sense of job, but from a heart of delight and joy.
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Practice this heart habit of humility. It’s a skill you learn and then develop. Like a
pilot, it is an instrument you fly by, keeping yourself straight and on course when your inner sin
nature and orphan spirit want to drift off course. Put God first. There is a reward. When you
seek first His Kingdom and His righteousness (that’s staying vertical), Father takes care of your
life (that’s horizontals).
The reward of the first key of humility is when you put God first, God will add to
your life all you need. It is right there in that same verse. “And all these things shall be added
to you” Put the vertical first (Love God) and the horizontal will follow.
Orphans have little hunger for God so they don’t really care about their
relationship with Him and the experience of His Presence.
Orphans pursue a relationship with God based on what He can do for them, how
He can help them, how He can rescue them, or supply them or provide for them or
make others do what they want.
Sons have an inner yearning to know God and be known by Him more fully; to
experience Him and His Presence on a daily basis.
Sons learn over time, that putting God first is the overflow of a love filled heart,
and they come to Him based on intimacy and love, then respond with what I can do for
my Father’s Kingdom and His Profit.

D. KEY #2 BRUTAL HONESTY – THE CLEAN HEART OF HUMILITY
The Second Prayer of humility is: “Father Examine Me then Change Me”

The Second question: Am I a truth seeker at any cost even my own ego?
POINT: Humility drives for TRUTHFULNESS in the innermost parts
[ TRUTHFULNESS Emphasis: God’s Holiness ]

Memory Verse: “When I kept silent about my sin, my body wasted away through my groaning
all day long. For day and night Your hand was heavy upon me; My vitality was drained away as
with the fever heat of summer. Selah. I acknowledged my sin to You, and my iniquity I did not
hide; I said, ‘I will confess my transgressions to the LORD ‘; and You forgave the guilt of my sin.
Selah. (Psalm 32.3-5)
Reward: forgiveness, acceptance and approval from Father, riches, honor and life.
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TUESDAY REVIEW
People often ask me about the second key of humility, why being brutally honest with
myself and God as well as godly others is so important. It is because we live in a world of
denial. We live in a world that specializes in helping us not see the reality around us and in us.
And unfortunately we often live in a numb-numb-ville, a lack of truthfulness, never willing to hear
the truth about ourselves, never seeing ourselves in the mirror of the eyes of others and never
understanding the consequences of our actions. The value of this kind of honesty is seen in
every single successful recovery course I’ve seen. Honesty is crucial to healing and recovery
and growth. Many of us are never quite destroyed enough to take a really hard, close look at
ourselves and so we are never really honest. Sadly, honesty with ourselves is the key to growth
and most of us never drop the masks we wear to keep others out long enough to see our need
to grow. And it is my hope that those who read this work will not just become honest but brutally
so, brutally honest with themselves.
Denial is an amazing thing, it protects our brain from too many facts that would
meltdown our thinking. Denial shields us from the pain we feel or have caused. But denial as a
mechanism can be our worst enemy and Satan’s mightiest stronghold. It is like the warped
mirrors in a fun house. We think we see the truth about ourselves but the mirrors we use to
evaluate who we really are, are warped and favor our pride. Brutal honesty is simply the
developed ability to sacrifice my ego in search of what is true about me. And that is humility.
1. Confession of My Failures to God.
There is no better passage on confessing our sins to God that 1 John 1.9 “When I
confess my sins to Him, HE is faithful and HE is Just.” Those are two different faces of the jewel
of Grace. He is faithful even when I am not. He is always there and willing to wait on me. He
doesn’t get an “attitude” about me, doesn’t give me “the look” of disappointment, though He has
every right to do so. He doesn’t make me sit in silence until I have paid for the right of His
attention. He doesn’t yell, get mad, scream, hit or push. He is faithful. My heavenly Father is
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faithful to me. I am to never ever worry about that. He doesn’t quit with me and He doesn’t ever
give up on me. I don’t deserve His faithfulness but He has by His own Character committed
Himself to me.
In Baker’s Theological Dictionary we read “In the Old Testament, God's faithfulness
and covenant love are closely related (Deut. 7:9 ; Psalm 25:10 ; 85:10). The most profound
example of His faithfulness is the bond between God and the people of the northern kingdom of
Israel. In spite of their unfaithfulness, God reminds them that He is betrothed to them in
faithfulness (Hosea 2:20).”178 In 2 Tim 2.13 Paul told us that God can never be unfaithful to us,
because “He cannot deny Himself.” God’s faithfulness is closely linked to His Love and both are
totally integrated into the fabric of His Character—not our behavior. That’s Love. If we confess
our sins, He is faithful. We are in that place of being the focus of Father’s Love. The world says
differently, but in confession, we are scooped up and loved by a faithful Father. Confession is
an opportunity to experience His Love anew.
But He is also something else. He is Just. His forgiveness is not simply a looking the
other way. The Justice of God will always be that which will shred the fabric of the selfdependent, prideful and sinful heart. The Justice of God will come as the Law our parents
chose, and like a sweeping fire, it will consume us and everyone else in its path that is not pure.
Save for the life of Christ. The story is told of a prairie fire in the Midwest. As the farmer went
through his burned field, he found one of his chickens burned to a crisp. As he kicked it from
under its wings popped out four baby chicks. As the fire raged through, this mother’s charred
body became the shelter for her chicks. There is our Lord Jesus. The fires of the Triune God
and the judgment of the Law will sear everything. But we are sheltered “in Christ.” The
Scriptures say “For you have died and your life is hid with Christ in God” (Col 3.3). It’s not
Father’s judgment, for He has given all judgment to the Son. And yet in Christ when we
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confess our sins to Father, He is faithful (loves us) and He is just (sacrifice made, payment paid)
to forgive.
God’s faithfulness and His justice leads, even drives, us to repentance. Even as I
write this I return to that place of a repented heart before Him. Why? Because it is easy to write
something, and not live it. Teachers, counselors, coaches and pastors do that a lot, and pride
creeps in that we are somehow better. We’re not. This love of our God leads us to repentance,
to confession. The Greek word for confession, “homologeo,” is made up of two Greek words:
“homo” the same thing, and “logeo” to say or speak. Confession is simply to say the same thing
that God does about sin. It is to feel what God feels about your sins—period! It’s not some
works thing you do, it is spending time in His Presence and getting brutally honest with Him. It
is letting Him stare through you into your heart and reveal what He wants you to see and then
give back to Him. People ask me, “How do you know what God wants to deal with?” It’s really
simple. Go to God and in your heart pray this, “Father, please, right now, show me those things
you want me to confess back to You.” It is amazing! He instantly tells you what is in the pipeline
of your relationship with Him. Don’t get all tweaked out over that, just let Him love you through
it. He will put His arms around you (because He loves you faithfully and because the Law is
satisfied so that He is in His rights to do so) and He will say, “It’s not okay, but we can work on
this together as you let me fill you. My Spirit will push out through the spiritual pores of your
life.”
I love and remember the concept of spiritual breathing, mentioned in a previous
chapter. I need air to breath, and the same is true of my spiritual life. I breathe in God’s
precious Word daily in my times with Him; I memorize it, meditate on it, and enjoy its promises.
Taking in the clean air, I fill my spiritual lungs. Then I breathe out in confession those areas that
I need to expose to Him. I breathe out my failures and weak areas, as I see an example to
follow, or a promise to hold or a sin to avoid or deal with. I breathe in His Word daily, and then I
respond in adoration, confession, thanksgiving and specific requests. That’s spiritual breathing
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and I believe it is what the apostles were saying when they told us to “pray unceasingly,”179
“pray at all times”180, “be on the alert”181, “be holy.”182
One final thought about forgiveness. While it is my hope to publish another book just
on the topic of being forgiven and forgiving, one thing has to be highlighted. When we confess
our hearts to God we have seen that He is faithful and He is just to forgive. Some people think
they have to keep confessing and doing penitence or something like that. Typically with
forgiveness people “do” stuff until they “feel” forgiven. It’s not the way it works, because God’s
forgiveness is not based on the works we do, it is based in His Love. When we confess our
hearts in brutal honesty, forgiveness is a wonderful gift based not on our works, but on His work
on the Cross. When we confess, the matter is closed. If we don’t close it in our own hearts, we
are challenging the value of the blood of Christ, implying that it was not sufficient. Of course,
Father can be sad about your action or disappointed in what you may have done (what parent is
not), but He does not ever hold those against us when we confess to Him our sins and get
brutally honest with Him.
Forgiveness is not fair— to God. Even though Jesus did nothing wrong, He still paid
the fines that all of us sinners owed. He took it on His account. He said, “I will pay for that sin.”
When He has done that, we are flat out wrong to bring it up again. He says He has removed
out sins from us and cast them into the depth of the sea. There is a sign that was posted on the
shore, He put it there. It says, “No Fishing Allowed.” The issue is done, Grace paid it all.
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Ishmaels don’t think much about God, and don’t pray much because they often
say He just seems so far off, usually because of known and un-confessed sin in their
lives.
A son learns to breathe spiritually, taking in His Father’s Words, meditating on
them and enjoying them while allowing them to convict as necessary, and then
breathing out in adoration, confession, thanksgiving and specifics.

King David, talks about the disaster he created when he took another man’s wife and
then involved his leading officers in a cover up, and ultimately had the husband murdered to
protect himself. This is the background of Psalm 32. You may say, I have never done that, but
problematically your effort to make yourself seem a bit better or nicer or more justified really
shows your misunderstanding of the purity of the Law. While there are degrees of sinful
behavior, all sin (that is, every single time I move in some self-dependent direction), all sin is vile
in God’s eyes. It’s not just the sin committed but the core nature behind it that elicits the full
weight of God’s judgment. David talks about his confession and he uses some interesting
phrases. In Psalm 51 he says, “against Thee, Thee only have I sinned”, not as an excuse of his
injuries to others but as a declaration of his own sinful behavior. You, You God, not just others,
but I identify You as the One I have sinned against. When David kept quiet about his sin, what
happened? His body, and his soul, kept score. He wasted away. Much of our life may be
damaged because of unconfessed sin. David uses all three Hebrew words for sin here in Psalm
32: a) My transgression, which means I stepped over the line, b) My sin, which means I fell
short of Your Holiness in my life, and c) my Iniquity, which is that inner nature to sin, that
dependence on ourselves to be good enough to impress God and control our own destiny.
When David talks of forgiveness he says in Psalm 32.10, “Many are the sorrows of
the wicked, but he who trusts in the LORD, loving-kindness shall surround him.” When we learn
to confess our own sins to the Lord, then God’s Love surrounds us. Remember Prodigal?
Remember what he said? “Father, I have sinned against heaven and in your sight; I am no
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longer worthy to be called your son.” Father never let him finish the speech. All he wanted to
hear was, that his son understood, that his son said the same thing about sin that he did. And
that is all that Father wants from us too. Again, we are amazed by His grace—the reason for
running home to Him.
2. Cutting Through Denial and the Blaming Game
In this Key#2 of humility I found that being “brutally honest” isn’t just about confession
of sins. I had been doing that for years as I walked with the Lord. Yet, there were things in my
heart far deeper than the fruit of the flesh I was trying to confess. It was in those root issues.
Sin has a sinister twist to it. Every time we sin we actually commit two sins. The action that we
do is an affront to the character of God, but the lie that we believed before the action occurred is
even more deadly. Every single sin we do, comes from a lie behind it. So much so that the
Bible says, “All men are liars” (Psalm 116.11). In the midst of that denial, who are we being
like? Satan is the father of lies. At the root of that lie is the mechanism called denial. We deny
that we are at fault; we deny that we lied about God’s character; we deny that we should be
punished; we deny that we won’t get caught… when we already have been, by God. That’s why
David was adamant, “Against Thee I have sinned.” He was cutting through the denial, the selfjustifying (wasn’t my fault), the self-defending (what was I supposed to do), the self-protecting
(leave me alone), the self-vindication (anyone else would have done the same) and so it goes
as we have discussed before. Learning to stop the denial, to allow God to cut through requires
a huge piece of humility. We often live in denial with the “they” syndrome: they made me do it;
if they would only change; if they were nicer; if they would act right; if they would help out; if they
weren’t such jerks and so on. I believe that often God can’t change the “they” people in our life
because our denial and pride are in the way.
Joseph showed us how to include the Sovereign God in our life thinking. In Genesis
50.20 he confronts his brothers who have done something truly terrible to him. He says to
them, when Joseph confronted his brothers "As for you, you meant evil against me, but God
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meant it for good in order to bring about this present result, to preserve many people alive.”
That’s what he said to them. That’s why God could use Him and be a blessing through him.
Denial is broken when we stop pointing fingers at others and start taking personal
responsibility, being brutally honesty about ourselves. That’s when Father can really teach us,
lead us and give us truth in our innermost being.
If one looks at the twelve steps of AA you cannot help but see the “brutal honesty”
that is demanded. This has been proven over and over in the path of healing. Look at steps 1,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. These are all statements of brutal honesty.

1. “ We admitted we were powerless over sin – that our lives had become
unmanageable “
2. “ Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us sanity “
3. “ Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we
understood Him “
4. “ Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves “
5. “ Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of
our wrongs “
6. “ Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character “
7. “ Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings “
8. “ Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to make amends
to them all “
9. “ Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so
would injure them or others “
10. “ Continued to take a personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly
admitted “
11. “ Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God
as we understood Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us and the power to
carry that out “
12. “Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried to carry this
message to alcoholics, and to practice these principles in all our affairs “.
Often in conflict situations I find myself wanting to tell another off in some way, give
them a piece of my mind, it would just feel so good. But, because of this training in humility and
brutal honesty, I have learned to see that my heart has sinned against love and a humble heart
sees his own sins first. I have been amazed at how often I was the wrong party, had the wrong
attitude, sought the wrong result or wanted to wound another when the sin was actually in me.
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It was all about what “they had done to me” or “if it hadn’t been for them doing…”
David Wilkerson said so well in his article December 6, 1999 about how people see
others at fault and never themselves:
“It's always the other person's fault, the other one who needs to change. That's why I
believe no amount of counseling will have an impact, until God's people resolve
something. We all have to make this our sincere, daily prayer: "O God -- change me."
We spend far too much time praying, "God, change my circumstances... change my
coworkers... change my family situation... change the conditions in my life..." Yet we
seldom pray this most important prayer: "Change me, Lord. The real trouble isn't my
spouse, my sibling, my friend. I'm the one who stands in need of prayer." God
orchestrates the steps and lives of all of his children. He doesn't allow anything to
happen to us merely by happenstance or fate. And that means he has allowed your
crisis. What is he trying to tell you through it? He's saying you need to change.”183

Orphans wear masks keeping people on the outside, always blaming others instead of
finding fault in themselves.
Sons learn the value of judging themselves harsher than others, seeing faults in
themselves, taking ownership of their issues before pointing fingers at others.

In my own life, this was really hard. I tried the religious competition and I made the
church and church growth my god. I came to that place when I couldn’t do it anymore, I melted
down, pride and self-power and self-aggressiveness worked for others but not me. I couldn’t
push anymore. But to find the Presence of God and live with Him as my Father would involve
so many hard looks at my own orphan spirit, and all the people that I had let down or injured
along the way. I remember Craig and Linda Coffman, the elders and pastors at Wooddale
Church and the great sadness I felt over all my failures. Craig said, “be obedient to the
process”. I wrote letters and prayed and stopped trying to defend myself, “well if only they had
done this” or “if only they had done that”. Brutal hard honest looks at my own failures, sadness
and regret over disappointing so many. But God forgives and so do His People. From it we
grow. Taking out a piece of paper and writing down every single thing I could think of was
almost more than I could handle. As David would say, “For I know my transgressions, and my
183
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sin is ever before me. Against you and you only have I sinned and done what is evil in your
sight, so that you are justified when you speak and blameless when you judge”. (Ps 51.3-4)
Can we also bring out another truth? When one lives their life in this brutally honest
way, (brutally honest with ourselves) I have found we become magnets to others. They trust us,
they feel safe with us, they know that they can talk to us, they can start to lay down their masks
because we are a safe place of protection.
3. Accepting the Criticisms and Reproof of Others
Humility includes the willingness to be clean before God. A powerful passage on this
subject occurs in John 3.16-21. Verses 20-21 say, "For everyone who does evil hates the Light,
and does not come to the Light for fear that his deeds will be exposed. But he who practices
the truth comes to the Light, so that his deeds may be manifested as having been wrought in
God." The doer of evil is identified as one who hates the light, and does not walk toward the
light in an attitude of brutal honesty because self-protectiveness makes him afraid of exposure.
But he who practices humility, and the brutal honesty that comes with it, adopts an ongoing
practice of truth seeking, no matter what the cost to his or her ego.
In my counseling I watch husbands and wives with each other or children and parents
and see a constant protectiveness, a fear of exposure and a lack of vulnerability. Even among
those dearest to us we still feel we have something to prove, something to protect. We still feel
compelled to look good and receive the praise of men. In recent years I have just given up on
that kind of striving. I realized I had nothing to prove because I no longer had anything to lose.
My life was vulnerable and exposed to His examination so why should I care about what
someone else thinks? In ministry I was always worried about what people would think, it was
like constantly being a politician, but (LOL) after about 5 years in ministry I came to the
realization, I can’t stop people from thinking; they are going to think what they want anyway. I
need to just give my whole heart to the Lord and let the chips fall where they will. What a relief!
Humility becomes brutally honest with its own heart. Yes, it’s hard, really hard.
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Believe me the desire to tell off someone off who is 95% wrong and pointing out your 5% is so
powerful! But becoming brutally honest means taking ownership of your 5% as soon as you see
it. And often times we discover we are the ones 95% in the wrong.
Jesus tried to get our attention about this when He said, “don’t pick out the splinter in
someone else’s eye till you have the log out of your own.”184 That’s why brutal honesty is
important. Dr. Fred Barshaw would constantly talk about being a truth seeker. He would say
there are false truth seekers who simply don’t want to hear truth, there are pseudo truth seekers
who act like they want the truth, and then there are truth seekers who will sacrifice even their
own ego to make sure that the truth has been accomplished. Want to change your marriage
over night? Become a truth seeker. Want to change your family? Let your kids speak into your
life. We need to allow God to humble us through others, because we can’t see our own log.
That is why the Bible teaches us, “My son, do not regard lightly the discipline of the Lord”
(Heb.12.5). Let God speak to your heart. Brutal honesty is allowing others to speak truth into
your life. Brutal honesty from others speaking into our lives, is something Fred called
“teachability”. Teachability is that skill that allows circumstances and others to show you your
self-dependent heart. A teachable heart prays “Lord, examine me, walk with me as I take a
fearless moral inventory of what I did wrong and confess it.” A teachable heart knows the truth
of “You will never succeed in life if you hide your faults” (Prov. 28.13-14 Message).
Listen to David’s psalm of brutal honesty. It is amazing so I want to quote it in its
entirety:
“Be gracious to me, O God, according to Your loving kindness;
According to the greatness of Your compassion blot out my transgression
thoroughly from my iniquity and cleanse me from my sin. For I know my
transgressions, and my sin is ever before me. Against You, You only, I have
sinned and done what is evil in Your sight, So that You are justified when You
speak and blameless when You judge. Behold, I was brought forth in iniquity,
and in sin my mother conceived me. Behold You desire truth in the innermost
being, And in the hidden part You will make me know wisdom. Purify me with
184
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hyssop, and I shall be clean; Wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow. Make
me to hear joy and gladness, Let the bones which You have broken rejoice. Hide
Your face from my sins and blot out all my iniquities. Create in me a clean heart,
O God, and renew a steadfast spirit within me. Do not cast me away from Your
presence and do not take Your Holy Spirit from me. Restore to me the joy of
Your salvation and sustain me with a willing spirit. Then I will teach
transgressors Your ways, and sinners will be converted to You. Deliver me from
blood guiltiness, O God, the God of my salvation; then my tongue will joyfully
sing of Your righteousness. O Lord, open my lips, that my mouth may declare
Your praise. For You do not delight in sacrifice, otherwise I would give it; You
are not pleased with burnt offering. The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit; a
broken and a contrite heart, O God, You will not despise.” 185

For the Ishmael, brutal honesty is very hard. Confronting themselves and being
vulnerable to reproof, to correction, to criticism is not about being a better person but
about protecting their territory; with everything to prove they have everything to lose.
One of the hardest things for someone who lives an Ishmael life is to see themselves
as they really are. They cannot trust others as mirrors. They refuse to see their own
actions as reflections. They don’t look at consequences as reasons for self-change.
So they don’t. It’s always someone else; “they” did this, or it was “their” problem.
Sons and daughters start on a principle of bankruptcy with God. Because they
come to God as a Father in the humility of complete transparency they become
vulnerable, willing to change, to be changed before pointing fingers at others. Son’s
pray, “Lord change me.”

And there is a reward. The reward for brutal honesty is forgiveness, acceptance and
approval from Father wrapped up in intimacy with Him. The reward of brutal honesty in David’s
life was a joyful song in heart. And the reward in relationships as other see us being more
concerned about seeing our own fault that seeing fault in them, we grow more mature, more
connected to each other and then others start to change. A connectedness is cultivated, as
they realize you are building bridges rather than building barriers. Instead of people wearing
better masks, working to keep the other person from discovering their weakness, masks come
off and people begin to get real with each other. As parents we want our children to be honest
with us, and yet we can never let them see us as wrong, or weak or at fault. We wear masks
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and we correct them in all of their faults, we look for their issues instead of seeing our own. We
do this in our marriages in exactly the same way.
E. KEY #3 GRATITUDE ATTITUDE – THE SUBMISSION OF HUMILITY
The Third Prayer of Humility: Lord, In everything I will give thanks.

Third question: Am I really giving God thanks in everything?
POINT: Humility learns submission to the Will of God;
A Heart Conquered by Father’s Love
[ THANKFULLNESS: Emphasis God’s Sovereignty ]

Memory Verse: 1Thess. 5.18 “In everything give thanks for this is God’s will concerning you.”
REWARD: “that you may be exalted at the proper time…and after you have suffered for a little
while the God of all Glory will Himself perfect confirm, strengthen and establish you” (1 Pet.5.6,
10).
THURSDAY REVIEW
This is the third key of the habits of humility. The humble heart is a submissive heart,
plain and simple. When grace grabs the heart, it instructs, teaches and trains in the way of
humility and part of that is a submissive heart to God and to others. That is the character of the
Spirit, just like Jesus. Humility learns to bow the knee to a King that is greater than I or a Father
who has authority over me as His child. While I am a son and an heir, I am His Child just the
same. As a consequence, we have to learn submission to His Will in our lives and the key to
that is found in the word gratitude. No matter what happens, we can give God thanks in the
midst of it.
Earlier we talked about the 4 things that motivate, 1) Fear, 2) Reward, 3) Character,
4) Intimacy. Because the world we live in is full of sin’s effects, each of these is necessary,
none of these are bad in themselves. Proverbs 1.7 tells us “the fear of the Lord is the
beginning of wisdom.” In the issues of my heart there are times when the first three are
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necessary as reflections of the law. Jesus gave law to the proud and grace to the humble.
There is a healthy respect factor implied in our relationship with Him. It’s learning to submit our
will to His will.
As Jesus faced the cross, the whole of His mission boiled down to a very powerful,
moving moment when Jesus was in the garden. He left the disciples and went on a little
distance to pray. We are told the essence of His prayer was facing the terrifying events of the
cross that were about to overtake Him. Three times He prayed, and three times He asked, “If it
be possible Father let this cup pass from Me.” All the sin of mankind poured into a cup and it
was a cup that just toxic foam could kill the strongest of men; just the odor would destroy any
man alive. With the blood vessels in His face breaking open He struggled with the battle inside.
He could have walked away, without accusation or mistake, He had lived with perfection under
the Law, fulfilling its’ every requirement. It boiled down to this. Would He willingly accept
Father’s plan for His own death or would He simply pass the cup by. In the excruciating turmoil
of that garden, He decided. He raised the cup to His Lips and He said, “Not My Will but Thy
Will”, and He drank the industrial waste of sin’s pollution completely dry. That is what the heart
of our Savior did for us because that is what humility does. Phil 2.5 says, “Being found in
appearance of a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the point of death, even
death on a cross.”
Humility does not think of itself first, it thinks of the Father’s desire. The essence of
the humble heart response is to learn to develop a thankful heart, no matter what Father takes
you through. When we come to that place where we can give thanks it is because we have
said, “not my will but Thy Will be done.” “Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth as it is
in heaven.”
Giving thanks is not an easy order to fill. Giving thanks is understandably harder than
the first two habits of humility. Let’s take a look at it.
1. Gratitude Attitude, the key to finding God’s will.
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1 Thessalonians 5.18, “In everything give thanks for this is God’s Will concerning
you.” Look at the logic, God’s will is for us to have a gratitude attitude, so by simple deduction
if we don’t have a thankful heart as a first step we cannot even begin to know more about God’s
will as a second step. If the giving of thanks is God’s will for our lives, then, when we do not
start at this beginning point with the revealed will of God, we cannot expect that we will move
any further in understanding His Will. Eph. 5.19-20 indicates that a heart attitude of giving
thanks is crucially tied to the filling of God’s Spirit. Col 3.16 ties a thankful attitude to the Word
of God dwelling in us richly. When we talk about this key, this habit of humility it is not optional,
it is required. I like to call this key the “gratitude attitude” of success because that is what we
are when we are walking in God’s will. So many times I have found this key unlocks the door to
sensing God’s Presence again and seeing clearly the road of His Will ahead. When I am
burdened about something my focus begins to return to “It’s about me”. When I am weighed
down (usually by fear) “me” is somewhere in the middle of my thinking. But when I will just start
giving thanks for everything, great and small, looking for God in every experience, giving Him
the control He rightfully deserves, the lights seem to come back on, my heart is lightened and
worry diminishes. Because we give thanks.
2. Gratitude Attitude, Count your blessings, name them one by one.
One of the more obvious ways to give thanks to God with a humble heart is to give
thanks for all the things He has done in us and for us. The refrain from the song "Count Your
Blessings" by Ira D. Sankey, rings frequently, “Count your blessings, name them one by one,
Count your blessings, see what God hath done! Count your blessings, name them one by one,
And it will surprise you what the Lord hath done.” Great advice. A pastor friend illustrated this
thankfulness by taking his keys from his pocket and thanking God for the locks they opened: I’m
thankful for my home, thankful for my car, thankful for my office and my job, thankful for second
car, thankful for my wife who gave me this little key chain thingy, thankful for my son who gave
me the karabiner and the little knife, so on and so forth. Being thankful. I know of another life
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coach, Ms. Yavonne Earl who recently said, “Close your eyes, and then blink them twice, open
them wide and just start thanking God for everything you see.” I like that one too. Count your
blessings. It’s the beginning of a gratitude attitude.
3. Gratitude Attitude, thankful for the things we don’t like, “count it all joy”
Being thankful gets harder when it’s for things you don’t like much. I am reminded of
the complaining which the Israelites were doing when they had no food. God gave them
something that was called “manna.” The Hebrew word for “what is that” or “what is it” is the
word “manna.” They walked out in the morning and there it was, lying like dew on the grass.
They had enough to eat every day. They could not gather or store or hoard it, but they could
have all they wanted. Bamanna Bread, Mannacotti, Mannaburgers, manna cakes, manna in the
morning, manna in the evening, they had God’s supply. Pretty soon though, they started
complaining and grouching about it. This was God’s provision for them. This wonderful bread
was the supply they needed for their 40 years in the wilderness, and yet they complained
against God. Interestingly enough, when Jesus comes and walks among us, the Bible tells us
that He is the bread of Heaven, in essence Jesus is the manna. So when the Israelites
complained about the manna, they were really complaining about Jesus. That hit home with
me. Many times my job really gets to me, I get tired of all the complaints that people have, and
then the management over me has their own set of complaints. In my position it never ends.
Sometimes, many times, I get discouraged. But the manna illustration helps me to realize how
thankful I am for Father’s provision in my life. When I start complaining and being resentful or
bitter I am really complaining and rejecting Jesus for He is my manna. And when understand
and remember that, I become very thankful for His wonderful provision to take care of me and
my family.
4. Gratitude Attitude means surrendering my life to God.
Some time ago, early in my Christian walk, I was deeply touched by a missionary
from Papua New Guinea by the name of Otto Koning. In his video, “The Pineapple Story”” Otto
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learns to surrender his possessions to God. He found that when he was trying to fight for what
he thought he owned he was stressed, angry, frustrated and discouraged. As he recounts his
experience, he found that he was trying to protect his possessions from natives who were trying
to constantly steal them. The climax of this anger came to a head over the pineapples he has
planted in his garden. The natives would come and steal every one. Otto tried everything in the
flesh to deal with the problem to no avail. After so much frustration and anger, he finally came
back to the states to gain perspective and God speaks to his heart with the message of Luke
14.33 “whoever of you does not forsake all that he has cannot be My disciple.” He realizes that
everything he owns really belongs to God and in fact, everything he owned needed to be given
to God, surrendered to Him. So Otto begins living a life of surrendering his things to God’s care.
As he tells the story, he basically gave all his pineapples the natives were so intent on stealing,
he gave them all to God. He told the natives they were God’s now. Amazingly God began to
work among them so that the natives came to leave them alone. Otto had all the pineapples he
could eat because he wasn’t trying to protect them anymore. From there he learned to
surrender his time to God, his reputation to God, his family to God, his health to God and His
money to God, as well as a lot of other things. As I listened to that message, he said that most
of the time the reason we face difficulties, whether financial, physiological, emotional or spiritual,
is that God is trying to get us to surrender to Him. A gratitude attitude can’t happen when we
have a lock grip on the things we think we own, things that we think we have the right to control.
We think we have a right to own our possessions, but then in a fatal swoop, a tornado, an
earthquake, a fire or a theft takes it all away. We think we have the right to own our family until
an argument or confrontation occurs and suddenly they are gone. We think we have a right to
stand up for our reputation or to stand up for what “is mine” as expressed in phrases like, “what
is rightfully mine,” “it’s mine and I own it,” “you hurt my feelings,” “you made me so mad,” “you
owe me that,” “I have a right to be mad” or “I have the right to talk to you, I’m your parent.”
These are all “rights” statements. In many cases you may be right about your “rights.” But here
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is how we have to sort them out. We have no rights, those were surrendered to Christ on the
cross and we were crucified with Him. A man on a cross is not worried about his “rights.” We
must always, always, always separate our “rights” from our responsibilities. I have the
responsibility to be a good parent or manager, but I do not have the right to the child or
employee. They do not belong to me, they are entrusted to my care, I am responsible but I do
not have the right to own or control what only belongs to God (even though the orphan’s
gimmie-gimmie, gimmie spirit would disagree).. I have found that a gratitude attitude of
thankfulness is one of the power tools in the Holy Spirit’s tool box to get our hearts and our
minds off the self-centered path. In my work as a mediator and negotiator I will tell you this.
Without one shred of doubt, without one slightest question, without one ounce of confusion, I
lose ground in a conflict the moment I think I have the right to be there or to win something. In
every conflict I deal with I have learned that the most powerful tool I have to fix a situation is, to
never stand up for my rights. I only work towards my responsibilities. That is humility, it is the
“not my way but Your way” thinking that a thankful heart forces into play. There was a time I
was struggling at my job with several issues of integrity, and I was mad. I had been offended. I
had been wronged and I had the right to be angry. I nursed my wounds, I cursed the “other
people” and I rehearsed it over and over. The more I thought about it, the angrier I became. I
justified my feelings by saying I had the right to be mad. I was not going to take being
disrespected, put down, underpaid, pushed around and micromanaged. I had a right to quit and
go someplace else. Then Father God touched my heart with the truth of the Spirit. Whose
company is it? Is it your company? Did I place you in charge? I began to see my sinful selfdependence and justification and defensiveness. I started giving thanks to God as my Father,
in my trying situation. I sincerely gave thanks for what God was doing. I gave thanks for my
manna through my company, I gave thanks for my managers, I gave thanks, and the more I did,
I started giving up my rights. I took on my responsibilities for the next day, but cared not for my
“rights” that had been offended over many months. I didn’t send those emails or make those
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calls I had the “right” to send and make. Later that week one of my managers called, and
instead of having a sharp tone, I was just glad to answer their question. Later the president
called, and instead of wanting to bring up my grievances, I had such a thankful heart about
whatever he wanted me to do. I cannot tell you as I moved into a thankful heart, a gratitude
attitude, the change it made in me. When I was surrendering the situation to Him I was so glad
to do so for He surrendered all for me. The more I gave thanks the more I sensed God’s peace,
joy and rest. This key habit of humility means giving up my rights, accepting my responsibilities
and giving thanks.
5. Gratitude Attitude, the sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving.
The hardest of all is the sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving. In this third habit of
humility, the thankful heart, we have another lesson to learn. “in everything give thanks…”.
While we don’t give God thanks for the event or the tragedy that occurs to us, because that is
an unhealthy self-deprecation, we learn the lesson to give thanks to God in the event as we
express the basic trust that He as Father, will carry us through. In doing so, we offer up the
“sacrifice of praise.” Hebrews 13.15 talks about this gratitude attitude: “Through Him then, let
us continually offer up a sacrifice of praise to God, that is, the fruit of lips that give thanks to His
name.” The sacrifice of praise is the fruit of lips that give thanks to His Name. There have been
times in my life when I didn’t think it could get any darker, when all the fancy positive sayings
just rang dead and limp with no more life. One of the saints of old called it the “dark night of the
soul.” I have been there, arriving several times by my own stupidity, my own trials or by people
calling themselves friends and turning out to be enemies. Darkness closes in and it feels like
the depression will never lift. It’s in the midst of those times, when we, in humility of heart, bow
before His Sovereignty, come to Him, and offer the “sacrifice” of thanksgiving. It’s a sacrifice,
my dreams and desires placed on an altar and I have no clue what for. I don’t know the end of
the matter. I simply sacrifice my heart, will, mind and emotions to God. What kills me is
thanking Him at that very moment. Paul said in Philippians 2.17, “But even if I am being poured
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out as a drink offering upon the sacrifice and service of your faith, I rejoice and share my joy
with you all.” Paul saw the sum of his life being poured out as a glass of water over the service
of the Philippians’ faith. He was no more than just a splatter of water on the service of his
hearers. Paul was content because he trusted in the Father just as Jesus did.
Jesus knew a dark night of the soul. During His sacrifice, when even His Father
seemed to betray Him, Jesus asked “Father, why have you forsaken me?” I came to see that
the Father turned His back on Jesus so He could open His arms toward me.
Learning the Attitude of Gratitude is brought out so powerfully by Merlin Caruthers in
his book “Prison to Praise”. As a military chaplain God taught him to praise and thank Him in all
things. He recounted the following story. While he was a chaplain in the army, a young private
came to him and he said, "My wife is going to commit suicide, I have a problem. What do I do?
She said if I go to Viet Nam she will take her life. She already attempted suicide once when I
was drafted and I'm sure that she will accomplish it now because she almost succeeded then."
Merlin Caruthers said, "Send your wife in and let me talk to her.” So he did. She came in, sat
down, and began to tell a sad story. She had been adopted as an infant, promised to a family
even before she was born. Later she had been separated from her adopted parents and had no
family. When she married Ray, he was all she had. She said, "If he goes to Viet Nam I'll kill
myself." Merlin recounts that he told her, “Sue, there is just one thing I want to ask you to do.
Kneel down and let’s thank God that Ray is going to Viet Nam." That went nowhere. Later the
husband, Ray, called to say that his wife was twice as bad as before. At Merlin’s suggestion,
they both came in to see him the next time, and at his advice they both gave thanks to God.
They left and on the way out Ray asked Sue if she really meant what she had prayed. Because
they both felt they didn’t mean it, they turned around and went back in, this time to sincerely
thank God in the midst of all their pain. Then Ray had to go back to his company and Sue sat
down outside Merlin’s office. Very shortly, the door burst open and another private, a young
man, came in the door, saying "I’ve got to talk to the chaplain." Sue said, "Well, he's inside his
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office and the door is closed. But he'll probably be out in just a little bit." The private said, "You
don't understand. I've got a problem. I've got to talk to the chaplain." He came over to Sue and
began to explain his trouble to her, taking about ten or fifteen minutes. Finally Sue said, "Well,
there is one thing I can tell you. If you go in there to talk to that man, he isn't going to help you
one bit." But the private persisted, saying, "You don't understand this.” He pulled out his
billfold, and showed her a picture of his wife and then a picture of his children. As he turned
over the next picture and Sue saw it she exclaimed, "Oh my God, who is that woman?" "That's
my mother,” the private replied. “Why?" "That's my mother!" Sue said. "It can't be!" the private
responded. "Yes it is!” Sue insisted. “That's my mother. When I was a girl I was adopted and
they didn't tell me. But one day I was going through a door and I found the adoption papers and
there stapled to the corner was that same picture. I know that picture, that's my mother." He
answered, "I can't believe this is so, but let's go make a phone call." They went and made the
phone call, when they returned Sue came in and knocked on Merlin Caruthers’s door. When he
saw them he was a bit taken back because now she had her arm around another private. She
said, "Chaplain, you are not going to believe this. I just found my brother! And I know who my
mother is! Do you think it’s because I said thank you, Lord?" He smiled at her. "I don't know
what you think but I sure know what I think." And then she left with her brother. Ten minutes
later there was a knock on the door and it was Ray. "Chaplain, you’re not going to believe this,”
he said. “I hadn't gone but 700 yards, heading back to my company, and I ran into a friend with
whom I graduated from law school who is a second lieutenant. He said, "Ray, how are you
doing? What are you going to be doing?” I answered, "Praise the Lord, I'm going to Viet Nam.”
Then the man said, “Well, Ray, you're a good attorney. Why aren't you working in the law office
here with me?" They went in his office and five minutes later his orders were changed and he
wasn't going to Viet Nam. Then Ray asked, "Chaplain, do you think it’s because I said, thank
you, Lord?" Merlin replied, "I don't know what you think, Ray, but I sure know what I think."
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REWARD: GOD’S WILL, FULLNESS OF PEACE, REST, JOY AND SIGNIFICANCE.

Ishmael Orphan thinking is about living life, and bearing the pains of hurts, traumas
and disappointments by developing a resentment and bitterness ultimately directed at
God, and usually spewing it out so that “many are defiled.”
Sons understand that in the world you will have trouble, period, but because He
has said, “be of good cheer for I have overcome the world” and “My peace I give you
not as the world gives,” they learn to be thankful in (not for) whatever comes.

F. KEY #4 BELIEVE GOD FOR GREAT THINGS – THE CONFIDENCE OF HUMILITY
The Fourth Prayer of Humility: Lord, believe You will make a way for me.

Fourth Question: Do I have a faith that astonishes the Lord?
POINT: Humility is PASSIONATE about Believing God, it understands the
Astonishing Miracle participating in Father’s Plan when we face our FEARS with
our FAITH in Him and His Power.
A heart of Conviction, Courage, Commitment, Confidence, Compassion, Completion
[ SPECIFICS: Emphasis God’s Power ]

REWARD: You shall receive, You shall find, and it will be opened to you.
Believe you receive; doubt you do without.
FRIDAY REVIEW
There runs rampant in our world today and especially our Christian culture the sense
that God’s blessing of us is all about success, money, achievement and making us happy. The
thought is that if we just do enough right things, have the right kind of faith, pray the right
prayers, we can have our best life now. While I love the positive attitude from that sector it must
remain scriptural. Frankly, God is not nearly as concerned about our happiness as He is about
our character. It bears repeating until we get it: Father God is not as concerned about our
comfort as He is our character, He is not as concerned about our happiness as He is about our
joy.
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But in rejecting that un-Scriptural position we run the danger of throwing the baby out
with the bath water. When we approach the fourth key of humility, believing God for great
things, we have to remember there are two dangers. The first danger in the Orphan spirit is it
that it loves to feed on what benefits me, it’s all about me, what makes me look good. So some
brands of thinking are all about coming to get from God rather than for intimacy with Him as
Father. God I pray you make me a success, make me a powerful person. The need to be in
control, to have money, security, comparison, aggressive striving. Having a positive attitude
can be motivated by the orphan spirit to glorify itself. And it looks so good. People who have
great positive attitudes are magnetic and we like to be around them. But what does Father
think?
The second danger of humility is striving in the flesh to think less of myself. By
putting myself down I capture the feeling making myself look bad, God will be pleased and think
better of me. Part of this thinking is never believing God for anything great in us. We use
phrases like, “God wouldn’t bless anyone like me” or “I’m not good enough to ask for that”…
thinking that focuses on beating myself up. Neither of these glorify God, nor are they
reflections of true humility. We need to learn to develop a positive attitude of humble faith in a
Great God. I love to be around confident people, positive people that refuse to be dissuaded by
negatives, they always find the positive, when someone asks them to do something they
generally as just excited to do it and they exude that to others.
In outlining the power of a positive humble attitude, I have always been amazed at a
passage in Matthew. This amazing passage of humility expressing positive belief in a mighty
God, occurs in the Life of Jesus when He is met by the roman centurion who asks Him to heal
his servant. Jesus will say something about this man He has not said to this point about any of
the disciples or religious leaders in all of Israel. And Jesus never says it again. The Bible tells
us when He met this centurion’s faith, “Jesus was astonished.” It’s the only time He ever
displays that emotion. Then He says “I have not found anyone with such great faith.”
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Whatever this guy said or did reflected a faith that we would do well to emulate. Which of us
would not love to have Jesus be astonished by and say something like that about our faith. It’s
an amazing demonstration of the Positive Faith of Humility.
There are five components of this man’s faith and it will serve us well to learn the
humility that believes like this. The passage reads:
And when Jesus had entered Capernaum, a centurion came to him,
asking for help. "Lord," he said, "my servant lies at home paralyzed and in
terrible suffering." Jesus said to him, "I will go and heal him." The centurion
replied, "Lord, I do not deserve to have you come under my roof. But just say
the word, and my servant will be healed. For I myself am a man under authority,
with soldiers under me. I tell this one, 'Go,' and he goes; and that one, 'Come,'
and he comes. I say to my servant, 'Do this,' and he does it." When Jesus heard
this, he was astonished and said to those following him, "I tell you the truth, I
have not found anyone in Israel with such great faith. I say to you that many will
come from the east and the west, and will take their places at the feast with
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven. But the subjects of the
kingdom will be thrown outside, into the darkness, where there will be weeping
and gnashing of teeth." Then Jesus said to the centurion, "Go! It will be done just
as you believed it would." And his servant was healed at that very hour.186

1. The Conviction of Humility Faith
To understand the weight of this passage we need to see the background, the
setting, the big picture behind what happens. The passage begins with the words, “A centurion
came to Him.” A centurion came to Jesus. We know that Jewish officials came first and then
whether the centurion was there himself or sent a delegation to make requests we do not know.
But we do clearly know this was a ranking Roman official. To us that means little but to a Jew
living in that area it was a very well-known famous personality showed up, like a sheriff or FBI
agent. This was a very big deal. A centurion was first a Roman, and they were the sworn and
hated enemies of the Jews. The atrocities of the Romans on their conquered subjects gave
new meaning to “ruling with an iron fist”. They were harsh, strict and cold. By Roman times a
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centurion was a man who served as an officer in the service of Caesar and had oversight of
200-1000 men. They had sworn allegiance to Caesar and referred to him as Lord. They were
chosen because of their character, battle tactics and aggressive bravery. Evidence suggests
that centurions had important social status and held powerful positions in society. They were
feared and respected. He was a man who would have been very attuned to political influences
and very concerned about his image. His very life was determined by what other people
thought of him.
This passage says, a centurion came to him. He comes to Jesus. Why? Because
he was a man who had a need. And he was under the conviction that Jesus could be the
answer. Astonishing faith operates from conviction. Not only does he come, and then this
centurion says the word, “Lord.” The humble conviction that Jesus is “Lord.” In his Roman
culture there was only one lord, Caesar. If word got out that he had used such a term,
questions would be asked, his family jeopardized, his position challenged, his life endangered.
But he is convinced; he holds a conviction that Jesus is Lord. Here is the starting ground of
positive believing humility.
“A conviction is a strongly held belief that is arrived at after considering personal
experiences and any external inputs that may have been encountered.”187 A strongly held
belief, one that is not open to challenge or change. For the believer our conviction is based in
1) our knowledge of Him and His love, and 2) our experiences of His faithfulness in the past.
We increase our knowledge of Him from the Word and from others. We learn from listening to
His voice. Conviction develops deep in our hearts. And it has three specific things about it.
First conviction is irrepressible; it cannot be ignored, isolated or shut up. Conviction
can’t be shut down by the fear of someone’s comments or opinions. It never has to answer the
question, “Well why didn’t you say something when that person behaved that way?” with
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“Because I was afraid of the consequences and opinions of others.” In a particularly rough
family moment, my son-in-law and daughter, Ryan & Kristin, gave me a huge complement
because they see me as one who stands for the truth when I have to, without backing down.
Hopefully I will always live in the humility that honors her faith in me. Conviction cannot be
pressed down and silenced.
Conviction is also unquenchable meaning, while it can't be satisfied or put out. The
fire in the heart of a convicted Christian simply refuses to be diminished or put out. This person
will not allow someone to pour cold water on their faith in Christ, he or she comes to Jesus with
the word “Lord”. There is the authority, in Him is the power of the Creator, He is Lord. When
He says it, that settles it. The opinions of others should not, nay, cannot matter. Conviction
pushes through the wet rag that someone throws on our plans. Conviction doesn’t allow for
excuses, it is unquenchable.
Thirdly conviction is also persevering. Persevering means to continue in a course of
action without regard to discouragement, opposition or previous failure. Perseverance is a
refusal to quit. It's falling down one hundred times and getting back up one hundred and one
times. A success is anyone who gets up one more time than they fell down. We need to
remember that perseverance is not a matter of forcing doors to open; it's standing in front of
the doors as long as it takes until God chooses to open them. A popular saying this day
reflects the core of persevering positive faith when we write, “Life is not about worrying about
the storms, it’s about learning to dance in the rain”. That is a persevering heart of conviction.
It was David’s conviction that saw Goliath and became personally offended, “who is
this that mocks the armies of the Living God.” Irrepressible Conviction spoke in the face of a
giant who was intimidating the armies of God by his jeers. Unquenchable Conviction endured
the put downs of brothers and the sneering of others at his size and stature. Persevering
Conviction said the kings armor was not his own and left it behind as he walked forward no
dissuaded by discouragement, opposition or previous failure.
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Conviction of heart became

courage and commitment as he walked down into a valley to confront an impossible situation
with a possibility faith. And the giant’s size in his life, the problem too big to overcome for
brothers cringing in fear, became for David, a target too big to miss. Conviction motivates
action (courage and commitment) and is basis behind our defeat of the ultimate enemy, fear.
Fear is simply lack of humble faith in a Great God.
Missionaries are models of great conviction. A good example was the missionary,
William Borden. After walking away from the Borden family fortune, he became a Christian
through the Moody Bible Ministry in Chicago and set himself to the study of Scripture. In
preparation for missionary service in China, he left for training in Egypt where he contracted an
illness and died at age 25. “After his death, Borden's Bible was found and given to his parents.
In it they found in one place the words "No Reserve" and a date placing the note shortly after he
renounced his fortune in favor of missions. At a later point, he had written "No Retreat", dated
shortly after his father told him that he would never let him work in the company ever again.
Shortly before he died in Egypt, he added the phrase "No Regrets."188 William Borden lived out
the conviction that no matter what the world had to offer, none of it compared with Jesus. He
gave his life for Jesus and nothing less would do.
So often in life I have learned to fall back on a simply phrase, especially when I
moved in a direction and began to encounter obstacles and discouragements and my own
failures. Conviction refuses to doubt in the darkness what Father told you in the light. It’s
seeing with God’s insight. Conviction is not dissuaded by fear and refuses to listen to the call of
the world. There are so many types of faith: future faith that believes God for my future,
provisional faith that believes God will supply my needs, determined faith that is not dissuaded
from the task or challenge at hand. Each of these flows from a basic core, that of believing God
for Great things. It’s what true humility does. Astonishing faith begins when it embraces in
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conviction our Creator as Almighty God. There is no other that is more mighty than He. He is
Almighty God. The conviction that He and He alone is the source of our answers. He and He
alone determines the course of rivers and moves the hearts of kings. He and He alone is the
One Who can bring us what we so desperately need. Is that how we act in a crisis of need? Do
we turn to God first?
2. The Courage of Humble Faith
With conviction as the basis, courage becomes the emotion of believing in something
contrary to and in spite of my fears. It takes courage to believe something in the face of failure.
Courage is the emotion that comes to the surface of conviction and becomes what we use when
we take a risk. That’s what we see in the centurion. “Lord, I do not deserve to have you come
under my roof.” There was no place for a Gentile to make such a request of a Jewish Rabbi.
To do so took great courage. All of his neighbors saw him come to Jesus, the Roman soldiers
under his command must have seen or would hear of it; his Gentile and Roman neighbors knew
what they saw him doing. To do so took the courage to face the fear of rejection. Knowing he
had no right to ask anything of Jesus. He was not a follower, he was not an Israelite, yet
courage came to Jesus and courage asked. Jesus could have said, and might very well have
said, “No”. And yet, the centurion came, sending his servants and friends to ask Jesus for
faith’s need.
Courage correctly assessed himself in humble comparison to Christ. I’m not worthy
for You to even come in my house. What arrogance we have to think we can entertain His
Presence, that He should be in some way be desirous of our home for apart from His promises,
we have no right to make such presumptions in our arrogant attitude. Yet, His Promise gives us
courage, “Therefore let us draw near with confidence to the throne of grace, so that we may
receive mercy and find grace to help in time of need” (Heb. 4.16). The centurion had the
courage to ask for help, the courage to not care what anyone thought, the courage to face fears
with raw conviction and commitment. He had the courage to act in a way honoring to the Lord.
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To understand courage we need to understand that faith and conviction have a mortal
enemy, fear. Fear is probably the greatest enemy of all because when we fear something we
are not fearing God but man and horizontal world systems. Francis Bacon uttered first the
famous phrase coined by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in his first inaugural address in the
face of the depression and discouragement of the 30’s, “we have nothing to fear but fear itself”.
Fear is one of the most powerful if not the most powerful weapons in Satan’s armory. Jesus
came to deliver man from fear. Every spiritual leader has the same task. Hebrews 2:14 says
that Jesus "…through death He might render powerless him who had the power of death, that
is, the devil, and might free those who through fear of death were subject to slavery all their
lives". This passage teaches us that the death of Christ rendered powerless the power of death
over men, and in so doing Christ destroyed the fear of death which is the basis of bondage.
Romans 8:15 tells us that "we have not received a spirit of slavery leading to fear again, but the
spirit of adoption as sons". Here Paul contrasts the Holy Spirit Who makes us sons of God with
the spirit of slavery that makes us fear. Fear always brings slavery. People all over the world live
in fear. Unfortunately, believers also live in fear. If a man can frighten you sufficiently, you will
be his slave. As I was brutally honest with myself I had to admit that most of what I was doing
was based in fear. Fear does not honor God, and it is certainly not the attitude of humility. This
one is more sinister in its behavior because fearful people often seem to very humble. But it is
not the case. Recently as I was contemplating taking a position with my job, working in a
partnership with a man that I have known for many years, I expressed to my friend my fear that I
might fail. He challenged me with the realization that fear is the enemy and faith is the
expression of humble dependence, humble trust in a mighty God. I said to him, “but what if I
fail”. He pointed to a homeless person across the street and said, “You think he is worried
about whether he has a job in a month? If he has a job next week? Or even tomorrow? Live
every day with no fear and let tomorrow take care of itself.”
The Bible has much to say about fear. Perfect love casts out all fear. (1 John 4.18)
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“There is no fear in love; but perfect love casts out fear, because fear involves punishment, and
the one who fears is not perfected in love.” Isa 41.10 “Do not fear, for I am with you; Do not
anxiously look about you, for I am your God. I will strengthen you, surely I will help you, Surely I
will uphold you with My righteous right hand.”
Humility bows the knee. Humility says, I go where He goes. Humility guards against
developing a flamboyant, health, wealth and prosperity message but rather gravitates to a
message of conviction, courage, commitment and compassion. Humility understands the
expectation of a no fear attitude, “ask and you shall receive, seek and you shall find, knock and
it shall be opened to you.” The conviction that the truth I hold, as founded on God’s Word is
worth giving my life for. Commitment is the action behind the conviction, and compassion,
because we have developed a purpose outside of King ME!
3. The Commitment of Humble Faith
In Matthew 8.5-13 we see something else that is part of the humility of astonishing
faith, that of commitment. The passage says of the centurion that he “came” to Jesus, he “said”
to Him, he “asked for help” from Him and he “replied” to Jesus. Those are all action words.
Humble faith speaks its intention and then acts to conclusion. Commitment in our world today is
a word we throw around as if it were an emotion, “I’m really committed to that.” But true
commitment is not an emotion, it is a promissory action based on a conviction with the courage
to act. It is the statement, “I will to do this”. Faith without action is dead faith, that’s what James
wrote in Chapter 2 of his epistle. Commitment is when I do what I am convicted about.
In the movie, Facing the Giants, the coach teaches this powerful lesson. He tells the
team, If you are convinced you will lose, you will. But if you are convinced in your heart that you
can succeed and you are committed in your action, amazing things happen. Brock, one of the
team captains, made some snide comments about how they were going to fail. Convinced he
couldn’t go more than 20 yards with another player on his back he agrees to commit himself to
give his coach everything he had. Brock felt he could only do 20 yards. He was defeated
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before he started but he had given his word to give his very best. Blindfolded, he started, coach
admonishing and exhorting at every step, “GIVE ME YOU BEST BROCK, YOUR VERY BEST,
YOU PROMISED ME YOUR BEST, DON’T YOU QUIT ON ME, DON’T YOU DARE GIVE UP.”
And so it went. … With the weight of a fellow player on his back, Brock death-crawled 20, then
30, then 50, then 70, then 90 and finally, 100 yards. You can view a clip from the movie here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XrSzXTa4OFU.
Conviction said he couldn’t do it. His conviction was based on his F.E.A.R., (False
Expectations Accepted as Real). F.E.A.R. says things like, “I can’t do it,” “I’m not good enough,”
“I am too old,” “I’m too young,” “It’s no use trying,” “things will never change,” “I can’t get better,”
or “I’m not worth it.” Conviction becomes the root of our actions, our commitments.
When I think of commitment and conviction I am always drawn to the founding fathers
of the American Democracy. They paid a price for their convictions and their commitment.
On July 2, 1776, the Continental Congress voted 12-0, New York
abstained, in favor of Richard Henry Lee's resolution "that these United Colonies
are, and of right ought to be, free and independent States." On July 4, the
Declaration of Independence drafted by Thomas Jefferson, heavily edited by
Congress, was adopted without dissent. On July 8, the Declaration was publicly
proclaimed in Philadelphia. On July 15, Congress learned that the New York
Legislature had decided to endorse the Declaration. On Aug. 2, a parchment
copy was presented to the Congress for signature. Most of the 56 men who put
their name to the document did so that day. And then? We tend to forget that to
sign the Declaration of Independence was to commit an act of treason, and the
punishment for treason was death. To publicly accuse George III of "repeated
injuries and usurpations," to announce that Americans were therefore "Absolved
from all Allegiance to the British Crown," was a move fraught with danger, so
much so that the names of the signers were kept secret for six months. They
were risking everything, and they knew it. That is the meaning of the
Declaration's soaring last sentence: "And for the support of this Declaration, with
a firm Reliance on the Protection of divine Providence, we mutually pledge to
each other our Lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor." Most of the signers
survived the war; several went on to illustrious careers. Two of them became
presidents of the United States, and among the others were future vice
presidents, senators, and governors. But not all were so fortunate.
Nine of the 56 died during the Revolution, and never tasted American
independence. Five were captured by the British. Eighteen had their homes —
great estates, some of them - looted or burnt by the enemy. Some lost
everything they owned. Two were wounded in battle. Two others were the
fathers of sons killed or captured during the war. It was not just a rhetorical
flourish. We all recognize John Hancock's signature, but whoever notices the
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names beneath his? William Ellery, Thomas Nelson, Richard Stockton, Button
Gwinnett, Francis Lewis — to most of us, these are names without meaning. But
each represents a real human being, some of whom paid dearly "for the support
of this Declaration" and American independence. Lewis Morris of New York, for
example, must have known when he signed the Declaration that he was signing
away his fortune. Within weeks, the British ravaged his estate, destroyed his vast
woodlands, butchered his cattle, and sent his family fleeing for their lives.
Another New Yorker, William Floyd, was also forced to flee when the British
plundered his property. He and his family lived as refugees for seven years
without income. The strain told on his wife; she died two years before the war
ended. Carter Braxton of Virginia, an aristocratic planter who had invested
heavily in shipping, saw most of his vessels captured by the British navy. His
estates were largely ruined, and by the end of his life he was a pauper. The
home of William Ellery, a Rhode Island delegate, was burned to the ground
during the occupation of Newport. Thomas Heyward Jr., Edward Rutledge, and
Arthur Middleton, three members of the South Carolina delegation, all suffered
the destruction or vandalizing of their homes at the hands of enemy troops. All
three were captured when Charleston fell in 1780, and spent a year in a British
prison. Thomas Nelson Jr. of Virginia raised $2 million for the patriots' cause on
his own personal credit. The government never reimbursed him, and repaying
the loans wiped out his entire estate. During the battle of Yorktown, his house,
which had been seized by the British, was occupied by General Cornwallis.
Nelson quietly urged the gunners to fire on his own home. They did so,
destroying it. He was never again a man of wealth. He died bankrupt and was
buried in an unmarked grave. Richard Stockton, a judge on New Jersey's
Supreme Court, was betrayed by loyalist neighbors. He was dragged from his
bed and thrown in prison, where he was brutally beaten and starved. His lands
were devastated, his horses stolen, his library burnt. He was freed in 1777, but
his health had so deteriorated that he died within five years. His family lived on
charity for the rest of their lives. In the British assault on New York, Francis
Lewis's home and property were pillaged. His wife was captured and imprisoned;
so harshly was she treated that she died soon after her release. Lewis spent the
remainder of his days in relative poverty. And then there was John Hart. The
speaker of the New Jersey Assembly, he was forced to flee in the winter of 1776,
at the age of 65, from his dying wife's bedside. While he hid in forests and caves,
his home was demolished, his fields and mill laid waste, and his 13 children put
to flight. When it was finally safe for him to return, he found his wife dead, his
children missing, and his property decimated. He never saw any of his family
again and died, a shattered man, in 1779. The men who signed that piece of
parchment in 1776 were the elite of their colonies. They were men of means and
social standing, but for the sake of liberty, they pledged it all — their lives, their
fortunes, and their sacred honor. We are in their debt to this day.” 189
There are many ways we act out in commitment but one is in the things we say. We
think speaking words is just talking into the air, but God places a greater value on the spoken
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word. At creation He didn’t just create, the Bible says “He spoke and…” The words we use are
the first step of committed action. When Jesus appeared on earth He was immediately
identified as the “Word of God.” Further in His teaching Jesus said that a man is responsible for
“every word that is spoken from his mouth.” The actions (commitment) of the centurion’s
conviction came out in the passage, “he came” “he asked” “he said.” Humility recognizes that
we need to act out our convictions or they aren’t real—they are just lip service. It was David
who said to his brothers even while he was being put down by their condescending attitude. “I
will go.”190 He said it and he did it. Commitment picked up five stones, commitment put one in
the sling and commitment threw in faith.
Commitment. Our Western generation knows so very little about it. In many countries
today people are giving their lives, their possessions, their belongings and their families,
because of their commitment that Jesus is Lord. We complain about the food at a restaurant or
a car not working. By our priorities we demonstrate we lack the conviction that Jesus is Lord.
4. The Confidence of Humble faith
We look at the passage of the astonishing faith of the centurion, as identified by the
Lord and we see something else. The humility of faith is amazingly confident that God can do
what He says He will do. Jesus said, I will come right now and tend to your servant but the
centurion responded, “Lord, I do not deserve to have you come under my roof. But just say the
word, and my servant will be healed.” Jesus is blown away. He says, I haven’t seen this faith
in all my time and all my travels and all the people who are supposed to be God’s chosen
people. I am astonished.” What was it the centurion said? Lord, I am so confident in You that if
You just say the word, just speak it out; I know my servant will be healed. I am confident that it
only takes a Word from You and it is done. I am as confident as I am confident as a commander
that if I say go, they go, and if say come, they come. Just say the Word Jesus, just say the
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Word. You have to love this. This is the kind of person that impresses Jesus. We have all
been around people like this. It’s like they just ooze a sense of confidence and you just want to
stand next to them. Some people haven’t a clue what they are saying or doing, and you know
they don’t, but you just love being in their company because though they may be wrong, they
are enthusiastic, excited and confident about it. Wikipedia states, “Confidence is generally
described as a state of being certain, either that a hypothesis or prediction is correct, or that a
chosen course of action is the best or most effective given the circumstances.”191 A chosen
course of action is the best. That’s who we are as believers. Of all people we should have
amazing confidence. The Lord has spoken and He will bring it to pass. We should ooze
confidence. Paul said it this way, “For God has not given us a spirit of timidity, but of power and
love and discipline. Therefore do not be ashamed of the testimony of our Lord or of me His
prisoner, but join with me in suffering for the gospel according to the power of God…for this
reason I also suffer these things, but I am not ashamed; for I know whom I have believed and I
am convinced that He is able to guard what I have entrusted to Him until that day” (2 Tim 1.712). I am convinced, I am confident, I am not ashamed, and I have not been given a spirit of
timidity. When Jesus said He would come to his house, confidence arose to a higher summit,
“No Lord, say the Word and it will be done.” What if the word wasn’t enough? What if Jesus
couldn’t do that? What if Jesus became frustrated and turned away? Confidence spoke in that
moment. Confidence knew what to say that would honor this Lord in the greatest way.
I love the story of David’s confrontation of Goliath. He spoke the words of faith, “Who
is this that mocks God?” He was angry, conviction had been offended, the conviction he held of
the greatness of his God. Confidence also spoke and challenged the soldiers cringing on the
hillside. Ultimately he is called before the king. King Saul wanted to know how he could be so
confident that he could kill such a giant. “But David said to Saul, ‘Your servant was tending his
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father's sheep. When a lion or a bear came and took a lamb from the flock, I went out after him
and attacked him, and rescued it from his mouth; and when he rose up against me, I seized him
by his beard and struck him and killed him. Your servant has killed both the lion and the bear;
and this uncircumcised Philistine will be like one of them, since he has taunted the armies of the
living God.’ And David said, ‘The LORD who delivered me from the paw of the lion and from
the paw of the bear, He will deliver me from the hand of this Philistine.’ And Saul said to David,
‘Go, and may the LORD be with you’" (1 Samuel 17.34-37). David was confident in God’s ability
through his faith. To the Israelites cringing in fear on a hillside, Goliath was a man too big to
handle, but to David, Goliath was a target too big to miss. David believed that the size of your
God determines the size of your problems. If you have a big God, then you have little
problems, little God, well then, big problems. It was confidence in Almighty God that walked into
the valley, crossed a brook, picked up five stones and planted the first one in the forehead of a
giant that would scare even the bravest man. Confidence is also built over time. As we develop
the muscle of faith we build confidence in the power of our God. David was building the
confidence he needed to take on the challenge of Goliath every time he fought a bear or lion
and did so relying upon the Lord to be with him.
Unfortunately there is the negative example as well. When the Israelites came to the
edge of the Promised Land, they sent in spies to get the intelligence on what it looked like.
Gone for days, they came back with the news, “they brought back word to them and to all the
congregation and showed them the fruit of the land. Thus they told him, and said, ‘We went in
to the land where you sent us; and it certainly does flow with milk and honey, and this is its fruit.
Nevertheless, the people who live in the land are strong, and the cities are fortified and very
large; and moreover, we saw the descendants of Anak there…’ Then Caleb quieted the people
before Moses and said, ‘We should by all means go up and take possession of it, for we will
surely overcome it.’ But the men who had gone up with him said, ‘We are not able to go up
against the people, for they are too strong for us.’ So they gave out to the sons of Israel a bad
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report of the land which they had spied out, saying, ‘The land through which we have gone, in
spying it out, is a land that devours its inhabitants; and all the people whom we saw in it are
men of great size. There also we saw the Nephilim (the sons of Anak are part of the Nephilim);
and we became like grasshoppers in our own sight, and so we were in their sight.’"192
Did you catch that? First, just like God said, it was a great land. Second, they used
the first word of unbelief—“nevertheless.” “But….” Those are words of unbelief. Third, they
spoke their fears, “they are too big for us.” Well, duh. But tell me again, who is it that is on your
team? Oh, the Almighty Great I AM who just drowned the Egyptian army in one fatal swoop.
Then they said the “land devours.” Those are words spoken in fear. Finally they said the words
which need to be etched in our warning system. Did you catch what they were? ”We became
like grasshoppers in our own sight…and so we were in theirs.” Because they could not envision
IN CONFIDENCE that God would make a way for them, because they saw themselves as
weak, small and insignificant, their enemies did too! The sight of their enemies shattered their
confidence.
You must ask yourself this question: what giant problems have I not killed and what
promises have I missed because I lacked confidence in the Lord? Or what giants to I need to
be targeting and what promises do I need to gain by getting my confidence from the Lord? I
keep this sign on my desk as a reminder of my hope to arrive in heaven with hands full of
astonishing faith: “A man who walks with God will ALWAYS reach his destination.” My
confidence is in God. It doesn’t matter if I’m well known or not at all. It doesn’t matter if I’m rich
or not. It doesn’t matter if I’m accomplishing my dreams , or not. It doesn’t matter if I’m good
looking or not. It doesn’t matter if I’m married or single. It doesn’t matter if my family is gone; it
doesn’t matter if I don’t have this or that… Do you get this? What matters is my Father and His
Glory.
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This was the harsh word Jesus gave us, “Now large crowds were going along with
Him; and He turned and said to them, "If anyone comes to Me, and does not hate his own father
and mother and wife and children and brothers and sisters, yes, and even his own life, he
cannot be My disciple.

"Whoever does not carry his own cross and come after Me cannot be

My disciple. "For which one of you, when he wants to build a tower, does not first sit down and
calculate the cost “So then, none of you can be My disciple who does not give up all his own
possessions. "Therefore, salt is good; but if even salt has become tasteless, with what will it be
seasoned? "It is useless either for the soil or for the manure pile; it is thrown out. He who has
ears to hear, let him hear" (Luke 14.25-35).
5. The Compassion of Humble Faith.
Look at the centurion’s story again and you will see an incredible, humble passion for
others in his heart and thinking. "Lord," he said, "my servant lies at home paralyzed and in
terrible suffering." It was compassion for others, not himself, that drove this centurion to ask for
our Lord’s help. And the level of this Centurion’s compassion is magnified when one knows the
background of that culture. Back in that time period servants or slaves were considered
property like livestock. They could be bought, sold or even killed at will. There was no need to
develop feelings for these human tools. They were to be used and cast away when done. But
here is a picture of unusual compassion from one so high in the army of Rome, built on iron will,
on conquering others and on sheer strength, concerned about one so low. From this centurion
we feel this amazing sense of humble passion for the hurts of his servant. And that wasn’t the
only thing. In the parallel passage of Luke’s gospel we are told that many of the Jewish leaders
came to Jesus in support of the request stating that this centurion was very compassionate to
the people of Israel and involved in their community, building their synagogue. Humility
astonishing faith learns to see the needs and interests of others as more important than the
pursuit of our own. Humility uses gifts, possessions and positions not as an avenue to bless
ourselves, but to be a blessing to others. Jesus spoke of this compassionate nature in Himself
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when He said he was “humble and gentle in heart.” Humble is how I react to God. Gentleness
is the overflow of humility. Humility is how I treat God, gentleness is how I treat others. The
word compassion actually comes from two Greek words, com, i.e. with or part of and pathos
meaning to feel deeply. It means to feel for someone or with someone, to feel and respect the
pain that they may be facing. To feel for them. One author wrote “Compassion is a profound
human emotion prompted by the pain of others. More vigorous than empathy, the feeling
commonly gives rise to an active desire to alleviate another's suffering. It is often, though not
inevitably, the key component in what manifests in the social context as altruism.”193
Paul wrote, “So, as those who have been chosen of God, holy and beloved, put on a
heart of compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience ; bearing with one another,
and forgiving each other, whoever has a complaint against anyone ; just as the Lord forgave
you, so also should you” (Col. 3.12-13). We need to put on a heart of compassion, much like
we do clothing. It needs to be a daily event. It is something we decide to do among other
choices we could make. Compassion comes from the heart. It is the covering we wear as we
live and work and serve others.
You will never know the Presence of God as your Father until you learn compassion.
You receive His love and you give it away in random acts of humility. First John 4.16 just
cannot be any clearer, “We have come to know and have believed the love which God has for
us. God is love, and the one who abides in love abides in God, and God abides in him.” Look
at this intently, when we abide in love, learning to love, learning to see others needs, learning to
bring them to Jesus, abiding, living in love every day, we will abide in God. AND God will abide
in us. When we live our lives loving others, two things happen: 1) we are engulfed in God, we
reside in Him, AND 2) He lives in us. This is the agape way, learning to receive God’s love and
give it away every day in random acts of kindness.
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Bob Pierce, the founder of Samaritan’s Purse, an international relief organization,
showed that he truly understood the compassion of humility. One day after visiting suffering
children on an island in Korea, he wrote in his Bible, "Let my heart be broken with the things that
break the heart of God." He then went on to found his organization which sought "to meet
emergency needs in crisis areas through existing evangelical mission agencies and national
churches."194 When we learn to let God’s love fill us, we are broken by the things that break His
heart, a people group starving or a servant employee in our care… big or small has no
importance, loving others is the key. The compassion of humble faith.

6. The Completion of Humble Faith
Faith in Him always has its reward. Father God will not allow His accounts to be
unpaid. Jesus told us which father among us would give a rock for Jesus turned to the
centurion and said, “’Go! It will be done just as you believed it would.’ And his servant was
healed at that very hour” (Matt. 8.13). Are you asking for something beyond the realm of
possibility? Are you asking to be blessed as a Son or Daughter? Are you dreaming dreams for
God? Persevering faith doesn't quit in tough times. And it is Humble faith that is rewarded.
God wants to perform His good works in us (Eph. 2.10), wants to bear fruit…more
fruit…much fruit through us (John 15.1-7). He wants to use us and reward our faith, but often
times He cannot because we are not acting in His Name. We forget to face our fears with our
faith. We let the worries and fears of my own agenda, my goals, my dreams, my concerns, my
hurts, my provision and the doubt I allow in, rise up against God’s Name in my life. My fear
overcomes, over powers my faith. I think of my fears from the past, my regrets, my hurts, and
the knees of faith fail. I think of my present concerns, job, family, and issues of today, fear fills
the cup where faith should overflow. I worry about my future, what is coming, how I will make it
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work. And faith bows to fear. But that is not humility. The fourth key unlocks faith, the fourth
key teaches us to stand into fear. The fourth key does what the Centurion did, go get Jesus!
That name, that amazing wonderful name. That name faces fear and stands firm until
completion comes. I love this poem by Helen Mallicoat:
My Name Is
I was regretting the past and fearing the future. Suddenly my Lord was speaking:
“My name is I Am.” He paused. I waited.
He continued, when you live in the past with its mistakes and regrets, it is hard.
I am not there, My name is not I WAS.”
When you live in the future with its problems and fears, It is hard. I am not there.
My name is not I WILL BE.
When you live in this moment, it is not hard. I am here.
My name is I AM.

Happiness is an emotion that orphans feel when they get their way, when they get
what they want, when they achieve their demands. Orphan prayer is all about using
God like a Divine vending machine or an ATM to get what they want. Its all about
living in fear.
But sons learn the humility of extraordinary faith. Son’s learn, teach their hearts to
face fear with faith. They live in the miracle of the Great I AM. They learn to LIVE LIFE
VERTICAL!

So we come to an end and a beginning. We end our examination of humility, even as
we begin our walk with a Father who longs to write a new word through our lives. Humility is not
taught, it is caught, it is not learned, it is behaved. It’s a lifelong commitment every day from
here out. It is the response of a son who knows he is loved by His Heavenly Father. Because
He is love, he responds in the only way a son can. American minister, A.W. Tozer (1897-1963)
put humility in perspective when he said, “The meek (humble) man is not a human mouse
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afflicted with a sense of his own inferiority. Rather he may be in his moral life as bold as a lion
and as strong as Samson; but he has stopped being fooled about himself. He has accepted
God's estimate of his own life. He knows he is as weak and helpless as God has declared him
to be, but paradoxically, he knows at the same time that he is in the sight of God of more
importance than angels. In, himself…nothing; in God, everything. That is his motto. He knows
well that the world will never see him as God sees him and he has stopped caring. He rests
perfectly content to allow God to place His own values. He will be patient to wait for the day
when everything will get its own price tag and real worth will come into its own. Then the
righteous shall shine forth in the Kingdom of their Father. He is willing to wait for that day.195
“Tozer quote”
Four habits, four keys all hanging on the hooks of Father’s Love for us. 1) Put God
First—it’s not about you; 2) Brutal Honesty—Lord change me, not them; 3) Gratitude Attitude—
in everything give thanks; and finally 4) Astonishing Faith—Father I ask, seek and knock looking
to You to answer, show and open by faith.
“For you are the temple of the living God. As God has said: ‘I will dwell in them and
walk among them. I will be their God, and they shall be my people. Therefore come out from
among them and be separate,’ says the Lord. ‘Do not touch what is unclean, and will receive
you. I will be a Father to you, and you shall be my sons and daughters,’ says the Lord Almighty”
(2 Cor. 6:16-18).

XIV.

AMAZING GRACE IN A FATHER’S ADOPTION PART I
In these two sections my intention is to outline the benefits of the Father and Child

relationship the Scriptures talk about. And these benefits actually become powerful motivators
and life changers if you let them. Think on these things, but more, press them into the fabric of
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your life. Force these into your thinking, push your perspective to change based on the
information here.
Father sent His Son and Spirit so HE could make His home in our hearts, heal the hurts
of our orphaned spirit and melt the hardness of our sin. The real test of maturity is not the
knowledge of a hundred books or multiple degrees, but rather maturity is found in the
understanding and application of adoption and Sonship. The scriptures tell us the Spirit has
come into our very beings and by such we cry out, “Abba Father”.
There are two primary doctrines in Christianity. The first, Christ redeeming us from sin,
is only half of the equation. The other half is our adoption as children of God. While Jesus
saving us from sin bring us into life, it is not enough to have an abundant, emotionally fulfilling
life. For that, we need a deep, intimate relationship with our Heavenly Father. The question for
a joy-filled life is not what do you do, how you do it, what you have, who you know or can
impress, but whose son or daughter are you. That is the question that should be etched in the
screens of our minds. When someone looks at me which Father do I reflect?
When I understand sonship, my mission statement changes. Life is no longer about
living to launch some business, build some complex, push some sales goal or manage some
international ministry. My life purpose becomes honoring God and enjoying Him forever;
receiving His love so I can give it away in random (or planned) acts of humility.
We will be continuing the use of the application format throughout contrasting the
orphan/Ishmael spirit with the Son/Isaac spirit. It is imperative in the use of this material that
you apply these specific principles to your life and throughout your thinking. Get tough on
yourself, start recognizing the source of the spirit that you are living by/under, in terms of an
orphan/Ishmael spirit. This orphan spirit doesn’t understand what it means to be ‘adopted’ as a
‘son’, it doesn’t understand the rights that come with the status of ‘sonship’, and therefore lacks
the ability to become the Isaac/son God wants you to be.
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Orphans either don’t care to know or have studied to know a lot about God and about
life as they see it, but tragically they have not come to a place where they forcefully
change their minds and hearts to believe His Love. Orphans lack the discipline.
Sons know that God loves them. They value that knowledge and they deliberately
choose to be guided or live in pursuit of that knowledge, and cling to that truth
allowing it to change their lives. Sons have a passion to be authentic and pursue it.

To a great degree how we see ourselves determines how we will become more like
Christ. If we see ourselves as orphans then we will act like we are not children of the Father. If
we believe we have no home in Him then we become pawns of the enemy of souls. We move
off center as soon as we start listening to the father of lies. We fall prey to “formula Christianity”
(as opposed to “relationship Christianity”) which brings us rules, regulations, rituals,
requirements and restrictions. Then life is reduced to digging in the dumpsters of the world to
find counterfeit affection through aggressive striving, competition, and comparison. There is no
peace, no rest, no joy, no freedom, no truth and no love. Pretty soon I am exhausted, wearing
my mask and telling everyone I’m fine (when in reality the type of “fine” I am is Freaked out,
Insecure, Neurotic, and Emotionally unstable).
Learning what sonship means and contrasting that with the orphan spirit allows us to
really grow. This section outlines the differences between the orphan spirit and the spirit of
sonship. Those of us inhabited by the orphan spirit, tend to have our minds subject to the flesh.
Our actions are in keeping with the son named Ishmael rather that the son named Isaac. The
Ishmael or orphan son’s mind is drawn into the things of this world. He or she values, assesses
and evaluates everything in life using a world value system. This is in direct opposition to a son,
who has trained his mind as a maturing believer to be set on the things of God, the things of the
Spirit.
Your spiritual maturity and growth is DIRECTLY RELATED TO your understanding of
God as your Father. You want to grow? Then learn to be a son. If you want to see the Spirit’s
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transformation in you, then, learn to be a son. If you want to change, learn to be a son. If you
want to displace orphan thinking, learn to be a son. If you want to stop running to conferences
and seminars to get another two week spiritual high, learn to be a son. If you want to overcome
many forms of depression, learn to be a son. If you want to have peace, learn to be a son. If you
want live in joy, learn to be a son. If you want to … Examine the life of Jesus. He was
CONSTANTLY in His Father’s Presence through prayer, and was constantly withdrawing from
crowds to be with His Father. Read the book of John with pencil in hand and note how many
times Jesus leaves a crowd to spend time with His Father.
So what does it mean to be a son? Remember what J.I. Packer stated,
“If you want to judge how well a person understands Christianity, find out how much he
makes of the thought of being God’s child, and having God as his Father: If this is not the
thought that prompts and controls his worship and his prayers and his whole outlook on life
(May I add Bible reading, service, career, family, friends, and finances), it means that he does
not understand Christianity very well at all. For everything that Christ taught, everything that
makes the New Testament new… is summed up in the knowledge of the Fatherhood of God.
“FATHER” is the Christian name for God.”

This being true, then it behooves us to diligent search the scriptures to learn all that
we can about this Father and Son relationship. Remember the Holy Spirit longs to teach us
plainly about Him, “These things I have spoken to you in figurative language; an hour is coming
when I will no longer speak to you in figurative language, but will tell you plainly of the Father.”
We live in the hour of the plain teaching of Father’s heart. Father guide us to understand You
as Your Son Jesus wanted. Help us understand in our weakness Who You really are and to
trust You for Who You really are. Bless us as we study the eight changes that occur when we
come into Your Sonship. These eight changes carry both the blessing of relationship and the
responsibility of living into who we are. As we see who we are as Father’s children, there is a
certain and real responsibility to live like. We need to frequently if not daily ask ourselves,
“whose son are you?”. To challenge ourselves to live out through our lives what Father has
placed in us. May these next eight benefits be a ready challenge to move us to live like Abba’s
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sons.
A. CHANGE IN FATHERS, FROM OLD FATHER TO ABBA, FATHER.
1. ‘Father’ speaks of a relationship with us.
The Ishmael or orphan theology tries to make God into a formula, a list of do’s and
don’ts. But that is not the truth of who He really is. Not only does our Father want relationship
with us, He is actually offended when we try to reduce Him to rules and regulations.
Isaiah 58 shows how God places a priority on relationships, not only with Him but with
other humans also. In this chapter He criticizes those who follow religious rules, claiming to
want closeness to God, while oppressing others.
“Behold, on the day of your fast you find your desire, And drive hard all your workers.
Behold, you fast for contention and strife and to strike with a wicked fist” 196
In contrast He promises a close relationship with those who value caring for others over

keeping empty rules.
"Is this not the fast which I choose, To loosen the bonds of wickedness, To undo the bands
of the yoke, And to let the oppressed go free And break every yoke? "Is it not to divide your bread
with the hungry And bring the homeless poor into the house; When you see the naked, to cover him;
And not to hide yourself from your own flesh? "Then your light will break out like the dawn, And your
recovery will speedily spring forth; And your righteousness will go before you; The glory of the LORD
will be your rear guard. "Then you will call, and the LORD will answer; You will cry, and He will
say, 'Here I am'”197

God not only values relationships, our Holy Creator wants to be in a relationship with us.

The Orphan sees God as a theology to study, facts to memorize, rules to follow. God
is a set of requirements and regulations.
Sons mature as they accept God as a Father Who wants a personal relationship based
in trust. Sons understand God is offended by our rules and regulations that do not
stem from a heart of love.

196

Isaiah 58:3-4

197

Isaiah 58:6-9, emphasis mine
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2. ‘Father’ speaks the fact of a new birth, that of a Child.
The word Father immediately means there is a child involved, for one cannot be a father
unless they have a child nor can a child be a child unless there is a father involved. Once a
person is “born again” their spirit becomes the habitation of the Holy Spirit. Not only are we new
creatures but we also become children of a Heavenly Father. John wrote “For as many as
received Him He gave them the power to become the sons of God”. (John 1.12) With this new
Father-child relationship comes a completely different nature that was not there before. The
Holy Spirit now fills our spirit. “Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit
who is in you, whom you have from God and that you are not your own?” (1 Cor. 6.19)
Life, for a believer, becomes a learning journey of discovering this relationship and
enjoying Him as He loves on us. We move into the realm of being adopted as God’s son or
daughter. “For you have been bought with a price…” (1 Cor. 6.20) The adoption papers were
signed, the price was paid at great cost by Christ, so that in receiving Him, we are born again.
Father now looks at us and sees the righteous covering of Jesus and us as His children.

Orphans relate to God only as a master, as an angry father, as someone they must
please by the performance of world-value driven mentality, and therefore, have a need
to perform in order to look good.
Sons begin to understand that their relationship to a Father is not about them--it’s
always about Jesus and that they are now loved just as Father loves Jesus.

3. ‘Father’ speaks to a sense of home, a sense of adoption, of belonging, being part of
something.
Being a son means that we have a place of security and a place to launch life from.
When we consider the term Father we now also must realize that there is a sense of Home. I
remind myself of this daily. There is an emotion that goes with that sense of home. I know I’m
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repeating but we need to remind ourselves of this again and again. The kind of Home our
Heavenly Father provides is not a place we want to avoid, a place that causes our chest to
tighten, a place to stay away from, a place of judgment, criticism and hurt. His version of Home
is where I realize joy, peace, rest, freedom, truth and security. It is where I belong, am
important, have value, comfort, provision, protection, affirmation, acceptance, inheritance and
identity. It is a place of light, warmth and intimate love.
. Home for the Christian is an open door, from which the Father comes out and calls,
“Where are you?” Father searches the streets, wanting to bring His child home. That is what
“Father” implies. To enter the Father’s house involves a rejection of the streets of the world.
The orphan can’t give it up. The son learns he can. When I was strong I couldn’t find God, but
when I became humble, Father’s Love found me.

An Orphan sees himself as on his own, doing it himself, and therefore, becomes
irritated by the thought of being called a child, having to be dependent, and coming to
God as a Father and himself a child.
Sons mature as they begin to understand that they can, and must learn to relate to
God as a Child, for only a child can go home, a stranger is not welcome, and a thief
even less.

4. ‘Father’ speaks to a life changing sense of humility and repentance.
Being a son means knowing who is in charge and who is not. A child who tries to make
the rules and give the orders will have a rocky relationship with his parents in a healthy home.
The same thing happens in the Father’s house. Part of having God as Father is understanding
the difference between pride and humility in His House. The words child and Father, by
definition, point to a relationship where one is dependent on and obedient to the other. The
child is under the control of the Father. Humility, at its core, simply means I am not in control.
In my experience as a counselor and coach this issue of “who’s your father” is a huge
piece of the life puzzle that is so frequently overlooked. So often we are trying to counsel or
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coach people in their relationship with Christ. We give them all sorts of advice and formulas; do
this, do that and so on. But there seems to be little or no interest. Many times the problem is
because we as professionals are trying to edify or build up someone in the faith of Christ, when
in reality we need to be evangelizing them because they have not entered the kingdom of God
under His terms. We need to go back to the teaching of Jesus, you get in the kingdom by
humility and you live in the kingdom in humility. I find often people arrive at Father’s house,
pride intact, never coming to that place of humble repentance.
In an excellent treatment of this subject, David Cloud wrote the following:
“Repentance is not penance, not remorse for a wrong action, not mere confession of or
acknowledgement of sin. It is not a changing from unbelief to belief; it is not mere changing
one’s mind.” Cloud goes on to expand the point, “Biblical repentance as preached by John the
Baptist, the Lord Jesus Christ, and the apostles, is A CHANGE OF MIND TOWARD GOD AND
SIN THAT RESULTS IN A CHANGE OF LIFE. IT IS A SPIRIT-WROUGHT CHANGE OF MIND
THAT LEADS TO A CHANGE OF LIFE. It is not a change of life. That would be a works
salvation. It is a radical, Spirit-wrought change of mind toward sin and God, such a dramatic
change of mind that it changes one’s actions.”198
The word “Father” causes us to pause and realize that He is the authority and the One in
control, not us. Even Jesus who is King of Kings and Lord of Lords was completely dependent
on Father God, in amazing humility. When people don’t enter the kingdom with humility or
repentance and then they don’t walk in that kingdom mentality they constantly struggle. It is
imperative that we come to Father with hat in hand so to speak. We’ll go into greater detail
about how to achieve this humility in a later chapter.
This entrance through repentance and a walk in humility is illustrated by a hypothetical
encounter with a cement truck. Let’s say I am supposed to be preaching at a service but I am
an hour late because I overslept. I lie to my hosts by saying, “Well, I had a blow out on the
freeway and while I was changing my flat tire I was hit by a cement truck going 70 miles an
hour. I pulled myself together, and here I am.”
198

Cloud, David, Biblical Repentance, Fundamental Baptist Information Service, fbns@wayoflife.org
Updated and enlarged August 21, 2008 (first published June 13, 1999)
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My host quite correctly confronts my lie by saying, “Based on how you look, and the fact
that your clothes are not tattered, you have no bruises and your arms and legs are intact, I don’t
believe you were hit by a cement truck at all. Your life does not demonstrate an encounter with
that kind of power.”
When you accept Christ as your Savior you are saying “I DO take you as my Savior, my
life is not mine anymore, it is yours.” There is a flavor of humility and repentance that comes
through the fabric of who you are. It demonstrates you have encountered an “other world”
power bigger than you. Problematically, many people’s lives don’t demonstrate they have had
an encounter with a power such as that of the gospel. As in the cement truck, their life doesn’t
show they encountered that kind of power at all. I believe this lack is due to the fact that we
frequently don’t talk about God as Father and the Son as One whom has been given all
judgment. In this day and age we do not confront people with the Law of God for fear we might
offend. Therefore there is no mention of consequential wrath that awaits those that reject
Christ. Hell is never mentioned, and specific behaviors are never confronted for fear of
alienating someone or making them feel bad. This is not Biblical. Furthermore in our coaching
and counseling there is seldom any teaching on the holiness of God and no sense of the “fear of
God “ which the Bible calls the beginning of wisdom. As such there is no transfer from a
kingdom of pride to a kingdom of humility.

The word Father requires such a transfer. It’s His

house, not mine; I do not make demands here.

The Orphan is not willing to be humble. He finds no benefit in humility, either in
salvation or in his walk. Repentance is not part of the vocabulary. Jesus is just
another self-improvement religion with the added benefit of keeping one out of hell.
Sons have a healthy respect for the Awesome God who stoops to be called Father.
They intimately know His Power and understand the need and benefit of repenting.
They more readily and freely turn from sin.
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5. ‘Father’ speaks to changes in the difference between Vertical or Horizontal:
For the orphan heart, life is about trying to find happiness in the horizontal things of the
world. In that value system what matters is: 1) what he does--performance, 2) how he looks-presentation, 3) what he owns--possessions, 4) the fun times had or fun people he is around—
pleasures 5) who he manages--power over others, 6) who he pleases--the praise of men, 7)
how he improves himself--personal self-development, or 8) who he is dependent upon--personal
codependence. The orphan heart is completely dependent upon circumstances, situations,
other people and how he's treated for its satisfaction. Orphans will never find happiness in those
things that are created by God because that which is created does not have the capacity to
provide “LIFE”.

As a principle, that which is created cannot provide to a human being

something that only the Creator can supply, namely, give “LIFE”; that which is created simply
does not have the capacity to do so. Things like owning a big boat or a big house, designer
clothes, Rolex watches, etc. provide some artificial life to an orphan. This is part of where their
identity or value comes from. Only God has the ability to give true life, though. Therefore, the
orphan must struggle in a horizontal world-system to produce enough, or get enough, in order to
find peace and happiness. As we saw in a previous chapter, this counterfeit affection and
reward system is never enough, the horizontal always addictively demands to have more.
Think through these phrases from what is commonly called the Lord’s Prayer, “Our
Father, who art in heaven… Give us this day our daily bread….” These words are an
acknowledgement that the things which sustain our life, things like daily food, come from the
Father. He is our only source of true life. The fact that we have a Father to pray to should
challenge our thinking to constantly evaluate whether we are trying to draw our life from Him or
from some other source.
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Orphans search for and live on the happiness of what the world offers in a horizontal
value-system, and are in fact, controlled by it.
Sons receive Life just from knowing that although this life is a temporary pilgrimage,
the Presence of God as Father in this journey, provides a continual source of Life.

6. ‘Father’ speaks to a very deep place in the heart, that of Basic Trust.
Trust is the hardest area for the orphan spirit to deal with. The learning of basic trust-core trust, becomes a stumbling block because orphans have a reluctance to give up control.
Basic trust is that ability to simply be totally dependent upon and confident in God’s heart for
you. Orphans can’t surrender to becoming completely vulnerable--to being completely open to
God and allowing Him to do what He wills in their lives, even though they will say they know that
Father loves them.

Though there is trust in the upper story of the mind, in even the words,

actions and commitments, down in the base of the heart there is this sense of uncertainty, of
having to work out some solution, of not really believing God has your best interests in mind.
This is the source of constant worry and anxiety. This is the source of striving and
aggressiveness that lacks trust.
The word Father, as applied to God, brings a different perspective. There is this sense
of a Father being in control, of a Father working out the details for the good of His Family. But
many orphans hear “father” and think of the insecurities and performance standards associated
with their dysfunctional family of origin. That is why they struggle with trust. They need to hear
what the Heavenly Father is really saying to their hearts, “You are the apple of My eye. You are
the one I love.” Until that message soaks into the part of the heart where basic trust is formed
there is little growth that is not just a reproduction of unconquered flesh.
We have to tell ourselves the truth about Father’s love for us and about Hid
trustworthiness until we absolutely believe it. Thinking back, remember that key verse in 1
John? “We have come to know and believe the Love God has for us. God is love, and the one
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who abides in love abides in God” (1 John 4.16). We need to move this truth from the upper
story that is our mind into the deep part of our hearts where basic trust lives.
Ishmaels tend to have / offer conditional trust because they don’t fully believe the
Father’s love is unconditional. Ishmaels must wear masks and do those things to
make God love them /remove God’s frown, or use the mask to protect themselves if it
doesn’t happen,
Sons are learning to deeply trust their Heavenly Father with their whole being. Sons
strive to be open and vulnerable to Him on a daily basis.

7. ‘Father’ speaks to how I live my life and treat others.
Here is an amazing life changing principle that comes out of your understanding of how
God views you as a son. The way you perceive the way your Father accepts and treats of you
is the EXACT SAME way you will see yourself and others and you will treat them. If you see
God as harsh and demanding and hurtful and judging and negative and irritable, and not
accepting, you will treat other the exact same way. YOU CANNOT GIVE AWAY WHAT YOU
DON’T POSSESS. You can’t give love to others if you haven’t received it. All you can give
away is the stuff you have inside.
Back to my favorite speaker on this matter, Jack Frost. Jack quoted his wife Trisha as
saying, “Forty five minutes in the arms of Father God did more to change my husband than
getting saved, four years of Bible school, fifteen years of ministry and the baptism of the Holy
Spirit.” Now when Jack’s relationship with his Father changed he began to notice how he had
been treating the people around him. One of the first observations he made when he came
through the door of his hotel room where his children were staying, was the look on their faces.
When the door opened, Jack saw in their eyes something he hadn’t seen before. He saw fear
in their eyes. His children were living in fear. He began to notice in his ministry, the people
around him also lived in fear. Because of the way that Jack perceived God’s treatment of him,
as harsh, unyielding, demanding, distant, uncaring and expecting so much more than was
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possible, all the time, this was exactly what Jack demanded of his wife, his children, his
employees, his family and friends.
Are you getting this? Look at your life. See yourself as others see you and ask the
question, “Do others want to be with me? Do they enjoy me being around and being in my
presence? Am I harsh, unyielding, demanding, controlling, distant, frowning and feargenerating?
We look at how Father really feels about us and we discover amazing truths about being
a son.














Jesus and the Father are never ashamed of me. (Hebrews 2:11; 11:16)
The Father has always been drawing me to His love, for He has never not loved me. I
have never not been loved. (Jeremiah 31:3)
Not even the Father judges me, for He turned judgment over to the Son. (John 5:22, 24)
Even when I haven’t kept Jesus’ words, He does not judge me, for He didn’t come to
judge me but to save me from my sins and failures. (John 3:17; 8:11, 15; 12:47, 48)
I am in the age of grace and there is no judgment until Jesus comes. (Hebrews 9:27)
My Father leads me with cords of love and lifts the yoke of rejection from me (Hosea
11:4)
When I have failed, the Father is always drawing me to His embrace. (Luke 15:20)
My Father longs to embrace me no matter how terrible I think my sins are. I only need be
willing to receive His love. (Matthew 23:37)
Even in the midst of my transgressions, my Father loves me and wants me to sit right
beside Him. (Ephesians 2:4-6)
There is nothing I can do to cause the Father's love and presence to leave or forsake
me. (Luke 15:31; Hebrews 13:5)
He is so willing to give us all things with Christ, “He who did not spare his own Son but
freely delivered Him up for us all, how will He not with Him freely give us all things”
(Romans 8.32)
Or one of my favorite passages, “if you then being evil know how to give good gifts to
your children how much more will your Father who is in Heaven give good gifts to His
children” (Matthew 7.7)
He heals the leper by touching him, talks to the woman at the well, walks on water,
makes wine, heals the paralytic, raises the dead, and forgives the woman taken in
adultery, washes the feet of the disciples. Who did all that? The Father through the
Son.

For the Ishmael the word Father has touched very little emotional depth, the orphan
spirit has long ago calloused over any sense of being loved or loving others. Fear
drives the heart and fear controls all other relationships.
For the Son, it takes time but there comes a melting. All the anger used to conceal
and destroy begins to dissolve and the Spirit pours in His Love. Once received from
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above it is natural to pour out to every other relationship.

8. ‘Father’ provides a new set of motives – the law of love and not performance.
The word Father also leads us to a new understanding. We all have a natural desire to
please others and most of all God. Often times we come with that filter that tries to please God
by what we do. For many of us original family was all about pleasing through doing. But that is
never the heart of a true father. Of course I am pleased by my children and their behavior or
actions. But that is not the crowning jewel. I am most pleased that they trust me, they believe
in me, they enjoy me as a dad. This is also true in our relationship with God. Here is the
overriding principle. We PLEASE the Father by TRUSTING in Him NOT BY TRYING to be
pleasing to Him. “Now faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not
seen. For by it the men of old gained approval. And without faith it is impossible to please Him,
for he who comes to God must believe that He is and that He is a rewarder of those who seek
Him” (Hebrews 11:1,2,6).
I look back on my life and I see so many life actions that looked so good, so pleasing on
the outside, but they were not motivated by faith, they were not rooted and grounded in my
Father’s love for me. It was all about me trying to look good, or me trying to do those things that
achieved my goals for God. I could justify it all because it was all for God, all in the name of
ministry. Now I am left to wonder how much was all about me pleasing God and how much was
just plain trusting God.
Frequently the man or woman who lives the life of an Ishmael, doing things to please
God rather than from the motive of trusting Him as a Father finds himself lost in either emotional
exhaustion / burnout or in the depths of bitterness and resentment. The unfaithful servant in
Matthew 25 excuses his lack of faithfulness in the handling of worldly goods by saying, “for I
knew you to be a hard task master, making money off others when you do not work for it.” This
is the sense of bitterness in a man or woman who sees God only as a dictator with a tyrannical
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rule, who constantly disappoints, who extracts worship from those that have to give it or fear
some evil thing happening to them. Angry God theology sees a loving Jesus who protects us
from an angry father. The orphan spirit never matures through this so he constantly responds to
God in fear with lists on lists to gain approval as a servant or slave to a demanding and/or harsh
master. Orphans respond to God only as a King, only as Lord. Orphans strive to please God,
they believe that only service to God, will basically keep God off their back. Consequently,
orphans feel they must know the parameters of ‘when I’m okay’ and ‘when I’m going to be
beaten.’ The orphan not only has to know, but desperately needs to find security in knowing the
rules, rituals, requirements and regulations. He can only see God as aloof, distant, angry,
frowning, disappointed, displeased, indifferent, non-encouraging, silent, demanding, guilt
tripping, shaming, forceful, and policing the law.
A son, on the other hand, enjoys, honors and loves a Father because he knows he is
loved. New Testament theology sees the love of Jesus as the REFLECTION of Father, an
exact stamp of who Father God really is. The son responds to God as a Father, he sees
discipline as an opportunity to grow, and as an avenue to Life. He is not afraid of criticism and
doesn’t get all wicked out because of it, but welcomes it because he has learned it comes from
a loving hand.

Orphans see God as a demanding master, as someone that must be obeyed and
served. They become burned out, discouraged, bitter and exhausted. All of life is
about striving and obtaining goals to make themselves look good.
Sons are learning to understand God as a loving Father [and are learning to willingly
and joyfully submit to His guidance].

9. ‘Father’ evokes another emotion – importance, belonging and worth.
In a sense, this emotion is harder to put parameters around. There is a sense that a
father gives tremendous importance to whatever task is being done. Being given a task by a
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father figure in our lives, a strong natural leader, a trusted counselor, brings an amazing feeling
of accomplishment and significance as we work on that task, and then show off the results.
These feelings of accomplishment were in our hearts by God so we could experience yet
another part of joy. They were meant to flow from a heart filled with a Father’s Love. What a
joy to serve, a privilege to work on those tasks designated by Him to accomplish.
But I get into trouble in a heartbeat as soon as I reverse the equation and put pleasing
God before trusting God. For my life, I tried so hard to win the approval of God in what I was
doing, but went about it in the wrong way. I wasn’t motivated by the relationship I had with Him,
I mistakenly used my actions to try to create relationship.
Sons get to know that the Person who gives them satisfying tasks to accomplish is no
ordinary boss, no minor official or lightweight authority. He is everything that is described in
Daniel 7.9-14.
“I kept looking Until thrones were set up, And the Ancient of Days took
His seat ; His vesture was like white snow And the hair of His head like pure
wool. His throne was ablaze with flames, Its wheels were a burning fire. A river
of fire was flowing And coming out from before Him; Thousands upon thousands
were attending Him, And myriads upon myriads were standing before Him; The
court sat, And the books were opened. Then I kept looking because of the sound
of the boastful words which the horn was speaking; I kept looking until the beast
was slain, and its body was destroyed and given to the burning fire. As for the
rest of the beasts, their dominion was taken away, but an extension of life was
granted to them for an appointed period of time. I kept looking in the night
visions, And behold, with the clouds of heaven One like a Son of Man was
coming, And He came up to the Ancient of Days And was presented before Him.
And to Him was given dominion, Glory and a kingdom, That all the peoples,
nations and men of every language Might serve Him. His dominion is an
everlasting dominion Which will not pass away; And His kingdom is one Which
will not be destroyed. ”

What an amazing picture of this God we are privileged to call “ABBA”. One cannot help
but be captured by the scene of power, universal control and sovereignty of the One who owns
it all. And this is the One that we can call Father.
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Orphans never see the value of a Father’s task, of working in His Vineyard. They
never know the wonderful sense of accomplishment.
Sons know the satisfaction of working at the request of and alongside Someone who
is truly important.

B. CHANGE IN NATURE (BORN OF THE SPIRIT)
The second powerful benefit that is part of our inheritance of being adopted into God’s
Family is the incredible gift of the Spirit. This comes not only as the gift of a Person called the
Holy Spirit, but is made possible because our spirit has been born again. Because I have been
made righteous in Christ the Spirit can now dwell in me. Jesus stated in John 3 that in order to
see the kingdom of God one must be “born-again.” Paul further describes the heart of the
believer in 2 Cor 5.17 as a new creation, “Therefore if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creature;
the old things passed away; behold, new things have come.”

My spirit now being alive,

provides a dwelling place for the Holy Spirit. This becomes the background behind 1 Cor. 6.1920, “Or do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom you
have from God, and that you are not your own? For you have been bought with a price:
therefore glorify God in your body.” We have become the dwelling place of the Spirit of God.
How does one begin to describe the unfathomable riches of this benefit? The incredible
value of this Grace Gift given by the Father to us is highlighted by Jesus in Luke 11.9-13. “So I
say to you, ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and you will find; knock, and it will be opened
to you. For everyone who asks, receives; and he who seeks, finds; and to him who knocks, it
will be opened. Now suppose one of you fathers is asked by his son for a fish; he will not give
him a snake instead of a fish, will he? Or if he is asked for an egg, he will not give him a
scorpion, will he? If you then, being evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how
much more will your heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to those who ask Him?” Jesus states,
how much more will He give the Holy Spirit and in so saying He implies that this is a great gift--a
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greater gift than that which was originally requested. One may request a piece of bread, but the
Father wants to give the greatest gift, the Holy Spirit, to us for our provision protection and
empowerment.
In understanding this gift, there are several important things for the son to realize. In
John 14.16-20 Jesus says, “I will ask the Father, and He will give you another Helper, that He
may be with you forever; that is the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive, because it
does not see Him or know Him, but you know Him because He abides with you and will be in
you. I will not leave you as orphans; I will come to you. After a little while the world will no
longer see Me, but you will see Me; because I live, you will live also. In that day you will know
that I am in My Father, and you in Me, and I in you “. In this passage about the Spirit we learn:

1. The Spirit was sent by the Father, by intention, with purpose and great value.
We often think the Spirit comes into our lives without a sense of personal touch or
meaning. It’s as if He is a Person that was just given. Yet, the gift of the Spirit is an incredible
message from the Father Himself, that this new relationship is very personal. Jesus states that
the Spirit is the Father’s provision, “I will ask the Father and He will give…” In another place,
Jesus demonstrates the origin of the Spirit in His commissioning words to the disciples, "for it is
not you who speak, but the Spirit of your Father who speaks in you” (Matthew 10:20).
The Spirit is the Father’s Gift to us, not just God’s gift, but specifically the Father’s. This
is an emphasis we never hear. Our hearts have not been awakened to the fact, that it is the
Father’s good gift that is given to us. In fact, “all good gifts come down from the Father of lights”
(James 1:17). Ephesians 1.14 tells us that the Spirit is given to us as a “pledge” of our
inheritance. The Greek word for pledge was the word used in marriage as the demonstration of,
like a wedding ring, to signify that the one who promised will fulfill it.
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For the Orphans there remains a blindness, even a willful ignorance, to the gift that
Holy Spirit represents, as sent by a loving Father as a statement of His Love for us.
Sons mature as they begin to see the Spirit as a Gift from Father God designed to
remind us we are loved, and to provide us with His Presence.

2. The Spirit takes up residence inside us, making His home in us.
While it is import to understand that the word ‘Father’ provides a sense of home for the
severed heart, the Spirit is actually the Father’s Presence around us, and more importantly, IN
us. The Scriptures plainly teach that while it was the Father who sent the Spirit at the request
of the Son, that very Spirit has taken up residency in our hearts. Theologians call this the
“indwelling spirit” and it provides much insight into our wealth in the miracle of new birth. We
have received the very Holy Spirit of God. What a miracle that the God of all creation who
could have taken up residence anywhere in the universe has taken up residence in our hearts!
When we think of becoming a “born again” Christian, what do we mean by that? What
changed? Did our bodies change? No. Did our minds or brains change? No. So what
changed? Our spirit. When in the Garden of Eden God said, ‘in that day you will surely die’,
what died when our early parents sinned? Their spirit. Ephesians 2.1-3 says we were dead in
our trespasses and sins; not mortally wounded, not swooned to be revived, not something to be
improved upon, not able to get better with effort. Dead is dead is dead. What we try to do is
reform ourselves by conforming ourselves to be a better person.

For the Orphans, there is a sense of blind fumbling as they live their lives without a
sense of a Home where they are secure.
Sons mature as they acknowledge Father’s Spirit reminding them they belong to Him,
have an importance to His Kingdom and have value, acceptance and provision.
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3. The Spirit of God is called the Holy Spirit.
Too often in this day and age it is easy for us to forget that the Spirit of God is the Holy
Spirit of God. By taking up residence in us He becomes that holy place inside our hearts, and it
is His intention to duplicate, in fact, to transfer the Holiness of God into our lives. It is imperative
that we understand that holiness is not something that we can do apart from the Spirit of God.
The Christian life is impossible because the demands are too great and the flesh cannot
produce the God-desired results. So God placed His Spirit in us to duplicate Himself through
us. When we read through the fruit of the Spirit in Galatians chapter 5 verse 22, we need to
know at the very beginning that it is not ‘fruits’ plural, but rather, ‘fruit’ singular. The
manifestation of the Spirit produces the nine fruit altogether. The nine fruit, as stated, are really
the test as to whether the Spirit of God inside is in control. When the Spirit inside is in control,
these nine fruit will manifest themselves. The flesh likes to think of this as a list of things to do.
God’s intention was that the fruit would serve as a gauge to let us know how full or empty we
are. If we notice a lack of any one of the nine fruit items it should serve as a signal to us that
the Spirit of God is not control in our lives. That should prompt us to run back into the presence
of God where the Spirit of God can fill our hearts and manifest His fruit in our lives.
For the Ishmael, the list of the Spirit’s fruit is simply a list to work on in order to be
better. This reverts back to performance and loses the control of the Spirit.
Sons or Isaac’s mature as they recognize the list is an indicator to propel them back
toward Father’s presence. When the fruit is not there, it is an indication the Spirit is
not pulsing through our lives, and that sin or some obstacle has gotten in the way.

4. The Spirit provides the Presence of Jesus so that we might not be orphans any
longer.
As we have discussed Jesus said "I will ask the Father, and He will give you another
Helper, that He may be with you forever” (John 14:16). The word ‘another’ is the word allos in
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the Greek text. Allos means “one of the same type, an identical one.” If it had been a different
helper Jesus would have used the word heteros, meaning “the same but different.” By His
careful and deliberate word choice Jesus was showing us that the Spirit will be just the same as
having Jesus with us and in us. The word “helper” is the word paraclete, which comes from
kaleo (to call), and para (alongside). Being called alongside to assist and help us is part of what
this Spirit does. Thirdly we learn that He will be with us forever; there is nothing that can
separate us from Him. Fourthly we learn that though the world cannot see or receive Him, this
wonderful gift from God will abide, live with us, and then an even greater miracle, He will be in
us. The first promise of the indwelling Holy Spirit occurs in the passage that records Jesus in
John 7:37-39 when He stood up in the temple and cried out, "If anyone is thirsty, let him come to
Me and drink. He who believes in Me, as the Scripture said, 'From his innermost being will flow
rivers of living water.’ But this He spoke of the Spirit, whom those who believed in Him were to
receive; for the Spirit was not yet given, because Jesus was not yet glorified.” In His preaching,
early in His ministry, Jesus promised "living water" flowing from the believer. Verse 39, states
that, as of the time of this sermon, the indwelling of the Holy Spirit had not been given. In Luke
24:29, Jesus, just before returning to heaven, promised the "power from on high." Jesus said,
in John 16:7, that the Holy Spirit's Presence would be greater than His own presence. The
phrase "it is expedient" means "it is better for you." Jesus was God incarnate in man. Being in a
physical body He could only be in one place at one time. God's Spirit could be in all believers at
all times. Jesus, preparing the disciples for His return to Heaven and the new Church age, or
age of Grace, told of the coming of the "Comforter" (John 14:16-17). Note that it says, "He will
abide with you forever."

“And when He had said this, He showed them both His hands and His

side. The disciples then rejoiced when they saw the Lord. So Jesus said to them again (John
20. 21, 22), "Peace be with you; as the Father has sent Me, I also send you. And when He had
said this, He breathed on them and said to them, ‘Receive the Holy Spirit’ “.
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For the Orphan there is little value placed on the indwelling Spirit and His residence in
them so they take Him to places that grieve Him and sadden Him.
Sons mature as they realize the Spirit lives in them and they develop sensitivity to the
Spirit’s leading.

5. The Spirit is the power of life through transformation and displacement.
The orphan approaches life as always, through a world system of behavior forming,
using negative and positive reinforcement. Orphans use self-improvement, behavior
modification, doing what’s right, and a host of other self-betterment programs. Let’s face it,
most of us want to improve and work on becoming better people. But there is the problem with
that approach. We work on becoming better people through our own efforts when Father wants
us to trust Him. He alone will make us like His Son. The transforming power of the Spirit works
from the inside out. Paul spoke to this in Eph. 5.18, “do not be under the control of an outside
agent like wine but be continuously under the control of the Spirit” (author’s paraphrase). His
leadings, His heart, His sensitivity, His Presence. From Him comes the internal growth that
leads to life. That is why Paul could write, “for the mind set on the flesh (world value-system and
rewards) is death but the mind set on the Spirit is life and peace.” In Romans, Paul urged us to
not be conformed to the flesh but be “transformed by the renewing of your mind.” Here is what
we don’t get. When the Spirit of God is put in us we become new creatures. That
transformation process has to work from the inside out not the outside in. It’s a metamorphosis.
The butterfly is a creature that morphs from something it was, into something it couldn’t
be if it tried. The caterpillar can’t join a self-improvement class on flying and expect to change.
Nevertheless, the code for butterfly is written in the DNA of the caterpillar. We as Christians
have the code of being like Christ written inside us.
The key is not to try harder, the key is trust. Trust is the key that opens the door to the
Spirit’s transforming power. It’s amazing, as we learn to surrender to His inner leading and
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allow Him to love us and lead us, how He transforms us from the inside out. The Spirit is the
Life and Presence of Father God “flowing” through us.
Dr. Mark Virkler, from Christian Leadership University, in his book, Communion with
God, writes an excellent treatise on the power we have “flowing” through us.
“Naba, the Hebrew word meaning “to prophesy,” literally means to “bubble up.”
Therefore when the prophet wanted to sense the prophetic flow, he would tune to that which
was bubbling up within him. In other words, he would tune into the spontaneous flow that he
recognized as the voice of God within him. John wrote in John 4, “from his innermost being
shall flow rivers of living water.” The river of the Holy Spirit flows within the believer’s heart. On
the last day, that great day of the feast, Jesus stood and cried out, saying, “If anyone thirsts, let
him come to Me and drink. He who believes in Me, as the Scripture has said, out of his heart
will flow rivers of living water.” But this He spoke concerning the Spirit, whom those believing in
Him would receive; for the Holy Spirit was not yet given, because Jesus was not yet glorified
(John 7:37-39 NKJV). I am the vine, you [are] the branches. He who abides in Me, and I in
Him, bears much fruit; for without Me you can do nothing (John 15:5 NKJV). There is a flow of
sap, life sustaining sap through living branches on a daily basis. The branch does not have to
work at producing fruit it just stays coupled to the vine.” 199

Orphans views the Christian life as a perpetual performance to be maintained’
Sons learn to let the Spirit of God have control that the mind may be transformed.
Orphans believe that the old man, the fleshly orphan spirit can be cast out through
some event like reading a book or attending a conference.
Sons come to understand that the orphan spirit is displaced by daily encounters with
God.
Orphans are worried about the state of their self-image, how they see themselves.
They constantly modify and feed their image, seeking to present the best possible
view of themselves, and regularly pad their image with positive thinking. But positive
thought is merely conjecture if not founded in Father’s Love.
A son’s self-image comes with a twist, it’s not about self–image, it’s about Father’s
image. They know that healthy self-image comes from learning to accept how God
sees me and loves me as His beloved child. Sons don’t need to know what they think;
they need to hear what He thinks. He nurtures and heals their heart.

For the Ishmael or orphan, life is about reforming the flesh, conforming it to another set
of laws or rules. This old man or orphan spirit cannot be “cast out”, extracted, removed,
199

Virkler, 100.
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expelled, ejected, reformed, conformed, pushed, pressured, or forced out by adhering to law,
rules, rituals, requirements, regulations, and an effort at trying harder to please God. The
orphan spirit thrives on pleasing, trying and striving. Trying brings frustration and lack of peace,
robs our joy, steals our freedom and imprisons us with fear. The Christian walk begins with a
sense of delight. Improperly centered / nurtured, this sense of delight can turn into duty. That
which was a joy becomes more of a job, consequently, the works done from a heart of love, now
come from a heart of trying to win God’s favor through obedience. So discouraging was this
spirit that Paul wrote, “oh wretched man that I am who shall deliver me from this body of
death“(Rom 7.29). How then is one rid of such a spirit? The orphan spirit cannot be cast out as
some demonic force, it cannot be forcefully dealt with or there would be some provision for this.
The orphan spirit can only be displaced through a process which involves a transformation of
the mind. The driving point is found in the mind, the thoughts, the mindset, the principle of
transformation through displacement. Do a study on the number of times “Mind” occurs in the
New Testament. This is a battle for your mind. I have known people to spend hours in prayer,
hours in counseling, attend conference after conference, training seminar after seminar, do
periods of fasting, make re-commitments and yet, just don’t seem to get it. Still no peace, still
no joy.
The problem is you can’t mature into the person the Father means for you to become if
all you can do, or the best you can do is see yourself as a sinner saved by grace. Beyond the
grace that brings you into God’s family is the need for you to understand just how much the
Father loves you. Until you can comprehend the magnitude of that love, and you can
comprehend the transformational quality of that love, you can’t fully mature.
“For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty in God for pulling down
strongholds, casting down arguments and every high thing that exalts itself against the
knowledge of God, bringing every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ” (2
Corinthians 10:4-5 NKJV).
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6. The Spirit takes control when He is invited.
The danger of discussing how one is filled with the Spirit always borders on another
performance formula. The descriptors have provided us some guidelines as to how one is filled
with the spirit. If you look at Ephesians chapter 5 verse 18 “Be not drunk with wine… but be
filled with the Spirit” the illustration is clear. Wine is an outside influence that we yield control of
our physical bodies to its influence. We are filled with the alcohol and to some degree it controls
our behavior. Paul's illustration is that we need to be open to the control of the Holy Spirit. It's
much like putting on a glove. When my hand fills the glove the glove is controlled by the
leadings of my hand. The same thing is true with the spirit of God. When He fills my life He can
accomplish His will through me.
The secret is learning that the Spirit of God needs to have control. He does this by
speaking through our conscience, guiding through inner yearnings, expressing sadness when
we live for ourselves in a sin based behavior. He leads us by giving us that intuitive sense of His
Truth, and at times speaking to us through an inner voice that we hear with the ears of our
heart. Jesus told us that His Sheep would hear His voice and follow Him. The key to being
filled with the Spirit of God is found in learning to provide a clean vessel for Him to fill, and then
yielding to what He fills us with. When our vessel is polluted and filled with sinful, fleshly
concerns, we can’t be filled with the Holy Spirit. This is what sin does in our lives. When we do
not listen to the Holy Spirit, do not accept His inner leadings, maintain an attitude of ongoing sin
in our lives, mistreat others, or any other manifestations of the flesh, we quench or stop the flow
of the spirit in our lives.
The four keys of humility come into direct application at this point. Remember what God
said in Isaiah 57.15 “For this is what the high and lofty One says—he who lives forever, whose
name is holy: ‘I live in a high and holy place, but also with him who is contrite and lowly in spirit, to
revive the spirit of the lowly and to revive the heart of the contrite.’” Again in Isaiah 66.1-2 we see,
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“Thus says the LORD, "Heaven is My throne and the earth is My footstool. Where then is a

house you could build for Me? And where is a place that I may rest? "For My hand made all
these things, Thus all these things came into being," declares the LORD. "But to this one I will
look, To him who is humble and contrite of spirit, and who trembles at My word.” By practicing
this sense of humility, allowing God to be who He is and be in control of our hearts, we can walk
in the continued filling of the Spirit, as He takes up His residence in us. Those four keys are
summarized by 1)calming our hearts, putting God first in thoughts and actions, 2)cleansing our
conscience, living in brutal honesty, 3)consecrating our wills with a thankful spirit in everything,
and 4)committing our hearts to believing God will do great things with my life as He makes a
way for us.

For the Orphan, life is lived in a numb-numb-ville of not depending on the Holy Spirit,
of forgetting His leading and value, and living in a sense of denial without His leading.
Sons mature as they learn to walk daily in the Spirit’s leading, putting God first, being
brutally honest about sin, and developing an attitude of thanksgiving and making a
decision to believe in the Father’s ability and desire to work in their lives.

7. The Spirit’s presence is not primarily a factor of maturity but of orientation.
In the late 70’s, when I was at Grace Community Church, one of my mentors was Dr.
Fred Barshaw, superintendent of the LA County schools. Dr. Barshaw would demonstrate the
difference in his teachings. People think because they have matured in the Christian faith, and
hung around the church for a many years that they are Spirit filled. I find this to be quite the
opposite. The walk of the Spirit can be illustrated by putting a cup under a waterfall. The
legalist sees God as a faucet. When the individual is demonstrating good behavior, God will turn
on the faucet and allow a drop or two of blessing to drip into the cup. The individual gets a
measure of the Holy Spirit based upon how good he is. The fact is, we are as sons placed IN
the Spirit. God intended for us to be in the flow of His Spirit, and places us in the waterfall,
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surrounded by the falls, and full of the water from the fall. The cup is constantly being filled,
pressed down, shaken together and overflowing. When we are in submission to His Spirit, we
place God first in our lives, we are confessed of our sin, and, like the cup, we are oriented so
the opening is upwards, and can be filled up with all He is. When we have known sin
(unconfessed or habitual) in our lives, when we have not put Him first in the things that we do,
when we do not have a clean or clear conscience, when we have not developed a thankful
spirit, when we’re not believing Him for great things in our lives, then, like the cup, we are
oriented downward towards the world, and there is no opportunity for the Holy Spirit to fill us.
The spirituality is determined by the orientation of the cup.
Now pay attention to this thought: maturity is a statement of capacity. This means that
as we mature the size of our cup gets larger. The capacity of our spiritual hearts becomes
greater as we read the Word and grow in relationship to our Christian lives. We learn what
works and what doesn't. Hence, maturity means the size of my vessel has grown larger, but it
does not mean that I am more spiritual. Look at it this way. Take a new believer whose cup is
oriented upwards in the waterfall so that it is continually being filled. Then, take a five gallon
bucket, representing the more mature believer, who is oriented downwards so that, although he
is in the flow of the Spirit and has the Spirit all around him, he remains filled with the air of the
world because he is orientated towards the world. Now, of the two believers, which one is more
spiritual? Obviously the cup. The cup is filled with Presence of God and the bucket is filled with
the same worldly air as before. This is hard for the legalistic flesh in my heart to hear, but the
truth is, all of my maturity, training and being in the Word means little to nothing if I am not filled
by His Spirit.
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For the Ishmael Orphan recognition and the praise of men are more important,
maturity and position are all about how good I look.
The son learns with the Isaac heart that maturity has little value if one is not oriented
or filled with Father’s Spirit and under His control. Position, titles and recognition
have little value, but the walk of.

C. CHANGE IN NAME / CHARACTER: (HONOR HIS HOLINESS)
Another very important benefit of being a son or daughter of God has to do with the
name that God has given to each of us. In the physical world we live in, each of us typically
receives two names, a name that separates us in the family and a name that identifies what
family we are part of. We receive a family name and that name in most cases is the name of
the father. In God’s family it is no different. In fact what we don’t often remember or realize is
that every name of every family is derived from God’s name. In the key passage of Ephesians 3
that we have taken so much time to develop, we realize that again. This is often overlooked.
Paul writes, “For this reason I bow my knees before the Father, from whom every family in
heaven and on earth derives its name, that He would grant you…” (Eph. 3.14-16a) The Holy
Spirit, as He penned His Word through Paul, emphasized at the very beginning of the passage
the importance of the supremacy of the Father’s Name. Every single family name, every family
in heaven and on earth, derives their name from Father’s Name. Somehow, contingent to the
climactic discussion of Eph. 3.14-21, the Name of God as Father is extremely important. Now,
that name becomes ours.
Jesus shows in His life the importance of the Father’s Name in His thinking. Jesus
prayed, "Father, glorify thy name" (John 12:28). In the context, the subject of discussion was
Christ's death. Jesus wanted God to glorify the divine name through His own life and death.
God's name represents His character, power, authority, and abiding presence.200 Jesus
200

Exodus 6:3-7: 9:16; 23:20-21; I Kings 8:29, 43.
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requested that God's character and presence be revealed through His human life. The life of
Jesus was a statement about living for the name of God. At the end of His life He said, “Now,
Father, glorify Me together with Yourself, with the glory which I had with You before the world
was. I have manifested Your name to the men whom You gave Me…” (John 17.5-7). Here
Jesus states His life was about living to truly reveal God's name; that is, God's character and
presence, to His disciples. Keep reading the passage, and listen to Jesus as He is basically
saying, this is the end of my life, Father, and I have done what You have sent me to do, and as I
go to the cross to give away my life, "I have manifested Your name to the men which You gave
me out of the world. . . . I kept them in thy name. . . . I have declared to them Your name, and
will declare it" (John 17:6, 12, 26). In short, Christ revealed the Father to us by living out His
Name. To put it another way, in Christ the Father has revealed Himself. The priority of Father’s
Name went beyond just mere mention. As Jesus looks to the future regarding His disciples He
said, “I am no longer in the world; and yet they themselves are in the world, and I come to You.
Holy Father, keep them in Your name, the name which You have given Me, that they may be
one even as We are. While I was with them, I was keeping them in Your name which You have
given Me; and I guarded them and not one of them perished but the son of perdition, so that the
Scripture would be fulfilled“(John 17. 11, 12). This was His pattern throughout His Life, as seen
in His words, “I am come in my Father's name.” (John 5:43). The Father chose to reveal
Himself to this world by the name of Jesus, which literally means “Jehovah-Savior” or “Jehovah
Is Salvation.” The Father glorified the man Jesus by investing His name (character, power,
authority, presence) in Him, by leading Him to the cross to die for the sins of the world, and by
raising Him from the dead. Far from manifesting to us a second person of the Godhead
unknown to Old Testament saints, the Son has manifested to us the one, indivisible God for the
purpose of our salvation.
God throughout the history of man has been very protective of His Name as any Father
would.
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"I am the LORD, that is My name ; I will not give My glory to another, Nor My praise to graven
images. (Isa. 42.8) "Therefore behold, I am going to make them know - This time I will make
them know My power and My might; And they shall know that My name is the LORD" (Jer.
16.21). "Therefore say to the house of Israel, 'Thus says the Lord GOD, "It is not for your sake,
O house of Israel, that I am about to act, but for My holy name, which you have profaned among
the nations where you went. (Eze. 36.22)
The fourth of the Ten Commandments, the universally used anti-cussing verse, is “You
shall not take the Name of the Lord your God in vain.” Sadly, whether or not one cusses, is
only a very small part of the scope of this verse. God saw us as His people and as such He
was investing a very important part of Himself in us. We have been given and taken His Name
as our own. That is especially true of the adoption process. Jesus alluded to this as well when
He taught on prayer, “whatsoever you ask in My name shall be done for you that your joy may
be full.”
The Christian operates in another realm when he steps into sonship. He now represents
God and His name. In the future will be a name written on us, the name of our God. As sons we
will have stenciled on us the Name of who we belong to. “He who overcomes, I will make him a
pillar in the temple of My God, and he will not go out from it anymore; and I will write on him the
name of My God, and the name of the city of My God, the new Jerusalem, which comes down
out of heaven from My God, and My new name” (Revelation 3.12).
A name represented several things, but of greatest priority was the character of the
person. Proverbs teaches the value of a name was to be protected. “A good name is to be
more desired than great wealth, Favor is better than silver and gold” (Proverbs 22.1).

Orphans, because of their history, place little value in the name of their Father. There
is no emotional engagement when the Name is mentioned. Instead, they just ignore
the value and meaning of Father’s name and ultimately take His name in vain.
Sons learn to honor and practice reverencing the value of calling God by the name
Father. Their hearts are grieved when they see their Father’s Name dishonored or
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devalued.

1. New Name is given to us to show we are very special in Father’s eyes.
Imagine the importance of receiving a new name for the one who is adopted. My old
name is that given to me by the world, by my earthly father. Paul spoke to this in Ephesians,
“And you were dead in your trespasses sins, in which you formerly walked according to the
course of this world, according to the prince of the power of the air, of the spirit that is now
working in the sons of disobedience. Among them we too all formerly lived in the lusts of our
flesh, indulging the desires of the flesh and of the mind, and were by nature children of wrath,
even as the rest” (Eph. 2.1-4). Sons of disobedience under the influence of the prince of power
of this world, we were children of wrath. Not a pretty picture at all. Imagine then, being on an
auction block, a slave being sold to the highest bidder. Nothing more than a number, with
perhaps a single name, if that. Further imagine having someone step from the crowd and say,
“That one is not a slave at all, he is called by My Name, and he is my son.” This is the kind of
plot that movies are made of, and actually was highlighted heavily in the story of William
Lichtenstein of Gelderlund, in A Knight’s Tale. The story revolves around the main character’s
passion to be a man with a real name, and become a knight. As the story unfolds, the lie is
revealed and he is placed in the stocks for punishment, where he is mocked and has tomatoes
and garbage thrown at him. In a strange turn of events, the King’s son, Prince Edward, steps
from the crowd, and declares William’s name is honorable and he is therefore to be released. In
this moment, the movie captured the power a name carries. We, like William, share the same
fate, entrapped, enslaved, under the wrath of the law of God, caught in sin, mocked and
disparaged, no better than a slave and criminal. We forget this was our previous state. Jesus
steps from the crowd and it is through His Grace, His gift of sacrifice, He presents us to His
Father, where we receive the news that we now have a new name!
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Orphans remain blind to the value of God’s Grace Gift in giving us His Name to wear.
Sons appreciate the incredible value of having a name given to them. They learn to
treasure it deeply in their hearts, refusing to live in a way that wears His Name in
vanity or emptiness.

2. New Name carries the Character and Reputation of the Father to others.
As sons, a spirit of holiness is now living inside our spirits. The Holy Spirit which dwells
inside of us grieves at sin and its consequences. There is a new-born, driving desire to want to
please God, to be like Him, show Him we really care. There is a need to respond back to Him,
to not take sonship for granted, to give as has been given to us. This is quite different from the
orphan whose immoral behavior does not show a concern for eternal value or accountability,
who lives for self and the passions of the flesh. For the orphan it’s all about the present, “what’s
good for me.”
It is the Holy Spirit that transforms us from orphans into sons. Only the Spirit of God can
produce God likeness in us. “As obedient children, do not be conformed to the former lusts
which were yours in your ignorance, but like the Holy One who called you, be holy yourselves
also in all your behavior ; because it is written, "’YOU SHALL BE HOLY, FOR I AM HOLY’" (1
Pet. 1.15-16 )
Only God can produce God stuff in us. It is the Father and Son who place the Spirit
inside us, and it is the Spirit who TRANSFORMS us as we walk by FAITH in Him. Having
received His Spirit inside, holiness then becomes a passion for us. Holiness in our day and age
has become secondary to a lovey-dovey view of God as a mushy, non-judgmental, all-forgiving,
velvet rabbit. Nothing could be further from the truth of who He is. He has not changed, there is
no shifting shadow. He expects His children to live out a representation of who He is. The
natural result of knowing God, and knowing Him more intimately, will be a desire to make Him
and His holiness known to others.
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Orphans remain blind to the reputation and character of Father’s Name. Often in their
own selfish pursuits, orphans become very apathetic, not caring about God’s
Character, His Reputation, or their representation of His Name to the world.
Sons become deeply touched by the importance of Father’s Name. Sons learn to live
in a way that honors His character, His reputation and how He is represented through
them. They genuinely grieve when they blow it.

3. New Name carries with it the authority of the Father.
In Biblical times, a son was given the rights and responsibilities for the business, and he
learned to represent the father’s name in business transactions. The prodigal son, upon his
return, was given a robe, a ring and sandals, signifying the three aspects of a Father’s Name.
The robe was his approval and covering by the father, the ring was the signet or legal authority
and the sandals were only worn by sons of the house. There was an authority that was given
by the father in the life of the son. This will be probably one of the hardest lessons you will have
to learn. But Jesus spoke to it powerfully when He looked Pontius Pilate in the eye and said
this, “You would have no authority over Me, unless it had been given you from above” (Jn.
19.11).

Orphans remain blind to the authority of Father God in their lives. They constantly
strive to assert their own authority through intimidation or control, or derive it from a
horizontal world value appeal to others and possessions
Sons live out of the authority of the Father. They understand that they have no
authority but such as a Father has given. Further they learn not to be intimidated by
horizontal controlling people but rather live in Father’s Presence.

4. New Name carries with it the honor of the Father.
An orphan asks questions like “What will this do for me? How will this profit/increase my
empire?” He is more worried about making a name for himself than he is about how his actions
represent God to others. Sons ask different questions. They think of their Father when
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considering their actions and ask “What will this do for You? How will this profit/increase Your
Kingdom? How will my actions affect You?” They realize often the only way others will see
God is to see Him in His Children and through their actions. People need to be able to see the
Christ who lives within us every day. One of the things a son learns is that his activities are a
reflection of the Father. So true was this and so important is this son reflecting the Father
principle that Jesus would say, “He who has seen Me has seen the Father; how can you say,
'Show us the Father '?” (John 14.9) Jesus lived his life in front of the disciples and those who
saw Him in such a way so that they could literally see the reflection of the Father in Him”. A son
does that. A son gets this and its importance. Living our lives as Jesus lived His we need to
consistently remind ourselves of this high calling. We need to ask the question, “Which Father
am I serving? Which Father do people see reflected in my actions?”
Probably one of the most overlooked and even misinterpreted portions of God’s
relational commandments actually teaches this principle as one of His top 10. Earlier we quoted
this passage but it needs to be looked at much closer because there is a promise or warning
connected to it. God spoke commandment four to court recorder Moses on Sinai saying, “You
shall not take the Name of the Lord your God in vain.” We must understand that this has little to
do with cursing or swearing. In Jewish history the Name of God was to be carefully guarded
and protected. It was to be honored. Often the Name of God was directly connected to His
Glory, His Essence. Isaiah wrote, “I am the Lord that is My Name, I will not give My Glory to
another nor My Praise to graven images.” God identified Himself with His Name, and that Israel
was not to give praise or honor to any other because of Who He is as reflected in His Name.
The importance of keeping God’s name set a part, of keeping God’s Name Holy and sanctified,
never dishonoring it became so great that within just a few short centuries the average Jewish
man or religious leader was not even allowed to speak the name or even write it down. To this
day you will see in Jewish writings hyphens to keep from mentioning the name of God. So that
the word God is written “G-d” or Lord is written “L—d”. While this must have deeply hurt the
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God of Israel who wanted to be personal and have their fellowship, one must respect the
importance Israel placed on the Name of God.
Probably the best way to understand the concept of “you shall not take the Name of the
Lord your God in vain” is to see it in terms of “taking the name” much the same way a wife takes
the name of her husband when they are married. It signifies that she has come into and joined
this man so that they are operating as one representing each other. It is her intention to take his
name and carries it with her for the rest of her life. She signs important documents with his last
name, they buy property together with that name, they are introduced at functions as Mr. and
Mrs. so-and-so with that last name. To put in a business context, they have become a team to
reflect this corporate name together. In the same way we when we become God’s people He is
telling us we have taken on His Name. And in doing so He is saying, you are a part of my team
now, you represent Me, you are wearing My NAME. This becomes even more exemplified in
the life of one who accepts Christ as savior and Lord for in doing so He says we become His
Bride. Amazingly, Jesus refers to His Church as His Bride. He further refers to us as His Body,
that which works out the will of the Head being Christ. We bottom line for good or bad, are a
reflection of His Name.
And there is more. Specifically connected to this forth commandment one finds a very
stern warning from God. ““You shall not take the Name of the Lord your God in vain, for the
Lord shall not leave him unpunished who takes His Name in vain” (Exodus 20.7) Wow. Let
that sink in. God says unequivocally, you take My Name on yourself as My child, My Son’s
Bride… don’t do it lightly because I will not overlook those who live in a way that dishonors My
Name. When that sinks in one feels as sense of Godly fear and accountability. In this day and
age when God is painted as some love muffin, one has to take this verse and allow it to create
in us a sense of being accountable to God. One must wonder at some of the things that God
allows in our lives simply because we have named His Name and lived it in worldly vanity. One
must think through actions and behaviors as having consequences. But in a Father’s house it
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is not a terrible fear that is to impact the son’s or daughter’s heart but a respectful one, knowing
that in His Love He disciplines us as sons and not illegitimate children who have no parentage.

For the orphan spirit there is no recognition of the responsibility to live in a way that
brings honor and respect to the God’s Name, often the orphan doesn’t even
acknowledge the accountability of living as a reflection of God.
For the son there develops a deep sense of concern about how their actions reflect
upon the honor of the Father’s Name, and as love develops a passion for reflecting His
love while also sensing a future reckoning for their behavior.

D. CHANGE IN ACCESS, BOLDLY COME TO A FATHER IN THE POWER OF PRAYER
The brilliant scientist, Sir Isaac Newton, said that he could take his telescope and look
millions and millions of miles into space. Then he added, "But when I lay it aside, go into my
room, shut the door, and get down on my knees in earnest prayer, I see more of Heaven and
feel closer to the Lord than if I were assisted by all the telescopes on earth."201 One of the
amazing miracles of salvation is immediate access to God as Father. What a contrast from the
words of Job, “Behold I go forward, but He is not there: and backward, but I cannot perceive
Him. On the left hand, where He doth work, but I cannot behold Him: He hides Himself on the
right hand, that I cannot see Him” (Job 23:8, 9 KJV). Even the Psalmist wrote of the distance of
God. “Why standest Thou afar off, O LORD? Why hidest Thou Thyself in times of trouble?” (Ps.
10.1 KJV).
Yes, even the Psalmist of Israel knew what it was to feel God’s distance from him and to
be denied conscious access to Him. “How long wilt Thou forget me, O LORD, forever? How
long wilt Thou hide Thy face from me?” (Ps. 13:1 KJV). Of course the pinnacle of rejection and
separation between man and God occurred at the cross where Jesus experienced the greatest
rejection in all of human history as He cried out “ My God, My God why have You forsaken
Me?”(Mt.27:46).
201
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Unfortunately we forget the condemnation and rejection of the Law. We forget the
rejection of the God of the mountain Who in His Holiness said “Stay away… lest you die, “202
who ended the final words of the Old Testament with a curse, "You are cursed with a curse”
(Mal. 3.9). Man's relationship with God was based in fear.
When God sent Christ, the intention was that all of His grace, and all of His truth, would
dwell in that person bodily, for us to see, touch, hear and handle, for in that person was the very
essence of God, the second Person of the Trinity. Christ and His sacrifice, become the new
covenant by which man enters into a new relationship with God. This sacrifice, purchased with
blood, in payment for sin, becomes the foundation for the ‘new’ in New Testament. His ministry
began with the words of His first sermon on the mount. When He opened His mouth, instead of
curses, out came the words, “Blessed are the poor in spirit for… “(Mt. 5.3). It was He who said,
“Come to Me all you who are heavy laden and I will give you rest” (Mt. 11.28) It was Jesus, who
upon His death, became sin for us. As the Father turned away from Him, making Him who knew
no sin to be sin on our behalf, the power of heaven reached out to the Jewish Temple, just a few
short miles away from the place where Jesus died, and tore the curtain before the Holy of
Holies, from top to bottom, forever removing the separation between God and man—a
separation that had existed for thousands of years. The sacrifice of the Son of God was not only
a visible demonstration, but an incredible testimony that the door between God and man, was
now not just open a crack, but instead, had been thrown back and ripped down as God gave
Himself to man again. As a reflection of what took place, the only New Testament word for God
introduced after the death of Christ is Father.
Unfortunately we lose the value of our access to God in the way we have watered down
His Holy character. There is no sense of how amazing this benefit of access is, because we
don’t realize how disqualifying sin really is. When one forgets this, one need only look at the
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cross; for it is only there we begin to understand the depth of sin in the price that was paid. And
then, to turn one’s gaze to the Temple, the Holy of Holies, the place where man was forbidden
to go except by a myriad of purification rituals, was suddenly ripped open as God exposed His
very heart to man, in front of all the grandeur of heaven’s witnesses. The royal court stood still
as Father God opened the door to receive man not as a slave, not as a chosen servant, but as a
child, a son.
The illustration is told of the young child invited to his father’s company. The father
served as the President and Chairman of the Board. The father, wanting to make the visit a
very special event, invited the son to his office on the top floor of the company building. The
secretary, fully aware and part of the pre-arranged meeting, greeted the young son as he came
through the door, “Please have a seat. Mr. So and So is expecting you and I will call to
announce that you are here.” After only a moment’s hesitation, the child replied, as he opened
the door to the President’s office, “Oh forget all that. I don’t need it. That’s my daddy.” Such is a
description of our tremendous privilege in prayer.
Matthew 7 speaks to the heart of a Father in prayer. Sons have learned to intercede for
others. Sons long to spend time in the Presence of the Father. This is one of the most striking
things about Jesus. He longed to pray, He walked in the wilderness to pray, He got away to
pray, He prayed all night. When a crowd would gather our Lord would sometimes leave the
crowd and its acclaim to just to spend time with the Father in prayer.
Orphans feel they have to earn God’s approval, that they are judged on the merit of
how good they are.
Sons have learned their relationship includes the privileged access of a son to a
Father.

1. Our Access is provided for by Christ’s sacrifice through one Spirit.
“[F]or through Him we both have our access in one Spirit to the Father” (Eph. 2.18). We
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need to learn to see ourselves not as those who perform for access and acceptance, but as
those who are accepted, and granted access already. “Therefore being justified by faith we
have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ: by whom also we have access by faith into
this grace” (Rom. 5:1, 2). That access is given to us and is a guarantee of peace between us.
There is no more war between our hearts and God’s. There is no more fearsome angel who
stands at the garden to guard it with a flaming sword.203 “Therefore, since we have a great high
priest who has passed through the heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast our
confession. For we do not have a high priest who cannot sympathize with our weaknesses, but
One who has been tempted in all things as we are, yet without sin. Therefore let us draw near
with confidence to the throne of grace, so that we may receive mercy and find grace to help in
time of need” (Heb. 4.14-16). Two times in this last passage is the word grace is used. Two
times there is a reminder that this pathway of access is paved in grace. Both times it occurs in
the context of sin, temptation and the potential for failure. Our God sympathizes, He
understands, He has been there. I would like to remind us once again of the incredible moment
when Christ's death atoned for our sins, exemplified in the Holy of Holies of the Temple. At the
moment of Christ's death it was observed that the veil in the Holy of Holies where the presence
of God of the Old Testament dwelt was ripped from top to bottom. God was reaching down from
heaven to tear down the veil as a demonstration of the incredible access that had just been paid
by the blood of his beloved Son.

Orphans forget the price of access to God and lose the value of it in their lives.
Sons have learned that access to the Father’s throne, through prayer, is an amazing
miracle of Grace, provided at great expense and available in any circumstance. They
know they are no longer in conflict but at peace with God.
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2. Our Access is based in Sonship as taught by Jesus in “the Lord’s Prayer”
Our access to God as Father was clearly taught by Jesus Christ when He provided His
model prayer for us. Many have called it “the Lord’s Prayer,“ but we would be better instructed
if we viewed it in context as Jesus’ response to the disciples’ request for Him to teach them how
to pray. The wanted to learn the right way, they sought Him out to ask for a model prayer they
could follow. They came asking, and Jesus spoke responding with, “when you pray, pray in this
way”. Jesus didn’t say, “Repeat this prayer; use it repetitiously to get God to do your will.” In
fact, in the passage right before this, Jesus condemns repetition. In teaching this, Jesus was
saying, “Use this as a model. Come with a prepared heart, without using meaningless
repetitions—meaningless because you have placed no thought in the words, you are just
repeating borrowed words over and over. Prepare your heart before you come. Come with a
heart that is not praying to get something.” That was the orphan spirit in the religious leaders,
they prayed to be heard and seen by men. They prayed to impress God with their prayer skills.
I have used this prayer much like a road map or running track using different points of the
prayer as reminders.
To this end it is imperative that we see the model of prayer starts with an
acknowledgement of sonship. How else can this prayer be interpreted. Here were the disciples
who only heard the word Father mentioned but a few times in all of their Old Testament
teachings, now were hearing these words come from their Master Rabbi, “when you pray, pray
this way… OUR FATHER”. That is an access point. Beginning prayer starts with the Father
child relationship. It is a reminder, prayer starts with my relationship to God as “Father” and not
just Father, but “OUR Father.”. Access prior to Christ was simply through the blood of bulls and
goats or through a priest who represented God. Access was shielded by a restrictive temple,
only a few allowed in the front court. Then came an inner room, a Holy Place, a lampstand,
incense and table of bread, but only a select chosen few each year entered. Then came a veil,
floor to ceiling, a separation between the Holy of Holies, the Presence of God, and the one
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seeking to pray. Gone in a moment as they bowed their heads and closed their eyes Jesus
foreshadowing the new relationship, the new access He would die to bring, taught His disciples,
pray this way, Our Father, Our Father. Shocked they might have looked at each other
sideways, and wondered. But they would never forget that day when their Master had said, this
is your new access.

Orphans, Ishmaels forget the whole purpose of Christ was to reintroduce us to a
Father, so for them prayer is not an access but only a way for the flesh to manipulate
the Divine Heart to get what they want, long prayers offered as they speak some holy
pious name they pray, oh Holy Gawd we beseech thee
Sons have received such a gift, covered in the sacrifice of Christ they learn to pray as
one granted amazing privileged access, they are sons and they pray as those who are
speaking from relationship, Father, Our Father, My Father here I am.

3. Our Access to God strengthens our Acceptance as Sons.
Father eagerly anticipates our participation and waits for our coming to Him in prayer.
He longs for our fellowship in prayer. This is, in part, why we were created; that we might have
fellowship with Him and He with us. In the first epistle of John we read, “ What was from the
beginning, what we have heard, what we have seen with our eyes, what we have looked at and
touched with our hands, concerning the Word of Life and the life was manifested, and we have seen
and testify and proclaim to you the eternal life, which was with the Father and was manifested to us
what we have seen and heard we proclaim to you also, so that you too may have fellowship with us;
and indeed our fellowship is with the Father, and with His Son Jesus Christ. These things we write,
so that your joy may be made complete. This is the message we have heard from Him and

announce to you, that God is Light, and in Him there is no darkness at all. If we say that we
have fellowship with Him and yet walk in the darkness, we lie and do not practice the truth; but if
we walk in the Light as He Himself is in the Light, we have fellowship with one another, and the
blood of Jesus His Son cleanses us from all sin” (1 John 1.1-8). It sometimes escapes us that
this passage is talking about fellowship with the Father. John specifically states that his desire in
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proclaiming the good news was so that they might have fellowship with him, and then reminds
them that indeed fellowship is centered in the Father and His Son Jesus Christ. We also note
further down in the passage that if we walk in the light as He Himself is in the light we have
fellowship with one another. It's easy to mistake the fact that the one another refers to fellowship
with God the Father and with His Son, because we assume that just means fellowship with
other members of the body of Christ. Notice that the centrality of the passage is dealing with
fellowship with God. We read in Hebrews that we enter the throne room of Grace with
confidence,204 a sense of acceptance and approval that is part of the gift of Grace itself.
Orphans often feel they can’t pray because God doesn’t accept or approve of them,
that their lives do not measure up and that until they perform in a certain way God will
not accept them.
Sons have learned that prayer is a time of experiencing the acceptance and approval
with Father God in their lives. When Sons fall into sin, they know they can come right
back to the Father and confess their heart and find forgiveness and acceptance.

4. Our Access to God as Father provides a ministry of intercession for sons.
When we look at the priests of the Old Testament we find their responsibilities were
multiple. They were charged to represent God to the people and to take the gifts of His people
and present these sacrifices back to God. The priests of God further petitioned God on behalf
of and with the requests of the people. This second ministry was a ministry of mediation and
intercession. As sons we have been made priests of God. “But you are a chosen race a royal
priesthood…” (1 Peter 2.9) and will be priests in the future “blessed and holy is the one who has
a part in the first resurrection; over these the second death has no power, but they will be
priests of God and of Christ and will reign with Him for a thousand years...” (Rev. 20.6) As sons
we now have the responsibility and privilege of petitioning Him, mediating with Him on behalf of
others.
204
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TEXTBOX

Orphans pray so that they can spend the blessings of God on their own motives and
wants, never understanding the value of praying for the needs of others, and
interceding for their benefit.
Sons have learned that prayer goes beyond self wants and the desire to gain for
themselves. The prayers of sons become a ministry to others, praying for them and
asking for God’s provision in their lives.

5. Our Access to God as Father brings guarantee of the Promises of God.
Again we return to Matthew 7.7-11, "Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and you will
find; knock, and it will be opened to you. For everyone who asks receives, and he who seeks
finds, and to him who knocks it will be opened. Or what man is there among you who, when his
son asks for a loaf, will give him a stone? Or if he asks for a fish, he will not give him a snake,
will he? If you then, being evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how much more
will your Father who is in heaven give what is good to those who ask Him.” Here is a short
listing of the promises of prayer:














Jn. 16:24 "Ask, and you will receive, that your joy may be full."
Mat. 21:22.”...whatever things you ask in prayer, believing, you will receive."
Jer. 33:3 "Call to Me, and I will answer you, and show you great and mighty
things..."
Jn. 14:14 “If you ask anything in my name, I will do it."
Jn. 16:23 “...whatever you ask the Father in My name He will give you."
Jas. 5:16 “The effective, fervent prayer of a righteous man avails much."
Job 22:27...... "You will make your prayer to Him, He will hear you..."
1Jn. 5:14 “Now this is the confidence that we have in Him, that if we ask anything
according to His will, He hears us."
1Jn. 5:15 “And if we know that He hears us, whatever we ask, we know that we
have the petitions that we have asked of Him."
Jn. 14:13 “And whatever you ask in My name, that I will do, that the Father may
be glorified in the Son."
Isa. 55:11 "So shall My word be that goes forth from My mouth; it shall not return
void, but it shall accomplish what I please, and it shall prosper in the thing for
which I sent it."
Jn. 15:7 "If you abide in Me, and My words abide in you, you will ask what you
desire, and it shall be done for you."
Mt. 18:18-19 "Assuredly, I say to you, whatever you bind on earth will be bound
in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven. Again I
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say to you that if two of you agree on earth concerning anything that they ask, it
will be done for them by My Father in heaven."
Jn. 15:16 "You did not choose Me, but I chose you and appointed you that you
should go and bear fruit, and that your fruit should remain, that whatever you ask
the Father in My name He may give you."
Jer. 29:12 “Then you will call upon Me and go and pray to Me, and I will listen to
you."
Isa. 65:24 “It shall come to pass that before they call, I will answer, and while
they are speaking I will hear."
Ps. 91:15 “He shall call upon Me, and I will answer him; I will be with him in
trouble; I will deliver him and honor him."
Ps. 141:2. "Let my prayer be set before You as incense, the lifting of my hands
as the evening sacrifice."

Notice all the promises for forgiveness, for blessing, for changing my life, for changing
others, for deliverance from evil, for healing and for material provision. All of these come as
promises to the child of God.

For the Ishmael Orphan heart, the promises of God have little value unless they are
fulfilled. For orphans, performance demands an answer where faith simply rests in the
wait for God’s provision.
Sons have learned that the promises of prayer are guaranteed to the son, and that by
praying in faith, the answer is on its way even before the prayer has been sent.

6. Our Access to God as Father carries with it the Power of Prayer.
One returns to the message of James 5.16 quoted in multiple translations,
“KJV – “The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much”
RSV – “The prayer of a righteous man has great power in its effects.”
NASB – “The effective prayer of a righteous man can accomplish much.”
NIV- “The Prayer of a righteous man is powerful and effective.”
Wuest’s expanded translation – “The prayer of a righteous person is able to do much.
Amplified Bible – “The earnest [heartfelt, continued] prayer of a righteous man makes
tremendous power available [dynamic in its working].”
We might understand this verse best as “The prayer of a righteous person has much
strength to prevail when it is exercised.”

One cannot begin to recount all of the illustrations of

revivals starting with the book of Acts, which point back to a praying saint or group of saints that
committed themselves to God’s renewal. A lack of faith in God’s power binds His Hands to
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move, “Jesus could do no miracles at Nazareth because of the unbelief of the people. He could
do no miracles there except that He laid His hands upon a few sick people and healed them,
and He wondered at their unbelief” (Mark 6:5-6a). A further statement of the power of prayer
occurs in the context of their inability to cast out a demonic spirit. Jesus provides this as an
example to which He applies the power of prayer. The demon-possessed boy of Matt. 17:14-21
could not be exorcised by the regular methods of the disciples which had been successful.
Jesus said, “This kind does not go out except by prayer and fasting” (Matt. 17.21).

Orphan Ishmaels approach prayer often as a matter of convenience or last resort
when they struggle with the enemy in their lives. Orphans do not realize the power
available to them if they learn to pray,
Sons learn that prayer is Father’s ordained instrument by which He is motivated to act
and His Hands are released to move on behalf of His children.
In the church, Orphans approach prayer, not as the most important asset, but as
another thing that must be done to build their empire. Getting people together to pray
is nothing more than a good thing to do,
Sons learn that prayer is the most important exercise they can engage in, for the true
power of God comes as a response to praying people.

XV.

AMAZING GRACE IN A FATHER’S ADOPTION PART II.
This is continued from our preceding chapter.

A. CHANGE IN PERSPECTIVE OF SELF & OTHERS: (ETERNAL NOT TEMPORAL)
Sons must change their perspective because now they have a new view from a Father’s
eyes. They must develop a new perspective because they start seeing life through Father’s
eyes and loving heart instead of through the horizontal world value system. Jesus challenged
us regarding the value of perspective when He talked about the lamp of the body being the eye.
Specifically in helping us develop a proper perspective of money and things, He said, "Do not
store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust destroy, and where thieves
break in and steal. But store up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust
destroys, and where thieves do not break in or steal for where your treasure is, there your heart
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will be also. The eye is the lamp of the body; so then if your eye is clear, your whole body will
be full of light. But if your eye is bad, your whole body will be full of darkness. If then the light
that is in you is darkness, how great is the darkness!

We are not to view life in terms of

temporary things that pass away. Sons learn to change their perspective and in doing so learn
to not “store up” the stuff that can be destroyed. Perspective is how we see the world and when
one learns to live a son one starts seeing the world through their Father’s eyes. Riches, money,
stuff starts to take on a much less importance as those who surround us take on a greater one.

For the orphan Ishmael, life is about what can be seen and felt in this world. Little
thought is given to the fact that this life is only temporary, or that life is but a training
ground for understanding what the eternal values really are.
The son, Isaac, somehow knows inside that there is something more. Isaacs know that
this life it is not as good as it gets. Sons look forward to and expect heaven and its
glorious grandeur. Sons know that the eternal gain is what counts not the temporary.

1. New perspective starts when I see myself as my Father sees me.
Probably one of the greatest changes that occur in the life of a son is that the goal of his
or her life is to take on the character of the Lord Jesus Christ. The intrinsic nature of our Lord
can be seen in a couple of passages that give us insight into the essence of His heart. In
Matthew 11.34-35 He said to us, “Come to me you who are weary and heavy laden and I will
give you rest. Take My yoke upon you and learn from Me for I am humble (view of self) and
gentle (view of others) and you will find rest for your souls” (comments added). In Phil. 2.3-8 we
get even more insight as we read, “Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but with
humility of mind regard one another as more important than yourselves; do not merely look out
for your own personal interests, but also for the interests of others. Have this attitude in
yourselves which was also in Christ Jesus, who, although He existed in the form of God, did not
regard equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied Himself, taking the form of a bondservant, and being made in the likeness of men. Being found in appearance as a man, He
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humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the point of death, even death on a cross”.
When one looks at the intrinsic character of God one realizes that humility and
unconditional love are driving motives behind what God does.
Ishmael’s work hard at the false humility of thinking less of themselves, or looking out
for number one, they compare themselves to others rather than seeing themselves in
relation to God,
Sons learn that humility is really thinking of that their own desires, pursuits and
interests are not more important than those of others. They compare themselves only
to God and submit to His Sovereignty.

2. New perspective develops when I see others as Father sees them.
As we realize the incredible price paid for us and the sacrifice given by Jesus we realize
how much God loves us. It isn’t long before we begin to realize that love, that very same love,
is focused on other people also, and we begin to have the heart of a Father duplicated in us.
He gave so much; He gave His Son for us. We begin to realize that others also have such a
great value. Someone once told me that there are only three things that last forever, God, His
Word and the souls of people. Everything else will pass away. My perspective begins to
change as I realize everything else is horizontal. What matters is other people. It was Dr.
Howard Hendricks who taught me this principle in one of his series on the family. He made the
statement that we need to teach our children one of two perspectives. We can teach our
children to loves things and use people or we can teach them to love people and use things.
We can see this perspective in so many areas of our lives. It occurs in families when a child
breaks a treasured vase or glass and a self-image gets destroyed in the anger over the loss of a
thing. It occurs in relationships where we fight over some object: who has it, who wants it, who
gets it. We get angry over things and forget the person on the other end of the conflict.
Those who know me know that I am an extremely competitive person. I thrive on that
sense of game and achieving the goal. What I came to realize was there were people on the
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other side of the table with real lives, real hearts, and people who loved them. As Father began
to open my heart in this I began to change. Now winning was not the only goal. And while I still
enjoy the competition I have learned that it is myself that I need to beat and it is others that I
need to build up. Life became fun, because now I’m not using people to love things, I was using
things to love people. This changes the whole playing field.
Ishmael’s place their value in things rather than people. They see people as objects to
be used to accomplish goals and objectives that are temporary rather than eternal.
They constantly use people because they love things
Sons learn that things have relatively little value and only as they relate to being a
blessing to other people. Sons learn use things to help them love people.

3. New Perspective develops of the World and its Value System.
Closely related to the preceding discussion about seeing the value of others, is the
change that occurs to our overall world value system. Our hearts begin to see the lack of value
in the things we do to perform, look good, feel good, get praises from others, try to control and
manipulate, make ourselves feel good, etc. Spending more and more time in a Father’s
presence sons are gently instructed by their Father’s words and example that this world is all
shake-able and passing. Jesus, the Son of God, stated this in Matt 6.19-23 " Do not store up
for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust destroy, and where thieves break in and
steal. But store up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust destroys,
and where thieves do not break in or steal; for where your treasure is, there your heart will be
also. The eye is the lamp of the body; so then if your eye is clear, your whole body will be full of
light. But if your eye is bad, your whole body will be full of darkness. If then the light that is in
you is darkness, how great is the darkness. No one can serve two masters; for either he will
hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to one and despise the other. You cannot
serve God and wealth.” Ishmaels with an orphan spirit are controlled by horizontals.
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Circumstances and people have the power in their lives to make them upset, mad, depressed,
discouraged, frustrated or other things such as this. They live in competition and aggressive
striving; they feed on how they are doing through comparison.

Orphans, Isaacs are controlled by a world value system as their lives are built like
houses on sand, on the system of comparison and competition and aggressive
striving and performance and pretense and possessions.
Sons in the Spirit’s maturing process see life in terms of the vertical, refusing the
values of the world in exchange for the value of knowing God as Father and enjoying
His Presence and Future Reward.

4. New Perspective develops as we learn the Hope of a Father’s House.
When we mature in the truths that guide a child of God there is a paradigm shift in
perspective that naturally occurs. Jesus was very clear just before He left this earth to
specifically state," let not your heart be troubled; believe in God, believe also in me. In my
father's house are many dwelling places; if it were not so, I would have told you; for I go to
prepare a place for you. And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again and receive
you to myself that where I am, there you may be also (John 14. 1-3). Scriptures are filled with
the hope that belongs only to the child of God involving a future that is sealed up for them in
heaven. As one matures in their faith one realizes that this world and its value system are
extremely temporary, and decisions that are made to protect, secure, control, advance,
achieved, and otherwise operate for the accolades of the world value system turn out to be very
empty. We become like that man who shared with me after one of our conferences, “Sadly, I
climbed to the top of the ladder of success only to find at the top it was leaned against the
wrong wall.”
Sons begin to realize the inheritance reserved by God for His child is impossible to
value. This realization begins to control our every action. It has to control actions because this
is what belief is all about.
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Many come to Christ and their minds are still stuck on building up their own portfolios
here on earth. Their lives are entrenched in everything that the world has to offer. Their eyes
can only see the value of their own riches.
It was Jesus who said "Do not store up for yourselves treasures on
earth, where moth and rust destroy, and where thieves break in and steal. But store up for
yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust destroys, and where thieves do not
break in or steal

(Mt. 6.19-20). Jesus further went on to describe the man who foolishly built more barns for
himself so that he could store up more grain, instead of building up riches in godliness, never
realizing that his time on earth was about to end (Luke 12.16-21). It was Jesus’ intention that
this perspective should absolutely change our lives because it changes our thinking. No longer
are we to be invested in the riches of the world, no longer are we to be invested in striving for
achievements, no longer are we to be invested in the competition against one another, because
our inheritance is not in this world. This whole perspective was very well described by a country
singer who said this way, “This world is not my home I'm just a’ passing through, My treasures
are laid up somewhere beyond the blue, the angels beckon me from heaven's open door, and I
can't feel at home in this world anymore. Oh Lord you know I have no friend like you. If
heaven's not my home then, Lord, what will I do?”205 This thought is further expanded by the
apostle Peter who provided this perspective when he stated, “But the day of the Lord will come
like a thief, in which the heavens will pass away with a roar and the elements will be destroyed
with intense heat, and the earth and its works will be burned up. Since all these things are to be
destroyed in this way, what sort of people ought you to be in holy conduct and godliness,
looking for and hastening the coming of the day of God, because of which the heavens will be
destroyed by burning, and the elements will melt with intense heat! But according to His
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promise we are looking for new heavens and a new earth, in which righteousness dwells (2
Peter 2.10-13). This changes our perspective of death.
For the orphan death is the end of everything, it’s the worst that could possibly happen.
While a son recognizes the pain of separation that death causes, he realizes that death is but a
doorway into a place that is much better than living here. When we take this perspective
further, for the son a funeral parlor is really a graduation arena and funerals are really
commencement ceremonies. Paul encapsulated this thought in Philippians 1.21-24 when he
wrote “For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain. But if I am to live on in the flesh, this will
mean fruitful labor for me; and I do not know which to choose. But I am hard-pressed from both
directions, having the desire to depart and be with Christ, for that is very much better; yet to
remain on in the flesh is more necessary for your sake.” One cannot help but sense the tension
in Paul’s voice. His perspective had changed, he had seen heaven and knew what it held for
those who love God and he wanted little to do with the things of earth any more.

The Orphan Isaacs is consumed with the things of the world, he fights to get them,
fights to protect them, and strikes out in anger when something is damaged or broken
or taken away.
The son begins to see through different eyes, because he realizes that his inheritance
has nothing to do with this world, his home is not here, his future is not here and his
portfolio is not here.

Peter said we should always be ready to make a defense for the hope that is within us.
In the inspiration of the Holy Spirit Peter could foresee the need for basing our lives on the hope
that we have in Christ for Heaven.206 It was Jesus who said in John 14.1 “Do not let your heart
be troubled… I go to prepare a place for you.” I had a friend who said to me once, ‘If God could
create the world in six days, imagine what Jesus has been doing over the last two thousand
206
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years.” WOW! All that time in preparation for us as His Bride. He has prepared a place for us.
Frankly it has to be beyond what eye has beheld, ear has heard or any mind could even
conceive.
Someone once said that this is the only taste of heaven the non-believer will ever know
and for the Christian this is the only taste of hell we will ever experience. For the one who is
learning the amazing grace gift of sonship and what it entails, we begin to discover that this life
is not all there is. In fact this life is but a shadow of what is to come. One radio announcer I
knew was fond of saying, “The most exciting five minutes of my life will be the first five minutes
after I die.” And when you really think this through, it is true. We learn to see life as Paul did
when he spoke of the temporary and the permanent in 2 Cor 4.17-18 where he said, “Therefore
we do not lose heart, but though our outer man is decaying, yet our inner man is being renewed
day by day. For momentary, light affliction is producing for us an eternal weight of glory far
beyond all comparison, while we look not at the things which are seen, but at the things which
are not seen; for the things which are seen are temporal, but the things that are not seen are
eternal.” As he faced affliction after affliction and saw his body being destroyed in the cause of
Christ, he was comforted by the perspective that this life is not the reality we are headed for.
This is not heaven; this is not the final destination. Paul would also write in 1 Cor. 2.9,
"THINGS WHICH EYE HAS NOT SEENAND EAR HAS NOT HEARD, AND which HAVE
NOT ENTERED THE HEART OF MAN, ALL THATGOD HAS PREPARED FOR THOSE WHO LOV
E HIM."

Paul also talked about the difference between the natural man (orphan Ishmael) and the
spiritual man (Isaac Son) in the passage in I Cor. 2.14-15 where he stated, in the context of
future blessings, that the natural man cannot see them because they are spiritually appraised.
In the very belief-inspiring account of Baptist Pastor Don Piper in his book “90 minutes in
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heaven”207 he stated that he found himself in a place where he didn’t want to return. In his
powerful and convincing recount of a time when he was absent from his body and with the Lord
in heaven, he couldn’t get over the memory of the joy he felt and the music he heard.
The danger in all this is to become like the man Jesus spoke of in the parable of the
sower and the seeds. As most everyone knows, this parable really is more about the soils than
is about the sower or the seeds themselves. In this parable Jesus identified the unfruitful
person as the one who is more oriented towards the things of this world. He describes this
person in the following manner. "And the one on whom seed was sown among the thorns, this is
the man who hears the word, and the worry of the world and the deceitfulness of wealth choke
the word, and it becomes unfruitful” ( Matt 13.22 ). The worry of the world and the deceitfulness
of wealth choke out all of the good that a man can do simply because his perspective is looking
down instead of up.
Also contained in this idea of heaven is the miracle statement by the Bible that we have
qualified for an inheritance. When one thinks of the term inheritance it typically means a
significant store of wealth or blessing that is passed from one to the other. We note that in
Ephesians “In Him also we have obtained an inheritance, having been predestined according to
His purpose who works all things after the counsel of His will, to the end that we who were the
first to hope in Christ would be to the praise of His glory. In Him, you also, after listening to the
message of truth, the gospel of your salvation having also believed, you were sealed in Him with
the Holy Spirit of promise, who is given as a pledge of our inheritance, with a view to the
redemption of God's own possession, to the praise of His glory” ( Eph. 1.11-14 ). Is it no
wonder that Paul then passionately prays for them, “I pray that the eyes of your heart may be
enlightened, so that you will know what is the hope of His calling, what are the riches of the
glory of His inheritance in the saints” (Eph. 1.18). Here was his heart, KNOW the hope of your
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calling, you are a citizen of heaven, and KNOW the riches of your inheritance. When this
perspective change begins to take root in your heart, your life and conversation reflect the new
sight. Further to this point John writes in his letter “See how great a love the Father has
bestowed on us, that we would be called children of God; and such we are. For this reason the
world does not know us, because it did not know Him. Beloved, now we are children of God,
and it has not appeared as yet what we will be. We know that when He appears, we will be like
Him, because we will see Him just as He is. And everyone who has this hope fixed on Him
purifies himself, just as He is pure” (1 John 3.1-3). Who is responsible for this inheritance?
Jesus can’t give it to us, it is not His to bestow. Only the Father can bestow this kind of
inheritance on His child, “giving thanks to the Father, who has qualified us to share in the
inheritance of the saints in Light” (Col. 1.12).
There is one final verse to consider before our discussion is complete, “Blessed be the
God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who according to His great mercy has caused us to be
born again to a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, to obtain an
inheritance which is imperishable and undefiled and will not fade away, reserved in heaven for
you, who are protected by the power of God through faith for a salvation ready to be revealed in
the last time”(1 Pet.1.3-5).

5. New Perspective that changes our attitude toward Trials / Temptations / Troubles.
As one matures in what their Heavenly Father is trying to teach them, they begin to
realize that trials, temptations and troubles have a different value than they would have
previously thought. For me problems were always a surprise. Because the world meant
everything to me anything that became an obstacle to my possessions or achievements was
overwhelming. It wasn’t until my perspective changed that I began to realize that trials,
temptations and trouble often times is just Father’s way of growing His kids to be like Christ.
For me every trial was an end of the world event. My perspective was bound up in the world.
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Jesus talked about this in his parable on the sower. He stated that the best way to tell the root of
the heart was to see how that person reacted in the face of trials and troubles. In Matthew 13
he states, “The one on whom seed was sown on the rocky places, this is the man who hears the
word and immediately receives it with joy; yet he has no firm root in himself, but is only
temporary, and when affliction or persecution arises because of the word, immediately he falls
away.” Trials and problems have a refining way of showing what is really in the heart. Jesus
talked about the value of true belief, true trust, as one faces trials. In His illustration of the
sower and the seeds that failed the cause was identified as their lack of root (Matt. 13.21 and
Mark 4.17). Because the root was never solid or viable the plant could not survive. We note
how this moves back into our premise from the very beginning of our study that the root
determines the fruit.

The Orphan is consumed with the thought that life is fair, that he deserves a fair shake
and when that doesn’t occur then somehow God has failed or he has failed, and he
becomes angry at God.
The Son sees things through a different perspective, life is not fair and he knows that,
he understands that problems will come, not if, but when, and when they do he has
learned that though life is not fair, misery is optional.

6. New perspective of admonition and correction
Correction, admonition and criticism are a part of life and we have written extensively on this
in the concept of brutal honesty. Sons develop the ability to receive admonition no matter what
the source. Admonition does not mean we are bad or wrong or even on the wrong course
necessarily, it means that someone we know and trust sees something that is a point of
concern. Look at how many times Proverbs talks about discipline, correction and admonition.
Here are just a few of those verses:
 Pro. 12:1 Whoever loves discipline loves knowledge, But he who hates reproof is stupid.
 Pro. 13:1 A wise son accepts his father's discipline, But a scoffer does not listen to
rebuke.
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 Pro. 13:18 Poverty and shame comes to him who neglects discipline, but he who
regards reproof will be honored.
 Pro. 15:5 A fool rejects his father's discipline, But he who regards reproof is sensible.
 Pro. 15:32 He who neglects discipline despises himself, But he who listens to reproof
acquires understanding.
There is a word of caution here. Many times we use our friends as the only people we
trust when in reality our friends may be afraid to tell us the truth about ourselves or may be as
messed up as we are. On the flip side of this are people who exist only to exercise their
criticalness of others. These folks actually believe they have been given a “gift of criticism”
which they use to justify their judgmental spirit. I avoid people who drag me down, who make
me feel heavy in heart. However I search out those of wise counsel, and I weigh the comments
of trusted friends, especially my wife and to a slightly lesser degree, my children. I constantly
give them permission to speak into my life that I may find life. But to value correction is a
perspective that is not easily obtained. The orphan heart is driven to be right and to maintain an
image of right because it is a people pleaser. The orphan can easily develop hurt feelings if he
is corrected and close his spirit to the life God wants for him.

Ishmaels, with their orphan spirit, view admonition and correction as a personal
attack. Any criticism only results in defensiveness and the use of some form of
defense mechanism such as blaming, rationalizing, intimidating or outbursts of anger.
Isaacs with a spirit of sonship learn that admonition, criticism or helpful comments are
life itself. They have learned to listen and see themselves through others eyes
because that is how they grow.

7. New Perspective termed, “LIVE HERE NOW”.
Often, much of our lives are lived with two negative emotions: regret over the past and
worry over the future. We live in the past or we live in the future. While certain aspects of that
have introspective value, it would be like driving a car focusing our eyes at the rear view mirror
or focusing our eyes on the map in our laps. Both are recipes for a major disaster. And then we
wonder why our lives are such car wrecks and no one wants to ride along with us. What a
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wonderful perspective change occurs when we learn the skill of “LIVE HERE NOW.” Live in the
moment. Learn to be concerned about the future. Make plans to honor the Lord, as well as to
learn from the past, but make a specific effort to live in the present. That's what honors God,
and glorifies Him as the great “I am.”

For the orphan Ishmael, life is overwhelmed either by regrets and failures of the past
or with the worries of everything that can go wrong in the future.
Isaacs, with a spirit of knowing they are sons, deal with the past and drop it under the
blood of Christ. They plan for the future then leave those plans in Father’s hands,
knowing Father will provide. They count on His Provision.

Ishmaels spend life worrying about the future, tries to guarantee possessions or the
control of situational outcomes or the manipulation of people. Orphans have to control the
future. When they can’t, then feelings and emotions determine whether it is a good day or a
successful outcome. They have to fight for what they can get, compete to win and gain future
reward. Unfortunately, they never learn that CONTROL IS AN ILLUSION. I am not in control.
I can manage my Father’s resources but I cannot control others and the harder I try the further I
mess it up. The son knows control is an illusion and so he masters the concept of “Let Go and
Let God.” He learns to live life based on vertical thinking and not horizontal results.

For the Orphan Ishmael, life is about control: controlling situations, circumstances,
people and results. Too late they learn the lesson of the grain storage fool who after
so much gathering and storing died anyway.
Isaacs learn to live life Vertically instead of Horizontally and as such do not find
themselves emotionally controlled by life events and other people. They remain at
peace.

8. New Perspective of the Church.
For the orphan, church, a place that was intended for the honoring and pleasure of God,
becomes about empire building and a stronghold for the spirit of religion. The orphan Ishmael,
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by his very nature, focuses on rules, regulations, requirements, rituals, rites, responsibilities,
and restrictions. Religion is man-made. Religion is what man does for God. Religion is man’s
search for God whereas grace is actually God's search for man. Religion is man trying to climb
up the ladder of his own self-righteousness or self-works, with the hope of meeting God on the
topmost rung if enough hard work is done. The religious spirit emasculates a man with rules, no
negative emotions, no swearing, you cannot fail, everybody is hiding, wearing a mask, looking
down on others, comparing, striving, looking really good on the outside, never violating the
code, no one getting free. It turns church into a place of perfection, where a man measures his
insides by comparison to another man’s outsides. The religious spirit and the empire always
want to take over the orphan at church so that it becomes about competition to control the
empire and protect the empire and about getting enough money every week to feed the empire.
For the son the perspective starts to change as he begins realize the Holy Spirit is
speaking directly to him and saying if there is any empire thinking left in you it will have to die.
How often a loving Father tries to show the value of a crucified flesh. He is searching for
someone to whom He can say, “ I want this totally out of you ” If the orphan spirit is not
displaced, there arises the spirit of religion and empire building, a secular church with names
such as Concert Christianity, Church Inc., Club Church, Consumer Christianity, Culture
Christianity and Six Flags over Jesus.
Pastors and leaders push hard to apply the principles of business to the ministry of the
Spirit, as if Father could be a business. To some degree much can be learned from the
efficiencies of a business model, but the orphan doesn't realize it’s all about Him and he
continues to build a business.
Sadly, in the spirit of religion, the gospel preached today would not have enough sin in it
to crucify Jesus, because it offends no one, confronts no one, and requires no one to
repentance as a foundation, so the flesh arrives at the Cross in Consumer Christianity very
much alive. It is never crucified. The Church today wants to be liked rather than be authentic.
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It’s all about event thinking, and flesh appeal, all about externals and show. The orphan looks
for the latest concert or the new pastor in town or on TV, drawn to the wind, the fire, the earth
shaking teaching. Evangelism then becomes more about an appeal to the flesh and the
message becomes, Christ came to make us better and give us a better life. To which Paul
would say, may it never be. The orphan does not see that lifestyle fruit is the best way to tell if
there is true belief.

For the Ishmael the church is about an event, an organization, and the glorification of
an individual.
For the son, Isaac, the church is the body of Christ, not an organization but an
organism, not a business to be sold but a bride to be presented, not about numbers
but about growth.

B. CHANGE IN PURPOSE AND MISSION (FINDING PURPOSE AND MISSION IN A FATHER’S LOVE)
Years ago the widely popular book by Rick Warren hit book shelves across the world by
a storm. Total sales have numbered in the millions, people excited to read the contents of the
pages. Warren’s book provided a sense of hope through insights into Biblical purpose and if
nothing else demonstrated that people are hungry to know why they are here, what larger
purpose they may play on the planet. Warren writes, “The search for purpose in life has
puzzled people for thousands of years. That’s because we typically begin at the wrong starting
point, ourselves. We ask self-centered questions like what do I want to be? What should I do
with my life? What are my goals, my ambitions, and my dreams for my future? But focusing on
ourselves will never reveal our life’s purpose. The Bible says, ‘It is God who directs the lives of
his creatures; everyone’s life is in His power.’ Contrary to what many popular books, movies,
and seminars tell you, you won’t discover your life’s meaning by looking within yourself. You’ve
probably tried that already. You didn’t create yourself, so there is no way you can yourself what
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you were created for. ”208

The Ishmael at heart believes that he can find his source of meaning and purpose
within himself, apart from a Creator, within a world value system that he gives
authority to, to tell him whether he has value or not.
The son approaches life with a sense of purpose that is derived outside himself, since
he didn't create himself there is no way that he can establish a purpose in life apart
from his Creator.

1. The Purpose of a Son is “To Glorify God and enjoy Him forever”
The Westminster Shorter Catechism (also known simply as the Shorter Catechism) was
written in the 1640s by Scottish and English theologians. Its first premise was the question,
“what is the chief end of man,” to which the answer was given, “to glorify God and enjoy Him
forever.” Taught to children and adults for centuries, nothing has ever been given as an
improvement to that statement. It was intended to be an all-encompassing purpose statement.
This can only be accomplished when one begins to realize their relationship to God the Son. If
we simply limit the statement to "glorify God" then we simply have obedience like a robot. If we
emphasize "enjoy him" then we have nothing more than unbridled emotional pleasure. It's the
two combined together that provides the guidelines for the normal Christian life.
Glorifying God includes receiving His law in every way that it was intended. Furthermore
receiving His love causes joy in the heart of child and that also glorifies God. The sense of
purpose found in honoring and glorifying God provides a reason to get up in the morning. It also
provides the opportunity to live as John Piper would say, a Christian hedonist, one who's
learned to look for joy.

For the orphan there is no purpose outside of self. Living for the glory of another
does not fit in the equation. The modified version of this is giving glory to God but
208
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doing things from a self-honoring motivation.
Sons make it their life purpose to honor and enjoy God in every way possible,
knowing that this is the reason they exist and the privilege that they enjoy. This
perspective changes their whole outlook on life.

2. The Purpose of a Son begins with Honoring God as his Father.
My mission is derived from or outlines my purpose.

While a purpose statement

summarizes why I do this or that, a mission statement summarizes how I intend to do it, usually
through as statement of objectives or goals. My mission in life (what I will do) must grow out of
my purpose in life (why I do it). I love to remind myself I am a human being not a human doing.
As a human doing it’s all about what I do. As a human being it’s more about the why, why I
exist. Why I am who I am must be the drive behind what I am doing. Otherwise I am
anesthetizing myself with great actions, passing time without a cause for what I do. When we
look at sonship, having a Heavenly Father completely changes everything about what I do
because He changes my reason for being; He changes my purpose for why I exist, why I am. If
my purpose is to glorify God and enjoy Him forever, then my mission will specifically outline the
goals and objectives of how I intend to accomplish that. Since my purpose is to glorify God then
my mission must define what I intend to do to honor God. There is no better way to honor Him
than making a commitment to put God first in everything. This was the intention behind the
teaching of Jesus when He answered the question “What is the greatest commandment?” He
replied, "The foremost is, 'HEAR, O ISRAEL! THE LORD OUR GOD IS ONE LORD AND YOU
SHALL LOVE THE LORD YOUR GOD WITH ALL YOUR HEART, AND WITH ALL YOUR
SOUL, AND WITH ALL YOUR MIND, AND WITH ALL YOUR STRENGTH'” (Mark 12.29, 30).
If I wish to glorify God then my mission statement must encompass the foremost

commandment of Christ. My mission in life as a son is to put God first in my thinking, my time,
my attitudes, my finances, my associations and my actions: to love Him with all my heart, soul,
mind and strength.

My mission as a son is to bring honor to my Father in how I think, what my
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attitude is and how I act. It is amazing to see this at work in the life of Jesus. One never sees
Him worrying about how to launch a worldwide ministry, or how to turn water into wine, or what
healings to do today, or how to respond to the sickness of religion in His time, but rather Jesus
simply lived to be a great son. His mission was to put God first in all He did and in doing so to
glorify Him. This was His mentality to such a degree that at the end of life He states, “I glorified
You on the earth, having accomplished the work which You have given me to do” (John 17.4).
Imagine being able to arrive at the end of your life and truthfully say “I lived my life well because
I honored You Father in everything I did.” For Jesus, life was simply lived by being a great son.
In contrast, the Ishmael finds purpose by being driven to find self-fulfillment and selfsatisfaction through the things he does, accomplishes, achieves, the people he knows, the
names he drops, the power he has over others, things or circumstances, the standard of
measure he attains in how he look to others or to himself.
The Orphan’s mission becomes a list of objectives as a reflection of self, to express
purpose in terms of worldly goals and values, and to set a course to achieve those
goals as a measure of success.
The son realizes that he is simply called to be a great son who honors His Father by
putting Him first in his thoughts and actions and the works that he does.

3. The Purpose of a Son includes Honoring his Father in a thankful attitude.
Romans 1 provides an interesting insight into those who are described as ungodly. It
describes them as those who knew God yet did not honor Him nor give Him thanks. “For the
wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men who
suppress the truth in unrighteousness, because that which is known about God is evident within
them; for God made it evident to them. For since the creation of the world His invisible
attributes, His eternal power and divine nature, have been clearly seen, being understood
through what has been made, so that they are without excuse. For even though they knew
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God, they did not honor Him as God or give thanks, but they became futile in their speculations,
and their foolish heart was darkened” ( Rom 1.18-21).
Sometimes we approach God with a sense of entitlement but Jesus spoke to that when
He said, “which of you having a slave plowing or tending sheep, will say to him when he has
come in from the field, ‘come immediately and sit down to eat’? but will he not say to him,
‘prepare something for me to eat, and properly clothe yourself and serve me while I eat and
drink; and afterward you may eat and drink.’ He does not thank the slave because he did the
things which were commanded, does he? So you too, when you do all the things which are
commanded you, say, ‘we are unworthy slaves’ we have done only that which we ought to have
done” (Luke 17.7-10).
An attitude of thankfulness comes out of learning to stop comparing ourselves to
another’s perceived success and learning that our lot in life is no better than a slave.
Comparison with others is the rocket fuel of shame and it is breaking the tenth commandment
involving coveting. Thanksgiving recognizes my place in Father’s house and gives thanks for it.
And it does so without another thought of “wow, I’m so much better because I can give thanks
when I don’t have as much as others, so God must really be glad about me.” This too is
another form of pride in how humble I am.
TEXTBOX
The orphan lives in a world of comparison and self-justification and finds reasons to
complain, to forget to be thankful and to develop a non-appreciative attitude, so
dishonoring the Father.
A son develop a thankful heart knowing that he deserves a slave’s treatment and yet is
still privileged to be called a son.

4. The Purpose of a son includes submission to a Father in obedience.
In John 15, Jesus brought this out in His teaching involving bearing fruit. He said, “This
is to my Father's glory, that you bear much fruit, showing yourselves to be my disciples. As the
Father has loved me, so have I loved you. Now remain in my love. If you obey my commands,
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you will remain in my love, just as I have obeyed my Father's commands and remain in His love”
(John 15.8, 9). Jesus taught us that abiding in the Presence of God, in His love, entailed a
willingness to listen to and obey His Words, His commands. There is a certain submission that
separates a son from a usurper, because the son senses his responsibility to be submissive to
his Father's authority. It becomes the mission of the son to do the Father's will.
In our home, when I wanted to have a specific task done that would improve how our
home looked, I might assign my son to mowing the lawn. When my son mowed the lawn to a
large degree he became the flesh through which my will was performed. My son would flesh
out his father’s desires. To the same degree as a son of my heavenly Father I now flesh out His
will through my life. I do that when I am obedient to the Father's commands. I am being
submissive to Him. Interestingly, if one breaks down the word, submission, into its component
parts, “sub” meaning below or underneath and “mission” referring to and an agenda or an order
then “submission” literally means that my mission is sub or below my Father’s mission.
Correspondingly, the Greek word from which we get submission is made up of a combination of
two words huppo (underneath) and tasso (to order or stand).

So I willingly order myself under

another. In this case I stand under my Heavenly Father.
Jesus becomes our perfect example of submission as seen in this written description of
Him, “Therefore, when He comes into the world, He says, "SACRIFICE AND OFFERING YOU
HAVE NOT DESIRED, BUT A BODY YOU HAVE PREPARED FOR IN WHOLE BURNT
OFFERINGS AND sacrifices FOR SIN YOU HAVE TAKEN NO PLEASURE. THEN I SAID,
'BEHOLD, I HAVE COME (IN THE SCROLL OF THE BOOK IT IS WRITTEN TO DO YOUR
WILL, O GOD.' After saying above, "SACRIFICES AND OFFERINGS AND WHOLE BURNT
OFFERINGS AND sacrifices FOR SIN YOU HAVE NOT DESIRED, NOR HAVE YOU TAKEN
PLEASURE in them" (which are offered according to the Law), then He said, "BEHOLD, I HAVE
COME TO DO YOUR WILL." (Hebrews 10.5-9)
TEXTBOX
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The Ishmael spirit sees obedience as something to dodge, sidestep, rationalize or
produce by force.
For the Isaac, obedience is not a duty, but a delight, not a job done but a joy lived, not
a performance but a presence, not a requirement but a response in love to Him,
subject to the Father of Light and Life.

5. The Purpose of a son is to represent his Father in the things he does.
Once we become Sons we begin to realize that we’re no longer doing things out of our
own motives and source, but that our lives reflect the fact that we belong to a family that's larger
than ourselves. We belong to the Father’s family. Our actions point back to the Father of the
household to whom we belong. This was especially true in the New Testament times from
which the illustration of Sonship is taken. A son's actions had a direction reflection on the father
that he served. How clearly this is presented by Jesus in His sermon on the mount when He
said our lives need to shine in such a way that they will point backwards to the Father, directly
reflecting honor to Him. "You are the salt of the earth; but if the salt has become tasteless, how
can it be made salty again? It is no longer good for anything, except to be thrown out and
trampled underfoot by men. You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill cannot be hidden;
nor does anyone light a lamp and put it under a basket, but on the lampstand, and it gives light
to all who are in the house. Let your light shine before men in such a way that they may see
your good works, and glorify your Father who is in heaven (Matt. 5.12-16). Paul said it this way,
“whether then you eat or drink or whatever you do, do all to the glory of God” (1 Cor. 10.31).
For the son, his mission statement must include that his whole life is to be lived in such a way
so it brings honor to his Father.
TEXTBOX
The Ishmael who lives by the world’s standards bases his actions on the questions
“how will this honor me or make me look good before others? What will this do for
me?
The Isaac who lives by faith asks the question “how will this honor my Father and how
will this make my Father look good to others? What will this do for YOU, Father?”
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6. The Purpose of a son includes glorifying a Father in the midst of trials
We bring glory to God when we bear up under temptation, trials and troubles. Here is
how the apostle Peter described it, “In this you greatly rejoice, even though now for a little while,
if necessary, you have been distressed by various trials, so that the proof of your faith, being
more precious than gold which is perishable, even though tested by fire, may be found to result
in praise and glory and honor at the revelation of Jesus Christ” (1 Peter 1.6-7). Sometimes in
the midst of a trial which seems to be going on for too long, it is hard to remember that the “little
while” is controlled by a loving Father. But that same Father will not allow us to be overloaded
beyond what we can bear.
This spiritual principle is illustrated in the life of Samuel Plimsoll 209 who in the middle
1800’s championed the cause of local seamen who were risking their lives unnecessarily by
sailing ships that were intentionally overloaded, and over insured, because the owners believed
that even though they lost one third of the vessels before they reached the port they could still
make up the difference in the overall profit. While this may have worked for the ship-owners it
was quite disheartening for those that sailed, especially if they were on the one third that went
down because it was overloaded. Sam Plimsoll directed his efforts toward getting the “coffin
ships” unseaworthy and overloaded vessels, often heavily insured, regulated. He developed a
line that could be seen from the shore that demonstrated how deep the boat drafted whether it
was loaded to capacity or dangerously overloaded. This Plimsoll line is on every sailing ship to
this day. Spiritually this principle can be applied to the Christian that faces trials in four ways.
a. Every Christian has a Plimsoll line established by their Creator who, since He created us
specifically, knows us intimately.
b. God will not allow His child to be overloaded beyond their capacity. “[F]or God is faithful who
will not allow us to be tempted beyond that which we are able but with the temptation will
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provide a way of escape also that you may be able to endure it”(1 Cor. 10.13). It is the
faithfulness of God that determines the weight we are asked to carry.
c. No one can see the Plimsoll line when standing on the deck. The line can only be seen by
someone standing on the shore. The same is true with the Christian. As he endures trials,
troubles or temptations, he does not know where his Plimsoll line is.
d. Now the greater importance in all of this is found in the ship that honors, glorifies, and profits
the owner the most. A ship who carries nothing or who has a lightweight burden to carry brings
very little profit to the owner. But the ship who is loaded to its capacity, carrying everything it
was built to bear brings the greatest honor and profit to its owner. When we bear up under trials
and burdens at the capacity for which God intended us we bring the greatest glory to Him.
We give glory to God when we deal with trials and problems. He is honored as we place
Him first even before what we do.
TEXTBOX
For the orphan, the Ishmael, facing trials, carrying a burden for Christ, is always done
with complaints like “Poor me, I just can't make it any further, I just don't know how to
deal with this, why would God allow this to happen to me?”
For the Isaac, the son, there is a sense of mission because he understands that his
purpose is to honor and glorify his Father by carrying well all the responsibilities that
He may have assigned him for a “little while.”

7. The Purpose of a son includes honoring God in persecution.
Further to the point made above, a son not only glorifies God in the trials that he carries
but in the persecution he may face from others. Peter said it so clearly to his readers suffering
intense persecution. Time and again he taught that we are doing what we do not for man but
for the honor of God.

“Beloved, do not be surprised at the fiery ordeal among you, which

comes upon you for your testing, as though some strange thing were happening to you; but to
the degree that you share the sufferings of Christ, keep on rejoicing, so that also at the
revelation of His glory you may rejoice with exultation. If you are reviled for the name of Christ,
you are blessed, because the Spirit of glory and of God rests on you. Make sure that none of
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you suffers as a murderer, or thief, or evildoer, or a troublesome meddler; but if anyone suffers
as a Christian, he is not to be ashamed, but is to glorify God in this name” (1 Peter 4.12-16).
Not only does the son glorify his Father when he endures persecution, but even more
good things can happen through our Godly reaction to such mistreatment. Peter outlined this
when he said, “Keep your behavior excellent among the Gentiles, so that in the thing in which
they slander you as evildoers, they may because of your good deeds, as they observe them,
glorify God in the day of visitation”(1 Peter 2.12). When we are persecuted and we bear up
under it, those who have witnessed it will, by choice or not, glorify God when every knee shall
bow and tongue confess Him as Lord.210
In returning to our passage in Galatians regarding Ishmaels and Isaacs, we are
reminded that persecution does not always come from those outside the church, but rather can
come from those who are considered a part of the family of God. Paul pointed to this when he
said “And you brethren, like Isaac, are children of promise. But as at that time he who was born
according to the flesh persecuted him who was born according to the Spirit, so it is now also”
(Gal 4.28). Sometimes the greatest of pain can be inflicted by those who are supposed to be
part of the family of God. Yet as we endure being put down, being mocked, enduring malicious
action against us for no reason, we are bringing honor, in essence pointing the finger back to
God. There will come a time in the day of visitation when those actions that we have endured
will be accounted for. We are assured by Scripture we will be rewarded for every pain,
suffering, put down, backstabbing, manipulation, and injury that occurred to us. Jesus taught
us,
“Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness' sake, for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven. Blessed are you when others revile you and persecute you and utter all kinds of evil
against you falsely on my account. Rejoice and be glad, for your reward is great in heaven, for
so they persecuted the prophets who were before you .211
210
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In fact, persecution is promised to those that belong to Him, “Indeed, all who desire to
live godly in Christ Jesus will be persecuted” (2 Tim 3.12).

TEXTBOX
For the Ishmael orphan spirit persecution represents something to be avoided, to
sidestep by always going with the flow, with the path of least resistance, to not make
waves and to question God when persecution arises.
The son knows that persecution is coming. He knows that flesh will always persecute
faith. He expects it, and rejoices that God has provided him the opportunity to honor
his Father in the process.

8. The Purpose of a Son includes Life of Submission to others as those in authority over
us.
Submission is by definition becoming dependent upon or getting underneath another
and lifting up. We also glorify God when we engage in the very hard task of learning to be
submissive to others, whether those in authority over us, those that we are in relationship to as
peers, or those who are under our authority. So many passages point to this principle: 1
Timothy 2, 1 Peter 2, Ephesian 5 (submit to one another) and Phil. 2.1-4. There are two
Scriptures which speak specifically to this issue. In an amazing statement of leadership, Jesus,
in His trial before Pilate, does not deny Pilate’s authority over Him, but rather states “you would
have no authority over me but such as it has been granted to you from above” ( John 19.11 ).
Submission means I have adopted the interests of another. Far from being some wimpy
thing, it is the noble and honor laden commitment to give grace to another. And grace-giving is
what the Father does. "You younger men, likewise, be subject to your elders; and all of you,
clothe yourselves with humility toward one another, for GOD IS OPPOSED TO THE PROUD,
BUT GIVES GRACE TO THE HUMBLE. Therefore humble yourselves under the mighty hand of
God, that He may exalt you at the proper time, casting all your anxiety on Him, because He
cares for you"(1 Peter 5.5-7).
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TEXTBOX
Orphans, Ishmaels who live life based on the flesh, live life subject to the Father of Lies,
to the flesh and therefore to that which is death.
Sons, Isaacs, live their lives with the knowledge of the Father of Light and Life and as
they subject themselves to Father’s authority, His Will, His Agenda, even as it comes through
others, they find LIFE!

9. The Purpose of a son is to enjoy God as Father.
The spirit of a son is in a journey to bring honor to God because that is the purpose of
his existence. But there is so much more. The essence of all this is the joy that we receive
when we function as God intended. Nor is the seeking of that joy in His Presence forbidden,
rather it is commanded. We are to seek His joy! The child of God realizes his lineage is in a
Father’s Love and Presence. Thanks to that relationship he now finds peace in whatever
circumstances he experiences because his sense of well-being is not horizontally dependent.
He is not forced to be drawn into the emotional hooking of the world value system. Like Paul
the apostle, he knows the secret of having or not having things. He finds joy in life and
relationships through a heart re-centered vertically in grace. The joy of the Fatherhood of God,
that he has found a place in His heart, now drives him and motivates him. That, according to
John Piper, is the essence of being a Christian Hedonist as he writes: “I do not come to the
Bible with a hedonistic theory of moral justification. On the contrary I find in the Bible a divine
command to be a pleasure-seeker that is, to forsake the two-bit, low-yield, short-term, neversatisfying, person-destroying, God-belittling pleasures of the world and to sell everything "with
joy" (Matthew 13:44) in order to have the kingdom of heaven, and thus "enter into the joy of your
Master" ( Matthew 25:21,23). In short, I am a Christian Hedonist not for any philosophical or
theoretical reason, but because God commands it… I do not say that the relationship between
love and happiness is this: "true happiness requires love." This is an oversimplification that
misses the crucial and defining point. The distinguishing feature of Christian Hedonism is not
that pleasure-seeking demands virtue, but that virtue consists essentially, though not only, in
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pleasure-seeking. The reason I come to this conclusion is that I am operating here not as a
philosophical hedonist but as a Biblical theologian and pastor who must come to terms with
divine commands
• to "love mercy" (not just do it, Micah 6:8),
• to "show mercy with cheerfulness" ( Romans 12:8),
• to suffer loss "with joy" in the service of prisoners ( Hebrews 10:34),
• to be cheerful giver ( 2 Corinthians 9:7),
• to make our joy the joy of others ( 2 Corinthians 2:3),
• to tend the flock of God willingly and eagerly ( 1 Peter 5:2), and
• to keep watch over souls "with joy" (Hebrews 13:17).
When you reflect long and hard on such amazing commands, the moral implications are
stunning. Christian Hedonism attempts to take these divine commands with blood-earnestness.
The upshot is piercing and radically life-changing: the pursuit of true virtue includes the pursuit
of the joy, because joy is an essential component of true virtue.”212 John Piper further goes on
to say “And if our Father's heart is full of deep and unshakable happiness, we may be sure that
when we seek our happiness in him we will not find him "out of sorts" when we come. We will
not find a frustrated, gloomy, irritable Father who wants to be left alone, but instead a Father
whose heart is so full of joy it spills over onto all those (Christian Hedonists) who are thirsty.”213
A son is given to, no more than that, a son is commanded to seek His Father’s joy.
This was an amazing revelation and Jesus provides insight into this when He stated, “Therefore
you too have grief now; but I will see you again, and your heart will rejoice, and no one will take
your joy away from you. In that day you will not question Me about anything. Truly, truly, I say
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to you, if you ask the Father for anything in My name, He will give it to you. Until now you have
asked for nothing in My name; ask and you will receive, so that your joy may be made full”
(John 16.22-24). So that your JOY may be made full. Not just ask to advance the kingdom, not
just ask to do the Father’s Mission, not just ask to press forward, but ask, pray, petition, in His
Name THAT YOUR JOY MAY BE MADE FULL. We as Christians are to be the expression of
the Joy of the Almighty. We are Sons and Daughters of a Father who loves us intimately. We
have found HOME.
TEXTBOX
For the orphan, Ishmael, life is about pursuing happiness or feeling guilty because
they have been happy, and that happiness is always tied to a world value system of
achieving or obtaining something.
For the son, Isaac, joy becomes a commanded pursuit. This joy is found in the
Presence of a loving Father who is full of Joy. One cannot help but have it when
standing or sitting in His Presence.

So The Mission Statement of a son is: My purpose in life is to glorify God and enjoy Him
forever by:


Honoring God as my Father



Putting Him first in my thoughts, actions, and the works that I do



Developing an attitude of thankfulness in life for who He is and what He is doing.



Understanding the value of being subject to the will of God



Giving honor to the Father in the midst of trials and temptations



Giving honor to God in the midst of persecution



Understanding the value of being in submission to others and their interests.



AND ENJOYING HIM FOREVER!
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C. CHANGE IN MINDSET AND MANAGING RELATIONSHIPS
1. Sons are no longer owners but rather managers.
When one boils everything down that exists on this planet, or in the universe, none of us
owns anything. Only God and God alone can make the claim that He owns something. We
read, “All things were created, both in the heavens and on the earth, visible and invisible,
whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities-all things have been created by him and
for him” (Col. 1.16). "[T]he earth is the Lord's and all that it contains, the world, and those who
dwell in it" (Ps. 24.1). Everything created was created by God. And it was created not for me
but for Him. Furthermore, the earth is the Lord’s, none of us own it. We don’t even own
anything in it. So it is safe to say that nothing, really, belongs to anyone, for it all belongs to
God. I don’t even own my name. Our central core passage, Ephesians 3.14-21 in verse 14
actually speaks to this issue directly. There it says God is the Father from whom all families
derive their name. So I don’t even own my name. I really own nothing, and have only those
things that have been given to me by God.
As sons we come to that place where we understand that God has allowed us, or gifted
us, with some wonderful gifts. We learn to resist the fleshly temptation to consider ourselves
the entitled owners of the things we have. We remember that possessions are given as gifts
from a loving Father and can simply be taken away. A child thinks in terms of my room, my
house, my car, my yard, but in truth it actually doesn't belong to the child, but to the parent. In
very much the same way we may think that where we stay, what we have, who we are, the
name we carry, what we are given, are all stuff we own or possess, but the truth is, they are not
ours at all. We simply hold them until we must give them back to their owner. The parable
Jesus taught concerning the talents brings this point home. "For it is just like a man about to go
on a journey, who called his own slaves and entrusted his possessions to them. To one he
gave five talents, to another, two, and to another, one, each according to his own ability; and he
went on his journey. Immediately the one who had received the five talents went and traded with
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them, and gained five more talents. In the same manner the one who had received the two
talents gained two more. But he who received the one talent went away, and dug a hole in the
ground and hid his master's money. Now after a long time the master of those slaves came
and settled accounts with them. The one who had received the five talents came up and
brought five more talents, saying, 'Master, you entrusted five talents to me. See, I have gained
five more talents. His master said to him, 'Well done, good and faithful slave. You were faithful
with a few things, I will put you in charge of many things; enter into the joy of your master.’ Also
the one who had received the two talents came up and said, 'Master, you entrusted two talents
to me. See, I have gained two more talents.' His master said to him, 'Well done, good and
faithful slave. You were faithful with a few things, I will put you in charge of many things; enter
into the joy of your master.' And the one also who had received the one talent came up and
said, 'Master, I knew you to be a hard man, reaping where you did not sow and gathering where
you scattered no seed. 'And I was afraid, and went away and hid your talent in the ground. See,
you have what is yours.' But his master answered and said to him, 'You wicked, lazy slave, you
knew that I reap where I did not sow and gather where I scattered no seed. 'Then you ought to
have put my money in the bank, and on my arrival I would have received my money back with
interest. 'Therefore take away the talent from him, and give it to the one who has the ten
talents.' For to everyone who has, more shall be given, and he will have an abundance; but
from the one who does not have, even what he does have shall be taken away. Throw out the
worthless slave into the outer darkness; in that place there will be weeping and gnashing of
teeth (Matt 25.14-30).
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For the orphan, Ishmael, life is lived without any sense of having to give an accounting
to a Creator, even though they may espouse some religiosity,
The son, Isaac, lives by faith. He realizes that ultimately he will give an account to a
father who has entrusted him with specific gifts and talents. His life is lived knowing
that there is a certainty of accountability.

2. Sons learn to manage things rather that own or control them.
For the Ishmael there is a driving motivation, a compulsion, to protect, defend and
control everything around them. This stems from the belief that they are owners and in control
of their stuff. There is a sense of standing up for their rights and fighting to control their
environment. They have to get more stuff, and then they stack it, store it, secure it, protect it,
fight for it, take it with them, stuff it away and so on. When one adopts a Sonship mentality
there is a new sense of being a manager of the things given to you by a loving Father. No
longer trying to protect what we don’t own, control what is not ours, defend what doesn’t belong
to us, there is just a sense of responsibility to manage it. This concept is brought out in so many
passages in Scripture, but probably none as poignant as the illustration Jesus gave about the
rich man who ultimately became a fool. “Someone in the crowd said to Him, ‘Teacher, tell my
brother to divide the family inheritance with me.’ But He said to him, ‘Man, who appointed Me a
judge or arbitrator over you?’ Then He said to them, ‘Beware, and be on your guard against
every form of greed; for not even when one has an abundance does his life consist of his
possessions.’ And He told them a parable, saying, ‘The land of a rich man was very productive.
And he began reasoning to himself, saying, 'What shall I do, since I have no place to store my
crops?’ Then he said, ‘This is what I will do: I will tear down my barns and build larger ones,
and there I will store all my grain and my goods. And I will say to my soul, ‘Soul, you have many
goods laid up for many years to come; take your ease, eat, drink and be merry.’ But God said
to him, 'You fool! This very night your soul is required of you; and now who will own what you
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have prepared?' So is the man who stores up treasure for himself, and is not rich toward God"
(Luke 12.13-21).

The orphan spirit takes gifts that God has offered and places an importance on them
as an owner primarily because he has attached his source of life to their possession.
The son however views himself as a manager of the gifts that God offers and attaches
to them an importance found in making an account for how he uses them rather than
trying to control them as one who owns them.

3. Sons learn the skills for managing interpersonal relationships
It is important as we mature to see that we have a responsibility to not just manage the
things God has given to us but also the relationships we are involved with as well. For the
orphan relationships are seen as things to be used to gain something, the attitude of gimmiegimmie remains prevalent. For the son relationships become something important, a priority,
that demonstrates a growing level of maturity. Relationships, even more than things, have been
given by God to be managed for His glory. The son has learned that the bottom line of
relationships is not what I can get from them, but when I can give to them. This is the whole
essence behind Paul’s words in 1 Cor. 13.1-13 “If I speak with the tongues of men and of
angels, but do not have love, I have become a noisy gong or a clanging cymbal. If I have the
gift of prophecy, and know all mysteries and all knowledge; and if I have all faith, so as to
remove mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. And if I give all my possessions to feed
the poor, and if I surrender my body to be burned, but do not have love, it profits me nothing.
Love is patient, love is kind and is not jealous; love does not brag and is not arrogant, does not
act unbecomingly; it does not seek its own, is not provoked, does not take into account a wrong
suffered, 6does not rejoice in unrighteousness, but rejoices with the truth; bears all things,
believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things. Love never fails; but if there are gifts of
prophecy, they will be done away; if there are tongues, they will cease; if there is knowledge, it
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will be done away. For we know in part and we prophesy in part; but when the perfect comes,
the partial will be done away. When I was a child, I used to speak like a child, think like a child,
reason like a child; when I became a man, I did away with childish things. For now we see in a
mirror dimly, but then face to face ; now I know in part, but then I will know fully just as I also
have been fully known. But now faith, hope, love, abide these three; but the greatest of these is
love.”
In the first three verses of the passage quoted above he basically says that if you do not
have love as your primary motive the value of your life accountability will be a sum of zero. Rick
Warren states it probably the clearest of all when he said “Life minus love equals zero.”214
Sons learn the value of love in relationships They learn to motivate others by
unconditional love rather than by fear or reward or relying on others character.

Orphans, Ishmaels never see that they control people by fear and intimidation.
Because they have to have horizontal affections they manage by worldly horizontal
manipulation and control.
Sons, Isaacs, learn to manage relationships by building into the lives of others so that
others stay in relationship not because of some external controls but because they
have found another who loves them and seeks their best interest even above their
own.

4. Sons learn the skills of managing Interpersonal relationships through conflict
As we mature we become more of the son that Father intended us to be, we start realizing
that managing relationships means one learns to manage conflict successfully. I have learned
that conflict is the arena where Sonship and maturity are demonstrated. And there is no greater
relationship intensity than that which is found in marriage and family. Living in close proximity
has a way of bringing out who we really are. Marriage is a microcosm of the most important
214
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and basic arena of all relationships. Conflict is inevitable. And as a result learning to manage
conflict in marriage and family is the best test of maturity. One person said that your marriage
will demonstrate all of those areas you have not taken captive to obedience to Christ. An
orphan believes that a marriage is designed to provide them something. They come to
marriage with a sense of what does it do for me. Because of that they start at the wrong point.
They're trying to get life from the marriage rather than coming to give something to the marriage.
Another person described marriage as "two ticks no dog". The following is a short list of how to
manage conflict as a son.
a.

Relationship principles must be learned, they are not inherited. Being born doesn’t

qualify you as effectively managing relationships. Existing on the planet for 20 to 50 years
doesn’t qualify you as an effective manager of relationships.
The first step in managing relationships is to overcome a stronghold of denial. One of the
things that changed my life was when someone told me that if I could look behind me and see a
trail of bodies on the side of the road representing all the people I couldn’t get along with then
maybe I needed to change how I managed my relationships. The key to this change is not
insisting that the way we have done it in the past, or the way we have always done it before, is
best. A son willingly wants to learn to do it better. Managing relationships means learning,
understanding and seeing new ideas about how to get along with others. The moment you start
learning and studying the relationships you are in and the ways that you can manage them
effectively is the point at which you stop stagnating.
Most of the people I have met in life simply learn to manage relationships until the age of
13 and then just duplicate those patterns ad nauseam for the next 20, 30, 40, even 50 years.
What a recipe for disaster! If you're not learning and moving forward in relationships then by
definition you are moving backwards.
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b. A son knows God is in control so he learns to stop viewing conflict as negative and develops
the attitude that conflict is an opportunity for growing the relationship.
Conflict in relationships is an opportunity to better ourselves, and to move ahead in a
relationship. Successfully managed, conflict can bring a greater understanding of another
person, greater teamwork that comes when a conflict is worked through, greater openness and
honesty in connection, or a greater intimacy.
Relationships are built on five levels. Those five levels are 1) clichés 2) information
and exchange of facts, 3.) Unified teamwork, 4.) Honesty and sharing of feelings, opinions, 5.)
Intimacy and transparency. It is imperative to understand as a son that the other side of conflict
handled effectively is a greater depth of that relationship in one of those five categories.
Because of that a son welcomes conflict as the opportunity to see himself more closely, an
opportunity to deal with those things in his life that represents selfishness, and to manage that
conflict to a greater depth of relationship. A son understands that most hurts in life come
through relationships but he also understands that almost all healing comes through
relationships and almost all of life’s blessings are through relationships.
c. The beginning point of conflict resolution is understanding that I don't need to win.
When someone is coming at us, we sit back in Father’s arms and Spirit, knowing that
we don’t have to win to feel good about ourselves. We need to get to what is in the best interest
of the other person. A son matures in the management of his relationships to the point of
realizing that is not about him getting from the relationship but rather about him assisting
someone else to achieve what is in their best interest. That's what separates a Christian from
every other person on the planet. A follower of Christ understands that he is in the process of
giving up his life to assist and serve the interests of others. How else can you read Philippians
2.3-7? "Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but with humility of mind regard one
another as more important than yourselves; do not merely look out for your own personal
interests, but also for the interests of others. Have this attitude in yourselves which also was in
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Christ Jesus, who, although existing in the form of God did not regard equality with God a thing
to be grasped but emptied himself taking the form of a bondservant." Or how about the verses
that occur in James 4.1? "What is the source of quarrels and conflicts among you? Is not the
source your pleasures that wage war in your members?” Earlier James had said, “Who among
you is wise and understanding? Let him show by his good behavior his deeds in the gentleness
of wisdom. But if you have bitter jealousy and selfish ambition in your heart, do not be arrogant
and so lie against the truth. This wisdom is not that which comes down from above, but is
earthly, natural, demonic. For where jealousy and selfish ambition exist, there is disorder and
every evil thing. But the wisdom from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, reasonable, full
of mercy and good fruits, unwavering, without hypocrisy. And the seed whose fruit is
righteousness is sown in peace by those who make peace" (James 1.13-18). Or how about
Paul's words to the Galatians when he wrote "Brethren, even if anyone is caught in any trespass,
you who are spiritual, restore such a one in a spirit of gentleness ; each one looking to yourself, so
that you too will not be tempted. Bear one another's burdens, and thereby fulfill the law of Christ"

(Gal. 6.1-2).
In conflict as a son I don't need to win anymore, because I already won at the cross.
In conflict as a son I need to seek the best interests of another person, and that may mean
tough loss, but the fact is I need to do what I do in the best interest of another person. Sons are
not out for themselves anymore. They have learned that the greater goal is to restore another,
to see another’s best interests before their own. A son has learned that in a relationship that
unless it is win-win then it is not a win at all. Lose-lose, when both parties suffer, ends up in a
negative result Win-lose, where I win and they lose is not a win at all. Lose-win, where I give
myself to lose so they can win, is a self-abusive system and worse allows another person with
pride to not grow through the problem. In Win-win, I win and they win.
Sons learn not to react but to act, not to be reactive but to be proactive. Dr. Fred Brashaw used
to say, “Become like a thermostat and not a thermometer.” The thermometer reacts to its
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environment, so that when the temperature goes up the thermometer goes up. When the
temperature goes down the thermometer goes down. It simply responds to its environment.
That's what we do in conflict often time. If the temperature of the relationship is high we respond
by getting bigger, by getting tougher, by being more intimidating or by being louder. If the
temperature of the conversation is colder, we move to rejection, leaving a person, not
responding when we know we should, ignoring, and isolating. A thermostat, however, is not
controlled by its environment but rather responds in a proactive way. When the temperature
rises a thermostat initiates all of the resources that it controls to bring the temperature back to
normal. In a relationship, someone with a thermostat mentality responds to another person
becoming hotter, tougher, bigger, more intimidating, or louder by becoming more of a listener,
by not responding in like manner, and becoming softer and gentler in their approach. On the
other side when someone starts reacting in a colder way the Isaac who understands the
principle of being a thermostat steps forward, overcomes personal reaction, refuses to respond
in an isolationist way. Often times our spouse or children will exhibit rejection and the easier
thing to do is walk away, become more involved in something else, and return the rejection with
more rejection. A thermostat, when it senses rejection, swallows its sense of personal rights and
seeks to manifest unconditional love that says no matter what I feel from you I will respond in a
way the seeks your best interest.

For the orphan, Ishmael, relationships are all about what I can get, and how I can win,
always being right, or never having to admit that I'm wrong.
For the son, Isaac, relationships recognize the value the Father places on the other
person. They become opportunities to exercise unconditional love, seek others
interests first, see their own sinfulness and change, and learn to live for a win-win.

5. Sons know as a manager not an owner, sons realize they will give an account.
For the orphan there is a sense in relationships that we will never have to give an
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account, or that our accountability is so far in the future that we really don't even have to think
about it at all. Scripture teaches the opposite. As a son learns and matures in his relationship
with his Father he begins to realize that the word of God is very specific to say that every
relationship that we have we will give an account for. This comes out clearly in Paul's teaching
in Colossians where he says, "Whatever you do, do your work heartily, as for the Lord rather than
for men, knowing that from the Lord you will receive the reward of the inheritance. It is the Lord
Christ whom you serve. For he who does wrong will receive the consequences of the wrong which
he has done, and that without partiality” (Col. 3.23-25). This principle in God’s word is

disconcerting to say the least. Each of us will give an account.
I once had a friend tell me about a dream another man had. In the dream the man
found himself sitting in front of the throne of Christ to give an account for his life. He began to
recite all of the things that he done. Having been involved in Christian ministry he told of all the
events he had attended and the missionaries that it helped. As he spoke he became vaguely
aware of a black mass at his side as if it were somebody standing there draped in a black
garbage bag. He went on to share all of the things that he thought might impress the Lord as he
gave an account of his life. Included in those things were giving away money that he didn't even
have, as well as serving time and sacrificing for others in the process. All the while during this
recounting the person by his side would move and at times groan.
Finally when he had finished the Lord said, “Those things are all nice and good and you
have been rewarded for them. Now, what have you elected to do with the gift that I gave you?”
Once again he saw this black mass at his side move. He was a little irritated that
someone was standing there where he couldn't see. He was also frustrated with the Lord’s
question so he said, “I'm not sure what gift You are referring to.”
“The gift of the person that I gave you to help you in life,” replied the Lord.
“What?” he responded. And it was then and only then that he became aware that the
person standing next to him draped in black was actually his wife.
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The Lord spoke again. “I’m not nearly so concerned about all the things that you did as I
am about how you treated the gift that I gave you.”
While we may or may not accept someone’s dream as being authoritative, the point of
the story is penetrating. I personally came to understand, very painfully, that as a pastor I put
the Great Commission before the Great Commandment. I made every effort to love my wife
and my family, however the ministry would often times come first before their needs and
interests. Those misplaced priorities ultimately cost me my marriage as it ended in divorce.
The Great Commandment says that I am to love others as God loves me. I'm not
qualified to go into the Great Commission to carry the word of God, to disciple others, until I can
demonstrate that what I am living is a reflection of how I treat my family. I imagine that if all of
the pastors and Christian leaders in the world today would make this one change in the way that
they think there would not only be a lot more happy spouses, but also every one of those
pastors would become a lot more effective. In the day in which they give an account they would
not walk away from that meeting in tears because of the life that was wasted in doing rather
than in caring for the gift God gave us in our spouse.
Another passage comes to mind. Peter says in 1 Peter 3.7, “You husbands in the same
way, live with your wives in an understanding way, as with someone weaker, since she is a
woman ; and show her honor as a fellow heir of the grace of life, so that your prayers will not be
hindered.“ When one reads this passage very carefully one sees that the way I treat my
spouse, specifically my wife, determines whether my prayers are heard. Want to talk about
giving an account to God for how we treat others? This is instantaneous. A lot of us men
wonder why our prayers are not heard or why we go to God and it seems like heaven is closed
shut. Often times it may be because of the way that we treat others in our lives.
This is the point of Matthew 12.36, “But I tell you that men will have to give account on the day
of judgment for every careless word they have spoken.” Romans 14.12 expands on this theme,
“So then, each of us will give an account of himself to God.” Hebrews 4.13 adds, “Nothing in all
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creation is hidden from God's sight. Everything is uncovered and laid bare before the eyes of
him to whom we must give account.” Hebrews 13.17 offers even more insight, “Obey your
leaders and submit to their authority. They keep watch over you as men who must give an
account. Obey them so that their work will be a joy, not a burden, for that would be of no
advantage to you.” Nothing sums it up better than Colossians 4.1 "Masters, give unto your
servants that which is just and equal; knowing that ye also have a Master in heaven.”

Ishmaels never take a second thought that they will one day stand before a Father and
give an account of their lives, there is no fear of that moment which at the very basic
level would modify their behavior, rather Ishmaels simply live for the here and now.
Sons live in a sense of upcoming accountability, when someday they stand before a
Father to provide an account for their lives, to make an accounting of what they have
done. At first perhaps because they fear the Father’s frown but they later learn that
they long to honor the Father who loves them so.

6. Sons slowly come to understand their responsibility to move into Mentoring and
Coaching.
For the orphan, life is about achieving the goals and objectives of gaining value in a
world value system. As one moves through the layers of sonship, one begins to realize that the
goal is to become a father in the faith. John talked of the levels being children, young men and
fathers.215 John indicates children have knowledge of forgiven sins, they know God as Father.
Young men are the strong and victorious of the faith. But fathers are distinguished by an
intimate knowledge of God. That father spirit is to be passed backwards to the child and to the
young man. Paul knew about being a father to his followers, “I do not write these things to
shame you, but to admonish you as my beloved children. For if you were to have countless
tutors in Christ, yet you would not have many fathers, for in Christ Jesus I became your father
through the gospel. Therefore I exhort you, be imitators of me” (1 Cor. 4.14-16).
215

See 1 John 2.12-14.
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As I have traveled across the United States it has amazed me to see so few fathers in
the faith. I can’t help but wonder what would happen if the concept of fathers rising up to give
their lives for the younger ones, committed to living out the love of Christ unconditionally for
others, teaching with patience the truth of the word, would catch on everywhere in the Church.
The core of all this fathering can be found in a Spirit-filled life and in the humility that overflows
from a heart who has found Home in Father’s Love.

For the Ishmael orphan there is no giving away of what has been obtained there is no
sense of mentoring another generation, but rather the sense that those who need their
understanding are only tools to be used and kept from having control.
A son understands live is very short and that there is an obligation to instruct and
assist others in a mentoring or discipling process. One of the characteristics of those
who understand sonship is the constant attitude of the son pouring his life in the lives
of others.

7. Sons as pastors learn to be managers not owners.
For the orphan pastor and church leader, relationships are all about the numbers, the
building of the Empire, and the strengthening of the finances. For the orphan pastor
relationships are not therefore the strengthening of the person but rather the dealing with the
problem. When sonship begins to infiltrate the heart of a pastor the changes are amazing. No
longer are we trying to build an empire, to keep people unified, to make sure others stay in line,
or otherwise trying to close the gate, but rather being a pastor just becomes exampling the
unconditional love of Jesus Christ, demonstrating it in our own families, and giving it away in
random acts of kindness. Discipleship becomes teaching people to overcome their own selfish
orphan heart and put the interest of others before their own. Mentoring takes on a new value as
we live to become examples of unconditional love and therefore establish a platform from which
to speak. In the day-to-day operations and management of the church the Isaac pastor learns to
take the persecution of the Ishmaels, and then love them because he knows he is loved by his
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own Father and that his Father loves them as well. He learns to work with people and not argue
with them. He learns to see the pain they are experiencing and not the pain of his lack of
growth. He learns to listen to what people are telling him in marriage counseling and then help
and coach others in confronting their own selfishness. For the Isaac pastor life becomes a life
lived by faith, where he puts the needs of his family, in obedience to the Great Commandment
before the drives of the Great Commission. The Isaac pastor realizes that he needs to stop the
orphan spirit in ministry that puts objectives and goals ahead of relationships and love. The
Isaac pastor realizes the greatest teaching and gift he can give to his people is his example of
being a good father and husband.

Ishmaels become pastors for position and power and anointing and all the world value
systems. And pastors produce Ishmaels after their own kind. Constantly working to
protect the empire they cannot bear the thought of other pastors succeeding or people
leaving their ministry for another. And Ishmael’s can be quickly identified by their
anger control over staff.
Sons understand leadership that succeeds is a leadership that serves. They are not
about controlling the empire but about following a sense of excellence in their own
walk and valuing others along the way. Sons have learned that they are not about
their own success but have come to want to make everyone around them more
successful than themselves.

D. CHANGE IN BATTLEFIELD, NEW ENEMY AND WAR – (SOLDIER)
A son matures when he realizes we are in a war, a spiritual war that is not easily viewed
except through the eyes of faith. According to the Barna Group, the majority of Christians do
not believe that Satan or the devil actually exists. However, according to an Associate PressGFK news poll, up to 77% of all adults believe that angels exist.216 “How art thou fallen from
heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! How art thou cut down to the ground, which didst
weaken the nations! For thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my
throne above the stars of God: I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation, in the sides of
216

Barna Group And Associated Press Poll:, www.barna.org, April 10, 2009 CBSNEWS.com December
23, 2011
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the north: I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most High.” (Isaiah
14.12-14, KJV) Jesus clearly tells us in John 17.5 that we are in this battle for the long haul. “I
do not ask You to take them out of the world, but to keep them from the evil one.” “You are from
God, little children, and have overcome them; because greater is He who is in you than he who
is in the world. They are from the world; therefore they speak as from the world, and the world
listens to them” (1 John 4.4-5).
Satan is in the world. Paul shows in this passage that the fight is really in the heavenly
places as well as on the Earth. “For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the
rulers, against powers, against the world forces of the start, against the spiritual forces of
wickedness in the heavenly places." In another passage Paul gives indication that a person can
have strongholds built. He attributes that condition to not taking our thoughts captive to the
obedience of Christ.217 As we will discuss in more detail later in this book, a stronghold is a set
of lies about God that we believe so firmly that they have become encased in emotional cement.
When one tries to get to the bottom of those lies there's a whole set of emotions to fight against.
Paul indicates in Ephesians chapter 4 that anger sustained provides a beachhead for the
enemy to get into our lives on. A beachhead is something that occurs when an invading army
establishes a point on home soil where they are able to fight from to gain control of that country.
The same thing is true for the Christian. Satan can gain a beachhead into our lives through an
emotion or set of emotions that are all surrounding a group of lies about God. When he does
this then he gains the victory in our behavior. “Be of sober spirit, be on the alert. Your adversary,
the devil, prowls around like a roaring lion, seeking someone to devour. But resist him, firm in
your faith, knowing that the same experiences of suffering are being accomplished by your
brethren who are in the world” (1 Peter 5.8, 9).
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1. Sons learn the value of the command, “Stand Firm”
“Be on the alert, stand firm in the faith, act like men, be strong” (1 Cor. 16.13). At the
very outset of a study concerning the battle in which the son is involved, we come to the phrase,
"stand firm.” In the Greek language the two words that were translated as “stand firm” were a
military battlefield term meaning "hold at all costs."
Early in my ministry I had the opportunity to be associated with a sergeant from a large
police department in one of America's major cities. He came upon a scene where two rookies
were arguing with a group of people that have gathered. They were trying to win the situation in
their own power thinking that they themselves could control the crowd based on how loudly they
could yell and in the power that they themselves wielded. Problematically they were not winning
that battle at all; in fact the crowd was getting larger. My friend moved through the crowd, up to
the two officers in the midst of all the yelling and shouting. He grabbed both of the young rookie
officers by the back of the neck and said to the two of them “Do not move, stand firm.” The
rookie policeman had forgotten they had the authority to control the crowd. They were trying to
do it on their own instead of relying on the badge on their chests that signified the authority they
carried. My friend continued to say the words “Stand firm, do not move.” The tension in the
crowd began to diminish and pretty soon, one by one or in twos or threes, the crowd began to
leave until just my friend and the two rookie cops were left standing there
The point is clear. We as Christians forget that we have the authority to be victorious, we
forget to stand firm. Even before any battle with the enemy of souls begins our mentality should
be, “I will not be moved. The blood of Christ is my authority and I am God's child.” That is how
an Isaac learns to think. The Ishmael is all about control, power and strength. The son realizes
that his battle is not against flesh and blood, but against the enemy of souls, against Satan and
his spirit who was, after all, the first orphan. He understands that the spirit of the enemy may
use others or orchestrate circumstances in our lives with a goal to cause us great pain or
hindrance. However, a son begins to see the battle is not against the person necessarily but is
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actually against a spiritual enemy. Tragically, most Christians have no clue what they are
involved in. They show up for that battle lacking understanding of the tactics of the enemy, and
they're beaten from the beginning.
The son learns that this is a battle of dependency on Him. “Finally, be strong in the Lord
and in the strength of His might” (Eph. 6.10). The challenge of standing firm is to be strong in
the Lord and in the strength of His might. The might of the Lord is the Spirit of God. “Then he
said to me, ‘This is the word of the LORD to Zerubbabel saying, 'Not by might nor by power, but
by My Spirit,' says the LORD of hosts” (Zech. 4.6).

For the orphan spirit, the battle is lost before it begins because he does not see or
understand that it is spiritual and he tries to win by his own strength, power and
control.
For the son, the Isaac, the victory is not in what he does but rather in understanding
that the blood of Christ is the authority that covers the son.

2. Sons learn to stand “against the schemes of the devil”
In John 10.10 Jesus warned us what the devil would do. “The thief comes only to steal
and kill and destroy; I came that they may have life, and have it abundantly.” Satan has two
tools he uses to do his work. The first is “the lie,” the second is fear. John 8.44 explains this
truth when it says “You are of your father the devil, and you want to do the desires of your
father. He was a murderer from the beginning, and does not stand in the truth because there is
no truth in him. Whenever he speaks a lie, he speaks from his own nature, for he is a liar and
the father of lies.” His second tool is found in Hebrews 2.14-15, “Therefore, since the children
share in flesh and blood, He Himself likewise also partook of the same, that through death He
might render powerless him who had the power of death, that is, the devil, and might free those
who through fear of death were subject to slavery all their lives.” Revelation 12.11 further says,
“And they overcame him because of the blood of the Lamb and because of the word of their
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testimony, and they did not love their life even when faced with death.” Satan’s only power in
fear is that of death: death of that which we call our lives, death of a marriage, death of a family,
death of a job, death of a dream, death of a hold, these are all the things that Satan uses to
enslave us with fear.
In Ephesians 6 Paul lays out a complete plan whereby the Christian may stand firm
against the schemes of the devil. The battle ground is the mind; it’s located in how we think. If
Satan can get us to believe a lie concerning the character of God or the world that He created
then that belief can becomes stronghold in which the enemy can capture the mind. Ephesians
4.26 says “BE ANGRY, AND yet DO NOT SIN; do not let the sun go down on your anger, and
do not give the devil an opportunity. “ The word for opportunity here is really the military term
that Greeks used for establishing a beachhead. As was mentioned earlier a beachhead is a
point of operation from which an enemy would send invading forces into the country ultimately
to take over. This is the term being used here in Ephesians 4.26 and it describes with great
seriousness the action that Satan uses in our minds. He takes a lie that we are susceptible to
and uses it to establish a point of operation which he can launch further incursions into our
minds and our thinking. Furthermore in 2 Corinthians 10.3-5 Paul uses another term that comes
from a military background when he says that “For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war
according to the flesh, for the weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh, but divinely powerful
for the destruction of fortresses. We are destroying speculations and every lofty thing raised up
against the knowledge of God, and we are taking every thought captive to the obedience of
Christ.” In this passage we learn that our weapons for warfare are not of the flesh but are
actually defiantly powerful, designed to destroy fortresses. Those fortresses are made up of
speculations and those lofty things that are raised up against the knowledge of God. Paul's
point is that this battlefield is the mind.
Remember again that a stronghold is a lie about God or His Creation, buried in our
hearts, in the core of our thinking. Supporting emotions drawn from our life experience may
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cause us to believe with a passion that the lie is true. God doesn’t love me, ( the lie ) I have
been through many things ( emotional events ) and He has never been there for me ( another lie
) therefore I cannot trust Him ( the stronghold ). In coaching and in counseling we often times
try to deal with the stronghold of not being able to trust God when the truth is that He is
completely trustworthy.

The orphan, or Ishmael, doesn't understand the tactics that the enemy uses against
them, and so he is forced to live in the spirit of fear, enslaved by fear and subject to
the lies given to him by the father of lies.
The son, the Isaac, takes the time to study the tactics of the enemy, to be on the alert,
to be on guard against that which may be a lie about God or a fear that will lead into
slavery.

3. Sons learn to “Put on the full armor of God”
The command then comes from Paul to put on the full armor of God. Whenever I think of
this passage I picture unprepared soldiers who are standing there in the battle dressed in their
underwear. They have not stopped long enough to put on the full armor of God. They don't
even know what the full armor of God is.
I like to describe these kinds of Christians as "fruit of the loom" Christians. They stand in
the battle and have no protection, they do not know who their enemy is, and they do not
understand his tactics. But Paul tells us to put on the full armor of God. It is an action I take as
a son of the living God, a specific mindset that I hold. When I am facing something in life that
causes me concern I look for the battle in the mind, the battle for my thoughts and I put on the
full armor of God. Note that in this passage it is the full armor of God, not just showing up on
the battlefield with just part of the armor, that wins the war. Be completely dressed in every
piece of the armor and fully aware of what the pieces do. That is the calling of a son.

The orphan, or Ishmael, does not live by faith but rather by his own works He goes
into battle by himself without putting on the armor of God, and therefore stands into
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the battle dressed only in his underwear.
The son, the Isaac, lives in faith, and knows that when he faces a battle that one of the
first things that he needs to do is to stop and get dressed in the armor of God.

4. Sons learn what it means to be "girded with truth"
The passage here speaks directly to what a soldier would need in the midst of battle.
Paul is talking about what could be described as a belt. In New Testament times they dressed
in long flowing robes which could get in the way of a soldier that was running. They solved the
problem by having a belt that they could tuck the ends of the robe into so that wouldn’t be in the
way. This is what Paul means when he says to have their loins girded. It refers to the belt. . An
interesting side note is that in New Testament times several other items of a soldiers gear
rested on the belt as well.
The word for truth in this passage, the Greek word alethea, really means truthfulness.
It’s one thing to have the truth, but the characteristic of a son as he steps in a battle, any battle,
is the fact that at the core of his armor is truthfulness. He is a truth seeker. My mentor, Dr. Fred
Barshaw, used to say that there are three types of people: the truth seekers, the false truth
seekers, and the pseudo-truth seekers. He said truth seekers are those that will look for the
truth at the cost of their own ego. The false truth seekers really don't care, they're only
interested in pontificating their personal set of beliefs, right or wrong. He said these people are
easy to spot. They have no desire for the truth, cannot hear it, and do not care. He used to
teach that the most dangerous of the three were the pseudo-truth seekers because they
appeared to want the truth but in fact they were only interested in what it would gain for
themselves personally.
Dr. Barshaw also used an illustration from the word “sincere.” Originally a Latin word it
came from two other words, sina and cera, which meant without wax. Statue makers in New
Testament times would sometimes fill their damaged merchandise with wax to hide the defects.
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Unblemished statues were marked as sina cera, or without wax. That is a description of what a
Christian needs to be, genuine, without defect in integrity, a truth seeker even at the cost of his
own ego, rights and personal desires
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For the orphan spirit there is a lack of truthfulness at that basic core of their character.
Given the right circumstances (or any set of circumstances) they will choose the path
of least resistance by living a lie.
The son has a characteristic truthfulness that goes to the inner man. It drives the
desire to get to the truth as the bottom line, even at the expense of ego, defensiveness
and personal profit.

5. Sons learn to put on the “breastplate of righteousness”
The breastplate was that piece of armor that was used to cover the critical organs, such
as the heart, the lungs, the kidneys and stomach. It was designed to be that last line of
defense against an attack that might come towards the soldier in battle. The breastplate was
only effective when the soldier stood in the battle and became useless for those that turned to
run. The point of this piece of armor is that there is a certain protection that occurs to our inner
heart when we live out the righteousness of the Spirit of God in us. As we continue to walk
with the Lord, the Holy Spirit develops in us a desire to live lives that are set apart for the Lord,
that display a sense of rightness. This is the life of a son who lives out the holiness of his
father, a discussion that we had earlier. The righteousness of my actions becomes my defense
against the attacks of the enemy.
A man's character is made up of the display of his integrity, his breastplate of
righteousness. A man's reputation is simply a statement of how he has lived in the past.
Proverbs reminds us to guard our hearts for from them flow the springs of life.218 A man's
character is everything.

For the orphan spirit, there is such a desire for personal profit, for selfish gain, that
righteousness is only skin deep. When the pressure of life is on, desires not fulfilled,
dreams not coming to fruition, character is sacrificed.
For the son, there is an understanding that character is everything. This results in a
devotion to living life in a right way and by doing so it becomes a protection to his
218
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very core, his heart.

6. Sons secure his foundation of “the preparation of the gospel of peace”.
The shoes of an army are one of the most important pieces of equipment that a soldier
can have. We learned quickly in Vietnam that the enemy would do anything they could to cut
through and infect the feet of the Army. They used to have things that they called fly traps,
sharpened bamboo that poked downward so that when your foot entered the box it went in
easily. However, when the soldier pulled his foot out, he was stabbed multiple times. The
enemy would spit, defecate and urinate on the bamboo shoots, so that a soldier's foot was
immediately infected. The Army developed steel toed, steel soled and steel side reinforced
shoes for the soldiers in Vietnam specifically because of this reason. The shoes would keep a
soldier from slipping, giving him a firm foundation in battle and protecting him from infection.
For the Christian our shoes are made up of the great news of peace. This is one of the
few stellar things that the world cannot reproduce effectively. Jesus said in the book of John
“Peace I leave with you; My peace I give to you; not as the world gives do I give to you. Do not
let your heart be troubled, nor let it be fearful” (John 14.27). Again He said, “These things I
have spoken to you, so that in Me you may have peace. In the world you have tribulation, but
take courage; I have overcome the world." John also records, “So when it was evening on that
day, the first day of the week, and when the doors were shut where the disciples were, for fear
of the Jews, Jesus came and stood in their midst and said to them, ‘Peace be with you.’ And
when He had said this, He showed them both His hands and His side. The disciples then
rejoiced when they saw the Lord. So Jesus said to them again, ‘Peace be with you; as the
Father has sent Me, I also send you.’ And when He had said this, He breathed on them and
said to them, ‘Receive the Holy Spirit’” (John 20.19-22).
Peace is much of the essence of the Gospel. Remember the good news the angels
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spoke at the birth of Jesus? “Peace on earth and good will toward men.”219 Realize and
remember that prior to the death of Christ there was no peace, no true peace with God. Jesus
was very careful when he introduced himself to the disciples after he had risen from the dead to
tell them that they were at peace. This knowing, this security, this sense of not being in fear
about their relationship to God becomes the very footing, the foundation of the Christian in
battle. This is where he stands. Paul wrote “Be anxious for nothing, but in everything by prayer
and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God. And the peace of
God, which surpasses all comprehension, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ
Jesus” (Phil. 4.6-7).
Now, be very careful not to miss this next point. A soldier could take off his helmet,
could lay down his shield, and could put his sword at his side especially, when resting. But he
never, ever took off his belt, breastplate or shoes. To do so was to be completely unprepared.

For the orphan spirit, the foundation of their lives is not peace but turmoil. They move
from one thing to the next, and there is only more drama because there is no overflow
of the peace that Christ gave access to by faith.
The son is no longer striving to get peace in the world, to control relationships or
circumstances so that peace can be done, but rather knows he has been given access
to the peace of Christ through believing.

7. Sons learn to take up “the shield of faith”
The shield was another piece of armor that was extremely important to the soldier. The
shield is made up of overlaid steel, much like belts in a radial tire, that gave the soldier
incredible strength and ability to resist long-range arrow attacks by the enemy. Those arrows
were often times kept in pitch, or oil, and set on fire so that when they arrived at their designated
target they splattered fire, burning multiple members of the opposing army. The soldier of Paul's
day overlaid the steel shields with a coating of leather that was designed to absorb the fiery
219
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arrow and put it out before it injured those standing around the soldier.
We are often times victims of long-range attacks, attacks that come through the air, that
we would be vulnerable to were it not for the shield that God has given us, the shield of faith.
When an attack comes as an aerial bombardment is usually as a challenge to the faithfulness of
God in our lives. That's when we raise up the shield of faith. Our faith becomes that which
protects us from long range aerial bombardment by the enemy against the character of God in
our lives. Do not be deceived. Our enemy has every intention of challenging your beliefs with
long range attacks. And remember something else. When you become discouraged by some
lie you have heard or sensed your discouragement infects those standing by you. The arrow
splatters on you and then continues on its course to burn others.

For the Ishmael, faith is always hard. When troubles arise or trials are experienced
their world is sent into a tailspin. They either try to seize control through strength or
give up in passive resignation.
For the son, the Isaac, his shields are overlaid with the basic trust that has developed
with the knowledge of and belief in Father's love in his life. He knows his Father is in
control and will get him through whatever trial he faces.

8. Sons put on the “helmet of salvation”
This was an amazing discovery for me as I learned the meaning of sonship and began to
understand the armor we have been given. The mind or brain must be protected in battle. This
is where decisions are made. It controls the body, it is the center of life and obviously one
doesn’t do well in a battle with a missing head. Even wounds to the head can disable a soldier.
So the helmet was developed by armies to protect soldiers from arrows, swords, shields, elbows
and other things.
Picture Paul writing to the Ephesian church from his prison cell. Why did he choose a
helmet to signify salvation? The more you concentrate on this the more you realize that the
helmet protects the mind, and there is no other place that we need to know the value of our
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salvation more than in the mind. Salvation communicates to us a number of things. It means
that our justification is found in Christ. I no longer stand before God dressed in my own
righteousness or lack of righteousness but rather find myself in Christ holy and blameless and
able to be presented before God. It's not about me, it's all about Christ. So the helmet of
salvation protects me in my thinking about who I am or who I am not in my own flesh. The
helmet is my reminder that my thinking needs to be controlled by the things that God says about
me in Christ.
Neil Anderson in his book, Victory over the Darkness, provides a number of scriptural phrases
that when used on a regular basis can build up this protective helmet.
What is true of Christ is true of you
I am a child of God (John 1.12)
I am Christ's friend (John 15.15)
I am part of the true vine, a channel of Christ's life (John 15.1, 5)
I am chosen and appointed by Christ to bear His Fruit (John 15.16)
I am a slave of righteousness (Rom. 6.18)
I am enslaved to God (Rom. 6.22)
I am a son of God; God is spiritually my Father (Rom. 8.14, 15; Gal. 3.26, 27)
I am a joint heir with Christ, sharing His inheritance with Him (Rom. 8.7)
I am a temple– a dwelling place–of God. His Spirit and His life dwells in me (1 Co. 3.16; 6.19)
I am united to the Lord and am one spirit with Him (1 Co. 6.17)
I am a member of Christ's body (1 Co. 12.27)
I am a new creation (2 Co. 5.17)
I am reconciled to God and am a minister of reconciliation (2 Co. 5.18, 19)
I am a son of God and one in Christ (Gal. 3.26, 28)
I am an heir of God since I am a son of God (Gal. 4.6, 7)
I am a saint (Eph. 1.1; 1 Co. 1.2; Ph. 1.1; Col. 1.2)
I am God's workmanship - His handiwork - born anew in Christ to do His work (Eph. 2.10)
I am a fellow citizen with the rest of God's family (Eph. 2.19)
I am a prisoner of Christ (Eph. 3.1; 4.1)
I am righteous and holy (Eph. 4.24)
I am hidden with Christ in God (Col. 3.3)
I am an expression of the life of Christ because He is my life (Col. 3.4)
I am chosen of God, holy and dearly loved (Col. 3.12; 1 Th. 1.4)
I am a son of light and not of darkness (1 Th. 5.5)
I am a holy partaker of a heavenly calling (Heb. 3.1)I am a partaker of Christ; I share in His life
(Heb. 3.14)
I am one of God's living stones, being built up in Christ as a spiritual house (1 Pet. 2.5)
I am a member of a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for God's own
possession (1 Pet. 2.9)
I am an alien and stranger to this world in which I temporarily live (1 Pet. 2.11)
I am an enemy of the devil (1 Pet. 5.8)
I am a child of God and I will resemble Christ when He returns (1 John 3.1, 2)
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I am born of God, and the evil one - the devil - cannot touch me (1 John 5.18)
I am not the great "I am" (Exod. 3.14) but by the grace of God, I am what I am (1 Co. 15.10)
Since I am in Christ, by the grace of God...
I have been justified - completely forgiven and made righteous (Rom. 5.1)
I died with Christ and died to the power of sin's rule over my life (Rom. 6.1-6)
I am free forever from condemnation (Rom. 8.1)
I have been placed into Christ by God's doing (1 Cor. 1.30)
I received the Spirit of God into my life that I might know the things freely given to me by God (1
Cor. 2.12)
I have been given the mind of Christ (1 Cor. 2.16)
I have been bought with a price; I am not my own; I belong to God (1 Cor. 6.19, 20)
I have been established, anointed and sealed by God in Christ, and I have been given the Holy
Spirit as a pledge guaranteeing my inheritance to come (2 Cor. 1.21; Eph. 1.13, 14)
Since I have died, I no longer live for myself, but for Christ (2 Cor. 5.14, 15)
I have been made righteous (2 Cor. 5.21)
I have been crucified with Christ and it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me. The life I
am now living is Christ's life (Ga. 2.20)
I have been blessed with every spiritual blessing (Eph. 1.3)
I was chosen in Christ before the foundation of the world holy and without blame before Him
(Eph. 1.4)
I was predestined - determined by God - to be adopted as God's son (Eph. 1.5)
I have been redeemed and forgiven, and I am a recipient of His lavish grace. (Eph. 1.7, 8)
I have been made alive together with Christ (Eph. 2.5)
I have been raised up and seated with Christ in heaven (Eph. 2.6)
I have direct access to God through the Spirit (Eph. 2.18)
I may approach God with boldness, freedom and confidence (Eph. 3.12)
I have been rescued from the domain of Satan's rule and transferred to the kingdom of Christ
(Col. 1.13)
I have been redeemed and forgiven of all my sins. The debt against me has been canceled.
(Col. 1.14)
Christ Himself is in me (Col. 1.27)
I am firmly rooted in Christ and am now being built in Him (Col. 2.7)
I have been spiritually circumcised. My old unregenerate nature has been removed (Col. 2.11)
I have been made complete in Christ (Col. 2.10)
I have been buried, raised and made alive with Christ (Col. 2.12, 13)
I died with Christ and I have been raised up with Christ. My life is now hidden with Christ in
God. Christ is now my life (Col. 3.1-4)
I have been given a spirit of power, love and self-discipline (2 Tim. 1.7)
I have been saved and set apart according to God's doing (2 Tim. 1.9; Titus 3.5)
Because I am sanctified and am one with the Sanctifier; He is not ashamed to call me brother
(Heb. 2.11)
I have the right to come boldly before the throne of God to find mercy and grace in time of need
(Heb. 4.16)
I have been given exceedingly great and precious promises by God by which I am a partaker of
God's divine nature (2 Pet. 1.4)220
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9. Sons pick up the “sword of the Spirit, the word of God.”
As we approach this segment there are three aspects to this weapon that need to be
explored and understood specifically from the original Greek language it was written in. First,
the word used for sword here is actually a small hand sword that was used in both defense and
offense, requiring a large level of skill. The Greek word used here is machira which Vine’s
Dictionary defines as "a short sword or dagger" in contradistinction to another word for sword in
Scripture, which was rhompha, defined as "a Thracian weapon of large size". (Vine’s Dictionary
of New Testament Words, Online, Word). Perhaps the difference can best be described as
this, the short sword was used in both defense and offense and its success was determined by
the skill of the bearer. The large broadsword on the other hand, not referenced here, was
swung using very little skill but using great fleshly power. It was much more inaccurate and
again, not what was intended in this passage. Paul's point here is that in the warfare we face
on a daily basis one needs to become very skillful in the way we use the word of God. When
attacked, use it defensively against the enemy to parry away injurious thoughts. Because I
have invested my time to discipline myself and understand the Word, when Satan speaks a lie
about God or about myself, I can use it defensively to say that is not so. Use the sword
offensively to take new ground for kingdom purposes when we standing into and declare what
our Redeemer said. We must challenge ourselves, and discipline ourselves to learn the Word
of God to know the word of God well and to use it skillfully.
A second important insight occurs when one considers the sword that is referred to not
the logos but rather than rhema word of God. Vine’s again states the following: “The
significance of rhema (as distinct from logos) is exemplified in the injunction to take "the sword
of the Spirit, which is the word of God," Eph. 6:17; here the reference is not to the whole Bible
as such, but to the individual scripture which the Spirit brings to our remembrance for use in
time of need, a prerequisite being the regular storing of the mind with Scripture.” (Vine’s
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Dictionary of New Testament Words, Online, Word). One must not miss the point of what was
just said. The word of God becomes a sword skillfully used in defeating the enemy when it is
personal. Skillful use of this sword is not just pulling any verse from the whole Bible and
throwing it randomly at the enemy but rather well chosen, well thought out, specific scriptures
that God has given to you in quiet times and in memorizing. These are the rhema verses, the
specific voice of God that a child hears from his Shepherd brother Christ.
Thirdly here, and equally as important, is the fact that the sword is that of the Spirit. We
do not wield the sword in the power of the flesh, in the orphan spirit of anger, bitterness,
legalism, power and the other things that are so characteristic of the Ishmael heart. It is the
word of God specifically, personally, heard from the Father, skillfully memorized defensively and
offensively, in full surrender to the Spirit of God applied so He can use it as He wills and
chooses. This is what allows the word of God to hit its mark.
All of this is engagingly demonstrated in the passage describing Jesus when he resisted
all that Satan had to throw at him. In Luke 4.1-13, for the three temptations that Satan offered
again Him, Jesus replied only using Scripture. Each time Satan challenged the character of
God, trying to engage the human weaknesses of the lust of the eyes, lust of the flesh and the
pride of life. Each time Jesus countered with the exact Scripture needed at the time. Satan
then turned his attack a second time, quoting Scripture in return, but because of our Lord’s skill,
His personalized remembrance of God’s Word, He countered and ultimately defeated the
enemy by correcting the mistakes and lies Satan was using, refusing to believe the lies and
respond in doubt. It is important to note that Satan knew the Word just as much as Jesus did.
However Jesus had made the word of God personal and handled it skillfully in the power of
God's Spirit. Satan departed; battle lost, but note, he did so to wait for a more opportune time.
Satan knew he would be back.

For the Ishmael the Word of God is not read and learned on a regular basis. There is
no understanding, no disciplined skill in handling, no personalization. He doesn't
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make it his own, isn’t surrendered to the Spirit’s control and so lives a defeated life.
The Isaac however values God's word. He reads it, studies it on a regular basis, longs
for understanding, develops a disciplined skill in using it, has gotten it personally
from his Shepherd Savior and surrenders his use of it to the Spirit’s control. The
result is that he knows the taste of victory against the enemy of souls.

10. Sons also know there is another weapon of great power, “all prayer”.
The final piece of weaponry that is a part of the sons armor is often missed by
commentators, excused as something that is apart from the armor of God, and yet it is this
author's belief that it is one of the most powerful weapons. As most military commanders will tell
you, the air war determines for the most part who wins or who loses. He who controls the air
controls the battle. The same is true for the Christian. The Christian can be fully dressed and not
understand that the greatest battle is the battle of control of the air. When one looks this
passage you can't help but see where Paul started. “For our struggle is not against flesh and
blood, but against the rulers, against the powers, against the world forces of this darkness,
against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the heavenly places" (Eph. 6.12).
Not only is the battle not against flesh and blood, characteristically, it's not even here on
the Earth. Paul describes the battle as being against world forces. The world value system
comes to mind. As one enters into the spirit of prayer and develops the skill of prayer one
begins to see more and more the influx, the invasion of the world value system in our thinking.
It's more than that the Bible indicates that the warfare is actually in heavenly places. Often times
the outcome of discussions for the souls of men and women depends on the prayers of God's
people. These are the weapons of our power. A simple reading of the book of John finds Jesus
constantly departing from the crowds, leaving behind the orphan attraction of the world’s
applause, and spending time alone in prayer with His Father. What an incredible example!
Jesus well knew that the battle for the control of the air was the key to winning the battle on the
ground. As a good general Paul exhorts his listeners with the words, "With all prayer and
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petition pray at all times in the Spirit, and with this in view, be on the alert with all perseverance
and petition for all the saints" (Eph. 6.18). Notice his passionate appeal, ALL prayer, at ALL
times in the Spirit, with ALL perseverance, for ALL the saints. Paul speaks specifically to the
dynamic that only the mentors of sons have come to understand, the power of prayer. It's been
said that one of these saints of old was quoted as saying "the Army of God advances forward
on its knees." Prayer is the highest expression of faith, because it has no short term
gratification, but demands that the one who exercises in this air war does so by faith, content
with the fact that they may never see the result of their prayers, knowing with certainty that their
prayers have been heard and that they have much power.
Often quoted but never over quoted are the words that James gave us in James 5.1618, "Therefore, confess your sins to one another, and pray for one another so that you may be
healed. The effective prayer of a righteous man can accomplish much. Elijah was a man with a
nature like ours, and he prayed earnestly that it would not rain, and it did not rain on the earth
for three years and six months. Then he prayed again, and the sky poured rain and the earth
produced its fruit." What greater passage could there be to encourage the heart of the Christian,
that Elijah could be used, having a nature just like ours, as a man of prayer to close down the
clouds, and then reopen them again so that the sky poured forth rain. How can we expect less?
How often we forget that command of Jesus, "Until now you have asked for nothing in My name;
ask and you will receive, so that your joy may be made full” (Jn. 16.24) or "Ask, and it will be
given to you; seek, and you will find; knock, and it will be opened to you” (Matt 7. Complacency
sets in, apathy controls our hearts and we forget to labor in prayer.
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For the orphan Ishmael spirit prayer is hard, usually centered in what I can get for me,
rather than in intimacy and love. Praying for others is not often thought of, seldom
used and not really believed in.
For the Isaac, the one with the spirit of sonship, prayer becomes like a breath,
because the son's heart longs to be in harmony with the Father's and he knows that it
is in the power of prayer that the air war is won for the souls of others.

NOTES
 Orphans focus on the failures of others. Cannot forgive because they cannot forgive
themselves. They have a critical, fault-finding spirit; look at everyone else's faults with a
microscope, but at their own with a telescope.
 Orphans use the shortcomings and faults you see in others to justify, vindicate, defend your
own sinful lack of humility.
 Orphans take every comment, every criticism as personal rejection.
 Orphans are self-righteous; look down on others.
 Orphans have an independent, self-sufficient spirit.
 Orphans have a defensive spirit; they have to prove that they are right.
 Orphans have a demanding spirit, they have to claim their rights loudly, and use them for
control.
 Orphans have a self-protective spirit, are self-protective of their time, their rights, and their
reputation.
 Orphans keep others at arm’s length. Are unapproachable or defensive when criticized.
 Orphans desire to be followed, no tolerance for others independence and ultimately need to
have their way.
 Orphans desire to be a success and push hard towards self-advancement.
 Orphans are driven to be recognized and appreciated.
 Orphans are wounded when others are promoted and they are overlooked.
 Orphans have a subconscious feeling that "This group should treat me better, because it is
privileged to have me and my gifts"
 Orphans think in terms of what they can do for God.
 Orphans feel confident in how much they know.
 Orphans are self-conscious, very self-aware.
 Orphans are quick to blame others.
 Orphans are concerned with being respectable, with what others think; work to protect their
own image and reputation.
 Orphans find it difficult to share their spiritual needs with others.
 Orphans want to be sure that no one finds out when they have sinned; their instinct is to
cover up. Are remorseful over their sin, sorry that they were found out or caught.
 Orphans have a hard time saying, "I was wrong; will you please forgive me?"
 Tend to deal in generalities when confessing sin.
 Are concerned just about the consequences of their sin, of being caught, not about having
offended another, and can’t see the pain they have caused in other’s lives.
 Wait for the other to come and ask forgiveness when there is a misunderstanding or conflict
in a relationship.
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 Compare themselves with others and feel worthy of honor.
 Are blind to their true heart condition.
 Don't think they have anything to repent of, or only the surface issues, nothing about
selfishness.
 Don't think they need revival, but are sure that everyone else does.
 Sons become Compassionate, can forgive much because they know how much forgiven.
 Sons Esteem others better than themselves
 Sons develop a dependent spirit; recognize their need for God and others.
 Sons are willing to yield the right to be right
 Sons yield their rights; have a meek spirit.
 Sons find joy in denying their own selfishness.
 Sons are motivated to serve others.
 Sons are motivated to be faithful and to make others a success.
 Sons Desire to promote others.
 Sons Sense of their own unworthiness; are thrilled that God would use them at all.
 Sons are eager for others to get the credit and rejoice when others are lifted up.
 Sons Have a heart attitude that says, "I don't deserve to have part in any ministry;" they
know nothing to offer God except the life of Jesus flowing through broken lives.
 Sons Are humbled by how very much they have to learn
 Sons are not concerned with self.
 Sons Are willing to risk getting close to others and to take risks of loving intimately
 Sons accept personal responsibility and can see where they are wrong in a situation.
 Sons Receive criticism with a humble, open spirit.
 Sons Are concerned with being real; what matters to them is not what others think, but what
God knows; are willing to die to their own reputations
 Sons are willing to be open and transparent with others as God directs.
 Sons once broken, don't care who knows or who finds out; are willing to be exposed
because they have nothing to lose.
 Sons are quick to admit failure and to seek forgiveness when necessary.
 Sons Are able to acknowledge specifics when confessing their sin
 Sons take initiative to reconcile when there is misunderstanding or conflict; they race to the
cross; to see if they can get there first, no matter how wrong the other may have been.
 Sons Compare themselves to the holiness of God and feel a desperate need for His mercy
 Sons Walk in the light.
 Sons realize they have need of a continual heart attitude of repentance.
 Sons continually sense their need for a fresh encounter with God and for a fresh filling of His
Holy Spirit.
 Orphans don’t have time for others, too busy for others; one person told me he would not
play tennis with his wife though she asked many times, “you just aren’t good enough it would be
a waste of my time “… When Father’s Love took hold he was purchasing a gift for his wife.
Father said no, and He led him to a can of tennis balls.
 Orphans are hateful and unconcerned, mean and unforgiving, conditional in approval,
absent when needed, takes from relationships and sucks dry, unjust, judgmental, unfair,
partiality, unpredictable and untrustworthy
 Orphans are always striving to be better, working to comply with respect reward and
rightness, they don't get the REAL of "when I was strong I couldn't find love when I became
weak love found me".
 Orphans seek to find God's will, sons learn by faith God will reveal His Will in His Time, they
will know it by His Presence
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 Orphans perspective only feel successful when there are numbers or popularity involved,
they measure by the world, sons learn that a rose in the desert seen only by God is the greatest
glory.
 Orphans w/o love filling the heart move to Resentment, Competitive Striving, Critical Spirit,
and Unforgiveness.
 Orphans have to win in relationship and cannot see that God uses relationships to reveal
areas we have not taken subject to Christ
 Orphans are legally a son or daughter but they are not living in, experiencing Him daily,
 Orphans are always suspicious of authority
 Orphans can't handle criticism or admonition but sons long for correction ad thrive to hear
what they can do better. When my fur bristles it is my flesh coming to the surface.
 Orphans view love is based on conditions and requirements from a WVS and is all based on
others performance and how they look. It’s called law.
 Orphans have to hold to the rule of law because it’s about control.
 Orphans don't have basic trust when they come under the fire of conflict and they will retreat
into self-justifying, self-defending, self-vindicating, self-promoting.
 Orphans don't see the pain they bring to another person they only see the pain others to
them and use that as justification to actions that are self-promoting.
 Orphans have the shortcut spirit... Orphans don't look to the future. What comforts my pain
now? What gets me what I want now
 An orphans feeling of being right justifies their holding their attitude of rejection and
judgment.
 Sons will learn humility through relationships. Marriage will show you every area in your life
that is not subject to the authority of Christ
 Sons YOUR RELATIONSHIPS will show you every area in your life that is not subject to
authority.
 Orphans will forgive someone else's sins and cannot see their own faults
 Orphans Value relationships for what they can do for me rather than for intimacy and love.
 Orphans don't feel others pain. They cannot see the pain they caused. I'm right...they are
wrong.
 Orphans consume the blessings of God on their own lusts.
 Orphans can't trust...basic trust.
 Orphans can't relate on anything but gimmie, what's in it for me.
 Orphans honor their parents on the outside but do not open their hearts
 Orphans always do the right things on the outside but inside are still striving and empty and
there is no peace
 Orphans can't handle conflict, so they engage in constant criticism, accusation, exposure,
resentment.
 Sons, finally get tired of thinking others were better than me... Wondering why they chose
him and didn't choose me. Why is God blessing him and not blessing me.
 Orphans impression of GODS love.... It’s all conditional and based on whether I have a
good God day. Run to this conference, get to this concert, get some new prophecy, some
spiritual accomplishment, recognition.
 Orphans worry about the future fight about being in control, holding on to tight control.
 Orphans feel whatever you have to do to feel good about you is exactly what you will expect
of others
A list of those things the orphan spirit does.
1. Complaining against or passing judgment on God (Num 14:1-4,9,11; Rom 9:20)
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

A lack of gratitude (2 Chronicles 32:25)
Times of Anger (Proverbs 28:25; Matthew 20:1-16)
Seeing yourself as better than others (Luke 7:36-50)
Having an inflated view of your importance, gifts and abilities (Acts 12:21-23)
Being focused on the lack of your gifts and abilities (1 Corinthians 12:14-25)
Perfectionism (Matthew 23:24-28)
Talking too much (Proverbs 10:19)
Talking too much about yourself (Proverbs 27:2; Galatians 6:3)
Seeking independence or control (1 Corinthians 1:10-13; Ephesians 5:21)
Being consumed with what others think (Galatians 1:10)
Being devastated or angered by criticism (Proverbs 13:1)
Being un-teachable (Proverbs 19:20; John 9:13-34)
Being sarcastic, hurtful, or degrading (Proverbs 12:18, 24)
A lack desire to be involved in service (Galatians 5:13, Ephesians 2:10)
A lack of compassion (Matthew 5:7, 18:23-35)
Being defensive or blame-shifting (Genesis 3:12-13; Proverbs 12:1)
A lack of admitting when you are wrong (Proverbs 10:17)
A lack of asking forgiveness (Matthew 5:23-24)
A lack of biblical prayer (Luke 18:10-14)
Resisting authority or being disrespectful (1 Peter 2:13-17)
Voicing preferences or opinions when not asked (Philippians 2:1-4)
Minimizing your own sin and shortcomings (Matthew 7:3-5)
Maximizing others’ sin and shortcomings (Matthew 7:3-5; Luke 18:9-14)
Being impatient or irritable with others (Ephesians 4:31-32)
Being jealous or envious (1 Corinthians 13:4)
Using others to accomplish personal agenda (Matthew 7:12; Philippians 2:3-4)
Being deceitful by covering up sins, faults, and mistakes (Proverbs 11:3; 28:13)
Using attention-getting tactics (1 Peter 3:3,4)
Not having close relationships (Proverbs 18:1-2; Hebrews 10:24-25)
Manifestations of Humility

1. Recognizing and trusting God's character. A humble person acknowledges Who God is
and rehearses God's character often. Because he does this, he trusts God much more
than the proud person. In trials, he will even thank God for the reminder of how much he
needs Him and for all the good He is doing through the trial (Psalm 119:66).
2. Seeing yourself as having no right to question or judge an Almighty and Perfect God. A
humble man thinks of God as his Creator and himself as God's creation. He does not
see himself as even remotely qualified to pass judgment on God or what God does. He
knows that his perfect and all-wise God can do whatever He pleases, and it will be the
best for him (Psalm 145:17; Romans 9:19-23).
3. Focusing on Christ. The humble see Christ as their life and their first love. There is no
other thing or person that they must have. Through the day they talk to and worship Him
often (Philippians 1:21; Hebrews 12:1-2).
4. Biblical praying and a great deal of it. Humble people want to worship God and they see
themselves as totally dependent on God for His enablement. John Owen once said, "We
can have no power from Christ unless we live in a persuasion that we have none of our
own." Because they see themselves as needy, they pray often (1 Thessalonians 5:17; 1
Timothy 2:1-2).
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5. Being overwhelmed with God's undeserved grace and goodness. The humble person
sees himself as truly deserving of hell. He is immensely grateful to God for forgiving him
of so much (Psalm 116:12-19).
6. Being thankful and grateful in general toward others. Humble people thank God and
others often. They expect nothing, so anything that is received is greatly appreciated. (1
Thessalonians 5:18).
7. Being gentle and patient. Humble people want to act like God, and they are not focused
on what they want. They also want to love others the way God loves them. They are
willing to wait and are not easily irritated (Colossians 3:12-14).
8. Seeing yourself as no better than others A humble person understands the sinfulness of
his own heart. He would never see himself as better than others. This is true no matter
who the other person is. He understands that he, in and of himself, is capable of the
worst sin. He agrees with John Bradford who said, "but for the grace of God, there I go"
(Romans 12:16; Ephesians 3:8).
9. Having an accurate view of your gifts and abilities Humble people do not bemoan the
fact that they are not as gifted as others. Neither do they exaggerate their own abilities
(Romans 12:3).
10. Being a good listener. Humble people consider what others have to say as more
important than what they have to say. They take an interest in others by asking
questions and listening. Self is not their primary focus (James 1:19; Philippians 2:3-4).
11. Talking about others only if it is good or for their good. A humble person will speak well
of others, not negatively. He will convey something negative about someone only if he
must do so in order to help that person (Proverbs 11:13).
12. Being gladly submissive and obedient to those in authority. Humble people are first of all
obedient to God, and then the authorities over them (Romans 12:1-2; 13:1-2).
13. Preferring others over yourself. Humble people are willing to put others before self
without first considering their own rights (Romans 12:10).
14. Being thankful for criticism or reproof' Humble people view reproof as good for them and
consider that God may be trying to teach them something (Proverbs 9:8; 27:5-6).
15. Having a teachable spirit. Humble people realize they don't know everything, and even
when they think they are right they are willing to consider that they might be wrong (1
Corinthians 4:7). They also know that God can use anyone to teach them, since He was
even able to use a donkey to teach Balaam in Numbers 22:22-35. They have many
people they admire and respect.
16. Seeking always to build up others. Humble people encourage others. They use only
words that build up and say what is necessary for the edification of others. They never
cut others down (Ephesians 4:29).
17. Serving Humble people are on the lookout for ways to serve and assist others. They are
the first to volunteer for jobs no one else wants. They take the initiative to reach out and
serve others (Galatians 5:13).
18. A quickness in admitting when you are wrong. Humble people have no problem with
saying, "I was wrong. You are right. Thank you for telling me." (Proverbs 29:23).
19. A quickness in granting and asking for forgiveness. Humble people are eager to forgive
because they know how much they have been forgiven. They have no trouble asking for
forgiveness because they want to be peacemakers (Colossians 3:12-14).
20. Repenting of sin as a way of life. A humble person asks God daily for forgiveness and
works toward real change (1 John 1:9; 1 Timothy 4:7-9).
21. Minimizing others' sins or shortcomings in comparison to your own. A humble person
thinks about his own sin more often than another's sin. He also sees his own sin as more
important to deal with than the sin of others (Matthew 7:3-4).
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22. Being genuinely glad for others. Humble people rejoice with others when good things
happen because they are aware that God has blessed them immeasurably and they
trust God for what they do not have (Romans 12:15).
23. Being honest and open about who they are and the areas in which they need growth.
Humble people are open and honest about their growth in the Lord. They ask for help
and accountability in the repentance process, knowing they need their brothers and
sisters (Philippians 3:12-14; Galatians 6:2).
24. Possessing close relationships. Humble people have friends and loved ones because
they are friendly and love others. They are willing to ask for help with various burdens
and problems they may have. (Acts 20:31-38).
(Taken from: From Pride to Humility: A Biblical Perspective by Stuart Scott)

XVI.

REFLECTING FATHER’S FACE: A WORD TO HELPERS

“For if you were to have countless tutors in Christ, yet you would not have many
fathers, for in Christ Jesus I became your father through the gospel.” (1 Cor. 4.15)
“But we proved to be gentle among you, as a nursing mother tenderly cares for her
own children. Having so fond an affection for you we were to impart to you not only the gospel
of God but also our own lives, because you had become very dear to us.” 1 Thess 2.7-8
In this final section let’s consider those who are “called alongside” as helpers. I could
not have a greater passion to communicate a message to a group of people than I do to those
God has gifted and called to counsel, coach, pastor and mentor others. What a tremendous
privilege, what a sense of God’s calling and demand for His giftedness. I honor you. I am
reminded of how Paul saw his own helping others ministry when he told the Corinthians “Not
that we lord it over your faith, but are workers with you for your joy; for in your faith you are
standing firm.” (2 Cor 1.24). Helpers, are very much participants in the service of the Holy
Spirit. And it is He Who is described four times in Jesus’ last sermon in as a parakaletos, a
word made up of two words, “to call” and “alongside” (John 14.16, 14.26, 15.26, 16.7). The One
the Father sent, Another One like Jesus, is called alongside to encourage, implore, rebuke or
exhort us in our faith and walk. These are people who have graciously turned their backs on
fame and fortune to serve in helping others becomes successful. It is a calling, a gift, and a
wonderful opportunity to be a helper to someone else’s faith. Some to be sure are there to
pontificate their own formula thinking often because it strokes their own orphan spirit to be
looked up to, to be in control. They pass out a three point outline and a little poem that is
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supposed to change lives. And there are others, to be sure, who masquerade as false helpers
and do what they do to get a paycheck. Thankfully they seem to be few and far between. This
section then is dedicated to those who really care, who really want to be more than a paid
formula pontificator. This is an application of Father’s Heart to the helper so that he or she may
actually see changed lives as a result of their service.
Not long ago I have the pleasure to speak with Tim Parker, a missionary counselor
who works with kids who are struggling with addictions. He was sharing with me the success he
has seen in his ministry as God is using him to change to help heal hurting hearts one life at a
time. Tim literally takes one or two hurting addicted teens with him to Haiti and they spend all
their time together, free of cell phones, video games, and peer distractions. As Tim was sharing
his success rate which is phenomenally beyond what any secular group boasts, I asked him if
he knew why he was so successful. He was open to hearing my take on it so I shared with
him, “brother you are doing it, you are doing what Paul said he did, ‘we imparted to you not only
the gospel of God but also our own lives’”. Here is the passion of the helper, here are the
methods he used, not a formula, he gave his life to help others. I told my friend you’re doing it,
you give them your life, your time, your undivided attention and you love them. That is why they
change. You are providing the FIVE NEEDS every human is so desperate to receive. My friend
said, “I’ve never heard it put this way before, what are the needs?” You take them with you and
you walk together, you tenderly care for them, you have a fond affection for them, they have
become dear to you and they know it. You give them 1) A sense of belonging, 2) A feeling of
importance, 3) An understanding of your value for them, 4) A freedom from ill placed judgments
5) and you securely provide for them, care for them. This is what Paul did. My friend Tim was
amazed because he could see it, that is what he is doing. He is fathering youth into successful
living. THAT IS WHAT A HELPER DOES !!! It’s called mentoring or coaching or pastoring or a
dozen other names but it’s success is determined by the father factor. This is why we as
helpers need to pull up short, stop giving formulas, gird ourselves to wash the feet of
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others…because that is what my Father does.
How will they hear unless someone tells them? How thankful I am a campus
missionary, Dean Hatfield, who gave his life to be an ambassador for Christ, came down a
dormitory hallway and into my life. There is a huge message here for pastors (shepherds who
tend Jesus’ sheep), counselors (who deal with the pain of our past) and coaches (who deal with
our potential and future) need to hear and apply. Perhaps the message we pastors, counselors
and coaches need to hear the most is, for the last days, this earth needs fathers who can love,
those who can heal the hurting, mature the healing, and launch the maturing back into their
respective worlds; of families, friends, jobs, businesses, and churches who are desperate to
hear the Father Loves you message. The message of learning to love as our Parent loves, of
learning to love as our Father loves us, is the message of the last days. Os Hillman wrote in the
last chapter of his book Experiencing the Father’s Love,
“Today’s generation, like never before, needs spiritual fathers, not just teachers.
Malachi says before the 400 years of silence as the very last statement that He desires the
hearts of the fathers were to be reconciled to the hearts of the children. If this does not happen,
God will strike the earth with a curse. Have we not seen the effects of fatherlessness in our
nation? Our marketplaces are being led by men and women who were fatherless and operate
from greed and mammon because they know not how to reconcile the fatherlessness in their
own lives. The father wound must be healed if we are going to see families and even the
marketplaces have a restored Kingdom influence. There are two important statements found in
the second verse of Malachi. First, the Messiah will turn the hearts of the fathers to the children
and second, He’ll turn the children’s’ hearts back to their fathers before His return. Unless this
happens there will be a curse upon the earth. This is a promise of restoration of fatherhood,
something we have dearly lost in our generation. This restoration will pave the way for Jesus’
second coming, the “great day”. If you are a father, let me encourage you to invest in your
children. Validate them as a son or daughter. Use words of encouragement and love so they
know without a doubt you love them unconditionally. If there have been breaches in the past,
take the initiative as their father to rebuild the relationship. Your children need this, and so do
you.” 221.
A. FIRST, MAKE IT YOUR OWN, ARE YOU EXPERIENCING FATHER’S LOVE DAILY?
Whether you are a pastor, a counselor or a coach; understanding the value of God’s
love in your own life has to start with your heart. You can’t give away what you don’t possess.
221

Os Hillman, Experiencing the Father’s Love, pp. 98-99
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Experiencing Father’s love must be your first priority and be held in such high standard by you
that if you see you do not live it, you’re really disqualified from having anything to say. It’s your
orphan spirit that must be identified, it’s your worldly thinking that must grieve your heart, it’s
your horizontal value system that must be displaced and it is from there and there only that you
have something to say.
Paul set the example when he said, “But the goal of our instruction is love from a pure
heart and a good conscience and a sincere faith.” (1 Tim 1.5) This has to be the goal of the
helper as well. You are the one who is trusted to advise and foremost in your agenda is to
reflect the Father’s Love. Your kindness, your gentle responses, you just being a listener before
supply some formula just heard in a conference. The question you must ask again and again,
do I sincerely with a good conscience love this person. We love from a pure heart, the
foundation of humility. Pure in the sense that we get it. We have seen the orphan pushed from
our own thinking and we are living as sons. A good conscience is next. Are we just doing a job
because we need the income? Have we become callous in our listening or do we really reflect
a Father’s heart to hear what is being said and to advise accordingly. Do we pray over our
clients or are they just the responsibility of a job. And in a sincere faith, a faith without fault we
believe in the power of Almighty God to change lives. We are the most positive not because we
are paid to do so but because we have the faith to be leaned on.
In my personal growth and then in my ministry I found deeply understanding and
living Father’s love was at best the hardest thing I have had to learn and practice. Father’s
Love is the most important foundation of all. Knowing and then believing God’s love for us is
not a book on the shelf, it is the shelf upon which every other book rests. We who influence
others, of all people, should understand Father's Heart the best, being the examples other can
follow because we have proven it in our own lives.
So my first challenge to you is, learn His Love, go deep into His Heart, understand
Him intimately. This is not taught it is caught. You don't learn Father’s Love, you mature in it. I
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want to repeat that. You cannot learn about Father’s Love and think you have it. You have to
learn it by living it. It is a relationship you build with a very real Person. It will take you two
years of practicing the Five Cardinal Principles, (the key ring His Love and four keys of humility)
before you get it. Practice them on your own before you teach it to others. I’ve been living it for
fifteen years now and I am still seeing the root of selfishness, Ishmael Orphan thinking and
original family training in my habits and behaviors. It will never be gone, not until that final day
when I am freed from the presence of sin in my heart and stand before Christ. Always it will be
there. Always taking new tracks, always showing its selfish head is some other way. But it’s
okay, Father loves to use anyone who gets exhausted enough to say, “Please Father, show me
YOUR ways, cleanse me of my sin and use me”.
Until we get these Five Cardinal Principles, quite honestly, we are really just formula
fakers. Not relationship builders. It is those like me, educated in the Bible for 30 plus years that
are the most susceptible to the pride of knowledge. Again, “Knowledge makes arrogant but love
edifies“ (2 Cor. 8.1). How hard these words were for me. Jesus would say to His followers,
“these people honor Me with their lips but their hearts are far away from me“ (Matthew 15.8)
Jeremiah the prophet wrote, “My people have committed two evils, they have forsaken Me the
fountain of living waters, to hew out for themselves cisterns broken cisterns that can hold no
water “. God wasn’t saying it’s those bad people over there. He is grieving over His own. And
there are two evils: first was to forsake Him by carving out their own cisterns rather than
depending on Him for living water. Living in Phoenix, Arizona I have had the opportunity to see
firsthand how valuable water is. It is the source of life and in its absence is worth more than
gold. God says He is the fountain of water for His people, but not just water, living water. But
they had forsaken Him. This is what my orphan spirit will do constantly, drift away, and forsake
my God as my source of life. Drift moves into self-effort, I can hew out my own source of water,
I can build my own cisterns (water tanks). This speaks to the legalism of self-made religion.
Here is the educated traditionalist older brother who thinks that it is okay to drop his guard while
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he is looking down on someone else. Surely I must be okay, why just look at that other son
over there… that son is the problem, but not me. Ah, but there is the problem for the mature
believer. Every day we must crawl into a Father’s lap; every day to sit beside Him, every single
day be reminded that we are but a moment from legalism, a moment from the Ishmael thinking
of doing rather than being. If you are a counselor or a coach I cannot urge you more strongly to
first displace the orphan spirit in your heart and then, only then, help others to see it as well.
Don’t ask others to read a book, memorize a truth, engage a formula, and then forget a Father’s
love daily. Use the discipline of a daily walk with Father God, to hear His Voice on your heart.
And expect it of your clients. You are not the “wonderful counselor“ HE is. He is the one who
they must be brought to, not you! Remember the man on the stretcher lowered down to Jesus?
Jesus is the healer; you are just the pallet bearer. Your job is to assist them to hear His Voice.
When you forget that, and when it’s not real in your life, this is the religious spirit, the Pharisaical
spirit, and it is a very, very bad spirit indeed. The religious spirit is the orphan leader who finds
a spiritual formula without a relationship with God. The religious spirit (another book I’m working
on) is the one who lives a self-centered life, and gives out success formulas to others without
practicing the Presence of the Almighty. Guard yourself! Make sure your life is all about Him
and His moment by moment relationship with you. When you drift (and you will), run Home.
Every Sunday as my wife and I sing worship hymns in our choir, my mind sees me and I think,
am I singing from my skill or from my heart to Him. Have I honored Him with my words?
WHERE IS MY HEART? Remember Jeremiah “they have hewn cisterns for themselves and
forsaken Me the fountain of living water”, and then Jesus, “these people honor me with their
words but their hearts are far from Me”. Jesus had a word for the religious spirit, “you make
your disciples twice as fit for hell as you are yourself”. If you’re not passionately living these
Five Cardinal Precepts: THE HOOK: Father Loves you; 1) Put God First – Father, it’s not
about me, 2) Brutal Honesty – Lord change me, 3) Gratitude Attitude – in everything give
thanks, 4) Astonishing Faith – Ask, Seek, Knock, then you’re starting down that path. This
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doesn’t mean we DO all of them right, in fact most of the time we don’t, but it means they are
our instruments telling us where Home is. And we can course change quickly.

The orphan pastor, counselor or leader is all about knowledge and facts and getting
followers, not realizing that “knowledge makes arrogant…”
The Son knows that it isn’t truly learned until it comes out in behavior. For the leader,
he must never teach or counsel an inch beyond his experience, if he doesn’t live it
then he is disqualified for the job. He has learned Father is about a relationship not
formulas.

B. SECOND, THOSE WHO HELP NEED TO ALLOW FOR BASIC TRUST DAMAGE.
Secondly when working with others, one must become conscious of and sensitive to
the behavior shaping from the selfish sin nature, the family of origin and traumatic life
experiences. As one learns to see the factors involved in basic trust issues, it becomes easy to
predict family of origin dynamics or personal injuries that may have occurred. It is frustrating to
see so many pastors, coaches and counselors that don’t get it. While one cannot diminish the
importance of assisting and helping people to implement meaningful behavior changes by
practicing principles of wisdom, we must take into account that surface behavior is not always
about changing the outside fruit. Frequently it’s more about nourishing the roots in the intimacy
of Father’s Love instead of continuing the drive for counterfeit affections. Overcoming the world
value system thinking is crucial to the affecting of real change. See in the importance of
grounding them in Father’s Love so they can stand firm in storms of doubt and fear.

Often

times the problem is in the very core of who they are. They are driven and pushing and working
the system because they’re convinced that is where they will find value, protection, belonging,
importance and approval. I have watched people come and people go, looking for formulas
they can apply. They look at you and say what great teaching, which feels great but the fact is
they really aren’t changing. It’s because we are treating fruit issues and not root issues.
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C. THIRD, HELP PEOPLE WORK THROUGH THE STRONGHOLD OF DENIAL
Probably the biggest issue in helping others is assisting them with the stronghold of
denial. It takes some gentle mentoring to help other to see their own self-justifying, selfdefending, self-vindicating, self-protecting, to give up hiding and wearing masks. This requires
being able to see the core of selfishness and to be Jesus to them, with skin on, pointing them to
Father’s Love. It takes time for people to see the world value system in their thinking and they
need you to point it out. They need the time to get sick of dumpster digging for counterfeit
affections. This demands a huge measure of patience and a distinct sense of humor.
Sometimes a client will be so able to see the orphan spirit in others, but cannot take the hard
look at the orphan spirit in themselves. Hopefully as we help, they begin to see the “it’s all
about me or me first thinking”. It can be hard because it seems so blatantly obvious, the us of
“I” did this, “I” want that, “I” was so hurt, “I” was so angry, “they” did this to “me”, “I” can’t stand
them, if it weren’t for them “I” wouldn’t be here… so it goes. One must learn the art of love,
patience and kindness in dealing with the revelation of the orphan spirit to the individual heart.
AND SOME PEOPLE WILL NEVER SEE IT!
Until the orphan becomes a son he cannot be healed any more than superficially, it’s
often referred to the “dry drunk” in addictive behaviors, the same orphan spirit will
adjust external behavior so they look better but until the orphan is displaced they are
just another dry drunk.
Sons because they allow the process of displacement to work inside, because
humility becomes their focused virtue, change, inside out, because the orphan spirit is
pushed out by the spirit of a son who is loved and content.

D. LIVE THE EXAMPLE OF PAUL
Paul was in the reminding and impartation of life business. Oh I love this passage as
my own personal challenge. Paul pours out his heart to those he served and provides us insight
into how he parented those entrusted to his care.
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“For our exhortation does not come from error (what we taught you, the way we
mentored you was to make sure we did not give you anything that was not true. A father waits
to give information when it is true and correct, not just to the facts but correct to the heart. How
many receive help when its more about the most recent thing that helped us rather than
listening to provide the right words at the right time to the right place) or impurity (we did not
have motives that were wrong, we did not provide help to you because it made us feel better or
we wanted something from you) or by way of deceit (we were not hidden or deceptive);
but just as we have been approved by God (here is the authority to speak for the
one who helps) to be entrusted (approved to be entrusted with the Word of God is not a right
but a privilege, a gift, handed by God in trust to the helper) with the gospel (the good news of
how Jesus is truly the ONLY answer. His Love, His Life, His Forgiveness His Power will meet
the need),
so we speak, not as pleasing men, (those who help are not in it to make people
happy but to assist others in the process of healing and just like a surgeon they may need to
use a scalpel before a bandage to bring about healing)
but God who examines our hearts (constantly checking my relationship with Him,
because He is the One I report to for the care of others).
For we never came with flattering speech, (we don’t placate and say nice things
without meaning) as you know, nor with a pretext for greed (we’re not in it to make lots of
money) – God is witness (we place ourselves accountable an all seeing God who we can fall
back on as our witness to our motives and desires)
nor did we seek glory from men (we didn’t care if we looked good in the eyes of
men with degrees, name dropping, titles or positions), either from you (the ones we help) or
from others (people we’d like to impress), even though as apostles of Christ we might have
asserted our authority (we could have, but in humility we didn’t).
But we proved (in our actions as proven over a period of time) to be gentle (the
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expression of humility to others) among you, as a nursing mother (parental love) tenderly
cares for her own children (we have a vested interest in you, you’re not just a number, you
are as my own child). Having so fond an affection for you (one is reminded of the words of
Father in Willie Young’s “The Shack” and I will repeat that to others for their encouragement, “I
was talking to Father about you just the other day and He said, ‘I have a fond affection for that
one, I’m very well pleased in that son or daughter’”), we were well-pleased (my heart is
pleased to do so) to impart to you not only the gospel of God but also our own lives
(pastors, counselors and coaches must learn we are giving our lives for others. Why? He did
for you!), because you had become very dear to us. (This is what Grace does; it makes
others become very dear to us. Is this how we approach mentoring or coaching? A people very
dear to our hearts, do we think of them often and pray for them? If not maybe God has another
to be their helper.)
For you recall, brethren, (once again Paul appeals not to the strength or passion of
his words, but the very memories they had of him) our labor and hardship, how working
night and day so as not to be a burden to any of you, (wow, learning to not be a burden to
others, interesting, this is a huge statement of humility. Paul did what he did in such a way that
he was not a burden to those he ministered to) we proclaimed to you (spoke it out freely,
shared the message straight away) the gospel of God (same Word, never changed the
message, it’s about the good news of Jesus bringing us to Father in His Spirit). You are
witnesses, (Again, Paul appeals to his reputation and their memories of him, I don’t have to get
referrals or testimonials from others, you yourself are the witness) and so is God, (the Only
One we are doing things for) how devoutly (passionate about God and pure before Him ) and
uprightly (passionate about living out what He put in) and blamelessly (character that produces
a reputation) we behaved (wasn’t talk--it was action) toward you believers; just as you know
how we were exhorting (1) and encouraging (2) and imploring (3) each one of you as a father
would his own children, (there is that parental heart again, making up what has been missing in
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the heart of his people, with the Holy Spirit in the lead) so that you would walk (the
measurement of our counseling and coaching) in a manner worthy of the God (the goal of our
work to generate a passion in others for walking worthy of God) Who calls you into His own
kingdom and glory.” (1 Thess. 2.3-12) For those of us in the “helping” professions, there is
huge applicability to what we do. Then it behooves us as those who care and assist, to realize
that we are standing into people lives as mentors, making up the deficiencies left behind by an
insufficient parenting influence. We become as fathers or mothers to those we help in the
sense that we are standing in to fill the gap. In our listening, our encouragement, and our goal
setting applications we need to remember that this can be the core issue.
E. THE GREATEST GIFT, REFLECTING A FATHER’S FACE
Derek Anthony Redmond born 3 September 1965 was an amazing runner, in his own
right, and prior to 1992 set a dozen speed records and won many Olympic gold medals. But he
is best remembered for his performance at the 1992 Olympic Games in Barcelona where,
projected to win by an easy margin, tragedy struck. Shortly into the race he heard a snap in his
leg as he tore his hamstring in the 400 meter semi-final. He fell to the track as everyone passed
him by. He fought through the pain, picking himself up, literally hoping on one leg he tried to
finish the race. All hope of winning, gone. It was too much. All his dreams and efforts were
finished. Suddenly through the crowd came someone who refused to be stopped by security
and broke through the barriers running on to the field. Jim Redmond, Derek’s father ran up
behind him. And Derek Redmond, held up by his father, completed the course as the crowd of
65,000 people gave him a standing ovation. The incident became one of the most wellremembered moments in Olympic history. Derek and his father became the subject of one of
the International Olympic Committee's 'Celebrate Humanity' videos and they have been used in
advertisements by Visa as an illustration of the Olympic spirit as well as featured in Nike's
"Courage" commercials in 2008. Forgotten are the bronze, silver and even gold medals of that
day. But the story of a father’s love is remembered on. And it doesn’t end there for in January
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of 2012 that same father was selected as a torchbearer for the 2012 London Games. Mr.
Redmond said today: "It truly is a once in a lifetime opportunity. My son's race will forever be
remembered, and while he did not win the gold medal he had dreamed of, he left an indelible
mark on the 1992 Games”. A father and a son, leave an indelible mark. A father and a son.
This is what happens when we coach. We get in underneath, not about us, we lift up and we
help another to finish their race when injury has occurred. And 65,000 rose to their feet in
honor. How many angels rise to their feet as coaches and pastors and counselors help
someone to the finish line in life.
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